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Preface 

Measuring Behavior 2010 

Robyn A Grant, Andrew Spink, Matthew Sullivan 

These proceedings contain the papers presented at Measuring Behavior 2018, the 11th International Conference 

on Methods and Techniques in Behavioral Research. The conference was organised by Manchester Metropolitan 

University, in collaboration with Noldus Information Technology. The conference was held during June 5th – 8th, 

2018 in Manchester, UK. 

Building on the format that has emerged from previous meetings, we hosted a fascinating program about a wide 

variety of methodological aspects of the behavioral sciences. We had scientific presentations scheduled into 

seven general oral sessions and fifteen symposia, which covered a topical spread from rodent to human behavior. 

We had fourteen demonstrations, in which academics and companies demonstrated their latest prototypes. The 

scientific program also contained three workshops, one tutorial and a number of scientific discussion sessions. 

We also had scientific tours of our facilities at Manchester Metropolitan Univeristy, and the nearby British 

Cycling Velodrome.  

We hope this proceedings caters for many of your interests and we look forward to seeing and hearing more of 

your contributions.  
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A Window on Welfare - Measuring the expressive qualities of behavior 

Prof Françoise Wemelsfelder 

Animal and Veterinary Sciences Group, Scotland's Rural College, Edinburgh, UK. 

Dynamic models of animal sentience and emotion are gaining momentum, making possible an integrated 

approach to welfare assessment in which emotion is an expressive aspect of, rather than a separate state from, 

behavior. Qualitative Behaviour Assessment (QBA) is a ‘whole animal’ methodology designed to characterise 

and quantify expressive qualities of animal demeanour, using descriptors such as relaxed, fearful, agitated or 

content. Such terms are frequently applied in studies of animal temperament and personality, and QBA extends 

this to include the assessment of animal experience. QBA also builds on qualitative assessment methods used in 

research with non-verbal human beings. A key factor in developing QBA has been the use of Free Choice 

Profiling (FCP), a method originally designed for use in consumer and food science. FCP invites groups of 

observers to generate and then quantify their own descriptive terms and relies on a multivariate statistical 

technique called Generalised Procrustes Analysis (GPA) to identify common perceived patterns of animal 

expression. Years of research with a range of animal species support the scientific validity of this approach and 

suggest it has significant potential, particularly when combined with other measures, to help judge an animal’s 

overall welfare state. QBA has so far not been applied to studies of human welfare; it would be interesting to 

consider whether and how this might be relevant. In this presentation, I will discuss various key methodological 

aspects of QBA, their strengths, weaknesses, and potential applications, and illustrate these with examples from 

QBA research. 
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Measuring functional morphology and ecological behaviour during the evolution 

of birds  

 

Karl Bates 

 
Liverpool Univervisty, Liverpool, UK 

Birds are one of the most taxonomically and ecologically diverse groups of vertebrates in modern ecosystems. 

Extant birds also possess a number of highly specialized and in some case unique morphological characteristics, 

including feathered bodies, wings, a hypermobile neck, and a highly pneumatised skeleton associated with a 

system of rigid air sacs. These novel morphological features are intrinsically linked to specialized functional 

traits of birds, notably powered flight, the use of unusual “crouched” bipedal postures during walking, and a 

unique system of lung ventilation. When and how these morpho-functional specializations evolved, and the 

extent to which they are interlinked, represent major questions in palaeobiology. In this talk, I will review recent 

research into the ‘evolutionary biomechanics’ of bird evolution. This research area is facilitated by a rich fossil 

record, which details the gradual step-wise acquisition of derived avian morphologies (and by inference 

mechanics and physiologies) during the Mesozoic Era. Recent work using computer models has demonstrated 

how temporal and phylogenetic changes in body shape (i.e. mass distribution) and muscle leverage effectively 

trace the gradual shift from the erect bipedal postures used by basal dinosaurs to the more unusual crouched 

(‘zig-zagged’) limb posture seen in extant birds. Quantitative analysis of bone shape reveals unique patterns of 

morphological regionalization within the necks of living birds, which correlate with variation in the degree of 

mobility within the neck. As with body shape and limb muscle evolution, evolutionary changes in neck form-

function appear to intensify in extinct theropod dinosaurs close to the evolution and diversification of animals 

with powered flight capability. This strongly suggests that whole-scale changes in morpho-functional anatomy 

were crucial to the evolution of powered flight and that many novel avian features may well be highly 

interlinked. Expanding and refining our understanding of this important ecomorphological transition is likely to 

be challenging, but immediate leaps forward will be realized by further work on extant taxa and the continued 

development of computer simulation approaches for reconstructing biomechanical performance in extinct 

animals. 
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The BioMimetic Approach to Studying the Control and Coordination of Behavior 

in Robots, Octopuses and other Marine Invertebrates 

Frank Grasso 

BioMimetic and Cognitive Robotics Laboratory, Brooklyn College, City University of New York.  

 

Soft-bodied animals such as cephalopods (Octopuses, Cuttlefishes, Squids and Nautiluses) are of considerable 

interests to biomechanicians, neuroscientists and roboticists because our understanding of the motor control in 

such systems is just in its infancy and offers the possibility of new technologies and understandings of brain 

function.  Their soft bodies mean that they lack the endo-skeletons of vertebrates (e.g., birds, reptiles, mammals) 

or the exoskeletons of arthropods (e.g., crustaceans like crabs and lobsters or insects) yet cephalopods animals, 

particularly octopuses are capable of both fine dexterous manipulation and forceful manipulation with the same 

appendages. Therefore, for roboticists, octopuses provide existence proofs that dexterous and forceful object 

manipulation are possible in systems lacking hard parts. For neuroscientists, interests lie in uncovering strategies 

that octopuses must use to make control of hyper-redundant systems manageable.  One challenge of studying 

such high degree of freedom systems involves the quantification of the kinematics of motor behavior. In this 

talk, I will discuss video methods we have developed for the quantification of fine and forceful manipulation by 

octopuses. I will discuss the biomimetic approach to understanding control and coordination of behavior with 

parallel studies in robots. 
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Meet a polar bear 

Kim Kaos 

LosKaos 

Humans interact with bio-inspired, animal-like entities, in the form of robots, puppets and computer games. We 

respond to these animals socially and interact with them in a similar way to how we would react to a real animal. 

In this keynote experience, we will explore this in more detail. You will be able to meet and interact with a 

“real” animal. Kim will be working with a special (and secret – sorry!) set of mechanisms that allow one person 

to fully animate a large creature, he will be bringing his polar bear, Bjorn to the conference. Please come along - 

how often do you get a chance pat a polar bear? After meeting the polar bear, and taking a short break, Kim will 

talk about his performance experiences, and the psychological and animal behavioural techniques he uses to 

enhance the live experience of human puppet interactions, and the cultural differences he has observed 

performing around the world. 
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Classification of Para swimmers with physical impairments - what should we 

measure and how? 

Carl Payton 

Department of Sports Science, Manchester Metropolitan University, Crewe, UK 

 

World Para Sport is the global governing body of the Paralympic movement and Paralympic Games.  One of the 

biggest challenges it faces is to provide a fair classification system for each of the Paralympic sports.  

Classification is essential to the very existence of sports for athletes with a disability.  An effective classification 

system should provide athletes with a disability with an equitable starting point for competition by minimising 

the impact that their impairment has on the outcome of the event. The process of classification involves grouping 

athletes into different classes, using sport-specific assessments designed to evaluate the impact of their 

impairment on performance. 

World Para Sport has decided that the current system used to classify physically impaired swimmers for 

international competition needs revising.  In conjunction with UK Sport, World Para Sport is funding an 

international research project that will generate a scientific evidence base from which a new system for 

classifying Para swimmers can be developed. This project will provide World Para Sport with clear 

recommendations on what biomechanical measures should be taken on swimmers during the classification 

process and how these should be obtained.  This presentation will focus on the measurement techniques 

employed in the research and on those that might form part of the new classification system.   
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How can we turn "Behavioural Tests" into "Behavioural Bioassays"? 

 
R.E. Brown1 

 

1. Professor, Department of Psychology and Neuroscience, Dalhousie University, Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada B3H 

4R2 

 
Behavioural assays are essential in neuroscience, but many behavioural studies involve "behavioural testing" 

rather than "behavioural bioassays".  What is the difference?  A behavioural test collects data on behaviour in an 

apparatus such as the open field or elevated plus maze.  The apparatus, procedure and methods of data collection 

are not standardized and the inter-laboratory reliability is often poor.  When the results are interpreted, their 

validity is largely unknown.  A behavioural bioassay, on the other hand, is a standardized test procedure which 

focuses on a single question, such as "What is the visual acuity of this animal?" The purpose of this workshop is 

to examine and discuss the different behavioural tests used in neuroscience and determine which meet the 

criteria of "behavioural bioassays" and which do not and to make recommendations for the use of reliable and 

valid behavioural tests to be used as behavioural bioassays. My plan is to start the workshop with a short lecture 

on the nature of the problem given by myself (Richard Brown) and then have members of the audience give ad-

hoc presentations on their work.  I see no reason to have a fixed number of speakers. At the end of the workshop, 

we should be able to produce a short paper on the issues and give our recommendations. 

 

This workshop would be an extension of my 2016 presentation entitled "The importance of “Behavioural 

Bioassays” in neuroscience". 
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Can Research Software Engineers help measuring behaviour? 

R. Silva1, 2 and C. Jay3 

¹ eScience Lab, School of Computer Science, University of Manchester, Manchester, United Kingdom. 

raniere.silva@manchester.ac.uk 

² Software Sustainability Institute, Edinburgh, United Kingdom. raniere.silva@software.ac.uk 

³ School of Computer Science, University of Manchester, Manchester, United Kingdom. 

Caroline.Jay@manchester.ac.uk 

Research Software Engineer (RSE) is a term that started to be used in the United Kingdom around 2012 to describe 

people in a variety of roles who understand and care about both good software and good research. It is an inclusive 

definition that covers a wide spectrum of people, from a researcher who is primarily focused on getting results for 

papers but does a lot of programming, to a software engineer who happens to work for a research organisation. 

Somewhere in the middle lies the RSE who may actually have that as their job title and/or might work for one of 

the fast-growing Research Software Groups. 

The purpose of this discussion is to: examine and discuss the contribution of research software engineers to 

behavioural science studies; determine the impact of research software engineers in a behavioural researcher 

group; and to make recommendations for the inclusion of research software engineering positions in grant 

proposals. 

We will start the discussion with a short lecture on the growth of the United Kingdom Research Software Engineer 

Association and some examples of work done by RSEs that might be interesting to behavioural researchers, and 

follow this with an interactive discussion on the topic. We will use the information that emerges during the 

discussion to produce a short paper with our recommendations. 

The discussion will cover some or all of the following questions: 

1. What research software did you use in your last paper? Make a list. 

2. How many of the software applications on your list are open source? 

3. How many of the software applications on your list have some documentation? 

4. How many of the software applications on your list have any kind of support forum? This can be a email 

address, a mailing list, web forum, a Q&A website or something else that you can turn for support. 

5. Does the software you use do exactly what you want, or could it be better? 

6. Do you, or members of your group, develop your own software? This might include anything from scripts 

for analysing data (e.g. R or Python scripts) to websites. 
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Measuring Performance at the Great Britain Cycling Team 

P.R.Barratt1 

1 Performance Support Team, Great Britain Cycling Team, UK 

 

At the Great Britain Cycling Team, laboratory-based experimental methods and field-based observational methods 

are combined to investigate how changes in bicycle setup parameters influence cycling power output. This 

workshop will demonstrate and showcase the facilities at the National Cycling Center, as part of the conference’s 

scientific tour program. It will then be followed by a workshop discussing how we might measure performance in 

cycling, with suggestions from the audience. 
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The challenges and opportunities running a behavioral core facility offers 

Lior Bikovski 

Myers Neuro-Behavioral Core Facility Israel liorbiko@gmail.com 

An increasing number of universities, research institutes and companies invest in behavioral core facilities in 

order to concentrate specific knowledge, assure a high standard of work and provide these specific services to 

the largest group of people possible. However, running a core facility on a day-to-day basis comes with its own 

set of challenges and unique opportunities. The quality of research done at these facilities relies on the ability of 

the facility managers to engage specific challenges, and to bridge the gap between communal and specific needs, 

as well as the need to identify novel trends and foresee future directions that may be relevant to the core users. 

  

mailto:liorbiko@gmail.com
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Symposia 
All abstracts are arranged for the general session below alphabetically, by the first author’s surname 
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Symposia: Fish as model organisms in behavioural research 

The study of fish behaviour has long traditions and goes back to Tinbergen´s studies of stickleback behaviour, 

and the origin of ethology as a scientific discipline. More than half of all vertebrates are teleost fish, making 

teleosts the without competition largest vertebrate group. It is also a group displaying enormous diversity in 

behavioural and physiological adaptations, giving unsurpassed possibilities to find model species to address any 

biological question. During the last decades zebrafish (Danio rerio) has become an increasingly important model 

species for behavioural research and neuroscience. The symposium will congregate researchers tackling different 

neurobehavioral questions using fish as models. 

Erika Roman and Svante Winberg, Uppsala University 
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Zebrafish Dravet syndrome models for antiepileptic drug candidates discovery 

and behavior investigation 

Jacmin M.1,2, Crawford A.D.1,2 

1Theracule S.à.r.l., Esch-sur-Alzette, Luxembourg, maxime.jacmin.001@student.uni.lu; 2University of Luxembourg, 

LCSB, Esch-sur-Alzette, Luxembourg, alexander.crawford@uni.lu 

Introduction 

Dravet syndrome (DS), also known as severe myoclonic epilepsy of infancy (SMEI), is a genetic epileptic 

encephalopathy with childhood onset [1]. Incidence has been estimated at 1/30,000 [2]. Epilepsy in DS is notably 

pharmacoresistant, with most children experiencing recurrent seizures for the rest of their lives even after the 

introduction in Europe of stiripentol, currently the only drug approved for this indication. DS is caused by reduced 

inhibitory neuron activity, with 80% of Dravet patients having de novo mutations in the SCN1A gene, which 

encodes the Nav1.1 sodium channel alpha subunit and is necessary for these neurons [1].  

While early-life seizures are perhaps the most striking feature of DS, the most disabling consequences of the 

disease are often the devastating effects associated with cognitive and behavioral impairment [3]. Indeed, most 

children with DS develop moderate to severe cognitive delay and some features of autism in the first years of life 

[4]. When reaching adulthood, cognitive impairment becomes the main feature of their disease as seizures diminish 

in number, leaving these patients dependent on caregivers for the rest of their lives. Despite this relevance, there 

is currently no drug in development to treat cognitive impairment associated with epilepsy. Therefore, therapeutics 

able to treat cognitive impairment in DS have the potential to greatly improve the quality of life of not only DS 

patients but also those suffering from other forms of severe epilepsy. 

Over the last decade, animal models of DS have been established in both rodents and zebrafish. Behavioral analysis 

of mouse models of DS reveal these mice to also have autistic features and severe cognitive impairments [5,6], 

including hyperactivity, stereotyped behaviors, social interaction deficits and impaired spatial memory [5,6]. These 

mouse experiments are very valuable for translational research but also very expensive and time-consuming. 

Zebrafish is then a more effective animal model to use since they are now a well-established experimental model 

for epilepsy [7,8,9], and have several advantages as an animal model – including reduced drug dose, greater 

numbers of animals, reduced costs and increased ease of manipulation – that are useful for screening potentially 

drug-like compounds, prior to rodent-based assays [10]. Zebrafish larvae with loss-of-function mutations in scn1a 

(didy mutants) exhibit hyperactivity, convulsive behavior and spontaneous electrographic seizures, shortened 

lifespan and a pharmacological profile similar to the one seen in children with DS [9]. However, no behaviour 

investigation has been performed so far at early-life stage in zebrafish DS models. 

The aims of this study are 

 To investigate the potential antiepileptic activity of several drug candidates in zebrafish DS models at the 

larval stage. 

 To develop a behavior-based platform in zebrafish larvae in order to first evaluate the similarities between 

zebrafish and human cognition and second, to establish a high-throughput analysis of possible treatments 

for cognitive disorder in the context of Dravet syndrome. 
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Material and methods 

Larval locomotor behavior 

Zebrafish larvae from either scn1Lab mutants or control groups were tracked using the ViewPoint Zebralab System 

for Zebrafish™ (Version 3.22, ViewPoint, France) at 5 days post-fertilization (dpf). The system consists of an 

infrared light source, a digital videocamera to capture larval movements within a defined time period (120 minutes 

in our experimental set-up) and the software to analyse larval locomotor activity. Zebrafish larvae were placed in 

a 96-well plate (tissue culture plate, flat bottom, FALCON®, USA); one larva per well. Each well containing a 

fish was filled with 100 μl of different concentrations of test compounds in embryo medium (1% DMSO) or vehicle 

(embryo medium only). The larvae thus treated were incubated at 28.5°C in dark and quiet conditions for 1 hour 

prior to tracking. The movement pattern of the exposed zebrafish larvae was videotracked and assessed for 2 hours. 

Videotracking of larval movements was started 5 minutes after positioning of the plate in the tracker. The tracker 

software measured periods of 5 minutes of larvae movement. Results were registered as the average value of the 

total time of larvae movement for 120 minutes. 

Field potential recordings 

Open-field recordings were obtained from zebrafish larval forebrain at 5 dpf at 24°C following an incubation with 

drug candidates or vehicle. A glass electrode, connected to a high-impedance amplifier, was filled with artificial 

cerebrospinal fluid (124 mM NaCl, 2 mM KCl, 2 mM MgSO4, 2 mM CaCl2, 1.25 mM KH2PO4, 26 mM NaHCO3 

and 10 mM glucose). A larva was then embedded in 2% low-melting-point agarose and the glass electrode placed 

into the forebrain of the larvae. Single recordings were performed for ten minutes. Spontaneous epileptiform events 

were taken into account when the amplitude exceeded three times the background noise. The analysis of spikes 

was carried out using Clampfit 10.2 software (Molecular Devices Corporation, USA). 

Anxiety analysis 

Freely swimming 5 dpf scn1Lab mutants and control larvae were pre-incubated in 100 μl of different 

concentrations of antiepileptic drug candidates or vehicle for 1 hour in individual wells of a 96-well plate at 28°C 

and then transferred to a 6-well plate filled with embryo medium. The plate was then placed in a videotracking 

apparatus (Daniovison, Noldus, The Netherlands) and immediately tracked for 5 minutes. Moreover, each well of 

the 6-well plate was virtually divided in 2 arenas, the centre and the periphery, using Ethovision XT software 

(Version 11.5, Noldus, The Netherlands) in order to determine (1) the total locomotor activity and, (2) the time 

spent by the larvae in each arena. It must be noted that the protocol used here was adapted from Grone et al., 2017 

[11].  

Habituation assay 

Freely swimming 5 dpf scn1Lab mutants and control larvae were pre-incubated in 100 μl of different 

concentrations of antiepileptic drug candidates or vehicle for 1 hour in individual wells of a 24-well plate at 28°C 

and then placed in a tracking apparatus (Daniovision, Noldus, The Netherlands). After a 10-minutes chamber 

habituation, larvae were tracked for locomotor behaviour under a repeated sound/vibration stimuli protocol 

adapted from Wolman et al, 2011 [12]. In a few words, fish were pre-tracked for 30 minutes and then underwent 

the protocol described in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1. Protocol used for the habituation assessment in zebrafish. Each vertical bar represents a stimulus, interval represents 

the time between 2 stimuli. 
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Results 

Larval locomotor behaviour 

As previously shown by several researches in the field, zebrafish larvae DS models exhibit a strong hyperactivity, 

most likely due to seizures occurring during the video-recordings [9,13]. We could reproduce these results with 

our zebrafish line and therefore validate it (see Figure 2A). 

Moreover, we made advantage of this feature by assessing the possible anticonvulsant effect of several 

antiepileptic drug candidates and could identify 6 compounds displaying this outcome (see Figure 2B). 

 

Figure 2. Spontaneous locomotor activity of 5 dpf larvae from control group (Control) or Dravet syndrome group (scn1a -/-) 

without drugs in panel A and after incubation with several antiepileptic drug candidates in panel B. The activity depicted in 

the graphs are a ratio to the control group incubated with vehicle (Veh). 

Field potential recordings 

We validated the results obtained in the locomotor behaviour assay by performing field potential recordings in 

order to investigate brain activity (and therefore seizures) in these larvae. We could observe a strong seizure 

phenotype in the mutant larvae compared to controls (see Figure 3A) and a drastic reduction in this brain activity 

when incubated with our compounds (see Figure 3B as representative example). 
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Figure 3. Brain activity analysis using local field potential recordings. (A) Comparison between control larvae and mutant 

larvae at 5dpf. Each spike represents a seizure. (B) Representation of the number and the cumulative duration of the seizures 

occurring during the recording after incubation with vehicle (Veh) or compound 1. 

Anxiety analysis 

Besides the discovery of new molecules for the treatment of Dravet syndrome, our main interest is the 

establishment of a new platform for behaviour analysis in larvae zebrafish in order to compare it to the human 

patient phenotype. We therefore investigated the anxiety profile of our mutant larvae since the patients exhibit 

more stress than normal. We could determine that our Dravet syndrome zebrafish model is significantly more 

anxious than controls as they were moving less and were staying closer to the wall when placed in a new 

environment (see Figure 4A and 4B). Unfortunately, so far, we were not able to reverse the phenotype when 

incubating the fish with our candidate drugs (data not shown). 

 

Figure 4. Virtual representation of the locomotor activity of control fish (A) or DS mutant fish (B) when placed in a new 

environment. 
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Habituation assay 

Finally, the second aspect of Dravet syndrome comorbidities that we wanted to evaluate in zebrafish is the impaired 

memory formation that patients exhibit. For that matter, we exposed our fish to a continuous stimuli protocol 

described in the Material and Methods section and could determine that our DS zebrafish model poorly habituate 

to those stimuli compared to controls (see Figure 5A). Even more, their profile resembles the one of control fish 

incubated with a known amnesia-inducer compound, MK-801 (see Figure 5A). Interestingly, we were able to 

reverse this phenotype using one of our compounds (see Figure 5B). 

 

Figure 5. Locomotor activity analysis during the habituation phases of the protocol described above. In (A), we compared the 

phenotype of control without or with amnesia-inducer drug incubation and in (B), we added an incubation with one of our 

candidate drug. 

Discussion 

The results of the present study show that our Dravet syndrome zebrafish mutant line phenocopies human patients 

and mouse models in terms of locomotor hyperactivity, seizure occurrence and behavioural aspects as anxiety and 

memory formation. Importantly, the use of zebrafish larvae for these assays had not been extensively tested in the 

past. 

Furthermore, we were able to take advantage of this model for high-throughput screening of anticonvulsant drug 

candidates in a small amount of time with some possible hits, which would have been difficult to perform in more 

evolved models as rodents for example. 

Ethical statement 

The study was conducted in accordance to national and international guidelines (directive 2007/526/EC of the 

European Commission) for the protection of animal welfare. The Ethical Committee of the University of 

Luxembourg approved all experimental protocols and animals used in this research. 
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Introduction 

Aggression is a competition based survival strategy. The spiegeldanio (spd) strain of zebrafish (Danio rerio), 

which has a mutation in the fibroblast growth factor receptor 1a, is bolder and more aggressive than the wild type 

fish [1]. Usually a socially dominant fish has preferential access to food, mate and shelter, and shows very 

characteristic postures like erection of the fins. It is also aggressive frequently biting, striking and chasing the 

subordinate fish as well as threatening its own mirror image in mirror tests [2]. However, what happens when an 

already known bold and dominant fish like spiegeldanio loses a dyadic fight. Spd fish are more aggressive in 

mirror tests, attacking their mirror image more frequently than wild type conspecifics. However, are they more 

aggressive in dyadic fights? Do they show an inhibition of aggressive behaviour when losing fights, the typical 

loser effect? The behavioural inhibition observed in animals losing fights for dominance is at least in part believed 

to be mediated by an activation of the brain serotonin (5-hydroxytryptamine, 5-HT) system. Do spd fish show a 

typical increase in brain 5-HT activity in response to social subordination? Dopamine (DA), on the other hand, is 

associated with aggression and social dominance. What are the effects of winning and losing fights for social 

dominance in spd fish? In the present study these questions were addressed in an attempt to increase or 

understanding of the control of agonistic behaviour and social stress. 

Animals and Methods 

The Spd strain of zebrafish were raised and reared at 27°C in an Aquaneering Zebrafish system at Uppsala 

University Biomedical Center. The animals were kept at a 14:10 h of light-dark photoperiod. The water used in 

the fish tanks was Uppsala municipal tap water (pH 7.2-7.6) of which 10% was exchanged daily. Fish were fed 

twice daily with Tropical energy food (Aquatic Nature, Belgium) and Artemia (Platinum Grade 0, Argentemia, 

Argent, Aquaculture, Redmond, USA). The use of animals was approved by the Uppsala Animal Ethical 

Committee (permit Dnr 55/13) and followed the guidelines of the Swedish Legislation on Animal Experimentation 

(Animal Welfare Act SFS1998:56), and the European Union Directive on the Protection of Animals Used for 

Scientific Purposes (Directive 2010/63/EU). The fish were transferred to the individual compartments of 

dimension 29 x 7.5 x 20 cm (length x breadth x height) in experimental tanks used for dyadic interaction and 

allowed to recover in isolation overnight. These experimental tanks were made from poly methyl methacrylate 

plastic and each tank was equipped with a submerged pump with filter (Eheim, typ 2006020, pumping capacity 

1/h180, made in China), a heater (Sera aquarium, 25W, made in EU) and an air stone, all of which were placed at 

the back of the tank separated from the fish by a white perforated PVC screen (Figure 1). The setup of the arena 

was such that the two fish (1 dyadic pair) had an olfactory but not any visual cue of each other before the dyadic 

interaction. In the mirror test the fish were made to fight against the mirror image that was displayed in the mirror 

which was pasted on the wall of the arena. Prior to the beginning of the dyadic contest the mirror was covered with 

a black plexiglas slide cover. The experiment was carried out in the following sequence: The fishes were netted 

out and placed in the arena in the compartments A and B (Figure 1) and separated from each other by a partition. 

The cover of the mirror (opaque black PVC partition, Figure 1) was then removed and fish were made to interact 

with their own mirror image for 10 minutes. Then the slide covering the mirror was pulled down and the middle 

separating partition was pulled out and the fish were given an opportunity to fight. Dyadic fight was recorded two 

times, morning and evening on day one with the help of a video filming camera. Then next day in the morning the 

dyadic fight was again recorded. During the dyadic interaction the two fishes indulged in mutual display of 

aggressive behaviour which was followed by chasing and biting attacks performed by the dominant fish over the 

subordinate fish. Then middle partition was introduced again. Fish were given 6 minutes to habituate and the cover 

from the mirror was removed and fishes were again allowed to interact with their mirror image. Again the mirror 

was covered and the fish was allowed to get involved in the dyadic fight.  Then each fish was taken out from the 

compartment at the same time and sacrificed for sampling of brain tissue. 
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Figure 1 Arena used for Mirror Test and the Dyadic fight 

The three dimensional model of tank used in the behavioural tests I) Tank used for mirror test and for dyadic fight 

later on. It consists of two compartments, A and B. The movable partition separating the two compartments would 

be removed during the dyadic fight test. Compartment C is located at the back and is separated from the 

compartment A and B with the help of white coloured opaque perforated partition. It contains an air stone (for 

diffusion of air bubbles), heater (27°C), water pump (for circulation of water) and a drainage tube to exchange the 

water. II) Diagram of the settings used for dyadic interactions. The mirrors are covered with the help of a black 

PVC slide and the middle partition is pulled out. This allows the fish to interact. 

Brain dissection and analysis of monaoamines and monoamine metabolites 

Brains were divided into forebrain (telencephalon and diencephalon), optic tectum and the rest (here denoted brain 

stem). The frozen brains were homogenised in 4% (w/v) ice-cold perchloric acid containing 100 ng/ml 3, 4-

dihydroxybenzylamine (DHBA, the internal standard) using a Sonifier cell disruptor B-30 (Branson Ultrasonics, 

Danbury, CT, USA) and were immediately put on dry ice. Subsequently, the homogenised samples were thawed 

and centrifuged at 15,000 rpm for 10 min at 4o C. The supernatant was used for high performance liquid 

chromatography with electrochemical detection (HPLC-EC), analysing the monoamines dopamine (DA) and 

serotonin (5-hydroxytryptamine, 5-HT) as well as the DA metabolite 3, 4-dihydroxyphenylacetic acid (DOPAC) 

and the 5-HT metabolite 5-hydroxyindoleacetic acid (5-HIAA), as described by Øverli et al. [3]. In short, the 

HPLC-EC system consisted of a solvent delivery system model 582 (ESA, Bedford, MA, USA), an autoinjector 

Midas type 830 (Spark Holland, Emmen, the Netherlands), a reverse phase column (Reprosil-Pur C18-AQ 3 µm, 

100 mm × 4 mm column, Dr. Maisch HPLC GmbH, Ammerbuch-Entringen, Germany) kept at 40° C and an ESA 

5200 Coulochem II EC detector (ESA, Bedford, MA, USA) with two electrodes at reducing and oxidizing 

potentials of -40 mV and +320 mV. A guarding electrode with a potential of +450 mV was employed before the 

analytical electrodes to oxidize any contaminants. The mobile phase consisted of 75 mM sodium phosphate, 1.4 

mM sodium octyl sulphate and 10 µM EDTA in deionised water containing 7 % acetonitrile brought to pH 3.1 

with phosphoric acid. The quantification of samples was done by comparing it with standard solutions of known 

concentrations. DHBA was used as an internal standard to correct for recovery with the help of HPLC software 

ClarityTM (Data Apex Ltd, Czech Republic). The serotonergic and dopaminergic activity was measured as the 

ratio of 5-HIAA/5-HT and DOPAC/DA respectively. The brain monoamines were normalized with respect to 

brain protein weights which were determined with Bicinchoninic acid protein determination kit (Sigma Aldrich, 

Sweden). The assay was read at a wavelength of 570 nm with the help of a plate reader (Labsystems multiskan 

352, Labsystems Thermo Fisher Scientific). 
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Results  

A clear dominant subordinate hierarchy was established within 30 minutes of dyadic interaction. The number of 

aggressive acts (bites, strikes and chases) performed by the looser fish decreased significantly from the first dyadic 

fight to the last (i.e. the fourth) dyadic fight. For the winner fish the number of aggressive acts performed against 

a mirror during the second mirror test increased or remained same as before after winning a dyadic fight, whereas 

for the looser fish it decreased significantly. The results from the present study indicate that subordinate fish have 

higher 5-HIAA/5-HT ratio in the optic tectum as compared to the dominants. More results from this study would 

be presented at the conference. 
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Introduction 

Increased understanding of complex psychiatric disorders may demand for more complex test arenas capturing a 

broader behavioral repertoire [1]. The multivariate concentric square field™ (MCSF), originally developed for 

rats, is unique in its design by provoking behaviors associated with exploration, risk taking and shelter seeking. 

Thereby a behavioral profile is generated in a single session [2, 3]. During the last decades, the zebrafish (Danio 

rerio) has become an increasingly important model organism in behavioral neuroscience. Recently, a multivariate 

test arena for behavioral profiling of zebrafish, i.e. the zebrafish MCSF (zMCSF) test, was described [4]. Despite 

demonstrating great potential for future use, the arena design was not optimal. For instance, a problem was that 

the arena was too large resulting in many fish spending approximately 50% or more of the time in the part of the 

arena that was not a designated zone, which hampered on functional description and behavioral interpretation. 

Herein, a modified version of the zMCSF test is described. 

Animals and method 

Male and female domesticated AB fish and wild-caught fish originating from the Calcutta area, India were used. 

The fish were held in 2.8-liter plastic home tanks (27 ± 1.5°C) in a filtrated recirculating water system 

(Aquaneering, USA) where 10 % of the water was exchanged daily, and with light/dark cycles of 14/10 hours. The 

zebrafish were fed twice a day with tropical energy food (Aquatic Nature, Belgium) and brine shrimp eggs that 

had been hatched in salt water (Artemia cysts, Argent Aquaculture, USA). The experimental protocol and use of 

animals in this study was approved by the Uppsala Animal Ethical Committee, and was consistent with the 

Swedish Legislation on Animal Experimentation (Animal Welfare Act SFS1998:56) and the European Union 

Directive on the Protection of Animals Used for Scientific Purposes (2010/63/EU). 

  

Figure 1. The modified version of the zMCSF (A) with the defined zones (B). 

The modified version of the zMCSF arena consists of a tank made of Plexiglas (30  30  26 cm). The different 

parts in the zMCSF arena are a Plexiglas ramp with a wall covering approximately 2/3 of the side towards the open 

arena, a roof made of IR-transparent plastic, and two walls with weights (Figure 1A). These parts are placed in the 

arena to form the various zones: start, dark corner roof (DCR), central circle, corridor 1, corridor 2, corner and the 

ramp, which is divided into deep and shallow part 1 and part 2, respectively (Figure 1B). The walls of the arena 

were sandpapered after the picture in Figure 1A was taken to prevent zebrafish from reflecting in the glass. An IR-

A. B. 
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light table was placed underneath the arena and an IR-sensitive camera recorded the fish from above. The tank 

was filled with 24 ± 2°C copper-free water reaching a water depth of 9.5 cm. The fish were caught with a net, 

released in the arena at the mark in the start zone (Figure 1B), and allowed to freely explore the arena for 30 

minutes. Between each fish, the tank was emptied, cleaned with ethanol (96%) and water, and refilled. The fish 

were tracked using Ethovision® XT 12.0 (Noldus Information Technology, Wageningen, The Netherlands). The 

number of visits, latency (s) to first visit, total time spent (s), duration per visit (s), distance travelled (cm) and 

mean velocity (cm/s) in each zone was registered, as well as mean velocity (cm/s) and distance travelled (cm) in 

the total arena. The duration (% of total trial time) in each zone and the total activity in the arena (sum of all 

frequencies) were calculated. 

Results 

In the modified zMCSF, the time spent in the part of the arena that was not a designated zone was decreased 

relative to what was seen using the previous arena set-up [4]. Moreover, the wall covering parts of the side of the 

ramp improved detection of the fish in that risk area since the fish had to make an active choice in order to swim 

up on the ramp. Finally, the inclusion of a start zone enabled detection of fish that immediately after start remained 

immobile before starting to explore the arena. 

Individual differences in explorative strategies were evident in males and females of both strains. When observing 

the fish, it became evident that some fish swam back and forth on the deep part of the ramp, others moved a bit 

further up on the shallow part, and some swam all the way up on the shallowest part. Based on this observation 

the shallow half of the ramp was divided into shallow 1 and shallow 2 in order to be able to detect the most risk-

taking fish, i.e. those that swam all the way up into the zone shallow 2. 

In a preliminary functional interpretation of the different zones it is evident that the dark corner roof was associated 

with shelter seeking, while the central circle and the shallow part of the ramp are related to risk-taking behavior. 

Based on the observation of fish behavior on the deep part of the ramp, this zone is suggested to function as a risk 

assessment zone. Distance and velocity in the arena, together with the total activity are obvious measures of general 

activity. Activity in the part of the arena that is not a designated zone together with the corridors and the corner 

appear related to different explorative strategies.  

Discussion 

The results of the present study demonstrate that the smaller, modified zMCSF has great advantages compared to 

the previous version of the arena [4], since the detection of fish in the arena has improved, the fish spend more 

time in designated zones, and the smaller tank is easier to work with from a practical perspective. The functional 

interpretation will be further elaborated on using multivariate data analysis approaches. The results from this will 

set the basis for a trend analysis, which has been useful for interpretation of overall behavioral profiles in rats [3]. 

The zMCSF needs further validation but it clearly has a great potential in screening behavioral profiles in zebrafish, 

and in detecting natural variance in phenotypes observed in a population. The need for improved phenotyping 

strategies has recently been emphasized, and the zMCSF may constitute an important complement to conventional 

test used in preclinical research 
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Testing of pharmaceutical drugs and their efficacy is necessary to determine the utility of novel compounds. 

Zebrafish have many advantages over traditional rodent models in biomedical and fundamental science due to 

their ease of breeding, short time to maturation (3 months), small size so can be kept in high numbers, rapid 

development of transparent embryos, ease of genetic modification and visualisation of in internal processes using 

albino strains. Therefore, the use of experimental fish models and particularly zebrafish is growing on a global 

scale. Under EU law, zebrafish from first feed are considered protected and thus their use requires licensing since 

their welfare may be compromised. Zebrafish are not protected in Europe until 5 days post fertilisation (dpf) since 

they are not fully developed. Therefore, under the principles of the 3Rs larval 5dpf zebrafish are considered as a 

replacement for using adults making them a more ethical choice and their use is widespread. However, analgesics 

have never been tested previously nor responses to a variety of noxious thermal and chemical stimuli. 

In this project, the value of using 5dpf zebrafish in studies exploring a range of noxious stimuli was tested alongside 

drugs with pain-relieving properties to determine if 5dpf larval fish could replace adults. A behavioural monitoring 

system using novel software was developed to monitor the behaviour of 25 larvae at one time exposed to a range 

of chemical and thermal stimuli that could be potentially painful. Further, analgesic drugs were tested at two doses 

to determine if these were effective in reducing the behavioural changes. Data files generated by the tracking 

software were processed with a bespoke algorithm in MATLAB, which can detect various behavioural larvae 

patterns larvae based upon standard motion features including average velocity (mm s-1), average acceleration or 

increase in speed (mm s-2), time active (% of total time) and total distance moved (mm). For the analysis of 

thigmotaxis (the avoidance of a stimulus by moving towards the edge of a well), this was determined as the 

percentage (%) of time spent active in the outer zone divided by the time spent in both outer and inner zones and 

as the percentage (%) of the distance swam in the outer zone divided by the distance swam in both the outer and 

inner zones [1,2]. The advantages of this system is that it was less expensive than commercial systems and allows 

more detailed behavioural analysis by providing larvae with a larger arena (16.5 x 16.5mm, volume 2191µl) 

compared with 96 wells (~7mm diameter, volume 320µl)  in other systems. 

When exposed to noxious stimuli zebrafish larvae significantly reduced their behaviour and this was prevented by 

the use of an appropriate dose of analgesic drug dissolved in the tank water. A further experiment investigated the 

impact of stress and fear on the responses to noxious stimuli. The 5dpf larvae were exposed to either a stressor (air 

emersion), a predatory fear cue (alarm substance) or an anxiogenic (caffeine) alone or prior to noxious stimulation. 

Both velocity and activity decreased after exposure to the stress and predator cues which were attenuated using 

etomidate and diazepam, respectively. Noxious stimulation decreased velocity and activity as well, whereas air 

emersion and alarm substance inhibited these responses consistent with an antinociceptive system seen in other 

animals [3-6]. We showed there was no effect of time of day on the recordings, therefore, a minimum of eight 

plates or 200 larvae could be assessed per day which is much higher throughput on studies using adults which in 

our laboratory would only allow 2 individuals per day. Therefore, this novel tracking system has validated the use 

of 5dpf zebrafish as replacement for adults. This research was conducted after ethical approval and under Home 

Office Licensing (UK). 
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Individuals can be classified in distinct behavioural phenotypes, often referred to as divergent stress coping 

styles, proactive versus reactive. Proactive animals are bold and aggressive whereas reactive animals show the 

opposite behavioural profile. Moreover, different populations differ in behaviour, and in sexually mature fish 

gender differences occur even in non-reproductive behaviour. Individual variation has been seen as a problem 

since it is a source of variance. However, interspecific divergence in behaviour and physiology may also be used 

to address questions related to gene-environment interaction, phenotypic plasticity and variable life history traits. 

Fish displaying divergent behavioural profiles may provide interesting models for studies on affective disorders 

and drug abuse. We will present the results showing that divergent stress coping styles exists in zebrafish and 

that these are associated with specific neuroendocrine functions. 
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Symposia: New tools to analyse motor activity and movement 

Increasing age and related neurodegenerative diseases are becoming a significant burden to society.  Intrinsic to 

these are difficulties in movement and injuries related to imbalance and failure of motor programming. Diseases 

like Parkinsonism, motor neurone disease or amyotrophic latera sclerosis (ALS), but also spinal cord injury or 

ageing-induced frailties pose a severe risk for the patient and a greater understanding for the underlying 

mechanisms is needed if we are to develop novel therapies. Multiple experimental models have emerged in 

which some disease relevant features occur, but our means of testing more detailed anomalies in movement have 

been lagging behind.  In this symposium, we seek to concentrate on the generation of novel analysis tools to 

extract more and refined data from rodent models of disease. These analysis tools are often based on well-

established tests of grabbing, walking or other patterns of movement, but offer a novel approach to detecting and 

understanding the core principles of behaviour. 

Wiktor Niewiadomski and Grazyna Niewiadomska (Polish Academy of Sciences) and Gernot Riedel, 

Aberdeen University) 
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Present paper deals with the analysis of behaviour in an experimental model of Parkinson disease obtained 

following administration of MPTP in mice. Rodents have been tested in an experimental apparatus known as 

horizontal inverted grid and their behavior analysed by means of a technique known as T-pattern analysis. 

Preliminary results show clear cut differences between saline administered subjects and MPTP administered ones 

in terms of behavioral sequencing. 

Introduction  

The Inverted Horizontal Grid Test (HGT) is a suitable tool to study the behaviour in a mouse model of Parkinson’s 

Disease (PD). On this subject the murine PD model obtained following administration of MPTP is one of the most 

versatile and translationally relevant. Using this model of PD, we have recently presented an approach able to 

provide support to the assessment of movement related features once the paws position has been recorded and 

annotated by an observer (12). In this context it would be of crucial interest to detect possible differences of 

animal’s behavioural sequencing, as indicative of the underlying MPTP-induced breakdown of striatal dopamine. 

Aim of our study was to utilize an advanced multivariate approach, known as T-pattern analysis (TPA), to study 

behavioral sequencing in two groups of mice administered with saline or MPTP. TPA is a multivariate technique 

able to detect the existence of statistically significant temporal relationships among behavioural events in the 

course of time (2, 9, 10). By means of T-pattern analysis, sequences of behavioural events may be detected. During 

the last decade T-pattern analysis has been successfully applied to evaluate the structure of behaviour in several 

experimental contexts concerning both human (6, 8, 13) and non-human behaviour (1, 3-5, 7, 11, 14). 

Method  

Ten male, three months old, C57BL/6 mice were used. Subjects, bread at the Medical University of Bialystok 

(Poland), were housed four to six animals per cage. Food and water were provided “ad libitum”. Temperature and 

humidity in housing room were maintained constant at 23 ± 1 °C and 55 ± 5% respectively, under a 12-h light-

dark cycle (lights on: 8.00 am). Six C57BL/6 mice were injected four times with MPTP hydrochloride (20 mg/kg 

in saline, i.p.) at 2-h intervals. Four saline treated C57BL/6 mice served as control. The test was performed on day 

10 post-treatment. The HGT apparatus was a square wire grid (12 × 12 cm) surrounded by opaque Perspex walls 

9 cm high. Each animal was placed in the center of the grid. After that, the grid was 180° rotated so the mouse was 

hanging and moving on the underside of the grid. A soft padding below the grid was provided to mitigate possible 

falling down of the tested subject. A professional digital camera, placed above the apparatus, has been utilized to 

record all the tests. So collected digital video-files were stored in a PC for following analyses. Annotation of the 

behaviors was carried out using The Observer software coder (Noldus IT, The Netherlands). The ethogram (Table 

1) used to annotate behaviors has four categories: “Paw Displacement”, “Paw Suspension”, Contact” and “Others”, 

each encompassing various components of the behavioural repertoire. 
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Table 1. Ethogram of mouse behavior in the inverted horizontal grid test 

To explore the existence of possible significant relationships among the events in the course of time, multivariate 

T-pattern analysis has been carried out. This technique can be performed by means of a specific software known 

as Theme (Noldus IT, The Netherlands; Patternvision ltd, Iceland). T-pattern detection algorithm searches for 

relationships between events in behavioral data by taking into account, the order, timing, and frequency of these 

events. For instance, given a hypothetical observational period where several behavioral events do occur, the 

algorithm compares the distributions of each pair of the behavioral elements A and B searching for an interval so 

that, more often than chance expectation, A is followed by B within that interval. If such a circumstance does 

occur, A and B are a T-pattern and indicated as (A B). In a second step, such first level t-patterns are considered 

as potential A or B terms for the construction of higher-order patterns, e.g. ((A  B) C), and so on. When no more 

patterns are detected, the search is concluded. A more detailed description of concepts, theories and procedures 

behind T-pattern analysis can be found elsewhere (2, 9, 10). 

Ethical statement  

All efforts were made to minimize the number of subjects and their suffering. Experimental procedures were 

conducted in strict accordance with the European Communities Council Directive (2010/63/EU) and with the 

permission of the First Warsaw Local Ethics Committee for Animal Experimentation (Permission No. 347/2012). 

Results  

Results are presented in terms of mean occurrences of behavioral components (namely, individual components 

from the ethogram, not in sequence) and T-patterns. Student’s t-test, used to assess possible significant differences 

between control and MPTP group, revealed no significant differences between groups in terms of mean 

occurrences of behavioral components (fig. 1). On the other hand, TPA revealed clear-cut differences between 

control and MPTP group in terms of behavioral structure and number of patterns detected (fig. 2). Notably, 20 

CATEGORY “PAW DISPLACEMENT”:   

Front-paw Left Displacement (fld) - Front left paw, in contact with the grid, is displaced to a new position;  

Front-paw Right Displacement (frd) - Front right paw, in contact with the grid, is displaced to a new 
position;  

Hind-paw Left Displacement (hld) - Hind left paw, in contact with the grid, is displaced to a new position;  

Hind-paw Right Displacement (hrd) - Hind right paw, in contact with the grid, is displaced to a new position;  

CATEGORY “SUSPENSION”:  

Front-paw Suspension (fps) - Mouse maintains grip with the grid using the front paws. Both the hind paws 
are not in contact with the grid;  

Front-paw Left Suspension (fls) - Mouse maintains grip with the grid using its front left paw only. All the 
remaining paws are not in contact with the grid;  

Front-paw Right Suspension (frs) - Mouse maintains grip with the grid using its front right paw only. All the 
remaining paws are not in contact with the grid;  

Hind-paw Suspension (hps) - Mouse maintains grip with the grid using the hind paws. Both the front paws 
are not in contact with the grid;  

Hind-paw Left Suspension (hls) - Mouse maintains grip with the grid using its hind left paw only. All the 
remaining paws are not in contact with the grid;  

Hind-paw Right Suspension (hrs) - Mouse maintains grip with the grid using its hind right paw only. All the 
remaining paws are not in contact with the grid;  

CATEGORY “CONTACT”:  

Front-paw Left Contact (flc) - Mouse displaces its front left paw making contact with one of the four 
surrounding walls;  

Front-paw Right Contact (frc) - Mouse displaces its front right paw making contact with one of the four 
surrounding walls;  

Hind-paw Left Contact (hlc) - mouse displaces its hind left paw making contact with one of the four 
surrounding walls;  

Hind-paw Right Contact (hrc) - Mouse displaces its hind right paw making contact with one of the four 
surrounding walls; 

 CATEGORY “OTHERS”:   

Wall Nosing (wan) - Mouse displaces its head nosing one of the four walls;  

Disengaging (dis) - Mouse interrupts contact with the grid. 
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different patterns have been detected in control group. On the other hand MPTP administered subjects show 9 

different patterns: a reduction of beyond 50%. 

 

Figure 1. Mean occurrences of behavioural components in Saline (filled bar) and MPTP (dashed bar) groups. 

Student’s t-test revealed no significant differences between groups. 

Discussion  

This study represents the first description of the real time behavioral organization of mice tested in the HGT 

apparatus. Our preliminary results show that mice behavior in the HGT  has complex temporal characteristics and 

even within the boundaries of a narrow observation window (namely, 30 seconds), several patterns of behavior are 

present (fig. 2). Figure 1 clearly demonstrates that MPTP did not affect the behavioural repertoire in terms of 

ability of the rodent to perform individual behavioural elements. On the contrary, important effects of MPTP 

concern the overall ability of the subject to sequence its behavior. Such a clear-cut impairment appears to be 

twofold. First, concerning the number of behavioural sequences, MPTP injected mice, in comparison with saline, 

show a consistent reduction of T-patterns; second, as to the length of detected T-patterns, MPTP group shows, in 

comparison with saline, significantly shorter sequences. Present results, by showing qualitative changes of 

behavior following MPTP induced impairment of BG transmission, provide an important contribution in 

characterizing BG involvement in behavioral sequencing. 
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Figure 2. Terminal strings and tree structures of the T-patterns detected in Saline and MPTP groups. Numbers 

on the right of each string indicate their overall occurrences (Occs). Abbreviations in Tab. 1. 
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The studies on important human diseases such as autism, cancer, Alzheimer’s or Parkinson’s rely on animal models 

and behavior analysis, and they play a fundamental role in research (universities, pharmaceutical companies) and 

also in industry (food production and pharmaceutical companies). Laboratory animals are monitored in terms of 

motor activity, posture, social interactions, etc., not only to test hypothesis and develop new therapies but also to 

determine whether a novel therapeutic approach is successful or to further understand complex central nervous 

system processes [1,2]. With modern computational analysis methods, several approaches have been developed to 

observe and quantify the behavior of interest directly, instead of relying on a visually behavioral assessment or 

time-consuming manual annotations [3]. Several studies have addressed the quantification of behavior features by 

applying automatic systems using video recordings and computer vision methods, to automatically track and 

characterize the behavior of different animals [4-6]. However, there are still important unsolved challenges in 

automatic classification/quantification of behavior, namely at the level of correctly and automatically 

characterizing animal posture, identifying subtle movements of animal’s body parts, tracking algorithms in 

naturalistic environments and characterizing social interactions [7,8]. In fact, the complexity of animals’ behaviors 

together with the lack of precise estimations of their poses in the available two-dimensional (2D) systems impairs 

a detailed and complete behavior characterization.  

The present research addresses specific behavior quantification challenges by developing a methodology to 

perform three-dimensional (3D) segmentation and tracking of animal’s whole-body, and to automatically classify 

the body parts and simple behaviors of rodents in laboratory environments. In order to perform 3D analysis of  
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laboratory animals using video-based methods, a depth camera was selected for data acquisition. Depth video 

sequences of animal behavior under normal conditions were recorded using a Microsoft Kinect v2 camera, which 

generates depth maps with an operation range from 0.5 to 4.5m and a maximum 30 frames per second acquisition 

rate. An animal behavior dataset was populated with these short depth video sequences capturing freely-walking 

movements of Wistar rats in an open-field (see Figure 1. a)), under different lighting conditions, manually 

annotated by ethologists. To the best of author's knowledge, such depth datasets are presently unavailable. Using 

these cameras, the system allows tracking in dark/low contrast conditions: even if background color matches the 

animal’s fur (impairing color segmentation) segmentation in depth (obtained in the infrared spectrum) is possible. 

Two different background modeling methods were developed to further segment the whole-body of the animal: 

static median algorithm, followed by background subtraction, and the probabilistic Gaussian Mixture model, 

adapted from Stauffer and Grimson approach [9], to deal with the dynamic background challenge. Both models 

were successfully implemented for background subtraction and animal’s trajectory extraction (see Figure 1. b)), 

using the available dataset, with detailed and precise segmentation of animal’s whole-body (see Figure 1. c) and 

d)). Six different features were extracted and normalized from the tracked frames, for body parts classification and 

rodent behavior analysis. A Support Vector Machines method was trained to identify three body parts (head, body, 

and tail) and five types of rodent behaviors (walking, grooming, standstill, rearing, and local exploration), and the 

optimum kernel type and parameters were applied to train the model, using 5-fold cross-validation.  

The present computational methods, embedded in a fully-functional prototype, are able to perform animal tracking, 

body-parts segmentation, and behavior recognition, using a Kinect-based system to address the challenge of 

analyzing complex behaviors in 3D. This system is fully automatic and markerless, providing robust and reliable 

3D behavioral information. Having this in mind, we believe that this novel system can be used to boost new 

research and improve the existing methods, in the context of animal behavior analysis in the neurosciences field. 

All procedures reported in this research were carried out under personal and project licenses approved by the 

national authority for animal protection, ‘Direção Geral de Alimentação e Veterinária’ (Lisbon, Portugal), and 

were performed in accordance with the European Directive 2010/63/EU on the protection of animals used for 

scientific purposes. 
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Complex pathological basis of Parkinson’s disease (PD) is a main reason why there are no effective forms of 

treatment. The supporting therapy could be the usage of physical activity. In many studies trying to test this 

possibility mouse models are being used, in which the loss of dopaminergic neurons in substantia nigra is caused 

by neurotoxin MPTP. Detection of motor impairment in MPTP mice is difficult. The inverted grid test, where 

mouse moves hanging under the mesh is believed to be effective in exposing any motor disorders. Software 

TracMouse [2] was designed in order to minimalize the role of rater in judging mouse's behaviour and thus to 

increase the precision of inverted grid analysis. However, at present the rater spends 20-30 minutes analysing 

video-recordings of trials lasting 30 seconds. In practical terms this precludes the use of our method in multi-cohort 

studies. Therefore we have developed a method to automatize detection of grip, its timing, paw position and 

identification. 

Background 

The Inverted Grid Test (also termed Traction Test) consists in a mouse or rat being placed onto a grid, which is 

subsequently turned upside down and in analysing animal movements during its clinging onto grid. It was shown, 

that this test is sensitive to movement impairments seen in animal models of Parkinson’s disease induced by for 

example the neurotoxin (MPTP), which may cause extensive loss of dopaminergic neurons in the substantia nigra 

[1]. A systematic review of relevant papers [2] revealed that no agreement in test conditions has been achieved in 

recent years. In our opinion it was caused, at least in part, by requirement to take subjective decision about some 

aspects of movement. 

Principles 

Therefore our first principle was to reduce the need of subjective assessments in animal movements. To this end 

we limited the role of the rater to the role of detection of simple events: time of beginning and end of gripping the 

wire with paw, paw position on the grid during grip and identification of that paw. This has to be done in each 

frame from video-recorded tracks of the Inverted Grid Test. Our second principle was to eliminate the rater from 

subsequent analysis, by leaving it to a Matlab software script. 

Confirmation 

Such analysis was applied to a small set of mice, 6 animals acutely treated with MPTP, what destroyed high 

percentage (76%) of SN dopamine neurons and 4 control mice. It was found that, contrary to expectation based on 

known PD motor symptoms, no slowing of movement, shortening of its range and reduction of mobility were 

observed. This finding was confirmed in a study with much larger cohorts (14 animals per group). The neurotoxin 

MPTP was given chronically over 5 weeks in order to mimic slow onset of this disease and to make room for 

intervention during the intoxication process. There was no reduction in number of steps per unit of time, their 

length and paw velocity during step. Physical training was used as therapeutic intervention, its effectiveness was 

evident as sparing of dopamine neurons in substantia nigra of MPTP treated mice. Our analysis of movement 

detected some effects of training, and effects of intoxication combined with training, but these could not be 

explained by MPTP treatment or training alone. 

Automatization 

At present the rater spends 20 -30 minutes analysing video-recordings of trials lasting 30 seconds. In practical 

terms this precludes the use of our method in multi-cohort studies; therefore we felt it necessary to automatize 

detection of grip, its timing, paw position and identification. Although these goals have been achieved, further 

refinements of the method are possible and required. Each frame of a video recording is analysed separately. The 

analysing algorithm is based on the YOLO neural network architecture [3]. The use of deep learning methods 

provided more accurate detection of grip than the standard computer-vision methods. Besides detecting the paw 
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position during a grip, the algorithm detects the nose and therefore auto-identifies between fore and hind paws, 

and left/right. The current algorithm needs 30 seconds to analyse 30 seconds record of Inverted Grid Test. 

However, the correctness of algorithm results has to be validated manually and corrections introduced when 

needed. This amounts to an extra time requirement of 5 minutes for each rater. Of note is that the algorithm has a 

built-in mechanisms to improve during continuing use. Furthermore, additional rules of inference may improve 

robustness of paws position detection and paw identification. 

Keywords: Inverted Horizontal Grid Test, TracMouse movement analysis, parkinsonian MPTP mouse model, 

automatization of movement detection  
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Introduction  

Motor impairment appears as a characteristic of several diseases and injuries [1–4]. Therefore, tests for analyzing 

motor dysfunction are widely applied across preclinical models and disease stages. Standard analysis addresses an 

extensive numbers of gait parameters which raises complication and often lead to premature parameter pre-

selection. Moreover, cohorts frequently include a limited number of individual animals, which in combination with 

the extensive number of different parameters analyzed prohibits the application of multivariate data analysis [5]. 

In most experiments using animal models, it is challenging to collect data from a multitude of subjects due to 

several reasons, such as the ethical consideration of reducing the number of animals to a minimum [6], the 

littermate subject requirement and the extensive data collection time needed in a voluntary walking experiment. 

The Catwalk XT (Noldus Information Technology, Wageningen, Netherlands [7]) can be used for the sensitive, 

automated preclinical assessment of rodent gait. This system was initially developed by Hamers and colleagues 

[8,9] and has since then been widely applied to a range of disorders and screening approaches, including spinal 

cord injury [10,11], peripheral nerve injury [12], intervertebral disk (IVD) injury [13], Huntington disease [14], 

Parkinson’s disease [15–18], Alzheimer’s disease [19], multiple sclerosis [20], osteoarthritis [21], stroke [22], and 

ataxia [23,24]. Using a high-speed camera, the CatWalk system captures and records rodent silhouette and 

footprints while the animal transverses an enclosed walkway on glass plate. Figure 1 shows an image captured 

from a recorded CatWalk video. Based on the dynamic footprint recording and the body silhouette, several gait 

parameters can be measured. Currently, the CatWalk system can measure and present up to 360 different gait 

parameters including, speed, stride length, stand time, swing time, duty cycle, cadence, foot angle, regularity, 

number of body-supports [7]. Normally, the data for pre-selected parameters are then statistically analyzed and 

interpreted by an expert. For instance in several studies [10,21,23,25], only a selected group of the CatWalk gait 

parameters are reported and multivariate data analysis  has not been performed. The parameter selection process 

was typically based on the previous research or the expert presumption, which sometimes leaves a question about 

the importance of the unselected parameters. 

Instead of manual parameter selection, here we propose a data mining technique using a systematic approach of 

initial data analysis (IDA) using a cluster heat map for data visualization. This IDA is useful especially for 

exploratory research investigating gait abnormality in rodents. Since rodent behavioral studies typically focus on 

observing the differences between the two or more cohorts of subjects, the IDA demonstrated in this paper is based 

on the analysis of between-group-differences and/or intra-individual-longitudinal differences. In this paper, we 

employ the IDA technique in an experiment with endpoint-parameters captured on CatWalk system, exemplifying 

a standard experimental design and parameters derived from exploratory research. Our proposed IDA could also 

be used to offer insight on the data for parameter selection in a multivariate data analysis, especially to evade the 

curse of dimensionality [5,26], which arises due to the limited number of subjects within a cohort.  

Initial Data Analysis (IDA) 

Authors in [27] define IDA as a systematic approach to data inspection and screening. This process is carried out 

after the data collection but before the formal statistical analysis. The framework of IDA consists of three main 

steps: (1) Data cleaning, which is a practice of identifying inconsistencies, faulty or outlying data [28,29] (2) Data 

screening, which aims to describe the data (3) Data reporting, which depicts information for further analysis. 

Application of those IDA steps on the CatWalk gait parameters reads as follows: 
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1. Data cleaning by first choosing the “compliant” runs from all the recorded runs, then omitting the runs that 

contain unwanted behaviors, such as sniffing, rearing, sitting, stopping and turning on the alley. The 

“compliant” runs are selected by the CatWalk software according to the run’s duration and speed variation 

[7]. The unwanted behavior selection is usually completed by an experienced observer. 

2. Data screening by calculating differences in gait parameters between cohorts. 

3. Data reporting by constructing a cluster heat map. 

Data Screening by Analysis of Differences 

The between-cohort differences of the studied parameters are then calculated. There are many calculations of 

differences that can be used in the data screening, including: 

1. f-value, which is the ratio of the between-group variability and the within-group variability [30,31]. 

2. p-value of a t-test, which compares two group means [32]. 

3. Estimated arithmetic mean, which is a value based on the groups’ means and standard deviations. This value 

is calculated based on the intersection point of the estimated groups’ densities [33,34]. 

4. D-value, which is the ratio of mean difference and standard deviation [6].  

Noteworthy, other calculations of differences derived from descriptive statistics are suitable for the data screening. 

Calculation of difference based on the computation of covariance might not be applicable, especially when there 

is a limited number of subjects. The choice descriptive calculations could be made based on the consecutive data 

analysis or requirements derived from the objectives of the study. In cases where there is a need to discern the 

change direction, signed difference calculation might be particular benefit. A chosen threshold, Th, is then needed 

to decide whether a parameter is considered as different.  

Data Reporting by Cluster Heat Mapping Approach 

Heat maps, two-dimensional color-shaded matrix displays, have been used for visualizing multivariate data in 

social statistic [35], biology [36], accounting, graphic designing, computer engineering, and others [37]. Data with 

many rows and columns can be well displayed by a heat map. In designing a heat map, it is important to cluster 

the rows and columns by their similarities in order to make a heat map easily understandable [38]. This equals the 

application criteria for clustering of rows and columns. 

The data report of CatWalk parameters aims to visualize the differences between cohorts/treatments/genotypes 

etc. As a report of differences, the colors in a cluster heat map should represent the difference between the cohorts. 

This color-coding enables easy apprehension of hidden information.   

Example 

Subjects 

As an example of the systematic approach to initial gait analysis, we use an experiment involving 24 C57BL/6N 

male mice at the age of 7 months, which are grouped into two cohorts: (a) 12 mice of wild-type (“WT”) (b) 12 

mice of knock-out for the endogenous murine -synuclein (“KO”) [39–41]. Some of the mice in both cohorts 

received a treatment for 4 weeks. Therefore, after 4 weeks the subjects can be grouped into four cohorts. However 

for the simplicity of the cluster heat map explanation, we will only use three after-4-week cohorts: (a) 8 WT mice 

without treatment (“WN”) (b) 6 KO mice without treatment (“KN”) (c) 6 KO mice with treatment (“KE”). 

However, the WT mice with treatment (“WE”) should not be omitted in the real data analysis. These animals are 

kept under standard laboratory conditions under Specific-Pathogen-Free (SPF) condition. All research and animal 

care procedures were performed according to international guidelines and approved by the local animal welfare 

and ethics committee of Bavaria, Germany (RegUFr#55.2-2532-2-218).  

 

Data Acquisition 

The gait parameters were assessed by using CatWalk system before and after the 4-week treatment. During the 

data acquisition, each mouse could voluntarily walk across the glass plate. Data from 2 - 4 “compliant” runs were 

collected from each mouse at each time point. The measured gait parameters from all runs for each time point were 

averaged. Therefore, the experimental unit in this example is the individual animals. 

 

Data Screening  

While usually, a non-hypothesis driven approach including all CatWalk parameters is optimal, the hypothesis-

driven pre-selection of parameters is often applied by experienced researchers working on well-defined models, 

which do not require a comprehensive survey. For the purpose of IDA presented in this example, however, a 

condensation and averaging of certain parameters (body speed calculated from the paws, left/right-paw gait 

parameters) for the sake of apprehensiveness and ease-of-use was diligently applied, avoiding decreased screening 
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sensitivity. Therefore, right and left paw measurements were first averaged and the body speed (cm/s) were 

averaged from four paws. Moreover, the parameters directly connected to paw’s intensity and show identical 

values between the groups, are neglected. The intensity-related parameters were not considered due to their high 

correlation with the variated software setting in this particular example. Therefore, in this example, there are in 

total 189 gait parameters of interest. Based on these 189 parameters, we screened: 

1. The parameters, which are important in characterizing the disorder, i.e. comparing WT and KO. 

2. The parameters, from all the important parameters above, which show differences between WT and KO after 

four weeks without any treatment, i.e. comparing WN and KN.   

3. The parameters, from all the important parameters above, which improve by the four-week treatment on KO 

mice, i.e. comparing KE and KN. 

4. The parameters, from all the important parameters above, which make the treated KO mice differentiable with 

the untreated WT, i.e. comparing KE and WN. 

5. The parameters, from all the important parameters above, which show differences after 4 weeks in both KO 

and WT mice. 

The data screening in this example is done by calculating the signed f-values of each gait parameters between 

cohorts. A gait parameter is considered different between the cohorts if the f-value is above Th = 5. The signed f-

values in this example were calculated by using Matlab R2015a (8.5.0.). 

Data Reporting 

A cluster heat map is suitable for the data reporting despite an extensive number of parameters. Since signed f-

values are used as the descriptor, we defined graded shades of the color red to depict an increase, and graded shades 

of blue to describe a decrease.  

The clusters in the heat map columns should be organized according to the experimental design. In this example, 

the columns in the heat map is arranged as follows: The first column depicts the differences between the cohorts 

at baseline (WT and KO). The next three columns present the differences between the parameters before and after 

the treatment of both cohorts. The next two columns display the differences after the treatment in the KO mice. 

Finally, the last column shows the differences between the cohorts after 4 weeks without any treatment. The 

column arrangement in this example is depicted in Figure 2. 
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The heat map analysis of an example parameter shown in Figure 2 is explained as follows: The color blue in the 

first column informs us that at baseline the WT mice have a higher parameter value as compared to the KO mice. 

The color red in the second column informs us that the KO mice with treatment show improvement. The third and 

the fourth columns explain that there is no improvement in the mice without treatment. The color red in the fifth 

column informs us that after 4 weeks the with-treatment KO mice perform differently from the without-treatment 

KO mice. The sixth column explains that after 4 weeks the with-treatment KO mice perform similar with the 

without-treatment WT mice. The last column informs us that the difference between the KO and WT mice is still 

noticeable after 4 weeks without any treatment. 

The rows in the heat map are ordered according to the parameter similarity. Here the parameters are first clustered 

according to their importance in differentiating WT and KO using the color code. The parameters, which show 

differences and higher values for WTs, have negative signed f-values and are clustered together. Conversely, the 

parameters, which show differences and higher values for KOs, have a positive signed f-values. Next, the 

parameters are organized according to the between-cohort differences shown at the fourth week without having 

any treatment (WN and KN). The parameters are afterward organized according to the differences expressed by 

the treated KO mice (KE) compared with the other cohorts at the fourth week. Subsequently, the parameters are 

arranged according to their changes before and after 4 weeks of treatment.  

The resulted cluster heat map for the 189 parameters of this example is shown in Figure 3 and was generated using 

R 3.3.0. To make the information in a cluster heat map assessable, it should be accompanied with a table of the 

important parameter names. In this example, it is listed in Table 1. 

Data Analysis 

The resulted cluster heat map from the example (Figure 3) suggests the following: 

1. According to the results shown in the first column, there are 64 gait parameters that might be important in 

characterizing KO from the WT. 17 parameters show lower values from the WTs (negative signed f-values), 

and 47 parameters show higher values compare with the WTs (positive signed f-values). These parameters 

are highlighted in Figure 2 and are the base for the next analysis. 

2. The results in the seventh column present the comparison after 4 weeks without any treatment. From the 64 

gait parameters, 13 parameters show differences between the groups without treatment (KN and WN). These 

13 parameters are listed in Table 1. These results show that the other 51 parameters have enough improvement 

even without any treatment.  

3. The fifth column shows that from the 64 gait parameters, only two parameters show differences between the 

KO mice with and without treatment (KE and KN). These two parameters are shown in Table 1. These two 

parameters are possibly the main advantage of the treatment. However, a further formal statistical analysis is 

needed to confirm this. 

4. The sixth column shows that from the 64 gait parameters, only one parameter, i.e. run maximum speed 

variation in % (parameter number 54), indicates a difference between KO with treatment and WT without 

treatment (KE and WN) with a not very high f-value (5.9). Since this parameter indicates a difference between 

KE and WN, but not between KN and WN, and with the knowledge that WN should have a low-speed 

variation (%), the speed variation (%) in KE is possibly higher than in KN. However, a deeper analysis is 

required to certify this.   

5. The results shown in the second column through the fourth column indicate that from the 64 gait parameters, 

some parameters have considerable changes in both cohorts. The parameter changes are observable more in 

the KO with treatment (KE) compare with in the KO without treatment (KN). 
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Figure 3. A clustered heat map example taken from a CatWalk experiment. Red depicts an increase, blue depicts 

a decrease, and yellow shading indicate the 64 important parameters showing differences between cohorts in the 

baseline. 

Table 1. Gait parameters from the 64 important parameters, which indicate differences between cohorts in 

baseline and after 4 weeks of treatment 

Param. 

Numbe

r 

Parameter Names 

Signe

d 

f-

value 

knock-out with and without treatment (KE – KN) 

1 

18 

Hind Paws Swing Speed Mean 

(cm/s) 

Front Paws Swing Mean (s) 

9.3 

-6.0 

knock-out and wild-type without treatment (KN – 

WN) 

18 

25 

20 

19 

23 

21 

1 

24 

27 

3 

26 

2 

22 

Front Paws Swing (s) Mean 

Front Paws Single Stance (s) 

Mean 

Front Paws Step Cycle (s) Mean 

Front Paws Stand (s) Mean 

Hind Paws Swing (s) SD 

Hind Paws Step Cycle (s) Mean 

Hind Paws Swing Speed (cm/s) 

Mean 

Hind Paws Single Stance (s) SD 

Phase Disp. RF->RH SD 

Phase Disp. RF->RH CStat R 

Phase Disp. RF->RH CStat SD 

Cadence 

Body Speed Variation (%) SD 

14.6 

13.2 

11.5 

7.2 

11.9 

11.5 

-6.9 

6.6 

7.7 

-7.5 

7.1 

-9.8 

5.5 

SD: Standard Deviation; 

R: the strength of directedness, measured the variation of CStat;  

CStat: Circular Statistic; 

RF: Right Front; RH: Right Hind 
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Summary: We applied an Initial Data Analysis (IDA) for visualization of CatWalk derived gait parameters by 

employing a cluster heat map. We exemplify the CatWalk-IDA approach by applying it to a classical before-

intervention-after-intervention design in mice and learned that IDA helps the investigator to more easily capture 

group differences and to condense information. Of note, formal statistical analysis should not be shrunk or omitted 

and always applied as the next step. This systematic approach has the prospect to be applied in a human gait 

analysis and in selecting parameters for a multivariate data analysis. 
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Rodent’s Stride Length Depends on Body Size: Implications for CatWalk Assay 
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The analysis of gait is an essential part of rodent phenotyping. Regarding the complex nature of walking, 

preclinical gait analysis is normally based on several gait parameters (which have been progressively developed 

[1,2] in recent years) including the animal’s stride length, body speed, support, etc. The stride length is altered in 

several diseases [3–5] and this parameter can be easily translated from rodent models to human patients. However, 

we hypothesized that the stride length is affected by the body size [6,7], which becomes a challenge in analyzing 

gait. 

Using the gait parameters assessed by CatWalk system [8–10], we examined the correlation between body-

length/body-weight with stride length using CatWalk-video-derived body silhouette length. To examine the effect 

of growth and aging in rodents, we studied wild-type Sprague-Dawley male rats and C57BL/6N mice. Moreover, 

we examined the body size difference between genotypes in BACSCNA transgenic rats [11,12] and BACHD 

transgenic mice [13]. The CatWalk data were collected as the rodents walked freely on top of a glass-floored 

corridor. The rat gait was monitored at 4 different age points (10, 26, 55 and 62 weeks old), whereas the mice were 

monitored at 3 different age points (20, 32, and 47 weeks old). The rodent numbers included in the experiments 

were: (a) wild-type male rats (n=16-27/time point), (b) BACSCNA rats (n=19-32/time point), (c) wild-type mice 

(n=12-13/time point), and (d) BACHD mice (n=9-11/time point). The rodents were maintained under specific-

pathogen-free condition. All research and animal care procedures were performed in compliance with international 

animal welfare standards and approved by the district governments of Lower Franconia, Würzburg, Bavaria, 

Germany (RegUFr#55.2-2532-2-218). 

The correlations between front stride length (averaged from the left and right side) and the body-silhouette-

length/body-weight are shown in Figure 1. Significant correlations are shown with both body silhouette lengths 

and body weight. The correlation between hind stride length and body size showed the similar relationship as the 

front stride length (data not shown). Besides body size differences due to growth, pathological body size 

differences were also observed as shown in Figure 2.  

Thus, we demonstrated that stride length is highly correlated with body silhouette length (based on the CatWalk 

video) and body weight. In the near future, we need to subject gait parameters to a scaling process using body 

weight or silhouette length, raising the possibility of normalization for differences in size as a potential 

confounding of gait measures. 
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Figure 1. Scatter plot for the correlation of front stride length and body length/weight in (a & c) wild-type rats, 

body silhouette length and body weight are correlated with p < 0.00001 r2 = 0.81, r = 0.90 (b & c) wild-type 

mice, correlation between body silhouette length and body weight is p < 0.00001 r2 = 0.57, r = 0.75 
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Figure 2. Body silhouette length and body weight of neurodegenerative rodent models compared with their wild-

type rodents as a function of age (a & c) BACSCNA rats (b & d) BACHD mice. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 

0.001, ****p < 0.0001. 
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Measuring and influencing behavior using biological and neural measures in 

humans 

Modern technology have enabled psychologists to enhance our understanding of and predictive power 

for human behavior in health and disease, by allowing us to closely link observable behaviors to neural 

activations (fMRI and EEG), brain structure (MRI) and biological markers (e.g. sweat and heart-rate 

as a measure of stress). Furthermore, recent developments have enabled techniques of brain 

stimulation (e.g., tDCS) to be combined with behavioral measures to enhance behaviors such as 

learning. In this symposium, we will introduce how fNRI, fMRI, EEG, tDCS and biological measures 

of stress, have been used in our research to measure, understand, and influence human behavior in 

healthy adults and in patients. 

Yale Benn, Manchester Metroplitan University 
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Using fMRI to Investigate Human Preferences in Information Behaviour 
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Introduction 

Functional Magnetic Resonance imaging (fMRI), is nowadays a common technique for examining brain 

activation. The technique relies on measuring Blood Oxygenation Level Dependence (BOLD), assuming that brain 

activity takes place where oxygen is being consumed. The techniques has allowed for great advances in 

understanding human cognition and behaviour. In this talk, we will demonstrate how using fMRI, we have been 

able to address an important long-standing question in Information Sciences. In doing so, we will focus on barriers 

and difficulties in using the technique for studying human behaviour, as well as difficulties in analysis and 

interpretation of the data.  

Specific information science background 

Efficient storage and retrieval of digital data is the focus of much commercial and academic attention. With 

personal computers, there are two main ways to retrieve files: navigating the folder structure and using the search-

box to find a file. In navigation, users move down their virtual folder hierarchy until they reach the target item. 

When searching, users first generate a query specifying some property of the target file (e.g., a word it contains), 

and then select the relevant file when the search engine returns a set of results. Despite advances in search 

technology, users prefer retrieving files using virtual folder navigation [1,2], rather than the more flexible search 

facility.  

The study and results 

We used fMRI to investigate the preference for folder-navigation over search. Data was collected from 17 healthy 

right-handed students (11 females), aged between 19–29 years (mean = 22.8, SD = 2.87), who took part in 

exchange for a small financial reward. While in the fMRI, participants were asked to either ‘search’ and ‘navigate’ 

for files extracted from their computers the previous day. All MR images were acquired at 3T (Ingenia 3.0T, 

Philips Healthcare, Best, Holland) using a fifteen-channel radiofrequency receive-only head coil. Cerebral vascular 

response to the tasks was recorded using the BOLD, T2*-weighted signal time-course. During each functional 

scan, a time series of 153 dynamic datasets were obtained using a 2-dimensional single-shot, echo-planar imaging 

(EPI) sequence. The EPI scan parameters were as follows: repetition time (TR) =  3000 ms; echo time 

(TE) = 35 ms; sensitivity-encoding factor = 1.8; flip angle = 90°; in-plane voxel size = 2.4 mm × 2.4 mm 

interpolated to 1.8 mm × 1.8 mm; 35 contiguous 2-dimensional transaxial slices each having slice 

thickness = 4mm. Analysis was done using SPM8 (Wellcome Department of Imaging Neuroscience, London; 

www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/) implemented in Matlab (The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA). 

Results revealed that navigation resulted in activation of regions similar to that previously observed during real-

world navigation in both animals and humans [e.g. 3-5]. In contrast, searching activated ‘classic’ language regions 

(Broca’s area) [6]. Implication of the results will be discussed. 

Ethical statement: 
Ethics for the study was granted by the Ethics committee of the University of Sheffield, UK. 
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Studying stress effects on behaviour by combining subjective, endocrine, 

physiological and neural measures 

Dr Maria I. Cordero1 

 1Department of Psychology, Manchester Metropolitan University, Manchester, UK. M.Cordero@mmu.ac.uk 

Introduction  

Studying the effects of stress on behaviour poses several difficulties for researchers and, unfortunately, overcoming 

these difficulties (e.g., controlling  confounding factors such as time exposed to the stressor or studying a specific 

type of stressor with well-defined parameters of duration, intensity, predictability, etc.) increase the limitations of 

the research. Even though the stress response is one of the better preserved biological processes during evolution 

it varies hugely between species, between individuals of the same species, and even in the same individual not 

only at different periods of development but within short periods of time, given the huge adaptability of the 

biological processes  triggered. As a biological mechanism whose main function is to preserve survival, stress 

triggers a multitude of physiological, hormonal and molecular correlates within the organism with multiple effects 

on brain processes and behaviour. Combining measures of several of these biological processes induced in 

response to stress is vital in order to understand the effects of stress on behaviour and more importantly on the 

development of psychopathologies.  

In this talk, I will focus on one of our projects, in which we were specifically interested in examining the effects 

of maternal exposure to interpersonal violence (and related Posttraumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) and comorbid 

conditions) on mother-child interaction during a laboratory stressor, and its relationship with children’s social-

emotional development. The main findings of this project have already been published [1-6]. 

Methods 

Only biological mothers with toddlers between 12 and 48 months-old were asked to participate. Following a 

screening visit (exclusion criteria: active psychosis and/or substance abuse, physical and/or developmental 

disabilities that interfere with task completion as well as all contraindications for MRI-scanning), and informed 

consent, mothers entered a protocol involving two videotaped assessment visits (one with mother only and 2nd 

with the child), followed by an MRI visit, and an additional videofeedback visit. After each visit, mothers received 

50 Swiss francs along with a book or toy for their child. 

Violence exposure and other life events were explored via the Traumatic Life Events Interview, PTSD with the 

Clinician Administered PTSD Scale and Posttraumatic Symptom Checklist-Short Version (PCL-S). Major 

depressive disorder was assessed using the SCID and the Beck Depression Inventory (BDI). Alexithymia 

(difficulty in identifying, expressing and describing emotions) was assessed with the Toronto Alexitymia Scale. 

Infant-Toddler Social-Emotional Assessment (ITSEA) was used to evaluate social-emotional developmental. 

The mother-child behavioural observations and saliva sampling were performed during a laboratory session that 

consisted of a 30-min mother-child interaction procedure known as the “Modified Crowell Procedure”[7], which 

consisted of free and structured play, separation-reunion, clean-up and exposure to novelty. Toddlers' distress 

behaviour was scored during mother-child separation episodes. Four salivary samples for the assessment of cortisol 

were collected from the mother and the child: baseline (before the procedure begin), immediately after the end of 

the stress situation, and at 30 and 60 min after the end of the experimental condition and during the recovery phase. 

Each time saliva samples were collected, the mothers were asked to estimate their own and their child's anxiety 

levels on a Likert scale of 0–5 (0 = almost sleeping, 5 = very anxious). Sampling of cortisol was obtained using 

the Salivette® system (Salivette®, Sarstedt Inc., Rommelsdorf, Germany; www.sarstedt.com) in which a dry 

cotton swab is placed in the mouth for 2–3 s to passively absorb saliva. At the end of the aforementioned laboratory 

session, mothers were provided with a pack containing Salivette® swabs, disposable perforated pacifier, written 
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instructions on saliva collection, self-report forms and asked to collect saliva from themselves and their toddlers 

30 min after waking, in the afternoon (between 2 and 3 pm), and prior to bedtime on what the mother considered 

to be the least stressful day of the week. Saliva samples were frozen at −20 °C until cortisol assay. Upon thawing, 

samples were centrifuged (2 min at 1000 rpm), the swab was discarded and 100 μl saliva aliquots were collected. 

Cortisol concentration was measured directly (without extraction) on a cobas e-601 analyzer (Roche) by an 

electrochemiluminescent immunoassay (ECLIA) 

Mother-child interactions of free-play, separation and reunion were videotaped and a research assistant who was 

blind to case-control status selected the silent excerpts for the fMRI stimulus of play and separation. Mothers 

viewed 6 silent, 30-second video-excerpts of 3 children, each during the two conditions (separation and play): 1) 

own child, 2) unfamiliar boy, and 3) unfamiliar girl. The order of presentation was pseudo-randomized across both 

blocks and participants. Within our fMRI paradigm, this project aimed to test cortico-frontal circuits activation 

that are known to regulate limbic activity. 

Ethics statement: The institutional ethics committee at the Geneva University Hospitals approved this research 

project which is in accordance with the Helsinki Declaration. 

Results 

As expected, PTSD mothers and their children showed blunted cortisol reactivity to the laboratory stressor. 

Maternal cortisol levels were negatively correlated to difficulty in identifying emotions. Our data highlights PTSD-

related alterations in cortisol and its relevance to maternal behaviour. Toddlers of PTSD mothers also showed an 

altered pattern of cortisol reactivity to stress that potentially may predispose them to later psychological disorders. 

Furthermore, maternal PTSD severity was significantly associated with decreased ventromedial prefrontal cortex 

(vmPFC) activation in response to mother-child relational stimuli. Maternal PTSD severity and decreased vmPFC 

activation were significantly associated to child symptoms/behaviours one year later, and were correlated with 

emotional dysregulation and risk for child PTSD.  

Conclusion  

The cascade of biological events in response to a stressor is an important factor affecting behaviour and the 

development of psychopathologies. Combining accurate psychological, physiological, endocrine and neural 

measures in response to stress provides key information to help understand individual behaviour and to design 

tailored intervention programs to efficiently prevent and treat behavioural disorders. 
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Introduction 

Electroencephalography (EEG) is one of the oldest techniques for measuring brain activity. It is a highly utilized 

tool within the field of cognitive neuroscience due to its high temporal resolution and provides real-time insight 

into the neural activity underlying specific human behavior. Historically, these behaviors were limited to sedentary 

fine motor tasks due to movement artifacts that distort the EEG signal. Recent advances in EEG technology and 

signal processing algorithms have, however, enabled remote online measurement of neural activity during more 

gross motor tasks, such as walking. Despite the increasing number of research studies employing mobile EEG [1-

6], the field is still in its infancy and no publication to date has utilized this method in a clinical population. This 

paper will outline how EEG has been used to study ambulatory behavior, and how our lab is using EEG to assess 

neural activity during adaptive gait and obstacle avoidance in healthy individuals and those with impaired mobility. 

Method 

A novel experimental method is presented that combines simultaneous mobile 64-channel EEG, wireless 

electromyography (EMG), motion tracking and mobile eye-tracking, to provide the first comprehensive 

characterisation of naturalistic gait and obstacle avoidance in older people and people with Parkinson’s Disease. 

These variables  were  assessed simultaneously during a walking and turning ‘on cue’ task, in which participants 

walked either straight towards the end of a 6.5m walkway or turned right or left at an intersection depending  on a 

visual cue presented during the walk. During half of the walking trials, an obstacle was present in one of the 

pathways. The aim of the study was to provide a detailed examination of the neural, muscular, kinematic and gaze 

factors that may be associated with falls risk in both populations during naturalistic gait, adaptive gait in which a 

change of direction is required, and obstacle avoidance. The findings from this research aim to support future 

studies to develop and measure the impact of interventions to improve mobility and reduce falls risk in older adults 

and clinical populations. All procedures were approved by the Cheshire faculty ethics committee at Manchester 

Metropolitan University. 

Discussion 

This talk will focus on methodological issues that require consideration when designing a study to assess EEG 

activity during active movement. Using examples from the literature and our experiences during the current 

project, we will discuss how EEG can provide novel insights into the neural control of ambulatory behavior and 

the limitations of this technique. 
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Introduction 

Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation (TMS) has been used over the past several decades to perturb ongoing brain 

activity, with a variety of applications. First and foremost, this involved fundamental studies into the role of 

different brain areas across a range of behaviours. Applications in therapeutic contexts - and evaluations thereof – 

have also been rife. TMS capitalizes on electromagnetic induction to influence firing patterns of neurons in the 

brain by creating phasic magnetic fields outside the skull. The best example is an involuntary twitch of a muscle 

that can be induced by TMS when applied to cells in the primary motor cortex that project directly to this muscle’s 

spinal network. Less straightforward, but consistent, behavioural effects have been reported when other brain 

areas. While the applications of this technique are widespread, the field in general is hampered by several 

limitations. In this talk, I will discuss some of these limitations, how they informed the design of a recent study 

into manual interception, and how they can be overcome in further improvements in research design. 

Manual interception 

The behavioural regularities of manual interception - catching and hitting - have been studied extensively. The 

problem for scientists attempting to unravel the principles or mechanisms by which such movements are controlled 

is that kinematics by definition can be achieved through a variety of control mechanisms [1]. This signals the need 

for neurophysiological studies. A key question in this field is whether humans predict the interception point in 

advance of the movement, to be used as the goal position of their arm movement. While this may be the common 

sense assumption, a range of non-predictive interception strategies are also viable. In a recent preregistered study 

[2], we used repetitive TMS to examine whether parts of the posterior parietal cortex (PPC) display predictive or 

non-predictive coding. 

The study and Results 

We used MRI-based neuronavigation (Brainsight 2; Rogue Research, Montreal, Quebec, Canada) to apply 

repetitive TMS with a MagStim D70 coil and a MagStim Rapid Stimulator (The Magstim Company Ltd, Whitland, 

UK). During the inital 500ms of motion of a to-be-intercepted target, 6 TMS pulses were applied (10Hz) at 120% 

of the individual resting motor threshold to either the left or right PPC during interception of targets shown on a 

computer screen. Interception involved reaching out to touch the moving target when it reached a line; the target 

was only visible during the TMS. Right fingertip movements were tracked at 250Hz using an NDI 3D Investigator 

system (Northern Digital Inc, Waterloo, ON, Canada). Because participants (mean age = 29, age range = 19-54, 

13 females, 12 males; all right-handed) fixated centrally and the PPC predominantly employs retinotopic coding 

for visual targets, diagonal target trajectories (crossing from the left to right visual field, or vice versa) could be 

used to examine whether rTMS effects reflected the initial or final visual field. We examined both the variability 

of the horizontal initial movement direction and interception error. All procedures were approved by a local ethics 

committee. 

We found that the superior parietal occipital cortex, SPOC, displayed non-predictive coding: the initial movement 

direction increased due to TMS when applied within the hemisphere coding the initial target position – this effect 

disappeared during the movement (no effect for interception error). Follow-up analyses showed that the effect for 

SPOC occurred predominantly in participants initiating while the TMS was ongoing. No effects were found for 

the medial intraparietal sulcus. 
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Discussion 

Our study provided clear evidence that the ability to aim ahead when catching, that is, to move directly to the 

catching position, arises downstream of SPOC. However, I will highlight one of the limitations of TMS to show 

that these non-predictive nature of the effects does not exclude predictive control of interception altogether. 

Moreover, I will discuss ways in which TMS research designs can be strengthened further in the future. 
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Integration of traditional and neuroscientific techniques in the study of consumer 

behaviour: the contribution of Neuromarketing 

The aim of the symposium is to explore and discuss the integration of traditional techniques in the field of 

marketing research (such as Likert self-report scales, interviews, focus-group, etc.) with the application of 

neuroscientific techniques as an innovative contribution to the study of consumer behavior. Consumers’ choices 

are often driven by reasons that consumers are not fully aware of. Decision-making is influenced by a complex 

set of emotions, feelings, attitudes, and values that are impossible to assess simply by asking consumers their 

opinion. Indeed, traditional techniques such as self-reports or interviews allow measuring mainly conscious and 

rational reactions toward a product or advertising. In the last decades, there has been a rapidly growing interest 

in the multidisciplinary field of so-called “neuromarketing” (Lee et al., 2007; Plassmann et al., 2008; Ariely, 

2010; Missaglia et al., 2017), which takes advantage of neuroscientific techniques to study consumer reactions. 

This discipline applies neuroscientific methods and tools that allow measuring consumers’ emotional and 

spontaneous responses in a more objective and observable way. 

The aim of this symposium is (a) to describe neuromarketing underlying assumptions, techniques, advantages of 

this perspective, examining the scientific literature about the use of neuromarketing in consumer studies, and (b) 

to suggest best practices to apply this novel approach in the marketing domain, with a specific focus on non-

invasive methods. Finally, although the perception of packaging has been already explored, nevertheless health 

content of labels, the presence of specific information and lay-out of the labels and evaluation of the 

communication conveyed by packaging are other possible elements of interest in future neuromarketing 

research. 

Maurizio Mauri, University of Milan 
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Emotional Impact played by Art Experience Measured by Means of 

Neuroscientific Techniques and Traditional Interviews 

C. Caldato1, S. Benedetto1, E. Bazzan1, L. Rodighiero1, M. Mauri1,2 

1 TSW s.r.l., User Experience Lab, Treviso, Italy. maurizio.mauri@tsw.it; 2 Department of Food, Environmental and 

Nutritional Sciences, "Università degli Studi" of Milan, Italy 

Neuroaesthetics is a recent research area in cognitive neuroscience [1]. This area focuses the attention on the 

aesthetic experience about beauty, in particular about visual art. Neuroscientific studies showed how the use of 

brain imaging techniques such as functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI), magnetoencephalography 

(MEG) and electroencephalography (EEG) can be efficiently applied to study the impact of this kind of experience. 

Although the scientific debate about explanations and understanding of brain systems involved in aesthetic 

experience elicited by visual artworks is still open, results show how the possibility to investigate this experience 

by means of neuroscientific methods is a promising field. In this framework, this research study presents additional 

empirical evidence supporting the possibility to further developing the application of neuroscientific techniques 

based on EEG synchronized with portable eye-tracking and galvanic skin responses while subjects are exposed to 

paintings “in vivo”, inside the museum where the paintings are exposed. Preliminary results confirm how portable 

solutions allow to measure aesthetics experience by means of neuroscientific methods combined with traditional 

ones based on interviews. The present research project is granted by “Banca Intesa San Paolo” from Italy.   

Procedure and Methods 

Forty subjects are enrolled in the study and scheduled for a visit. They are invited to visit the “Gallerie d’Italia” 

Museum, in Milan (Italy). They are all from Italy, distributed according to age (10 subjects for 4 age ranges: 18-

28; 29-38, 39-48; 49-58) and gender (50% female). Before the visit, they are welcomed and briefed in a separate 

room, where they are consequently asked to wear: a) an EEG headset (from Emotive Epoch, 14 channels, 250 Hz); 

b) a bracelet enabling to measure skin conductance (SC) and heart rate (from Empatica, E4, 4 Hz); c) a portable 

eye-tracking (from SMI, ETG, 60 Hz). All equipment, after the setting up, is synchronized. A 1 minute of baseline 

is recorded before starting the test, then subjects are carried to the room where the paintings are exposed to visitors. 

Each painting is covered by a removable partitioner. Subjects are asked to seat in front of the removable partitioner 

for a few seconds. At this point, the partitioner is removed to expose the subject to each painting, one by one, in 

each room where paintings are currently part of the exhibition named “The Last Caravaggio: heirs and new 

masters”, at “Gallerie d’Italia” Museum.  

mailto:maurizio.mauri@tsw.it
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Figure 1. All stimuli presented during the study. 

The sequence of painting exposure is randomized for each participant. The paintings are (see Figure 1 – the picture 

are taken from the web, from links reported in the end of the present paper): a) “Martirio di Sant’Orsola” 

(Martyrdom of Saint Ursula, oil painting on canvas, 1610), from the painter Michelangelo Merisi, so called “Il 

Caravaggio”; b) “Martirio di Sant’Orsola” (Martyrdom of Saint Ursula, oil painting on canvas, 1615-1618), from 

the painter Bernardo Strozzi, so called “Il Cappuccino”; c) “Martirio di Sant’Orsola” (Martyrdom of Saint Ursula, 

oil painting on canvas, 1610-1620), from the painter Giulio Cesare Procaccini; d) “L’ultima cena” (The last supper, 

1616), always from the painter Giulio Cesare Procaccini. During the exposure to all stimuli, eye-tracking data, in 

sync with EEG data and skin conductance monitoring, are recorded for the first 30 seconds in order to assess 

emotional reactions by means of biological patterns analyses and comparison within the 4 paintings. At the end of 

the experiment, subjects are taken in the separate room (the same one where the experiment started), and after 

removing equipment, a researcher performed a brief interview. As final question of the interview, the researcher 

asks if the wearing of the EEG headset and the bracelet could affect the exposure and the enjoyment of paintings. 

All subjects report that after a few seconds they forget about the equipment as they are engaged by the vision of 

the paintings.   

Results 

Results about EEG data show significant differences, as resumed by graphs (see Figure 2). Frontal asymmetry is 

calculated from raw EEG data, according to results and analyses presented in the scientific literature [2,3,4]. 

According to previous research, alpha rhythms reflect deactivation; assessing the level of activation in each frontal 

hemisphere, it is possible to detect whether the left or the right frontal lobe is more active, thus revealing 

“approach” or “withdraw” behavior respectively. The painting reflecting the highest value of frontal asymmetry 

(approach behavior) is “Sant’Orsola” from Caravaggio. The second one is “Ultima Cena” from Procaccini.  The 

third one is “Sant’Orsola” from Strozzi. The last one (with negative value, reflecting withdraw behavior) is 

“Sant’Orsola” painting from Procaccini. A t-Student statistical test is performed across all subjects averaged for 

each painting in terms of frontal asymmetry to assess significant differences. The painting “Sant’Orsola” from 

Caravaggio elicits a frontal asymmetry that is significantly different from all other paintings. In the same way, the 

painting “Sant’Orsola” from Procaccini showed significant differences with all other paintings. In other words, 
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EEG data have been able to identify the painting eliciting the highest value of frontal asymmetry reflecting 

“approach behavior” and the lowest value, always in terms of frontal asymmetry, reflecting, on the opposite, the 

highest value of “withdraw behavior”.  

 

Figure 2. Graphs representing EEG results in terms of Motivation Index (derived from frontal asymmetry of Alpha brain 

waves) averaged across all subjects for each painting. Values are expressed in microVolts. 

Results about Skin conductance data, once again averaged for each subject across each painting, are resumed by 

graphs (see Figure 3). Skin conductance levels are calculated from raw data [5]. The painting showing the highest 

value, thus reflecting higher arousal [6,7], is “Sant’Orsola” from Caravaggio.  The second one is “Ultima Cena” 

from Procaccini.  The third one is “Sant’Orsola” from Strozzi. The last one (with negative value, reflecting the 

lowest arousal activation in comparison to baseline) is “Sant’Orsola” painting from Procaccini. A t-Student test is 

performed across all averages of skin conductance data, calculated for each subject exposed to each painting, to 

assess significant differences. The painting “Sant’Orsola” from Caravaggio and “Ultima Cena” from Procaccini 

are significantly different from all others. However, there is not a significant difference between “Sant’Orsola” 

from Procaccini and “Ultima Cena” from Procaccini. In addition, the painting “Sant’Orsola” from Strozzi does 

not show significant differences when compared with “Sant’Orsola” from Procaccini and “Ultima Cena” from 

Procaccini. Skin conductance data analyses are enabling to identify the paintings eliciting the highest values of 

arousal and the lowest values representing the less arousing painting.  

 

Figure 3. Graphs representing Skin Conductance (SC) results (SC represents the intensity of emotional reaction, in terms of 

arousal) averaged across all subjects for each painting. Values are expressed in microSiemens. 
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Results from traditional interviews showed a slight preference for “Sant’Orsola” painting from Caravaggio in 

comparison to all the other paintings, although all paintings seem to engage all participants in the same way and 

for different reasons, according to results from interviews. It is worthy to notice that, just for interviews, the limited 

sample size does not allow any statistical inferential analyses.  

Discussion  

Considering results from EEG and results from Skin Conductance, it is possible to discern between the different 

paintings by means of neuro and psychophysiological data. Only combining the two measurements it is possible 

to assess the emotional impacts played by each painting and distinguishing each painting amongst all the others in 

terms of biological reactions.  

According to most common graphical representations of emotions, where “valence” (the hedonic quality of 

emotions – in terms of positive vs negative quality) and “arousal” (intensity of emotional reaction) are the most 

important dimensions enabling to describe the whole panorama of emotional states (See figure 4, readapted from 

Lang) [8], it might be possible to take advantage of EEG data on the valence dimension, and Skin Conductance 

data on the arousal dimension, as a potential framework to assess emotional reactions generated by work of art on 

one side, and the possibility to identify the optimal ways to present works of art in museums (light conditions, 

position, and so forth) on the other side.  

 

Figure 4. The Valence-Arousal plane (readapted from Lang) [7,8]. 

In figure 5, data from EEG and Skin Conductance on the valence-arousal plane (data are standardized to the 

baseline values, that represents the “0” point of the graph) are plotted. In the scientific literature there are already 

publications addressing the possibility to take advantage of this kind of neuropsychophysiological framework to 

study the impact of different kind of experience in terms of emotions [7,9]. Looking at the graph in figure 5, the 

“Martirio di Sant’Orsola” from Caravaggio is located in the quadrant of mid-high approach and mid-high arousal, 

together with “Ultima Cena” from Procaccini and “Martirio di Sant’Orsola” from Strozzi. However, “Martirio di 

Sant’Orsola” from Caravaggio shows the highest values and it is possible to claim that elicits the highest approach 

reaction together with the most intense level of arousal. Amongst the 4 paintings, “Martirio di Sant’Orsola” from 

Caravaggio is the one that elicits the most optimal emotional reaction. On the opposite, the painting “Martirio di 

Sant’Orsola” from Procaccini elicits the lowest emotional response, both in terms of arousal and frontal-asymmetry 

from EEG, showing negative values in comparison to baseline for both measurements. Aside the possibility to 

assess emotional reactions for each painting, it is worthy to highlight how, in the present research work, emotional 

reactions are measured “in vivo”, while participants are exposed to paintings in the museum where paintings are 

part of an exhibition.  

The application of a neuropsychophysiological rationale in real life situations may increase the opportunities to 

study human emotions in innovative environments in comparison to traditional laboratory contexts, where 

subjects’ emotional reactions are potentially influenced by the setting of being in a scientific lab. This rationale 

can open the way to new studies on emotions, enabling to bring higher ecological validity, as it can be applied in 

any kind of real world situations, from museums to shops, restaurants, etc., where people is much more prone to 

react spontaneously in terms of emotions. Last but not least, taking into account also results from interviews, it is 

worthy to notice how it is not possible to take advantage of any statistical analyses performed on results from 
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interviews, due to the limited sample size. On the opposite, results from neuropsychophysiological data about the 

same sample allow the application of statistical analyzes, thus providing more empirical findings supporting 

eventual conclusions.       

 

Figure 5. The Valence-Arousal plane representing the emotional reaction for each painting, averaged all subjects 

Conclusion 

The present research work has been aimed to explore preliminary results enabling to assess emotional reactions 

played by different Italian paintings from the same period (post-renaissance) in order to evaluate the possibility to 

assess emotional engagement played by art experience. Taken in the boundary of the present experiment, results 

are promising, allowing to envisage the application of these methods, based on wearable sensors enabling to 

monitor neuro and psychophysiological reactions within the museums, to study aesthetic experience with the goal 

on one hand to identify the optimal ways to present and elicit art experiences, on the other hand also to develop 

new practices and scientific procedures aimed to enhance the emotional engagement played by this kind of 

experience in order to promote the diffusion and appreciation of cultural services and sites.   

Statement on ethics 

The experimental procedures involving human subjects described in this paper are following the ethical principles 

outlined in the Helsinki Declaration of 1975, as revised in 2000.    
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2. “Martirio di Sant’Orsola” (Martyrdom of Saint Ursula), from Bernardo Strozzi, so called “Il Cappuccino”: 
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4. “L’ultima cena” (The last supper), from Giulio Cesare Procaccini: 
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Validation of visual attention data comparing 2D and 3D set-up 
Jesper Clement 

Department of Marketing, Copenhagen Business School; jc.marktg@cbs.dk 

In the field of marketing eye-tracking has developed into a common method for the study of consumers’ visual 

attention and response to advertisements, packaging, and in-store experiences. Over the last ten years, many eye-

tracking studies have investigated visual attention of such daily decisions, well knowing that there might be a 

difference between humans’ perception of real life exposure and those shown on the screen. New hardware and 

software have enabled us to use and analyze data from wearable eye-trackers, and by that compare eye-track data 

from sceneries shown on a screen (2D) with data form real-life experiences (3D). Yet, it also poses a great 

challenge, as the amount of data and the complexity increases significantly, and what we win on the ecological 

validity, we might loose on the internal validity. In a set-up we investigated three scenarios of the very same shelf 

of products in order to compare decision processes in 2D and 3D. In the 2D scenario we used a Tobii 60XL remote 

eye-tracker and in the 3D scenario we used a Tobii2 mobile eye-tracker (50Hz). The 3D scenario was actually split 

into two scenarios, as we had the very same shelf display build up in our SenseLab. That way we ended up having 

three comparable sets of eye-track data related to the same decision process. The outcome showed a more 

systematic search processes in the 2D scenario and the closer we come to a real-life setting the more chaotic 

became the search process, including larger head movement and smaller eye-movements.  

Another challenge using 3D eye-tracking is, that it easily becomes too resource demanding due to manually 

interpretation and analysis of the enormous amount of data from a representative sample size. The required 

workload and the value of the result easily exceeds the cost of the study. A common way for a fast-and-easy 

analysis of eye-track data is the use of a heatmap, making use of either raw data or number of fixations. Mapping 

data form a portable eye-tracker recorded in a real-life scenario onto a 2D heatmap is not an easy task. One major 

challenge is the parallax error due to the natural perspective. In order build a model solving this issue, we took a 

simple approach using homographic correspondence between a reference image and frames coming from the 

portable eye-tracker, and to these combined images, we added the gaze-data to 3D-modelled AOIs. The procedure 

has 3-steps, starting with the design of the 3D AOI. In the second phase, we added the combined frames one by 

one to this 3D AOI, and then finally we were able to create a 3D heatmap. The proposed model runs automatic 

with approximately two frames pr. second. We found the 3D heatmap model to work fine for investigating the in-

store search process and especially for shelf displays with packaging having distinct image features. However, 

making a final decision in which consumers might start reading text on the packaging, the 3D heatmap reaches its 

limit. 
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Implicit Association Test (IAT) – computer based method to measure implicit 

attitudes and better predict consumer behaviour 

Dominika Maison 

Department of Psychology, University of Warsaw. 

Even though most consumers think they know why they like or choose the products or brands, very often they do 

not. Consumers have limited access to their inner processes, and this presents a challenge for practitioners who 

want to predict consumers’ behaviour based on questionnaires. Consumer psychologists have therefore sought 

reliable and valid ways to overcome this and they have developed indirect measures that rely on non-declarative 

features of people’s responses (Maison, Gregg, 2016). Those indirect measures, often based on physiological (e.g. 

EEG, GSR, facial muscles movement) or automatic reactions (e.g. reaction time), are called “neuromarketing 

measures” and they are used to better predict consumer behaviour. There are different examples of such methods 

based on reaction time (RT), for example the Extrinsic Affective Simon Task (EAST; DeHouwer, 2003), the 

Implicit Relational Assessment Procedure (IRAP; Barnes-Holmes, Barnes-Holmes, Stewart, & Boles, 2010), as 

well as various lexical decision tasks where primes and targets are sequentially presented (Klauer  & Musch, 2003; 

Wittenbrink, Judd, & Park, 1997). In all cases, the goal is to detect the presence and quantify the strength of 

semantic or evaluative associations between objects and attributes. 

In the presentation will be discussed potential and limitation of the best known computer-based method of 

measuring implicit attitudes (IAT – Implicit Association Test) in context of consumer attitudes and behaviour 

(Maison, Greenwald, Bruin, 2004; Maison, 2016). For many years attitudes were understood as three components 

constructs (cognitive, affective and behavioural), with assumption that the person has introspective access to 

his/her attitude, can verbalize it, and express it in a questionnaire. Since 1980s scientists' attention has been drawn 

to the unconsciousness of attitudes and the automatic character of them. Greenwald and Banaji (1995) introduced 

concept of Implicit Attitude and the method of measuring them – the Implicit Association Test (Greenwald, et al. 

1998), a computer-based method using reaction-time as an indicator of attitude strength. At the beginning the IAT 

was used to study racial attitudes, self-concept and self-esteem. Nowadays the IAT is used in many other areas, 

including consumer attitudes (attitudes toward brands or categories), therefore it can be treated as one of 

neuromarketing tools.  

The ultimate question discussed in the presentation is whether and to what extent indirect measures of 

consumer attitudes, such as the IAT, can capture implicit content, and provide better understanding of consumer 

processes or predict consumer behaviour. In particular, how sensitive is the IAT to implicit content, both absolutely 

and relative to direct measures such as self-report? And to what extent is it capable of delivering unique predictive 

validity, in virtue of tapping into content that direct measures such as self-report miss? 
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Introduction 

Neuromarketing is an interdisciplinary research field that brings together neuroscientific methods and marketing 

research [1,2]. It focuses the attention on the application of neuroscientific insights, methods and technological 

solutions into the field of marketing, behavioral economics and consumer psychology, leading to a new academic 

discipline also known as “consumer neuroscience” [3,4]. Neuroscientific research takes advantage of brain imaging 

techniques such as functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI), magnetoencephalography (MEG) and 

electroencephalography (EEG) to reveal and understand brain mechanisms. Neuromarketing emphasizes how 

some of these techniques might be proficiently used to study consumer experience, with the goal to understand 

how emotional and cognitive reactions can affect purchase intention and preference. Although the scientific debate 

about implications and understanding of brain processes involved in consumer experience elicited by products and 

services is still open, pioneering studies show how the possibility to investigate this experience by means of 

neuroscientific methods is a promising field enabling to improve the design of products and services [5]. In this 

vision, the present research project presents additional empirical evidence supporting the possibility to further 

develop the application of neuroscientific techniques based on EEG synchronized with portable eye-tracking and 

galvanic skin responses while subjects are exposed to a shopping experience “in vivo”, in a real shop, where real 

products, in this case sport shoes, are exposed to real clients. Preliminary results show how portable solutions 

enable to measure consumers emotional reactions by means of empirical methods while people are exposed to 

storefront displays, and how this kind of data can be combined with traditional ones based on self-reports and 

interviews according to Anthropological Marketing perspective [6], leading to the exploration of new insights 

about consumers’ reactions.  

Procedure and Methods 

Fifteen subjects (9 females, averaged between 18 and 36 years) are enrolled in the study and scheduled for a visit 

to the shop. They are invited to visit the “Flagship Store” in downtown of Milan (Italy).  

Before the visit they are welcomed and briefed in a separate room, where they are consequently asked to wear: a) 

an EEG headset (from Emotive Epoch, 14 channels, 250 Hz); b) a bracelet enabling to measure skin conductance 

(SC) and heart rate (from Empatica, E4, 4 Hz); c) a portable eye-tracking (ET) from SMI (Sensory Motor 

Instruments hardware, equipped with ETG software, 60 Hz). All equipment, after the setting up, is synchronized. 

A 1-minute baseline is recorded before starting the test, then subjects are carried to the sidewalk outside the shop, 

in front of the first storefront display amongst five, as the order of storefront display exposure is randomized for 

each participant. The shop presented 5 storefront displays, numbered from 1 to 5 (see Figure 1): the number 1 is 

presenting shoes from the brand “Puma”, together with a poster showing an American singer, called “Weeknd”, 

well known amongst teenagers; the number 2 is showing shoes from the brand “Adidas”; the storefront display 

number 3 presents shoes from the brand “Converse”; the number 4 exhibits a big TV monitor, showing 

continuously audiovisual messages from different brands; finally, the number 5 presents one shoe product only, 

this time from a new brand quite recently appeared in the Italian market, called “Under Armour”, an American 

company created in 1996 (in comparison to the other three storefront displays, that show brands very well known 

in the market – as they have been created in the Twenties of last century). Each participant is asked to stay in front 

of each storefront display (one by one) for 15 seconds. During the 15 seconds, both EEG, SC and ET are monitored 

and recorded.  
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After this first phase, the EEG headset is taken out, and subjects are asked to visit the shop for a free walkthrough 

wearing the eye-tracking glasses and the bracelet enabling to monitor skin conductance. Once completed the free 

walkthrough (10 minutes maximum), they are asked to accomplish two different tasks: a) find and take a packet 

of shoelaces and reach the cashier’s desk; b) once joined the cashier’s desk, they were asked to exit from the shop 

(as the shop presents 2 different solutions in order to exit, and the project is aimed to explore which one could fit 

better with the customer experience). At the end of the experiment, subjects are taken again into the separate room 

(the same where participant started the test), and after removing equipment, a researcher specialized in 

anthropological marketing [7], performed an interview. Before leaving and getting a coupon of 30 euros as a 

reimbursement, they are asked to fill in a self-report investigating different factors: memorization of brands 

presented in the storefront displays, the use of specific labels exposed with specific products, the ability to 

understand their meaning, the easiness in finding the exit way, how many cashier’s desks have been noticed in the 

shop, etc.  

Results 

Preliminary results here presented will be mainly focused on the first phase (exposure to storefront displays), as 

data analyses about tasks mentioned in procedure section is not completed yet.  

About eye-tracking results, in Figure 2 the heatmaps for each storefront display are represented. The metrics about 

average eye-fixation allowed the identification of the visual elements watched at the most during storefront display 

exposure: they are “price labels”, on one side; and “shoe products”, on the other side. The storefront display 

number 4 (see Figure 2) is not reported, as it presents a big TV monitor displaying audiovisual messages changing 

all the time.  

 

Figure 1. All storefront displays considered presented shoes from specific brands, from left to right: number 1, Puma; 

number 2, Adidas; Number 3, Converse; Number 4, big TV monitor showing audiovisual messages; number 5, Under 

Armour. 

 

Figure 2. All storefront displays presented with heatmap performed by eye-tracking SMI ETG software “Begaze” from data 

collected of the whole sample (15 participants). Looking at the pics, it is possible to notice how shoe products and prizes are 
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Figure 3. All storefront displays presented with heatmap performed by analytic participants: areas of interest (AOI) are 

focused on price (yellow) and shoe products (blue box) 

 

Figure 4. All storefront displays presented with heatmap performed by creative participants: areas of interest (AOI) are 

focused on price (yellow) and shoe products (blue box) 

Eye-tracking analyses have been performed also according to results from anthropological marketing interviews, 

that identified two clusters of consumers: one cluster represented by more analytic people (8 analytic participants 

over 15), and a second cluster represented by more intuitive people (7 creative people over 15). Two areas of 

interest focusing the visual attention on price labels and shoes products have been identified for each storefront 

display. Heatmap from the two clusters are represented in Figure 3 (Analytic participants) and Figure 4 (Creative 

subjects), where yellow boxes identify AOI about price labels, while blue boxes are identifying AOI about shoe 

products. Results about dwell time (average time fixation) on a specific element of visual scene, in this case, 

“prices” and “shoe products”, are represented in Figure 5, where AOI about price and shoe products are compared 

across the two users’ clusters (analytic and creative subjects). Statistical analyses do not show any significant 

difference, although the same patterns, in terms of visual behavior, appear systematically in each storefront display 

(for 4 times, in each of the 4 storefront displays). The same kind of analyses about eye-fixation time spent on 

average on prices and shoe products are performed comparing the sample composed by female (8 subjects) vs 

male (7 subjects), but it is not possible to identify any clear pattern. Also dividing the whole sample for the two 

age ranges, 18-27 and 28-36, eye-tracking data do not show any pattern appearing in each storefront display.  
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Figure 5. Graphs representing eye-tracking results (average dwell time, that correspond to the average time fixation for each 

AOI considered – prices and shoe products) across all participants and across all storefront displays: analytic subjects spend 

more time on prices in comparison to creative ones; creative subjects spend more time watching shoes than prices. 

 

Figure 6. Graphs representing EEG results, in terms of Motivation Index (approach for positive values VS withdraw 

behavior for negative values, derived from frontal asymmetry – f. a. – of alpha brain waves detected in the frontal lobes) 

averaged across all subjects, for each storefront display; values are expressed in microVolts. 

 

Considering EEG results, data do not show significant differences, as resumed by graphs (see Figure 6). Frontal 

asymmetry has been calculated from raw data, according to analyses about alpha rhythms [8,9]. The storefront 

display reflecting the highest value (approach behavior) is the number 5, Under Armour. The second one is the 

number 4, equipped with the big TV monitor that shows continuously audiovisual messages. The third one is the 

number 2, Adidas, followed by the number 1, Puma. The last one (with negative value, reflecting withdraw 

behavior) is the number 3, Converse. A t-Student statistical test has been performed across all subjects averaged 

for each storefront display to assess significant differences. No significant differences are emerging from data 

collected.  

Results about Skin conductance data show different trends amongst different storefront displays (see Figure 7). 

Skin conductance levels are calculated from raw data as the scientific literature shows significant changes 

according to different stimuli [10,11] and by means of wearable solutions [12]. The stimulus reflecting the highest 
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value (highest arousal) is storefront display number 4, equipped with the big TV monitor. The second one is 

number 2, Adidas. The third one is number 5, Under Armour, followed by storefront display number 1, Puma. The 

last one (with negative value, reflecting the lowest arousal activation in comparison to baseline) is the storefront 

number 3, Converse. A t Student test is performed across all storefront displays to assess significant statistical 

differences. No significant differences are detected.  

 

Figure 7. Graphs representing Skin Conductance (SC) results, in terms of intensity of arousal (derived from sweating gland 

activity from the wrist of the non-dominant hand) averaged across all subjects, for each storefront display; values are 

expressed in microSiemens. 

 

Figure 8. Graphs representing the level of memorization of brands; this kind of data have been collected by means of 

traditional self-reports. 

Results from traditional interviews (see Figure 8) show that the brand “Adidas” exhibits the highest recall 

performance, as all fifteen subjects reported to spontaneously remember the presence of that brand in the storefront 

display (15 over 15).  The second-best performance about spontaneous recall is provided by Puma (14 over 15). 

Converse is revealing the third best memorization performance in terms of interviews (10 over 15). The last 

performance is shown by the brand Under Armour (2 over 15 subjects reported to spontaneously remember this 

brand presented in the storefront display).     

Performing a correlation statistical analysis between data from EEG and data from self-reports, the correlation 

score has been positive (p > 0.95) for the following storefront displays: number 1, Adidas; number 2, Puma, and 

number 3, Converse. In the correlation analyses, storefront number 4 was not considered, as it was equipped with 

a monitor, thus it is not comparable with other storefront displays. About storefront display number 5, the 
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correlation analyses is not significant (p < 0.95). The same correlation analyses between data from skin 

conductance and data from spontaneous recall show the same positive correlation (p > 0.95) for the same brands: 

Adidas, Puma and Converse, but not for Under Armour (p < 0.95).  

Discussion  

Considering eye-tracking results from the whole sample of 15 subjects, it is possible to observe how heatmaps 

highlight the most watched visual elements in storefront display: price labels and shoe products.  

On one side, with this method only it is possible to precisely measure the “visual time” spent to process visual 

elements exposed in storefront displays; interviews, that asked participants to report the most attractive elements 

in storefront displays, show heterogenous answers, where shoe products are representing one of the several 

categories emerging from interviews, while price labels are not even mentioned by any participant.  

On the other side, there are no significant differences amongst these two kinds of visual elements in terms of eye-

fixations. Matching eye-tracking data with anthropological marketing approach that identifies two clusters of 

consumers, “analytic” and “creative”, it is possible to observe different visual behavior: analytic subjects watched 

longer price labels in comparison to shoe products, while creative participants show the opposite in terms of visual 

behavior, being more visually attracted by products instead of price labels. It is possible to describe the same visual 

behavior in each storefront display, even if no significant differences are identified, probably due to the small 

sample size (8 subjects compared with 7 subjects).  

Performing the same analyses on eye-tracking data collected in this study according to other typical factors 

investigated in marketing research, such as gender and age, no patterns in terms of visual behavior emerge. It 

seems that anthropological marketing approach may allow to identify more salient clusters in terms of visual 

behavior even in comparison to gender, being gender one of the most typical factor enabling to profile consumers 

in marketing [13]. According to the eye-mind hypothesis [14] which states that, when a person is looking at a visual 

display, his/her gaze point corresponds to the mental representations that is “on top of the stack” of mental 

operations [15], the attempt to match findings from anthropological marketing with findings from neuromarketing 

techniques such as wearable eye-tracking methods could lead to a deeper understanding of consumers’ behavior. 

Analytic subjects tend to spend more time on price labels as they rely more on that information when evaluating a 

new purchase. On the opposite, creative subjects do prefer to watch shoe products as they rely more on product 

exploration rather than price processing when considering a new purchase. These insights need further exploration 

and may represent a future research direction to widen the rationale about the role of personality factors as debated 

in the scientific literature [16], with a more specific focus on the link between personality traits and purchase 

processes. Considering results from EEG and results from Skin Conductance, it is not possible to discern between 

the storefront displays by means of neuro and psychophysiological data. Even if there are not significant difference, 

we tried to plot data collected on a valence-arousal graphical representation as proposed by previous research 

works (See Figure 9) in the scientific literature [17].  

 

Figure 9. The Valence-Arousal plane (readapted from Lang) [7,8]. 
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Figure 10. The Valence-Arousal plane where emotional reactions both in terms of EEG data (on the “X” axe, representing 

the dimension of “valence”) and SC data (on the “Y” axe, representing the “arousal” intensity) are plotted: it is possible to 

characterize emotional reaction for each storefront display, averaged all subjects. 

Looking at the graph where data collected are plotted on the valence-arousal representation (See Figure 10), it is 

possible to see that data from EEG recordings are represented on the “X” axe, as dimension of valence: it 

characterizes the hedonic quality of emotion in terms of positive, neutral (the “0” point representing the benchmark 

according to data collected during the baseline) and negative connotation of felt emotions expressed by the 

approach / withdraw index emerging in the EEG signals collected. Skin Conductance data are represented on the 

“Y” axe, referring to the arousal dimension, aimed to represent the intensity of emotions (from low to high arousal), 

always standardized to the baseline (the “0” point of the graph).  

As it is possible to deduce looking at the graph, the Storefront display 4, that was showing a big TV monitor 

exposing audiovisual messages about many brands and many shoe products, is characterized by the highest values 

of intensity (highest arousal level) and positive (approach) emotional reactions, according to the average of data 

collected across all subjects (N. = 15). Storefront display 5, showing one shoe product only, from “Under Armour” 

brand, is the second most engaging experience in terms of emotional reactions. The third storefront display with 

highest values both in terms of EEG and skin conductance is the number 2, showing product shoes from Adidas. 

Finally, it is possible to see also storefront display number 1, showing shoes from brand “Puma”. The only 

storefront display with negative values in comparison to baseline is “Converse”, as data collected fall, on average, 

in the quadrant described by mid low arousal levels and mid low negative valence (withdraw behavior). It is worthy 

to notice that the correlation analyses have been different according to brands. The only brand that does not show 

significant correlation between neuro- and psychophysiological data and self-reports is the brand “Under Armour”, 

in storefront display number 5. The main difference between “Under Armour” and other brands is relying on brand 

equity, as “Under Armour” is recently appeared in the Italian market, while all other brands here considered are in 

the market since several decades. In this perspective, further investigation about the value of brand equity and its 

link with the potential to rise an emotional reaction, when exposed to the brand, may allow to better define and 

understand this interaction. A possible interpretation about the lack of correlation between biological data and 

memorization for the less known brand may be explained taking into account also eye-tracking data: frontal 

asymmetry and simultaneous higher level of arousal may be triggered by novelty; however, this positive emotional 

reaction is not correlating with a more specific memorization of the brand. In terms of eye-tracking data, 

synchronized with biological data of the same brand, no eye-fixations have been detected on the brand name 

appearing in the storefront display number 5 representing “Under Armour”, thus, no heatmaps show up in the 

(small) AOI on brand name. The other storefront displays do not show a different strategy, as the logos and names 
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of the brands are depicted by means of small dimensions as well, however they are much well known and for this 

immediately recognized/recognizable and remembered. In conclusion, the matching of all source of data analyzed 

address the need to increase the attention on the way how to convey more visual attention on the brand name, in 

order to improve memorization performance for those new brands that cannot rely on a long and stable presence 

in the market. Another consideration is related to the visual display design, as “Under Armour” is the only one that 

presents one shoe product only, as the other storefront displays present multiple products (three at least). This 

factor could also explain why Storefront display number 5 (Under Armour) exhibits a “mismatch” in terms of 

biological reaction and spontaneous recall of the brand. Maybe participants prefer one product only vs multiple 

options. In summary, new brands could benefit from specific strategy to convey information about their name and 

logo to improve memorization, not only in terms of dimension of logos and names, but also in matter of lay-out of 

display, as one product only could enhance the likelihood to spend more eye-fixation on the brand name when it 

is more visible. Moreover, the present research provides an attempt to show how a marketing strategy based on 

the assumption that “less is more” may be investigated with a multiple approach. Little is known about shop 

windows and storefront displays. In this framework as well, there is the need of additional evidence to support this 

strategy and to further investigate which is the best storefront display design enabling to elicit the highest 

engagement and memorization in customers.  

Conclusion 

The present research work has been aimed to explore preliminary results taking advantage of different approaches: 

one based on innovative neuroscientific methods [1] enabling to measure emotional reactions [2] linked with eye-

fixations on specific elements of a real visual scene [14], another relying on traditional self-reports investigating 

memorization of brands [18], and the last one based on the attempt to make a profile of the participants enrolled, 

according to anthropological marketing perspective [6]. The mixed-method design, where qualitative (self-reports) 

and quantitative (Neuro and psychophysiological) data have been collected and merged together, is aimed to assess 

different storefront displays from the same shop, considering participants as complex agents who require 

multidisciplinary methods to uncover their mental processes. Taken in the boundary of the present experiment, 

where no significant difference is emerging mainly due to the small sample size, on one side results do not allow 

any kind of conclusion in matter of emotional impact played by each storefront display, except for correlation 

analyses of well-known brands compared with relative new brands; on the other side, it is worthy to notice that 

anthropological profiling can enable to identify visual patterns systematically emerging in each storefront display, 

and that the possibility to plot neuro and psychophysiological data on the valence-arousal model might allow to 

characterize and classify the impact of emotional engagement elicited by different storefront displays. These 

findings address the need to further investigate this multidisciplinary approach with bigger sample size and with 

different “in vivo” experiences related to shop experience.  
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Technology transformed the way how services are delivered. Key in this transformation is that human employees 

are often replaced by self-service technology (SST), but how consumers feel about services delivered by SST or 

a human service provider remains unclear. SST research to date mainly focused on customers’ intentions to use 

SST, technological readiness, and ease of use of SST. Moreover, empirical studies on consumers’ emotional 

responses during different stages of the service delivery is scarce. Hence, this paper seeks to answer two key 

questions that remain: (1) Do consumers experience different emotions (arousal and valence) and approach-

avoidance behavior during a SST versus a human interaction? and (2) Do consumers experience different 

emotions and approach-avoidance behavior at different key moments during a service experience (e.g. the 

moment when a failure happens, a recovery is initiated, …) while using SST or human interaction. 

Forty participants (50% men) took part in a between-subject experiment, where they were instructed to make a 

loyalty card for a book store either by themselves on a computer (SST-condition) or in interaction with an 

employee (human condition). The storyline of the encounters consisted out of several phases: a welcome, 

providing personal details to make the loyalty card, a service failure, a service recovery, providing the same 

personal details, and lastly the confirmation that the loyalty card was created successfully. Both conditions 

followed the same procedure, except that in the SST-condition the scripted text appeared on a screen and 

participants had to type in the personal data, whereas in the human condition the employee read out the scripted 

text and participants vocally gave their personal details.  

We investigated the participants’ emotions, approach-avoidance behavior, and service satisfaction by combining 

classic post-experience self-report measures (e.g. service satisfaction, emotions) and neuroscientific tools and 

measures. This design allows us to study emotions and consumers’ reactions during every stage of the customer 

experience in real-time, instead of the traditional approach of measuring reactions only after interaction has 

taken place.  

We used three different neurophysiological measures. First, changes in GSR by means of EDA electrodes which 

are used to measure stress reactions and indicate emotional arousal. Secondly, brain activity by means of EEG to 

assess frontal brain asymmetry. Frontal brain asymmetry gives us an indication of approach-avoidance behavior 

during the service experience. GSR and brain asymmetry were measured by using the Thought Technology Ltd. 

Hardware (ProComp Infiniti) and software (BioGraph Infiniti). Lastly, facial muscle activity was measured by 

means facial recognition software (Facereader 6) which registers facial micro expressions to measure the 

intensity (occurrence) of 6 basic emotional states (sad, happy, angry, surprise, scared, disgust, contempt + 

neutral. The Facereader software provides an intensity score between 0-1 for each emotional state, a global 

valence score of experienced emotions (calculated as intensity of ‘happy’ minus the intensity of the negative 

expression with the highest intensity), and a global arousal score based on muscle activation of 20 Action Units 

(AUs). Next to the neurophysiological measures, we also assessed service experience, emotions, levels of stress 

and frustration by means of post-experience self-report measures using 7-point Likert scales.  

Results show that employee interactions elicit positive emotions, whereas SST fosters negative emotions, but 

both interaction modes yield similar customer satisfaction levels. Additionally, emotions fluctuated across 

different service delivery stages. 
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The size and design of tableware have been proposed as a potentially effective strategy to modulate how much is 

eaten at a meal. The mechanisms by which such tools work however are not known, in particular the cognitive 

processes associated with visual stimuli. To address this gap, 94 lean, overweight and obese men and women will 

complete a laboratory study where they will self-serve and consume food from a buffet, using a portion control 

plate with visual stimuli for appropriate amounts of main food groups, or a conventional plate, on two different 

days in random order. On both sessions participants will complete behavioural and cognitive tests using a novel 

combined methodological platform that will assess visual attention during the meal, meal microstructure, episodic 

memory on portion sizes, subjective appetite and, in a sub-sample of subjects, intestinal satiety hormones. In this 

paper we discuss the setting up and testing of this platform in a pilot sample of 20 participants.  

Introduction 

Obesity is a recognised global health problem for which effective interventions are needed which can be delivered at 

a scale for public health impact [1]. There is currently good evidence that people tend to eat more and gain weight 

when exposed to large portion sizes [2,3] meaning that individuals may need to develop personal strategies to 

avoid overeating in such environments. In this context, the size and design of tableware have been proposed as a 

potential practical and effective staratgey to modulate how much is eaten [4] and so appropriately designed tools 

may help with portion control [5-7]. The particular mechanisms by which portion control tools may work are not 

known though, in particular the cognitive processes involved and how the effects differ across individuals of 

different gender and BMI.   

To address this research gap we have designed an intervention where 94 lean, overweight and obese men and 

women will self-serve and consume food from a laboratory buffet, using a portion control (calibrated) plate with 

visual stimuli for appropriate amounts of main food groups, or a control (conventional) plate in random order, and 

will complete behavioural and cognitive tests using a novel combined methodological platform. The platform 

includes an eye tracking device to analyse visual attention, an eating monitor that records eating speed in real time, 

and a memory reconstruction software to test for memory formation related to portion sizes previously chosen 

with each plate. At various time points particpants will also complete electronic visual scale (VAS) questionnaires 

for meal liking, expected satiety and appetite. Portion sizes for all foods chosen and consumed will be covertly 

measured. In addition, in a sub-sample of participants, the cephalic satiety response will be measured from blood 

samples drawn at 6 points during the first 90 min after starting the meal. All volunteers will complete three paper-

based portion perception questionnaires and a food diary for the remaining of the day from which energy 

compensation for the energy consumed at lunch will be calculated.  

Due to the many variables involved and the tendency for behavioural measures to naturally act as confounding factors 

amongst themselves [8], collecting accurate data from this study is particularly challenging. In particular, effectively 

combining and synchronizing visual attention, eating speed and hormonal measures can be complex however this step 

is cornerstone to relate behavioural, cognitive and physiological responses in real time. In this paper we discuss the 

setting up and testing of the combined methodological platform for this study in a pilot sample of 20 participants. 

Methods 

Study design 

The study follows a within-subjects cross-over design where 47 participants will be randomized to a first session 

with the calibrated plate, and 47 with the control plate (Figure 1). After a 7-15 day wash out period, participants 

mailto:ealmiron@unav.es
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reverse conditions and repeat the same measures. The study variables and corresponding measuring instruments 

are described below. 

 Demographic and anthropometric variables: age, sex, weight (kg), height (cm), body mass index (BMI) in 

kg/m2, weekly hours of moderate to vigorous physical activity; consumption habits and household 

composition. This information is obtained through published questionnaires and direct measuring in the 

laboratory (for weight and height). 

 Behavioral variables: Eating behavior traits (EAT-26 and TFEQ questionnaires, validated versions for the 

Spanish population) [9,10]; Habitual portion size [11], liking and expected satiety for the meal [12], and 

hunger, fullness, thirst, nausea before, immediately after and at 3h post meal (100 mm VAS) [13]; Portion-

control self-efficacy [14], portion tool acceptance (5-pt Likert scales) [5]; Meal micro-structure measured with 

the Universal Eating Monitor (UEM) [15], including eating rate (g/min), bite size (g) and deceleration rate 

(g/sec2); Gaze direction bias, initial fixation time and gaze dwell time (in ms) [16] for main areas of interest 

(AOIs) of the meal, measured with a portable eye tracker (Figure 2); Energy compensation (adjustment) at the 

end of the day (using a food diary) [17]. 

 Physiological variables: glucose, insulin, pancreatic polypeptide and ghrelin in serum and plasma at 0, 5, 10, 

60 and 90 min post-consumption, using ELISA [18] in a sub-sample of 34 women.  

 Cognitive variables: episodic memory for eaten portions analyzed at 3 h post consumption through a 

computerized task based on a bespoke algorithm [19]. 

Study plates 

The calibrated plate measures 25 cm in diameter and includes demarcations and illustrations (portion size guidelines) 

for recommended amounts of protein foods, starchy foods and vegetables based on US Department of Agriculture 

guidelines. It has been specifically designed for this study by Precise Portions LLC based on previous research [5]. The 

control plate is a white dish of the same size and depth but slightly lighter in weight.  Both are ceramic plates, 

microwave and dishwasher safe, with an enamel finish (Figure 3).  

Study foods 

The buffet foods include popular foods consumed by the Spanish population as part of a main meal and are: seasoned 

white rice, boiled vegetables (peas, carrots), meatballs in sauce, wholemeal bread, oil, salt and pepper (Figure 2). The 

rice, vegetables and meatballs are heated to a temperature of 66°C and presented hot in transparent serving bowls with 

identical serving spoons. These foods have been chosen because they match the nutritional composition required when 

using the calibrated plate, plus do not require cutting, i.e. applying strength on the UEM scale (which would alter the 

readings). Due to their large size, meatballs are presented halved. As this predefines the bite size, the average weight 

of the cut meat-balls will be recorded and if appropriate, used as covariate in the statistical analyses. Complimentary 

fruit ad water are provided after the meal. Foods for the memory reconstruction test are exactly the same foods 

except the bread, fruit and condiments (which are optional), cooked and presented in the same exact format as in 

the meal.  

Equipment 

Universal Eating Monitor (UEM). The UEM is designed to analyse meal micro-structural parameters (i.e. bite size, 

eating rate, deceleration rate and meal duration) when a volunteer consumes a meal sitting at a table [15].  An 

optimised UEM station was designed and built in-house for this study with particular attention to minimizing 

background vibration. It was placed in an isolated testing room within the Metabolic Unit with only artificial 

lightning from above and constant temperature below 30°C. The UEM components are a concealed precision scale 

(Model MSA5201S-1CE-D0, Sartorius Spain, Alcobendas, Madrid), connected with a serial line to a PC, and 

located beneath a purpose-built table under a hole, on top of which a place mat is secured to allow positioning of 

the plate. The PC hosts the Sussex Ingestive Pattern Monitor software (SIPM) [15] supplied by the University of 

Sussex (UK) programmed to record weight readings from the scale at 2 second intervals (precision 0.1 g). From 

these readings the average bite size (the difference between each two consecutive weight records), eating rate 

(grams consumed per minute) and deceleration rate (grams consumed per squared second) are calculated. A dual 

screen system is used to allow the investigator to programme the software away from the volunteer´s view using 

a dividing panel (Figure 4). The volunteer screen displays electronic questionnaires and step-by-step instructions 

for the test. The UEM at the University of Navarra has been purposely built on a bespoke anti-vibratory table 

containing a steel frame and granite slab measuring 2 x 35 x 35 cm, upon which the Cubis balance rests. The 

balance includes an auto-calibration function and electronic adjustable levelling legs. It also carries a detachable 

digital viewer located in a lockable, adjacent drawer. 
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Mobile eye tracker.  The wearable eye tracking equipment (Tobii Pro Glasses 2) is designed to measure visual 

attention and pupil dilation during exposure to 3D stimuli. It consists of a head unit (glasses), a recording unit and 

controller software (Figure 5). The head unit detect eye movement and point of gaze at a frequency of 50 MHz, 

directed to any 3D space using near-infrared illumination. The glasses are connected to a portable recording unit 

from which video output can be retrieved and downloaded to calculate dwell times on AOIs. The recording unit is 

connected to the head unit via an HDMI cable and stores the recorded data on an SD memory card. It is controlled 

from a tablet or computer running the controller software on a Windows operating system, allowing for managing 

participants, controlling the eye tracker and viewing both real-time and recorded eye tracking data.  

Memory reconstruction  software. This software measures episodic memory for portion sizes chosen/consumed 

in a previous eating occasion. It has been designed by the Nutrition Behaviour Unit at the University of Bristol 

(UK) using an image batch processing software (XnConvert version 0.84) that allows combining food images from 

different platforms to generate sequences of increasing or decreasing portions of specific foods 

(http://www.xnview.com/en/). For this study, the images for the starch, protein and vegetable foods come from a 

digital photographic atlas generated at the University of Navarra and featuring 110 images of the study foods in 

increasing portion size (5-20 kcal increments), all taken at 90 degrees angle. The software allows the user to select 

adjustable portions of each meal component to generate a personalized virtual plate, based on a method of 

adjustment [19] (Figure 6).  

Subjects 

The subjects for this pilot study were the first 20 volunteers (16 F, 4 M) completing the study. Subjects were 

recruited from Pamplona, Navarra, Spain, and had a mean ± SD age of 37.4 ± 12.7 years and body mass index of 

27.8 ± 4.2 kg/m2 (overweight), were healthy, with good visual and gastrointestinal (GI) function; absence of eating 

disorders, regular food habits and liking the study foods. To be eligible for the study all subjects had to pass a 

screening and familiarization session prior to the study where they consumed 125 g of yogurt on the UEM, while 

wearing the eye tracker, and completed electronic questionnaires on the UEM. Participants also tasted and rated 

the rice, meatballs and vegetables. Those assigning a score of 40 or more on a 100 mm VAS for the rice, meatballs 

and at least one of the vegetables, plus producing valid video and UEM outputs were enrolled. Six of the 20 

subjects provided blood measures. Seven subjects used the calibrated plate first and 13 used the control plate first. 

 

 

http://www.xnview.com/en/
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Procedures 

The daily procedure for the volunteers is shown in Figure 7, and highlights the use of the different technologies 

(colour-coded by type of measure). This protocol was developed to minimize conflicting measuring times from 

the various techniques, based on previous research [20]. To decrease confounding due to protocol demands, 

participants were instructed to look away from the plate while the nurse carried out the drawings and the duration 

of blood extractions was extracted from the overall meal time for each participant providing blood samples. Video 

data during extraction were also excluded from analyses. 

 

 
 

For the setting up of the combined methodological platform the following steps were carried out: 

1. UEM set up. After initial programming of the SIPM software, two internal tests were carried out with 

two members of our staff using 125 g of yogurt which they had to consume from a bowl following the 

UEM standard protocol [15, 20]. This protocol specifies sitting in an upright position without applying 

any strength on the table from either above or beneath the surface, not moving the container, placing the 

cutlery on a side dish after finishing or during pauses, not using mobile phones, tablets or other electronic 

devices except when instructed by the investigator and alerting the investigator using a bell when finished. 

The same instructions were applied for the screening and intervention sessions. Programming of the UEM 

software was carried out as separate experiments for the screening and intervention sessions, with 

particular attention to being able to synchronize the UEM measures with the eye tracker (i.e. being able 

to start and stop the video recording alongside UEM measures during the food intake task).  

2. Eye tracker set up. The Tobii eye tracker was set up in the same environment-controlled room as the 

UEM. The Pro Glasses controller software was installed on the same PC after resolving initial IT 

incompatibilities. Calibration and gaze recording tests were carried out on the same internal volunteers 
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while they ate at the UEM station to verify functionality and adjustments to the UEM software were made 

as necessary. Video data were recorded in MP4 format at 25 fps. 

3. Portion size memory reconstruction test trial. Two dry run tests were conducted on an internal volunteer 

by comparing the recalled and actual portion sizes after food consumption using each plate. To verify that 

the task was well comprehended by the volunteer, the recalled portions were matched to the actual 

portions and then checked against the volunteer´s real intentions.   

4. Blood extraction protocol feasibility trial. To explore if the set timings for blood extractions were 

compatible with the UEM and eye tracking measures, we recorded real extraction times against target 

times for all extractions for the first 6 volunteers who provided blood samples. 

 

Data analysis 
To evaluate the feasibility and efficiency of using the combined methodological platform described above the 

following analyses were carried out in the data arising from the 20 participants: 

a) Probability of invalid UEM output (n=40 outputs).  

b) Probability of invalid memory test output (n=19, excluding missing data for 1 volunteer) 

c) Average time required for blood extractions while participants were eating, computed as absolute and 

proportional time vs. total meal time (n=12, or 6 subjects x 2 sessions).  

d) Average difference between target and real times for blood extractions across all times and conditions 

(n=60, or 6 subjects x 5 times x 2 sessions), using an independent samples t-test. 

e) Quality of video data and identification of AOIs from a sub-sample of videos (n=6). Further video data 

exploration and the development and piloting of the coding protocol will follow.  

Statistical analyses were conducted using STATA v.12. Significance was set at the 0.05 level. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7. Daily procedure for participants and components of our combined methodological platform. 
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Moves into testing room.  

Receives reminder of planned procedures for the day  

Volunteer consumes usual breakfast at home at least 3h before test session (as pre-agreed) 

Start of session: 

 Volunteer arrives at scheduled time between 12:00-14:30 pm 

 

Fills in protocol compliance questionnaire; drinks 200 ml water in full 

Moves to kitchen area and self-serves lunch  

Moves back to testing room 

Completes expected satiety question on UEM  

Volunteer completes satiety questionnaire on UEM 

Completes portion norms, PCSE and acceptance questionnaires  

Investigator helps volunteer to put on eyetracking glasses and calibrates 

them. Brings lunch tray and places it on the UEM table for participant to eat  

On the last session only: 

Volunteer completes TFEQ and 

receives give-away 
End of session 

Fasting period  

Intervention Sessions 1 & 2 Flowchart: PARTICIPANT DAILY SCHEDULE 

In those volunteers 

providing blood 

samples, nurse 

inserts cannula and 

explains procedure. 

She takes the 

baseline time sample 

(before subjects see 

the food)  

In those 

volunteers 

providing blood 

samples, nurse 

takes blood 

sample at 5, 10, 

30, 60 and 90 

min post lunch 

Volunteer consumes lunch at UEM station 

Alerts investigator when finished. Investigator 

removes eyetracking device and lunch tray 

Investigator offers volunteer to leave and return to the unit at 180 min following start of the lunch (for 

those providing blood samples, they are offered to stay)   

Volunteer returns and completes memory reconstruction task on 

UEM. Investigator gives instructions for food record 

Completes pre-lunch satiety questionnaire on UEM  

Demographic variables  

Behavioral variables  

Cognitive variables  

Physiological variables  
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Results 

UEM performance 

A total of 40 UEM data outputs were collected for the first 20 volunteers. Of the 40 outputs, only 7 (17.5%) were 

invalid, including outputs for sessions where participants moved or slid the plate (n=2 outputs); the SIPM software 

failed due to incompatibility with other equipment (n= 3); the balance had been wrongly tarred by mistake (n=1); 

and the participant sat incorrectly at the UEM table (with their legs pressed against the table from underneath and 

so creating negative pressure on the balance) (n=1). Despite that occasional vibration caused by participants 

unconsciously applying pressure on the table was detected in all the meals, this was not a factor to invalidate the 

UEM measures since it did not affect the weight recordings. 

 

Memory reconstruction test performance 

The memory algorithm showed 100% efficiency across the 20 participants. No participants reported any difficulty 

with using or understanding the task. Comparison of recalled vs. actual and vs. intended portion size selection by 

our internal volunteer revealed that all measures were close but larger differences between recalled and selected 

portion size at the buffet were present for particular foods. This was confirmed in preliminary analyses of 

differences between eaten vs. recalled portions across the 20 pilot volunteers (Figure 8).  

 

 

 

Figure 8. Preliminary results from the memory reconstruction task (n=19-20 subjects after excluding missing data for 1 

visit). Comparison of eaten vs. recalled portion sizes after using the calibrated (left) or control plate (right). 

 

Feasibility of blood extraction protocol  

Overall the integration of the blood extraction protocol with the other measurements proved feasible however it 

required tight attention to measurement timings. It also required good coordination in the team as processing of 

blood samples for ghrelin analyses requires of the addition of a protease inhibitor immediately after drawing the 

sample (therefore requiring at least 2 investigators at that point in time).  

 

1.1. Time required for blood extractions while participants were eating  

Across the 6 participants who provided blood samples, the mean ± SD time required using the calibrated plate for 

blood extraction was 201 ± 67 sec and for the control plate it was 272 ± 70 sec. These times represent 23.3 ± 3.1 

% and 29.2 ± 8.2 % of the total meal time in each condition. To avoid erroneous calculations in UEM and visual 

attention parameters, these periods of time will be excluded from the respective analyses. Valid UEM outputs were 

obtained for all volunteers who provided blood samples in both visit days, except for one volunteer on one visit 

day (probably due to an IT incompatibility). 

 

1.2. Blood extraction target times 

Across the 6 participants providing blood samples, for both sessions and 5 extraction times beyond baseline (5, 

10, 30, 60 and 90 min), the average time difference between the target and actual extraction time was 37.0 ± 47.0 

seconds when considering absolute differences, and 3.0 ± 59.9 seconds when considering negative and positive 

differences (which effectively compensated each other). These times did not differ much by plate condition 

although in absolute terms they were slightly larger for the control plate (Table 1), suggesting that while the overall 

time diversion from the target times was nearly null (3 seconds), some samples were taken slightly before and 
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some slightly after the target time on average by 1.16 min (Figure 9). Much of the deviation was driven by one 

outlier measure taken 240 sec away from the target time, while for all other measures the absolute differences 

ranged from 0 to 0.8 minutes. Excluding this outlier from the analysis did not change the results (absolute 

differences 33.6 ± 39.0 sec). 

 
Figure 9. Frequency distribution of the differences between target and actual extraction times for extraction times at 5, 10, 

30, 60 and 90 min for 6 volunteers (n=30 measures for each plate). Values on the X axis are seconds. 

 

Table 1. Mean ± SD and 95% confidence interval (C.I.) for the differences between target and actual extraction times (in 

seconds), for extractions carried out in 6 volunteers at 5, 10, 30, 60 and 90 min after starting the meal, when eating with the 

calibrated and control plate. Significant differences from zero (zero considered as null deviation) are indicated with an (*). 

 

 Using actual value (>0 or <0) Using absolute value 

 Mean ± SD 95% C.I. Mean ± SD 95% C.I. 

Average of both plates  

(n=60 measures) 

3.0 ± 59.9  (-12.5, 18.5) 37.0 ± 47.0 * (24.9, 49.1) 

Calibrated plate  

(n=30 measures) 

4.0 ± 49.7 (-14.5, 22.5) 32.0 ± 37.7 * (17.9, 46.1) 

Control plate  

(n=30 measures) 

2.0 ± 69.6 (-24.0, 28.0) 42.0 ± 54.9 * (21.5, 62.5) 

* differs from 0 with p<0.001. 
 

Eye tracking data 

Initially, the eye tracking data collected appear of sufficient quality and value to allow for a detailed analysis of 

the main AOIs of interest for this study (Figure 2). We are currently developing a coding protocol for manual 

coding of gaze times using the open access software Lightworks. For the gaze analyses, the main challenge is the 

presence of gazes on mixed food zones that do not fall under any of the pre-defined AOIs. An initial exploration 

of the magnitude of fixation time on such mixed food zones across 3 representative participants when they ate with 

the calibrated plate, indicated that these zones account on average, for less than 5% of the overall fixation time for 

the meal. Further analyses are under way to confirm these data using 3 additional videos of the same participants 

when eating with the control plate. This will be followed by protocol finalization and piloting across two trained 

coders. 

Discussion 

Taken together, our preliminary observations demonstrate the feasibility of combining eye-tracking, an optimized 

UEM, and a memory test, to explore underlying processes by which portion-control plates impact energy intake.  

Our improved UEM design has resulted in a much lower proportion of erroneous outputs compared with the 

traditional version, where the balance is directly attached to the surface of the table, therefore allowing vibrations 

from the participant to directly transfer to the balance. Our previous study using the traditional UEM reported an 

error rate of 33% due to equipment faults and participants unconsciously unsettling the equipment [20]. This is 

almost double the error rate observed in this preliminary exploration with an optimized UEM. Another advantage 

of our methodological platform is that it allows detailed observation of participant´s actual behavior on the UEM 

thanks to the eye tracker. Often researchers cannot identify the exact cause of erroneous UEM outputs, with these 

typically being assigned to incorrect seating at the table or moving the food container [20]. With the simultaneous 

use of the eye tracker we can identify potential failures related to not just the UEM but also other procedures. This 

can help improving the design of future studies involving combined methodological platforms. 
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The main challenge in this study was the inclusion of blood extractions as drawing times may interfere with the 

time recordings for the UEM and with gaze data. While physiological measures have previously been combined 

with UEM recordings [21], to our knowledge, applying eye tracking measures during a real food intake test has 

not been attempted before, either alone or in combination with the UEM. A very recent study [22] explored visual 

attention paid to food during self-serving in a real-life buffet context, however visual attention was not measured 

during actual eating of the food, and physiological parameters were not monitored. As our study includes a sub-

sample of volunteers not providing blood samples, we will be able to isolate any potential effects of the blood 

sampling procedure itself. In our analysis, blood extraction time was overall similar in both testing conditions, 

suggesting that the extraction procedure does not condition or cause a change in meal length differentially by 

testing conditions. This is initially supported by the observed high proportion of valid UEM outputs (11 out of the 

13 blood extraction sessions) however this will need confirmation in the final sample. We did detect a slight 

deviation from target extraction times which is slightly above the recommended 30 sec interval used in a previous 

study involving similar equipment [18] and so addressing this aspect is important for quality control purposes.  

 

Finally, it is important to consider including a period of training for the staff who will be implementing the 

protocols, as well as for participants themselves, to ensure everyone is well familiarized with the equipment and 

the protocol. This is particularly relevant for accurate coding of gaze data and the correct operating of the UEM 

for which a level of previous experience is required. Ensuring low inter-rater error rates if more than one video 

data coder is involved is especially important (e.g. through the use of well-developed SOPs), as well as introducing 

measures to reduce variability in participant’s responses due to unfamiliarity with the equipment, foods and the 

eating environment itself.  

In conclusion, this preliminary analysis of a novel methodological platform indicates that combining eye-tracking, 

an optimized UEM, and a memory test, alongside physiological measures of satiety, is a feasible and promising 

approach for the detailed analysis of eating behaviour processes in controlled laboratory environments. 
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Sequence Analysis Approaches to Discovering Hidden Temporal Patterns in 

Behaviour 

Studying behaviour outside of the laboratory is often difficult as information may be incomplete, idiosyncratic, 

fragmented, partly qualitative, and rapidly changing. Developing methods to detect and analyse the non-random, 

syntactic structure of behaviour allows researchers to understand and predict future behaviours.  This symposium 

will provide a series of talks centred around Sequence Analysis methods, which allow the progression of real-

world, complex behaviours (both animal and human) to be mapped and understood. The symposium will begin 

with a brief outline of the basic approach of Lag-Sequence Analysis (LSA), aimed at those with no prior 

experience or knowledge of Sequence Analysis research. This talk will also focus on Indicator Waves, a novel 

method of sequencing multiple, concurrent behaviours across time. The second talk will explain the use of 

proximity coefficients to analyse the interrelationships among sequences of behaviours within and between 

cases. Using examples from law enforcement interactions, the talk will show how this approach opens up 

conventional inference testing across variables that distinguish different sequences. The final talks will outline 

the T-System Approach in Sequence Analysis. The T-System is a formally defined set of probabilistic patterns of 

relations between behaviours or events on a discrete time scale. This may seem quite similar to LSA; however, 

the T-System approach allows for much more sophisticated, hierarchical analyses of sequential and concurrent 

behaviour over time. These complex T-System analyses will be clearly explained to show how hidden 

behavioural relationships can be detected, which would be impossible with traditional LSA methods. The T-

Systems talks will include novel, extended analysis of T-Pattern sets for the new T-prediction and T-retrodiction. 

In addition, the newly updated THEME software, with increased speed of large dataset analysis, will be outlined, 

with applications to big data. Finally, drawing from the literature, examples will be provided on how the T-

System approach can be applied to research in human and non-human samples. The symposium will end with a 

discussion and evaluation of which method is best for particular research questions or approaches, and the future 

of all these methods will be discussed. 

David Keatley, University of Lincoln, UK 
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Indicator Waves: A new temporal method for measuring multiple behaviours as 

indicators of future events 
 

Keatley, D. A1. and Clarke, D. D.2 

 
1Researchers in Behaviour Sequence Analysis (ReBSA) and University of Lincoln, LN6 7TS. 

2Researchers in Behaviour Sequence Analysis (ReBSA) and University of Nottingham, NG7 2RD. 

 

 

The traditional approach to research in Psychology has been to use cross-sectional designs. While 

temporal methods are not new, they are relatively under-used; however, researchers have been developing 

methods to analyse temporal dynamics [1 - 3]. Mapping changes in behaviour over time facilitates understanding 

of causal effects and predicting of future outcomes. To date, there are several main approaches to analysing the 

influence of variables over time in dynamic systems: Survival Analysis [4 - 5]; Behaviour Sequence Analysis 

[3], T-Pattern Analysis [6 - 7]; and temporal Social Network Analysis [8 - 9]. All of these methods have proven 

hugely beneficial in mapping the effects of multiple antecedent factors leading toward different outcomes. The 

aim of the current presentation is to offer a novel method of temporal measurement, Indicator Waves, which 

allow multiple simultaneous and sequential events to be analysed across varying time-spans. Indicator waves 

provide easy-to-read statistical wave diagrams, which are interpretable by a wide range of non-specialist end-

users. The waves provide quick inference about which risk factors, behaviours, or events (termed ‘Indicators’) 

are prevalent across different points in time. The plots at each time point provide a profile of the absence or 

presence of indicators at that time. The method can be applied to both human and non-human samples. 

Understanding the temporal effects of different indicators can provide important insight into the 

fluctuations of different events across time. For instance, if a researcher were attempting to forecast the next 

episode of relapse in addictions or self-harm [3, 10, 11], knowing the effects of intrapersonal and interpersonal 

factors in the preceding minutes, hours, days, weeks, or even months, might allow better prediction of 

subsequent relapses or episodes. Traditionally, longitudinal studies have attempted to provide this sort of 

information; however, longitudinal studies incur the limitation of sample drop-out, or having to wait an unknown 

length of time until relapse (which might never occur!). These limitations are well-known and considered a 

worthwhile hurdle in order to gain longitudinal data. Some research designs make use of existing, legacy 

datasets, which removes some of the issues of longitudinal research; however, such datasets can be hard to 

access or miss key variables that limit the research. A further limitation of temporal analyses, such as Survival 

Analysis, is that accounting for multiple behaviours across time is not easily possible. A method is required, 

therefore, that allows for temporal dynamics to be analysed, across multiple indicators. 

Behaviour Sequence Analysis (BSA) methods offer researchers the opportunity to measure the 

relationship between multiple behaviours across time [3]. BSA is based on mathematical Markov models, which 

analyse the transitions between one event, the antecedent, on a following event, the sequitur. Complex chains of 

events are then developed to show how A leads to B, B leads to C and so forth. Lag-Sequence Analysis (LSA), 

which is the most typical form of BSA, typically involves analysing the effect of an antecedent on a sequitur [3, 

12 - 13]. The analyses does allow for longer chains to be built, or more distal lags to be measured; however, the 

underlying focus is on the transition relationships between antecedents and sequiturs. This method has proven 

useful in a number of domains. The analysis is possible; but, can lead to a combinatorial explosion in analyses 

[13]. 

T-Pattern Analysis (TPA) has been proposed, therefore, to overcome the limitations of traditional 

LSA approaches. TPA allows for complex patterns of sequential and concurrent behaviours to be analysed, and 

hierarchical patterns to emerge. This method allows for timing of sequential and hierarchical events to be 

mapped in a dataset, showing fractal dimensions, which can increase prediction of future events [7]. Some of the 

limitations in Lag-Sequence Analysis are, therefore, overcome with TPA. However, TPA is a much more 

complex form of analyses, and can require additional training to run and interpret analyses. While the ‘pay-off’ 

for understanding such analyses is worthwhile, it can be restrictive to some audiences.  

A method is clearly needed, therefore, which brings together the benefits of temporal analyses with 

multiple events. The method should allow for outputs that can be easily followed and understood, while also 

allowing multiple concurrent and sequential behaviours to be mapped. Indicator Waves provides all of these 

strengths, without any of the limitations. Indicator Waves allow multiple behaviours and events to be analysed at 

varying time scales to be measured at different points in time. The analyses can run on very short timescales 

(e.g., milliseconds) through to life-history timelines. The output of analyses are waves that outline how likely (or 

unlikely) the occurrence of indicators are at each time point. End-users can read waves across the graph to see 

when and where they fluctuate, the Indicator Waves diagram can also be interpreted as ‘profiles’ at particular 

time points, indicating which events are likely to occur at that time point, and which are less likely to occur. 
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The Indicator Waves Method 
The first stage for researchers is to define the various indicators that they want to measure or map over a 

time course. This stage is analogous to creating the behaviour list in BSA research [3]. As with BSA, it may be 

that researchers define the indicators, a priori, or post hoc; however, ensuring a complete list is developed 

increases clarity and precision of results. The next step is to decide on the time scale and intervals used to 

measure the indicator waves across. A coarse time-scale with large intervals may be better suited to life history 

research; however, smaller intervals can be used for smaller time-scales (e.g., nonverbal communication and 

micro-gestures). The timeline may also be compressed and elongated depending on research-relevant question 

that may be of interest. For example, as an outcome event nears, it may be important to investigate the 

fluctuations of indicators on smaller time scales. It is possible, therefore, to have a timeline that has indicators at 

monthly ‘check-ups’ or points in time; however, in closer proximity to the outcome event, the timeline may 

include weekly, daily, or even hourly inputs. The analyses can be ‘zoomed in’ or ‘zoomed out’ of particular time 

points, to show greater clarity in indicator fluctuations. 

Data may be gained from a variety of sources, as with BSA research [3]. Existing, legacy datasets or 

sources may be used and coded, in written, spoken, or video form. Similarly, researchers may conduct cross-

sectional studies, asking participants to recount their previous behaviours and experiences of indicators in the 

past. Finally, researchers may wish to conduct a longitudinal design with Indicator Waves (or include an 

Indicator Waves questionnaire in their existing longitudinal research). The Indicator Waves questionnaire is 

relatively straightforward and simple to design, and can be administered via pen-and-paper, or online 

questionnaire sites and mobile apps. An example of an Indicator Waves questionnaire is given in Figure 1. 

 

 
Figure 1. Indicator Waves Questionnaire. The Indicators in column 1 are typically much longer lists, involving 

events, behaviours, or cognitions. The timeline can have greater or shorter intervals, depending on research 

questions. This example is for an Indicator Waves project predicting an outcome behaviour, it is not always 

necessary to have an outcome, per se – the method can be used to map trajectories of indicators across time (e.g., 

across an expedition or treatment programme) 

 

Analyses 

Similar to traditional BSA research [3], the first step in Indicator Waves analysis is to gain an insight 

into the raw frequencies of individual indicators in the dataset. This most closely corresponds to previously 

conducted research on known risk factors and variables associated with an outcome, it also provides end-users 

with an initial insight into which indicators occur most or least frequently in the dataset. Frequencies can be 

globally calculated – across the entire timeline, or can be calculated at each time point. The analysis of 

frequencies is a simple first step; however, further analyses are required to fully understand the distribution and 

likelihood of events occurring.  
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Indicator Waves 

Chi-square analysis of the Indicator Waves frequency matrix shows standardised residuals (SR), 

which are the preferred analysis approach in Indicator Waves, for the same reasons as given in BSA research [3]. 

Standardised residuals show which indicators are occurring more times, or fewer times than expected by chance 

at each time point. A higher SR means that an indicator is occurring more than would be expected by chance, at 

a particular time point. In contrast, a negative SR shows than an indicator is occurring fewer times than would be 

expected by chance, at a time point. A table can be developed of SRs to show indicators x time points, which is 

similar to the transition frequency matrix produced in BSA research [3] 

Table 1. Standardised Residual Matrix (segment from a larger database).  Values are standardised residuals (SRs). 

Positive values show each indicator event occurs more likely than would be expected by chance, at a particular 

time point. Negative values that the indicator event occurs less likely than would be expected by chance, at that 

time point. The final column indicates this timeline continued across many more previous time points. 

The table provides the complete results for all indicators, at each time point. However, for larger 

tables, interpreting the table and understanding the combined presence or absence of a number of indicators, 

across different time points would be extremely difficult. Therefore, the next stage of Indicator Waves is to 

produce a diagram of the waves, which can be more easily interpreted. The diagram (see Figure 2) shows how 

different indicators are present or absent at different time points. 

 

The Indicator Waves diagram can be very simply read and understood by individuals without 

advanced statistical training, making it ideal for applied use. The lines show which indicators (Felt depressed; 

Felt angry etc.) occur at different points in time. Depression, for instance, is likely to occur throughout each time 

point; however, peaks at around a month prior to the predicted outcome event. Anger (Felt angry) peaks an hour 

before the outcome; but, dips and is absent a week and a month prior to the outcome event. Each plot along  

the x-axis indicates a specific point in time, and shows how indicators may be present or absent at 

different times in the build-up to an outcome.  

Each point on the x-axis is akin to a profile at that point in time. Therefore, an individual experiencing 

no 

despair; but, experiencing anger, anxiety, and depression is likely to be in the ‘previous 1 hour’ point. Similarly, 

an individual without pessimism; but, increased levels of depression and despair, is likely to b at the ‘3 months 

ago’ time point. This has a clear clinical application, and advanced statistical approaches are developed to 

provide an index of matching new cases to known cases in a database. 

Figure 1. Indicator Waves diagram. Timeline order has been switched from Table 1, to represent passage of time. 

This is a segment of a longer timeline dataset (spanning many months). 
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Discussion and Conclusions 

 

A limitation of previous time-series analysis methods has been the complexity of outcomes when 

multiple concurrent and sequential events are plotted [3]. A primary aim of applied research should be to 

develop methods that can be interpreted by lay audiences, without statistical backgrounds. State Transition 

Diagrams, for instance, are simplified models of complex datasets, which allow individuals to follow chains of 

behaviour [3, 13]. Although concurrent behaviours can be analysed in BSA, this typically leads to very complex 

analyses and outputs. For example, from a simple ABC chain, multiple groupings can be made (i.e., [AB; 

AC, BC, ABC, ABC etc.), rendering the simplified State Transition Diagrams prohibitively complex to 

read. The current Indicator Waves approach, however, allows for complex datasets of sequential and concurrent 

events to be analysed and plotted in simplified diagrams. 

A further benefit of the Indicator Waves approach is the possibility of matching cases to existing 

datasets. Each time point in the Indicator Waves approach offer a profile of the typical presence or absence of 

indicators at that point in time. When a new case emerges, further analyses can be conducted to investigate 

which profile point in time it most closely matches. This offers researchers and practitioners the ability to make 

inferences about the time point a new case is currently at – and, therefore, indicate how long it is before an 

outcome event is likely to occur. 

Clearly, there are more developments to be made to the Indicator Waves method, and further 

opportunities to expand the method to analyse wider ranges of data and cases. Already, the Researchers in 

Behaviour Sequence Analysis (ReBSA) are developing approaches to further clarify the case matching analyses, 

as well as working on experimental analyses to show the reliability of datasets. This presentation will provide 

attendees with an overview of the Indicator Waves approach, and highlight some of these further analyses that 

are currently being developed. 
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An overview of recent research involving the T-pattern model 

G.K.Jonsson1 

1Human Behavior Laboratory, University of Iceland, Reykjavik, Iceland. gjonsson@hi.is 

The discovery of hidden patterns in behavior is a task frequently faced by numerous researchers across many 

investigation areas, such as biology, psychology, psychiatry, sport science, robotics, finance etc. Nevertheless, 

discovering such patterns has proven to be a difficult task due to a lack of three important issues: first of all, 

adequate formalized models of the kinds of patterns to look for; second, corresponding detection algorithms and, 

last but not least, their implementation in available software. Over the last decades, these difficulties have been 

gradually overcome with the mathematical T-pattern model and the continued improvement of a technique known 

as T-pattern detection and analysis (TPA). Such a technique has been implemented in a software specifically 

developed for this purpose known as Theme. Using such an approach, recurring synchronic and sequential patterns 

of behavioral events, otherwise usually hard (or, more often, impossible) to detect, can be discovered and analyzed. 

TPA has been advantageously used to describe human and animal behavior in various contexts and experimental 

approaches. Demonstrating this approach we will examine results from several different research projects: 

temporal patterns in attacking rugby sessions (analyzing play events, location and heart rate of players); temporal 

pattern detected in data obtained with smart watches; temporal patterns in online gambling records; temporal 

patterns in financial transactions; temporal patterns in teaching practices, studying if reading instructions are 

evidenced based; and temporal patterns in behavior of children identified as victims of bullying. 
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T-Pattern Detection and Analysis (TPA) with THEMETM: New Features 

Magnus S Magnusson 

University of Iceland, Reykjavik, Iceland 

The T-pattern is a multi-categorical hierarchical self-similar (pseudo-fractal) recurrent pattern type occurring on a 

single real-scale, proposed for the description and detection of (sequential and synchronic) intra- and inter-

individual patterns in behavior and other biological phenomena. It is accompanied by an evolution detection 

algorithm implemented as the THEMETM software dedicated to T-pattern detection and analysis, TPA. Derived 

and related pattern types have since been gradually defined and added to make up the T-system with corresponding 

detection and analysis algorithms also implemented in Theme (Casarrubea et al 2015; Magnusson, 2016; 

Magnusson et al. Eds. 2016). From around 1980 Theme has evolved from a 3000-line Fortran IV program for PDP 

computers to a 300.000-line Delphi Windows program, while data size and speed of processing have increased by 

orders of magnitude and now the first version using parallel processing will be introduced. An educational (free) 

and a full version can be obtained from www.patternvision.com. See also http://hbl.hi.is. 

 

Figure 1. Capture of the screen when studying with Theme the static and diachronic functional structure of T-patterns within 

a T-pattern set detected within a set of Theme raw data (T-data) files. 

Behavioral analysis with Theme results primarily in a set of T-patterns usually with varying frequency and 

duration, but most importantly, often complex behavioral content and structure. Theme therefore includes many 

tools for quantitative and structural selection and analysis of individual patterns and pattern subsets, the latter 

especially useful for the detection of efeccts of independent variables. The most recent tools, already mentioned 

elsewhere (Magnusson, 2017) allow new kinds of both retro- and prediction, T-prediction & T-retrodiction, based 

on automatic analysis of relations between pattern all nodes (branches, i.e., terminal and nonterminal nodes) in 

sets of T-patterns detected in the same data. Corresponding interactive analysis and graphical presentation tools 

essential for interpretation have also been developed and implemented in Theme and will be presented, see 

example figure 1.  

 

http://hbl.hi.is/
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Using Proximity Coefficients to Examine Behavioural Dependencies Within and 

Between Cases 

P.J. Taylor 

Department of Psychology, Lancaster University, Lancaster, UK. p.j.taylor@lancaster.ac.uk; and the University of 

Twente 

The majority of hypotheses about the relationships among behaviours observed over time concern their 

interdependencies. Researchers look to either affirm predictions about the structure of the relationships—such as, 

does ‘cooperation’ tends to occur after ‘rationale persuasion?—or identify moderators of this structure—such as, 

when does speakers’ cultural background moderates the existence of the relationship (Giebels & Taylor, 2009)? 

In this talk I will show how established methods for examining such relationships (e.g., stochastic approaches such 

as lag analysis, whole-sequence methods such as phase analysis) are usefully subsumed under a general 

‘proximity’ approach in which the standardized average distance between two behaviours provides a bounded 

measure of their interrelationship. Specifically, I will review a proximity coefficient, first introduced by Taylor 

(2006), demonstrating how other methods are specific cases of this general coefficient. The P-coefficient varies 

between 0.00 (for behaviours that occur only at the first and last index within a sequence) and 1.00 (for behaviours 

that immediately proceed another on every occurrence), decreasing monotonically as the average distance between 

the two behaviours (i.e., units) increases. 

I will illustrate the value of the proximity coefficient by presenting three analyses of behaviours that occur in 

dyadic conversations between police negotiators and hostage takers. The data are transcribed audiotapes of crisis 

negotiations that have been coded at the utterance level using either Taylor’s cylinder model (Taylor, 2002) or 

Giebels’s Table of Ten (Giebels & Noelanders, 2004). These sequences are a useful illustration of what the 

coefficient offers because crisis negotiations are lengthy interactions that have dynamic relationships among the 

behaviours (thus, a matrix of proximities among codes shows significant variance) and these interrelationships are 

driven by various contextual and interpersonal moderators (thus, we can predict differences across explanatory 

independent variables and across cases). Analyses were conducted on sequences of codes for each negotiation, 

using the freely available ProxCalc software: https://pauljtaylor.com/data_code/proximity-coefficient-software/ 

Comparing within a sequence. Often researchers wish to know whether or not there is a dependency between 

two behaviours within a single case, or across a set of cases where there is no factor of interest discriminating the 

cases. In this talk I will explore the hypothesis that cooperative-instrumental behaviours by the negotiator are 

associated with more concessions from the perpetrator than would be expected by chance. The hypothesis is tested 

using a permutation test wherein the observed P-coefficient for the cue-response relationship is compared to a 

distribution of equivalent coefficients derived after the order of codes within the sequence is randomised. 

Specifically, by repeatedly generating a ‘random’ sequence from the same set of codes, it is possible to derive the 

distribution of possible observed P-coefficients given what occurred, and from that we can estimate the likelihood 

of the observed coefficient occurring by chance. In this case the analysis reveals a significant dependency between 

cooperative-instrumental behaviours and perpetrator cooperation. 

Comparing across sequences. For many researchers, the value of the proximity approach is that it enables 

comparisons across groups of cases that parallel traditional factorial designs. Although the distribution of P-

coefficients has been shown to be normal under many conditions, and so researchers might reasonably utilise GLM 

statistics, this talk will illustrate how to use randomisation tests (Edgington, 1995). Specifically, I will compare 

the effectiveness of rationale persuasion as a strategy for eliciting cooperation in perpetrators from two cultural 

groups. The randomization test takes case-based proximities from the original comparison of cultural groups and 

shuffles them randomly across the conditions, repeatedly, to derive a sampling distribution. This distribution then 

allows an assessment of the likelihood that the observed average difference in P-coefficient across groups would 

be observed by chance. 

mailto:p.j.taylor@lancaster.ac.uk
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Comparing whole matrices. A matrix of proximity coefficients derived from a sequence serves as a unique 

measure of the sequence’s structure. Accordingly, they provide the basis for several case-focused analyses. I will 

illustrate how calculating a diversity index (e.g., coefficient of variation, Shannon’s H) on each matrix quantifies 

the degree of dependence among behaviours. Matrices with low variance have little internal structure. Matrices 

with high variance are quite determined and, thus, the likelihood of a response appearing after a particular cue 

more predictable. I will also present a comparison of cases similarity that is based on using Pearson’s coefficient 

to derive a simple similarity matrix for each of the original proximity matrices. By submitting the resulting 

similarity matrix to multidimensional scaling, I derived a visual representation of the similarities and differences 

among case structures that was interrogated for evidence of a hypothesised typology of cases (Taylor & Donald, 

2007). The results show two distinct sub-groups of cases that previous work considered homogenous. 

These three example analyses serve to illustrate the kinds of hypotheses that can be explored through the 

proximity approach. While the focus here is communication behaviours over time, the units within the sequences 

may represent any form of observation (e.g., states, life events, criminal offences, cf. Taylor et al., 2008) and 

their recording may be nominal event sequences or timed event sequence data.  
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What do rhythms in behaviour reveal about an animal's status? 

Measuring behaviour has always been central to the assessment of an animal’s status, but until recently it has 

been difficult to precisely measure behaviour over long time-periods. Now that technology allows behaviour to 

be measured continuously over days, weeks, or even months, rhythms in behaviour can be examined. In humans, 

rhythms in behaviour alter in poor states of welfare, such as stress, anxiety or pain. Many diseases also change 

patterns in behaviour. In animals, we are starting to find similar results. Automated and other high-throughput 

analyses of behaviour mean there are great opportunities to use behavioural rhythms in monitoring or studying 

disease, affective disorders and animal welfare. This symposium and workshop will explore the latest research in 

these areas of behavioural rhythms. It will cover: 

(i) technology used to capture behaviour; 

(ii) applications of studying behavioural rhythms in animals, and 

(iii) the theoretical underpinnings of the associations between rhythms and animal welfare. 

Christina Umstätter & Marianne Cockburn (Agroscope) and Lucy Asher (Newcastle University) 
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Rhythms of the night: Circadian rhythms in activity as a potential welfare 

indicator  

JS O’Sullivan 1, C Ladha 1,2 Z Belshaw 3 and L Asher1 

1 Centre for Behavior and Evolution, Henry Wellcome Building, Newcastle University, Newcastle, UK 2 VetSens, 

Newcastle, UK; 3. Centre for Evidence-based Veterinary Medicine, School of Veterinary Medicine and Science, 

University of Nottingham, Leicestershire, LE12 5RD; lucy.asher@ncl.ac.uk 

Modern sensor technology allows behaviour to be measured continuously over days, weeks, or even months. 

This means that daily rhythms in behaviour can be examined at resolutions and over durations not previously 

possible. In humans, circadian rhythms in behaviour alter in poor states of welfare such as stress, anxiety or pain 

and in response to a wide range of diseases. Here we outline why circadian rhythms in general activity could be a 

useful indicator of welfare in the domestic dog. We present data from dogs with and without a chronically 

painful disease to illustrate this point, but also provide a theoretical overview of how circadian rhythms in 

activity might be associated with welfare. Activity data (measured as the vector magnitude, vm3, from a collar-

mounted tri-axial accelerometer) were collected over 7 days for 20 pet domestic dogs of various breeds with 

osteoarthritis and 20 healthy controls. We used a cosinor mixed model to explore the degree of fit to a 24 hour 

circadian cycle and examined the effect of including additional harmonic terms which accounted for shorter 

cycles (12, 10, 8, 6, 5, 4, 3 and 2 hours added in a stepwise fashion). Overall model fit was judged by R2 values 

and individual was included in models as a random effects term. Arthritic dogs displayed heightened nocturnal 

activity levels and depressed daytime activity levels (Figure 1). The best fitting model for healthy and arthritic 

dogs included cycles of 24, 12 and 8 hours in duration. Healthy dogs’ activity fitted much better to a cosinor 

model of circadian rhythm (R2=0.2) than arthritic dogs (R2=0.04). This suggests that arthritic dogs have a 

disruption in the normal circadian rhythm of activity. Findings fit with previous owner reports of shifting 

position and discomfort during sleep in dogs with arthritis. There could be a number of explanations for 

differences between arthritic and healthy dogs in their activity patterns. The welfare implications of these 

different explanations is discussed and tentative conclusions presented about the potential for circadian rhythms 

as a welfare indicator in dogs.  

Figure 1. Activity of dogs with (blue) and without osteoarthritis (red) over 7 days. Arthritic dogs have a lack of 

circadian rhythm to their activity.  Solid line is mean vales and shaded area is standard error. 
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Polysomnography as a Tool to asses equine Welfare  

C. Fuchs1, L.C. Kiefner1, M. Kalus1, S. Reese2, M. Erhard1, A.-C. Wöhr1 

 

1Institute for Animal Welfare, Ethology, Animal Hygiene and Animal Husbandry, Faculty of Veterinary Medicine, 

Department of Veterinary Science, Ludwig-Maximilian-University of Munich, Germany;                                                                                                                   
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Introduction 

Sleep is a naturally recurring state that involves functions of the body and the mind. It is part of every species 

ethogram and essential for an individual’s physical and mental health. Extreme sleep deprivation ultimately leads 

to death [1, 2]. Nonetheless, when evaluating the well-being of an animal or the welfare aspects of a husbandry 

system, this functional interaction is rarely considered. Whereas the sleep behaviour of humans has been 

thoroughly investigated for many years [3], knowledge on animal sleep behaviour is based mostly on visual 

observations and on electro-encephalic examinations [4]. However, as some animals such as horses sleep while 

standing, such observations and examinations can be challenging.  

Polysomnography (PSG) is a multi-parametric test to determine the depth and quality of sleep. It entails the 

continuous and synchronous recording of several body functions such as brain wave activity, muscle activity and 

eye movements and is routinely used in human sleep laboratories [3]. 

The presented study is a summary of two separate studies. Their objective was to examine the normal sleep 

behaviour of healthy horses via polysomnography as well as to examine pathological deviations in the equine sleep 

behaviour.  

Materials and Methods 

Polysomnographic measurements were made of 7 healthy horses housed in individual stables over four consecutive 

nights under standardized conditions as a control group. It was compared to the sleeping behaviour of 35 horses 

which showed collapses during the resting behaviour and associated scars and injuries, but were otherwise healthy. 

The presented data were collected on owner’s request in the context of veterinary diagnostic measurements and 

informed client consent was obtained for all animals in the study. The polysomnographic measurements are non-

invasive and do not cause anxiety, pain, suffering or damage in the examined animals. All examinations were done 

in compliance with the German animal welfare law and ethical standards.  

The device used was the portable polysomnograph “SOMNOscreen™ plus” (SOMNOmedics GmbH, D-97236 

Randersacker) which was fixed at the anterior neck of the horses. Special electrodes with longer cables than usually 

used for humans were attached with electrode paste, superglue and small paddings (Snøgg Animal Polster) to the 

head of the horses following a previously established diagram (see Figure 1) [5]. The appropriate skin areas were 

shaved and degreased with alcohol before the application. For better protection the head and neck of the horses 

were covered with a Sleezy hood (Horse-friends Sleezy, Loesdau GmbH & Co. KG, D-72402 Bisingen). Data 

were transferred via a radio module attached to the polysomnography. In addition, recordings from an infrared 

video camera were transferred synchronously to a computer which was set up next to the stalls. 

mailto:christine.fuchs@lmu.de
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a)                                                     b)                                                                                          c)  

 

 

 

 

 

d) 

Figure 1: a) SOMNOscreenTM plus, b) Electrode localization diagram, c) 

SOMNOscreenTM plus in protective cover, connected to the electrodes and fixed 

to the neck of a horse, d) SOMNOscreenTM plus in protective cover, connected 

to the electrodes and fixed to the neck of a horse covered with a Sleazy hood 

To evaluate and analyse the data, we used the polysomnography software DOMINO® (SOMNOmedics GmbH, 

D-97236 Randersacker) which allows a complete automated analysis immediately after data transfer. However, 

we aimed to retain measurement segments of low certainty and ensure correct assignment of sleep stages according 

to horse-specific criteria based on the present evaluations. Thus, we refrained from an automatic analysis. The 

manual analysis was based on the criteria established by Rechtschaffen and Kales[6] and the observations made 

on the horses. To classify the equine sleep stages, we combined and modulated our own observations. The human 

sleep stages N1 und N2 were summarized as light sleep, and stage N3 was assigned to slow-wave sleep (deep 

sleep). Therefore, the results are based on the 4 stages W = wakefulness, LS = light sleep, SWS = slow-wave sleep, 

and REM = REM sleep. The video recordings where used to determine the body positions.  

Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS Statistics software (IBM Deutschland GmbH, D-71139 Ehningen). 
To indicate the standardized differences of the different sleep stages between the horses with and without collapses 

we used the Cohen's d with ≤ 0.2 = small, 0.5 = medium and ≥ 0.8 = large effect size. The Cohen´s d was 

accompanied by a t-test with p < 0.05 showing a significant correlation. To demonstrate the correlation between 

the amount of REM sleep and the number of collapses we used as well the Spearman's rank correlation coefficient 

(rho). 

Results  

The control group (n = 7) showed a quite stable total sleep time of 3.5 hours (211,9 ± 29,2 min) per night. The 

duration of the different sleep stages also appeared to be relatively constant. REM sleep was detected every night 
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in every horse and occurred mainly after midnight. With about 30 min/night and 15 % of the total sleep time REM 

sleep occupied the smallest amount, slow-wave sleep took up the most time with 65 % of the total sleep time and 

40 min/night. The rest of the total sleep time was spent in light sleep. Total and percentage data of sleep duration 

and sleep stages showed significantly lower intraindividual differences than the times between individuals.  

The animals studied mainly lay down after midnight and spent each night a total of about 2.5 hours recumbent in 

up to 5 phases. REM sleep, which requires complete muscle relaxation, occured only when lying and mostly in 

sternal recumbency with the head resting on the ground. Slow-wave sleep and light sleep occurred while standing 

and while lying. 

The horses which showed collapses during the resting behaviour (n = 35), suffered from over 60 collapses with up 

to 199 collapses per day. The individual number of collapses depended significantly on the lying behaviour of 

each horse. Horses that lay down to sleep showed notably less collapses. Only 2 of the horses that experienced 

collapses lay down to sleep during the night. On average these 2 horses only slept for 24.5 ± 3.5 minutes in 

comparison to the horses not experiencing collapses (n = 7), which slept for 134.3 ± 54.5 minutes in a recumbent 

position. Collapses mainly occured during nighttime hours, especially between 4:00 am and 4:30 am, which 

corresponds to the period in which horses without collapses spent most of their lying phases and their REM sleep. 

The polysomnographic measurements demonstrated that the horses experiencing collapses showed a significantly 

altered sleeping behaviour compared to horses without collapses. The horses with collapses showed an increased 

restless sleep profile with a mean value of 0.30 ± 0.09 sleep stage changes per minute. In contrast, this value was 

almost twice as high as that from the horses with „normal“ sleeping behaviour. Furthermore the horses with 

collapses spent an increased amount of time in light sleep, less time in slow-wave sleep and significantly less time 

in REM sleep (see Table 1). The phases of REM sleep of the horses with collapses were significantly shorter with 

a mean duration of one minute, in comparison to the control horses with a mean duration of more than 4 minutes. 

These horses also showed more phases of REM sleep with a mean value of 0.10 ± 0.05 per minute which was 

almost 3 times the value of the horses without collapses (0.03 ± 0.01). The short phases of REM sleep were almost 

always associated with the collapses and 86,7 % of the collapses occurred in a time frame that was classified as 

REM sleep. Hence, a strong correlation can be demonstrated between the amount of REM sleep and the number 

of collapses (rho = 0.56; p = 0.001).  

Table 1: Comparison of the mean sleep stage durations between the horses with (n = 35) and without (n = 7) collapses; * = 

significant correlations, * = large effect size 

Total sleep 

time (TST)

min min % TST min % TST min % TST

Mean 202.1 22.8 10.8 64.6 32.4 114.7 56.8

Standard 

deviation
67.9 16.3 6.1 34.2 13.7 44.6 13.2

Mean 211.9 31.8 15.2 42.3 18.9 137.8 65.8

Standard 

deviation
29.2 5.2 2.6 18.2 6.8 16.4 7.0

-0.2 -0.8 -1.0 0.8 1.3 -0.8 -0.9

0.0 -0.3 -0.3 0.5 0.7 -0.2 -0.1

0.7 0.013* 0.005* 0.1 0.016* 0.2 0.1

Cohen d

Horses 

without 

collapses 

(n = 7)

Light sleep Slow-wave sleepREM sleep

Relative

difference (% )

t-test p =

Horses 

with 

collapses 

(n = 35)

 

90.2 % of the horse owners of the horses with collapses reported on injuries, that were directly related to atonic 

collapses and 19/35 horses showed present injuries at the time of examination. The injuries ranged from abrasions 

at the dorsal fetlocks to scars and swollen synovial bursae at the carpal and tarsal joints up to head and tail fractures. 

Six of the 35 horses showed an altered behaviour since the beginning of the collapses. The examination of the 

husbandry of these animals revealed a undercut of the recommendations by the German Federal Ministry of Food 

and Agriculture [7] for the minimal dimension of the lying area in the open stable per horse and accordingly the 

ground area in a single box in 70.0 % (14/35) of the cases. 
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Discussion 

The results of this work suggest, that a certain level of stability as well as inter-individual and especially intra-

individual repeatability of equine sleep behavior exists under relatively standardized conditions similar to humans. 

Additionally, even different “sleep-types” seem to exist, which could lead to different demands on stabling and 

handling horses.  

Furthermore, the examinations of the horses suffering from collapses, associated with sometimes severe injuries 

and behavioural problems, demonstrated that horses with atonic collapses suffer from a REM-sleep deficiency or 

rather a recumbent sleep deprivation and a massively altered sleeping behaviour. The affected horses fall into REM 

sleep stage while in a standing position, where the characteristically decreased muscle tone during this sleep stage 

causes the more or less severe collapses that range from slight swaying to sudden complete collapse. It is assumed 

that the observed altered rest and lying behaviour of these horses is caused by either painful disorders or insecurity 

and discomfort associated with environmental changes or inadequate husbandry conditions. 

The serious consequences of this sleep disorder, diagnosed with polysomnographic measurements, demonstrate, 

that normal resting behaviour is essential for the physical and mental welfare of the horse. Especially when keeping 

horses in groups, favoured by an increasing number of owners, emphasis is set on the horses needs for movement, 

social contact, and species-appropriate feeding. However, the need for normal resting behavior including 

recumbent rest should not be neglected.  
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Sensing: Under the covers 
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Wearable Sensors have proven themselves useful in many of the sub-disciplines that exist within human and 

animal movement science. Methods developed on the output from these sensors have already made their way 

into improving lives and changing welfare practice. Despite their promise, some barriers to using these sorts of 

sensors still exist and quite often the engineering background needed understand the limitations and realise the 

potential of these devices is a barrier.  

 

This talk first takes a look under the covers of some well-established consumer sensors (Whistle and Fitbark) in 

a “dissection style” approach. It then proceeds to evaluate the difference between research grade sensors and 

highlight the fundamental differences required for longitudinal measurements of raw data; critical for evaluating 

parameters such as circadian rhythm. This introduction into the session aims to illuminate the strengths and 

limitations of wearable sensor technology with an aim of aligning expectations with methods and algorithm 

outputs. 

 

The main part of the talk will focus around the emerging topic of circadian rhythm (or daily activity/in-activity 

pattern) estimation using wearable sensors. It is understood on a physiological level that the circadian clock is 

linked to cellular function and regularity is a key indicator of health. It therefor follows that an easy to use 

measurement of circade signal could be of interest both in clinic and for evaluating new interventions.  

 

By way of approach, the talk will follow a logical progression from the first part of session and describe the 

fundamentals of how a typical circade detection algorithm works. It will then move onto what parameters can be 

measured relating to circadian rhythm. The VetSens system will be used as an example sensing platform and by 

the end of the talk users should feel comfortable taking the first experimental steps collecting and examining 

data. 
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Using Skinner boxes to study circadian rhythms in honey bees 

Michel B.C. Sokolowski1 and Coralie Allain 

Department of Psychology, INSERM 24 (ERI 24), Université de Picardie 

Circadian rhythms have been demonstrated in a great number of animal species including insects and honey bees. 

To study rhythmic activity in invertebrates, most often, researchers use a locomotion test with an animal inside a 

small tube with one IR sensor at each end of the tube. We propose an alternative way to measure cyclic activity in 

bees. Recently, we developed lab Skinner boxes for bees and we suggest here to use conditioning protocols with 

food reinforcement. With fully automatized protocols, bees can stay in their conditioning chamber during several 

consecutive days without intervention. Syrup consumption can then be easily measured. In light/darkness 

alternation, we observe a strong cyclic feeding pattern highly correlated with light alternation. Such pattern is 

preserved in darkness only, but disappears in light only. We also show that some neonicotinoid pesticides 

selectively affect circadian rhythms at very low concentrations. 
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Using activity sensors to characterise behavioural rhythms 
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Research 

 

With the rapid development of sensor technology it is easy and cost effective to collect monitoring data for 

behaviour in animals and humans. Therefore, new possibilities are appearing to develop early warning systems to 

detect health and welfare issues in livestock. However, despite intensive research, reliable and practical solutions 

are still scarce. One new opportunity is the analysis of behavioural rhythms. A way of understanding this rhythmic 

structure of behaviour is to study its circadian rhythm. A circadian rhythm could be any biological process that 

exhibits an endogenous oscillation of approximately 24 hours. Although these biological processes are 

endogenous, they need a so called ‘zeitgeber’ as a cue which could be for example light or temperature. To identify 

such rhythm, Scheibe et al. [1] developed a parameter called Degree of Functional Coupling (DFC) to characterize 

the synchrony between behavioural and environmental rhythms. Therefore, DFC expresses the percentage of 

cyclic behaviour that is harmonically synchronized with the environmental rhythms, over the 24 hour period. The 

DFCs can be used to identify welfare issues, with high DFCs in healthy animals and dropping DFCs due to a 

disturbance [2]. 

We used this method in sheep and housed cattle to investigate its potential usefulness for farming systems. For 

sheep, we further investigated how the DFCs for activity behaviour were expressed during the course of a year in 

extensively kept sheep in the West Highlands of Scotland. A flock of 24 ewes were used wearing three-way 

accelerometers (IceTag Pro, IceRobotics Ltd., Edinburgh, Scotland) integrated into a collar. DFCs were lower 

during the harsher winter season and individuals had a different DFC linked to animal performance and responses 

to weather changes. It was concluded that random regression models based on DFCs effectively identified 

between-individual variation. These findings create new opportunties for automated phenotyping.  

Different parameters were tested for analysis on cattle, from activity to feeding behaviour. Activity was recorded 

with three-way accelerometer data loggers (IceTag Pro, IceRobotics Ltd., Edinburgh, Scotland) attached to the left 

hind leg. The feeding behaviour was collected by using an automated feeding system (RIC feed-weigh trough, 

Hokofarm Group, Marknesse, NL). The experimental design was 2 x 2 factorial comprising 40 crossbred Charolais 

and 40 purebred Luing assigned to one of two ad libitum diets, a mixed diet and a concentrate based diet. Steers 

fed with a concentrate based diet had lower activity DFC% and higher variation on its response than steers fed 

with a mixed diet. In addition, activity DFC% was even lower for Luing fed with concentrate, showing an 

interaction between breed and diet. In contrast, Luing fed with a mixed diet showed high consistency of activity 

DFC%. DFCs based on feeding can identify differnet responses compared to DFCs based on activity. Overall, we 

found that the method provides useful data for livestock farming.  
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Use of a precision-livestock-farming technology coupled with time series methods 

to identify abnormal circadian pattern of activity.  

 N. Wagner1,2, V. Antoine1, J. Koko1, M.M. Richard2, R. Lardy2 and I. Veissier2 

1Limos, Université Clermont Auvergne, Aubière, France. nicolas.wagner@uca.fr 2 INRA, VetAgro Sup, UMR 

Herbivores F-63122, Université Clermont Auvergne, Saint-Genès-Champanelle, France 

The time-budget of animals and the circadian rhythm of activity are disrupted under stress, disease, or specific 

physiological states like estrus. Today precision livestock farming technologies (PLF) can automatically monitor 

several characteristics, including the activity of animals. For instance, with a Real-Time Locating Systems (RTLS) 

it is possible to infer the behavior of a cow from its location in a barn, and this can be done on a large scale, i.e. 

many animals for extended periods with a virtually continuous sampling. This opens the way to the use of 

behavioral indices to finely manage animals. Indeed, [1] designed a model of circadian rhythm of activity of cows 

using RTLS data. They show that average level of activity of a cow on a given day and its variations during that 

day differs with specific states (estrus, lameness, mastitis). Moreover, the circadian rhythm fluctuation in activity 

appear to be particularly sensitive and vary from 1 to 2 days before the disorder is observed by the farmer.  

We studied positioning data coming from a UWB-RTLS system (CowView, GEA) installed at INRA 

experimental unit Herbipole (UE 1414, approved by the French Ministry for Agriculture). From the position and 

movement of the animal, its gross activity is inferred: resting if in cubicles, feeding if near the trough, ad standing 

or moving in alleys. The dataset corresponds to the information from cows for two months. It provides for each 

cow the time spent to rest, to feed, to walk and to stand up per hour. The four values are merged into an activity 

level by applying a weighted average calculated according to the method proposed in [1]. The weights are rest, -

0.34; feed, +0.52; walk, +0.29; stand up, +0.29. We considered the circadian activity of a cow as a time series in 

order to identify patterns specific to diseases or estrus and to identify the onset of such states. Time series analysis 

includes powerful tools such as clustering and classification methods. It enables to detect anomalies as well as 

forecast the future [2].  

We split our dataset in two parts. The first part was composed of usual activities and is called the training-

set. Here the cows had never been observed by the caretakers as sick or in estrus. The training-set was used to 

learn the parameters of a regression model that describes the normal activity of a cow. We tested several statistical 

models (ARIMA) [2] and machine learning models (neural networks e.g. MultiLayer Perceptron (MLP) [3], 

Support Vector Regression, decision tree for regression, lazy models, etc.). 

The second set is called the test-set and contains usual and unusual activities (e.g. days where cows had 

been noticed as sick or unusual events occurred). The learnt regression model employs the test-set to predict the 

next hour of a cow's activity as if it was usual. To detect anomalies, we computed the difference between the 

predicted values and the observed ones (prediction error). If it was significant, we consider this period as abnormal.  

We compared the models according to several criteria such as the prediction error and the quality of 

detection for a particular disorder. We introduced other criteria that are required in practice such as the training 

time, the robustness of the model to noisy labels and the ability to be deployed on various farms. 

Some results are illustrated on Figure 1 for one cow and 8 days. Here an anomaly was detected that 

coincided with a test of the fire alarm in the barn, which apparently disrupted the activity of the cow. 

The first tested methods, such as the MLP, show promising results concerning detection of irregularities. 

We can obtain a real-time detection for each hour or for each day. At present, the method is linked to the data we 

collected. In the future, we will extend our work by testing larger datasets and other farms, in order to check the 

adaptability of the regression methods can be deployed in other settings. If this is successful, we will propose ways 

to automatize the detection of irregularities and possibly relate the type of irregularity to a specific disorder. 
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Figure 1: (a), original time series; (b), predicted time series; (c), prediction error; (d), anomaly detected (0, normal; 1, 

abnormal) 

Ethical statement 

We did not modify any practice on the farm. All data that we processed were routinely collected without any 

intervention on animals.  There is thus no ethical issues in our study. 
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New technologies and software to advance the 3Rs and behavioural 

measurements in animal research 

The 3Rs (Replacement, Reduction, Refinement) have long been established as an ethical framework for the use 

of animals in scientific research, but they are increasingly being recognised for their scientific benefits. This shift 

in understanding is driving methodological and technological developments that have the potential to 

significantly impact upon animal welfare and support better science through improved experimental design and 

outcomes. This symposium will bring together researchers who have developed new technologies and software 

that not only automate and maximise behavioural measurements across a range of species (zebrafish, mice and 

macaques), but also demonstrate how implementing the 3Rs can further the progress of scientific research. 

Kamar Ameen-Ali, NC3R, UK 
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Designing robust experiments with the Experimental Design Assistant 

N. Percie du Sert 

NC3Rs, London, UK. nathalie.perciedusert@nc3rs.org.uk  

Recent years have seen growing concern about the reproducibility and reliability of biomedical research using 

animals. Poor quality experimental design, analysis and reporting have been identified as contributing factors. The 

NC3Rs has led the development of free resources to support researchers to improve the design, analysis and 

reporting of animal experiments. This includes the ARRIVE guidelines [1], which provide recommendations on 

the reporting of the study design, experimental procedures, animal characteristics, housing and husbandry, and 

statistical analysis in scientific publications, and the Experimental Design Assistant (EDA) [2, 3]. The EDA 

(https://eda.nc3rs.org.uk) is a web application with a supporting website, which helps researchers design animal 

experiments, by increasing the transparency of the experimental plan, and providing feedback to improve it.  

 

Features of the EDA include: 

 Computer-aided design tool to develop a diagram representing the experimental plan. 

 Critical feedback on the experimental plan – using computer-based logical reasoning. 

 Statistical analysis suggestions. 

 Sample size calculation. 

 Randomisation sequence generation. 

 Support for allocation concealment and blinding. 

 Web-based resources to improve knowledge of experimental design and analysis. 

 

This presentation will introduce the EDA and provide guidance on getting started; it will also include a live 

demonstration of the system. There is no requirement for any previous knowledge of the EDA. 

 

Ultimately, the use of a tool such as the EDA will lead to carefully designed experiments that yield robust and 

reproducible data using the minimum number of animals consistent with scientific objectives. 
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3Rs Benefits of Monitoring Group Housed Animals in the Home Cage  
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Automated behavioural monitoring in the home cage has obvious and established advantages in improving the 

consistency of data captured in behavioural experiments, and with 24/7 monitoring also generates a wealth of data 

that would otherwise be missed [1]. Both of these features have the potential to reduce the number of animals 

required to achieve statistical significance in experimental study designs and greatly increase the information 

gathered from animals in research studies. Here we examine an additional technological avenue that can be 

exploited to further reduce the burden — recording of individual animal behaviour data in group housed mixed 

cage experimental designs where control and experimental conditions are mixed in the same social group. 

While recording animal behaviour in group housed situations already has significant welfare benefits, the ability 

to analyse the behaviour of identified individual animals within a group housed setting means that the number of 

subjects constituting each experimental condition does not need to be augmented merely to meet the criterion of 

having multiple animals in the cage. A range of technologies exist that permit group housed animals to be 

monitored using combinations of telemetry, gated experimental chambers attached to a home cage and/or video 

analytics [e.g. 2-4]. 

Here we will focus on one of these systems, the Actual Analytics Home Cage Analyser [3,4] which allows 

individual animal behaviour to be recognised within social groups. A range of experiments conducted using the 

ActualHCA system in both rats [4] and mice [3], show how it is possible to extract insightful behavioural data 

tagged to individuals. In terms of 3Rs benefits, the obvious advantage over single housed animals in using such a 

system is Refinement where the stress of isolating the animal from its social group during the study can be 

effectively removed. This is particularly important in long-term studies, for example in neurodegeneration models 

[5]. Data in rats also showed that body temperature was lower in isolated animals and that this is prevented by the 

group situation [4]. There are also additional benefits in that social interactions can be recovered from the data and 

the potential to observe earlier humane endpoints. 

3Rs benefits can also include Reduction in animal numbers by multiplexing the datasets extracted from a single 

cohort of animals. For example, in a recent pharmacological study [6], we extracted data that partially covered the 

typical functional observational battery alongside detailed locomotion datasets and temperature all from the same 

single group of animals. In a typical safety pharmacology scenario each of these studies would normally require 

an additional cohort of animals. Although the study was designed to validate the system we were able to uncover 

previously unreported effects of well-known pharmacological standards – largely through the ability to capture 

detailed data through the night phase. 

However the mixed cage approach does raise some new challenges. We will present examples from phenotyping 

studies (mouse) using single and mixed genotype cages as well as data from surgical and pharmacological studies 

(both in rat). The data on single animals are already large and extremely complex. To extend into mixed cage 

analysis the accuracy of identity tracking becomes paramount, despite the limited visual tagging opportunities 

afforded by freely moving animals in a single home cage. The RFID-driven nature of the ActualHCA system 

implicitly addresses this problem for locomotor (and, for rats, temperature) data, and provides a vital cue for 

assigning visually detected behaviours to individuals.  A more fundamental challenge is posed by the increasing 

evidence that mixed conditions can have measurable effects on the control animals in the social group. We will 

present recent evidence (see Figure 1 for a preliminary example) which demonstrates that mixing various 

behavioural phenotypes in the cage has measurable influences on the control animals within the social group where 

the controls acquire aspects of an extrinsic behavioural phenotype. 
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In summary, in-cage monitoring of group housed animals does offer very clear 3Rs benefits but, in doing so, adds 

a new layer of complexity to the underlying experimental design and data analysis. 

Animal Husbandry and Ethical Approval 

All studies described here were subject to institutional Animal Welfare and Ethical Review Bodies and all 

procedures were carried out under UK Home Office Project Licenses. 

Availability 

Data used in this study including video and annotations will be made publicly available under an open license at 

the time of full publication. Early access may be requested by contacting the authors. The ActualHCA system 

(hardware variants for both mice and rats, together with corresponding software – currently version 2.4) is 

marketed by Actual Analytics Ltd (Edinburgh, UK) http://www.actualanalytics.com 
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An intelligent monitoring software tool to measure zebrafish health 

Lynne U. Sneddon 
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lsneddon@liverpool.ac.uk 

Improving laboratory animal welfare is an important refinement and a legal requirement in many countries. Fish 

are used in a variety of experimental contexts including biomedical, pharmaceutical and toxicology research in 

high numbers. To protect their welfare before, during and after experiments to ensure the validity of results it is 

vital that researchers can assess alterations in health that may compromise welfare. However, we currently lack 

the means to do so in a simple cost-effective manner within laboratory fish facilities. Therefore, an automated 

method, the Fish Welfare Index (FWI), was developed and tested for evaluating welfare by visually tracking and 

quantifying zebrafish behaviour.  

The FWI generates a graduated scale of wellbeing, derived from behavioural measures including activity and 

distance swum. Experiments involving routine laboratory procedures involved FWI assessment before and after 

laboratory procedures.   Zebrafish movement was individually tracked and videoed in 3D, using two cameras, one 

frontal and one overhead, before and after relevant treatments. Movement parameters, such as time spent active, 

distance travelled, space use, were derived from the location coordinates of each tracked subject. The present work 

consisted of two stages. Firstly, a principal components analysis was performed in order to identify which aspects 

of behaviour were most involved in the changes in behaviour following the treatments, as shown to be statistically 

significant. Secondly, based on these main aspects, two derived parameters were combined to construct an 

automated individual Fish Wellbeing Index (FWI) as a qualitative measure to indicate the probable state of welfare 

of the subject from its movement to detect whether the subject was experiencing stress or pain.  

The FWI was designed to generate a wellbeing indicator in four broad categories, starting at normal and decreasing 

to an abnormally adverse level of wellbeing using generic labels for ease of reference: ‘Healthy’, ‘Ok’, ‘Unhealthy’ 

and ‘Abnormal’. Results demonstrate the methodology is accurate and reliable since it was based on normal 

behaviour of zebrafish and no false positive or negatives of  blind video analysis were found. The FWI provides a 

means of gauging welfare in zebrafish and the alteration in normal activity, swimming and space use reflect the 

impact or severity of the procedures. The FWI results are comparable with statistical analyses of behavioural 

parameters after treatments, which show that the treatments have significantly affected behaviour with p ≤ 0.05.  

From an ethical perspective based upon the principles of the 3Rs, the FWI represents a significant refinement in 

the use of fish models in experimentation and could be adopted across a wide range of biological disciplines such 

as physiology, neurobiology, pharmacology and toxicology. This tool could in principle be extended to other 

species, for instance aquatic or flying such as birds or drosophila, utilising a 3D (or 2D) environment. This research 

was conducted after ethical approval and under Home Office Licensing (UK) 
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Monitoring Social Relationships in Group-housed Monkeys using Automated 

Face Recognition and Tracking 

C. L Witham1,2 

1 Institute of Neuroscience, Newcastle University, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, UK. c.l.witham@ncl.ac.uk, 2 Centre for 

Macaques, MRC Harwell, Salisbury, UK. 

Background 

Many laboratory species including mice, rats and monkeys are highly social animals. As social housing becomes 

more common there is an increasing need to monitor the social relationships between the animals in each group. 

In species such as Rhesus macaques fight injuries are a major concern; in breeding colonies they are the major 

cause of veterinary intervention [1]. Understanding the social relationships within a group can help with colony 

management, may help identify ill or injured animals (especially if they become socially isolated) and could help 

identify the causes of outbreaks of aggression. However to do these observations in person is time consuming and 

requires significant training of care-staff. Recent advances have shown it is possible to use automated face 

recognition to identify individual macaques in real time with high accuracy [2]. We extend these methods to 

include tracking, which allows more continuous monitoring of groups. This is then used to look at the social 

relationships within a group (based on proximity between individuals). 

Face Recognition and Tracking Framework 

Face recognition only works when individuals are facing towards the camera and in combination with face 

detection is relatively slow. Object tracking methods such as the Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi point tracker can be much 

quicker and can be used to locate monkeys when they are no longer facing the camera but they cannot be used to 

identify individuals. Therefore, for the best performance the two methods need to be integrated. We present a 

framework (in Python) for integrating face detection and recognition with tracking. Face detection and recognition 

are run every 10 frames to detect and identify individuals. These are then used to start or update a tracker model 

(kernalized correlation filter; KCF [3]), which is run on every frame. KCF trackers provide good accuracy and 

speed and are also good at reporting tracking failure. Where face recognition has been used multiple times on a 

single track the name that appears most frequently is used as the identity for that track. We tested the framework 

on 16 five-minute video clips filmed from six different groups (each clip contained between 2 and 10 different 

monkeys). These clips were manually labelled frame by frame for the location of each monkey and the manually 

scored locations compared to the tracking results.  

Social Analysis 

To assess the social relationships within the group we use a proximity based association measure based on the 

number of times two monkeys appear together in the video. These measures are used to form an association matrix 

for every pair of monkeys within the group. Monte Carlo shuffling is used to find which pairs associate with each 

other more frequently than by chance alone (preferred associations).  

To test the application of these methods we applied the framework to look at the social relationships in one group 

of 26 monkeys (1 adult male, 10 adult females, 6 juveniles and 9 infants) taken before, during and after a potentially 

stressful event (annual health screen of group). The results showed an increase in the number of significant 

preferred associations during the health screen with a specific increase in the number of preferred associations 

with high ranked animals. This decreased again after the health screen.  

We will finish by discussing ongoing work to develop methods for detecting grooming, dominance and aggresson 

related behaviours. 

mailto:c.l.witham@ncl.ac.uk
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Ethical statement 

The study was conducted at a Home Office licensed UK Rhesus macaque breeding centre and involved non-

invasive techniques only. The project proposal was approved by the local Animal Welfare and Ethical Review 

Board. The housing and husbandry of the animals in the colony complies with the Home Office Code of Practice. 
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Rodent and human studies of social behaviour and its dysfunctions 
 
For the majority of mammalian species, the social environment includes some of the most salient rewarding and 

aversive stimuli. This is certainly the case in humans, and therefore the psychopathologies of social behaviour 

that are common in a number of psychiatric disorders are particularly detrimental to daily functioning and life 

quality. These include excessive or reduced social motivation, reduced reward valuation of social stimuli, 

heightened motivation to avoid and withdraw from social stimuli, and fear of social stimuli. These can occur in 

various psychiatric disorders, including autism, social anxiety disorder, depression, schizophrenia, impulse-

control disorder and dementia. In all species, the possibility to measure these translational dimensions of social 

behaviour accurately and unambiguously is dependent on sophisticated automated hardware and software. 

Examples of the challenges include continuous monitoring of individuals living in social groups, sensitive 

operant measurement of motivation for social reward in absolute terms and relative to other potential reward 

stimuli, and responses to social exclusion. The development and availability of automated systems for the 

measurement of these social dimensions, as presented in this symposium, is allowing for the study and increased 

understanding of their underlying neurobiology, as well as of the genetic and environmental factors that lead to 

pathophysiological changes in this neurobiology.    

 

Christopher Pryce, University of Zurich 
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Social Reward Responsivity in Humans: Insights for and from Autism Spectrum 

Disorder 

I.Dubey & B. Chakrabarti 

Centre for Autism, School of Psychology and Clinical Language Sciences, University of Reading, Reading, UK 

Preference for social stimuli is evident at a very early age [1] suggesting that social stimuli and interactions are 

inherently rewarding for humans. Like other rewards, processing of social rewards can be parsed in separable 

components of liking and wanting. Liking corresponds to the consummatory aspect of reward processing, and 

refers to the hedonic pleasure derived from a source. Wanting corresponds to the anticipatory aspect of reward 

processing, and refers to the incentive salience or the reward value that influences an organism to establish contact 

with the source of that pleasure [2]. In most cases, wanting and liking are temporally associated as one follows the 

other. In this talk, I will discuss insights from multiple methods used in our and other labs to study these two 

aspects of social rewards.  

Liking has been measured using self-report and observational measures. Chevallier et al [3] used a self-report 

questionnaire to measure social, physical and other sources of pleasures responses in people with autism spectrum 

disorder (henceforth autism) and found that they report less pleasure for social situations but not for non-social 

situations. Observational studies have used eye-tracking tasks to measure preference for social stimuli [4]. It is 

found that when presented with social and non-social images with matched valence rating, typical adults fixate 

first at the social images and spend longer duration looking at them than the comparable non-social images. This 

bias for social rewards is positively associated with trait empathy. These eye-tracking measures have also been 

used with people with autism and results have consistently shown that people with autism spend longer time 

looking at non-social stimuli than social [5,6].  

Wanting for a stimulus can be quantified by measuring the preference for the cues that have previously been 

linked to the rewarding stimuli. We developed and tested a simple behavioural paradigm “Choose-A-Movie” 

(CAM) that evaluates the effort participants make to view social vs non-social stimuli hence estimating the reward 

value of the stimuli [7]. In this task participants are presented with the cues (coloured boxes) with varies numbers 

of locks on them (each lock required additional key press to open). These boxes were linked with social and non-

social movies. Participants are asked to choose any one box to open on each trial. It was found that typical adults 

prefer to watch social stimuli more but they trade-off their stimuli preference for effort i.e. they open the box for 

social stimuli more when it is presented with fewer lock but less when it is presented with more locks. At the same 

time adults with autism make a similar trade-off but for the non-social stimuli (figure 2). 

a.     b.  

Figure 2: a) Trial structure of the Choose A Movie (CAM) task. b) Results comparing adults with and without autism on the 

CAM task (figures adapted from [7,8]). The results show logistic regression analysis with relative cost (as addition key 

presses) on the x axis and percentage of preference for stimuli on left on Y axis. The red line show social stimuli and blue 

line shows the object stimuli. 

Another similar task “button task” targeting a younger group of participants was also developed in our lab to 

quantify social wanting [9]. In this task two buttons were associated with the images of social or non-social stimuli 

and children (3-4 years old) made the choices for cued buttons to look at the preferred (social or non-social) images. 

Children with autism were found to show a reduced relative preference for social rewards, indexed by a lower 

proportion of touches for the button associated with the social reward image (figure 3). 
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a.                     b.       

Figure 3: a) Task structure for the “button task”. b) Results on the button task comparing preference for social stimuli vs non-

social stimuli between the groups of children with and without autism. Figures are taken from [9] 

Comparing social liking and wanting: We are now taking these measures further and have developed 

tablet version of the “preferential looking” and the “button task” for evaluating both liking and wanting element 

of social rewards in same set of participants with and without autism. These tasks are being developed as part of a 

tablet based screening tool of autism risk in low resource settings. In this battery we use the front-camera of regular 

tablets to track the eye-movements of the participants to quantify the visual preference for social vs non-social 

stimuli. We also use the button task to measure the social wanting behaviour of the participants. We believe the 

tablet version of these task will make them accessible to a larger population and evaluation in the natural setup 

would elicit real life behaviour of the participants. 

Ethical statement: Both the reported studies using Choose a movie task [7] and Button Task [9] had received 

an ethical approval from University of Nottingham and University of Reading respectively.   
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Tracking social hierarchy and interactions of mice in Eco-HAB - a fully 

automated and ecologically relevant environment for assessment of social 

behavior  

Ewelina Knapskas 

Laboratory of Neurobiology of Emotions, The Nencki Institute at Warsaw 

Although social interactions between individuals are central to most animals, including humans, we are only 

beginning to understand the underlying neural processes. The search for the ultimate neural correlates of social 

behaviors is important not only because it advances our fundamental knowledge but also because it helps to 

understand the nature of deficits in social interactions, such as impaired social interest or shared affect, observed 

in autism spectrum disorder. Mouse genetic and idiopathic models of autism spectrum disorder offer the possibility 

of testing both neural mechanisms underlying specific impairments and therapeutic intervention. However, 

conventional tests of social phenotyping have repeatedly proven inefficient in differentiating certain genotypes 

and replicating these differences across laboratories and protocol conditions. In such tests behavior is often studied 

in pairs under artificial conditions, which ignores the natural tendency of rodents to live in larger groups. The size 

of the experimental group most likely affects the behavioral outcome of the test. For instance, both affect contagion 

and social interest can be modulated by social hierarchy. Further, in most studies of sociability in mice, behavioral 

effects related to anxiety and susceptibility to stress have been overlooked. To overcome irreproducibility and high 

manpower costs of manual testing as well as confounding effects of anxiety we have developed automated, 

ethologically relevant behavioral test, which measures spontaneous sociability in group-housed, familiar mice 

without the presence of a human experimenter. 

Eco-HAB is a fully automated system based on RFID technology and inspired by the results of ethological 

field studies in mice. Group-housed animals equipped with RFID tags live in a spacious, four-compartment 

apparatus with shadowed areas and narrow tunnels resembling natural burrows. Tube-shaped inter-territorial 

passages are equipped in radio-frequency identification antennas and two of four housing compartments have 

impassable, perforated partitions behind which different olfactory stimuli may be presented. Food and water is 

available in other two housing compartments. Eco-HAB reduces stress by tracking the tendency of animals to 

voluntarily spend time together in an environment to which they have already been accustomed and utilizes novel 

sociability measures for group-housed mice. The system is equipped with software for automated data extraction 

and analysis, enabling quick evaluation of social activity [Fig. 1A, 1]. 

Social interactions, both in humans and rodents, are modulated by many factors, including the social status of 

interacting individuals. To study the relationship between social hierarchy and social interactions in the Eco-HAB 

we have recently developed an add-on to the main system that allows for assessment of social status. The 

measurement is based on limited access to sweetened water (Fig. 1B). The results of the test correlate well with 

the commonly used U-tube test of social dominance. The position in social hierarchy is then correlated with in-

cohort sociability and following patterns. In-cohort sociability is defined as time spent by each mouse with every 

other animal within a tested cohort (the time expected to spend together by pairs of mice (based on the random 

dispersal throughout the system) is subtracted from the actual time that each pair of mice spent together to obtain 

amount of time related to non-accidental social interactions, Fig. 1C). For analysis of the following patterns we 

use the data analysis algorhitms to describe the relative positions of mice taking part in the experiment. For each 

pair of mice, in each experiment phase we can detect following episodes and evasion episodes (Fig. 1D). The data 

are collected for a mouse model of autism spectrum disorder with impaired social interactions (Fmr1 KO and WT) 

and C57BL/6J mice. 
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Figure 1. (A) Eco-HAB system. (B) Social hierarchy measured in a cohort of C67bL6 mice. (C) In-cohort sociability. (D) 

Following patterns, the following episode (red), the evasion episode (blue). The data are shown for a mouse model of autism 

spectrum disorder with impaired social interactions (fmr1 ko) and control (wt) mice. We can also track relations between 

subjects – dots with numbers symbolize mice and arrows the directed relations between them, red – following, blue – 

evasion, wt mice. 

Mapping the relationship between social hierarchy and following patterns will allow to study specific 

deficits in mouse models of autism and test novel therapeutic strategies, as well as study the mechanisms 

underlying affect contagion and social interest.  

1. Puścian, A, Łęski, S, Kasprowicz, G, Winiarski, M, Borowska, J, Nikolaev, T, Boguszewski, PM, Lipp, H-

P, Knapska, E (2016). Eco-HAB as a fully automated and ecologically relevant assessment of social 

impairments in mouse models of autism. eLife 5 
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Automated analysis of social behavior in groups of mice 

T. Peleh1, L. Canellas-Dols2, F. Li3, B. Hengerer1 

1 Boehringer Ingelheim Pharma GmbH & Co. KG, 88397 Biberach an der Riss, Germany; 2 The University of 

Manchester, UK; 3 CleverSys, Inc., Reston, VA, USA 

Social withdrawal is a key symptom of symptom domain “negative symptoms” of the Research Domain Criteria 

(RDoC) concept, and is shared among the heterogeneous spectrum of neuropsychiatric disorders (Winograd-

Gurvich et al., 2006). Social withdrawal is characterized by the withdrawal of the individual from their social 

environment and it is one of the first indicators of emerging psychiatric disorders such as schizophrenia and major 

depression and neurological disorders such as Alzheimer’s disease. There is substantial evidence that social 

withdrawal is an independent behavioral trait across neuropsychiatric diagnoses with a specific biological basis 

(Dickerson, 2015). In order to elucidate the biological basis of social withdrawal and develop new targets for 

treatment, higher-order translational tests in groups of mice need to be developed. Quantitative technologies for 

assessing behavior in these tests are needed to identify and validate clinically relevant biological substrates and to 

develop new hypotheses for therapeutic intervention for social withdrawal. 

Here, we describe a social arena, which has been developed in the context of IMI PRISM (Psychiatric Ratings 

using Intermediate Stratified Markers), a consortium to develop quantitative biological measures to facilitate the 

discovery and development of new treatments for social and cognitive deficits in Alzheimer’s disease, 

schizophrenia and depression. The higher order mouse social interaction paradigm needed to fulfill the following 

core requirements: 

 Continuous tracing of four individual mice over days 

 No visible labeling of the animals 

 Large open arena with flexible components for social interaction such as nests or feeding areas 

 Automated analysis of the video material for social behaviors such as following another animal or 

leaving the group 

 Flexible software solution to add further analyses when needed 

 

For reliable identification of individual animals, a RFID-based solution has been developed. Each mouse is injected 

as its back near the tail with a miniature RFID tag (7x1mm), which is detected by an array of RFID sensors evenly 

distributed over the whole area of the arena (60x80cm). The animals are video-monitored with an infrared camera 

above the arena, which is evenly illuminated by infrared LED arrays. Animals are detected by contrast between 

bedding material and fur color and individually identified by synchronizing the video position with RFID 

identification. Both animals with white and black coat color can reliably be identified., even when sitting nearby 

in a group. Occasionally misaligned animals are retrospectively re-aligned after unambiguous identification by the 

RFID signal. 

Nests of different sizes, food hoppers, water bottles or other devices such as operant tasks can flexibly be positioned 

at three sides outside of the arena. RFID sensors monitor the entering of nests by individual mice. To accommodate 

additional objects such as ramps or walls, individual RFID sensor field can be disabled. The setup allows for 

maximal flexibility to accommodate future tasks. 

For analysis of the various social behaviors which can be observed in groups of mice, a software package has been 

developed, which continuously monitors the correct identification of the animals by synchronizing the video 

position with the RFID position. Furthermore, the position, movement speed and direction as well as body shape 

of all mice visible in the area is assessed. By defining relative position and movements of individual animals, 

social interactions such as approaching, contact, following and withdrawing of individual mice with other 

individuals and the whole group can be analyzed in an automatic manner. Furthermore, non-social (rearing, 

grooming) and locomotor (running, walking, immobility) activities are quantified automatically. 
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The newly developed social arena is a promising tool for translational studies of social behavior in groups to 

identify and validate clinically relevant biological substrates of social withdrawal for the development of new 

therapeutic concepts. 

The experiments reported on were conducted under a permit for animal experimentation issued by the 

Regierungspräsidium Tübingen, Germany. 

 

 

Figure1 A) Social arena with localization of the RFID sensors indicated by numbers 1-25; A-D depict position of 

four small nests and E of the large nest. B) position and body shape vector of the four mice in the arena C) 

example of automated behavior analysis 

References: 
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Operant tests for the study of stress effects on gustatory and social reward 

processing in mice 
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The Research Domain Criteria (RDoC) project (NIMH, www.nimh.nih.gov/research-priorities/rdoc/index.shtml) 

provides a framework for translational research into psychological processes that are dysfunctional in mental 

disorders. Two of the domains are Positive valence systems and Systems for social processes: the former concerns 

processes that underlie reward-directed behaviour, and the latter processes that underlie social interactions. Of 

course, social stimuli are also rewarding in many contexts, and impaired social processing is a major pathology in 

various neuropsychiatric disorders. One major advantage of RDoC is that it promotes animal modelling of specific 

human psychopathologies, and therefore the detailed, causal study of their underlying neurobiology and 

pathophysiology. 

In adult male C57BL/6 mice we are studying the inhibitory effects on subsequent reward processing of chronic 

social stress (CSS). CSS comprises 15 days of exposure to aggressive, dominant CD-1 mice, including proximate 

interaction (somatosensory, attack) for 10 min/day and otherwise separation by a divider through which there is 

distal interaction (olfactory, visual, auditory), and with a different CD-1 mouse each day [1]. Control mice are 

maintained in littermate pairs and separated during the light period by a cage divider identical to that used to 

separate CSS and CD-1 mice. CSS mice exhibit submissive behaviour but are nonetheless attacked and thereby 

experience a lack of social control; this has analogy with the loss of control, or helplessness, often reported in 

depression [2]. The overall aim is to increase understanding of CSS-induced cellular and molecular changes in the 

neurocircuitry that underlies reward processing. Within the RDoC positive valence systems, we focus on reward 

valuation, i.e. how salient a prospective reward is, and effort valuation, i.e. how much effort will be exerted to 

obtain a reward. Deficits in either or both of these dimensions could contribute to the core depression symptom of 

loss of interest as well as to negative symptoms in schizophrenia. 

As with the majority of tests of reward processing in rodents, we use sweet-tasting sucrose pellets as a reinforcer 

i.e. gustatory reward [3, 4]. In a test of gustatory reward valuation using modified operant chambers, a 30-s tone 

constitutes the conditioned stimulus (CS) during which approaching and responding at a feeder aperture results in 

delivery of a sucrose pellet and termination of the CS. Successive CSs are separated by inter-trial intervals of 

50±30 s. Relative to control mice, CSS mice make fewer aperture responses and acquire the CS-reward association 

to a lesser extent. In a test of gustatory effort valuation in operant chambers, mice are required to make nosepoke 

responses to activate delivery of a sucrose pellet, with the number of responses required for each reinforcer 

increasing on a progressive ratio schedule. Relative to control mice, CSS mice make fewer responses and attain a 

lower final ratio [3] (Fig. 1A). Interestingly, a similar deficit is observed following pharmacological depletion of 

dopamine in the nucleus accumbens [5].Therefore, stress results in gustatory reward being less salient under low 

effort conditions, and such reward becomes even less of an incentive under high effort conditions. 

Recently, we have started to investigate CSS effects on interest in mice of the same, C57BL/6 strain. Our CSS 

experiments are conducted with young-adult males, and females at the oestrous stage of the ovarian cycle are used 

as socio-sexual stimuli. In a 3-chamber operant apparatus (Fig. 1B), a central chamber is connected by transfer 

tubes to two side cages. Each side cage contains a divider that is transparent and perforated. A female is placed 

behind this divider in one side cage whilst the other one remains empty. The central chamber is equipped with 2 

operant levers, one on each side wall, pressing of which opens the adjacent vertical door to the transfer tube. To 

measure social reward valuation, the doors remain open and the proportion of time spent in the female cage is 

scored: the proportion of total time spent in the two side cages that is spent in the female chamber provides a 

measure of the salience of the female stimulus, similar to the three-chamber social approach test [6]. To measure 

social effort valuation, the doors are closed and the amount of time required to reach a fixed-ratio criterion on the 

mailto:christopher.pryce@bli.uzh.ch
http://www.nimh.nih.gov/research-priorities/rdoc/index.shtml
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lever controlling access to the female cage is scored; the time required to attain criterion is inversely proportional 

to the effort valuation of the female. It is hypothesized that CSS will lead to a reduced preference to spend time in 

the female cage and to increased time to attain the operant criterion. The current test apparatus does not allow for 

detailed analysis of the activity of the mice in the apparatus, and video tracking would provide a very informative 

addition. 

The demonstration that chronic social stress in mice results in motivational deficits with respect to both gustatory 

and social stimulus modalities would provide a robust and novel model for the trans-diagnostic psychopathologies 

of low reward interest and apathy. This model could then be applied to increase understanding of the stress-induced 

pathophysiology in the underlying neurocircuitry and thereby identify novel therapeutic targets.  

The experiments reported on were conducted under a permit for animal experimentation issued by the Veterinary 

Office, Zurich, Switzerland. 

 

Figure 1. (A) Example of stress-induced reduced effortful motivation on a progressive ratio schedule for sucrose 

reinforcement in mice. Also shown is the partial reversal of the stress effect by subchronic administration of the 

antidepressant agomelatine. Taken from ref. 3. (B) Operant apparatus for the study of effortful social motivation in mice. 
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Autism Spectrum Disorders in Females 

David Skuse1 

1. Behavioural and Brain Sciences, Great Ormond Street Institute of Child Health, University College London. 

For many years, our conceptualization of autism was based on a male stereotype. There was a 

widespread consensus that the sex ratio was at least 4-to-1, males predominating, and epidemiological 

evidence appeared to support that assumption. An influential theory of autism susceptibility - that it 

represents an 'extreme male brain' - has subsequently been promulgated with great success. 

This 4-to-1 ratio is not consistent across the full range of intelligence quotients (IQ), however, which 

makes the observation hard to understand in terms of most parameters of genetic risk. No evidence for 

X-linked susceptibility has been proven. Females with autism and high IQ are rarely clinically 

identified, yet in those with the lowest intellectual functioning, the sex ratio is no more than 2-to-1. 

One possible explanation is that our current ascertainment methods for autism are biased toward 

males. A corollary of this biased ascertainment hypothesis is that so-called 'high-functioning' females 

with autism are harder to diagnose. 

The are several plausible reasons for this biased identification. First, our standardized measures of 

autism are derived from historical conventions based on the stereotypical symptom profile of boys. 

Second, boys with autism tend to have co-occurring symptoms and conditions that prompt clinical 

attention (including attention deficit hyperactivity disorder and disruptive behavior). Girls with autism, 

on the other hand, tend to have subtler related symptoms (such as social withdrawal, depression and 

anxiety), so their underlying social communication problems are often overlooked. Third, there is 

increasing evidence that females with autism show a greater capacity to 'mask' or compensate for their 

difficulties, and this leads to the development of compensatory behaviors in those who are 

intellectually able. 

This presentation will review empirical evidence to support these hypotheses and will describe the 

unique qualities of the female phenotype of autism spectrum disorders. 
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From behavioral measurements to models that behave 

Measuring behavior is not enough to understand it. For instance, the behavior of a fan controls its output, while a 

thermostat controls its input using its behavior. This distinction is crucial, since one must then acknowledge that 

behavior in humans, animals and robots, to be adaptive, has to be a closed-loop process. One can then discover 

the perceptual variables that the organism controls, which is different from how it responds to certain stimuli. To 

some extent, building is more challenging than intervening or fixing: grounded in (but not restricted to) 

behavioral measurements, a model that behaves can be more insightful than a model of behavior. 

Complementary to classification and extrapolation, we seek to discuss relevant methods and techniques to build 

and test generative models of behavior whose parameters are derived from empirical data. 

Warren Mansell, School of Health Sciences, University of Manchester, Manchester, UK and Alex Gomez-

Marin, Institute of Neuroscience, CSIC-UMH, Alicante, Spain 
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Good-Enough Learning in Rodents and Humans 
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Even when we can confidently claim that we taught animals or humans something, we are generally quite 

ambiguous regarding what they actually learned. Namely, it is difficult to specify the content of learning beyond 

reporting a statistically significant change. As a corollary, two interrelated questions follow: how? (implying the 

dynamics of learning, rather than just paying attention to the end of the learning curve), and by whom? (avoiding 

the tendency to confound individual with average behavior) [4].  

Both classical and recent views on learning have proposed that there is an increase in the probability of repeating 

a specific behavior whose outcome was satisfactory. Some may add that learning leads to optimal solutions in 

terms of maximizing reinforcers (e.g. food pellets, juice, applause, tenure). Are these two propositions reasonable 

from the organism perspective? First, if by behavior one means the specific movements or series of motor actions 

of each individual, then it seems impossible that learning can take place at all. Behavioral variability is a 

requirement in order to ensure consistency of results achieved in real-life environments, which are inherently noisy 

and uncertain. Second, can organisms actually optimize their performance in order to reach the global minimum 

that we experimenters have in our heads?  It is more likely that behaving organisms navigate the space of 

possibilities via trial and error, thus satisfying rather than optimizing [2].  

Here we try to articulate a quantitative methodology that merges Perceptual Control Theory [3] with The Good-

Enough Principle [4] to study these three aspects of learning (what, how, by whom) that, despite being recognized 

as essential in theory, defy practice. We address quantitatively the phenomenology of lever-pressing behavior by 

mice during operant conditioning with different reinforcement schedules. We then present an attempt to transpose 

that task to humans pressing keys on a computer. Finally, we show a generative model that learns by “running and 

tumbling” [5] in the space of actions guided by temporal gradients of cumulative reward.  

Paradoxically, if animals and humans turn out not to learn what we think we are teaching them, we may end up 

with the imperative of having to learn what they have to teach us. 
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Deriving Hierarchical Control Structures to Produce Measurable Complex 

Behaviour 

B. Hawker and R. Moore 
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Abstract 
Controllers, even of a simple nature, are used to produce solutions to real world problems. As problems become 

more complicated, solutions to produce more refined and robust behaviour are required. As solutions scale up, 

understanding of the behaviour of the system decreases. This means engineers producing systems are not sure why 

specific behaviour is the output of the system they produced. Measuring behaviour becomes exponentially difficult 

as the complexity of the behaviour increases and the judgment of what constitutes the appropriate component of 

behaviour to measure (frequency, duration, trajectory, angular velocity, etc) becomes unclear. Perceptual 

hierarchies simplify the problem through focusing on the perceived components of behaviour (and its effects) that 

matter to the organism in terms of fulfilling its superordinate goals in the hierarchy. Theoretical analysis of systems 

and their building is required to better understand and thus control the behaviour of a system. Hierarchical control 

systems, which are compatible with perceptual hierarchies, have long been a strong choice within control theory[1] 

but with no fundamental understanding how what constitutes or makes said hierarchy. This talk explores the place 

of hierarchies in control theory and how an understanding of the structure and origin of a hierarchy can make the 

behaviour of a system more understandable. Furthermore, work conducted on the inverted pendulum problem with 

hierarchical controllers will show the impressive robustness of simple hierarchical controllers. 

Perceptual Control Theory, which combined elements of control theory and behavioural studies, explains how 

elements of control theory elegantly represent behaviour through the control of perception[2]. Comparing the 

perceptual signal with a desired value produces an error, which is a measurable quantity representing a magnitude 

of behavioural response. Complex tasks with complicated behavioural dynamics can be competently performed 

by agents with hierarchically structured controllers[3]. Thus, hierarchical structures of perceptual control provides 

an easier method of measuring complex behaviour. Hierarchical structures can be designed differently for the same 

solution and balanced in different ways, as a result of a lack of understanding of what a hierarchy is. These 

inconsistencies result in differing performance, robustness and complexity of produced systems. Successful 

systems cannot always justify the hierarchical structure they chose, citing area specific expertise in the design. 

Living agents do not require an external agent to explicitly program a hierarchical set of behaviours and responses, 

meaning that the hierarchical arrangement of simple controllers should be derivable and automatable.  

The origin of hierarchical control structures has not been explored, nor has whether they can be developmentally 

produced autonomously. This talk proposes a method of developmentally producing hierarchical layers of 

controlled perceptions leading to simple solutions to complex control problems, named ‘The Dependency Oriented 

Structuring Architect’ or DOSA. By agents understanding the dependencies of one skill or behaviour on another, 

an agent can progressively build skills to eventually produce complex behaviour that is robust. This is done by 

deriving a hierarchy of controllers, beginning with nothing more than the inputs and outputs of the system. This 

process can be implemented in an artificial agent to produce progressively developed solutions to problems. This 

aids in reducing the complexity of balancing a large number of control parameters as well as making the solution 

easier to understand. 

This talk will demonstrate how DOSA is able to derive a complex hierarchy to control a robotic arm with multiple 

complex degrees of freedom through progressive iterations of learning simple skills. Furthermore, use of the 

underlying methodology of DOSA can be used to optimise hierarchies of behaviour that are already defined. 

DOSA shall be combined with leading techniques in optimising control hierarchies to improve results. By 

analysing the perceptual hierarchy when the robot is disturbed, specific perceptual controllers will trigger 

responses to robustly handle the disruption. Therefore, a perceptual description of behaviour can describe the 

sophisticated solution of robustly solving a problem. 

Reference examples:  
1. Brooks, R. (1986). A Robust Layered Control System for a Mobile Robot. IEEE Journal on Robotics and 

Automation. 2(1): 14-23 

2. Powers, W.T. (1978). Quantitative Analysis of Purposive Systems: Some Spadework at the Foundations of 

Scientific Psychology. Psychological Review 85(5): 417-435. 

3. Powers, W.T. (2008). “Living Control Systems III: The Fact of Control”. 127-145. 
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Acquisition of Control in a Complex Dynamic System Task: Computational 

Modelling of Spontaneous Improvements in Performance 
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Trial and error behaviour is crucial to the survival of even the most basic forms of life; Koshland (1980) [1] 

suggested that it is the means by which E.coli navigates nutrient gradients. Marken & Powers (1989) [2] 

formalised a generative model of E.coli behaviour where periodic random changes in direction - or 'tumbles' - 

allow the rate of nutrient absorption to be controlled. Humans acquire control of apparently much more complex 

environmental variables. Nonetheless, without prior knowledge of underlying rules, trial and error principles are 

still crucial for learning. Indeed, they may not only be necessary, but could actually be sufficient to explain 

performance on some tasks without the need for higher-level strategies. The E.Coli algorithm implements 

arguably the simplest possible form of trial and error behaviour - our first research question investigated whether 

simulating the operation of this alone could approximate human performance on a complex dynamic control 

(CDC) task. This class of tasks are designed so they resemble problem solving in real-world contexts. 

The second research question concerned the measurement of behaviour. In the Marken and Powers (1989) 

simulations, nutrient control emerged abruptly and unpredictably. This is because the algorithm stabilises 

behaviour as goal achievement occurs and in the absence of contingent environment cues. Similar sudden 

spontaneous changes in animal behaviour have been observed in conditioning research (see Gallistel, Fairhurst 

and Balsham, 2004) [3] but have yet to be demonstrated in studies of CDC tasks.  

 

Procedure  
We used the classic Broadbent and Berry (1984) [4] 'sugar factory' CDC task to investigate the emergence of 

control in human and simulated performance. In the task, participants are instructed to control the rate of 

production of sugar in a simulated factory by changing the size of the work force on each trial. The well-

established finding is that participants are able to maintain the sugar production level at a target level. 

We built a generative model of performance based on the principle that workforce selections vary in a manner 

proportional to the current deviation from the goal state. Thus, more stable workforce selections occurred 

whenever the goal state was closer to being achieved. Twenty-one participants completed the task for 

comparison with model performance.  

 

Analysis  
We implemented two independent algorithms for detecting change points in trial-by-trial time series for both 

simulated and experimental data. The top panel of the Figure below depicts a single participant's performance, 

indicated by their error score, on each of the 60 trials of the task. 
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Visual inspection suggests a change point where more stable control, and generally lower error, occurs after 

roughly 25 trials (top panel right).  

The first algorithm detected a flattening at this point in the cumulative record of error over the course of the trials 

of the experiment  (see middle panel right). The second used sliding window t-test procedure to highlight a 

region of significance at the same point (see bottom panel right).  Change points defined by the two methods 

were strongly correlated. 

The generative model reproduced the pattern of abrupt change points found in experimental data. The simulated 

and human experimental data also showed a close similarity across range of parameters both at the level of group 

and individual performance.  

These findings have implications for the measurement of behaviour in a range of tasks where adaptive behaviour 

emerges spontaneously. 
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Perceptual Origins of Geometric-Kinematic Constraints in Human Drawing 
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It is known since the 80s that when you write your name on a piece of paper, the instantaneous angular speed is 

related to the local path curvature according to a power law [1]. Such tight covariance between geometric and 

kinematic degrees of freedom is not mathematically or physically trivial [2]. Its origin remains debated. Different 

explanatory frameworks have tried to account for the generation of such constraint, each underscoring (i) 

kinematics emerging via coupled oscillations of limb segments, (ii) geometrical structure of internal 

representations related to constant equi-affine speed or (iii) centrally planned optimization via minimum jerk. 

These competing (and even complementary) views share an emphasis on behavior as production of output. Here, 

instead, we approach the power law phenomenon thinking of behavior as the control of perception [3]. To that 

end, we used a closed-loop perspective to decompose the rich phenomenology exhibited in human drawing. The 

question then becomes: what are the actively stabilized invariants —perceptual variables that humans protect 

against disturbances while drawing— that give rise to the speed-curvature constraint?  

To that end, we designed a set of behavioral experiments where hand movements do not necessarily correspond 

movements of the cursor on the screen. In this way, we can gain precise experimental control over the feedback 

function so as to dissect what is controlled visually versus what is controlled kinesthetically and, in each case, 

identify what perceptual variables (or hierarchies of perceptual variables) are controlled by humans in 

spontaneously attempting to draw certain shapes. To capture human movement data in real time and at high 

resolution, we used a Wacom Intous Pro S graphics tablet and a Logitech 3DPro joystick, operating at 200 and 

130 Hz, respectively. On the tablet, two-dimensional drawing movements were performed directly with an 

electronic pen. For the joystick, we used different manipulanda: the two degrees of freedom of the main handle, 

and the one-dimensional movement of the throttle handle. We wrote custom software in Clojure and C++ to 

interface with the devices and be able to display on a monitor a whole range of modified curves and trajectories in 

real time. Our setup then allows to create incongruencies between what the eye sees and what the hand does. For 

instance, on the visual side, regardless of what humans did with their hand, they would always see movement 

along an ellipse, but at varying speeds. Or, as they draw an ellipse with a certain eccentricity, they would see an 

elongated version of it on the monitor. Alternatively, amongst other motor-sensory contingencies, in a less 

naturalistic situation, the joystick handle could be used as a pen but only controlling geometry while speed being 

externally preset. 

This way of manipulating and measuring behavior hopes to make justice to the organism’s perspective, namely, 

to accommodate the fact that movement is not the end of a reflex arc, but a part of a control loop. Perception is in 

service of action, and action is in service of perception. Or, in the words of the visionary John Dewey: “the so-

called response is not merely to the stimulus; it is into it” [4]. 
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Measuring Behaviour as Perceptual Control  

Using Human Simulations of Predator and Prey Pursuit 
 

Warren Mansell1, Maximilian Parker1, Shaktee Sandhu1, Tauseef Gulrez2 
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Arguably, predator–prey pursuit provides an analogue of a range of competitive activities in animals and humans 

such as sports performance, racing and video gaming. We aimed to use this context to examine the extent to 

which pursuit and evasion are likely to be governed by a the negative feedback control of desired perceptual 

states in relation to the other agent, versus the use of predictive feedforward models of the other agent. 

Predictive, feedforward models of control have dominated the last few decades of research. Yet, we anticipated 

that a negative feedback model would be a better match with the assessed behaviour, because predictive models 

of the prey’s movement by the predator would very soon be outdated through the deliberately unpredictable and 

random (known as ‘protean’) behaviour of the prey.  

In order to test the above hypothesis, we needed to construct, pilot and modify and detailed set of apparatus, 

methodology and analysis, which are described in this talk. 

 

Apparatus 

A wooden frame (94cm by 61cm) was built with a slot for two transparent Perspex sheets in order to enclose the 

double-sided hexagonal graph paper placed within the frame (see Figure). This board was placed on top of a 

table to allow the participants to interact whilst standing. Three strips of clear acetate were constructed with pre-

determined patterns of movement printed onto them with varying degrees of predictability: predictable, semi-

random and random. Each strip was placed individually, according to their respective condition, upon the 

hexagonal graph paper at a standardised location, resting between the hexagonal graph paper and Perspex sheet.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A magnetic stylus and magnet were provided for the predator participant and a laser pen was provided for the 

prey participant. A digital metronome set at 70 beats per minute was used in order to standardise the speed of 

each participant’s movement. A Nikon D5200 DLSR camera was placed at a distance of 110cm perpendicular to 

the centre of the board and recorded at 25 frames per second the participants’ interaction on the board.   

 

Procedure 

Each participant was allocated randomly to either the predator or prey role. Then, the predator participant was 

told to stand outside the room, whilst the prey participant was  

goal explained their goal was to avoid getting caught by the predator. The predator participant was then told to 

enter the room and told that their goal was to catch the prey by staying as close as possible to the prey. Each 

participant could only move one hexagon space at a time in any direction to the tempo of the metronome. The 

order of the trials were counterbalanced and randomly assigned. 

 

Analysis 

A bespoke MATLAB program was used to analyse the videos in order to code them as x and y coordinates at 

each strike of the metronome after the start of a trial. This used the intensity of the marker (magnet versus laser) 

to identify each agent and trace its location on the hexagon grid. Model fitting was also carried out in MATLAB. 

Competing models of the predator and prey behaviour were compared to the observed data by calculating their 

absolute distance at each metronome click and averaging across the total number of clicks in a pursuit.  
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We will report on the results of this analysis with respect to our hypotheses.   

From Measurement to Models to Movements: Reproducing Human Tracking 

Performance with a Model Driven Steering Wheel. 

M. G. Parker1, S. F. Tyson2, A. P. Weightman3 & W. Mansell1 

1Division of Psychology and Mental Health, Faculty of Biology Medicine and Health, University of Manchester; 

2School of Nursing and Midwifery, Faculty of Biology, Medicine and Health, University of Manchester; 3Mechanical 

and Aeronautical Engineering Division, School of Mechanical, Aerospace & Civil Engineering, University of 

Manchester 

Voluntary action is goal oriented. It follows that actions are undertaken in order that the senses 

perceive a change in the variable of interest until the goal is achieved. Thus, behaviour operates in a 

closed loop. This is often overlooked in psychological experiments, particularly discrete reaction time 

tasks. Conversely, continuous tasks such as pursuit tracking enable measurement of the dynamic 

characteristics of action control. In pursuit manual tracking, participants aim to keep an on-screen 

cursor aligned with a moving target using a computerised joystick or steering wheel. Computational 

models of tracking performance can be developed to test theorised motor control mechanisms and 

elucidate which perceptual variables humans’ control during action. By training models on an 

individual’s tracking data, a set of parameter estimates can be derived for each individual. These 

quantify individual differences in tracking characteristics and strategy. The validity and reliability of 

this individual model can be assessed by the degree of accuracy by which it simulates that individual’s 

performance when they track new targets. The individual modelling approach is thus a novel method 

to investigate individual performance. 

Perceptual control theory (PCT [1]) provides a basic architecture for a biologically feasible dynamic 

feedback control unit. The system comprises four parameters which, together, describe a control 

scheme: Input delay, output gain, damping constant and reference value. This model is evaluated for 

its fit to human tracking data over a number of experiments with different task conditions. A final 

study investigates whether the model can be learn naturalistically (in real time) to track targets like 

human participants. 

In the first reported study [2], 20 participants tracked targets that moved in an unpredictable 

(pseudorandom) pattern. PCT position control models were optimised to the cursor movements of the 

participants; each participant had a corresponding model. Analysis of model parameters over time 

revealed that models could capture idiosyncrasies in control strategy, and that these strategies showed 

temporal consistency. Models were found to be robust because when tested on a different (new) set of 

pseudorandom tracking data, models accurately simulated each individual’s performance. 

Additionally, the assessment of the contribution to variance of simulation accuracy by each parameter 

of the model can demonstrate that all parameters are necessary to predict performance, including the 

unique reference value parameter. 

A second study investigated the role of sensory delays in participant and model performance when 

tracking predictable (sinusoid) and unpredictable (pseudorandom) targets. The position control model 

was extended to emulate the ‘anticipatory’ movements observed when participants tracked predictable 

targets. The extended model compensated for sensory delays by utilizing both position and velocity 

information in unison, in either a parallel or hierarchical structure. This provides evidence that humans 

utilise visual velocity information to track predictable targets with zero latency, whilst maintaining a 

biologically plausible duration of sensory delay (150-200ms). 

A final study advances the approach by testing whether a force feedback steering wheel can be driven 

by these PCT models. Both hierarchical position plus velocity controllers and single-unit position 

control models are tested. Models will compute cursor positions which are translated to torque outputs 

which turn the steering wheel to move the cursor to the given position. Models are optimised via live 

reorganisation; model parameters are updated as the steering wheel tracks in real time. Thus over a 

number of trials the model develops an accurate tracking strategy which allow it to control the steering 
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wheel in tracking a variety of new targets accurately. We aim to determine whether these models are 

able to emulate specific individual’s control movements on new targets. Individual models will be 

compared with average models to determine whether models are participant-specific in their 

predictions, just as in the first study. 

We discuss possible applications of such individual model-driven hardware for motor rehabilitation 

and driving. 
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Facial Expressions Analysis of Human and Animal Behavior 
 

Face and gesture reveal one's health, age, emotion/feelings, intention and is a vital biometric characteristic. 

Tremendous research is being carried out in the fields of psychology, physiology and computer 

vision/technology. This symposium focuses on datasets/data sharing, technological challenges in 

analysis/measurement of human and animal facial expressions and its implication of behaviors to real-world 

applications. We aim to promote interactions between researchers, scholars, practitioners, engineers and students 

from across industry and academia on facial expressions analysis. Cross-discipline work is highly encouraged. 

We welcome original works that address a wide range of issues including, but not limited to: 

 

•Analysis of facial expressions for real-world applications 

•Subtle/micro face and gesture movements analysis 

•Technology in automated behavior measurement 

•Machine learning and deep learning in face and gesture analysis 

•Real-time face and motion analysis 

•Face and motion recognition on mobile devices 

•Pain assessment on veterinary sciences 

•The ongoing challenges of subtle motion analysis 

•Behavior technology in-the-wild 

 

Moi Hoon Yap (Manchester Metropolitan University, UK, Chair), Adrian Keith Davison (University of 

Manchester, UK) and Daniel Leightley (King’s College London, UK) 
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A new approach to analyse facial behaviour elicited by food products: Temporal 

Dominance of Facial Emotions (TDFE) 
Luis M Cunha1, Celia Rocha1,2,3, Rui Costa Lima2,3 

1. GreenUPorto/DGAOT, Faculdade de Ciências, Universidade do Porto; 2. Sense Test; 3. Lda; 

 
One of the greatest challenges in emotions research is the conception of an efficient tool for their measurement. In 

the last few years, both explicit and implicit methods had been developed to measure emotions. Within the implicit 

methods, the FaceReader™ emerged as a tool capable of analysing facial expression patterns whether in recorded 

videos or real-time capture. From this tool it is possible to automatically analyse facial behaviour expressing 

emotions intensities in each frame of time, creating big data for analysis, which in turn are difficult to interpret 

and analyse.  

The main goal of this research was to design an algorithm capable of transforming big data of Face Reader into a 

database for temporal dominance of facial emotions (TDFE). 
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Measuring Response to Racial Bias Among Preservice Teachers During a Class Intervention  
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The demand for multicultural and culturally competent educators is greater today than before. With the changing 

demographics of the population, the cultural gap between teachers and students must close. Agriculture education 

is no exception. The role of emotion in teacher education is under-researched and under-theorized. Using facial 

recognition to determine response during teacher training is one way to gauge student response to help preservice 

programs understand how students feel subconsciously, even if they are not participating verbally during class 

discussion. Noldus FaceReader© was used to analyze 14 preservice teachers during an intervention on racism and 

multicultural education as part of their teacher training program. FaceReader analyzed student emotions 

throughout the class and the 10-minute discussion that followed the insertion of an emotional stimulus. The class 

data was used to set a baseline and the 10-minute discussion was sliced out for further analysis. Students’ emotions 

of sad, happy and surprised were the highest discovered. Recommendations include enhancing the quality of 

multicultural education within the agriculture education preservice training curriculum; assisting students in their 

own professional growth; and expanding the study to a broader audience. 

Introduction 
A workforce that is well versed in a variety of cultural working environments is important in order to ensure the 

United States maintains its global agricultural rank [12]. As the US population continues to diversify, younger 

generations will be apprised of Hispanics, Asian-Americans, Asians and other races [4]. In the span of 40 years, 

the non-white population has more than doubled, from 17% to 38% [11]. These trends are not reversible, making 

demographic diversity in higher education and agriculture concurrent social trends.  

 

Teacher preparation programs can make a difference in increasing multicultural competencies among students by 

influencing students’ course-taking behaviors and ensure that they are exposed to curriculum and activities that 

help them understand what it means to live in a diverse society [8]. Incorporating content into existing courses is 

a viable option to help engage faculty who want to contribute to curricular transformation in their department or 

college.  

Need for the Study 
The need for multicultural autonomous educators is greater today than ever before. Within the United States the 

cultural gap between teachers and students continues to broaden [6] and the same is true within school-based 

agricultural education [5]. The cultural gap doesn’t imply that positive impact cannot occur; rather a cultural 

disconnect is present, which establishes a disconnect the teacher must overcome. Within the cultural disconnect 

comes a history of traditions, family values and social norms that, through time, develop our psychological norm. 

Psychological norms effect and create bias, and over a course of experiences called a combinatorial explosion [1], 

our subconscious emotions welcome and warrant relationships and personality judgments. 

Research Objectives 
To explore the dynamic of micro expressions among agricultural education pre-service teachers when discussing 

controversial issues that will affect their treatment of ethnically diverse students, the following objectives were 

addressed: 

Identify the total emotions exhibited by agricultural education students during a multicultural inclusion lesson. 

Determine the emotions exhibited by the agricultural education students during a 10-minute discussion that 

followed the insertion of an emotional stimulus. 

Methodology 
Upon Institutional Review Board approval at the institutions, the researchers designed a lesson to engage the 

students on the issue of student racial relations. Using webcams from student laptops, the participants were asked 

to begin recording themselves at the beginning of the class per the instructor’s permission. Students who did not 

consent were not required to record or share their video after the class ended [2]. Of the eighteen student 

participants, 14 agreed to provide their recorded video for this study. One of the videos failed to provide a 

mailto:tdrape@vt.edu
mailto:Stacy.vincent@uky.edu
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substantial number of data points for the FaceReader© software; thus, the study utilized the results of 13 post-

secondary agricultural education students.  

Data was collected for 50-minutes using student cameras and a stationary camera at the back of the classroom. 

Data was moved from student computers using an external hard drive or students could opt to upload via Google 

Drive. Data was analyzed using FaceReader© and analyzed for the duration of each video that each student 

recorded. 

After obtaining consent, students enrolled in an agricultural education course served as the participants to the 

study. Each student was already admitted into the Teacher Education Program and was 75% completed with their 

semester of coursework. The students were of junior and senior status. The focus of the course was to provide 

strategies and approaches for educating culturally different learners.  

The facilitator/teacher prompted the students and handed out a news story, which served as an emotional stimulus 

[9], about a racial hate crime that recently took place on a different university campus. The participants were 

prompted to utilize skills obtained throughout the semester to find comments of concern. From the comments 

identified, the students were to think of the origin of each topic. Finally, the students engaged in a 10-minute 

reflection and discussion of the article, facilitated by the lead instructor. The students were observed consistently 

from their video recording throughout the 50-minute course.  

The instructor served as a moderator during the discussion and assisted with the flow of each topic; progression of 

topics; engagement of all students; and clarity of understanding when necessary. Once the discussion began, 

emotions outside of neutral became apparent within the facial expressions of the students.  

To assess the students’ cultural competence regarding this topic, the instructor probed students with questions that 

welcomed behaviors of attribution and empathy. For example, at one point in the lesson, the instructor asked, “is 

there anybody who this article did makes sense too?” Students looked around the room at each other to look for 

confirmation. At another point, students were asked regarding specific sentences in the article, “How many were 

angered by the comment from the student?” followed by a “Could you please explain?” These questions triggered 

emotions as they are asked and as students responded. 

Discussion 
Objective one sought to identify the emotions exhibited the total data points described in Table 1. Each facial 

emotion was recorded by 1/3 of a second and reported by total number of seconds. According to Table 1, Neutral 

facial emotion was identified the most (f = 219,927.24; 79.60%), followed by Sad (f = 22,072.73; 7.99%), Happy 

(14,310.40; 5.18%), Surprised (f = 7,493.77; 2.71%), Angry (f = 6,198.42; 2.24%), Scared (f = 4,335.49; 1.57%), 

and Disgusted (f = 1,936.13; 0.70%).  

 
Table 1. Total Seconds of Facial Emotions Data Points Recorded (n = 276,274.20) 

Facial Emotion f % 

Neutral 219,927.24 79.60 

Sad 22,072.73 7.99 

Happy 14,310.40 5.18 

Surprised 7,493.77 2.71 

Angry 6,198.42 2.24 

Scared 4,335.49 1.57 

Disgusted 1,936.13 0.70 

 
Table 2 describes the seconds of facial emotions exhibited by the agricultural education students during a class 

discussion following a silent read (emotional stimulus). Of the facial emotions collected, on average, Neutral was 

recorded highest (M = 4063.46; SD = 857.80), followed by Sad (M = 446.33; SD = 261.76), Happy (M = 208.22; 

SD = 162.00), and Surprised (M = 200.97; SD = 157.10). During the 10-minute discussion, 66,995.29 seconds of 

facial emotions were recorded. 

 
Table 2. Facial Emotions Seconds Recorded During 10-minute Discussion (N = 66,995.29) 

Facial Emotion M SD Range 

Neutral 4063.46 857.80 1928.21 – 5199.91 

Sad 446.33 261.76 83.04 – 890.33 

Happy 208.22 162.00 31.08 – 521.33 

Surprised 200.97 157.10 25.92 – 243.64 

Angry 97.26 92.26 23.38 – 371.61 

Scared  91.14 81.10 18.19 – 243.64 

Disgusted 40.26 54.33 09.71 – 204.00 
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This study is limited to the findings of a single episode within an agricultural teacher education preparatory course. 

Although the number of participants is minimal, the study provides important exploratory results that emphasize 

the need to expand the study to a larger audience. During analysis of each student, their prompts after the article 

from the facilitator turned to disgust, anger, and sadness. The variances of the three emotions remained in that state 

for .5 to 1 second per expression. The facilitator prompted students with questions as to “how did you feel?” and 

“what did you think?”  

Objective one sought to identify the total number of emotions during the entire 50-minute multicultural inclusion 

lesson. By capturing video data during the class and pinpointing/targeting the time before and after the stimulus, 

the total emotional state of each participant was captured and analyzed using FaceReader©. Besides the neutral 

data point, sad, happy and surprised were the top three emotions discovered in the course, while angry, scared, and 

disgusted were the lowest. Although, qualitatively, only happy and surprised were identified among the researchers 

based upon their participation during the lecture; it was clearly discovered that other emotions were present. The 

micro expression is a reflection of how the student’s true behavior. In the future, it is recommended that the 

students receive an individual analysis of their micro expression breakdown. An individual can work to 

strengthen bias in order to minimize negative micro expressions. Typical methods for improvement include 

hours of exposure and immersion exercises [10].  

When examining the findings from objective two, the emotions exhibited during the discussion that followed the 

insertion of an emotional stimulus varied. The students subconsciously responded, even if not actively participating 

by raising their hand and contributed to the discussion. The instructor used humor at numerous places to ease 

tension during the discussion, which resulted in a relatively high result of “happy” responses. Taking that into 

account, students were recorded as sad and surprised during the discussion when the instructor would make 

connections to the material and their future career trajectory as teachers. The emotion of sadness is often related 

to empathy [3]; while surprise can be associated with a disconnect, or also referred to as contact, phase in their 

identity growth [7].  

We can conclude: the students did have an emotional response based on their facial analysis outputs. Even if they 

didn’t participate in the class discussion, they were still eliciting responses throughout the 10-minute discussion. 

We can conclude as preservice teacher educators that they are 1: paying attention, 2: looking for information, and 

3: they have feelings, they are responding emotionally in their expressions even if they’re not far enough along on 

the identity development scale, perhaps they’re in the pre-encounter stage and this is the first they’ve really 

discussed it as a group or as part of their teacher training program. 

It would be wise to ask students to come back for qualitative based interviews to get their opinion of how they felt 

or why they were responding the way they were during the class. Video recording them and analyzing with Noldus 

Observer would allow the researchers to examine more than the facial expressions during the interviews.  

Examining change over time from the beginning of a course or teacher prep program and then again more towards 

the end to see how much change took place over the course of X amount of time.  

The facial responses allowed the researchers to see that multicultural issues are necessary and should be woven 

into the preservice curriculum in more deliberate ways, not a lesson or two throughout the teacher-training 

program. By incorporating multicultural education, it can help expose students to the issues they may face as future 

educators. The faculty members also bear responsibility in their need to become multicultural responsive in order 

to educate and recruit new teachers to the agricultural education profession.  
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Can a Machine Learn to See Horse Pain? An Interdisciplinary Approach 
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Because pain is a manifestation of disease, effective pain evaluation is of cardinal importance. Behavioural 

standardized scales have become key tools for pain evaluation in animals. However, prey animals are 

challenging as they may display subtle to no visible behaviours during direct observation. Consequently, 

Machine Learning bears the promise of being a useful clinical and educational tool for many reasons. It can offer 

pain surveillance 24-7 without disturbing animals; it can generate real-time analysis and warning signals 

instanteously; and it can transfer valuable expert pain knowledge to novices through illustrative visuals for a 

better consensus. We have focused on the coding of the equine facial expression of pain - an important 

spontaneous component of pain behaviour -  as the primary basis of Machine Learning input metrics. First, 

specific anatomy points of key interest are registered as “keypoints.” As there are currently no large animal 

databases that can be used as reference material for training the machines to recognize these key points, 

members of our team have created an ingenious solution. They have created a method for transferring human 

database recognition of facial keypoints to the facial expression of horses and sheep, with an impressive low 

failure rate. The next step is to move from detection of still images to video for better accuracy. The strength of 

our team is the interdisciplinary approach to address pain, with potentially translational implications for better 

health and well-being for human and non-human animals. 

Introduction 
Pain is an important subject of study since it decreases animal welfare. Much controversy exists about the nature 

of pain and the exact differences between nociception and the experience of pain. The International Association 

for the Study of Pain [1] defines human pain as “an unpleasant sensory and emotional experience associated with 

actual or potential tissue damage or described in terms of such damage.” Without entering into the details of pain 

per se, the emotional component, the assessment of pain in animals poses a number of unmet challenges. Animals 

cannot verbalize their pain as humans can. The subsequent use of standardized behavioural pain scales is 

challenged by the fact that prey animals, such as horses and cattle, display subtle and less obvious pain behaviours 

[2]. 

Moreover, pain is a manifestation of disease. Examples are found in Swedish horse insurance databases where 

most Swedish horses are registered and disease data have been collected for decades [3]. Such data show that the 

average lifespan of a Swedish warmblood horse is below half of the natural life expectancy [4]. The most common 

specific diagnosis is fetlock arthritis, followed by lameness of undefined origin, other locomotor problems, 

traumatic injuries to the skin, arthritis in several joints, and colic. In Swedish riding school horses, the overall 

yearly incidence rate was 1584 events of veterinary care and the total mortalities were 790 deaths per 10,000 horse 

years at risk [5]. These rates are considerably higher than for the general population of insured horses. 

Nevertheless, there is a large variation in “horse wastage” among riding schools: some riding establishments have 

strategies that positively effect the risk of injury and death [6]. The large variation in veterinary claims made, in 

number of days-lost per horse-days-at-risk, for various diseases, indicate that large differences exist in the basic 

recognition and/or the management of health-related findings, including pain. The number of pain incidents a horse 

may experience during its life is thus co-dependent on the caretaker’s ability to monitor its health and wellbeing. 

Pain recognition (as performed by a human observing the animal) is not only challenging but also takes significant 

training and experience. In addition, certain pain behaviours may only be displayed in the absence of human 

observers. Consequently, teaching recognition of pain to machines may not only increase the chance of recognizing 

and monitoring pain: Machine Learning also has the potential of becoming an important and needed two-way 

educational conduit-learning from expert experience and teaching novices. 
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Assessment of Pain in Horses 
Despite its importance, the identification and management of pain in horses is surprisingly sparsely described in 

the literature, although different principles of pain quantification have been applied in equine medicine, reviewed 

by Ashley et al. 2005 [7]. It is generally accepted and proven that no currently known single physiological or 

biochemical parameter is pathognomonic for pain.  Because pain is an emotional experience and the use of pain 

scales is not yet common, there is little general consensus on: the amount of pain accompanying specific diseases 

or surgical procedures; whether a particular horse is in pain or not; or whether some pain may be “good” for the 

horse or not. As an example of lacking consensus, practicing veterinarians scored their assumption of pain in 

horses with the same diagnoses in a range from non-painful to very painful [8]. Another consequence of the nature 

of pain is that there is no “gold standard” that can be used in pain studies. Therefore “analgesic testing” may be 

used where appropriate. If an effective pain medication reverses the abnormal behaviour suspected to be caused 

by pain towards normal behaviour of the horse, there is reason to believe that the horse was in pain.  

Modern horse pain scales are primarily based on behavioural parameters that are more pain-specific than 

physiological measures [9-14]. These scales were developed for use in hospital environments and the first scales 

were built on comprehensive registrations of activity budgets for healthy and painful horses.  

Equine Pain Behaviour 
Horses are flight-fight animals preferring to flee from threatening situations, including pain. If hindered in their 

natural escape behaviour, they might turn aggressive towards owners and caretakers. Consequently, pain should 

always be suspected when a horse shows a sudden and/or inexplicable aggressive change in behaviour. In their 

own surroundings, horses in pain are typically depressed with decreased physical activity, decreased appetite and 

a diminished interest in socialization. In foreign environments that can be perceived as threatening, this behaviour 

is often concealed, especially if the horse perceives itself as being observed. Threatening environments could be 

new stables, hospitals, or the presence of unknown people, as veterinarians or new caretakers. These are the exact 

same condition for example for a hospitalized, sold, or riding school horse. Horse specific ethograms derived from 

careful observation of non-painful and painful horses in their own environment is central in the development of a 

valid pain-scale [7, 15, 16]. Also, the observation of the undisturbed horse is a prerequisite for the specificity and 

sensitivity of the scale. 

Composite Measure Pain Scales 
The current most valid pain scales contain scorings of combinations of behavioural and physiological indicators 

of pain, so called composite measure pain-scales (CMP-scales) [14]. CMP-scales for the evaluation of abdominal 

and/or orthopaedic pain in horses, with subsequent initial attempts at validation and determination of intra- and/or 

inter-observer agreement have been proposed by a number of research groups [12, 15-17]. These CMP-scales have 

been used successfully in experimental pain models. One CMP-scale has been applied in a clinical setting where 

it discriminated well between horses with and without pain and had good inter-observer reliability [17]. Recently, 

the performance and robustness of a CMP scale in horses with and without pain, developed by our group, was 

evaluated among veterinary students with little clinical experience. The scale was robust and had good inter-

observer agreement for horses with and without pain [18]. 

The CMP-scale used in this study contained a range of simple descriptive scales which score pre-selected 

behavioural and/or physiological features. Scale categories that are simple to understand and score would be, for 

example: the assignment of the location and position of the horse in box and the scoring of the height of the head 

of the horse in relation to the withers. Also, the interaction between the horse and the caretaker can be scored quite 

objectively. However, the CMP-scale also contains subjective scorings derived from human medicine, the Visual 

Analogue Scale of Pain Intensity (VASPI) and the Numerical Rating Scale (NRS). The VASPI scale is defined 

only by its two endpoints - “no pain” and “worst imaginable pain.” There are no marks or definitions between 

these endpoints.  While the human patient scores his/her own perceived pain intensity, the subjective elements in 

the CMP scale are scored by the observers of the horse. The VASPI scale accounts for information that potentially 

could fall outside the rigidly defined and very simple scoring criteria in a painful horse. This VASPI continued to 

score high in painful horses:  we later defined that the facial expressions were key to high VASPI scores. Therefore, 

the concept of facial expressions of pain were developed to be included in the CMP. Horse owners and horse 

practitioners have over the years intuitively used the “worried” look as an un-specific indicator of disease. Yet no 

studies exist on the reliability of these signs [19]. 

Facial Expressions of Pain 
Facial expressions of pain are known to be part of a communication system in humans. They are considered 

necessary to interact with other people [20]. Spontaneous facial expressions of pain are believed to be innate 
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responses that reflect activation of the nociceptive system. Contrary to this innate response, “stoicism” is 

considered an active suppression of the pain expression. 

During 2014, two independent research groups published, for the first time, investigations on the facial expressions 

of pain in horses [21, 22], showing that horses exhibit a range of facial expressions when experiencing episodes 

of acute pain. In [21], pain was induced in otherwise healthy horses using known pain models, whereas the horses 

in [22] were postsurgical hospitalized patients, where the effects of residual anaesthetic drugs and fatigue were 

present together with the postoperative pain from castration. Nevertheless, a range of facial cues appeared to be 

similar, namely “low or asymmetrical ears,” “angled appearance of the eyes,” “withdrawn/tense stare of the eyes,” 

”medio-laterally dilated nostrils,” and “visibly increased tension of the muscles of the mouth, lips and chin.” 

Interestingly, these features correspond to the more formalized ontology [23] described below. 

Can People “See” Pain in Horses? 

It is widely accepted that humans have a neural apparatus for processing facial cues to recognize emotions, 

including pain [24, 25]. This has proven useful as a tool in pain assessment in non-verbalizing humans such as 

infants [26]. Facial expression of durations less than 0.5 seconds may be interpreted and training may further 

improve this decoding ability [27]. A pilot study was conducted to investigate if persons of different background 

could be trained to assess clinical pain in video films of horses [28]. The study showed that at least some people 

can be trained to recognize moderate and severe pain with moderate rater agreement in video clips of horses when 

video clips were selected and trimmed by the research team. However, movement, stress, coat colour and nervous 

behaviour of the horse interfered with the correct interpretation. Other and less time consuming objective and 

automated methods are therefore necessary for correct decoding of the facial cues in a large number of horses. 

Sensitivity and specificity could not be calculated due to the pilot nature of the study and the lack of gold standard 

for pain. 

Computer Assessment of Equine Pain Expressions 
As discussed above, there is significant evidence that horses communicate their experiences of pain in a rich 

manner to other horses and humans, not least through their repertoire of facial expressions. Moreover, it has been 

shown that humans can learn to recognize these expressions of pain. However, as mentioned above, horses may 

hide these expression under conditions they perceive as threatening. Therefore, we argue that there are great 

benefits of training computers to recognize horse pain, using different types of Machine Learning methods. 

Facial Action Coding System (FACS)  
The Facial Action Coding System (FACS) provides a method for identifying and recording facial expressions 

based on the movement of the underlying facial muscles [29]. FACS exhaustively describes all observable facial 

behaviour in terms of the muscular actions that comprise it, using elements called action units (AUs). Each AU, 

designated by an arbitrary numeric code, denotes the movements of an underlying facial muscle group. FACS 

coders rely on direct observation of facial muscle movement as well as changes in facial morphology (e.g., the 

position of the eyebrows, size/shape of mouth, lips, or eyelids, the appearance of various furrows, creases, bulges 

of skin, etc.) to determine which AU(s) occurred. Any interpretations made about the emotional meaning of the 

observed AUs occur post-coding. After appropriate training, human observers are able to use the FACS-system 

with high agreement between coders. FACS has been adapted to several animal species, for example orangutans 

[30], cats [31], mice [32] and dogs [33].  

Although FACS may not always be sufficient to capture the emotional state of some animals [31], the objective 

nature of this coding scheme makes it highly suitable for automation. We will now review the adaption to horses. 

EquiFACS 
The adaption to horses, EquiFACS, is based on a thorough dissection of underlying facial musculature and filming 

of naturally occurring facial expressions of the horse [23]. EquiFACS is strictly based on muscle anatomy while 

other ethograms may use concepts such as grimaces that may reflect changes in other adjacent tissues. This 

difference may be of importance when evaluating pain score scales based on different ethograms.  

Facial expressions in horses are dynamic and often complex signals that can change rapidly in response to a range 

of environmental stimuli and internal affective states [34]. The facial expressions of ridden horses may reflect 

responses to a range of stimuli, including responses to the signals from the rider, pressure from saddle and tack 

[35, 36], and interactions with the surroundings, in addition to pain. It is therefore imperative to take these 

complications into account when designing studies evaluating facial expressions in horses. A carefully prepared 

protocol must include control of exposure to external stimuli and factors so that demonstrated differences really 

can be ascribed to pain. The lack of a gold standard for pain is an issue that must be addressed when implementing 

computer recognition of pain. 
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One important consequence of the rapidly changing facial expressions across mammals is the use of still 

photographs which may pose limitations to the interpretation of facial expressions. Selected stills images are prone 

to selection bias. In addition, the use of a single frame carries an inevitably loss of information in temporal 

distribution, as shown previously in the work by Wathan [23]. Wathan argues that certain facial movements can 

only be distinguished accurately from sequences. This is particularly true of facial movements around the muzzle 

and corresponds with Mullard et al.’s [37] results that show that indicators around the muzzle were poorly 

interpreted. Preparation of un-validated and “case-based” ethograms based on still images out of context – a 

situation known from for example blinded scorings - is therefore not advisable.  

Can computers be trained to “see” pain in horses? 
Computer Vision science has now advanced to the point 

where automatic facial expression recognition systems 

can be used in the investigation of behavioural research 

[38-41]. During the past decade, fully-automated systems 

have been developed for recognition of basic human 

emotions (neutral, anger, disgust, fear, joy, sadness, and 

surprise) in video streams of human faces. For example, 

Littlewort et al. [39] achieve 100% accuracy on emotion 

classification for four of the seven expressions and are 

additionally able to code videos and images with action 

unit (AU) activations and intensities in real-time. 

Performance on pain identification in humans is similarly 

high, with Rodriguez et al. [42] reaching 91.3% accuracy. 

Figure 1[43] show a visualization of what a Machine 

Learning model has learnt to detect in face images. 

These systems learn to identify patterns of facial features 

that distinguish one expression from another, using a large 

set of “ground truth” examples provided by expert human 

observers. They not only give comparable performance to human experts but are also often able to produce real-

time predictions for video data. Meanwhile, human experts can take up to 3 hours to code a 1-minute video by 

hand. There are no existing analogous systems for recognizing facial expressions or pain in videos of animals as 

there are for humans. 

A rudimentary issue with animals is the need for registration of the 

facial image before expression recognition can be attempted. An 

approach to this is to detect facial keypoints, i.e. points in an image or 

video that indicate the location of an important part of the face. For 

example, Figure 2 [44] shows the facial keypoints that indicate the 

location of the horse’s nose, mouth and eye corners. The registration of 

the facial image, “face alignment,” uses the keypoints to rotate, scale, 

or otherwise transform images so that the location of the keypoints are 

approximately the same across all images in the training data. This helps 

in extracting useful features during both training and testing. Keypoints 

are also used to extract features around parts that visually change with 

AU activations. Therefore, it is important to reliably detect facial 

keypoints so that high performing systems can be developed.  

Keypoint detection, like other Machine Learning tasks, needs training 

data. While there are large datasets with human facial keypoint 

annotations, e.g. [45], there are unfortunately no large datasets of animal 

facial keypoints that could be used to train a Machine Learning method 

from scratch – for instance, the sheep dataset from [46] has only ~600 

images. To address this limitation, Rashid et al. [44] developed a 

method to transfer information from human datasets for animal 

keypoint detection by training a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) 

to reduce the structural face shape differences between human and 

animal faces. The method achieved state of the art performance on both 

horse and sheep facial keypoint detection with 8.36% and 0.87% failure 

rates, respectively.  

In parallel, Bhatti [47] has developed a preliminary horse pain detection 

method based on feature extraction with Gabor filters and linear 

 

Figure 1. Top row: Images with happiness, disgust, and 

anger expressions. Bottom row: facial patterns that a 

Machine Learning model (CNN) can learn to detect 

(Selvaraju et al. 2017).  

 

 

Figure 2. Example of facial keypoints on 

a horse face, from Rashid (2017).  
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classification. Even with this standard method, they reached a classification accuracy of up to 78% accuracy in 

horses. Experiences with the performance improvement in human pain expression recognition with the 

introduction of Deep Neural Networks, e.g. [42], lead us to hope for massive improvements in automatic 

recognition of equine pain expressions using these kinds of methods. We are exploring two different traits, one 

where we focus on the face and register facial images using keypoint detection [44] and capsule networks [48, 49] 

and another where the method learns more holistic cues about the entire horse pose, weight distribution, and spatial 

behaviour.  

Moreover, the current methods for horse pain detection are based on still images. This means that temporal 

information has been ignored. As shown with both humans [42] and horses [21], temporal information is important 

when a human interprets signs of pain. We therefore focus the holistic behaviour study on temporal information, 

using a combination of Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM), a temporal Deep Neural Network, and CNN. 

Concluding comments 
The work described in this paper is part of a larger effort aimed at improving standards for recognizing and 

assessing pain in horses and other mammals. Also, we wanted to investigate the potential development of 

technology platforms that can monitor and detect pain automatically in real-time. During this process, we have 

learned that an interdisciplinary approach is needed from the outset, for example, to avoid differences in 

descriptions of AUs or collection of data that inadvertently teaches the machine inaccurate categories. The clinical 

implications of valid and reliable pain recognition, assessment and monitoring are critically significant for both 

animal welfare as well as human health and wellbeing. The technology platforms could eventually also support a 

productive research agenda to further our understanding of pain and related states such as fear, fatigue and stress. 
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Parkinson’s disease can cause a reduction in the facial expression of emotion (e.g., Simons et al., 2004). This 

reduced expressiveness is likely to impact on communication and social interaction in people with Parkinson’s, 

resulting in feelings of isolation and reducing quality of life.  

Research in healthy populations has established that motion is an important cue when making face emotional 

expression judgements. Indeed, moving facial expressions are known to be recognised more accurately 

(Trautmann, Fehr & Herrmann, 2009) and quickly (Recio, Sommer & Schacht, 2011) than static expressions (see 

Krumhuber, Kappas & Manstead, 2013 for review). Importantly for people with Parkinson’s, the reduction in their 

own facial expressions may influence their ability to use motion as a cue to recognition of others’ expressions. 

Recent meta-analyses (Tickle-Degnen & Doyle Lyons, 2004; Péron et al., 2012) suggest that individuals with 

Parkinson’s are more impaired in the recognition of negative emotions (anger, disgust, fear, sadness) than positive 

emotions (happiness), although some studies have found no deficit (Gray et al., 2010). This previous work with 

Parkinson’s patients has only used static stimuli, with no consideration of the information added by seeing the face 

in motion.  In addition, healthy people move their eyes to informative areas of the face when identifying emotional 

expressions whereas people with Parkinson’s disease may be less effective in their exploration of the face. 

The presented study uses eye-tracking methodology to measure how people with Parkinson’s disease move their 

eyes during a facial emotion recognition task.  In our pilot work, two groups of participants were recruited: (1) 

people with Parkinson’s disease (n = 9) and (2) neurologically healthy controls of a similar age range (n = 10).  

All participants provided written informed consent prior to taking part in the study, which was approved by an 

NHS Research Ethics Committee.  Participants viewed short video clips or a single static image of male and female 

actors (3 male & 3 female actors portraying each expression x static/dynamic; total 84 trials). Static and dynamic 

expressions were presented in a randomized order. expressing each of the six basic emotions (happiness, sadness, 

anger, disgust, fear and surprise) and neutral expressions, and then selected an emotion word that matched the 

expression.  The 6 emotions represent universal innate human responses that are independent of culture and 

learning.  Eye movements while viewing static and dynamic expressions were recorded using an Eyelink 1000+ 

eye tracker with remote pupil capture.  

No differences between groups were found for basic eye movement metrics (number and duration of fixations, 

number of saccades and average saccade amplitude), or for accuracy of emotion recognition. Consistent with 

findings from young healthy participants, accuracy was higher for moving than static faces (p = .043). Fewer 

fixations (p = .002) and saccades (p = .002) were made when viewing moving than static stimuli, and fixations 

were longer (p = .014), suggesting that attention may have been more focused on specific features of moving faces. 

This will be explored in further analysis of interest areas.  

The findings of this pilot study demonstrate that people with Parkinson’s can utilise motion information as a cue 

for emotion recognition. The study also highlighted challenges in measuring the eye movements of people with 

Parkinson’s, in whom oculomotor abnormalities are common. 
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Background  
Society has a moral obligation and duty of care to service personnel and their families, as enshrined in the Armed 

Forces (AF) Covenant [1]. However, stigma associated with mental ill health is a significant barrier to accessing 

help [2], with the prevalence of Common Mental Health (CMH) problems and alcohol misuse higher in the military 

than the general population that is great cause for concern. The House of Commons Defence Select Committee [3] 

has stated that more needs to be done to support the AF community, particularly in mental health of families [4]. 

To date, no studies have looked at the impact upon an adolescent of a parent serving in the AF. Research has shown 

that adolescents of military families are exposed to a range of stressors that are not experienced by their civilian 

counterparts. Digital technology shows great promise in giving the public, patients, healthcare professionals and 

researchers’ new and innovative means of accessing help, collecting data, communicating, processing, monitoring 

and intervening in mental health.  

Aim 
The aim of this work is to explore the feasability of using audio and visual data obtained from adolescents being 

in conversation with military parents, using big data analytics and machine learning to imprve identification of the 

adolescents’ mental health.  

Data 
The King’s Centre for Military Health Research has, over the last 2 years, collected a wide range of data types 

from adoleents of military families; the study is called Service Parents’ & Adolescents’ Challenges & Experiences 

Study. Fivehundred gigabities of self-reported questionnaire, audio and video data has been collected and clinically 

evaluated and coded. Of great interest is the audio-video data which includes hours of conversations between the 

parent and adolescent. These have been coded to identify key expressed emotions such as warmth, negativity and 

sensitivity, which in turn can be used to infer mental health wellbeing.  

Methods 
An offline framework has been developed using Graphical Processing Units, and consists of two phases; 

collaborative filering and audio models;  

Collaborative Filtering models are used to analyse the expressed behavior of the parent and adolescent, from 

their behaviour captured on video. A schema has been developed to identify warm and negative body 

language and basic identification of facial expressions.  

Audio models are used to analyse speech by frequency, pitch and tone to identify warm and negativity in the 

speech.    

Each stage model attributes are extracted and combined to provide a holistic overview of the adolescents’ mental 

health state by modelling attributes extracted from the audio-visual data.  

Results 
Initial exploration of the results demonstrates that the proposed framework is feasible in detection common mental 

health disorders in adolescents. However, further work is required to improve the sensitivity, automation and data 

availability.   
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Intro 

Baby FaceReader (BFR) is a novel computer vision solution used to automatically code facial expressions in 

infants based on the Noldus FaceReader [1] Using the Viola-Jones algorithm [2], BFR detects an infant face in a 

video or an image, models the detected face using a 3D Active Appearance Model (AAM) [3], and then uses neural 

network classifiers to determine facial Action Unit (AU) activation based on Oster’s Baby Facial Action Coding 

System (Baby FACS) [4]. BFR applies a 3D AAM on 2D images / videos that is more robust to movement than 

2D AAMs. The 3D AAM is design by mapping 3D models of faces on the equivalent 2D models of the same faces, 

thus backpropagading a function that can infer a 3D model for any new 2D image of face. While Baby FACS AUs 

objectively quantify individual movements in the face and seemingly any combinations of those movements, it 

has 2 main limitations:  

1. Studying co-occurrence of individual action units to determine holistic global expressions remains a tedious, 

time-consuming tasks 

2. Understanding the affective and cognitive meaning of each action unit or co-occurrence of action units is not 

within the scope of the coding manual 

As a result, researchers often code facial expressions in more holistic terms such as positive, negative, pain, smiles 

and cry faces [5, 6, 7].  While these studies show high reliability scores in coding of these facial expressions, they 

do not investigate the morphological differences that differentiate one facial expression from another (i.e. what 

makes a negative facial expression negative, and is that different from a pain or cry expression?). For such a facial 

expressions codes to be truly reliable they must be expressed in objective terms, i.e. using combinations of AUs 

to define the morphology of each defined expression. This study will build on previous work [8] and will have 2 

main goals:  

1. To improve BFR’s AU classifiers. In [8] BFR exhibited a 0.60 agreement score against manually 

annotated images. The gold standard for an agreement score in facial action coding is 0.70 [9]. 

2. To use the improved BFR classifiers to objectively define a variety of facial expressions such as positive, 

negative, pain, smiles and cry faces in terms of AUs. 

Method 

To evaluate the BFR’s improved performance we will follow the same procedure as [8]. Using the Baby FACS 

dataset [4] of 74 images. Contrary to FACS, Baby FACS defines AU3 as Brow Knitting (the movement caused by 

a contraction of the corrugator supercili muscle that causes the eyebrows to move towards each other), and AU4 

as Brown Knotting (the movement of the procerus muscle that causes the eyebrows to lower). The adult FACS 

manual collapses those two movements into one (AU4). Similarly, we will collapse AUs 3 and 4 into one category 

(3+4) to fit the current framework of FaceReader. We will do the same of AUs 26 and 27 (26+27). Finally, we 

will evaluate BFR AU classification results for AUs 1, 3+4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 12, 15, 17, 18, 20, 25, 26+27. 

To investigate the AU characteristic of holistic facial expressions we will run BFR’s improved classifiers on 3 

different datasets:  

 The City Infant Faces Dataset [5]: A collection of 154 images of infants (age: 0 - 12 months) annotated 

as positive, negative and neutral facial expressions. 

 The COPE (Classification of Pain Expressions) Database [6]. A collection of 204 facial images of 

neonates annotated as rest, cry, air stimulus, friction and pain expressions. 

 Messinger Databrary Dataset [7]. A collection of 10 videos of 6-month olds in a Face-to-Face-Still-Face 

Paradigm coded for AUs 6+12 (smile faces), and 6+20 (cry faces) 

We will evaluate AU activation for all the aforementioned images / videos in the datasets and provide a suggested 

AU coding scheme for coding each expression.  

Results 

Preliminary results are the following: 

Using BFR, we managed to model 72% of the face in the City Infant FaceDataset. This created a dataset of model 

infant faces with 43 Positive facial expressions, 34 Negative Facial Expressions, and 32 Neutral Facial expressions. 

Figure 1 shows box plots of the AU intensity for each of the 3 categories of expressions. Activations of of AUs 6, 
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12, and 25 are often associated with positive facial expressions. Any intensity of AUs 25 can also be associated to 

negative expressions. Any intensity of AU43 is also most often associated to negative facial expressions. Low to 

medium intensities of AUs 1, 4, 6, 7, 10 are also associated to negative facial expressions. Finally, low to medium 

intensities of AUs 1, 5, 17, 25, and 26 are also associated to neutral facial expressions. It should be noted that Baby 

FaceReader has reported F1 scores of at least 0.60 in most of the aforementioned AUs [8]. 

We also executed a BFR analysis on the COPE infant databases. Due to occlusions on most of the infant faces 

from hats, blankets and hands, as well as the very young age of the infants in the dataset (3-6 weeks), the current 

version of BFR could not model this dataset. 

Finally, a preliminary analysis of the Messinger Dataset showed that BFR could model at least 70% the faces in 

video frames of the dataset. Detailed AU classification will be presented during MB2018. 

Furthermore, improvement of BFR’s AU classifiers is ongoing and final results will presented at MB2018, together 

with an updated AU classification of the CITY infant faces databases. We do expect to reach an average agreement 

score of at least 0.7. We will also train the BFR AAM on younger infant faces with some occlusions to account 

for the difficulties presented in the COPE infant dataset. We expect our updated AAM and classifiers to indicate 

expressions categories that may overlap (e.g. cry, negative, pain) and will thus suggest more objective 

classification categories based on AU activation. 

 
Figure 1: AU intensity box plots for Positive, Negative, and Neutral Facial Expressions of City Infant Faces 

Databases 

 

Discussion 

While coding infant expressions in terms of AUs may be objective measure to quantify facial expressions, creating 

categories of facial expressions objectively defined in terms of AUs will lead to faster coding procedure of facial 
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expressions that is easier to understand. Similarly, Ekman and Friesen have created EMFACS [10], a simplified 

version of the FACS manual [9] to quickly code emotional facial expressions for adults. 
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Introduction 
Mutual gaze, also known as eye contact, is an important non-verbal cue in social signal processing and a promising 

measure of quality of interaction, particularly playing a crucial role in parent-child interactions [1]. Eye gaze 

behavior, as an indicator of human visual attention, is also analyzed to assess communication skills, such as in 

turn-taking or during group meetings, and to detect possible behavioral disorders such as autism and attention 

deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) [2]. 

Much effort has been made for automatic mutual gaze detection using computer vision and machine learning 

techniques. The existing approaches can be mainly divided in two categories: head-mounted or remote camera-

based systems. Head-mounted eye trackers are employed for automatic gaze detection in a variety of settings, as 

they can track the iris with high accuracy and model the eye using geometric-based methods after a user-specific 

calibration stage [3]. For instance, Ye et al. [4] combined wearable eye-tracking glasses and a First Person View 

(FPV) camera to determine whether the person in front of the camera was looking at the eye-tracker wearer. To 

do so, they combined the point of gaze estimated by the eye tracker and the extracted features of the captured FPV 

image and fitted them into a Random Forest. Egocentric vision was also used by Chong et al. [5], who used a 

Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) to predict eye contact while implicitly estimating head pose from FPV 

images.  

Despite the high accuracy of head-mounted systems, especially those based on eye trackers, they are not suitable 

for assessing gaze behavior in naturalistic social contexts, where a non-obtrusive system is preferred. In that case, 

remote camera based systems offer a trade-off between accuracy and usability. With remote off-the-shelf cameras, 

eyes may not be visible, so a common alternative is to approximate gaze direction with head pose. For example, 

the method from Marín-Jiménez et al. [6], which detects if two people are looking at each other in TV videos. 

They use the scale of the subjects’ heads to estimate the depth positioning of the actors, and combines it with the 

estimated head pose to derive their gaze volumes in 3D. If the volumes intersect, a ‘Looking at each other’ event 

is detected. More recently, Massé et al. [7] proposed a Bayesian switching dynamic model to detect the visual 

focus of attention in multi-party interactions, using head pose as the observed variable, and the visual focus and 

gaze direction as the latent variables.  

Other remote camera based methods are mainly focused on gaze estimation, such as the work from Zhang et al. 

[8], which proposes a full-face appearance-based CNN model to estimate the 3D line of gaze in human-computer 

interaction tasks. Contrary to geometric-based methods, appearance-based approaches learn the mapping between 

gaze directions and face appearances [3]. Therefore, they can be applied to low resolution images, but need a big 

training dataset to generalize among different subjects. Surprisingly, most of existing approaches only deal with 

human-computer interaction tasks, where users look straight to the screen or mobile phone. In naturalistic 

interactions, however, the range of gaze directions and head movements is not constrained. Therefore, generic, yet 

still accurate, remote third-person gaze estimation for in-the-wild, free-moving-head settings, remains an open 

issue. 

In this work, we automatically detect mutual gaze instances in naturalistic face-to-face dyadic interactions using 2 

calibrated RGB monocular cameras. In our setting, each camera is located in front of a participant. This way other 

behaviors, such as facial expressions, can be easily observed. We propose a novel system that combines geometric 

and appearance-based methods to detect ‘Looking at other’s face’ events. Such events can then be combined to 

find mutual gaze instances. The system is independent of subject’s appearance and orientation, does not need user-

specific calibration, and works in any camera configuration, as long as there is an overlapping visible zone between 

both cameras.  

Our contribution is two-fold: first, we propose a new deep full-face appearance-based 3D person-independent gaze 

estimation model that achieves state-of-the-art performance in a free-moving-head setting; second, we present a 

end-to-end system, built on top of the gaze estimation model, that combines the geometry of the scene and the 

estimated features of each participant to perform the mutual gaze detection task. 
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Methodology 
Generally, gazing to a specific target is achieved by a combination of eye and head movements. To determine if 

one person is looking at a specific target, we therefore need to know his head position and orientation in the scene, 

the eyeballs orientation and the target location. Following a recent line of gaze estimation work [8], we believe 

that full face images implicitly contain the necessary information to estimate gaze directions. We take the initial 

point of the line of gaze as the center point between the eyes. Assuming calibrated cameras and scene, our system 

proceeds in a frame-based fashion in two steps. First, the 3D line of gaze is estimated for each of the participants, 

and second, the line of gaze is used, along with the participants location in the 3D scene, to detect ‘Looking at 

other’s face’ events. An overview of the system is shown in Figure 1.  

 
Figure 1. Overview of our approach. Assuming a calibrated 2-camera setting, our approach estimates the facial landmarks, 

head pose and line of gaze for each of the participants in the 3D scene. The estimated data is then combined along with the 

geometric 3D information of the scene to detect ‘Looking at other’s face’ or ‘Looking elsewhere’ events. 

 

For each participant, the system first performs face and 2D facial landmark detection using Constrained Local 

Neural Fields from Baltrušaitis et al. [9][10], which trains a model to perform the detection of 68 face landmarks 

together, along with separate sets of Point Distribution Models  and patch expert models for eyes, lips and 

eyebrows. Using their 3D face model, we estimate the head position and rotation in the 3D scene using the PnP 

algorithm based on direct least-squares [11], and compute the 3D face landmarks with respect to the camera 

coordinate system.  

Prior to the gaze estimation stage, a normalization in the 3D space is carried out by scaling and rotating the camera, 

similar to [8]. A virtual camera is created so that gaze estimation can be performed in a normalized space with 

fixed intrinsic camera parameters and reference point location. This normalization translates into the image space 

as a centered cropped face patch where head roll rotation has been removed – the horizontal axis of the camera is 

parallel to the horizontal axis of the head, and the camera looks at the midpoint of the face landmarks from a fixed 

distance. Likewise, facial landmarks and ground-truth 3D gaze vectors are also transformed to the normalized 

space. This normalization allows the gaze estimation model to be applied regardless of the original camera 

configuration and reduces the appearance variability. Finally, ground-truth gaze vectors are converted to 2D gaze 

angle representation.  

The normalized face image is the input of the gaze estimation model (see Figure 2). It consists in a novel full-face, 

appearance-based deep CNN model that performs 3D gaze regression. It is based on the VGG-16 deep network 

architecture [12] which consists in 13 convolutional layers, 4 max pooling layers, and 3 fully connected (FC) 

layers. We added two dropout layers between the FCs as regularization. All layers use Rectified Linear Unit 

(ReLU) activations except the last fully connected layer, which performs a linear regression. The output is the 

normalized 2D gaze angle (horizontal, φ, and vertical, θ) in the camera coordinate system. As a loss function we 

use the average Euclidean distance between the predicted and ground-truth 3D gaze vectors. After inference, the 

predicted line of gaze is denormalized back to the original 3D space.  
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Figure 2. Overview of our gaze estimation model, based on the VGG-16 architecture. 

 

Once the participants’ location and their estimated lines of gaze are computed, the system combines this 3D 

information alongside the scene calibration data to perform the joint analysis in a geometric fashion. Generally, if 

the predicted 3D line of gaze of participant 1 intersects participant 2’s head, a ‘Looking at other’s face’ event is 

detected, and ‘Looking elsewhere’ otherwise. If no face is detected, or the estimated landmarks are not certain 

enough, the frame is classified as ‘Not valid’. This approach assumes accurate knowledge of the target head 

location and precise predicted gaze vectors. However, directly using the obtained estimated lines of gaze to detect 

the event of interest is challenging for variable face appearances and arbitrary camera-target configurations, 

especially when using more than one camera. To mitigate these possible errors in head location and gaze 

estimation, or inaccuracies in the calibration model, the system includes a threshold selector, in which the user can 

select the maximum distance from the participant 1’s line of gaze to the participant 2’s head allowed to classify 

the event as ‘Looking at other´s face’ with at least 50% certainty. To do so, the head of each of the participants is 

surrounded by a number of equidistant concentric ellipsoids, which can be interpreted as the certainty factor. The 

first ellipsoid is fitted to the head, and the user-defined thresholds determine the radii of the middle ellipsoid in its 

three axis (horizontal, vertical and depth). The gaze-head intersection point is computed performing ray-ellipsoid 

intersection, using binary search to find the smallest intersected ellipsoid.  

The final predictions are represented by numbers:-1 for ‘Not valid’ frames, 0 for ‘Looking elsewhere’, and from 1 

to N for ‘Looking at other´s face’, N being the number of used ellipsoids (1 for the lowest certainty, N the highest). 

Since the system uses a frame-based gaze estimation model, where one frame’s estimation is independent of the 

previous one, the predictions can fluctuate among frames. A median filter can therefore be applied to smooth the 

predictions. 

Data and Experimental Design 
In this section, we discuss the performance of the person-independent gaze estimation model and perform a pilot 

test to validate the effectiveness of the proposed mutual gaze detection system.  

There are few publicly available datasets devoted to in-the-wild 3D gaze estimation, as most of them focus on 

human-screen interaction with a limited head and gaze directions range. We therefore decided to use the EYEDIAP 

dataset [13], which consists of 3-minute videos of 16 young adult subjects (12 male, 4 female, mostly Caucasian, 

age not specified), looking at a specific target (moving floating ball or moving point on screen), with 2 different 

lighting conditions for some of the subjects. The videos are further divided in static and moving head pose for each 

of the subjects. Note that this dataset does not contain participants wearing glasses or other face accessories. 

Our model, pre-trained with the VGG-Face dataset [12] (a dataset of faces consisting of 2622 identities), was fine-

tuned with the floating target, static and moving head pose EYEDIAP videos of all subjects. We filtered out those 

frames where the face or landmarks were not properly detected by [9] or where the ground-truth gaze vectors were 

not correct, which resulted in a total of 88770 frames (see Figure 3). We fine-tuned all the layers except the first 

convolutional block.  
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Figure 3. Distribution of ground-truth gaze directions and head poses in terms of yaw (horizontal axis) and pitch (vertical 

axis) angles, with respect to the camera coordinate system, for the filtered floating-target EYEDIAP subset. 

 

To validate the accuracy of the person-independent gaze model, we performed leave-four-subjects-out cross-

validation. We trained the model using the ADAM optimizer [14] with an initial learning rate of 0.0001, dropout 

of 0.3, and batch size of 64 frames. The number of training epochs, which is the number of passes of the full 

training set through the network, was set to 10. To extend the filtered dataset we applied on-the-fly data 

augmentation to the training set, with the following random transformations: horizontal and vertical shifts, zoom, 

illumination changes, horizontal flip, and additive Gaussian noise. The final model used in the mutual gaze 

detection system was trained using all the subjects. 

Furthermore, to assess the performance of the mutual gaze detection system, we conducted a pilot validation at 

KOCA (Koninklijk Orthopedagogisch Centrum Antwerpen) in Antwerp, Belgium. KOCA is a home guidance 

service that supports parents in raising their deaf child and has a standardized laboratory living room to perform 

video recordings of face-to-face interaction sessions [1]. We recorded a 4-minute video with two participants, one 

female inside the age range of the training dataset (Participant 1), and a male outside the age range (Participant 

2). Participant 1 wore glasses the last 2 minutes of the interaction. The interaction was recorded using two 

calibrated monocular RGB cameras placed about 2 meters in front of each participant, who were seated around a 

table, placed at 90º to one another. The video signals from both cameras were merged in the control room to one 

split-screen image by a mixer (see Figure 4). The final video was recorded at 25 frames per second, with a 

resolution of 720x576 pixels. The interaction session was manually annotated with frame-level accuracy using 

The Observer XT 12.5 [15] with the following behaviors: ‘Looking at other’s face’, ‘Looking at object’, ‘Looking 

at hand’, ‘Looking elsewhere’. We set the head thresholds to X = 20 cm, Y = 40 cm, and Z = 20 cm for both 

participants, and the window filter size to 7 frames. 

 
Figure 4. Setup of the pilot validation at KOCA. The interaction was recorded using 2 calibrated monocular RGB cameras 

placed about 2 meters in front of each participant, who were seated around a table, placed at 90º to one another. The video 

signals from both cameras were merged to one split-screen image by a mixer. 

Results 
The trained gaze estimation model achieved an average error of 5.5 degrees after 10 epochs in the leave-four-

subjects-out cross validation experiment (see Figure 5). It is difficult to compare this result to the current state-of-

the-art person-independent, calibration-free, gaze estimation methods, since they are generally validated with the 
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screen-target EYEDIAP subset. Notwithstanding, the lowest obtained error for that subset has been 6 degrees [8]. 

Taking into account that the screen-target subset has less variability in head and eye movements than the floating-

target subset, we demonstrate that our model is competitive against state-of-the-art approaches, obtaining better 

results in a less constrained setting. 

 
Figure 5. Epoch progression for leave-four-subjects-out cross validation, aggregating the results of each cross-validation run. 

 

Figure 6 shows some examples of qualitative results of the mutual gaze detection system for both participants in 

the second evaluation scenario. For Participant 1, in general, facial landmarks and the line of gaze are visibly well 

estimated. Problems usually arise with near-to-profile head positions, as face landmarks cannot be properly located 

and the gaze model has not been trained for that angle range. We also see a clear difference when wearing glasses. 

The gaze predictions are smoother when the participant is not wearing them, whereas they are less precise and 

have greater fluctuations with glasses, especially when the glasses frame hides more part of the eyes region. For 

Participant 2 we observe a particular effect. While the X component of the gaze vector is usually correct, the Y 

component is looking upwards most of the time, highly likely due to the difference in appearance of the eye region 

of the participant with respect to the gaze model training subjects. This can also be observed in some frames where 

the eyes landmarks are detected below the eyes.  

 
Figure 6. Examples of qualitative results for Participant 1 (left) and Participant 2 (right): (1) looking at an object; (2) looking 

at the other’s face; (3) looking at an object, but landmarks and gaze are not correctly estimated, either because of the glasses 

or the more near-to-profile position; (4) looking at the other’s face; (5) looking at the object; (6) looking at the other’s face, 

but eye landmarks are not correctly estimated. 

 

Finally, the event predictions were exported to The Observer XT to compare them to the annotated ground truth. 

The certainty values were converted to behavior modifiers. To make both coding schemes comparable, ‘Looking 

at object’ and ‘Looking at hand’ behaviors used in the manual annotation were treated as ‘Looking elsewhere’. We 

observed that, even though the Y component of Participant 2’s line of gaze was not correctly estimated, the event 

predictions were mostly right thanks to the head threshold parameter, which mitigates this deviation. Reliability 

analysis was carried out omitting the modifiers. A percentage of agreement of 70.2% was found using the duration-

sequence method with a Kappa value of 0.62, which can be regarded as a good level of agreement. Manual 

examination of the List of Comparisons generated by the software revealed that the majority of the occasions when 

the predictions were not the same as the ground truth was when the subjects very briefly looked elsewhere, and 

when one of the participants was looking at an object located in between of them.  
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Discussion and Conclusions 
We proposed a system, built on top of a novel state-of-the-art appearance-based gaze estimation model, that 

combines the 3D information of the scene and the participants’ location and estimated line of gaze to detect 

‘Looking at other’s face’ events in a calibrated 2-camera setting. The system can be used by observational 

researchers to automatically detect where a person is looking at and, more specifically, if there is mutual gaze in a 

dyadic face-to-face interaction. 

The gaze estimation model has been validated in the same age range of the training set and with no face accessories, 

obtaining state-of-the-art results. The pilot validation has also shown promising results, even though is yet unclear 

how good the system will work with other age ranges, especially children and the elderly, as they have different 

face features. This is a crucial aspect to take into account, as the model is based on appearance. Furthermore, the 

model was not trained with people wearing glasses or special accessories. In the future, the model will be further 

trained with bigger age range and appearance variability in order to ensure it works in other settings, or create 

specific models for each age range. Note that the performance of the system also depends on the accuracy of the 

detected face landmarks, so more accurate face landmark estimation methods should be studied. 

The joint analysis approach has also further room for improvement, since the final accuracy currently depends on 

the distance between participants. For instance, if the two subject locations are fixed during the interaction, the 

system could extract CNN features for known ‘Looking at other’s face’ events in an active learning scenario.  
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Facial Action Coding System (FACS) is a system to define and name facial movements by their appearance on 

the face. Originally developed for humans, various mammal specific FACS have been developed (1-3), including 

Equine FACS (4) for describing horse facial action movements.  

FACS coding of videos is a laborious but necessary process for the scientifically robust description and 

identification of facial expressions in mammals. Additionally, datasets with FACS labels are a necessary 

prerequisite for training machine learning methods for the automatic identification of action units as well as 

expressions, and have been successfully developed for human beings (6-8). While it is relatively easy to ensure 

that each frame in a human video dataset is easy to annotate with FACS coding - human subjects can be asked to 

face the camera during filming - the same is not easy, or in most settings, possible, to ensure for horses. 

Therefore, EquiFACS annotators face an added challenge when annotating: finding video segments that are most 

suitable for annotation. The process of finding these segments is cumbersome, and presents extra time overhead 

to actual FACS coding and verification. We present a solution to this challenge by introducing a tool that can 

automatically find and mark segments in videos where horse faces are visible and in a pose ideal for annotation. 

The tool can reduce time spent on finding annotatable segments from half a day to 10 minutes for a 24 hour long 

video after frame extraction. Furthermore, it has a high recall rate of 94.92%. 

In horses, video segments with the full horse face visible from a side or 45o angle are ideal for EquiFACS 

annotation since the movement of facial muscles is clearly observable. Experienced annotators can identify such 

video segments while viewing a video at four times its real-time speed, with additional time spent to verify 

candidate segments. Overall, the process of finding video segments suitable for annotation can take an annotator 

the same amount of time as a quarter to half the length of a recorded video. This time overhead limits the number 

and length of footage that is collected as well as annotated. 

Our proposed annotation tool can suggest candidate segments automatically. The software takes as input a video, 

and outputs a continuous confidence value between 0 and 1 for each time step in the video; 0 indicates that the 

time step is not usable at all, and 1 indicates high confidence in its usability. This confidence value allows users to 

prioritize their annotation efforts and improve productivity by going from most usable to least usable video 

segments. In addition, the tool also finds and localizes the horse head in each frame. The tool is extremely fast, 

and takes less than 13 seconds on a 25 minute video after frame extraction. See Figure 1 for an example output.  

The tool works by first extracting a video frame every n seconds and running a deep convolutional neural network 

(CNN) that is trained to find front and side view horse faces on each extracted frame. The frequency of frame 

extraction, or n, can be set by the user and is set to one frame every 5 seconds for experiments in this paper. The 

confidence value of detections in each frame are recorded. Finally, detections with confidence less than 0.2 are 

ignored, averaged for every minute window, and plotted against video time. 

The backbone of our tool is YOLO v.2 (9). YOLO is a CNN-based real-time object detection system (10). We 

adapt YOLO to detect two types of 'objects' - horse faces in side view, and horse faces in front view. Figure 2 

shows an example of each of these categories. Training the detector to distinguish and identify these two types of 

horse faces correctly requires annotated training data: images of horses with front and side view faces marked. We 

used the dataset from (11) that had horse face bounding box annotation. We further marked each annotated horse 

face as either side view, front view, or neither if the face was mostly self-occluded. In addition we manually 

annotated and added frames from two twenty minute surveillance videos of horses. The addition of these frames 

was important to correct the domain difference between the dataset from (11), which comprised of images collected 

from the internet, and surveillance footage used by our collaborators for EquiFACS annotation. The addition of 

video frames improved performance from 87.01% recall to 94.92% recall.   

http://www.noldus.com/observer
mailto:mhnrashid@ucdavis.edu
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While the tool has been developed for EquiFACS annotations, it can be easily used by researchers in other areas 

to find and label parts of videos most suitable for further analysis. It is currently freely available for EquiFACS 

annotators on our GitHub page (https://github.com/menorashid/darknet). Future plans include integrating the tool 

with previous work (11) to find and zoom in on parts of the face that are important for the identification of action 

units (eg. eyes) so that users can more easily observe and annotate action units. 

 
Figure 2 The output of our tool over a 30 minute video with sample frames with no, side and front view horse 

head detections. 

 

Figure 3 Examples of front and side view images used for training the horse head detector. 
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Increasing evidence shows that people with dementia display impairments in the recognition and production of 

facial expressions of emotion. There have been a number of studies regarding the recognition of facial expressions 

in people with dementia, findings show that people with dementia display deficits in recognising facial expression 

of emotions. However, these results are inconsistent and conflicting. Research concerning production of facial 

expressions is limited, employing a range of data collection methods, such as separate stimulus display and 

recording equipment, resulting in limited accuracy and consistency and making it difficult to compare results 

across studies. In addition, research is often constrained to laboratory-based experiments and research in the 

community is restricted to nursing homes, limiting the types of participants involved. 

This study combines methods from experimental psychology and computer science in order to investigate the 

ability of people with dementia to recognise emotional facial expression and to accurately characterise facial 

expressions of emotion in people with dementia in community settings. Three groups of participants were 

recruited for this study: (1) people with dementia (n=17), (2) cognitively healthy controls over the age of 65 

(n=22), (3) cognitively healthy controls under the age of 35 (n=20). All participants provided written informed 

consent prior to taking part in the study, which was approved by the Manchester Metropolitan University 

Research Ethics Committee. The present study is the first to simultaneously assess facial expression production 

in relation to cognitively healthy controls and people with dementia, and thus these data offer a unique point of 

comparison. For the expression recognition task, participants viewed short video clips of the six basic emotions 

(happiness, sadness, anger, disgust, fear and surprise) performed by a trained Facial Action Coding System 

(FACS) [1] coder. These emotions represent universal innate human responses that are independent of culture 

and learning. Participants then viewed the same expressions for a second time, after each expression was 

displayed the participant was presented with a choice of six different emotions on the screen and were asked to 

respond by pressing the button corresponding to the emotion they thought was being expressed in each case. 

The results showed people with dementia were less able to recognise five out of six emotional expressions: 

happy, sad, fear, anger and surprise compared to healthy controls under and over the age of 65. There was no 

difference between healthy controls and people with dementia in the recognition of disgust. Findings from 

previous research support but also contrast with these results. Support comes from [2] who found a deficit in the 

recognition of happy, sad, anger, fear and surprise but a preservation of the recognition of disgust, suggesting 

this might be attributable to the relative sparing of the basal ganglia in AD. The findings are also somewhat 

supporting by Maki et al. [3] who found deficits in people with AD in the recognition of sadness and anger. 

However, they also found that recognition of happy facial expressions was relatively preserved in AD patients, 

which contrasts with the findings of the present study. 
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Measuring Zoo Animal Welfare 
 

Understanding how wild animals housed in zoos and aquariums are faring is one of the responsibilities of zoo 

professionals today. Are animals having a good quality of life? Do they seem happy, engaged, curious, or are 

they fearful or anxious? Do they have extensive behavioural repertoires usually found for this species, or does it 

seem to be a reduced range? And how does this vary between individuals? Measuring different aspects can aid to 

gauge what an animal might be experiencing. Considering behavioural categories as well as how, reflecting not 

only physical behaviour recorded in classic ethograms, but also the expressive qualities emerging from the many 

different kinds of physical behaviours. Research is necessary to make evidence-based decisions regarding animal 

welfare efforts, with the aim to promote, as much as possible, positive animal welfare. This symposium brings 

together zoo animal welfare experts offering their perspectives on measuring wild animal welfare.  

 

Sabrina Brando, World Association of Zoos and Aquariums, Switzerland  
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Many species kept in zoological collections live longer than they would do naturally in the wild (4).  These older 

animals can be described as being elderly, ageing or geriatric and will present with a variety of clinical 

conditions which require treatment and management (1,2,3).  Clinical conditions such as osteoarthritis, 

spondylitis and dental disease are painful and debilitating which may not become apparent to keepers/caregivers 

until significantly progressed. This presentation will outline the model of a proactive ageing zoo animal care 

programme which can be applied across all taxa. 

The programme was designed to include monitoring of both behaviour and clinical health.  Animals were classified 

as 'ageing' by being 75% through their natural longevity.  Longevity data from the wild was used but where this 

information was not available, data pertaining to the longevity in captivity was used.  Once identified, the 

individual’s behavioural, reproductive and clinical histories were reviewed.  Two methods of assessment were 

used: ‘hands off’ and ‘hands on’ methods to create a database of information to feed into an overall welfare 

assessment. Initially, animal’s behaviour was discussed with the keepers and any specific health concerns 

identified e.g. stiff movement, poor appetite.  Training needs were identified e.g. crate training, weigh scales 

training, injection training and plans put in place.  

 

Methods of 'hands off' included behavioural observations; the use of positive reinforcement training; collection of 

biological samples; weight and body condition scoring and thermal imaging.  Behavioural observations included 

keeper daily records and veterinary observations. Basic behavioural ethograms were used to assess various aspects 

including social interactions, enclosure use, gait analysis and response to medication.  These ethograms were 

repeated after periods of time to monitor change or following a course of medication.  Video footage was also used 

especially for gait analysis and night time data.  Goals of training included the ability to weigh individuals, closely 

inspect or examine the animal and the collection of biological samples e.g. blood, urine.  Training was also used 

to ensure individual dosing of medications. Diagnostic tests were performed through training and clinical follow 

up achieved through training in many cases.  Visual body condition scoring was used in conjunction with body 

weights to monitor health. Thermal imaging was a useful tool for identifying areas of inflammation, monitoring 

progress of conditions and response to treatment. 

A ‘hands on’ health assessment included a weight and body condition score; clinical examination including 

detailed dental examination; collection of biological samples e.g. blood, urine, faeces; diagnostic tests e.g. 

radiography, ultrasonography and treatment as appropriate e.g. dental extractions. 

Following health assessments, the clinical findings and results of tests were discussed with the appropriate animal 

managers and treatment options outlined and implemented. This information was fed into an overall welfare 

assessment which was carried out in conjunction with veterinary and animal staff.  At this point, time lines for 

clinical follow up were agreed and criteria for euthanasia were developed in some cases.  Training needs were also 

discussed as were any enclosure modifications or dietary alterations which could be beneficial for the 

animal.  Animals were not isolated for treatment and always managed within their social groups. 

Creation of clear, written criteria for euthanasia was carried out in certain cases where appropriate.  The euthanasia 

procedure was discussed in detail with regard to the well-being of the animal, management of the other animals 

and also the keepers.  The practicality of the post mortem procedure was included in the planning. A thorough post 

mortem examination including detailed histopathological assessment of tissue samples allowed identification of 

the cause of clinical findings and the presence of sub-clinical diseases. 

Zoo animals can be challenging from a clinical perspective as they often hide symptoms of disease until the disease 

process has progressed significantly. This model of ageing animal care proved that clinical conditions were found 

following proactive health assessment which had not been apparent to keepers prior to the examination. Treatment 

and management of these conditions lead to improvement in individual welfare and cases were followed up 

appropriately to ensure ongoing monitoring.  Examples of cases will be given during this presentation. The use of 

positive reinforcement training was a key element to the programme.  Keeper attitudes changed over time to 

embrace the programme. Initially sceptical, the team became supportive after seeing the benefits to the animals 

under their care.  Involving the keepers in health assessments, decision making around euthanasia and post mortem 
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examinations also improved teamwork and understanding.  Overall, this approach led to the implementation of a 

positive and proactive programme for assessing the welfare of ageing animals on a regular basis. 

 

Ethical statement 
Individual animal assessments were either observation or distance assessment and when intervention was required, 

this was discussed with the senior animal management team and planned appropriately to reduce risks. The 

programme was reviewed and supported by the zoo's ethics committees. 
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1Department of Field Conservation & Science, Bristol Zoological Society, Bristol Zoo Gardens, United Kingdom. 

fclark@bristolzoo.org.uk  

An environmental ‘challenge’ refers to a problem involving the acquisition of resources, mates, dealing with 

adverse weather conditions or anything else which may threaten an animal’s health and survival. We tend to think 

that wild animals face the most salient and potentially life-threatening challenges; conversely captive animals face 

few intrinsic challenges and these are “…problems to avoid rather than as opportunities to enjoy” from our own 

human experience [1]. However, there is a growing body of evidence that captive animals are motivated to seek 

and overcome environmental challenges, even when resources are available with little physical or cognitive effort, 

or there is no real threat to survival [2, 3]. Indeed, successfully dealing with challenges can enhance welfare. In 

response to this shift in view, the concept of ‘cognitive enrichment’ is gaining popularity in zoos; this subset of 

environmental enrichment aims to focus on the stimulation of evolved cognitive skills to enhance welfare [3]. 

However, cognitive enrichment has not been easy to accomplish in zoos thus far. The key reasons are as follows:  

 Fundamental limitations of zoo research. Compared to research in labs and farms, there are 

considerably smaller sample sizes and relatively uncontrolled experimental conditions. 

 Design and implementation of relevant and appropriate cognitive challenges for an animal. 

‘Relevant’ in terms of their evolved cognitive skills (as well as anatomy, morphology), and 

‘appropriate’ in terms of their individual abilities and motivations. There is a lack of fundamental 

knowledge of the cognitive skills of many exotic taxa.  

 It is difficult to assess whether the cognitive skills of an animal are indeed being challenged to a high 

level (i.e. is the enrichment ‘cognitive’ or perhaps more physical, social or sensory?), with the caveat 

that all enrichment overlaps categories to a certain extent.  

 Humans can self-report feelings such as satisfaction or frustration in response to challenges; 

conversely animals cannot tell us how they feel in comparable situations. We therefore rely on 

making inferences from their behavioural responses.  

In response to these difficulties, I present a new framework for assessing zoo animal welfare which hinges on the 

central assumption that cognitive challenges can enhance welfare. I propose that ‘behavioural competence’ and 

‘agency’ can be used as measures of welfare in response to cognitive challenge. In other words, these behavioural 

responses can be used to assess the effectiveness of cognitive enrichment in a zoo setting. The measurement of 

competence and agency in zoo animals is a new prospect, but could traverse may of the key issues with zoo-based 

cognitive enrichment outlined above. 

I will discuss research undertaken on socially-housed chimpanzees (Pan troglodyes), bottlenose dolphins 

(Tursiops truncatus) and ring tailed lemurs (Lemur catta) in response to cognitively challenging stimuli. In 

experiments 1 and 2, chimpanzees and dolphins were provided with novel, 3D maze navigation tasks containing 

both food and non-food rewards for direct comparison. In experiment 3, lemurs were provided with novel stimuli 

on A-frames that were not intended to be a task per se but rather exposure to construction materials for a future 

cognitive task. 

Competence was measured in relation to the subject’s direct engagement with the cognitive stimuli including 

latencies and durations of usage, persistence and re-visits, and the nature and diversity of inspective problem-

solving strategies used. Agency was measured as the subject’s engagement with the wider environment, including 

inquisitive exploration of the wider environment, and lone and social play. The logic was to capture two important 

responses to challenge: response to the challenge itself as well as subsequent responses to the wider environment. 

Traditional zoo enrichment studies have failed on both counts; they tend to overlook the intricacies of enrichment 

use and the wider environmental effects of enrichment exposure in favour of looking at gross changes to the activity 

budget.   

Assessments of competence and agency may positively impact zoo cognitive enrichment studies in the following 

ways: 

 A lack of experimental control is embraced rather than criticized; the natural, dynamic home 

environment forms a relevant backdrop to cognitive challenge and highly controlled conditions have 

little relevance to zoo animals. 

 The relevance and appropriateness of cognitive challenges are appraised by comparing behavioural 

responses within and between subjects in a social group and asking, on balance, is the task effective 

for this group? 
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 Competence is monitored over time to assess how cognitive skills are challenged and develop over 

time. 

 Competence and agency may be particularly useful in large, naturalistic exhibits and/or when 

subjects do not perform ‘classic’ markers of poor welfare such as abnormal or stereotypical 

behaviours.  

Ethical statement 

All experiments were approved by the ethical review boards of the Royal Veterinary College, Zoological Society 

of London and Bristol Zoological Society. Research was observational and participation by the study subjects was 

entirely voluntary. 
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Abnormal Repetitive Behaviours as Indicators of Zoo Animal Welfare: Why, 

What, When and How to Measure 
 

M. Díez-León1 

 
1Department of Pathobiology and Population Sciences, Royal Veterinary College, University of London, London, 

United Kingdom. mdiezleon@rvc.ac.uk 

 

 
Many zoo animals of different taxa perform abnormal repetitive behaviours (ARBs) - repetitive, invariant 

behaviours in either pattern or goal that either appear to serve no function, or are maladaptive, self-injurious or 

inappropriate [1] - are prevalent among zoo animals. ARBs are widely used as a welfare indicator across species. 

This is because, when comparing different settings, they typically occur in settings that are conducive to decreased 

welfare as assessed by other welfare indicators [2]. However, their validity as welfare indicators within the same 

setting is far less clear [2], with recent evidence suggesting non-stereotypic animals' welfare might be equal or 

worse than that of stereotypic individuals [e.g. 3, 4]. Because conspicuous, these behaviours appear deceptively 

'simple' to record. However, in practice, defining what constitutes a bout of ARB can be problematic: what makes 

it abnormal? how repetitive or invariant should it be?. Furthermore, different measurable aspects of the behaviour 

(e.g. frequency, prevalence, severity, timing, etc.), and even different forms of it [4] might relate to current welfare 

state differently, and should therefore be taken into account when recording zoo ARBs as a means to assess welfare. 

Two additional practical aspects need to be considered. First, as with all behavioural recording, is whether to use 

live observations or video cameras to record ARBs. While live observations provide context and data is (typically) 

quickly available for analysis, observer influence on behaviour can be an issue. Live observations are also typically 

not validated against video recordings. In contrast, while video recording avoids observer effects on behaviour and 

can yield important measurable aspects of ARBs, it tends to be more time consuming to analyse and prone to 

technical glitches that can lead to subsequent loss of data, not to mention the great variety of video recording 

equipment that exists in the market (e.g. cctv systems, go-pro cameras, camera traps). Finally, a common issue 

when recording ARBs (and other behaviours) of zoo animals is the reliance on several scorers (e.g. keepers, 

students, volunteers) to obtain data, which makes testing for inter-observer reliability and avoiding unconscious 

biases a fundamental aspect to ensure data quality. This contribution will therefore review fundamental and 

practical aspects of recording ARB for use as zoo animal welfare indicators, as well as provide best practice 

guidelines for recording ARBs and discuss some ways to tackle them in practice. 

 

Ethics statement 
 

Any data that referred to during this presentation would have been approved by the relevant institutional ethical 

boards. 
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Application of Technologies to Animal Welfare Assessments in Zoos 

Holly Farmer 

Whitley Wildlife Conservation Trust, Paignton Zoo, UK. holly.farmer@paigntonzoo.org.uk 

 

Modern zoological institutions are committed to monitoring and improving the welfare of the animals in their care. 

Many of the regional associations of zoos and aquariums worldwide are currently developing welfare assessment 

schemes that can be adopted by their members. However, due to the diverse range of species housed in our zoos, 

there are practical constraints in adopting a ‘one size fits all’ approach to assessing animal wellbeing. Limitations 

in the knowledge of both positive and negative welfare indices for many species, and time restrictions in 

conducting regular assessments, suggest that new approaches to the field are required. Currently, the majority of 

welfare assessments in zoos focus on behavioural and health measures, with considerations around environmental 

factors, and often use a simple scoring system. There are difficulties in adopting many welfare measures applied 

by the farm and laboratory industries, mainly due to the limitations in transfering knowledge to the wide range of 

exotic species housed in zoos. In additon, the often invasive nature of laboratory and agricultural wellbeing 

assessments involving blood draws and anatomical measures of brain morphology, which zoos are not licensed to 

conduct, and the high cost of equipment and testing also limit application. In response, there has been a move 

towards incorporating technology to complement behavioural studies, to further consider the behavioural needs 

and environmental requirements of the animals in our care. This talk will introduce a range of technological 

approaches currently being adopted to examine animal welfare in zoos and advances in software which can be 

used to record and share data by animal caregivers. Current technology includes activity trackers to monitor 

movement and enclosure use, and non-invasive physiological measures such as thermal imaging and recording 

respiratory and heart rates in response to stressful situations. I will discuss the practical application of technologies 

from case studies at our three zoo sites in the UK and how they are being incorporated into our welfare management 

plans. The talk will also consider how an integrated approach to welfare assessments may help to advance the 

wellbeing of animals housed in zoos and ultimately address the difficulties of conducting welfare assessments in 

zoos. 
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Measuring Human-Animal Interactions and Relationships: using psychological 

and biological approaches 

Samantha Ward1 and Geoff Hosey2 

1. samantha.ward@ntu.ac.uk United Kingdom Nottingham Trent University; 2. G.Hosey@bolton.ac.uk United 

Kingdom Bolton University 

Human-animal interactions (HAI) and the consequent development of Human-animal relationships (HAR) are 

increasingly being recognised as of fundamental importance to the welfare of animals in human care. Past research 

on these has concentrated on the benefits of HARs to people (through interaction with companion animals) or the 

effects of HARs on animal production (in agricultural animals), but it is important to investigate HARs from both 

human and animal points of view. Applying these ideas to zoo-housed animals is a recent development, and it 

carries a number of particular challenges, including dealing with a huge species diversity, issues about the extent 

of acceptable contact, and the dichotomy between animal contact with familiar (keepers) and unfamiliar (zoo 

visitors) people. In this talk, we will firstly describe some psychometric approaches we have used to try to define 

the human side of attachment to animals in zoos. Following on from this we will discuss and evaluate methods 

used to measure the HAR according to the animals’ behavior, which have pinpointed for suitability in accordance 

with the particular challenges associated with zoo animal research. These include ‘latency to perform a behaviour’, 

a voluntary approach test and the adaptation of a current welfare assessment method for this novel application, 

Qualitative Behaviour Analysis.   

Ethical statement 

Animal behavioural experiments were approved by the ethical review boards at Nottingham Trent University and 

granted approval number ARE505. 
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Using sound observations to measure behaviour 

Robert Young and Vinicius Goulart 

University of Salford, UK; r.j.young@salford.ac.uk; viniciusdonisete@gmail.com  

The quantification of (animal) behaviour is typically done through visual observations of animals or humans either 

through direct live observations or from video recordings.  This technique has generated the data in the majority 

of studies to date, however, making behavioural observations is a time consuming and expensive process.  Some 

video systems that automatically record and analyse the behaviour of rodents and zebrafish have become available, 

but systems for automatically recording the behaviour of non-laboratory animals are scarce.  One potential 

alternative to observing animals visually is to make sound observations of their behaviour, emotions, location and 

physiological responses: 

 The recording of animal vocalisations is a well-established technique and can provide much 

important information.  For example, most species of animals have behaviour specific vocalisations 

such as mating calls, threat vocalisations, distress calls, excitement calls, etc. 

 Beyond recording vocalisations actively emitted by animals, the passive sounds they make as a 

consequence of a behaviour can also be recorded.  For example, the sound that an animal makes 

when it is eating or drinking are often highly distinctive, it is should be possible to indicate the type 

of food being consumed (e.g., leaf, fruit or nut in the case of a primate) and how much. 

 The noise that animals make can also be used to locate them with accuracy in a captive environment 

and hence to trace their movements and speed (i.e., indications of type of locomotion). 

 Many physiological processes are accompanied by sound.  For example, the beating of a heart or 

respiration by the lungs (these parameters can also indicate whether an animal is active, resting or 

sleeping). Thus, sound can provide insights into animal wellbeing. 

Until recently the problem in implementing such as system would have been the need to have it located in the 

animal’s environment (due to weight issues associated with the technology; that is, too heavy to place on an 

animal).  A sound recording station set in an animal’s environment would only be suitable for recording loud 

vocalisations and localising these sounds.  The advent of miniature microphones, small microcontrollers, micro-

SD memory cards and powerful Wi-Fi or Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) means that other approaches are now 

possible. It is now possible to build a device, which measures all of the aforementioned variables at a low price as 

a piece of wearable technology for animals or humans.  The data either being stored on an SD memory card or 

transmitted wirelessly to a computer for automated analysis. Plus, allowing the Internet of Things in animal 

behaviour measurements through the live acquisition of welfare states.  

The proposed sound observation solution only becomes a practical reality once the issue of automatic data 

processing has been addressed.  The system described could be programmed to sample the aforementioned 

variables once every second, whilst providing high-quality detailed data this would quickly create huge datasets.  

This problem can be solved by training computers using neural networks (automated classification) to identify and 

record the target variables from the device.  One issue with this approach is that we do not know how many 

different subjects would be required to train the computer for the different variables.  For example, if the system 

was bespoke and only to be used for one individual our experience shows us in just a few hours a computer can 

learn to identify target variables with high accuracy.  Commercial systems that respond to human voice commands, 

often require thousands of individuals in their training set. However, this is due to the great variety of human 

accents. 

At the moment we have produced a proof of concept device and are working on solving the aforementioned 

problems before going on to test such a device on an animal model (e.g., dogs).  However, pilot studies with 

humans have proven promising. The availability of low-cost components and the possibility of sharing behaviour 

classification models makes this approach reproducible by other research groups interested in measuring 

behaviour.   Of course, a wearable technology solution will not be appropriate for all animal species. This 

technology has the potential to fundamentally change how we collect behavioural data on animals and humans 

(e.g., monitoring people with dementia without the privacy issues associated with video monitoring). 
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Application of sensor technologies in animal breeding 
 

 

Farm animals are often kept in large groups. However, in animal breeding, individually collected data is used to 

improve health, welfare and performance of animals. Keeping animals in large groups makes it difficult to 

collect individual data. Furthermore, collecting data on changes in health and behavior is a challenge when 

animals are kept in groups. With the upcoming use of sensor technologies and video imaging, automatic 

identification and monitoring of animals is possible, which provides opportunities for animal breeding. 

Breed4Food (B4F) is a consortium established by Wageningen University & Research and four international 

animal breeding companies. One of the projects of B4F is to develop methods to track and monitor individual 

animals kept in groups using sensor technologies. A second aim is to use this information to measure traits 

related to animal behavior, health and nutrient use efficiency. In this symposium, we will bring together animal 

breeders and researchers using state-of-the art technologies to track and monitor animals in groups. This 

symposium highlights research that can be implemented in the lab and commercial situations and to different 

taxa. The presentations will be followed by a plenary discussion to place the presented research in a broader 

perspective and identify future research directions.  

 

Esther Ellen & Bas Rodenburg, Wageningen University & Research 
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An approach for tracking directional activity of individual laying hens within a 

multi-tier cage-free housing system (aviary) using accelerometers 

Ahmed Ali, Janice Siegford 

Animal Behavior and Welfare Group, Department of Animal Science, MSU, USA  

Our aim was to use accelerometers to monitor hens’ directional activity during light hours, and to track falling and 

collision during dark hours. 5 hens per each unit were randomly selected, each hen was harnessed with a vest 

withholding a HOBO® accelerometer with scanning frequency of 20 Hz across 3 days (±3 g) in 3 axes. Loggers 

were firmly fixed onto vests over hens’ bodies, hens’ overall activity and for both vertical and horizontal planes 

during light hours were obtained directly from loggers. For night hours, data were smoothed and filtered from 

noisy components, acceleration values were post-processed by passing through a moving average low-pass filter 

and a step function. Falls were recognized by detecting massive shifts in acceleration, the force of collision was 

calculated using the hen’s body weight and the recorded acceleration. Displacement was calculated using initial 

velocity (assumed zero for static condition), time elapsed, and the sum acceleration during falling down 

Introduction  

The laying hen industry is phasing out cage-systems in response to consumer demands for alternative 

housing systems such as aviaries in an attempt to improve hen welfare. The multi-tier complex configurations of 

aviaries provide additional vertical and horizontal space and resources to groups of hens, including elevated tiers, 

perches, nests and a litter area on the floor.  

However, hen's ability to effectively navigate within the complex configurations of aviaries to utilize 

resources and distribute throughout the given space has not been fully investigated yet. However, a thorough 

tracking of these nearly visually identical, and fast-moving hens, through the complex multi-tier aviary design, 

across light and dark hours using live observation to assess their ability to effectively navigate through multi-tier 

aviary resources is very challenging, time-consuming and would yield inaccurate results.  

Our aim was to innovatively use affordable, and existing device such as accelerometers to monitor hens’ 

directional activity during light hours, and to track falling from higher locations during dark hours throughout the 

aviaries. Using technology in this way will enable us to understand hens’ ability to navigate aviaries vertically and 

horizontally during light hours, determining hen’s ability to effectively use nighttime roosting sites without falling, 

and to assess distance and the corresponding force of collision of falls that do occur.  

Methods   

Three treatments were applied to 4 aviary units/treatment (100 Hy-Line W36 laying hens/unit). Control 

(CON) pullets were raised in floor pens and placed into aviaries at 17 wk old. Floor (FLR) pullets were raised in 

floor pens and placed into aviaries at 25 wk old. Enriched (ENR) pullets were raised in floor pens and given 

perches and nests at 17 wk, then placed into aviaries at 25 wk old. To develop a system which was suitable for our 

research, 5% of hens per each of 4 units/treatments were randomly selected, each hen was harnessed with a 

different colored trendily designed vest withholding an Onset HOBO Pendant®G acceleration data loggers (18 g) 

with scanning frequency of 20 Hz across 3 days (−3 g to +3 g) in 3 axes to measure hen's activity.  
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Each aviary unit was composed of a litter covered floor area and an enclosure, the latter consisting, of 3 

vertical tiers, and 2 solid metal ledges in between for transition. Resources such as feeders, drinkers, perches, and 

nest are distributed throughout the 3 tiers as shown Figure 1.  

'Loggers were oriented in the vests on the hens with the X-axis recording forward and backward 

movement of the bird (craniocaudal movement of the bird), Y-axis recording sideways movement (lateral 

movement of the bird), and Z-axis recording vertical movement (dorsoventral movement) of hens as shown in 

Figure 2.  

Loggers were firmly attached to vests to avoid unnecessary noisy data components due to movement of 

the loggers themselves or disruption of tilt angles due to misorienting loggers. Loggers recorded hens' activity for 

3 consecutive days at Peaklay (36 wk of age) and Midlay (54 wk of age). 

Hens’ overall activity (As) and for both vertical (az: represents the dorsoventral activity of the birds), 

and horizontal (ax: represents the craniocaudal activity of the birds) planes, during light hours were obtained 

directly from loggers by summing and averaging activity data (ay: represents activity due to sideways or lateral 

movement of the birds). 

𝐴𝑠 = √𝑎𝑥2 + 𝑎𝑦2 + 𝑎𝑧2         

In order to accurately calculate falls and force of collision during night hours, data were first smoothed 

and filtered from noisy components by removing all acceleration fluctuations that were not due to falling down.  

Raw acceleration values (𝐴𝑗) were postprocessed by passing through an asymmetrical 3 point-moving 

average low-pass filter (i = the middle point in the 3 point-moving average low pass filter) and through a step 

function, to define thresholds used to remove such fluctuations (t = threshold values of minor fluctuations). After 

smoothing data, falls were recognized by detecting massive shifts in acceleration from the static condition of hens 

during dark hours.  

              𝐴𝑖 = 
1

3
 ∑ 𝐴𝑗

𝑖+1
𝑗=𝑖−1                              𝐴𝑖

′ = {
𝜇, 𝑖𝑓 |𝐴𝑖  −  𝜇| < 𝑡   

𝜇, 𝑖𝑓 |𝐴𝑖 −  𝜇|≥  𝑡
′ 

 

Hens were considered in a stationary state when a constant acceleration (1g), was acting on the hen. 

Incidence of falling down during night time was detected when the recorded acceleration was lower than the 

constant/static one.  Force of collision (F = N) due to falling down was calculated using the hen's exact body weight 

(M = kg) and the sum acceleration recorded during falling down (𝐴𝑖
′ = 𝑚/𝑠2).  

𝐹 = 𝑀 × 𝐴𝑖
′ 

Finally, the displacement or distance of the fall (D = cm) was calculated using initial velocity (Vi = m/s), 

assumed to equal zero during stationary condition before falling), time (t = s) elapsed during falling down, and the 

sum acceleration during falling down (𝐴𝑖
′  = m/s2). 

𝐷 = {𝑉𝑖  × 𝑡 + 
1

2
 𝐴𝑖
′  𝑡2} × 100 

All research protocols were approved by the Michigan State University Institutional Animal Care and Use 

Committee prior to the start of data collection. Data were analyzed using GLMM with treatment, time of day and 

Figure 1: Cross section of aviary unit Figure 2: Orientation of accelerometers 
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stage of production as fixed effects and unit and day of observation as random effects (α set at 0.05) with R 

software. 

Results  

In the current study, using accelerometers to capture hen's triaxial activity and to detect falls during the 

night was found to be a feasible method that can be used to investigate hens’ ability to effectively navigate within 

the complex configurations of aviaries. In the current study, triaxial activity was not different among treatments; 

however, vertical activity (Z-axis) among tiers was higher in ENR (0.8 g) than CON (0.6 g) and FLR hens (0.3 g; 

P=0.003). CON hens showed the highest fall incidence (16 vs 9 FLR and 5 ENR), while FLR hens showed the 

highest collision force and acceleration (15 N and 0.8 g vs 10 N and 0.5 g in CON and 5 N and 0.3 g in ENR hens; 

all P≤0.05). CON and ENR hens fell from higher locations than FLR hens, with average distances of 151, 148 vs 

102 cm, respectively (all P≤0.05). 

However, various limitations were encountered when using triaxial accelerometers in this way, for 

instance, analysis showed massive disruption of acceleration and displacement data from 2 accelerometers, which 

may have been due to misorientation and frequent tilting from vests loosely fitted to hens. Therefore, it is highly 

recommended to assure complete immobility of accelerometers. 

 Acceleration data in a single falling incident from dark hours showed an interrupted pattern, and 

subsequently, the force of collision and displacement were wrongly calculated. The most rational justification 

might be that the hen had an interrupted fall, with the hen was falling from a certain location in the upper tier and 

onto a structure in the middle tier when a nearly static acceleration was recorded before the hen continued falling 

down to the lower tier. 

After several trials a scanning frequency of 20 Hz was determined to be optimum to accurately calculate 

acceleration, displacement, and force of collison during nighttime falling. Scanning at lower frequencies gave 

inaccurate results while higher frequencies gave similar results to the 20 Hz, but for shorter periods of observation 

due to the limited storage capacity of the device.  

Also, we conducted several trials to calculate the distance covered during light hours using acceleration 

data. However, since the initial velocity for each recorded acceleration could not be obtained, so far it seems to be 

impossible to calculate such information.  

Finally, physical indicators of welfare (body weight, plumage quality, keel bone damage, foot lesion) for 

sampled hens were assessed before and after data collection to ensure hens were not negatively affected by wearing 

the sensors.         

Conclusion 

Based on our findings we conclude that accelerometers can be used efficiently during nighttime to record 

falls, the force of collision and displacement of laying hens in multi-tier aviaries. The method can be used to 

estimate directional activity (i.e., vertical vs horizontal)  during light hours which would indicate hens’ ability to 

effectively navigate through the 3-dimensional housing environment that has several vertical tiers. However, a 

different system is required to perform accurate location tracking during light hours of hens within these complex 

housing systems to better indicate hens’ resource use rather than directional activity during light observations. 
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Using sensor technologies in animal breeding: reducing damaging behaviour of 

animals kept in groups 

E.D. Ellen1, M. van der Sluis1,2, E.N. de Haas3,4 and T.B. Rodenburg2,4 

1 Animal Breeding and Genomics, Wageningen University & Research, Wageningen, The Netherlands. 

Esther.Ellen@wur.nl 2 Department of Animals in Science and Society, Faculty of Veterinary Medicine, Utrecht 

University, Utrecht, The Netherlands. 3 Behavioural Ecology Group, Wageningen University & Research, 

Wageningen, The Netherlands, 4 Adaptation Physiology Group, Wageningen University & Research, Wageningen, 

The Netherlands.  

In animal breeding, individually collected data is used to improve health, welfare and performance of livestock. 

Furthermore, genetic variation between individuals is utilized to select the best parents for the next generation. 

There is a tendency in commercial livestock production that livestock are increasingly kept in large group housing 

systems. To improve health, welfare and performance in such a system is a challenge, because it is difficult to 

identify and monitor individual animals. Furthermore, one of the main problems in large groups is that social 

interactions between group members can result in the development of damaging behaviour, such as feather pecking 

behaviour in laying hens and tail biting in pigs [1]. To improve socially-affected traits, it is important to take both 

the genotype of the individual itself (direct genetic effect or victim effect; DGE) and the genotype of the group 

members (indirect genetic effect or actor effect; IGE) into account [2]. Previous studies showed that IGE contribute 

70-94% of total heritable variation in survival time and plumage condition of birds [e.g. 3]. However, when animals 

are kept in large groups it is difficult to identify the actors performing damaging behaviour. A wide variety of 

technologies has been developed to monitor the activity and behavioural patterns of group housed animals in an 

automated way. For instance sound analysis, image analysis and IR thermography are used to continuously monitor 

the activity and presence of animals [4-6]. However, these technologies do not allow monitoring of the activity of 

individual animals and are only used in research settings. In recent years, accelerometers as well as RFID, ultra-

wideband and GIS technology have been developed where animals are equipped with a body worn sensor to 

monitor their individual behaviour patterns, which allows us to identify and monitor individual animals in groups. 

However, it is difficult and expensive to upscale these sensor systems to breeding farm level. The sensors often 

require considerable battery power for the transmission of data [e.g. 7], and it is unknown whether these sensors 

can survive the harsh environment of the farm house during the entire life span of the animals. Therefore, it is 

important to investigate sensor technologies that can be used to identify and monitor individual animals kept in 

commercial housing systems, and to identify the actors performing damaging behaviour. The aim of the 

Breed4Food project “Individual tracking” is to find the optimal method to track and monitor individual animals in 

commercial settings. Breed4Food is a consortium of four international breeding companies and Wageningen 

University & Research, focussing on the genetic improvement of laying hens, broilers, pigs, dairy cattle and 

turkeys. Within the project “Individual tracking” using different sensor technologies (like ultra-wideband, RFID, 

imaging, accelerometers) will be compared in a small research setting in PhenoLab [8]. The PhenoLab project, 

focusing on sensor-based recording of location, activity and proximity in laying hens, is a collaboration between 

Wageningen University & Research, Breed4Food, Noldus Information Technology BV, and i3B (ICT for Brain 

Body and Behavior). In the PhenoLab project, we investigate possibilities for tracking of location, activity and 

proximity of individual laying hens. To meet that aim, we tracked individual hens during a five-minute Open Field 

test using two different tracking systems: Ultra-wideband tracking using TrackLab and automatic video tracking 

using EthoVision. Ultra-wideband tracking consists of an active RFID tag that is placed on the bird in a backpack. 

This tag is then located by triangulation by four beacons. Comparing distance moved between TrackLab and 

Ethovision yielded 96% similar results (sample of 24 hens). Proof of concept in PhenoLab will be followed by 

testing on commercial breeding farms. The optimal method will be implemented in the breeding program to 

automatically collect large-scale data on behaviour, health and performance of animals kept in groups, to reduce 

damaging behaviour in livestock.   
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Introduction 

Recent years have seen remarkable developments in technologies to monitor various traits of animals in large 

groups. This evolution strengthens our capacity to uncover interesting information of behavioural and production 

dynamics of animals in both natural and managed ecosystems. With specific reference to the latter, the field 

Precision Livestock Farming (PLF) emerged with the focus on linking these technologies with associated 

algorithms to empower livestock farmers with capacity to better manage their farming practices. However, there 

is no doubt that other stakeholders in the value chain can also be implicated in a positive way. Animal breeders, 

feed developers for example can use the information derived from these technologies to improve the inputs to the 

farming system so to help farmers balance target for efficiency, welfare and environmental impact. 

The animal breeding sector, in particular, has a lot to gain from these animal monitoring technologies. For so long 

the genetic improvement of production animals was focussed solely on achieving high efficiency (ADG, FCR). 

However, it is widely known that this has negatively implicated the welfare of group-housed animals, as harmful 

social interactions between conspecifics is a widespread problem in the industry [2]. Genetic selection to achieve 

productivity targets while reducing undesirable behaviours is promising. However, it is also challenging because 

phenotyping of such behavioural and production traits is time consuming and labour intensive, as audio-visual 

decoding of observational videos are painstakingly time and labour intensive [6]. There is also the challenge of 

scale, as the breeding sector need to able to obtain direct observations on thousands of animals to make significant 

impact on the selection of animals. Therefore, there is a growing need for technologies to monitor in an integrated 

way the different traits of interest to breeding companies. 

Here, we present the core principles underpinning the development of sensing  systems for animal monitoring 

followed by the possibilities of animal monitoring technologies that can address the needs of the breeding sector.  

The focus of this abstract is the pig sector, although a similar analysis can be made for poultry and dairy cow 

sectors also. 

 

Core principles of developing animal sensing technologies 

When developing sensing system from animal monitoring, the behavioural and physiological traits of the animal 

must be key considerations. It is, however, difficult to frame these conditions within engineering terminology so 

that solutions that require the integration of engineering, computer science and biological and behavioural 

disciplines can be developed.  

The basic idea in Precision Livestock Farming (PLF) is that any problem giving discomfort to an animal will be 

first shown by the animal by changing behaviour. Therefore, the conceptualisation of living organisms as Complex, 

Individually Different, Time-Varying and Dynamic (CITD) has been key in linking engineering terminology with 

the nature of biological systems [7].   

Complex, Individually Different, Time-Varying and Dynamic is what all us living organisms are  It is obvious that 

a living organism is much more complex than any mechanical, electronic or ICT system. The complexity of 

information transmission in a single cell of a living organism is for example much higher than in most man made 

systems (e.g. today’s most powerful microchip).  The concept of the “CITD system” first emerged at the first 

European Conference on Precision Livestock Farming EC PLF conference (Berckmans, 2003, Berlin), and since 

has enabled significant progress to be achieved in PLF tool development. The CITD nature of living organisms 

has an important impact on the type of algorithms we need to develop. It implies that algorithms to monitor these 

time-varying individuals must continuously adapt to the individual and/or use principles that can be used in real 

time in the field application to adapt to the time variation of that individual (Figure 1). 
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Figure 1.  Scheme showing how behaviours of animals can be continuously monitored (Aerts et al, 2003). 

Possibility 1: Pig behaviour monitoring at group level 

Real-time monitoring of the activity level of animals continuously at group level using video cameras has great 

potential. One technology called eYenamic (Fancom, BV) was developed and improved during the EU-PLF 

project (ww.euplf.eu; Project No 311825; [3]) to measure the activity level of pigs in real time and in practical 

farming conditions. The activity level could be localised by measuring it for different pre-defined zones separately. 

An arbitrary number of zones could be defined interactively by the user as rectangular boxes in the camera image, 

defined by their upper-left and lower-right corners. For the experiments, the two pens visible in the camera images 

were each divided in two zones, covering the left and right hand side, respectively (Figure 2). 

Every second, the algorithm logged the camera image and the activity index for each zone, defined as the fraction 

of the floor space in the pen that was covered or uncovered by pigs in the camera image during a one second 

period, i.e. the activity index is the fraction of floor space that has  'moving' animal pixels. The activity index for 

the four defined zones that was measured on-line during a 32 hour testing period. The difference between day- and 

night activity level can clearly be noticed (Figure 3). 

 

 
Figure 2. the eYenamic setup interface, showing the 2 x 2 zones that cover the left and right hand side of each of 

the two pens visible in the camera image. 
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Figure 3. the activity index for 2 of the 4 defined zones during a 24 hour testing period 

Possibility 2: Pig growth monitoring and water usage at group or individual level  

Individual weight measurement is an important process output and breeding variable that nonetheless suffers from 

a number of drawbacks when performed manually. Gathering weight data using a manual scale is therefore done 

sparingly, generally only at the beginning and end of a production period and most often only for a representative 

subset of animals [8]. Machine vision-based weighing of pigs is a non-intrusive, fast and accurate approach, which 

could reduce stress for both the animal and the farmer during the weighing process. Since slow weight gain can 

happen for some of the pigs in a pen, it is important to monitor weight for each pig individually. This helps the 

farmer or breeding company to identify slow-growing and fat-growing pigs. 

Building further upon the idea of Schofield, an algorithm was developed to monitor weight using machine vision 

techniques [4]. First, the pig image was segmented and the corpus image was separated from the head by using the 

same ellipse fitting algorithm (Figure 4).  

 

 
Figure 4. Individual weight monitoring of pigs in farm conditions 

 

The objective of the next step was to quantify the dynamics of body area and to relate it to the gold standard body 

weight (BW). The relationship between known image features and BW is fixed and known. Figure 5 shows the 

measured actual weights versus the predicted weights over six days of measurements for all four pens and ten pigs 

per pen (240 data points). The ideal case was that all of the data points align with the identity line (R2 of 100% 

which means for every data point, predicted weight would equal the measured weight). This means the more erratic 

the points are, the lower R2 and accuracy of weight prediction will be. 
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Figure 5. Measured weights versus predicted weights over six measurement days of all four pens with ten pigs 

per pen (Kashiha et all, 2014a). 

 

Drinking behaviour and water volume usage are also important indicators of satisfactory performance and health. 

For example, feed and water volume usage are closely related and solid feed intake must be accompanied by water 

intake. Kashiha and colleagues [5] developed a drinking behaviour monitor for pigs could be useful in detection 

of diseases and other production related problems too. The goal was to estimate half-hourly water volume usage 

(in litre) in a pig barn by analysing half-hourly duration of drink nipple visits. To achieve that purpose, a data-

based dynamic model was developed to quantify the dynamics of water usage and to relate it with half-hourly 

duration of visits, as detected from a video stream (Figure 6). 

 
Figure 6. Water monitoring using video analysis (Kashisha et al., 2014b). 

Possibility 3: Pig aggression monitoring  

Aggression in group housed pigs is significant challenge for the breeding and farming sector alike. Pigs engaged 

in non-productive activities such as fighting, increase energy production without production gains. Video tracking 

of aggression is possible but requires a sensor system that can correctly identify many specific features and 

implement algorithms to translate this into a meaningful a behavioural phenotype that could be used in breeding 

programmes. Automatic detection of aggressive behaviours in pigs has already been proven to be possible by 

characterizing pigs’ movement with respect to intensity and distribution of motion [9]. The first step in this 

approach is to label key behaviours so that the meaningful features can be extracted from the image (Figure 7a). 

This step requires significant effort. For example, decoding of 8 h of video to train a system to detect aggressive 

behaviour in pigs required 90 person hours [6]. 

Once the features are extracted they are then grouped and classified according to the severity to the interaction. 

The model of Viazzi et al [9] successfully classified aggressive and non-aggressive interactions with an accuracy 
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of 89% on an experiment farm (Figure 7b). Further effort is needed to determine their robustness under more 

realistic production conditions. For example, if commercial breeders wish to incorporate automated behavioural 

phenotyping on farm, systems must be able to work with large areas and groups of pigs, low or uneven lighting, 

varying backgrounds, and obstacles (e.g., feeders and drinkers).  

 

 
Figure 7. (a) the labelling requirements and tool used, (b) the results of the classification of non- and aggressive 

interactions (Viazzi et al, 2014). 

Conclusions 

Sensor-based animal monitoring technologies are finding more widespread use across commercial farms, and can 

create value for the breeder companies to improve their genetic lines. From there we have to discover how they 

can create value for the animals and the farmers in the first place. The fundamental advantage is that these Precision 

Livestock Farming systems  can monitor continuously, for example the frame-rate of a typical video is 25 images 

per second. While a human eye can observe up to 3 times this rate it is not possible to expect an observer to do 

this 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 365 days a year. From the examples available today, it is clear that monitoring 

technologies can create value for the farmer, breeder as well as other stakeholders. Opportunities abound to share 

data-streams between these stakeholders to ensure a future for sustainable and resilient livestock production. 

Nevertheless, it is fair to say that more work is required to develop these technologies so they can be implemented 

in the commercial livestock production facilities of today. 
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Sensitivity:   88 %

Specificity:   89 %

Accuracy: 89 %
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In modern dairy production, loose housing or free stalls are the most common practices, which, while widely 

implemented along with different management routines, do not always include the adjustments necessary for 

assuring natural behaviour of animals. Visual monitoring of interactions occurring between dairy cows is, however, 

very time consuming and has the possibility of observer bias. A possible solution may thus be to use the computer 

vision-based techniques that could create the potential to carry out behavioural research more efficiently and 

reliably.  

The behavioural traits of dairy cows related to “ease of handling”, as well as “reactiveness” have traditionally been 

the main factors allowing domestication and use of dairy cows by humans. Dairy cows are social animals, and the 

“group” is an essential resource influencing health state, welfare and production performance. Studies [5] show 

that a safe and positive social environment in the cow barn has both short- and long-term effects linked to various 

aspects of cow health, as well as production performance, longevity and stress levels on a group level. Analysis of 

interactions occurring between cows in dairy barns and their effect on health and performance is of great 

importance for sustainable, “animal-friendly” production. There is data [6] showing that consequences of 

regrouping and changes in social groups of dairy cows and the relation to possible health and stress-related 

deviations are not always considered in everyday farm practice. Therefore, these problems require more knowledge 

to create management strategies to ensure “animal-friendly” environments. 

To improve the existing breeding strategies, one should use the precise and uniform definition of behavioural traits 

defining “a good cow”, as well as find reliable tools for monitoring and analysing those traits. However, no 

practically reliable technology to monitor individual animals in new, sometimes “de-syncronized” environments, 

is available. The vast majority of current computer vision solutions are still in the developing phase and do not 

provide the flexibility/functionality required for continuous monitoring of animals. The key-concepts forming the 

framework needed for robust solutions for automated and accurate tracking/identification of animals, as well as 

extended behavioural analysis features are also not fully established yet. Therefore, investigating the opportunities 

and limitations of recent advances in computer vision and deep learning will facilitate the development of modules 

capable of monitoring animal welfare, health and behaviour related parameters at low computational cost. 

The collective aim of our work [1, 2, 3, 4] was to investigate the possibilities and limitations of recent advances in 

computer vision and deep learning for studying dairy cattle behaviour and cow traffic. Subsequently, this 

knowledge was used when taking the first step towards a fully automated system for continuous surveillance in 

modern dairy cows. The outcome is the so-called, “WatchDog” system, consisting of several state-of-the-art 

modules. These modules were developed and tested in the following order: an algorithm for the behavioural 

analysis ("Behavioural Detector" module), an algorithm for virtual/real floor assessment and claw placement 

("Floor/Claw" module), an algorithm for filtering video material (actual "WatchDog" module) and at last an 

algorithm for tracking and identification ("Tracker" module). 

The “WatchDog” system was evaluated on several levels: cows, frames and interactions. Single cows were 

detected with a hit rate of 97% and a false alarm rate of 2.9%. Single frames were perfectly interpreted 92.8% of 

the time. Frames with only zero or one cow present were correctly identified 99.5% of the time (at any number of 

given examples). All interactions were detected while discarding 60% of the video as uninteresting. The overall 

accuracy of the “Behavioural Detector” module varied depending on different test-conditions: 

 no “line border features”, single frame: accuracy 79.2%, 

 with “line border features”, single frame: accuracy 83.1%, 

 with “line border features”, three consecutive frames: accuracy 85.1%. 

These different test-conditions were mainly related to the complexity of the geometrical analysis and number of 

frames from the video sequence used for the evaluation. Since the “Behavioral Detector” module operates with 

earlier developed seven-point shape-model [3], there is some freedom with relation to how many of those seven 

points (and lines that they potentially form) could be included into the analysis.  

For the “Tracker” module performance, in total 26 tracks were considered, and 23 were correctly tracked, while 

three were lost at some point (no longer possible to confirm real-ID). Given those 26 starting points, the tracker 

was able to maintain the correct position in a total of 101.29 minutes or 225 seconds on average per starting point.  

Future work should aim to improve the performance and flexibility of the modules from the “WatchDog” system 

as well the development of new “building blocks” or modules, which will improve the functionality of the proposed 

solution by: 
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 source code optimisation to achieve the opportunity to use “WatchDog” on different platforms and 

embedded hardware at lower computational cost without losing the functionality. 

 adding the additional features to “Behavioural Detector” module that will allow spatial analysis as 

well as social network analysis based on proximity between the individuals. This will allow the 

studies investigating hierarchical order within the herd, maternal relationship and preference tests 

(both towards other individuals and specific areas of interest). 

 extending the range of functions for the “Behavioural Detector” module by adding features that will 

allow calving detection, simple gait  recognition and benchmarking of “scene complexity”. 

 investigating the opportunities to create a smartphone-based application with Augmented Reality 

(AR) functionality for behavioural evaluation on-site (as well as some lameness detection based on 

back ridge angle). 

 making a “For Research Purposes” only graphical user interface (GUI) for “WatchDog” module 

responsible for video filtering, allowing more efficient work with the recordings. 

 investigating the opportunity for adjusting the developed shape-model to include other animal species 

into the algorithm. 
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Animals of various species, including poultry, have structured behavioural routines with variations relating to 

individuality. Efforts focusing on poultry have been largely limited to small (< 25 hens), non-commercial groups 

or the presence on exterior ranges rather than inside the house. Given existing knowledge of hen behavioural 

patterns and a growing need for animal monitoring within ever larger commercial flocks, we sought to investigate 

methodological tools that could objectively quantify the recorded movement and location patterns and allow 

comparison across and within hens. All experimental animal work was approved by the Bern Kantonal authority 

(BE-31/15) and all methodologies were performed in accordance with the relevant national and kantonal guidelines 

and regulations. For the effort, we used a custom designed tracking system to monitor the location within five pen 

zones (Figure 1) of a commercial aviary for 13 hens (Lohmann Selected Leghorn or Lohmann Brown) within a 

flock of 225 animals for a contiguous period of 11 days. Most hens manifested a hen-specific pattern that was 

(visually) highly consistent across days, though, within that consistency, manifested stark differences between 

hens (Figure 2). Some visual features that stood out between hens were: patterns of specific, repeating transitions 

at a relatively similar rate/time; extended duration of time within a single specific zone; lack of entry into an area; 

and isolated periods of activity within extended periods of inactivity. To test the hypothesis that daily movement 

patterns were more similar within hens than between hens and evaluate methodological tools capable of such 

comparisons, three different methods were used to classify individual daily datasets into groups based on their 

similarity. The three methods were: i) Linear Discriminant Analysis  based on six summary variables (transitions 

into each zone) and total transitions; ii) naïve clustering analysis, Hierarchical Clustering, applied to summary 

variables and iii) Hierarchical Clustering applied to dissimilarity matrices produced by Dynamic Time Warping. 

The three methods were highly successful in correctly classifying hens with each method correctly classifying 

more than 85% of the hen days. In summary, our methods provide a unique means to assess behavior of a system 

that was previously not accessible but indicates the presence of an enormous degree of complexity and structure. 

We believe the current effort is the first to document these behaviors within a large, complex commercial system 

and thus has enormous potential to influence the assessment of animal welfare, health, and productivity. Future 

work will need to re-evaluate these methods over extended periods of time and in relation to variables of interest, 

e.g., egg production and hen mortality. 

 

Figure 1. Representation of the aviary system and the five coverage zones showing available resources in each 

zone as well as emitter positioning (boxes). 
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Figure 2. Location graphs of four focal hens over 11 consecutive days. Each panel represents a single hen (1, 3, 9, 37). 

Within each graph, each line (top to bottom) represents location data for a single day where lights were on between 

approximately 0200 and 1700. The Y-axis represents the zone in which the animal was present and the X-axis represents the 

time of day. 
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Radiofrequency identification systems: Advantages and constraints for tracking 

and monitoring of individual animals 

M. van der Sluis1,2, E.D. Ellen1, Y. de Haas1 and T.B. Rodenburg2,3 

1 Animal Breeding and Genomics, Wageningen University & Research, Wageningen, The Netherlands. 

Malou.vandersluis@wur.nl; 2 Department of Animals in Science and Society, Faculty of Veterinary Medicine, Utrecht 

University, Utrecht, The Netherlands; 3 Adaptation Physiology Group, Wageningen University & Research, 

Wageningen, The Netherlands. 

To track and monitor individual animals in groups, it is possible to use radiofrequency identification (RFID) 

systems. RFID encompasses all wireless communication systems that use radiofrequency fields [1]. RFID systems 

consist of tags and readers [2]. The tags contain unique identification data and can be attached to the item or, in 

the proposed application, to the animal that needs to be tracked [2]. The readers are used to read and identify the 

tags via radiofrequency fields [2]. The development of RFID technology started in the late 1960s and RFID 

systems are currently used for a large range of applications, including electronic door locking systems, contactless 

smart cards, and animal identification [2,3,4]. Further progress in the technology of chip manufacturing now makes 

RFID suitable for novel applications and available at a lower cost [4,5]. Therefore, the existing RFID technology 

may be applicable for animal tracking and monitoring as well. Here, different types of RFID systems will first be 

discussed for their applicability in individual animal tracking and monitoring, after which future work using RFID 

to track individual animals will be presented. 

 

Many different types of RFID systems exist. The main characteristics by which RFID systems can be categorized 

are 1) power supply of the tags and; 2) operating frequency and associated reading ranges. Tags can be classified 

as active or passive, depending on their power supply. Passive tags obtain their power from the field of the reader 

and therefore do not have their own power supply in the form of a battery [6]. Active tags contain a battery that 

powers their signalling and allows them to initiate communication, and often have larger potential reading ranges 

than passive tags [4,6]. As a consequence, active tags can signal their location in real-time, while passive tags are 

only registered when they are near a reader. This results in active tags often providing more precise locational 

information than passive tags. Generally, active tags are heavier and more expensive than passive tags. Different 

operating frequency classes of RFID systems are distinguished: low frequency (± 134.2 kHz), high frequency (± 

13.56 MHz), ultra-high frequency (866-868 MHz (EU) and ± 915 MHz (US)), microwave (> 3GHz) and ultra-

wideband (wide range of frequencies, using low-power signals) [2,7]. Microwave and ultra-wideband systems are 

mainly limited to active tags, and low frequency systems to passive tags [2,4,8]. The operating frequencies differ 

in their sensitivity to metals and water in the environment, and have different data reading rates and ranges (Figure 

1). When assessing the value of different RFID systems for tracking and monitoring of individual animals, several 

requirements need to be considered. For example, multiple animals have to be tracked and monitored at the same 

time, while housed in groups on site, i.e. on farms. Also, the animals should not be affected by the RFID tag, either 

physically or in terms of behaviour, and the systems should be able to function with little or no interventions or 

adjustments after implementation, to measure undisturbed behaviour and to be of value for larger scale 

applications. Therefore, we need a system that 1) can read a large number of tags in a short time frame; 2) is not 

strongly affected by interference from water or metal; 3) has small, lightweight tags (especially of importance for 

smaller animals), and; 4) does not require frequent replacement of batteries. It is concluded that passive high-

frequency (HF) RFID systems appear to be best applicable for monitoring individual animals housed in large 

groups, based on the characteristics described in Figure 1. However, what type of RFID system is preferable 

strongly depends on the desired traits to be measured and the characteristics of the animals under study.  

mailto:Malou.vandersluis@wur.nl
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Figure 1: Overview of the different possible RFID systems, based on [2,4,7,8]. 

 

Animals in livestock production systems are kept in increasingly large groups, which makes identifying individuals 

difficult and monitoring their health and behaviour time-consuming [9]. However, information on individual traits 

is crucial for adequate monitoring of health and welfare of the animals, and is essential for breeders as input for 

breeding programmes and for evaluation of animals in group-housing. Therefore, in our proposed study, we aim 

to monitor health, production, and behavioural traits of individual animals of different livestock species that are 

housed in large groups, using radiofrequency identification systems. We will focus on two main areas: 1) activity 

in poultry, and; 2) proximity in pigs. For the activity studies in poultry, we will apply passive HF RFID to track 

and monitor individual poultry in small groups, possibly in combination with other systems (e.g. accelerometers). 

To this end, we will construct a grid of HF RFID antennas under the flooring of the pen in which the animals are 

housed and all animals will be fitted with a passive HF RFID tag on their leg rings. By looking at the number of 

antennas visited or the time in between registrations at different antennas, the level of activity of individual animals 

can be determined. After applying the system in small groups in a controlled setting, we will apply the system in 

a commercial breeding setting, to investigate the on-farm application of RFID. Using the proposed passive HF 

RFID system, differences in activity between genetic lines will be studied, as well as links between activity and 

gait score of the animals. To study proximity (i.e. interactions between individuals) in pigs, ultra-wideband (UWB) 

tracking methods will be applied. The reasoning behind this is that pigs are larger animals and are thus able to 

carry the weight of active tags. Also, using UWB tracking, a more exact location of individual animals can be 

determined, which is of importance in assessing the distance between individuals. By looking at the distances 

between different dyads of animals over time, a social network can be constructed. UWB tracking can also be 

combined with video tracking to study problem behaviours, by looking at the type or direction of interaction (e.g. 

head-to-tail interaction may indicate tail biting in pigs). Overall, the data obtained with these RFID systems can 

help to detect problem behaviour and/or gait problems early on and can aid in precision phenotyping. In this way, 

we hope to contribute to breeding healthy animals with good welfare that perform well in group-housing systems.  
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Measuring behaviour in elite sport 
 

Measuring behavior is essential in sport for improving performance, reducing injury risks and establishing 

appropriate regulations. Behavioural measurements are used to guide athlete preparation, training interventions 

and inform strategy going into a competition; as well as to assess the impact of changes to equipment. Other 

aspects of athlete behavior, inside and outside the performance arena, are important for athlete health and injury 

risk reduction. The design of effective safety equipment and procedures is also reliant on accurate measurement 

of athlete behavior. Traditionally, measurements were constrained to laboratories and expensive motion capture 

systems, but the emergence of low-cost wearable sensors and camera systems has helped to facilitate in-field 

testing. 

 

This symposium presents research from a range of sports and considers the impact that measuring behavior has 

had on elite sport. 

 

Tom Allen, Manchester Metropolitan University 
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Measuring Performance at the Great Britain Cycling Team: A Case Study of 

Optimizing Bicycle Setup Parameters 

P.R.Barratt1 

1Performance Support Team, Great Britain Cycling Team, UK 

Introduction 

Cycling speed is governed by power output, and so interventions that act to increase cycling power are 

highly relevant in the support of elite cyclists. Bicycle setup parameters, such as saddle height, crank length and 

cleat position, have the potential to influence overall cycling power output by altering the region of the length-

tension and force-velocity relationships used by the major power-producing muscle groups. The optimization of 

bicycle setup parameters therefore represents a valuable area of research with the applied goal of increasing overall 

cycling power. 

At the Great Britain Cycling Team, laboratory-based experimental methods and field-based observational 

methods are combined to investigate how changes in bicycle setup parameters influence cycling power output. 

The purpose of this abstract and presentation is to describe these two measurement paradigms, together with a 

discussion on the benefits of addressing research questions by combining two complimentary measurement 

paradigms. 

Methods 

Experimental data are collected on a static laboratory ergometer that provides an isokinetic resistance. 

Two-dimensional kinematic and kinetic analyses are used to describe joint-level mechanics. Using this approach, 

adjustments in bicycle setup parameters can be assessed in terms of the performance outcome of overall power 

output, together with a detailed description of the joint-level contributions. 

Observational field data are collected by instrumenting a bicycle to record one-dimensional crank-level 

kinetics data. These instrumented cranks are permanently installed on the bicycle to allow data collection at every 

training session. 

Discussion 

The experimental laboratory environment offers a highly repeatable and controlled measurement 

paradigm, which is clearly desirable for measurement precision as well as allowing for a more detailed analysis of 

the pedalling movement. The extent to which we can assume that data from this environment are representative of 

the actual performance environment however, is questionable. Specifically, there is a requirement for a cyclist to 

balance a moving bicycle when cycling on a velodrome, together with a wealth of additional visual, auditory and 

other contextual infomation. These altered constraints may result in the emergence of different movement co-

ordination patterns which may in turn result in different optimal values of bicycle setup parameters. 

In comparison to the experimental laboratory environment, the observational field environment has a high 

level of representativeness. Indeed the minor level of athlete interference resulting from the observational field 

instrumentation means that information can be collected in competition and well as in training. However, the 

considerable additional variabililty in this measurement environment results in a relatively poor level of 

repeatability and precision. 

The experimental laboratory environment and observational field environment are clearly complimentary 

measurement paradigms. The strength of one is the weakness of the other, and vice versa. Rather than choosing 

one method to address our research question of optimizing bicycle setup parameters therefore, we adopt a mixed 

approach by using both paradigms to address our problem of optimizing bicycle setup parameters. In building a 

weight of evidence in this way we believe we are able to have a greater confidence in our results, and ultimately 

deliver a better support service to our elite athletes and coaches. 
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Estimation of performance and infringements during race-walking field tests 

using a wearable inertial sensor system 

T. Caporaso1, S.Grazioso1, G. Di Gironimo1 and A. Lanzotti1 

1Department of Industrial Engineering, Fraunhofer Joint Lab IDEAS, University of Naples “Federico II”, Italy. 

teodorico.caporaso@unina.it 

This study presents a kinematics based system for the assessment of performance and infringements in race-

walking. To this purpose, we develop a strategy customized for élite race-walkers based on wearable inertial sensor 

data. For the evaluation of performance and infringements, five parameters (i.e., loss of ground contact time, loss 

of ground contact step classification, step length ratio, step cadence and smoothness) are selected. Their assessment 

is carried out according to the literature on outdoor tests. From these parameters, we derive custom indices, whose 

representation on a polar diagram allows an intuitive analysis of performance and infringements. One athlete, 

member of the Italian national team, participates to the experimental validation. He performs four outdoor-field-

tests at different velocities. Data are collected using an inertial sensor placed at L5/S1 vertebrae. The results of this 

work are promising toward using the derived indices and the wearable system for assisting training and judgment 

in race-walking.   

Keywords: race-walking, performance, infringements, field tests, wearable sensors 

1. Introduction 

Race-walking is a historical discipline which is part of the athletics sporting events. The rule 230 of IAAF 

Competition rules [1] defined through two commas the possible infringements: “bent knee” and “Loss Of Ground 

Contact” (LOGC). Thus, these infringements must be avoided but at the same time the best chronometric 

performance are required.  

The current practice during competitions is to entrust the infringements to the subjective human observations made 

by judges, only with their eyesight. The very short duration of the LOGC events (in the order of few hundredth of 

second [2]), generates difficulties in a proper identification due to human psychophysiological limitations of vision 

[3]. Despite the literature underlines how LOGC duration is directly proportional to the velocity [2], the analysis 

of the performance from the beginning to nowadays shows a continuous increasing of the race speed [4]. In 

addition, other practical difficulties for the judgments during competition are due to: (i) the restricted period of 

assessment available for the judges; (ii) the situation in which multiple athletes are close to each other’s (this often 

happens, especially during 20 km élite race). Thus, the judgments are often based on biomechanics patterns (i.e. 

too much knee lift, interruption of the line “trunk-pelvis-pushing leg) [5]. The consequences of a missed or 

incorrect disqualification could generate controversies which can be devastating to the individual athlete. On the 

other side, reaching the best performance while avoiding disqualification is the main goal of every professional 

racewalker. The literature underlines the correlation between performance and kinematic parameters. In [6] the 

authors pool together the data from eleven different studies, showing a linear descriptive equation between the 

Step Cadence (SC), Step Length (SL) and the race-walking speed. Another important parameter is the smoothness. 

Indeed, studies show that it significantly improves when the athlete's performance level increases [7]. 

In the context of race-walking, in particular for élite athletes, tools for measuring and monitoring both the 

performance and infringements are needed. The assessment of the performance is possible in different scenarios, 

as laboratory or field testing. In laboratory condition (with [8] and without [9] the use of treadmill), many authors 

have studied performance and infringements (using kinematic, kinetic and energic data) through powerful tools 

(i.e. motion capture and force platform). However, field data represents the benchmark for the analysis of the 

gesture since they allow to study the phenomena with the real ground interaction. Field tests allow collecting a 

larger number of steps, with varying velocities. In this scenario, the critical points are due to the limitations of the 

available instrumentations as well as to the quality of data and the more variable conditions. For the evaluation of 

the infringements in field condition the related work present different solution. Authors in [10], proposed a system 

consisting of a pair of insoles made up of piezoelectric sensor to identify gait temporal event and consequently the 

LOGC. For the same aim, another device is the inertial sensor, which allows to assess gait temporal events using 

a kinematics approach [11, 12]. With this approach, the LOGC timing was carried out and two different step 

classifications (to define legal or illegal steps) are proposed.  
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For the evaluation of the performance the researchers usually collected data through high speed camera [2]. The 

video analysis allows to evaluate kinematic parameters (also related with human joint) but often this tool offers a 

restricted period of assessment. Therefore, in the context of road test, this study presents: (i) the use of a wearable 

inertial sensor system for the monitoring of both infringements and performance; (ii) the development of an 

evaluation methodology customized for elite race-walkers; (iii) the derivation of a simple output useful for a quick 

evaluation in real typical training or competition scenario for the race-walking. The paper presents the selection of 

five parameters related with infringements and performance. For the assessment of these parameters in field 

scenario, methods are chosen from the literature. For each one a parameterization with a scale between 0 and 1 is 

proposed.  The results are plotted on polar diagram graph.  Finally, an experimental validation shows the useful 

application of the system in a real filed scenario. 

2. Methodology 

In this section we describe the assessment of parameter for the evaluation of infringements and performance and 

the following representation on a polar diagram.  

2.1 Assessment of parameters for infringements and performance   

The methodology is based on quantitative parameters for the evaluation of the infringements and performance. 

The following parameter are chosen for this aim: the LOGC with the assessment of the timing (LOGCT) and the 

step classification (LOGCC), the smoothness for anterior/posterior linear movement (S), the step cadence (SC) and 

step length ratio over athlete’s height ratio (SLR). The first two parameters are strictly connected with the 

infringements, while the last three with the performance. According to the IAAF recommendations, the judgments 

must consider a sequence of steps instead of a single, such that all parameters are related to the mean values of a 

sequence of 30 steps. The assessment of LOGCT, SC and SLR was carried through the definition of the gait 

temporal events (toe-off and heel strike) according to [12].  Hence, the previous parameters are evaluated with 

following equations: 

𝐿𝑂𝐺𝐶𝑇= mean(∑   tmax,i- (tmin,i+ E )30
1 )            (1) 

 

SC= mean (∑
1

(𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥,𝑖+1−𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥,1)

30
1  )           (2) 

 

SLR=(SC*𝑣𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛)/ℎ          (3) 

where tmin is time instant of the minimum value of the vertical component of the center of mass’ acceleration; tmax 

is time instant of the consecutive peak of anterior-posterior acceleration, corresponding to the heel-strike event 

(HSE), E is a threshold value, which was fixed to 30 ms, vmean is the mean test mean velocity and h is the athlete’s 

height.  For the assessment of LOGCC, the steps were classified as ‘legal’ or ‘illegal’ according to the classification 

proposed in [9] as  

{
LOGCT > 40 𝑚𝑠    𝐼𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑙 𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑝
LOGCT ≤ 40 𝑚𝑠   𝐿𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑙 𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑝

 (4) 

So, LOGCC for each sequence of steps was fixed equal to: 

𝐿𝑂𝐺𝐶𝑐 =
𝐼𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑙 𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑝𝑠

30
 (5) 

Finally, the smoothness parameter S is evaluated using Normal Jerk according to [13] through the following 

equation:  

𝑆 = 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 (∑ √
(𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥,𝑖+1−𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥,𝑖)

5

(𝐶𝑆∗𝑣𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛)
2 ∫ 𝑗2(𝑡)𝑑𝑡

𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥,𝑖+1
𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥,𝑖

30
𝑖=1 ) (6) 

where j(t) is the jerk related to the anterior/posterior acceleration. 
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2.2 Polar diagram representation 

Starting from the previous defined five parameters, each one is associated to a scale between 0 (best score) and 1 

(worst score). We considered the feature of inertial device and fixed this criteria correlation for LOGCT: 

δ(LOGCT) =  

{
 
 

 
 δ =  l ,                                   LOGCT ≥ (40 𝑚𝑠 +

2

𝑆𝐹
) 

δ =
1

40−
4

𝑆𝐹

∗ (𝐿𝑂𝐺𝐶𝑇 − (40 𝑚𝑠 −
2

𝑆𝐹
)) ,    (40 𝑚𝑠 −

2

𝑆𝐹
) > LOGCT > (40 𝑚𝑠 +

2

𝑆𝐹
) 

  δ =  0,                                 LOGCT ≤ (40 𝑚𝑠 −
2

𝑆𝐹
)

  (7) 

where SF is the sample frequency expressed as 1/Ts (Ts is the sample timing) of the wearable inertial system. 

For the SLR and SC we used the linear regression presented in [2, 6] which, starting from elite competition data, 

derived the following equations: 

{𝑆𝐿𝑅 = 2.47 ∗ 𝑣 + 32.73        {𝑆𝐶 =  0.259 ∗ 𝑣 + 2.253   (8,9) 

From these equations we obtain for all type of race competition the optimal value (SLR0) and the passing one 

(SLR0,4):   

{
𝑆𝐿𝑅0,4 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑣 = 𝑣𝐸
𝑆𝐿𝑅0 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ  𝑣 = 𝑣𝑅

                 {
𝑆𝐶0,4 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑣 = 𝑣𝐸
𝑆𝐶0 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ  𝑣 = 𝑣𝑅

        (10,11) 

where vE is the velocity of the entry standard time for the last World Championship and vR is the velocity of the 

world record. All velocities in the equations are expressed in km/h for the equations (8,10) and in m/s in (9,11). 

Finally, the definition of the ρ(SLR) and γ(SC) are carried through the following system equations:  

{

𝜌(𝑆𝐿𝑅) = −0.4
(𝑆𝐿𝑅−𝑆𝐿𝑅0,4)

(𝑆𝐿𝑅0−𝑆𝐿𝑅0,4)
+ 0.4,

𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑆𝐿𝑅 > 𝑆𝐿𝑅0,                                               𝜌(𝑆𝐿𝑅) = 1

𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑆𝐿𝑅 < −1.5 ∗ 𝑆𝐿𝑅0 + 2.5 ∗ 𝑆𝐿𝑅0,4  ,     𝜌(𝑆𝐿𝑅) = 0

       (12) 

{

𝛾(𝑆𝐶) = −0.4
(𝑆𝐶−𝑆𝐶0,4)

(𝑆𝐶0−𝑆𝐶0,4)
+ 0.4

𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑆𝐶 > 𝑆𝐶0,                                              𝛾(𝑆𝐶) = 1

𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑆𝐶 < −1.5 ∗ 𝐶𝑆0 + 2.5 ∗ 𝐶𝑆0,4  ,     𝛾(𝑆𝐶) = 0

                 (13) 

Also, for the assessment of μ(SAP) we used a similar equation where SMin is equal to 1 (ideal best value of 

smoothness) and SMax was fixed equal to 10 (since no references are provided). 

𝜇(𝑆) =
(𝑆−𝑆𝑀𝑖𝑛)

(𝑆𝑀𝑎𝑥−𝑆𝑀𝑖𝑛)
                             (14) 

Instead, the parameter LOGCC is just defined between 0 and 1. 

𝛼(𝐿𝑂𝐺𝐶𝐶) = 𝐿𝑂𝐺𝐶𝐶                    (15) 

All parameters are shown in a synthetic polar diagram graph shown in the example figure below. The evaluation 

of the polygon area (Area) allows to obtain a synthetic index (ε) to give in consideration both infringements and 

performance. This index is expressed as: 

휀 =  
𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎

𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑚𝑎𝑥
                 (16) 

 where Areamax is the maximum possible area (area of a regular pentagon with unitary radius). Furthermore, we 

fixed the minimum condition of the correct gesture (assuming the threshold values of 0.4 for the infringements 

parameters δ and α) and we carried the best acceptable ε value (휀𝑜𝑝𝑡): 

{
휀𝑜𝑝𝑡 = 

𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎

𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑚𝑎𝑥

  𝛼 ≤ 0.4     𝛿 ≤ 0.4 
   (17) 
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Figure 1 In the figure the red indices are related to the infringements, the black ones to the performance. The underlined area 

(ε) represents the synthetic index. 

3. Experimental results 

In this section the experimental validation phase is described, and the previous indices are evaluated, in this 

scenario. Furthermore, we highlight the main outcomes of the paper.  

3.1 Experimental setup  

An athlete, specialized on the distance of 50 km, member of the Italian national team, participated to the 

experimental session. He signed a written informed consent, in accordance with Etic Committee of the University 

of Naples Federico II. After an initial briefing, the test leader collected racewalker anthropometric data and 

personal details. Data were collected using an inertial system (i.e. the model type G-Sensor2, BTS) set at SF of 

200Hz (1/5ms), ±8g for the tri-axis accelerometer, ±300gps for the tri-axis gyroscope sensor, and ±6 Gauss for the 

tri-axis magnetic sensor. The sensor was located at the bottom of athlete vertebral column in correspondence of 

the L5–S1 inter-vertebral space. Trials were performed on a long-paved road, which is straight and flat in according 

to the IAAF recommendations about race walking courses [10]. The test protocol consists of four trials of three 

hundred meters race-walking each, at 4 different velocities (mean values of 12.0, 12.9, 13.7, 14.6 km/h that 

represent, respectively, the 93%, 100%, 106% and 113% of the athlete’s racing pace (RP)) evaluated respect the 

best results of the athlete in the last two seasons. For each race-walking test, excluding the initial acceleration 

phase of the athlete, 180 consecutive steps (six sequences of step for each trial) were considered.  

3.2 Results and discussion 

Table 1 shows the mean value of each parameter for the four trials (cf. 2.1). In relationship with the race distance 

of the athlete vE and vR are fixed respectively 12.20 km/h and 14.11 km/h. Consequently 𝑆𝐿𝑅0,4 and 𝑆𝐿𝑅0 are 

setted equal to 62.8 and 67.6; 𝑆𝐶0,4 and 𝑆𝐶0 equal to 3.130 step/s and 3.268 step/s. Finally, in Table 2, we report 

the indices evaluated according to the proposed methodology (cf. 2.2). Figure 2 shows the polar diagram 

representation of the evolution of all parameter in the different trials. Figure 2 and Table 2, according to the 

literature [2, 6], show a decreasing trend for infringements indices (δ and α) and, on the other side, an increasing 

of the performance indices (ρ, γ and μ) when RP increased. Specifically, at greater speed (RP> 106%) the 

infringement scores appear to be critical (with value over 0.4). The analysis of the performance indices underlines 

how in this athlete, the step length values are better than step cadence ones. Furthermore, we can underline how 

the smoothness index improve less than the step cadence with the race speed. Finally, ε (as shows in Table 2) 

underlines how at greater RP the graph area increases. However, this is not the best compromise, since it allows 
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improvements in performance but with critical (incorrect) infringement indices. Thus, probably the optimal RP for 

this athlete is between 100% and 106%, where is placed the 휀𝑜𝑝𝑡 (that allow to both maximize ε and guarantee an 

acceptable level of correct technique (with LOGCT and LOGCC under 0.4). 

Table 1 Performance and infringements parameters data collected during trials 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 2  Performance and infringements indices evaluated starting from collected data 

 

 

Figure 2 Polar diagram for the experimental tests. The red indices are related to the infringements, the black ones to the 

performance. The coloured lines graphically show the trend of the indeces at different RP percentages. 

 

 

 

 

 

RP 

[%] 

SC  

[steps/s] 

SLR 

 [%] 

LOGCT  

[ms] 

LOGCC 

[-] 

S 

[-] 

93 3.027 66.5 35 0.14 6.935 

100 3.063 70.6 37 0.26 6.815 

106 3.165 72.3 41 0.50 5.833 

113 3.215 76.1 44 0.50 5.197 

RP [%] γ ρ δ α μ ε [%] 

93 0.70 0.09 0.25 0.14 0.66 34.8 

100 0.59 0 0.35 0.26 0.64 35.4 

106 0.30 0 0.55 0.50 0.54 38.9 

113 0.15 0 0.75 0.50 0.47 42.3 
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4. Conclusions 

The results of this paper agree with the literature and confirm the possibility to use wearable inertial system both 

for the assessment of infringements and performance in field condition. The proposed method allows to individuate 

when the race pace becomes critical for correct execution of the gesture. For the analysis of the performance, the 

polar diagram allows to understand the strong and critical point that characterized the technique of the single 

athlete. The synthetic index (in combination with an acceptable level of infringement parameters) could allow to 

individuate the best quality of gesture with the possible optimal race pace speed. Further developments will be 

centred on: (i) testing with a greater number of athletes with different anthropometric characteristics and also in 

race conditions; (ii) including a smoothness rotation index in the evaluation parameters; (iii) deriving customized 

strategies diversified for the main type of race competition (men's and women's 20 and 50 km).  
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Introduction 

Knowledge of wrist kinematics during the impact phase of punching in boxing is required considering injuries at 

hand-wrist account for the highest incidence in both training and competition [1]. To date, studies in boxing have 

investigated shoulder and elbow joint kinematics, but not the wrist [2]. These studies used reflective surface 

markers, which we considered unfeasible for wrist investigation due to protective equipment covering these areas. 

We therefore assessed the validity and reliability of a new method for quantifying wrist motion during boxing 

activities using an electromagnetic tracking system (Polhemus).  

 

Methods 

This study included three components; a) a mechanical jig based investigation, using a polyamide hand and 

forearm shape surrogate, b) an in-vivo quasi-static measurement of the wrist, and c) an in-vivo measurement of the 

wrist during boxing punching activities. Three receivers were fixed to either the jig or participants of this study. 

Participants were 29 Great Britain Boxers (23 men and 6 women). All participants were orthodox stance boxers 

(left hand leading). The relative orientation of the left upper limb segments (upper arm, forearm, hand) were 

defined using Cardan angles [3]. For the jig and quasi-static testing, multiple positions of wrist angle were 

determined during repeat sessions, analysed using the Polhemus. and video footage processed through a computer-

based software (Kinoveo). For the punch testing, two types of boxing shots were thrown repetitively against a 

training bag with their left leading hand; Jab (straight shot) and Hook (bent arm shot). Wrist motion for the punch 

testing was analysed with the Polhemus.  

 

 
Figure 1. Field testing showing the Polhemus system set-up with one of the participants during the punch testing 

component of this study 

 

Results and Discussion 

The Polhemus provided valid estimates of wrist kinematics, demonstrating excellent correlation with the marker 

based video analysis in both the jig and quasi static testing by <0.2° (p = <0.001) and 2-6° (p = <0.001) respectively 

(Paired t-tests). Both systems showed high intraclass coefficient of reliability (ICC), with the quasi-static data also 

meeting the assumptions of Bland-Altman graphs. For the punch testing, the Polhemus testing showed an almost 
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perfect reliability when assessing wrist motions during both repeated jab and hook shots. This study therefore 

supports future in-field work in this sport aiming at reducing injury risks at the hand-wrist region.  
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Monitoring and encouraging participation in sport and physical activity 

 
Technology is playing an increasingly prominent role in sport and physical activity. Many of us wear or carry 

sensors which track our movements and monitor our heart rate  — whether we’re running in the park or 

competing at the elite level. At the same time, the Western World is facing a public health crisis. Levels of 

obesity (in adult and childhood populations) are predicted to increase, alongside associated physical and mental 

health conditions. Exercise and physical activity is one way to increase public health and has been shown to 

have positive effects on a number of physical and mental conditions. Technology can be our ally when 

encouraging others to exercise. It can be used to create new environments for exercise or to reveal effective 

ways to encourage participation. 

 

This symposium explores the ways we can meet the challenges of increasing physical activity and encouraging 

participation. 

 

Simon Choppin & John Kelley, Sheffield Hallam University 
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Newell's constraints-led model [1] suggests that boundaries or instructions (constraints) placed on the task, 

performer and environment affect the affordances (opportunities for action) of movement production.  Therefore, 

when measuring movement behaviour, the data recorded represents the interaction between the imposed 

constraints in those experimental conditions. Here, using the theoretical framework of ecological dynamics (i.e., 

constraints-led model and representative design) we propose the idea of 'gold standard data', meaning data 

collected in an everyday sport environment with no interference to the typical constraints of the performer, 

environment or competitive/training task. We propose that a continuum exists between 'gold standard data' and 

'gold standard measurements' (i.e. highly accurate systems that can measure kinematics with precision which are 

often used to validate other technologies [2, 3]); suggesting this continuum as a method to help movement 

scientists reflect on the measurement techniques used in research and applied practice (see Figure 1). Finally, we 

suggest the term 'co-operative data' to describe data collected during experiments that negotiate a balance between 

measurement precision and representative design (see Figure 1).  

This continuum has been informed by a systematic survey of human movement literature, where the most common 

method identified for measuring movement behaviour during sporting tasks was marker-based motion-tracking 

(19% of sample). Researchers may consider this type of system as the 'gold standard', based on its ability to 

measure kinematics with precision and reliability [2, 3]. However, to enable marker-based motion-tracking 

systems to achieve high accuracy and resolution, invasive measurement techniques that are impracticable within 

everyday sports performance environments are likely to be implemented. To measure athlete movement in 

everyday performance conditions, investigators may use methods that are not 'gold standard' but impose little or 

no impedance to the athlete, task or environment. This was evidenced in our survey by global positioning systems 

(GPS; 16% of sample) and notational analyses (8% of sample) being the subsequent most popular techniques used 

to measure human movement behaviour during sporting tasks.  

Depending on the resources available and the performance constraints of the sport, some experiments may be able 

to collect 'gold standard data' using 'gold standard measurement' systems (see [4]). However, the current literature 

demonstrates a prevalence of experiments that use methods (for example, marker-based motion-tracking) likely 

to introduce less representative constraints; and compromise action fidelity (that experimental situations 

adequately simulate a performance system) and functionality of task design (maintenance of the coupling of 

cognitive, perceptual and action processes) [5], making experimental data inappropriate for practitioners or 

researchers to generalize to everyday sport conditions. Hence, representative but less precise data may be more 

informative than data collected using gold standard measurement techniques; because it represents the constraints 

experienced by athletes as they perform training or competitive tasks in typical conditions. Careful consideration 

is therefore required concerning the prescribed task, experimental environment and measurement techniques 

employed during data collection [5, 6]. We suggest that the use of the terms 'gold standard measurement', 'co-

operative data' and 'gold standard data' might help researchers to contextualize experiments and help practitioners 

to appropriately generalise data in relation to typical sports performance constraints.  
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Figure 1. Proposed continuum of 'gold standard measurement' and 'gold standard data' 
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Motion analysis studies of swimming have focused predominantly on 2-D kinematics (i.e. joint angles, velocities, 

and accelerations in the sagittal plane) [1]. However, swimming actions involve movements in all three planes, 

making a 2-D approach prone to considerable perspective errors. A more complete analysis of swimming technique 

would require 3-D kinematical data, which would eliminate this source of error and provide more detailed 

information [2]. Such data, however, are challenging to obtain in a swimming pool and have rarely been captured 

satisfactorily. Therefore, the aim of this project is to develop a tool that will allow the measurement of whole-body 

3-D kinematical parameters without the aid of markers. 

The visual hull algorithm will constitute the core of this tool. First proposed by Laurentini in 1994, the visual hull 

approximates the volume of a 3-dimensional object by using its silhouettes (recorded by cameras positioned around 

the capture volume and extracted from the images using specialized algorithms) as constraints for where the object 

can lie in 3-D space [3]. Because the accuracy of this reconstruction is strongly dependant on the quality of the 

silhouettes seen by the cameras, silhouette extraction is a fundamental step for this algorithm. Therefore, in the 

first phase of the project the current state of the art algorithms for contour detection have been compared 

quantitatively and qualitatively, using data obtained from participants fully submerged and recorded from different 

camera angles. Because contour detection algorithms do not output semantically meaningful closed lines [4], but 

rather give a probability that a pixel belongs to a contour or not, additional algorithms that are able to connect 

these contours into closed lines (i.e. silhouettes) are currently being explored. 

In a second phase, having selected an optimal contour detection algorithm, the visual hull of complex objects (i.e. 

humans) will be reconstructed in a dry-land setting to gain familiarity with the algorithm without the added 

complexity of underwater capture. The visual hull, which by definition is an over-approximation of the actual 

volume of the object, will then be refined using available algorithms, which use photometric constraints to further 

“carve” the visual hull into a more accurate model. Specialised software (MAYA) will then be used to articulate 

the visual hull, inserting virtual joints into the 3-D model.  We will then be able to compute kinematical parameters 

such as joint angles, velocities, and accelerations. 

Having tested the entire pipeline in a dry-land lab, it will be adapted for underwater capture. In particular, camera 

calibration will have to take into account the different refractive index of water and the possible presence of a glass 

housing for the cameras, which introduces a second degree of refraction. 

Ultimately, this tool would represent the first method to record high-quality 3D kinematics of swimmers in a 

completely non-invasive fashion, thus possibly enabling a deeper understanding of the technique and performance 

of elite and recreational swimmers. It will also be the first study to compare how the choice of different silhouette 

extraction techniques affects the accuracy of the visual hull. 
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The proportion of the UK, adult population that meets official activity guidelines is low. Health interventions 

have been implemented to try to increase activity in the general public but evidence of success is limited -- high 

proportions of participants return to relative inactivity soon after starting. 

As a weekly, free, 5 kilometre run, Parkrun may contribute to increasing physical activity among its community 

members. Parkrun provides a relaxed setting in which to exercise which mixes elements of social-support and 

perceived accessibility with the opportunity to set goals and self-monitor progress (the runs are timed and 

recorded for participants) -- both have shown to be effective in maintaining behaviour change with regards to 

physical activity. 

This study examines the participatory behaviour of 1.33 million registrants to the Parkrun event. This includes 

the effects of demographics, what level of engagement is likely to result in continued participation and the 

physical effect (through run time) on continued participation. 

While a large proportion of registrants to Parkrun will only run once, those that do continue to participate for 

three years or more demonstrate an increase in physical fitness through improved run-times. The age, level of 

deprivation and activity levels of registrants all affect the likelihood of continuing to participate in the event. 

Given the positive benefits of participation in Parkrun, ways should be explored to increase the appeal to less 

active and more deprived registrants. 
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With the development of wearable sensors and algorithmic improvements, it is now possible to assess the dynamic 

progression of physiological rhythms such as heart rate, breathing rate or galvanic skin response in ways and places 

and during certain activities that were previously not possible due to cost and reliability. This paper investigates 

the physiological changes when participating in a zipline activity. Despite the advances in sensor technology, the 

statistical analysis of such physiological signals remains a challenge for data analysts. This paper presents a 

workflow encompassing the whole process with the goal of obtaining a range of best fitting models to analyse the 

patterns given by these measurements ‘in the wild’. Here we observe significant changes in heart rate, breathing 

rate and skin conductance level in anticipation, during and after the zipline activity.  

 

Introduction 

Despite technical advancements of wearable biometric sensors, little is known about the psychophysiological 

modifications triggered by physical activities [1]. This is particularly true in the case of physical activities ‘in the 

wild’ which also involve emotional experiences such as skydiving [2] or kitesurfing [3]. Among the different 

outdoor sports to analyse, zipline activity has particularities which make it suitable to investigate physiological 

changes. Zipline activity can trigger intense emotions due to the speed and height, whilst also being a controlled 

activity: The participants are performing the same quasi-linear pattern and are unable to deviate from it. Sensorial 

inputs (mainly visual but sound and vibrations can also be used) are appraised differently by individuals and are 

triggering specific emotional reactions [4]. People use a combination of experience and individual skills in emotion 

regulation to manage the potentially elicited danger as quickly as possible.  

During this process, changes in the physiological rhythms can be observed. These changes can be antecedent or 

consequent to an event [5]. Antecedent physiological changes relate to the behavioural modifications before the 

event. In fact, physiological activation facilitates the accurate response to the event [6]. Increase in heart rate and 

breathing rate leads to better blood irrigation of the muscles to provide the best behavioural response to the 

triggering event. Skin temperature changes and galvanic skin response are typically a side effect of the increase in 

heart rate and breathing rate. They aim to regulate and limit the physiological changes by cooling the body. Thus 

antecedent physiological changes are triggered not only by the comparison between sensorial inputs and 

behavioural response expectation but also by the uncertainty of the results of the future behavioural response. 

Consequent physiological changes happen because of changes in the physiological rhythms after the event. These 

changes are the results of the behavioural response to the event in order to adjust a new accurate behaviour 

depending on the consequences of the previous behaviour [7]. Indeed, these physiological changes infer 

homeostatic deviations which are associated with different psychological states [1,8].  

By analysing the dynamic changes of physiological measures simultaneously, it is possible to identify these 

individual’s triggered reactions. Consequently, Zipline activity provides us with an opportunity to measure a high-

intensity controlled activity “in the wild”. 

 

Multivariate Body Area Network  

As they allow continuous and real-time monitoring of physiological changes, wearable sensors are efficient tools 

for monitoring patients’ physical [9,10] and psychological health [11,12]. The use of wearable sensors to exercise 

and sport monitoring have become more and more common as the technology of the devices have improved [13]. 

In fact, there are currently over 300 devices that are commercially available for the purpose of tracking exercise 

or sport [14]. The sensors can be classed into three categories: contextual measures, direct measures of 

physiological rhythms, and indirect measures of physiological rhythms. Contextual sensors deliver information 

about the environment such as the geographic position with geolocalisation data or sensing movement with 

accelerometer data. Direct measures of physiological rhythms provide the information of the frequency and 
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intensity of these rhythms such as with electrocardiogram (ECG), heart rate (HR) or breathing rate (BR). Indirect 

measures of physiological rhythms provide information of the general bodily activity such as galvanic skin 

response (GSR) or skin temperature (ST). 

In order to better understand physiological changes, “Multivariate Body Area Network” was used since a long 

time. Multivariate Body Area Network describes a setup in which multiple data stream sensors are simultaneously 

recording physiological changes. Most common academic setup involves wired sensors and is used in laboratory 

conditions. However the rise of wearable devices made the use of Multivariate Body Area Network easier to 

evaluate physiological changes in the wild.  

A major issue when analysing physiological changes in the wild is the measure and the synchronization of 

multivariate time-series (i.e. HR, BR, ST and GSR). The time it takes to put sensors on and off can lead to a 

desynchronisation of the different measurements. In addition to the time desynchronisation, each sensor has a 

different recording frequency which makes data analysis more difficult. In order to solve these problems, a 

synchronization application hosted on Android OS was developed by the Sensum Co1. With this application, the 

signals provided by the sensors used in the Multivariate Body Area Network are synced where all data streams 

start and terminate simultaneously.  

Dynamic analysis of multivariate measurements 

Physiological time-series are particularly challenging to analyse. The main issue is related to the residual 

distribution. For example, the existence of a potential pattern in the residuals can indicate that linear models are 

not suitable for fitting physiological measurements. Therefore, a new model with covariates and random effects 

should be implemented using Generalized Additive Mixed Models (GAMMs) to fit with non-linear patterns. By 

estimating the degree of smoothness of a Bayesian spline smoothing using restricted maximum likelihood 

estimation (REML) [15,16], GAMMs allow the identification of dynamic patterns underlying time-series while 

taking into account participants’ idiosyncratic response. 

By using GAMMs to analyse Multivariate Body Area Network measures in zipline activity, it is possible to identify 

subtle changes nested in individual’s idiosyncratic physiological changes and thus, to infer their emotions. 

Methods 

Participants 

After providing their written informed consent, 30 participants (12 females and 18 males, age M = 28.3,  

SD = 6.33) volunteered for the study. The recruitment process included a medical check to insure that none of the 

participant had a history of previous cardiac abnormalities and none of them were on any cardio-active medication. 

Participants were informed that they can change their mind and withdraw their consent to participate in this study 

at any time. Two participants decided to not take part in the experiment before the zipline. 

Measurements 

For this experiment the participants wore an Equivital EQ02 sensor belt, a Shimmer GSR device, a GoPro Hero 4 

camera and a Sennheiser lavalier microphone. They were also wearing an iPhone on their right arm to record audio 

from Apogee app and a One Plus X Android smartphone on their left arm running the Sensum application to 

control, record and sync the output from the wearable devices (Fig 1). The GPS coordinates of the participants 

were also recorded with the iPhone.  

Out of the available wearable devices, the Equivital EQ02 sensor belt was chosen based on the accuracy and 

robustness of its measurement. We recorded two categories of measures: the physiological measures (GSR, ECG, 

HR, BR and ST) and the context measures (Accelerometer and GPS). The context measures were used as predictors 

of the physiological changes. 

                                                      
1  https://sensum.co/ 
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Fig. 1. Description of the Multivariate Body Area Network (MBAN) set up. 

Procedure 

The experiment took place in Todd’s Leap Activity Centre based in Ballygawley, Co. Tyrone, Northern Ireland2. 

The Todd’s Leap zipline hangs 50 meters above the ground and is 500 meters long. Prior to participants’ activity, 

they were harnessed up and given full safety advice by qualified instructors. A period of 40 seconds was selected 

before and after the zipline experience to evaluate the difference between them (Fig. 2). 

 
Fig. 2. Timeline of measurements. 

Signal Pre-processing 

In order to have the cleanest data streams for the analysis, participants’ were omitted from further analysis if one 

or more physiological measurement reached exclusion criteria [17]. See Table 1 for a detailed description of 

exclusion criteria.  

 

Table 1. Exclusion criteria given by unreasonably low or high physiological measures. bpm = beat per minute,  

rpm = respiration per minute, °C = degree Celsius, mS = mirco Siemens 

Measurement Exclusion criteria 

Heart Rate (HR) HR < 50 bpm or HR > 220 bpm 

Breathing Rate (BR) BR < 10 rpm or BR > 60 rpm 

Skin Temperature (ST) ST < 30°C or ST > 40°C 

Galvanic Skin Response (GSR) GSR < 2mS or GSR < 20mS 
 

Following these criteria, participants r05, r12 and r23 were removed because of too extreme HR, participants r11 

and r16 were removed because of too extreme BR and participants r09, r10, r11 and r20 were removed because of 

too extreme GSR.  

Results 

In order to evaluate how the zipline context influences participants’ physiological responses, we first used 

descriptive statistical analysis. After removing outliers and artefacts, we used a GAMM analysis to evaluate 

significant physiological changes across the participants.  

To analyse the ECG signal, an R-peak detection algorithm was applied. Heart Rate Variability (HRV) is extracted 

from the R-peak detection using a frequency-domain analysis technique with least asymmetric Daubechies 

                                                      
2  http://www.toddsleap.com/ 
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wavelets of width 8 samples for a higher temporal resolution. The High Frequency HRV has been identified as a 

relevant feature to extract [18]. Indeed, the power temporal evolution in the High Frequency band is correlated 

with participant’s emotional state [19,20]. 

The GSR also provides relevant features to analyse participants’ psychological state with the extraction of Skin 

Conductance Level (SCL) and Skin Conductance Response (SCR) [21–23]. The SCL represents the tonic level of 

GSR which slowly varies according the time, and is a representation of long term responses to an event. The SCR 

represents the phasic response of GSR. It is compound by GSR peaks corresponding to immediate events.  

From descriptive statistics, we observed homogeneous variations in the participants’ physiology (Fig. 3).  

HR (M = 116, SD = 28.5), BR (M = 23, SD = 4.7) and SCL (M = 7.80, SD = 3.22) show a consistent pattern in 

value distribution density across the participants. ST (M = 36, SD = 1.1) and HRV (M = 13480, SD = 22488) 

appears to have a participant with extreme values but still within a reasonable physiological range. SCR values (M 

= 0.002, SD = 0.43) are centred around 0, where deviations from 0 indicate a response. 

 
Fig. 3. Dispersion of physiological time-series for every participant (grey area). Small dots indicate participants’ 

average and red dots indicates the overall average. 

Multivariate Analysis of Physiological Measures 

In order to obtain the optimal structure, it appears that a local regression smoother (LOESS) should be added to 

the current model. One way to use this LOESS parameter is to implement the GAMMs. This LOESS is a weighted 

linear regression that enables a fixed factor to have a gradient divided in segments that fits the data for each 

segment. The new model can be described as follows: 

Yi = α + f (X1i) + ai + εi 

where ai = β2 × X2i 

and εi ∼ N(0,σ2) 

The new pattern of the GAMM is the LOESS parameter f (X1i). Degrees of freedom for the smoother pattern above 

1 indicate the importance of the “smooth” term to estimate the variability of the data. 

The results provided by the GAMMs for HR (F(7.36) = 7.80, p < .001), BR (F(6.82) = 2.37, p < .05), HRV (F(2.66) 

= 6.96, p < .001) and SCL (F(8.63) = 49.40, p < .001) show significant changes according the time whereas ST 

(F(1.00) = 0.31, p = .58) and SCR (F(1.87) = 1.15, p = .39) are stable according the time. 

Even though GAMMs allow the assessment of time-series changes, it does not provide a statistical analysis of 

where these changes happen. Therefore, a Significant Zero Crossing of the Derivatives (SiZer) approach offers a 

method to identify significant changes in the GAMM predicted values. SiZer methods enable meaningful statistical 

inference, while doing exploratory data analysis using statistical smoothing methods [24]. A SiZer analysis was 

performed on the first derivatives of GAMMs with a 99% point-wise confidence interval (Fig. 4). 
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Fig. 4. SiZer analysis of the GAMM predicted values after signal pre-processing treatment and feature 

extraction. A 99% point-wise confidence interval is shown. Significant periods are extracted from the first 

derivatives and reported on the actual GAMM predicted values where red periods indicate a significant decrease 

and blue periods a significant increase. the period between the dashed black lines denotes the zip-line activity. 

 

Using GAMMs and Significant Zero Crossing of the Derivatives methods, results indicate significant local 

changes in physiological measures. Before the beginning of the zipline, results show a significant increase in HR, 

BR and SCL indicating an increase in participants’ arousal due to the appraisal of the potential ‘danger’. During 

the first part of the zipline, results show a significant increase in HR and SCL as well as a significant decrease of 

BR. These changes can be explained by the thrill of jumping out and by the zipline acceleration. In the second part 

of the zipline, with speed decreasing participants’ results show a significant decrease in HR and SCL. It should be 

noticed that HRV increases only when the participants are reaching the platform. This increase can be interpreted 

as a negative emotional state due to the potential difficulty of reaching the platform. Finally, a significant decrease 

in HR, BR and SCL can indicate participant’s relief after the zipline. 

 

Discussion 

In the current study wearable and a prototype controller app (Sensum app) were tested to evaluate physiological 

changes in Zipline activity. By using this we were able to establish the feasibility of identifying a meaningful data 

signal in sports environments, and make recommendations on the best technical setup.  

Physiological data recorded in the wild 

By monitoring physiological changes, it is possible to analyse the optimal patterns in order to infer individuals’ 

physical and psychological response. The data analysed in the current study is not restricted by a lab environment 

but close to the ’ground truth’ of the physiological changes from ‘in the wild’ activities. The aim of Multivariate 

Body Area Network is to provide accurate feedback to individuals about their performance, such as an unexpected 

increase or an expected decrease of the physiological activity. Moreover, wearable technologies have the 

advantage of being small and unobtrusive which is particularly important so that individuals are not uncomfortable 

or limited in their performance. 

Limitations 

Despite technical improvements in multimodal sensor recording and their decreased size, for the belts or the 

wristband some upgrades can still be made towards their shape and size, particularly in the field of sport 

monitoring. Indeed, sensors can affect individuals’ performance due to their inconvenience (e.g. the sensors can 

cause discomfort and being aware of the data being recorded can make the individuals uncomfortable). For 

example, the GSR sensor on the finger may bother or limit the range of the movement for the user. There is room 

for improvement to create less obtrusive sensors, especially in the field of sport monitoring [25]. For future 
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research, one possibility is to change the sensor placement. For example, the thenar and hypothenar eminence sites 

could be used instead of proximal phalanx to measure GSR activity. This may reduce distortion in the data due to 

the sensors rubbing against the zipline equipment.  

Recording physiological measurement in the wild is particularly difficult with sport activities. The context itself 

is a challenge due to the vibration which can interfere with the measurements taken. Contrary to the lab 

experiments, field experiments bring a very high percentage of artefact and corrupted data. For example, some 

incoherent data from the GPS, HR, ECG and GSR had to be removed. Other technical limitations such as battery 

life of the sensors and potential network disconnection provide additional problems that need to be solved. 

Finally, even if contextual and technical variables were controlled between the participants, inter-individual 

variables continue to be a potential limitation. For example, even if the size of the Equivital Belt was adjusted 

according to participants’ anatomy, it is difficult to control for their overall health, alimentation, resistance to cold 

weather and even their general mood which can influence the recording of physiological measurement. 

 

Conclusions 

Wearable technologies are able to provide substantial physiological data, allowing individuals to monitor their 

performance. In this perspective, zipline appears to be a relevant activity to evaluate the variability of the 

physiological rhythms during experiences which are highly similar across several trials. As antecedent and 

consequent physiological changes are related to contextual events, their variability is a relevant indicator of 

whether athletes’ decision making process is correct or incorrect. By using this perspective, physiological measures 

can provide a baseline for athletes and be used to evaluate their progress. 
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A measure for structural similarities in dyadic conversations 

Nikolai W.F. Bode1 
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Verbal communication is crucial to human social behavior and it is therefore important to understand the patterns 

of how conversations are conducted [1]. Much previous work on patterns in conversations relies on manual coding 

[1], is qualitative [2] or focuses on individuals rather than turn-taking, turn duration or other hallmarks of 

interaction (e.g. speech recognition [3]). Despite considerable advances, a general understanding of whether 

conversations patterns depend on factors such as age, gender, familiarity of conversation partners, health status, 

education status, etc. is still missing. Such population-level questions call for a largely automated exploratory 

analysis and, most importantly, a way of quantitatively measuring the similarity between different observed 

conversations. Specifically, we would like to measure whether a given conversation between persons A and B is 

more similar to a conversation between persons C and D or to a conversation between persons E and F. If a reliable 

measure for this scenario was available, it could be used in many ways. For example, it could be used for a general 

investigation of how verbal communication differs across conversation partners. It may also be useful to assess 

how verbal communication changes with age or even mental health. 

Here, we present a measure for the structural similarity of different conversations. Our approach consists of two 

steps. We describe each of these steps below and illustrate our approach using publicly available audio data on 

free conversations between pairs of individuals [4]. The main novelty of our approach is that we represent 

interactions as sequences of labels and measure differences across patterns contained within these sequences. In 

this way, we measure the structural similarities in verbal interactions, rather than focusing on specific aspects, such 

as content or turn taking [1].  

In the first step of our analysis, we infer who speaks when in a given audio recording, a process called speaker 

diarization [5]. We split a recorded conversation into 1-second segments (Figure 1A) and label each segment using 

four labels 1-4 that indicate whether both speakers are silent – 1, speaker A talks – 2, speaker B talks – 3 or both 

speakers talk – 4 (Figure 1A). Testing the performance of our algorithm using eight manually coded conversations, 

we find a 20% error rate for labels. For comparison, a review of diarization algorithms found error rates of 5-32% 

for different data sets [5]. This analysis yields a sequence of labels for each recorded conversation. 

In the second step of our analysis, we find the closest localized match between two conversation sequences (Figure 

1B, we use the Smith-Waterman algorithm [6]). This match is associated with a score that depends on how long 

the matched pattern is and how many elements of the pattern are identical across the two sequences. The score for 

the pattern provides a measure for the structural similarity between two conversation sequences (labels 2 and 3 

may be swapped in one of the sequences). All sequences we analyze are the same length and we can therefore 

normalize the alignment score into a distance measure taking values between 0 (perfect match) and 1 (no match). 

We demonstrate our approach on 46 five-minute recordings of conversations [4]. Each conversation is between 

two people on a topic of their choice. They were recorded by the BBC to archive a snapshot of our relationships 

and lives today. Using our distance measure, we perform hierarchical clustering on this set of sequences, which 

leads to two well-separated clusters, as well as a cluster of three outliers (Figure 1C). Focusing on the two large 

clusters, we find that conversations in one of them contain more silent intervals, fewer intervals in which both 

conversation partners speak and more conversations conducted by related individuals. There was no difference in 

the age, gender or speaking time of conversation partners across clusters (all differences significant; assessed using 

permutation tests). 

These preliminary findings suggest that our approach can detect general structural characteristics in large data sets 

of dyadic conversations. Our bioinformatics-inspired approach can be extended, for example using multiple 

sequence alignment, to identify specific patterns that are preserved within a cluster of similar conversations. Our 

analysis is largely automated and thus facilitates a high-throughput analysis of data on verbal communication. 
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Figure 1: Analysis steps and illustrative results. (A) Audio signal. The colors and numbers indicate labels for one-second 

intervals obtained using speaker diarization (1 – no-one speaks, 2 – speaker A talks, 3 – speaker B talks, 4 – both speakers 

talk). (B) Applying the analysis from panel A to audio recordings of many conversations yields a collection of sequences, one 

for each conversation (illustrated by sequences S1-S6). We perform local sequence alignment for pairs of sequences using the 

Smith-Waterman algorithm. This produces an alignment indicating the closest local match between the two sequences, 

allowing for some gaps, ‘-‘, in the alignment. We convert the score of the alignment into a distance measure between 

sequences. (C) Using pairwise local alignment scores, we perform hierarchical clustering on a set of 46 five-minute intervals 

from free conversations. This can be used to study structural similarities between conversations. 
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Using Human Operators to Understand Human Operator Behavior: Adding 

Meaning to Behavior in Complex Environments using Ethnographic Auto-

Confrontation 

Erwin R. Boer1, Deborah Forster2 and Natasha Merat1 

1. University of Leeds, UK; 2. UCSD USA; e.r.boer@tudelft.nl 

Understanding human behavior in rich natural contexts is best explained by the humans doing the actual behaving.  

Ethnographic techniques such as auto-confrontation are employed to establish what elements and factors influence 

driver behavior in natural complex driving situations.  This technique explicitly exposes how drivers make 

meaning of their behavior and especially of outlier behavior.  We used these data on natural driving behavior to 

design an autonomous controller that has the same sensitivities to road environment factors as drivers do.  These 

autonomous controllers were then evaluated using the same auto-confrontation technique.  The approach offers a 

richness of understanding that goes well beyond that of typical automotive designers and engineers and finds 

parallel in many areas of where human behavior can/should be augmented, complemented or automated to enhance 

safety and enjoyment.   

Experiments with human being are generally constrained in three ways: i) a limited number of stimuli or constraints 

are presented in a sparse world, ii) the possible behaviors in response to the stimuli and constraints are limited, 

and iii) the instructions to the participants are highly detailed so as to elicit specific behavior.  While such 

experiments are highly suitable to quantify human ability they are less suitable for understanding human behavior 

in the wild.  When observing humans in a natural environment we project our own experience in trying to 

understand their behavior.  However, because everybody has a unique natural make up as well as a unique life 

experience, their understanding of their own behavior may not match our interpretation of their behavior.  These 

discrepancies are especially relevant when technologies are involved that may require some understanding of the 

technological capabilities and limitations such as in driver support systems.  The question is: how do we capture 

how different people make meaning of their own behavior.   

Ethnography offers a suite of behavior assessment techniques that are highly suitable to let human operators make 

meaning of their own behavior.  One such approach is auto-confrontation where human operators are confronted 

with re-experiencing a previously exhibited behavior generally grounded in video replay but often enriched with 

other modalities such as sound or even motion.  By exposing human operators to multi-modal traces of their own 

behavior one can through non-biasing interview techniques gain deep insights into how they organized their 

behavior and why they behaved the way they did.   

In a UK project with the aim to create an autonomous vehicle that drives like a human, we were faced with the 

question what it means to drive like a human.  The operational hypothesis is that when a human is driven 

autonomously with a car that adopts their own driving style that acceptance will be higher than when they are 

driven in a fashion that is purely designed from an engineering perspective.  We collect data of naturalistic driving 

in complex driving environments in driving simulators as well as in instrumented vehicles.  The question was how 

we can establish what it is in the driving environment that causes drivers to adapt their speed, lateral position as 

well as level of attention.   

To capture how drivers behave in natural environments we employed three different triggers for what portions we 

used for the auto-confrontations: i) around their own button presses during their driving which they press when 

they feel that something out of the ordinary occurred, ii) around stronger and/or faster than normal control 

responses which we automatically identify and iii) where observed behavior deviates significantly from predictions 

created by a computational model that is based on pilot data.  The data obtained from these auto-confrontations 

provided not only a set of common factors that influence behavior and that specifically cause difficulty but more 

interestingly also factors that are unique to specific sub-sets of participants.  These data provided the necessary 

detail to know what elements in the environment autonomous vehicle need to be sensitive to and what additional 

elements may be needed to achieve a highly personalized autonomous driving.  We did identify groups with 
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different driving styles and continue to explore the relationship between how drivers make meaning of their own 

behavior and how they actually drive.   

For each class of driving styles, a personalized autonomous vehicle controller was created.  Subsequently drivers 

were exposed to autonomous driving in their own group’s style or in the style of a different group.  Drivers again 

were asked to press a button when they experienced that the autonomous car behaved unnatural or unsafe.  The 

windows of time around these button presses were then analyzed again using auto confrontation to elicit how 

drivers make meaning of the discrepancy between how they would have driven and how the autonomous car drove.  

This study was conducted in a highly advanced driving simulator but the same approach will also be employed in 

the real world.   

In the paper we will explicitly explain how auto-confrontation aids in guiding design of human-operator support 

systems in 4 ways: i) understanding of outlier behavior as recognized by human operator, ii) understanding of 

outlier behavior compared to observed distributions of situated behavior, iii) understanding of mismatch between 

model of human operator behavior and actual human operator behavior and iv) understanding of the degree to 

which a support function (including autonomy) is acceptable.  They key is that the driver explains why rather than 

the arguably biased designer or experimenter.  These 4 ways were all employed in our current project on the design 

of an autonomous vehicle that not only drives smoothly but also has the same risk sensitivities and sensibilities to 

other-road-user as humans have in terms of adapting their behavior to assure sufficient safety margins and 

accommodation.   

The auto-confrontation technique has proven invaluable to understand the environmental elements that impact 

behavior in a vast set of different contexts.  It also provided clear insight into the reasons why a particular response 

either from the driver or from the autonomous vehicle was deemed undesirable and therefore providing clear 

guidance for the design of future autonomous vehicles.   

The final paper will provide a full detailed exposition of the stages of auto-confrontation as well as details of what 

types of insights were obtained as well as how they were used in shaping the design or motivating changes to 

future design of driver support systems and autonomous vehicles.  The paper will finish with an exposition of other 

domains where these techniques have been or are expected to be useful.  We will also explore ways in which these 

human-grounded approaches may also be suitable in different incarnations to study different species.   
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Observing the Fine-Scale Behaviour of Cleaner Fish in Commercial Salmon Net 

Pens Using Passive-Acoustic Telemetry 

A. J. Brooker, A. Davie, H. Migaud 

Institute of Aquaculture, University of Stirling, Stirling, UK. a.j.brooker@stir.ac.uk 

Introduction 

In recent years, cleaner fish have been implemented at a large scale in the North Atlantic salmon industry as a 

strategic component to the sustainable control of the potentially devastating salmon louse Lepeophtheirus 

salmonis. The key to the continual improvement of husbandry practices in any farming system is the observation 

of the livestock and the ability to rapidly identify deviations from normal behaviour and natural rhythms. However, 

the monitoring of cleaner fish deployed at low densities within commercial Atlantic salmon net pens is difficult 

and remains largely anecdotal. We used passive-acoustic telemetry to observe the fine-scale swimming behaviour 

of cleaner fish in commercial salmon net pens in response to changes in husbandry and environmental conditions. 

Methods 

We used a passive-acoustic telemetry system (HTI-Vemco Inc., Seattle, WA, USA) to record the positions of 

acoustic-tagged ballan wrasse (Labrus bergylta) and lumpfish (Cyclopterus lumpus) over periods of several 

months. An array of eight underwater hydrophones was deployed by divers around the perimeter of two 24 × 24 

× 15 m net pens, comprising four surface hydrophones suspended at 1 m depth and four deep hydrophones fixed 

at 20m depth. The hydrophones were hardwired to an acoustic tag receiver housed on the cage structure, time 

synced via GPS satellite and with wireless connectivity to a shore-based PC for system control and raw data 

storage. The acoustic tags (6.8 × 20.0 mm; 0.55 g in water) emit at a single frequency (307.2 kHz), and each one 

is programmed with a unique pulse rate interval (PRI) to allow tag identification. The tags were surgically 

implanted into the abdominal cavity of experimental fish under anaesthetic, and all experiments were approved by 

the University of Stirling Animal Welfare Ethical Review Board. Control tags were fitted to cleaner fish hides 

located in the pen corners to measure system performance. Using proprietary software (HTI-Vemco Inc.), raw 

acoustic data were filtered and processed to identify tags, and the 3D position of each tag pulse to sub-metre 

resolution was calculated by measuring its time delay to at least four hydrophones and triangulating its position. 

Fish position data were then analysed using R to derive swimming parameters (speed, heading, turn angle, turn 

rate), calculate preferred locations, and identify changes in behaviour in response to time of day, tide, season, 

salmon feeding times and farm activities. 

Results and Discussion 

Despite regular underwater farm noise (e.g. the predator acoustic deterrent device and workboats) and a multitude 

of physical barriers (e.g. farm structure, nets, salmon, etc.) that may block or attenuate acoustic tag signals, the 

system performance was not significantly compromised, as confirmed by validating control tag data. Using this 

setup, we have characterised the different behaviours of ballan wrasse and lumpfish in terms of (a) spatial patterns, 

e.g. pen location preferences and home ranges based on kernel utilisation distributions, and (b) temporal patterns, 

e.g. behaviour periodicity based on continuous wavelet transforms. Furthermore, we have defined behaviour states 

in individual fish based on changes in behaviour patterns over time and identified individual cleaner fish 

personality types. Using this information to predict the incidence of different personalities within a given cleaner 

fish population, we are exploring how to adapt husbandry practices (e.g. by acclimating fish before deployment) 

to shift this range towards more desirable personalities where delousing is a prominent behaviour. The further 

development and application of behavioural monitoring through this research programme will inform farm 

management practices to improve the welfare of cleaner fish populations and the predictability of biological 

delousing in salmon aquaculture. 
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Combining two observational methods to describe mealtime episodes in mother-

infant dyads during complementary feeding  

P. Brugaillères, C. Chabanet, S. Issanchou and C. Schwartz 

Centre des Sciences du Goût et de l’Alimentation, AgroSup Dijon, CNRS, INRA, Université Bourgogne Franche-

Comté, F-21000 Dijon, France. pauline.brugailleres@inra.fr, camille.schwartz@inra.fr. 

Introduction 

Studies conducted in adults have shown that individual cumulative food intake curves (based on several 

consumption parameters like meal duration, bite size, bite frequency and change in eating rate) reflect the eating 

rate and are stable and consistent within subjects [1]. Yet, a faster eating rate may be a determinant of obesity risk 

in adults [2]. Considering that eating habits track until childhood and even later until adulthood [3], the description 

of eating behavior in early life is of importance, especially considering that learning processes related to eating 

behavior are numerous during this period [4]. Depending on studies, different methods have been used to describe 

the sequence of eating behaviors during mealtime episodes in children. Thus, videotape recordings or a connected 

weighing scale which continuously records the weight of plate have been used to analyze eating behavior. For 

example, in children aged from 10 to 13 years old, some authors assessed the children’s eating rate using a 

connected weighing scale, both in subjects with Prader-Willi syndrome in hospital [5] and in healthy children at 

schools [6]. Other researchers used the analysis of videotape recordings of meals taken at home to assess the 

number of bites [7]. Recently, an experimental study conducted in adolescents associated both a videotape 

recording strategy to identify the type of selected foods in an ad libitum buffet and a connected weighing scale to 

quantify the amount of food eaten [8]. In younger children (4 to 5 years old), the video-recorded data of ad libitum 

lunches taken in laboratory revealed the existence of slow and fast eaters [9]. In this study, the authors went further 

in assessing the children’s eating behavior by describing the microstructure of their eating behavior (i.e., bite size, 

number of chewing and swallows). In infants younger than one year old, whereas some studies have investigated 

the eating behavior in formula fed infants [10], no study was performed in complementary fed infants. The main 

feature of mealtime episodes during complementary feeding is the fact that infants remain dependent on a caregiver 

to be fed. This specific aspect has to be considered to describe mealtime episodes in mother-infant dyads during 

complementary feeding. Indeed, the meal initiation and cessation are highly linked to the parent-infant dyad 

functioning [11]. To start the meal when the infant is hungry and to stop the meal when the infant is full, the parent 

has to interpret correctly hunger and satiation signals that should be clear enough from the infant [12]. Hence, the 

infant’s satiation signals play a major role in the cessation of the meal but their nature, and thus their clarity, could 

be highly variable between infants [13, 14]. From the parent’s side, the perception of the satiation cues could also 

be modulated depending on several factors like maternal and infants’ characteristics (e.g. sex of the infant, maternal 

weight status) [11]. In this regard, we assumed that combining two observational methods, the videotape recording 

and the use of a connected weighing scale, could be a relevant way to describe the dyadic processes occurring in 

mealtime episodes during complementary feeding. Thereby, the aim of this study was to develop and validate such 

mixed observational method as a tool to describe dyad functioning. Through this combined approach, changes in 

different parameters like the eating rate before and after the first refusal to consume, as a first cue of satiation, 

could be explored to describe whether the parents and the infants are synchronized and responsive to each other.  

Materials and methods 

Data collection 

This study was part of a larger research project conducted from May 2015 to December 2016 and aimed at 

understanding the etiology of infants’ eating behavior. This study was conducted according to the guidelines 

established in the Declaration of Helsinki and was approved by the local ethical committee (Comité de Protection 

des Personnes Est I Bourgogne, 2015-A000014-45). This trial was registered at clinicaltrials.gov as 

NCT03409042. Written informed consent was obtained from both parents. When the infants were nearly 1 year 

old, the mother-infant dyads were invited to come twice to the laboratory on two non-consecutive days to 

participate in videotaped meals. For the purpose of the study, the infants were offered a food preload followed by 

an ad libitum meal. Here, we focus on the consumption of the ad libitum meal; thus, the preload consumption will 
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no longer be mentioned. Two foods (i.e. 300g of a vegetable and meat or fish puree – here called as ‘vegetable 

puree’– followed by 195g of fruit puree) were offered as the ad libitum meal. Each food was served in large opaque 

bowl, so that mothers could not get an accurate idea of the offered quantities. The infants were seated in a high 

chair in front of their mother in a dedicated study room. The mothers fed their infant as they usually did (i.e., free 

to interact), using their own spoon. They were instructed to remain attentive to the refusals to consume emitted by 

their infant. Indeed, they had for instruction not to encourage nor restrict consumption and to stop offering each 

food of the meal (vegetable and fruit puree) when the infant emitted 2 consecutive refusals (e.g., the infant refused 

to open the mouth, pushed away the spoon or shook his/her head). Via a door equipped with a two-way mirror, the 

experimenters could observe the mother-infant dyads without being seen and thus ensuring that instructions were 

followed by the mothers. 

Connected weighing scale 

During consumption, the opaque bowls were placed on a digital weighing scale of 0.1g sensitivity (Adam® PGL-

12001 or NBL-4602e depending on the study room) connected to a computer which recorded the weight every 

second (Figure 1). Hence, mothers were asked to manipulate the spoon without handling the bowl. The 

experimenter started off and stopped the recording manually for each food. For this, the experimenter made sure 

that both start and end time corresponded to the same physical condition (i.e., spoon placed into the bowl + food 

content). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Recording device with the digital 

weighing scale (A), the bowl (B) and the 

computer (C). 

 

 

 

The main output variables directly obtained were the total weight intake (g) and the total duration of the food 

consumption (s). Both were respectively obtained by the difference between the final and the initial weight and 

time recorded. Moreover, the device allowed the collection of numerous other variables like the number of 

spoonfuls (i.e., each time when the mother took off a full spoon from the bowl) or even the weight of spoonful 

content and the time at which each spoonful was taken off. Thus, the eating rate could be derived and was expressed 

in gram or in number of spoonfuls per second. 

 

Videotape coding 

 

All meals were video recorded using two cameras (Sony Handicam® DCR-SX31) filming the infant of the front 

and profile. The videotape coding was performed by four trained experimenters using the Noldus The Observer® 

software. For each food, four behaviors and one methodological parameter were coded (Table 1). 
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Table 1. Video-coded behaviors, methodological parameter and output variables 

 

Figure 2. Examples of refusals to consume: pushing away the spoon (A), turning the head away (B) and refusing 

to open the mouth (C). 

Data analysis 

The analyses were performed using the R software for Windows (version 3.4.0). Statistical significance was set at 

P < 0.05. To exploit the connected weighing scale data, starting from the weights recorded each second, the main 

task was the selection of one measurement per spoonful (Figure 4). Thus, series of consecutive equal weights 

(runs) were identified and two runs were collapsed if the difference was lower than 0.55g. Runs corresponding to 

periods where the spoon was left in the bowl were automatically removed. Then, the measurement at the center of 

each remaining run was selected. Moreover, the recording was not taken into account if less than two 

 
Definition 

Coding 

scheme 
Output variable 

Behaviors    

1. Consumption 

duration 

The start of the consumption corresponded to 

the first lip-food contact, when the infant 

closed his mouth on the first accepted spoon 

The end of the consumption corresponded to 

the  last lip-food contact, when the last 

accepted spoon got out of the mouth of the 

infant  

State event 

Effective 

consumption 

duration (s)  

(Consumption 

duration – duration 

of meal’s breaks)  

2. Meal’s break 

The start of each break was coded when the 

mother stopped to offer the food in response 

to an external or unusual event (e.g., spilled 

food requiring to clean the table and/or the 

infant) 

The end of the break was coded when the 

mother went back to feeding her infant  

State event 

3. Bite 
When each accepted spoon got out of the 

mouth of the infant 
Point event Number of bites 

4. First refusal to 

consume 

First refusal to consume the offered spoon by 

the infant. This behavior being highly 

variable between individuals, we established 

a list of behaviors based on a published list 

[13]. We completed this list by previewing 

some videos. Examples of first refusals to 

consume are shown in Figure 2 

Point event 

Duration from the 

start of consumption 

and the appearance 

of the 1st refusal to 

consume (s) 

Methodological 

parameter 
   

1. First removed 

spoon from the 

bowl 

Time when the first spoon was removed 

from the bowl (i.e., this corresponds to the 

first decrease of weight recorded by the 

connected weighing scale). This point event 

was necessary to synchronize data from the 

videotape with data from the connected 

weighing scale 

Point event 

Duration from the 

start of the videotape 

and the start of the 

connected weighing 

scale recording (s) 
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measurements were selected or if the weight range was less than 2g over the meal. Null weights obtained when 

the scale stopped functioning were detected and removed. Afterwards, the weight of the spoon (manually weighed 

by the experimenters) was subtracted from the first selected measurement since the spoon was left in the bowl at 

the beginning of the recording. Finally, when the selected measurements increased between two consecutive 

values, the first of the consecutive measurements was cancelled. This could occur when the spoonful was not 

consumed and the next spoonful was smaller. R functions were written to perform all those steps automatically 

(downloadable R functions on: https://prodinra.inra.fr/record/425131) [15]. Reliability of the connected weighing 

scale was assessed by evaluating the consistency between the videotape coding data and the connected weighing 

scale data using both graphical comparisons and Kendall correlations. 

 
Figure 3. Example of a typical recording from the connected weighing scale illustrating different steps 

performed by the R functions. Each spoonful is represented by a red vertical trait. 

Results 

Among the 46 mother-infant dyads who participated in the laboratory meals, videotape and weighing scale data 

were obtained for n=37. For them, data were obtained from both the videotape coding and from the connected 

weighing scale for at least one food (vegetable and/or fruit puree) over the two meals. Thus, we analyzed data of 

137 food consumption episodes. 

Reliability of the data from the connected weighing scale 

The results showed good agreement and strong positive correlations between the data obtained from the videotape 

coding and the connected weighing scale regarding respectively the effective and total duration of food 

consumption (τ=0.89, df=135, p<0.001). We also observed a positive correlation between the number of bites from 

the videotape coding and the number of spoonfuls from the connected weighing scale (τ=0.89, df=135, p<0.001) 

(Figure 4). These results confirmed the reliability of the developed R functions and the accuracy of the 

synchronization between the connected weighing scale and the videotape records. 
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Figure 4. Graphic representations of the effective food consumption duration (from the videotape coding) and 

the total food consumption duration (from the connected weighing scale) (A) and the number of bites (from the 

videotape coding) and the number of spoonfuls (from the connected weighing scale) (B). 

 

The overvaluation of the total consumption duration (from the connected weighing scale) compared to the effective 

consumption duration (from the videotape coding) (Figure 4A) is explained by the fact that the connected weighing 

scale, contrary to the videotape recording analysis, included the meal’s breaks as part of the course meal. Similarly, 

as shown in Figure 4B, the number of spoonfuls tended to be lower than the number of bites; this reflects that one 

spoonful may be consumed in several bites before the spoon returned to the bowl.  

Examples of different mother-infant dyadic functionings revealed by the mixed observational method 

Below, graphic representations illustrate some mealtime episode parameters from 3 different mother-infant dyads. 

These are presented as typical cases of different functionings (Figure 5). 

 

BA

A’A Dyad1 Vegetable Puree Dyad1 Vegetable Puree
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Figure 5. Graphics (A), (B) and (C) illustrate the eating rate (g/min) to consume a food (vegetable or fruit puree) 

obtained with the connected weighing scale. Each spoonful is represented by a red vertical trait. The time of 

appearance of the first refusal obtained with the videotape record is represented by a vertical yellow line. The 

axis scales were adapted according to the weight consumed and the duration of consumption which were 

variable between dyads. The initial weight for the vegetable puree could vary slightly depending on the used 

bowl (A), (C). For each dyad, the corresponded spoonful content over time is presented in (A’), (B’) and (C’) 

graphics. 

 

The comparative observation of the (A), (B) and (C) graphics clearly revealed that the duration from the start of 

the consumption and the appearance of the 1st refusal to consume was highly variable between dyads. The first 

refusal appeared in the first third of the course of the consumption episode for the dyad 1 (A), whereas it appeared 

in the middle for the dyad 2 (B) and by the end for the dyad 3 (C). Moreover, this case analysis also showed a 

change in the dynamic occurring around the appearance of this first refusal. Contrary to the dyad 1 (A), the first 

refusal was followed by a decrease of the eating rate in the dyad 2 (B).  

Inter-dyad variability regarding the mean spoon content could also be revealed: overall, the spoon content seemed 

to be greater in dyad 3 (C’) than in the other dyads (A’), (B’). The dyad 3 (C’) also showed an increase of the 

spoonful content over time. Such dynamic was not observed so clearly in the other dyads (A’) and (B’).  

Finally, the intra-dyad parameters comparison highlighted another interesting fact: in dyad 2, the time of the first 

refusal to consume seemed to be associated with a punctual decrease of the spoonful content and a greater time-

lapse between successive spoons (B/B’). This suggests that the parent and the infant are responsive to each other.  

B’B Dyad2 Fruit Puree Dyad2 Fruit Puree

C’C Dyad3 Vegetable Puree Dyad3 Vegetable Puree
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Applications & perspectives 

The data from the connected weighing scale and the videotape recordings did not evaluate strictly the same meal’s 

episode parameters (i.e., total versus effective food consumption duration and number of spoonfuls versus number 

of bites). However, the strong positive correlations obtained between data from these two methods provided 

support that both methods allowed to obtain similar meal episode patterns. Considering that the coding of 

videotaped meals require around 30 minutes per food consumption episode (i.e., almost 70 hours of coding were 

necessary in the present study), we assume that the use of the connected weighing scale could be a reliable 

substitute for coding automatically some meal episode parameters like the total consumption duration and the 

number of spoonfuls. This also enables the collection of other variables like the spoonful weight of each offered 

spoonful which provides a unique insight to describe the food consumption episode; this would not be possible 

through the videotape recording method only. However, the videotape recording method is still an essential tool 

for qualitative aspects like the appearance of the first refusal to consume. Yet, this parameter is especially important 

when exploring whether the parent has adapted and changed his/her feeding style. As a complementary tool, it 

also allows to understand artefacts (due to the pressure applied with the spoon to the bowl for example) obtained 

with the connected weighing scale. Thus, this study highlighted the importance of using a mixed observational 

method to describe mealtime episodes in mother-infant dyads during complementary feeding. Studying eating 

behavior by an observational approach has been proved to be relevant by allowing a unique insight in all contextual 

and social aspects of feeding [16]. To go further and explore more aspects of the sequence of events, a particular 

focus could be made on the different changes surrounding the first refusal to consume. Also, depending on the 

question to explore, coding more qualitative aspects of the eating episode could be considered for future studies 

(e.g., visual attention – target and duration of gazes, joint attention – or verbal communication) [17]. Very 

interestingly, the present mixed observational method revealed the existence of different mother-infant dyadic 

functionings in the context of a mealtime episode. Data from the literature have underlined that a higher eating 

rate was positively associated with a higher Body Mass Index (BMI), through self-reported data in 30-42 months 

children (mothers answered questionnaires regarding their children) [18] but also through the analysis of meals’ 

videotapes in 4-5 years old children in an ad libitum buffet context [19]. In a context of increasing prevalence of 

obesity [20], understanding the development of eating patterns (among which mother-infant dyadic functioning) 

and their links with early weight gain trajectories is needed. In their model, DiSantis and colleagues [12] theorized 

that a discordant caregiver-infant dynamic – also referred as to a non-responsive feeding style – (e.g., inappropriate 

parental response to their infant’s hunger and satiation cues and/or unclear signal emission by the infants) can 

result in increased feedings (in terms of amount and/or frequency). This might lead to an accelerated weight gain 

and in turn to overweight. Considering this, different profiles of mother-infant dyadic functioning and infants’ 

anthropometrics could be seen together as an interesting perspective. Very recently, we have also adapted a 

paradigm to evaluate infant's caloric-compensation abilities [21]. Another perspective is then to explore whether 

different mother-infant dyadic functionings in the context of mealtime are linked with different infant's caloric 

compensation abilities. 
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Autonomous vehicles (AV’s) are appearing on roads, based on standard robotic mapping and navigation 

algorithms. However their ability to interact with other road-users is much less well understood. If AVs are 

programmed to stop every time another road user obstructs them, then other road users simply learn that they can 

take priority at every interaction, and the AV will make little or no progress. This issue is especially important in 

the case of a pedestrian crossing the road in front of the AV. The present methods paper expands the sequential 

chicken model introduced in (Fox et al., 2018), using empirical data to measure behavior of humans in a controlled 

plus-maze experiment, and showing how such data can be used to infer parameters of the model via a Gaussian 

Process. This providing a more realistic, empirical understanding of the human factors intelligence required by 

future autonomous vehicles. 

Introduction 

Autonomous vehicle technology is currently claimed by many commercial organizations involved in operating 

experiments which apply robotic navigation algorithms to on-road vehicles.  Robotic mapping and navigation are 

mature research areas (Thrun, 2005) and open-source software stacks are now available to enable a car to pick and 

follow a route around static environment (Kato et al. 2015). In contrast, the human factors involved in real-world 

driving in environments containing other road users are not well understood. Other road users include human 

drivers and pedestrians, and eventually other autonomous vehicles, which may or may not be able to communicate 

with one another. A recent study operated an autonomous minibus continuously on a real commuter route around 

La Rochelle, France and Trikala, Greece, for several weeks (Madigan et al., in preparation) and suggested that 

once the local population has learned that the vehicle was programmed to be perfectly safe and stop at any obstacle, 

pedestrians and other vehicles would regularly take advantage of the AV to push in front of it. In some cases 

pedestrians did this simply for fun – delaying the vehicle and its real-world commuter passengers on their way to 

work. Human drivers do not simply give way to all such threats. Instead they appear to use their knowledge of and 

predictions about the psychology of other road users to interactively negotiate for priority. This can include 

dominant behavior – driving straight toward a pedestrian at full speed, or even accelerating, to encourage them to 

yield and return to the pavement;  or polite behavior – backing off to allow them space to cross. A well-known 

scenario is for two pedestrians to meet similarly and make several attempts dodging from side to side in order to 

agree on how to pass. Two polite road users can be almost as dangerous as two dominant ones – by continually 

trying to yield to one another they get closer to a collision without the decision being made. 

A recent study (Fox et al., 2018) proposed an abstract mathematical model of two agents – which may be AVs, 

human drivers, and pedestrians - - meeting at an unsigned intersection and negotiating for priority. This model is 

deliberately simple and intended as a foundation whose structure can be extended with many additional details.  In 

addition, it contains free parameters decrypting human preferences. The present study illustrates how such 

parameters can be fit to human data as a method of measuring behavior which combines empirical Game Theory 

and a Bayesian Gaussian Process analysis. 

Game theory of human driven vehicles is used extensively in macroscopic traffic modeling via Wardrop 

equilibrium in flow networks (Bolland et al., 1979) with focus on route selection in large, economy-like, markets 

of many road users rather than microscopic pairwise interactions. Where game theory has been applied to pairwise 

traffic decisions, it has mostly been at the level of simple single-shot games as reviewed in (Elvik, 2014). In a few 

cases such as lane-changing (Meng et al., 2016; Kim and Langari, 2014) and merging (Kita, 1999) it has been 

extended to sequential games as used here, but not for AV-pedestrian interactions as here. 
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Methods  

Sequential Chicken model 

 
Figure 1  (left): two agents negotiating for priority at an intersection. (right): game theory model of the scenario. 

 

The “Sequential Chicken” model of (Fox et al., 2018) represents a simplified version of the class of scenarios 

shown in fig. 1 (left) and fig. (2). In these scenarios, two agents (which may each be an AV, human driver of 

various types, and/or pedestrian) called Y and X approach the same intersection. If neither agent yields, they will 

collide and each receive a negative utility Ucrash. Otherwise, they each reach their destination at some time delay, 

T, from the start of the game. The model assumes a linear value of time, so the total (negative) utility of an agent 

arriving at time T is  ‐TUtime. The basic model assumes both agents share the same parameters  Ucrash and Utimeand 

both know this to be the case. It assumes that no lateral motion is permitted, and that there is no communication 

between the agents other than seeing each other’s positions. It discretizes positions into a plus maze structure of 

grid squares as in fig. 1 (right), and discretizes time into turns in which both players must select from two speeds, 

of either 1 square per turn or 2 squares per turn.  The model is similar to a board game where each turn, both 

players make their choices in secret then and reveal them together before acting on them. 

The model is called “Sequential Chicken” because its theoretical optimal strategies are solvable using Game 

Theory, and related to the famous game theory model of Chicken. In (non-sequential) Chicken, two drivers Y and 

X face each other and choose (as a single decision) whether to drive straight at each other or swerve away3. 

Swerving makes one the nominal “loser”, but in practice, penalties for both are much worse if neither swerves and 

they collide. The game is considered a draw if both swerve. In game theory, this is represented by a payoff matrix, 

showing numerical utilities to the two players as in table 1. 

 
Table 2: The game of Chicken. 

 

Standard Game Theory provides (Nash) equilibria for games in this matrix form, which are configurations of 

action selections such that neither player would change if they knew the other’s choice. (Fox et al., 2018) provide 

arguments for selecting between these equilibria in real-time traffic situations so as to choose the most “rational” 

strategy. In general, the best strategies are probabilistic, specifying that each player should choose between the 

two actions with certain probabilities. (If they were deterministic, then each player could know the other’s move 

in advance and exploit that knowledge, contradicting their supposed optimality.) 

Chicken is a one-shot game – both players make just one decision then act on it.  Sequential Chicken can be viewed 

as a sequence of one-shot (sub-)games, which can be solved similarly. Write (y,x,t) to describe the player’s current 

locations as in fig. 1 (right) at turn t and let their available actions be the speed choices aY , aX  {1,2}. Rather than 

                                                      
3 It is convenient to use Y, X ordering throughout so that matrix indices 𝑀𝑦,𝑥 correspond to visualizations. 
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winning, losing, or crashing, the outcomes of the game at state (y,x,t) are that the players reach a new state, (y+aY, 

x+aX, t+1). This may be a “game-over” state, where either one player has reached the intersection and/or a crash 

has occurred, or it may be another intermediate state leading to another game in the sequence. Define the value 

vy,x,t = (vy,x,t
Y, vy,x,t

X) of state (y,x,t) as the expected utility of the game to each of the two players, assuming that 

both play optimally from the state.  Then the sub-game at time t can be written as a standard game theory matrix, 

vy,x,t = v([
v(y‐1, x‐1, t‐1) v(y‐1, x‐2, t + 1)
v(y‐2, x‐1, t + 1) v(y‐2, x‐2, t + 1)

]) 

which can be solved using recursion, Game Theory, and equilibrium selection to give values and optimal strategies 

at every state (given in Fox et al., 2018). Under a mild approximation (Fox et al., 2018) the solution may further 

drop all dependency on time t so that state values and optimal strategies becomes functions only of the player 

positions (y,x). 

The model shows that if the two players play optimally, there must exist a non-zero probability for a collision to 

occur. This corresponds to the intuition that a perfectly safe vehicle which yields in every case will make no 

progress. Players must include some credible threat of collision to avoid being taken advantage of. 

 
Figure 2: A “Barnes dance” or “scramble” crossing between Hollywood and Highland, Los Angeles. Real-world 

pedestrian-pedestrian interactions similar to the experiment occur between users of the two diagonal crossings. 

Experiments 

The model allows for computation of optimal strategies given parameters (Ucrash, Utime) but does not specify 

numerical values of these human preference parameters. Eventually we would like to measure such parameters 

from real-world traffic data such as CCTV of vehicles and pedestrians on roads.  The present study is intended to 

illustrate only the method for measuring such behaviors rather than report results, so instead uses a simplified 

proxy.  Rather than interact physically, pairs of human subjects play a board-game version of Sequential Chicken 

as above. Their moves are recorded and used to show how to fit the parameters. 

Sixteen participants aged from 22 to 48 were divided into 8 groups of 2 players. Each group’s experiments took 

place with players and an experimenter seated around a table in university room and last for about 10 minutes. All 

experiments were conducted in accordance with University of Lincoln research ethics policy. 

Natural game. Two players, one designated as player Y and the other as player X were sitting around a table, they 

were asked to play the chicken game on a plus-maze shaped board with discrete space as shown in Figure 1(right). 

Player Y was starting from y=10 and player X from x=10 such that they were both starting 10 squares before the 

intersection. Players were first told that their goals were to avoid a collision and to be the first to cross over this 

intersection as quickly as possible as if they were trying to commute to their office to work there in a morning. 

Players were each given two cards containing the numbers 1 and 2, and told that at each turn they should select 

one in secret then both reveal their cards and make their moves on the board simultaneously. 

Chocolate game.  After playing 3 natural games, each group played a further 3 games in which specific rewards 

were specified in advance. Players were told that the winner is the first to pass the intersection, and will receive 
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two chocolates (Celebrations, Mars Inc.), while the second to pass the intersection will receive one chocolate, that 

both will receive no chocolates if there were any collision. Chocolates were provided after each game as in the 

instructions.  

Measuring behavior 

We wish to infer the parameters θ = (Ucrash, Utime) from the observed data, D, assuming that players play Bayes-

optimally as prescribed by the model, M. By Bayes’ theorem, the posterior belief over these is given by, 

P(θ|M, D) =  
P(D | θ, M)P(θ| M)

∑P(D| θ', M)P(θ'| M)
  

 

Given a set of possible θ values. assume a flat prior over θ, so that, 

P(θ|M, D)  ∝  P(D | θ,M). 

H 

ence we can work only with the data likelihood term, P(D | θ, M), which is given by, 

P(D | θ,M) =  ∏∏P(dY
game,turn

 |y, x, θ,M) P(dX
game,turn

 |y, x, θ,M)

turn

,

game

 

 

where dplayer
game,turn

 are the observed action choices, y and x are the observed player locations at each turn of each 

game. The action probabilities P(dY
game,turn

 | y, x, θ,M) can be read directly from the optimal strategies. 

The above assumes that model M is perfect. However, M assigns zero or near-zero probabilities to many events 

which are found to occur in the data. Uncontrolled, this can be catastrophic for any Bayesian model of real data. 

We know that real humans may behave near-optimally but can make mistakes in perception (of the state of the 

game, such as the values of y and x) and in action selection. Thus, we weaken the model used in the analysis to a 

noisy but more forgiving version M’. This is a mixture model which generates each observation according to M 

with some probability s, and generates unbiased random actions otherwise, 

P(D | θ,M') =  ∏∏[(1‐s)P(dY
game,turn

 |y, x, θ,M) P(dX
game,turn

 |y, x, θ,M)

turngame

+ s(
1

2
)]. 

 

These equations are unlikely to have analytic solutions for θ, as they include elements of the optimal strategies 

computed via a long game theoretic process.  To compute with them, we may sample various values of θ and 

observe P(D | θ,M'). In practice, we work in log-space to reduce numerical errors, and consider log P(D | θ,M'). 

Given a sample of these log-likelihoods, we may then fit a Gaussian Process (Rasmussen & Williams, 2006) 

regression model to them. Assuming that log-likelihood is a smooth function of the parameters, this provides 

estimates of the log-likelihoods at locations between the sampled values and can also show the uncertainty in these 

estimates. A Radial Basis Function kernel was used in the Gaussian Process model, with variance set to a minimum 

after obtaining smooth likelihood surfaces. 

Results  

Before performing the full analysis, we show in table 1 a rough overview of the game results.  More collisions 

have occurred in the chocolate game than in the natural game. Define “delay” as the distance in boxes, or time in 

seconds, between the arrival at the intersection of the first player to arrive and the second player to arrive. The 

average delay in distance (box) is about 1.368 for the natural game but is reduced in the chocolate game (1.125). 

The time delay is computed following the formula: d = vt where d is the distance, v the speed is assumed to be 

the maximum (2) and t is the time delay.  

 
Table 2: Number of collisions and average time delay per game 
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Fig. 3 shows the results of fitting the Gaussian processes to likelihoods sampled along a regular grid, using s=1/10. 

The surfaces have a roughly radial structure. By visual inspection, the peak of the smoothed Gaussian Process 

surface in the natural case appears to lie somewhere in the region of  (Ucrash, Utime) = (0,30) and for the chocolate 

case, around (0, 30). Fig. 4 shows a 1D slice through the 2D surface of Fig. 3(natural) which provides scale and 

uncertainty information. 

 Discussion 

We have illustrated a new method for measuring and modelling human road user behavior, which is intended as 

part of a method to imitate or exploit such behavior in autonomous vehicle controllers.  The model can be trained 

on human behavior then transferred into a controller to specify new robotic behaviors. 

The particular experiment here has inferred posterior beliefs about the parameters of crash utility and time delay 

for human participants, in a simplified and artificial version of a real-world intersection negotiation task. We do 

not consider either the model or the experimental setup to be especially realistic versus real-world interactions, but 

they are sufficiently complex to illustrate the general method. This method is presented as an invitation for future 

work to extend both the model (e.g. with continuous positions and speeds, uncertain beliefs in opposite player 

utility function, lateral motion) and the experimental data collection (e.g. use of “big” real-world CCTV video of 

road-user interactions) stages to be more realistic.  
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Figure 3: Gaussian process regression shows the likelihood (and hence, posterior belief) surfaces for the 

parameter values(Ucrash,   Utime), for the natural and chocolate experiments. The sampled parameter locations are 

shown by the dots. (This figure should be viewed in color). 

 

Some conclusions from the results of the particular experiment analyzed which may be of interest, despite its 

artificial setting:  From the viewpoint of real-world interactions, it is surprising to see a preference towards time-

saving over crash avoidance in the players. In the real world, the cost of crash is usually millions of times more 

than the value of a second of commuting time, but here the players behave the opposite way. The effect is more 

pronounced in the chocolate game than in the natural one. This may be because the board-game-like nature of  

 
Fig. 4. Horizontal slice though the Gaussian Process of fig. 3(natural), at U_time=10, showing mean and standard 

deviation of belief about the log likelihood, logP(D | θ,M') over the parameter space. 

the experimental setting encourages the players to think in terms of winning and losing rather than just optimizing 

their personal utility. In the chocolate game this is made to be explicit by rewards the players specifically as winner 

and loser in the interaction. This leads to more collisions in this more competitive game. 

The shapes of the likelihood surfaces are roughly radial, which suggest that it may only be the ratio between the 

two parameters which is important rather than their absolute values. Possibly the angles of the contour lines define 

equivalence classes of parameters.  The number of experiments performed was quite small, and future work 

including further experiments may produce more peaky posterior distributions. 

By using this method to fit more realistic models and data to human pedestrian-vehicle and vehicle-vehicle 

interactions, we can understand and predict behavior of road users to allow autonomous vehicles to more optimally 

interact with them.  The present model requires a non-zero probability of collision to exist as a threat in all 

interactions. Future work could extend the model with additional, smaller negative utilities such as humiliating 

annoying pedestrians with horns or spraying them with water jets, in order to reduce or eliminate the necessity of 

actually hitting them whilst still allowing autonomous vehicles to make progress. 
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Introduction 

Understanding users of computer-based systems through user testing is an expensive, time consuming, and difficult 

process. However, low-level interaction data (such as mouse movements and keyboard strokes) present an 

opportunity to gather (in a non-intrusive way) the same information, which has many potential advantages such as 

large sample size, remote data collection, and ecological validity. Being able to derive meaning from low-level 

interaction data has relevance for many real-world applications, from biometric authentication systems [1, 2] to 

alerting to cognitive impairment [3]. The challenge comes in handling the low-level and voluminous character of 

such data, which is particularly apparent when attempting to mine human interactions with software and web-

based technologies. Considering events in isolation can reveal little about the behaviour of the user, apart from 

context-specific information stored just after the event occurred (such as time of occurrence and event-type). 

Rather it is necessary to synthesise the collected data, to abstract useful, semantically-meaningful behavioural 

characteristics from it. 

The work presented in this paper explores how these techniques may be applied to a new domain – interactive 

media experiences. Being able to detect and evaluate the behaviour of the users of such systems has broad 

implications for media creators, as creating original content is expensive and time-consuming, and learning as 

much as possible from pilots is crucial. In this context, it is desirable to understand how users interact with an 

experience, to assess their levels of engagement, to understand which parts they value the most (or least), and to 

identify usability barriers. This paper reports a first step in this direction: an exploratory analysis of low-level 

interaction data collected during an evaluation of user experience of a novel interactive cookery show. The work 

described here is an initial step into extracting meaningful behavioural characteristics from pilot products that are 

exposed to public use for feedback. The specific question addressed in this paper is: can it be determined, from 

low-level interaction data, whether a user was previewing, reviewing or experimenting with the experience, or 

whether they were using it to support the cooking process as intended. Even this relatively basic information is 

valuable as it can help producers to better understand and give weight to user feedback. Applying a well-

established data mining methodology to the collected interaction data shows that there are detectable differences 

exhibited by participants during the user experience study. This is a promising step into mining data collected from 

interactive media experiences and in understanding how people consume media content in this new format. 

The paper is structured as follows: Related Work overviews work in other domains in which low-level interaction 

data have been analysed; this is followed by a description of the Experimental Setup used from which the data 

were collected; the Methodology section presents data mining methodology; the Discussion presents results of the 

applied methodology; finally, the Conclusion and Future Work section considers avenues for future research. 

Related Work 

Extraction of behaviours from low-level interaction events, such as mouse movements, clicks, and scrolling, to 

describe users, or sub-sets of users, has a wide range of contexts from security and medical systems to search 

engines. For example, collecting and synthesising this type of data allows leveraging of the low-level event data 

to raise alerts for mild cognitive impairment [3] and help identify difficulties in navigating online media [6]. 

Personality traits of users, during a visual search task (Where’s Waldo), can also be extracted as demonstrated in 

[5], whereby applying well-known data mining algorithms (Support Vector Machines (SVM) and Decision Trees) 

to mouse movement and click data can successfully classify users based on locus-of-control, extraversion, and 

agreeableness. Low-level event data can also be used to infer problematic situations, such as identifying coping 

tactics employed by people with a visual disability [11]. Through developing a social network, designed 

specifically for cognitively disabled people, and collecting interaction metrics (such as the number of clicks and 

the delays between clicks), clusters of users can be detected based on their actions, which can provide information 

to management staff on how patients are coping [12].  
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Further there are examples in the literature that demonstrate use of low-level interaction data to determine the 

original intent of a user. Mouse movements are the sole focus in [8], where trajectories are extracted and used to 

train a model to infer user intent while performing queries in a search engine. It is found that their model 

outperforms, in terms of accuracy, a model trained solely on click data. In a slightly different approach, [7] predicts 

user intention from interaction using a more comprehensive range of mouse events, including movement, clicks, 

and positioning. They produce a set of descriptive statistics to train a multimodal model (consisting of action 

sequences and interaction features) which can perform with a high level of accuracy (70%). The goals of search 

engine users have been an active research area for some years, due, in part, to the potential advertising revenue 

that this information may generate. Through mining interactions, such as mouse movements and scrolling, work 

in [9] detects user goals while using a search engine and finds that user interactions are the most important feature 

as the classifier accuracy drops significantly without them (from 96.7% to 86.7%). 

Finding unique user signatures, based on their low-level interactions, has been utilised in authentication-based 

systems. By creating abstractions of mouse behaviour, such as click elapsed time, movement speed, and 

acceleration, work in [2] continuously re-authenticates users during a logged-in session on a website. The approach 

trains a model using characteristics of the mouse behaviour, which, when evaluated, can outperform sequential 

behavioural patterns of events and actions. Unique behavioural signatures, exhibited by users while engaged in 

verification for access to a secure system, are also leveraged in [1]. Here a typing style test consisting of metrics 

such as how long a key on a keyboard is pressed, the latency between button presses, along with a mouse-based 

signature matching test is combined to produce an authentication system. The system achieves a low fraudulent 

access rate of 4.4% and a high authentic user access rate of 99%. Finally, the ability to uniquely identify players 

of video games through their mouse and keyboard interactions, and the unique signature they exhibit, is presented 

in [13]. The work here demonstrates that it is possible to detect unique and individual behaviour signatures 

produced by users, which indicates that models can be built to identify particular types of behaviour or categories 

of users and to ultimately find related users. 

While low-level interactions provide the source to extract behaviours, rediscover user intent, and identify unique 

signatures exhibited by users, a common step underpinning the resulting models (in each of the papers mentioned) 

is the extraction of appropriate descriptive statistics. The purpose of this is to select appropriate descriptive features 

with which to train models. The related work also demonstrates that common patterns of behaviour can be 

extracted from low-level data, which can reveal underlying information about users and subsequently be mapped 

onto new data to find similar patterns and identify similar users. 

The work here extends that in [4] and [10] in that it uses the same approach to extract the same behaviours. These 

studies aggregate low-level interaction data, such as mouse movements and keystrokes, among others, into the 

micro-behaviours users perform while interacting with a website. However, whilst this earlier work focuses on the 

evolution of behaviour for returning users over a period of 12-months, the current research focuses on the 

behavioural statistics exhibited by users within a short, controlled study with four conditions (discussed in more 

detail in a later section). Furthermore, this work investigates a new domain – media consumption – a novel 

interactive form of media. 

Experimental Setup 

The data used in this paper was consensually collected during a user experience study of CAKE (Cook-Along 

Kitchen Experience)4, an interactive cookery show that allows users to select and cook recipes that are 

subsequently presented at a pace matching that of the users, producing a personalised experience. The study aimed 

to evaluate the user experience of CAKE and to determine whether it better supports people while cooking 

compared to a traditional, non-adaptive cook-along video. One hundred participants were recruited from an 

internal staff newsletter, 95 of whom collected the ingredients required to cook, and 78 of whom completed the 

post-cooking questionnaire (indicating that they had completed the experience). As part of the study, there were 

two participant groups, one using CAKE and the other using a webpage containing a linear video sequence with 

written instructions. Furthermore, each participant was assigned a recipe type, either following a single recipe or 

multiple recipes. Nineteen people used CAKE with a single recipe, and 18 with multiple recipes; 25 people used 

a single linear video recipe and 16 multiple linear recipes. Of the participants, 11 experienced technical problems, 

                                                      
4 http://www.bbc.co.uk/rd/projects/cake  
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such as videos not buffering or loading, which left 25 participants completing the linear single recipe and 14 

completing each of the other three. Before the start of the study, participants reported a keen interest in cooking 

and were eager to take part in the study. The study required participants to cook a recipe in a place and at a time 

of their own choosing, by following the instructions in their videos; this was supplemented by a pre-test 

questionnaire completed in advance of ingredient collection and a post-test questionnaire completed shortly after 

cooking. The aim of the questionnaires was to measure how effective CAKE was in supporting the participants. 

The results showed that participants felt CAKE was more supportive compared to a traditional cook-along video. 

The low-level interaction data collected during the study contained various types of mouse and keyboard events, 

recorded when a participant interacted with an interface in any of the formats. The aim of the current work is to 

explore whether there are behavioural differences between participants using the experience to support a cooking 

activity, and participants exploring, previewing or reviewing the experience. Data collected while the experience 

was being tested, in advance of deployment for the user experience study, are thus contrasted with the live data 

collected during the active period of the study. During the testing phase, 3,089 distinct low-level events were 

recorded, along with 26,717 low-level events when the study was live. The datasets contain actions such as mouse 

movements, scrolling, mouse over, key down, key up, mouse up, and mouse down. 

Methodology 

In this section, a description of the sequence of methods applied to the collected low-level event data is presented. 

The behavioural extraction is described, followed by the processes used during the exploration phase, in which 

features to be used for classification were selected. The final stage was the process of training a classifier to 

recognise the differences between testing and live data. The results from the exploration and classification 

predictions are presented and discussed in the following Results section. 

The data is collected in the form of distinct user events. These events vary in form, as the information collected 

about each event depends on the type of event. For example, the data collected when a scroll is detected is different 

to when a mouse movement event occurs. This variability in events adds to the complexity of moving from fine-

grained data to descriptive summary statistics. The method presented in [4, 10] is used to extract the statistics. This 

classifies the low-level data into micro-behaviours exhibited by the users. The types of metrics that are extracted 

include the session length, total number of events, total distance travelled, active time, and idle time. 

A vital aspect of extraction of micro-behaviours is the process of detecting multiple sessions recorded by the same 

participant. A time-between events threshold of 40 minutes is used, as recommended in [4, 14], i.e. if there is a 

period between two events, produced by the same participant, of equal to or greater than 40 minutes, then the first 

event signals the end of a session while the second signifies the start of another. This enables detection and 

exploration of different behaviours by the same participant in the same context to find which of their multiple 

sessions is the ‘real’ one, i.e. when they cooked along with the study, through the training of a classifier. 

The exploration of the extracted behaviours is performed to identify which features of the data to include in the 

training of the classifier. Due to the nature of the user study and the length of the tasks that the participant was 

required to perform, a relatively small amount of interaction data was collected compared with [4], for example 

only a small amount of valuable scrolling behaviour data was recorded with most values being zero. As a result, 

the scrolling behaviour extracted is removed from the feature set used to train the classifier, a process that is 

discussed later, and the focus of the analysis is on the rest of the mouse- and keyboard-related data. It should be 

noted that the CAKE experience has been designed to be a full screen service where no scrolling is necessary. 

Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [15], a dimensionality reduction algorithm, and K-Means [16], a clustering 

algorithm, were applied to the selected behavioural features. This step helps to identify natural clusterings of data 

points and underlying correlations. The underpinning methodology followed was Knowledge Discovery in 

Databases (KDD) [17], which has the following steps: data selection, pre-processing, transformation, application 

of data mining algorithms, and interpretation of results. PCA was used as part of the pre-processing and 

transformation steps to provide insight into how behavioural features are correlated, while K-Means (application 

of data mining algorithms) was used as a descriptive measure of the data to identify clusters in the data. 

The first step in training a classifier to differentiate between testing and live data was to scale the data (the 

transformation step). All the data were standardised by rescaling the features to have the properties of a standard 

normal distribution (a mean of zero and a standard deviation of one). This step is crucial as it prevents dominance 

of features with greater variances than others. For example, the duration of sessions has a more substantial variance 

due to their diverse nature, whereas the counts of events captured in a session have comparatively smaller variance 
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which could be due to all participants having enforced interactions with the experience (clicking the ‘next’ button 

to move onto the following stage).  

For classifier training, a combination of testing and live data is used. The live data contains participants that have 

only recorded a single session, while multiple session users are removed and used as the prediction dataset. An 

SVM classifier [18] is chosen because of its ability to perform well with the type of data being used [2, 5, 7]. 

Results 

  
Figure 1. Behavioural feature plots: (a) episode duration in seconds vs. number of mouse events recorded in an 

episode, (b) episode duration in seconds vs. total time spent idle, (c) total distance the mouse moved in an 

episode vs. number of recorded events in an episode. 

 

The plots in Figure 1 consist of extracted behavioural features compared before they are subsequently scaled for 

the classifier training phase. Figure 1(a) shows the number of events recorded in a session (y-axis) plotted against 

the duration (x-axis). Visually this indicates a strong clustering of testing data towards the lower end of both the x 

and y axis, suggesting that testing behaviour tends to have a short and concise session duration with fewer total 

events. The plotted live data appear more randomly spread out. However, there are some live data points that 

cluster in the same area as the testing data, suggesting some participants may be exploring, previewing or reviewing 

the experience. A similar trend is found in Figure 1(b), which shows a strong clustering of testing data, and the 

sessions when considered in this way, are highly linear with most session time being idle (no events captured). 

This makes sense as in both study formats the participants spend the most of their time watching videos which 

require no interaction. Figure 1(c) further demonstrates a difference in behaviours between testing and live 

sessions, with the testing data points being considerably more tightly clustered when compared to Figure 1(a). 

The plots in Figure 1 are indicative of differences in the behaviours exhibited in testing data when compared to 

live data. While this may make intuitive sense, the critical aspect is that live data points are clustered in the same 

space as the testing data, potentially suggesting that participants are exhibiting similar behaviour. 

(c) 
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Figure 2. (a) Result of applying PCA to the extracted behavioural features and (b) Result of applying K-Means 

clustering to the PCA data. 

 

To reduce dimensionality of the behavioural features, PCA is applied to the data. PCA provides a summarization 

of features, can help to identify clusters within the data and hence helps to build hypotheses. In this case, it reduces 

the data into two principal components. The results, shown in Figure 2(a), demonstrate a strong clustering of the 

reduced testing data in a single point. This is like Figures 1(a), 1(b), and 1(c), suggesting that all testing features 

exhibit similar behaviour, whereas the live data are more spread out but show a tendency to cluster to the same 

point as the testing data. K-Means is then applied to the PCA-transformed data. The result is shown in Figure 2(b): 

one cluster is densely clustered at a single point while the other is more spread out. As previously discussed in the 

Methodology section, the live data are split into two subsets: one containing participants with a single session and 

the other containing participants with multiple sessions. The classifier analyses multi-session participants and 

predicts whether they exhibit behaviour like that of testing or live data points. Of the participants, 13 recorded 

multiple sessions with a mean of 2.76 sessions each (standard deviation = 1.16).  

 

 
Figure 3. Plots demonstrating the behaviours of participants with multiple sessions and their predicted 

categories. 

(a) (b) 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 
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Figure 3 shows four plots that present behavioural features exhibited by participants with multiple sessions and 

their predicted category. The plots demonstrate that some participants exhibit behaviours during the live phase of 

the trial that the classifier identified as ‘testing’. They also show how closely related some of the extracted 

behaviours are to actual testing data, strongly suggesting that these are in fact exploratory sessions. 

Conclusion & Future Work 

This paper presents an exploratory investigation of low-level interaction data collected during a user study of a 

novel interactive cookery experience. The aim of the investigation was to ascertain if characteristics of the data 

could differentiate behaviours exhibited during the testing or exploratory interactions with the experience from 

those exhibited when users were using the experience to support their cooking. In a more general sense, this can 

be characterised as differentiating exploration and testing of an interactive tool from its actual use.  

A methodology is used that involves the process of synthesising the interaction data, the extraction of behaviours, 

the initial exploration of the behaviours, and the training of a classifier to differentiate between testing and live 

data. Once the model is created, participants that recorded multiple sessions during the trial are then classified to 

find their predicted category: test or live. The selected behavioural features have been analysed, and the results 

demonstrate that there are differences in the types of behaviours exhibited during the testing phase and the live 

phase. Both PCA and K-Means were applied to the extracted behaviours, and this has shown that the testing 

behaviours are consistent with the live data, being more random while still centring around a similar point as the 

testing data. Finally, the predicted categories of the multiple session users were presented. What this initial work 

and the preliminary results presented has shown is that participants in the user study exhibit behaviours indicative 

of reviewing, exploring, or previewing behaviour. Furthermore, it confirms that this behaviour can be successfully 

detected as discussed in the related literature. 

This work is a first step in understanding behaviour within an interactive-media context using low-level interaction 

data, and it leaves many questions remaining. While detecting participants that exhibit ‘test’ behaviour in the live 

session has proven to be successful, understanding what those participants are doing in those sessions is an 

important next step. Exploring the ordering of sessions, produced by participants with multiple sessions, may 

provide further insight and additional information about the participants’ overall experience. Furthermore, 

matching results to an overall rating of the experience is a crucial future step as it allows weight to be added to 

particular ratings along with the wider implications of the feedback results from pilots. Collecting a wider range 

of data may also provide further insights into the behavioural characteristics of participants. Finally, creating a tool 

that can generalise to the context but is able to analyse and extract behaviours from low-level interaction data could 

have significant implications for understanding users and how they consume media. 
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Training guide dogs is a time and resource intensive process that requires a copious amount of skilled professional 

and volunteer labor. Even among the best programs, many dogs are released from their training programs. The 

highest cost in producing guide dogs occurs during the professional training and placement. Selecting dogs for 

training is a crucial task and guide dog schools can benefit from both an increase in accuracy of their selection and 

the speed at which dogs can be screened out of the program. We present a method using decision trees to predict 

the future success or failure of dogs in a guide dog program based on existing data sources from a guide dog school. 

We achieved 60.6% accuracy on predictions in the test set compared to a failure rate of about 50% at this stage in 

dog training. Decision trees are easily interpretable; thus evaluators can benefit not only from the model’s 

prediction but can also examine which features are used to determine success or failure. 

Introduction 

The process of training dogs as service animals is highly resource intensive. The monetary and time demands vary 

by type of work, but some estimates show the cost for an organization to raise and train a service dog may be 

$20,000 to $50,000 per dog[1]. Unfortunately, many dogs that enter training do not succeed as guide dogs, 

representing a major loss to  organizations. Great effort has been put forward toward attempts to identify successful 

dogs early in life, allowing for enhanced selection and refinement of breeding. The majority of these have focused 

on behavioral and health traits. However, several studies have also evaluated maternal care and early life 

experiences[2][3]. Evaluation and screening takes place at several points including neonatal, puppy-raising and 

training phases, including assessments as puppies, adolescent, end of training, and results following placement. At 

Guiding Eyes, observations from most assessments are scored using the Behavior Checklist. While some 

associations with success have been found, particularly at older ages, the predictive value of puppy testing has 

remained relatively low because environment plays a key role. 

Guiding Eyes for the Blind (Guiding Eyes), a large, not-for-profit guide dog organization in the United States, 

maintains records of results for these assessments from all their dogs. At Guiding Eyes, socialization begins at 1 

week and abservations of socialization events are recorded. A formal puppy assessment is conducted at around 7.5 

weeks of age. About 11% of puppies tested are provided to other organizations that train service dogs, 16% are 

adopted as pets and the remaining 73% are raised as potential guide dogs by volunteer puppy raisers, who raise 

them in their homes, teach basic obedience and social skills and provide exposure to a variety of environments and 

experiences. Puppies are seen weekly then twice monthly by staff who also conduct formal assesments at 4 and 10 

months of age. Their next assessment, the In-For-Training (IFT) test, is performed at a Guiding Eyes school when 

the puppy is about 16 months old. Following the IFT test, dogs may enter into training as a guide dog, enter training 

for other work (detection or emotional support), or be released as pets. This data corpus provides an opportunity 

to employ machine learning to assist in decisions about which dogs to invest training resources in. 

Machine learning can identify subtle, otherwise difficult to discover patterns present in data. By incorporating data 

from both successful and unsuccessful dogs (“success” here means the dog was successfully placed with a handler 

and/or became a successful breeding dog), machine learning methods can detect patterns that are reflective of dog 

performance in ways that can be difficult for humans, even experts, to pick up on. Then, the results can be used to 

better understand early determinants of future success. 

We chose decision trees due to their interpretability, which can be used to find features that are highly predictive 

of training outcome. The induction of decision trees[4] for classification is a standard method[5] in the realm of 

supervised machine learning. In this case the dependent variable, or “class”, is a label indicating whether a dog is 

successful in the program or not. We make predictions with decision trees by examining a set of features, or 

attributes, about a specific dog in the data set. A decision tree is a graph structure like a flowchart consisting of 

nodes, which represent a test on a condition, and connections between the nodes called edges, which represent the 

result of the test. By starting at the root node, or first decision, one can follow the edges to arrive at a leaf node, 
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containing the prediction produced by the tree. The nodes between the root and leaf are internal nodes, which 

represent tests on specific attributes. For example, an integer attribute X and a node in the tree might test “X <= 

0.” When traversing the tree at this node, the expression is evaluated using the attribute X of the current data 

sample (e.g. the data associated with a single dog) and the edge corresponding to the result is selected. 

In machine learning, an algorithm, such as CART[6] (Classification and Regression Trees- what we used), 

constructs decision trees by analyzing a training set of data samples. Induction of the tree happens incrementally 

beginning with the root node. Using some measure of impurity or information gain, such as Gini Impurity[7], the 

features are analyzed for the best possible split according to the measure. A feature and threshold value are chosen 

that splits the trainind data accordingly. Then each split is examined, creating new nodes until a stopping condition 

is met, such as maximum tree depth. Maximum tree depth is a number specified outside of the learning process, a 

hyperparameter. Other hyperparameters in decision tree learning are splitting criterion (how to measure each 

feature to select the next split), minimum samples in a split to add a new node, and maximum number of features 

to consider for a single tree. 

Using the induced tree, we can classify a data sample by starting at the root node and testing the features at each 

node, following the associated path down the tree until a leaf node is reached. Once this happens, we have our 

prediction of the sample’s class. Because each node explicitly states the attribute and threshold used in the test, 

this process is easily interpretable by humans allowing non-experts to use decision trees without computer 

interaction and also understand which features were relevant in the decision. By viewing the nodes, we can observe 

which features provide the most information about how to classify any sample. See Figure 1 for an example portion 

of a decision tree with 3 nodes shown. The first feature tested is an item from the Behavior Checklist involving 

the dog’s confidence; the number of samples indicates how many data samples were in the portion of the data that 

this node is concerned with.  

 
Figure 1. Example portion of decision tree with 3 nodes, each using Gini Impurity[7] splitting criterion. 

 

The goal of this study is to show how machine learning, using existing behavioral data, can be employed to predict 

which dogs are more likely to succeed as guide dogs. Our objectives were to use decision tree learning with existing 

data collected by Guiding Eyes, including the Behavioral Checklist and the CBARQ test, and then to test the 

developed model using an unseen data set.  If successful, our model would allow early predictors of success to be 

identified and used to increase accuracy of early career sorting and identifying which dogs are most appropriate 

for training. Ultimately, this would benefit the guide dog schools, the people they assist, and the dogs themselves. 

It is worth noting that our efforts are not the first to specifically address the problem of predicting success of guide 

dogs with advanced analytics and machine learning. Yim et al.[8] also used decision trees to predict guide dog 

success, but we are extending and improving on this work by restricting the time period to enable earlier predictions 

than previously available; ultimately this allows guide dog schools to filter out candidate dogs earlier in life and 

conserve valuable resources. 

Data 

Data were available for 1561 Labrador retrievers (765 males; 796 females) produced by Guiding Eyes over several 

years. Of these, 789 (50.5%) were successful in the guide dog program. Our definition of “success” here means 

that the dog was successfully placed with a person who is blind or visually impaired or possessed exceptional 

qualities and was selected as a breeding dog. The data used for the machine learning task included basic 

information about the dog (sex and breed) and the results of two common forms of evaluations, described here. 
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CBARQ 

The CBARQ[9] is a 101 item questionnaire used to evaluate a dog’s behavior and temperament. This questionnaire 

was developed by Serpell and Hsu, and has been validated for use in dogs[10]. It is commonly used in canine 

research [11][12], and comprises data that many guide dogs schools, in addition to Guiding Eyes, already 

collect[13]. The data we used from this questionnaire was collected when dogs were 12 months of age. 

Behavior Checklist 

Also developed by Serpell, the Behavior Checklist is a scoring system where observers can score up to 52 aspects 

of behavior such as excitability, fearful behavior (such as traffic or noise fear), emotional response to potentially 

stressful situations, and body sensitivity. Like the CBARQ questionnaire, the Behavior Checklist is a commonly 

used scoring system for scoring the behavior of potential guide dogs, which makes the test a good source of data 

if we want models that are useful for any guide dog school. The Behavior Checklist we utilized was collected at 

the In-For-Training evaluation. 

Combined with the basic information about the dog (sex and a categorical breed code), these information sources 

result in 197 individual features. These features were tested for correlation with outcome in order to derive a 

restricted set of significant features for testing. Twenty-seven features had statistically significant (p < 0.05) 

correlation with success. These significant correlations in the 12 month CBARQ and Behavior Checklist data are 

shown in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. In the CBARQ questionnaire[9][10], the questions referred to in Table 1 

are as follows: 

4. Q10: [Displays aggressive behavior] when approached directly by an unfamiliar adult while being 

walked/exercised on a leash. 

5. Q11: [Displays aggressive behavior] when approached directly by an unfamiliar child while being 

walked/exercised on a leash. 

6. Q12: [Displays aggressive behavior] toward unfamiliar persons approaching the dog while s/he is in your car 

(at the gas station, for example). 

7. Q52: [Displays fearful behavior] when having his/her feet toweled by a member of the household. 

8. Q85: Nervous or frightened on stairs. 

 

Table 1. CBARQ features in the data set with a statistically significant correlation with guide dog success. 

Feature 

Name 

Correlation P 

Value CBarq-Q10 -0.056 0.0269 

CBarq-Q11 -0.063 0.0133 

CBarq-Q12 -0.054 0.0341 

CBarq-Q52 -0.05 0.0478 

CBarq-Q85 -0.063 0.0131 

 

Table 2. Behavior Checklist features in the data set with a statistically significant correlation with guide dog 

success. 

Feature Name Correlation P Value Feature Name Correlation P Value 

BCL-

SlipperyFloors 

-0.052 0.0383 BCL-DogAggression -0.196 5.15*10-

15 BCL-FearDogs 0.053 0.0376 BCL-

DogAggressionLeash 

-0.196 5.96*10-

15 BCL-

YieldsSpace 

0.118 3.14*10-

06 

BCL-

DogAggressionNoLeash 

-0.14 2.66*10-

08 BCL-

BodyAwareness 

-0.051 0.0429 BCL-

InappropriateElimination 

0.051 0.0429 

BCL-Footfall -0.052 0.04 BCL-HandlerDogTeam -0.263 3.97*10-

26 BCL-

HeadIntoHarness 

-0.147 5.24*10-

09 

BCL-PressuresDog -0.185 1.69*10-

13 BCL-

DemandBark 

-0.177 1.99*10-

12 

BCL-KennelsPoorly -0.055 0.0286 

BCL-

DistractionDogs 

0.052 0.0419 BCL-KennelAnxiety -0.195 8.94*10-

15 BCL-Olfactory 0.141 2.32*10-

08 

BCL-ChewsValuables -0.184 2.54*10-

13 BCL-Scavenges 0.17 1.56*10-

11 

BCL-Housebreaking 0.204 4.45*10-

16 BCL-

HouseManners 

-0.177 1.97*10-

12 

ComparisonRating -0.057 0.0245 
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Building the Decision Tree Model 

Decision trees are easy to understand by humans, which make them a suitable model for our prediction problem 

in which professionals evaluating dogs will want to know why a model chooses a particular prediction. We used 

the Python library scikit-learn[14], an easy to use machine learning package, specifically the CART algorithm[6]. 

We did not require much preprocessing of our data aside from reformatting some information to be usable by the 

scikit-learn library. For efficiency of the model building process, we removed any features (such as dog breed, 

since only Labrador Retriever data was submitted) whose values were equal for every dog in the training set. To 

evaluate the quality of the learned models, we divided the data into training and test sets, with a split of 80% in 

the training set and 20% in the test set, which was only used once the hyperparameters were optimized and we had 

trained the final model. 

The hyperparameters to the induction algorithm that we optimized were maximum depth, splitting criterion (in 

scikit-learn, either the Gini Impurity[7] or Information Gain[7]), and minimum number of samples on which to 

split an internal node and also on a leaf node. To find the best set of values, we used grid search[15]. This is a 

simple method for finding sets of hyperparameter values that exhaustively searches the combinations of values in 

a search space by applying the learning algorithm and comparing the results on validation sets. Although more 

optimal approaches exist[15], grid search was sufficient for our small search space and the process did not take 

more than 5 minutes for even the full feature set. For each set of possible values, the algorithm further divides the 

training set into training and validation sets using 3-fold cross validation[16], which calculates a mean accuracy 

over the validation sets. The hyperparameters were chosen from the best scoring mean accuracies. We then used 

those values to fit a tree model on the entire training set. Finally, we evaluated the quality of the resulting decision 

tree on the previously unused test set using three metrics: accuracy, precision, and recall. (we did this for several 

subsets of the full feature set). Precision is the fraction of true positives (successful dogs that were also predicted 

to be successful) divided by the true and false positives (the number of times the model said the dog would be 

successful). Recall is the fraction of true positives divided by the number of successful dogs in the test set. 

Results 

The best set of hyperparameters for the full feature set were found to be: maximum depth of 5, entropy (information 

gain) splitting criterion, 6 as the minimum number of samples for a leaf node and 9 as the minimum samples for 

an internal node. We also tested the effectiveness of just the set of statistically significant features previously 

shown in Tables 1 and 2. 

 

Table 3. Best cross-validation scores and test set accuracy, precision, and recall for each feature subset. Note that 

“breed” was actually removed as every dog in the data set had the same breed code. 

Feature Set Cross-validated Mean 

Accuracy 

Test Set Accuracy Test Set Precision Test Set Recall 

Basic Dog Info (sex, breed) 0.5152 0.4856 0.5161 0.4819 

BCL 0.638 0.608 0.62 0.698 

CBarq 0.5521 0.5144 0.5507 0.4578 

Info, BCL, CBARQ 0.635 0.606 0.620 0.684 

Statistically significant 

features 

0.648 0.596 0.698 0.698 

 

Table 3 shows the metrics obtained for several subsets of features. Allowing the learning algorithm to choose only 

from the set of features across all data sources whose correlation with success was statistically significant (p < 

0.05) resulted in only slightly worse accuracy than the full feature set, but actually outperformed in terms of 

precision and recall. The full feature set achieved a 60.6% accuracy on unseen data, but since dogs at this point in 

time have a 50% failure rate this shows promise for the decision tree learning approach. Several subsets achieved 

recall scores of almost 70%. This indicates the decision tree models were effective at identifying the successful 

dogs (though false positives brought down the overall accuracy). 

By using a decision tree regressor instead of a classifier, we were also able to learn decision trees that output a 

number between 0 and 1 and can be interpreted as a probabilistic prediction. To evaluate the quality of these 

predictions, we calculated the mean absolute value of the error, where error is the difference between the predicted 

output and the actual class. We treated success as the real number 1.0 and failure as 0. The results of this are shown 

in Table 4. 
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Table 4. The mean absolute error for each feature set when converting the prediction task to a regression problem. 

Feature Set Mean Absolute Error 

Basic Dog Info (sex, 

breed) 

0.500 

BCL 0.434 

CBarq 0.488 

Info, BCL, CBARQ 0.472 

Statistically significant 0.464 

Discussion 

Using decision tree learning, we were able to successfully predict the future success or failure of potential guide 

dogs with 60.8% accuracy, 62% precision, and 68.4% recall on the full feature set. Since the eventual failure rate 

of dogs at this time point (the IFT test) is close to 50%, this is suggestive of an opportunity for cost savings for 

guide dog programs, especially if this accuracy score can be improved upon. Incorporating larger data sets from 

various guide dog schools could improve this accuracy. By examining sources of behavioral data that already exist, 

decision tree classifiers can extract patterns for guide dog schools to utilize in evaluating dogs for training. 

Including only features with significant correlations to success code was much faster (about 4 minutes and 4 

seconds for the full feature set; 1 minute and 9.5 seconds for the significant features), but this is unlikely to be an 

issue in this domain. 

Understanding what influences the ability of dogs to work in various roles, behaviorally or otherwise, has been a 

significant and often multidisciplinary area of research. There are studies that analyze what factors can tell us about 

the future behavior of dogs, such as the work by Weiss[17] in which behavioral tests were used to aid in the 

selection of shelter dogs of service dog training. The behavioral tests include assessments of reaction to touch, 

walking, fetching, and interacting with strangers. They then used regression analysis to predict the dog’s 

performance over 5 weeks of training. Slabbert and Odendaal found in a two year longitudinal study several 

behavioral tests whose correlation with future success as police dogs was statistically significant. Some of these 

tests were able to be administered as young as 8 weeks of age[18]. Byrne et al.[19] used instrumented dog toys 

with sensors to develop a logistic model tree for classifying the eventual outcome of dogs in a service dog 

organization (Canine Companions for Independence) and were able to achieve an accuracy of 87.5%, which by 

their calculations could save $70,000 by identifying dogs that will likely fail the program. 

Arata, Momozawa, and Takeuchi[20] studied behavioral factors that may predict success or failure in guide dog 

programs with the use of a questionnaire. They were able to assess that distraction, sensitivity, and docility are 

important behavioral factors that can predict a dog’s future success. They found that distraction could predict a 

dog’s success with 80.6% accuracy. Batt et al.[21] evaluated the ability of several behavioral tests to predict guide 

dog success and found several behavioral tests and physical characteristics that were predictive of success. Their 

results obtained at 14 months of age were more accurate than their results obtained at either 6 months or when the 

dog completed training. Using the CBARQ questionnaire, Duffy and Serpell found that tests administered at 6 and 

12 months of age were useful for predicting success in guide and service dog programs, but their predictive value 

varied across organization[13]. 

A benefit of our approach is that we used data sets that are already commonly collected and did not implement our 

own tests. Our method is also able to provide a “line of reasoning” for its predictions by producing a path from 

root node to leaf node so that evaluators can know why a prediction was made. Probabilistic predictions may also 

prove useful by identifying dogs who may have high (but not exceptionally high) probability of success. This is 

useful for at least two reasons. Guide dog schools will be ultimately using their own discretion on the decision 

whether to train each dog and a probabilistic machine learning prediction may be more helpful in that regard. A 

second reason is these dogs may have specific issues that need to be addressed and their success could hinge on 

those issues. 

Future Work 

There are many avenues to explore in using machine learning to predict the future capabilities of guide dogs. 

Recent studies highlighting the importance of maternal care also open a new avenue for data that may refine our 

model[2][3]. Furthermore, Guiding Eyes collects a variety of text-based data associated with each dog at certain 

steps in its development such as training notes and comments recorded for various tests. Convolutional neural 
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networks (CNNs) are well-suited to incorporating this data into a machine learning model alongside numeric 

features. Neural networks may be able to improve the accuracy but in contrast with decision trees can be very 

difficult to extract meaning from. In addition, IBM Watson[22] services for natural language processing may also 

be able to augment machine learning prediction of dog outcomes and also to tackle similar problems, such as 

optimal pairings of puppies with raisers. 
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Unfolding concealed equine pain behaviors with remote video technology  

Britt Coles1, Pia Haubro Andersen1 and Linnéa Birgitsdotter2 

1. Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences; 2. Distriktsveterinärerna Rimbo; britt.coles@slu.se 

As the horse is a prey animal, previous research has suggested that horses may alter [1] or conceal [2] their 

behaviour if humans are present. Concurrently, veterinarians and researchers have a great interest in effective and 

timely equine behavioural pain assessment [3]. Subsequently, the aim of this observational unmatched paired 

cross-section study was to explore the possible variation of equine pain behaviours with and without an observer 

present in a clinical setting.  

Twenty-one horses, at two different equine clinics, were video filmed from a wide-shot perspective from a camera 

mounted in the corner of the stall - using the same remotely operated technology with and without an observer 

present - before and after (20-26 hours post) orthopaedic surgery. From the subsequent 200 films, with an 

individual duration of 2-5 minutes, representative clips of 30 seconds showing the horse exhibiting distinct pain 

behaviour were chosen and randomized for a blind modified Equine Pain Scale (EPS) scoring by two experienced 

veterinarians. The EPS is a composite weighted pain scale that evaluates eight different equine behaviours [4] as 

well as facial expression [5]. For this study, the scale was modified to exclude three categories: the equine facial 

expression category as well as the two human-equine interaction behaviour categories.  

A subsequent statistical analysis of these modified total pain scores using paired t-test test illustrated a significant 

(t=2,53, p = 0,020 ) mean increase of  ≥ 2 points when comparing pain behaviours with and without an observer 

present after surgery. No such difference was noted before surgery. The noted post-operative increase in pain 

scores without an observer present was categorized by extrovert so-called gross pain behaviours (Fischer’s exact 

test, p=0,0448). In the EPS, such behaviours are categorized by clearly visible physical behaviours such as kicking, 

excessive head movements, repeated stretching of the body, pawing, tail swishing, and playing with the mouth. 

The results from this small study calls for larger representative studies of various equine populations to further 

explore the extent of possible hidden behaviours. Thus addressing an important welfare issue. In this endeavour, 

remote video technology could be a key ally in the daily veterinary therapeutic clinical work. In the future, remote 

video technology could include automated machine learning components for an automated decoding of equine 

pain behaviours and facial expression to help unfold and alert to such hidden equine pain behaviours. The early 

discovery of such pain behaviours is cardinal to optimal diagnostic and treatment procedures. 
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Functional near-infrared spectroscopy: beyond measuring workload 
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Functional near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) is a tool used to measure oxygenated and deoxygenation 

hemoglobin in the brain, typical in the prefrontal cortex. In recent years, the fNIRS has gained traction in applied 

research as a measure of cognitive or mental workload during tasks. Changes in blood oxygenation are often 

attributed to differences in workload. There is, however, substantial evidence that attributing blood oxygenation 

changes to workload is not entirely accurate. The current paper presents an overview of a number of studies, both 

previously published and unpublished, where cerebral blood oxygenation is due to differences in task stimuli and 

visual processing requirements, which are not related to task workload. The findings suggest that researchers and 

practitioners using fNIRS should consider various aspects of task requirements beyond workload. 

Introduction 

Functional near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) has gained increased use in the last 10 years in applied fields of 

human research, typically being used as a measure of cognitive or mental workload. Indeed, it is documented in 

previous research that there is a relationship between blood oxygenation and increases in task workload [1, 2]. It 

appears, however, that changes in blood oxygenation are not entirely due to workload demands. For example, 

changes in blood oxygenation using fNIRS have been found when comparing taste perception [3], between 

different age groups [4], and when comparing single task performance against dual task performance [1]. 

Unfortunately, a common trend when using fNIRS in applied settings is to ignore these potential factors, and solely 

attribute oxygenation changes to the impact of cognitive workload. By simply describing any changes in 

oxygenation as related to workload, users of fNIRS may be ignoring some of the underlying causes of these 

changes. The current paper presents a number of studies where changes in blood oxygenation were due to visual 

processing demands, rather than workload, during a series of sustained attention tasks. 

Sustained attention tasks, also known as vigilance tasks, are tasks which require an individual to continuously 

monitor stimuli for an extended period of time and respond appropriately whenever a unique target object is 

presented [5]. Typically, vigilance tasks involve a monitoring period of 30 to 40 minutes, which allows researchers 

to observe differences in trends over time. These types of paradigms are extremely useful for observing the 

cumulative effect of tasks, as although a participant may be able to perform well in a task when they have adequate 

cognitive resources at their disposal, their performance on that same task will decline as they are unable to maintain 

that level of output [6]. These paradigms are also a useful mid-point between pure laboratory research and more 

applied settings. The principles of sustained attention paradigms have been used to investigate differences in 

performance in areas such as flight simulation and air traffic control [7, 8]. 

A number of trends have emerged from the literature on sustained attention, both in terms of performance and 

physiological response. The first major trend is that as time on task increases, performance on that task declines. 

This decline in performance is characterized by a slowing in reaction times and a decrease in accuracy, be that 

through increased misses and false alarms, or decreased hits and correct rejections [9]. The second major trend, 

and of more interest to main subject of the current paper, is that brain activity and blood oxygenation are right 

hemisphere lateralized. That is, the right hemisphere is typically more active than the left hemisphere during these 

tasks. This is a trend that has been found using fNIRS, but has also been found using a range of other neuroimaging 

techniques (for an overview, see Helton et al., 2010). 

While this trend of right hemisphere lateralization does appear to be quite common during vigilance tasks, there 

are a number of documented cases during which deviant findings occur [11, 12]. In these studies, there is an 

increase in bilateral oxygenation, rather than one hemisphere being dominant. This is important, as an increase in 

bilateral activation means an increase in overall activation, a point that some researchers may use to infer an 

increase in workload. The cause of this bilateral activation is debated, however both task difficulty and arousing 

stimuli have been shown to have an effect [10, 13]. Another factor that influences hemispheric lateralization is the 

configurative properties of the stimuli themselves [14, 15, 16, 17], and is the main focus for the current paper. 

The reason why the configurative properties of stimuli results in differences in hemispheric activation during 

vigilance tasks is due to the underlying mechanisms that govern sustained attention and those that govern basic 
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visual perception. Basic visual stimuli are composed of both local and global components, where the global 

component refers to the overall image, while the local component refers to the smaller parts that make up the 

overall image (see Figure 1 for examples). When investigating local-global processing from a solely perceptual 

perspective (i.e., without the requirement for sustained attention), the processing of global features results in 

greater right hemisphere activation, while the processing of local features results in greater left hemisphere 

activation [18].  As mentioned above, pure sustained attention tasks result in greater right hemisphere activation, 

which is due to the processes required for sustained attention being right hemisphere lateralized [19,20]. When 

employing local-global feature discrimination during vigilance tasks, a local vigilance task then requires greater 

left and right hemisphere activation, while a global vigilance task places a much greater processing load on the 

right hemisphere. This is a finding that has been established previously using tympanic membrane temperature 

[17] as well as using fNIRS [14, 15].  

This previous fNIRS research [14] compared hemispheric activation during a vigilance task that required either 

local or global feature discrimination (for more detailed information on this, see the methods section). During this 

previous research, participants were placed into either a local or a global feature discrimination group for the 

duration of a vigilance task. As stated above, local discrimination during vigilance tasks should elicit greater 

bilateral activation over time, while global discrimination should result in higher right hemisphere activation. 

Shown in Figure 1, the hypothesized results were found, with significant hemispheric differences being found 

which corresponded directly to the expected areas of activation during the tasks. In both objective and subjective 

terms, there was nothing to indicate in the performance data that the local group resulted in any greater amount of 

‘mental workload’, with superior performance found in the local condition, and no subjective differences. 

The research presented in the current paper forms an extension of this previous research, and further explores how 

differences in oxygenation are a result of factors other than ‘cognitive workload’. 

 

Figure 1. Mean percentage oxygenation change from baseline for left and right hemispheres in Experiment 1. 

Methods 

The results presented here are from two studies, which are an extension of the previous investigation mentioned 

in the introduction [14]. Both of these experiments have full ethical approval from the University of Nottingham 

School of Psychology ethics committee. There are a number of characteristics that are shared across all of the 

experiments presented in this paper. The main shared characteristic is the stimuli used, which are basic Navon 

objects [21]. Shown in Figure 2, Navon objects are pictures where a number of smaller shapes are combined two 

form a larger, coherent shape. In order to induce local or global discrimination, participants were required to attend 

to one particular feature of the target object that was absent from the distracter objects. In all experiments, the 

target object was a large square composed of smaller circles. For the local discrimination groups, the distracter 

objects were a square made of triangles, and a diamond made of triangles. This meant that the unique feature of 

the target object was the local component (small circles). For the global discrimination groups, the distracter 
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objects were a diamond made of triangles, and a diamond made of circles. This mean that the unique feature of the 

target object was the global component (large square). Three different font sizes which were used for each shape 

(12pt, 14pt and 16pt), meaning that the overall stimuli size varied between 50mm by 70mm, and 60mm by 95mm. 

 

Figure 2. Examples of local-global stimuli. The left-most image was the target image in all conditions. 

 

In the previously presented research, the fNIRS device used was the Nonin Near-Infrared Cerebral Oximeter. This 

is a total saturation index (TSI) fNIRS. The sensors for these two experiments were placed at the Fp1 and Fp2 

positions (using standard 10/20 EEG placement), which correspond to the left and right prefrontal cortex. For the 

research presented here, the device used was the BIOPAC 100A, which is a continuous wave (CW) fNIRS. While 

this device offers a number of optic channels, the channels used here were those that were placed at the Fp1 and 

Fp2 positions. This was chosen for both comparison with previous research, as well as the practical implications 

of using a band sensor rather than individual sensors (as is the case with the Nonin device). 

Forty-five participants completed experiment 1. For this experiment, participants were assigned to either a local, 

global, or no feature discrimination group where they were presented with all of the distracters. This meant that 

those in the no discrimination group did not have a unique component of the target object to identify. During this 

task, participants were presented with a brief display of the stimulus (250ms), before being presented with a black 

mask for 900ms. Distracter and target stimuli were presented in a randomized order, with a target probability of 

0.14 and a distracter probability of 0.86. Participants completed this task continuously for 28 minutes and 12 

seconds.  

Sixty participants completed experiment 2. The stimulus presentation and length of the task was the same as used 

in Experiment 1. In this experiment, however, four separate groups were used; global traditional formatted task, 

local traditional formatted task, global SART (sustained attention to response task), and local SART. For the 

traditional formatted task (TFT) groups, participants were required to respond (press the space bar) only whenever 

they saw the target. For the SART tasks, participants were required to press the space bar whenever they saw a 

distracter target, and withhold their response whenever they saw a target. Whereas TFT vigilance tasks 

predominantly result in activation of areas of the brain associated with sustained attention, the SART evokes 

additional activation in areas of the brain associated with inhibition and motor control. These different areas of 

activation should result in differences in oxygenation. 

Results 

For all of the results, oxygenation was assessed in terms of change from baseline readings. For experiment 1, a 3 

(condition: global, local or no discrimination) by 2 (hemisphere: left vs right) by 7 (period of watch) repeated 

measures ANOVA with orthogonal polynomial contrasts was performed. There was a significant time by condition 

linear effect, F(2, 42) = 3.38, p = .043, ηp²  = .139. Shown in Figure 3, the local discrimination shows a significant 

decrease in oxygenation over periods of watch. In contrast, the global and no discrimination conditions show little 

change over time, and show similar trends regardless of absolute level. Further, a simple contrast comparing the 

local group with the combined global and no discrimination group showed a significant difference, F(2, 42) = 4.93, 

p = .012, ηp²  = .190. 
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Figure 3. Mean percentage oxygenation change from baseline in Experiment 1. 

 

 

Figure 4. Total oxygenation over 7 periods of watch for TFT and SART response types. Error bars represent 

standard error. 

For experiment 2, a 2 (group: local vs global) by 2 (response type: SART vs TFT) by 2 (hemisphere: left vs right) 

by 7 (period of watch) repeated measures ANOVA with orthogonal polynomial contrasts was performed on the 

oxygenation data. A significant period of watch by response type linear trend was found, F(1, 54) = 7.93, p = .007, 

ηp² = .128, with the SART task and the TFT task showing different trends in regards to overall oxygenation (i.e., 

regardless of hemisphere). Overall oxygenation for the SART task shows little change from baseline, while the 

TFT task shows a sustained decrease from baseline over periods of watch (see Figure 4). A significant period of 

watch by response type by group linear trend was observed, F(1, 54) = 4.90, p = .031, ηp² = .083. Shown in Figure 

5, local and global discrimination groups show different oxygenation trends over time depending on the response 

type. For global discrimination, both TFT and SART groups show a slight decrease, although stay at the same 

relative level throughout the vigil. For the local discrimination groups, local TFT shows a steady decline in 

oxygenation over the vigil, whereas local SART shows an increase over the periods of watch. 
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Figure 5. Total oxygenation over 7 periods of watch for local and global groups within the TFT and SART response types. Error bars 

represent standard error. 

Discussion 

Results in experiment 1 showed significant differences in overall oxygenation, with the local discrimination group 

showing a steady decline in oxygenation over periods of watch while the global and no discrimination groups 

showed no decline. Further, the global and no discrimination groups behaved similarly in terms of trends, with no 

significant differences between them. This is perhaps to be expected, as a no discrimination condition is likely to 

be closer to the brains “default” perceptual discrimination state, and previous research does show that people more 

readily respond to global stimuli initially [21]. Again, the local group resulted in faster reaction times compared 

to global and no discrimination conditions (which were extremely similar to each other). This finding mimicked 

that of previous research [14]. It should be noted that in this case, the fNIRS device used was a continuous wave 

fNIRS rather than a tissue saturation index fNIRS as used in the previous research. As such, it is likely that in this 

case a decrease in oxygenation represents higher activation [22]. Performance-wise however, this higher activation 

does not seem to result in any performance or workload deficits. If higher activation was indicative of higher 

workload requirements, then there should be a steeper vigilance decrement or decline. If this were the case, then 

the changes in oxygenation could more readily be attributed to workload. As this is not the case, then the changes 

in oxygenation should be attributed to differences in processing requirements alone. 

The results of experiment 2 showed a number of key significant differences in overall oxygenation. First, there 

was a significant difference when comparing the TFT groups combined and the SART groups combined, with the 

TFT groups showing a decline in oxygenation over time, while the SART groups showed a slight increase. 

Furthermore, there were significant differences when comparing oxygenation trends in the local and global groups 

within their TFT and SART response formats. For the global discrimination conditions, both SART and TFT 

versions showed a slight decrease in oxygenation over time, with no significant differences between them. For the 

local discrimination conditions, the SART version of the task resulted in an increase in oxygenation over time, 

while the TFT version resulted in a decrease in oxygenation over time. The differences found in Experiment 2 are 

attributed to two key factors. The first is that differences in brain activation that are evoked by local and global 

feature discrimination, as shown in Experiment 1 and previous research. The second key factor is the type of 

response required (TFT or SART). The TFT is the more traditional sustained attention task, and requires the 

activation of a response from a resting state. The literature is clear that TFT results in greater activation in the 

prefrontal cortex [23], which is why a decrease is shown in Figure 4. The SART however requires that a participant 

actively withholds a response that, over time, becomes a pre-programmed motor response. This has been shown 

to activate separate brain areas [2, 24], as opposed to the prefrontal cortex. As all of these experiments only 

observed oxygenation changes in the Fp1 and Fp2 positions (i.e., the prefrontal cortex), this increase activation 

was likely unable to be observed. This results in a lack of decrease in oxygenation in this case. 
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The combined findings from the three experiments described in the current paper provide an insight into how 

subtle changes in stimuli can result in differences in brain activation and cerebral oxygenation. The requirement 

to engage in a slightly different type of perceptual processing has been shown to have significant effects on 

oxygenation. Similarly, the type of response required has been shown to have a significant impact in experiment 

2. While the current experiments are simple lab-based experiments, they do bring in to question the mechanisms 

behind oxygenation. With no corresponding differences in performance, and in fact the conditions with higher 

activation showing better performance, the results suggest that practitioners of fNIRS should show some caution 

when attributing changes in oxygenation to “increased mental workload” alone. That is not to say that there are 

not some effects that can be attributed to workload changes, however it is clear that not all changes are due to this. 

In order to obtain a more accurate account of oxygenation changes, users of fNIRS may need to determine the 

processing requirements of the tasks they are employing fNIRS devices in, and linking those oxygenation changes 

to activation in the corresponding neural networks. 
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Introduction 

Eye tracking studies are increasingly used for understanding how people interact with web pages [1]. However, 

these studies are typically costly and time-consuming [2,3,4]. Some of the main reasons are the difficulty in finding 

participants, the cost of equipment and the need for a separate session for each participant. Due to these reasons, 

eye tracking studies are typically conducted with a small number of users. Therefore, the statistical analysis of the 

collected data tends to be underpowered which possibly causes a failure to detect a significant difference (Type II 

Error) [5]. One of the solutions for this problem is to allow researchers to crowdsource eye tracking data from 

other researchers and combine them in an appropriate way to have a large amount of data for their studies, if 

possible. In this paper, we propose a methodology for creating a corpus of eye tracking data on web pages. This 

corpus will facilitate crowdsourcing eye tracking data collected on web pages. 

Researchers can analyse eye movements of users on web pages to discover which areas are attractive or distractive, 

how many times and how long these areas are visited and in which order. Based on their findings, they can propose 

a set of design guidelines or further process web pages to improve users’ experiences. For example, an eye tracking 

study conducted by [6] on web forms illustrates that when error messages are displayed on the right side of 

erroneous input fields, they are noticed fastest by users. Another eye tracking study conducted by [7] on a web 

page with a number of portlets suggests that when there are multiple portlets on a web page, important ones should 

be placed on the upper-left or top of the page to minimise searching time. There are also some eye tracking studies 

which investigate differences between groups, such as people with and without autism [8].  

Figure 1 visualises eye movements of a particular user on the home page of the AVG website by using a gaze plot. 

This visualisation technique uses circles to illustrate fixations where the eyes of users become relatively stable. 

When one fixation is longer than another one, it is illustrated with a larger circle. Each circle is also numbered to 

show the sequence of fixations. 

Figure 1. A gaze plot on the home page of the AVG website 

 

There is, unfortunately, no specialised public repository or corpus of eye tracking data on web pages where 

researchers can upload their data or crowdsource some data to answer their research questions, test their hypotheses 

and/or validate their proposed algorithms. This situation may be one of the reasons why researchers typically do 

mailto:yyeliz%7d@metu.edu.tr
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not make their eye tracking data available to other researchers. When they do not share their eye tracking data, 

their findings cannot be reproduced and/or re-validated later by other researchers [9]. In addition, no benchmark 

can be created for other researchers to validate their algorithms. For example, when a researcher proposes an 

algorithm and wants to compare it with an existing algorithm whose validation data is not publicly available, s/he 

needs to collect new eye tracking data or try to find other public previously collected eye tracking data for a 

comparison purpose. For example, when [10] developed a scanpath analysis algorithm, they could not find public 

appropriate eye tracking data to compare their algorithm with other existing algorithms. Therefore, they needed to 

conduct a new eye tracking study. However, in some other established fields, such as Natural Language Processing 

(NLP)5 and Medical Image Research6, there are corpuses where other researchers can use to develop and evaluate 

their systems. 

By creating a public shared corpus as proposed in this paper, researchers will be able to add new eye tracking data, 

access previously collected eye tracking data and combine some eye tracking data whenever possible. When 

researchers find appropriate eye tracking data in the corpus for their studies, they can replicate the study to collect 

more eye tracking data for achieving higher power in their statistical analysis. The corpus will be organised in a 

way that researchers can obtain all the required information about eye tracking data (equipment, participants, web 

pages and tasks) and filter eye tracking data based on different features, such as visual complexities of web pages.  

A Corpus of Eye Tracking Data on Web Pages 

To create a methodology for a possible public and shared corpus of eye tracking data on web pages, we have used 

a structured review methodology to investigate what kinds of eye tracking studies have been carried out in the 

literature in terms of their equipment, participants, pages, tasks and metrics. We have focussed on the academic 

papers published in the Journal of Eye Movement Research (JEMR)7 and the Proceedings of ACM Symposium 

on Eye Tracking Research & Applications (ETRA)8 as these are main venues for publication on eye tracking 

research. After analysing these sources in depth, we have found 20 relevant academic papers (9 journal articles 

[6,11,12,13,14,15,16,3,17] + 11 conference papers [18,19,20,21,22,23,24,25,26,7,2]). These papers show that 

different kinds of eye tracking studies have been conducted on web pages. The corpus should be able to store all 

the essential details of these eye tracking studies and make them usable.  

Equipment: Different equipment has been used to record eye movements of participants on web pages. In 

particular, some of eye trackers used are as follows: Tobii TX300 [18], Tobii 1750 [23,24], EMR-HM8 [19], 

ISCAN RK-426 [22,25], ASL Model 504 [26] and SMI EyeLink [7]. These eye trackers capture data points with 

various sampling rates. For example, the sampling rate of Tobii TX300 is 300 Hz whereas the sampling rate of 

Tobii 1750 is 60 Hz, even though these eye trackers are products of the same company. Specifically, Tobii TX300 

captures 300 data points per second whereas Tobii 1750 captures 60 data points per second. These data points are 

then clustered to create fixations [27]. Eye trackers can also have various accuracy rates. Therefore, if a particular 

eye tracking study is conducted by using different eye trackers, it would be a problem to combine eye tracking 

data later. Some of eye trackers are integrated into monitors. For example, Tobii TX300 is integrated into a 28” 

monitor whereas Tobii 1750 is integrated into a 17” monitor. There are also portable eye trackers which are not 

integrated into any monitors by default. For these kinds of eye trackers, researchers should use an external monitor. 

In particular, [7] used SMI EyeLink with a 17” external monitor. Thus, screen size and resolution should be taken 

into consideration for combining eye tracking data. Therefore, a public corpus should include at least the following 

details for the equipment: 

 Eye Tracker – its brand and model should be provided, such as Tobii TX300. 

 Sampling Rate – such as 60 Hz. 

 Accuracy Rate – such as 0.5 degree. 

 Screen Size – such as 17”. 

 Screen Resolution – such as 1280 x 1024. 

  

                                                      
5 An example of corpus in NLP: https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/snli/  
6 A list of open-access medical image repositories: http://www.aylward.org/notes/open-access-medical-image-repositories  
7 https://www.bop.unibe.ch/jemr 
8 https://dl.acm.org/event.cfm?id=RE110  

https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/snli/
http://www.aylward.org/notes/open-access-medical-image-repositories
https://www.bop.unibe.ch/jemr
https://dl.acm.org/event.cfm?id=RE110
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Participants: The behaviours of different groups of users on web pages have been investigated by analysing their 

eye movements. For example, an eye tracking study conducted by [21] aimed to investigate the influence of web-

browsing experience on web-viewing behaviour. They divided their participants into two groups where the 

comparatively heavy internet users who browse and use various portal sites were located in the first group and the 

comparatively conservative users who use a regular portal site for fixed purposes were located in the second group. 

Their findings suggest that web-browsing experience influences web-viewing behaviour. Another eye tracking 

study conducted by [22] aimed to investigate the effects of age differences in visual search on web pages. In their 

study, they divided their participants into different age groups (children, teenagers, younger adults and older 

adults). According to their analysis, the groups generated based on the similarity of their eye movements were not 

consistent with the age groups.  

The number of participants included in these eye tracking studies has also been varied. Figure 2 illustrates the 

number of participants included in some eye tracking studies which have been conducted on web pages. In 

particular, [23] conducted their eye tracking study with 11 participants (four males + seven females) whereas [26] 

conducted their eye tracking study with 30 participants (17 males and 13 females) who were students from different 

majors (such as, business, engineering and psychology). Unfortunately, there is no consistency among the number 

of participants. One of the main reasons would be the difficulty of conducting eye tracking studies with a large 

number of users as discussed in the Introduction section. 

Figure 2. The number of participants included in some eye tracking studies conducted on the web 

 

The corpus should store the total number of participants for each eye tracking study. If there are specific groups in 

an eye tracking study, then each group should have a unique identifier and the details of these groups should be 

included. For the participants and their demographics, the corpus should include at least the following details: 

 Age – which can also be an age group (such as 18-24) or date of birth. 

 Gender – which can be either male or female.  

 Education Level – which can be a high school degree, associate's degree, bachelor’s degree, master’s 

degree, doctoral degree, etc. 

 Education Background – which can be business, computer engineering, electrical engineering and 

psychology, etc. 

 Web-browsing experience – which can be reported based on the information retrieved from the 

participants by using a five-point Likert scale.  

 Group identifier(s) – which shows the group of the participant if s/he belongs to a specific group. 

 Familiarity with the web page(s) used – which can be reported based on the information retrieved 

from the participants by using a five-point Likert scale. 

To maintain confidentiality and anonymity for the participants, there should be no information that can reveal their 

identities. This criterion can be checked and validated by an administrator or moderator of the corpus before 

making the uploaded data public. 

 

Pages: Different types of web pages have been used in eye tracking studies. For example, [25] conducted an eye 

tracking study on three different web pages which were from the portal, news and advertisement websites. The 

portal page consisted of many links, the news page was comprised of a lot of headings and sub-headings and the 

advertisement page contained many colourful visual items. In another eye tracking study conducted by [26], one 

popular website from each of the following categories was assigned to each participant: Business (jobtrack, 

macromedia & w3), Search (google, yahoo & cnet), News (cnn, msn & netscape) and Shopping (amazon & ebay). 

For each website, its home page and one of its internal representative pages were used. In addition, an eye tracking 

study conducted by [2] was performed on six web pages which had different levels of visual complexities 
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determined by the ViCRAM (Visual Complexity Rankings and Accessibility Metrics) tool [28]. One of the main 

reasons was to achieve more generalizable results.  

There were also some eye tracking studies that aimed to investigate how people interact with a specific web page. 

For example, [24] conducted an eye tracking study on search engine results pages (SERPs). They investigated how 

eye movements of users are affected when search results are presented in different ways (list and grid layouts). 

Furthermore, some researchers designed experimental web pages based on their purposes and conducted eye 

tracking studies on these pages [19,23,6,7]. Based on our current review, as illustrated in Figure 3, real web pages 

have been more frequently used instead of experimental web pages and there were more eye tracking studies with 

experimental pages in the past years. 

 
Figure 3. Real vs. experimental web pages used in eye tracking studies published in the JEMR and ETRA 

symposium 

 

Regarding the web pages, the corpus should include at least the following details or features: 

 Popularity – which can be measured by the reports provided by Alexa.com9. 

 Links – which can be coverage of links (as a percentage) or the number of links. 

 Visuals – which can be coverage of visuals (as a percentage) or the number of visuals. 

 Heading and subheadings – which can be coverage of heading and sub-headings (as a percentage) or 

the number of heading and sub-headings. 

 Category – which can be determined by using the categories provided by Alexa.com10. 

 Visual Complexity – which can be measured by the ViCRAM tool [28]. 

 

Tasks: In some eye tracking studies, the participants have been asked to freely browse web pages for a specific 

amount of time, such as 30 seconds [26] and 15 seconds [25]. In other eye tracking studies, the participants have 

been asked to complete specific tasks. For example, [22] asked their participants to search for a "sign up" link on 

each page whereas [23] asked their participants to find out an article about a specific item in a simulated 

encyclopaedia in 130 seconds. Another example is from [24] who asked the participants to seek information in 

two sets of SERPs about two competing therapies (pros/cons) for Bechterew's disease (4 minutes for each set). As 

can be seen from these examples, different kinds of tasks have been performed by the participants in eye tracking 

studies. Thus, these tasks should be categorised to make them more searchable and usable by other researchers. 

For the corpus, we suggest categorising tasks based on G. Marchionini’s Search Activities Model [29]. In his 

model, there are three main categories which are as follows: Lookup (fact retrieval, known item search, navigation, 

transaction, verification, question answering), Learn (knowledge acquisition, comprehension/interpretation, 

comparison, aggregation/integration, socialize) and Investigate (accretion analysis, exclusion/negation, synthesis, 

evaluation, discovery, planning/forecasting, transformation). Table 1 shows an example of task categorisation. 

Task Reference Category 

To freely browse web pages [26] Investigate 

To search for a "sign up" link on each page [22] Lookup 

To seek information in two sets of SERPs about two competing therapies for 

Bechterew's disease 

[24] Learn 

Table 1. An example of task categorisation based on G. Marchionini’s Search Activities Model [29] 

 

The corpus should store at least the following information for the tasks: 

                                                      
9 https://www.alexa.com/topsites  
10 https://www.alexa.com/topsites/category  

https://www.alexa.com/topsites
https://www.alexa.com/topsites/category
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 Task Definition – what will be asked to the participants? 

 Duration – how many seconds or minutes will be given for each task? 

 Category – which can be lookup, learn or investigate. 

 

Metrics: The eye tracking data collected on the web has been analysed by using various metrics based on the 

objective of the studies. For example, [25] and [13] aimed to test the scanpath theory [30] on the web, and therefore 

they analysed the scanpaths of their participants. However, as the objective of [21] was not related to scanpaths, 

they did not analyse the scanpaths of their participants. Instead, they divided the pages into six blocks and 

calculated the average number of fixations for each block for each group of participants. In contrast, a study 

conducted by [26] included both the analysis of scanpaths and other eye tracking metrics, such as mean fixation 

duration, saccade rates, etc. Even though an eye tracking study is conducted for a specific purpose, it can be used 

by other researchers for other purposes. Specifically, an eye tracking study might be conducted for only scanpath 

analysis but other researchers can use the study for in-depth fixation analysis. 

The corpus should include all the fundamental information required to generate all these necessary metrics for 

analysis of eye tracking data. Since different algorithms can be used for clustering data points to identify fixations 

[27], it would be better to provide information about data points instead of fixations. Therefore, the corpus should 

include at least the following details of eye tracking data: 

 Data point timestamp and duration 

 Data point x and y coordinates 

 Relevant Stimuli Name 

When these details are made available to other researchers, they can generate necessary metrics for their studies. 

For example, they can use these details to generate total fixation duration and fixation count for a web page or a 

particular area on a web page.  

Examples of Use Cases 

An eye tracking study was conducted on the home pages of six popular websites by [10] to evaluate their algorithm. 

The study was then replicated with other 41 participants to further evaluate the algorithm and investigate the effects 

of the number of participants on the algorithm [2,3,31]. Therefore, a large amount of eye tracking data was 

collected with 81 participants. When the proposed corpus is implemented and the eye tracking data is uploaded 

with all necessary details, other researchers will be able to access and use the data as secondary data for their 

studies. If they have the required equipment, they can also replicate the study with more participants as all 

necessary information will be available to them. 

By storing eye tracking data in an organised way and making them centralised, other researchers will be able to 

search for the most relevant data for their studies. For example, if researchers want to investigate how users interact 

with a particular type of web pages instead of specific web pages to reach more generic conclusions, they can 

search for the eye tracking data collected on that type of web pages. If the corpus is used by many researchers, 

then it will be possible to crowdsource a large amount of eye tracking data, and therefore researchers will not need 

a considerable amount of time and budget to conduct a new eye tracking study with many participants. The corpus 

will also be able to allow the external validation of proposed algorithms and replication of previous findings. 

Concluding Remarks and Future Work 

Eye tracking has commonly been used for understanding how people use web pages [1]. As eye tracking 

researchers, we typically experience difficulties in finding public eye tracking data for our studies. Of course, we 

can conduct our eye tracking studies to collect data but unfortunately these studies are costly and time-consuming. 

Our overall objective is to create a public corpus of eye tracking data on web pages which will allow researchers 

to make their eye tracking data publicly available in an organised way and access other previously collected eye 

tracking data for their studies. To make the corpus more usable by researchers, all essential information should be 

provided for each eye tracking study to allow researchers to determine whether or not these studies are suitable for 

their purposes. Therefore, we have firstly reviewed the literature to investigate what kinds of eye tracking studies 

have been conducted and which details should be provided when eye tracking data will be made publicly available. 

This paper summarises our initial list of principles. Although we suggest to include all of these details for each 

eye tracking study in the corpus, some of them can be defined as optional properties such that researchers will not 
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have to spend additional time to prepare all of these details. However, when all of these details are provided, eye 

tracking data will be more valuable and usable for other researchers. 

The proposed methodology here has not been finalised. In this paper, we have focused on two specific venues for 

publications but of course the review could be extended. We are also planning to look at other venues, such as the 

Proceedings of ACM Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems (CHI)11 and the Proceedings of the 

International World Wide Web Conference (WWW)12. We are also planning to conduct interviews with eye 

tracking researchers about the methodology and further improve it based on their suggestions. We may identify 

other information which should be provided when eye tracking data is uploaded to the corpus. When the 

methodology becomes ready, we are planning to implement the corpus and make it available to some researchers 

for testing. This will allow us to detect any possible usability problems and give some ideas for further 

improvement. Although we are currently planning to host and maintain the corpus by ourselves, it may also be 

hosted and maintained by a particular publisher in the long run. 

This corpus will make useful contributions to eye tracking research on the web. It may lead researchers to make 

their eye tracking data publicly available, thus improving the overall reproducibility of their findings. Other 

researchers can also benefit from public eye tracking data. In particular, they can use public data for iterative 

development of their algorithms. When researchers do not share their eye tracking data, benchmarks cannot be 

created. Therefore, researchers cannot find any standard or point of reference which they can use for assessing 

their proposed algorithms. This corpus would also be beneficial for data scientists who want to access and use 

public eye tracking data with different types of data for their analyses.  
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Abstract: In serious games, in-game analytics is a major focus, as it is beneficial to see how a player is learning 

throughout the game. Different control schemes, such as ones often used in Virtual Reality (VR) games, open the 

door to a variety of existing analytical techniques. This article compares three measures adopted from two distinct 

areas to determine player’s navigation behaviour, namely: task-finding lostness, gathering lostness and sequence 

similarity. Results on 13 children playing a serious Virtual Reality (VR) game, show both resemblances and 

differences among the three measures. Moreover, each of the measures show their constraints when applied in a 

serious VR game context. If anything, the current article illustrates, once more, how complex the analysis of player 

behaviour is and the need for the absent ground truth measure.  

Introduction 

Particularly in serious games, in-game analytics is a major focus, as it is beneficial to see how a player is 

performing in the game. Different control schemes, such as ones often used in Virtual Reality (VR) games, namely 

node-based movement, open the door to a variety of existing analytical techniques. Some of which can be adopted 

from other areas of computing, that could possibly be used to evaluate a player’s performance within the game 

[11,12].  These are different to dedicated in-game analytics, which usually focus on heatmaps [1] or identifying 

switching behaviours, and the number of game objects (e.g., videos, resources, and locations) accessed per time 

unit [2]. 

This article compares three measures from two different areas of computing to determine player’s (dis)orientation: 

task-finding lostness, gathering lostness and similarity sequence. The two lostness measures were originally 

introduced to analyse navigation in hypertext systems [5]. However, we hypothesize that these can be used for 

serious game navigation as well, as navigation is a key issue in the learning process. Additionally, a sequence 

similarity measure is included [6] that has been successful in a range of distinct domains including bioinformatics 

and music analysis. As such, this article contributes to methods and techniques in game playing analytics. 

Distance measures 

Lostness 

The lostness measure [4] was created as a method for measuring hypertext usability in terms of task performance. 

The starting point for this was the belief of the authors that ‘measures based on time and errors seem inappropriate 

for hypertext systems which, by their nature, encourage exploration and browsing’. Instead, a better approach is 

to assess task performance in terms of the effectiveness in how users find information and the degree in which 

they become lost in the information search whilst looking for this information [5].  

Lostness [4] is defined by the number of information items inspected compared with the number of items that need 

to be inspected to locate the requested information:  

√(
N

S
‐ 1)

2

+ (
R

N
‐ 1)

2

, 

with R, S, and N being respectively the minimum number of nodes that need to be visited to complete a task, the 

total number of nodes visited whilst searching, and the number of different nodes visited whilst searching. 

 

Table 1. Comparison between old scope and new scope. 

Initial (Hypertext) Scope New (Game) Scope 

Clicking a link to move to a new web page Moving to another node within the environment 

Inspecting a web page containing information Picking up an item 

Finding information on a web page Examining an item 
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Gathering versus Fact-Finding Lostness 

Based on the identification of two types of activities, gathering and fact-finding, two lostness measures were 

constructed based on these. The gathering lostness measure involves calculating the minimum steps necessary to 

complete the whole task whereas fact-finding lostness calculates the lostness between each of the objectives in the 

task. 

The difference between these two measures is that the gathering lostness is based on the number of steps identified 

manually imputed based on watching a perfect playthrough but, contrarily, fact-finding lostness is more automated. 

Instead, the spatial graph created for node-based movement, which defines which movement nodes are accessible 

from each node, is traversed and distance between each objective and the one accessed previously is calculated 

using a breath first search and is matched to the players path. This provides the minimum number of steps. This 

gives the opportunity to investigate if lostness is more representative if it is calculated per each objective or the 

whole task.    

Needleman-Wunsch Similarity 

Musaline [6] is a C++ library for alignment of sequences, which was initially developed for use with musical 

sequences; but, can also be used for comparing other sequences. It makes use of the Needleman-Wunsch algorithm 

[7]. In contrast to the lostness measure, 100% shows a perfect match, whereas 0% shows no match at all. To figure 

out how lost a player is, the path followed by the player is compared with the optimal path. While the lostness 

measure looks at path length and the number of unique nodes visited, the Needleman-Wunsch algorithm looks at 

two other aspects, namely:  

 Identity, the visited nodes should be identical to nodes in the optimal path 

 Order, the nodes should be visited in the same order as in the optimal path. 

Given an optimal path and a player path, the Needleman-Wunsch algorithm efficiently searches through all 

possible alignments between both paths. An alignment is a list of nodes, where each node represents either a node 

in the optimal path, the player path or both, such that for each alignment we can reconstruct the user path by taking 

all nodes representing the user path and the optimal path by taking all nodes representing the optimal path. 

A node in an alignment is considered correct if it represents both the player path and the optimal path, otherwise 

it is considered incorrect. We assign a cost to all incorrect steps and assigning a reward to each correct step. The 

similarity of an alignment is defined by summing over the costs and rewards for each step. Finally, the similarity 

of the paths is defined by taking the maximum similarity of all. 

The cost and reward function chosen for the Chantry was based on several different user paths in the game and is 

1 for a correct step and -0.35 for an incorrect step. Then we divide the similarity value by the number of steps in 

the optimal path and clamp it at 0 to create a value between 0 and 1. The values are chosen to match the gathering 

similarity values as closely as possible.  

Weighted Measures 

Simply taking the average of the lostness or similarity values does not suffice to obtain an exact overview of the 

player performance over the full game. The relatively short paths can be prone to noise and, due to the diminishing 

effect of extra steps, a player that gets completely lost on one or two locations may have a lower average lostness 

than someone who never gets completely lost; but, instead takes a side step on some otherwise perfect paths. 

Conversely, player performance could be overstated as low levels of lostness on simpler tasks may mask higher 

levels of lostness in more complicated tasks. Therefore, the complexity of tasks must be taken into account and 

weighted. 

Although, for gathering lostness and sequence similarity, the values are simply weighted depending on the number 

of objectives needed to be completed in each gathering task, a different approach is taken for the fact-finding 

lostness. As well as calculating the lostness value for each objective, as the player also needs to move from the 

end of the objective to the start of another, the steps between the objectives are also taken into consideration. 

Therefore, this provides a weighted fact-finding lostness measure for the whole game: 
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with n being the number of consecutive objective pairs in the player’s path through the game and Ro, No, and So 

are respectively the required steps, total steps taken, and unique steps taken for the oth objective pair. 
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Method 

A total of 13 children (6 boys) aged 13-18, were recruited. Their VR experience varied substantially.  

A PlayStation VR headset and over-ear headphones were used to secure the player’s immersion with the game. A 

PlayStation controller was used to interact with the game. 

Game play behavior was recorded time stamped, in the background. Consequently, it was possible to analyse the 

paths taken by the players and, hence, calculate the lostness and sequence similarity measures. Participants were 

given 30 minutes to play through the game at their own pace, learning about the story and completing tasks. 

 “The Chantry”, an educational environmental narrative game for the PlayStation VR platform, was used as 

testbed. It tells the story of dr Edward Jenner and his invention of vaccination against the smallpox virus. To 

progress through the game, the player needs to explore the house of Jenner, finding out information about a 

particular story topic before moving on. Players interact with objectives that contain story information that must 

be found in order to continue. The full task is best described as a ‘gathering activity’ as the target information is 

spread out over different areas and has to be combined, whereas, finding each of the objectives present in the list 

can be referred to as more simple, local ‘fact-finding activities’ as all of the information is located in a specific 

place [3]. 

Results 

The weighted lostness and sequence similarity values were investigated for all participants, to see how well they 

match each other. For this, the inverse of the lostness measures were used so that the perfect score represented by 

both measures would be 100%. So, a high (inverse) lostness score means that the participant exhibits a perfect 

search. The outcomes are reported in Table 2. 

Overall, participants were not overly effective at the tasks, with all measures being below 54%. The difference 

between the gathering lostness and sequence similarity means is quite small (1.67), though fact-finding lostness is 

notably higher than both of these measures (9.47 higher than gathering lostness and 11.14 higher than sequence 

similarity). Moreover, compared to both the inverse gathering lostness and sequence similarity, the fact-finding 

measure gives somewhat different results. Inverse gathering lostness and sequence similarity (Pearson correlation 

.93, p < .0001) are almost equivalent, which was expected as the cost function of the sequence similarity was fitted 

to match the lostness value. 

The data show that, across all measures, males performed better than females. This could be explained by males 

having more VR experience (mean: 2.33) compared to the females (mean: 1.71). However, these results could be 

contributed to gender differences in visual-spatial ability [8,9]. 

Table 2. Results for both inverse (weighted) lostness and the sequence similarity measures (in %). 

 Gathering Lostness Fact-Finding Lostness Sequence Similarity 

Total mean (SD) 44.07 (19.13) 53.54 (11.19) 42.40 (19.07) 
Female mean (SD) 41.19 (22.38) 49.12 (10.63) 41.24 (23.43) 
Male mean (SD) 47.42 (15.89) 58.69 (10.26) 43.74 (14.49) 

Discussion 

Altogether, three known analytic measures were introduced to a new domain: serious VR games. The measures 

indicate similar but, in parallel, distinct player behaviour.  Additional studies must be carried out in order to identify 

which of these lostness measures is more accurate, which may also involve a fact-finding sequence similarity 

measure. 

We signalled that each of the three measures has its constraints. For the lostness measures, the minimum steps 

necessary to complete a task must be constant. If the minimum value can unexpectedly change; then, an incorrect 

value will be returned. In addition, the path for lostness must be completely linear. Due to the nature of the measure, 

which is designed to punish node revisits, even if the minimum steps are correct, the user will be identified as lost. 

This is shown in the current study where one of the tasks returns a lostness value of 0.32, even when it has been 

completed perfectly. The sequence similarity allows multiple optimal orders, which is not always wanted. This is 

shown in the current study, where most tasks had 1-4 perfect paths, going up to 18 in one case. 

One of the most illuminating results was that the mean task performance over most lostness measures was quite 

low, indicating a high level of disorientation in participants. This backs up that, as games are complex 
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environments, players need to learn how to control the game and how it conveys the instructional material, before 

this material can be learned [10]. Therefore, to improve task performance, players should play a short tutorial to 

familiarise themselves with the environment, gameplay controls and mechanics, particularly the node movement 

system and picking up and using items.  

Three distance measures were introduced to the domain of serious VR games. Each showed its behaviour and own 

constraints. If anything, they illustrated how complex the analysis of player behaviour is and the need for the absent 

ground truth measure. Results indicate the need for both basic research on intuitive distance measures in line with 

human behavior and their validation in ecological valid settings, such as serious VR games.  
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Introduction 

Apathy is a neurological syndrome present in many neurological diseases and in particular in the behavioral 

variant of fronto-temporal dementia (bvFTD).  

Apathy can be defined as a quantitative reduction of voluntary goal-directed behavior [1]. Its clinical evaluation 

remains subjectives as it relies on questionnaires in which sharp differences in responses can be observed 

between patients and caregivers [2]. Further, the underlying mechanisms and neural correlates of apathy are 

poorly understood. As consequence, management of apathy is still limited.  

Differentiating the underlying mechanisms of apathy is crucial to propose more efficient treatments. Three 

different mechanisms have been postulated so far: motivational, cognitive and self-activation deficit, involving 

distinct regions of prefrontal cortex and basal ganglia [1, 3]. The present study is aimed at providing new and 

objective tools to characterize apathy, its different underlying mechanisms and to identify its neural basis, in 

patients affected by bvFTD. 

Material & Methods 

We assess apathy in bvFTD patients (n=7, mean age=59.14, mean Starkstein=15) and healthy subjects (n=4, 

mean age=63.25, mean Starkstein=8)  using the Starkstein apathy scale [4]. 

The first goal was to determine the mechanisms (cognition and/or motivation) responsible for apathy in a 

population of bvFTD patients by using three different tools: 

First, the Dimensional Apathy Scale (DAS) [5], a questionnaire assessing three dimensions of apathy: Executive, 

Emotional and Initiation. The first two subscales are used here to study cognition and motivation respectively. 

Second, our team has developed a novel tool to assess apathy in semi-ecological condition (ECOCAPTURE, 

ClinicalTrials.gov/NCT02496312) [6]. The observation takes place in a waiting-room; instructions are to get 

comfortable and to enjoy the room. The experience consists of two successive phases in order to discriminate i) 

spontaneously (self-) generated (free phase) and ii) externally guided behaviors (guided phase). We focus on a 

few variables (the ratio of standing/walking and time-activity during the first 5 minutes of the free phase and the 

guided phase) allowing us to focus on  another underlying pathophysiological mechanism: self-initiation, but it is 

also possible to analyse behavior to study the motivational and cognitive  dimensions. 

Thirs, we have also designed an experimental computer task, called ICM_APATHY_TASKS. This task is 

divided into two exercises with lower vs. higher difficulty, to study cognitive aspects of apathy. Moreover, each 

exercise is performed twice, by modifying the associated reward (lower or higher), in order to study the 

motivational dimensions. 

The second goal was to identify the neural basis of different apathy forms in the bvFTD patients using 

structural Magnetic Resonance Imagery (MRI). 

Results 

To date, ECOCAPTURE has included seven bvFTD patients and four healthy controls. We will expect to enroll 

one additional patients and three healthy controls, for a total of eight patients and seven healthy controls, by the 

end of May 2018. At that time, we will then be able to present preliminary results of this study. Inclusion is still 

in progress for a total of 30 patients and 30 healthy controls, by the end of June 2019. 
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Building empathy: Preparation of professionals and peers for an optimization of 

mediation 
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The compromise between teaching and learning does not arise spontaneously, and therefore the Rita Leal School 

methodology allows the creation and recreation, in a significant way, of interactive and systematic cooperation 

and relational moments adequate to the evolution of each child. The practical aim of the Rita Leal School 

intervention lies on the development of the relational basis necessary to promote the basic confidence of the child, 

which is indispensable to the motivation to learn. All activities have been filmed with the objective of optimizing 

the efficacy of the intervention. These sessions have then been supervised in group meetings, to promote the 

attentive and relational quality of peers and professionals. 

At the end of each session with the children and adolescents, peers and professionals were asked to film their 

testimony of that day’s session. Testimonies were filmed because emotions are greatly expressed through non-

verbal communication. 

The analysis of these testimonies was then made with The Observer XT 12 software, together with an investigation 

model of qualitative content, the Analysis of Nuclei of Signification (Aguiar, Soares and Machado, 2015). This 

method intends to give an understanding of the meanings which constitute the content of discourse of this sample 

through nuclei of signification. 108 individual reports were analyzed. The verbalization of the experiences 

produced three principal nuclei of signification. A total of 38 discriminators were defined, organized in 3 main 

categories, which are “Self-appraisal” (10 indicators); “Hetero-evaluation” (11 indicators) and the description of 

ASD individuals, in turn subdivided into two categories: “Dialogic Relationship” (12 indicators) and “Cooperative 

Learning” (5 indicators). 

We observed the reflexive-formative potential of autoscopy and heteroscopy with clinical supervision resorting to 

video feedback (French Socio-Historic Ergonomy). The process of auto and hetero analysis had as result a 

reflection of professional practice, with the intent of rendering the activity more scientific and the creation of 

individualized observation habits of each child, allowing a more personalized intervention. The purpose was to 

create an always more emphatical, more decentered team in which each team member (re)builds their own 

professional identity. 
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The LocoWhisk Arena: A novel behavioural set-up that quantifies rodent 

exploration and locomotion behaviours 
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Quantitatively assessing behaviour to measure animal health is challenging because there is a lack of unobtrusive 

behavioural models to refine animal testing procedures. Our novel arena and software solution (the LocoWhisk 

arena) simultaneously measures locomotion behaviours and whisker movements, providing robust and quantitative 

measures of rodent behaviour for basic research or drug discovery. The LocoWhisk system is a new, portable 

behavioural set-up that incorporates both gait analysis (using a pedobarograph) and whisker movements (using 

high-speed video camera and infrared light source).  

In this presentation, we will demonstrate the highly-quantitative, quick and automated nature of the LocoWhisk 

arena. We will show that using the LocoWhisk arena provides robust measures of motor control, and can give 

insights in to small mammal behavior that have never been documented and quantified before. Indeed, we will 

demonstrate that small quadrupedal mammals appear to use their whiskers to tactually guide safe foot positioning. 

We show that forepaw placement always falls within the whisker field of small mammals, and that forepaw width 

is always smaller than whisker span. Insights from the LocoWhisk arena has allowed us to propose that guiding 

locomotion might be a common function in whisker touch sensing in all small, quadrupedal mammals. We suggest 

that simultaneosly measuring both whisker movements and locomotion can provide robust measures of motor 

control.  

All experiments were conducted with approval of the local ethics committee at Manchester Metropolitan 

University. 
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Measuring behaviour in both humans and nonhuman animals requires robust methods to obtain reliable and 

replicable results, important prerequisites for the scientific quality of a study. Methods used for behavioural coding 

can differ on several levels: a) the level of subtlety of the behaviours measured [1], ranging from more holistic 

behaviours such as classifying the facial or bodily expression as a whole to the movement of single muscles (see 

e.g. [2]), b) the quality of behavioural descriptions used [1], or c) the level of possible subjective inference by the 

coder [3]. All these factors potentially affect the reliability and replicability of the results. In human research, 

methods have been developed for coding subtle behaviours with precisely defined movements, following a 

standardized coding protocol. These methods satisfy the scientific criteria of objectivity and reliability and they 

facilitate transparency, replicability and comparisons of results across studies [3]. For the face, the Facial Action 

Coding System (FACS [4]) is a prominent example. FACS is an anatomically-based coding system for measuring 

subtle facial muscle movements. Aiming to maximize reliable and objective coding, it is considered as the gold 

standard for coding human facial expressions [5]. FACS was initially developed for humans but has been adapted 

to several nonhuman species including both primates and non-primates (see e.g. [6, 7]). 

In contrast, methods comparable to FACS for the coding of subtle expressions of the human body were lacking – 

until the Body Action and Posture Coding System (BAP [3]) was developed. Like FACS, BAP is anatomically-

based and provides a standardized protocol for coding with systematic descriptions of subtle human body 

movements [3]. More specifically, BAP allows a highly objective and reliable coding of postures and actions of a 

human’s neck/head, trunk, arms, and limbs by integrating information from three different levels: (1) The 

anatomical level (different articulations of the codeable body parts). (2) The form level (direction and orientation 

of movement along the three human body axes). (3) The functional level (communicative and self-regulatory 

functions). Since its development, the BAP coding method has been successfully applied in a range of studies 

across different research topics for measuring subtle body movements of humans (see e.g. [8, 9, 10]).  

In animals, the use of methods comparable to the ones used in human research are considered to be promising. 

This has recently been proposed for investigating canine emotions [11]. Dogs are increasingly popular in research 

[12], and with their adaptations to living in human societies [13], they provide a unique model species for 

comparative investigations with humans ([13, 14]). Using the FACS method, very recently a comparative study 

revealed new insights into subtle facial expressions of humans and dogs in emotion-inducing situations [5]. So far, 

to the authors’ knowledge, an anatomically-based method for systematically coding subtle body movements 

comparable to the human BAP system has been lacking in canine science. Nevertheless, a BAP coding system for 

dogs could greatly improve the objectivity and reliability of dog behaviour coding, supporting both transparency 

of analysis as well as reproducibility of study findings by other researchers. Furthermore, it would allow 

researchers to conduct comparative studies of human and dog bodily expressions.  

Here, we present the Dog Body Action and Posture Coding system (DogBAP) – the first adaptation of the BAP 

coding system for a nonhuman species. DogBAP is a system that – like the human BAP – is anatomically-based, 

allowing the coding of postures and actions of the dog´s head, neck, trunk, limbs, and tail, following a standardized 

coding protocol. Movements of these body parts are defined in comparison to a dog’s standard position according 

to two integrated levels: (1) The anatomical level (anatomical articulation of the codeable body parts), and (2) the 

form level (form of the movement; described by using anatomical terms of direction with reference to three 

orthogonal axes of a dog’s body (ventrodorsal, craniocaudal, transversal)). To give an example, the head 

articulation “Lateroflexion right” is defined as “Movement of the head in a lateral right direction around the 

ventrodorsal axis relative to the anatomical standard position”. The DogBAP codes were developed by studying 

possible movements of the codeable body parts along the three orthogonal body axes according to a dog’s anatomy. 
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Afterwards, the DogBAP coding was first tested with a selection of 10 dog pictures showing 10 individuals in 

different bodily alignments. Subsequently, DogBAP was used with a selection of videos of freely moving dogs, 

collected during a laboratory-based experiment on emotional expressions of dogs (Ethical approval for this 

experiment was given by the University of Lincoln, College of Science Research Ethics Committee, UID 

CoSREC304). In this experiment, food was used to induce positive (via food anticipation after the dogs have 

learned to anticipate a food reward in a certain location of the experimental room) and negative (via food frustration 

when the dogs could see but not access the food reward for 60 s) emotional states.  

After outlining the most relevant features of the human BAP coding system, we will compare and discuss the 

current version of DogBAP with its main developmental milestones, its evaluation in terms of reliability, possible 

future steps and potential areas of application both in research as well as in our daily practical handling of dogs.  
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Introduction 

Half of the world’s biodiversity is in the canopies of tropical forests [1], including a great richness of mammals 

and a large proportion of primates [2]. Most of arboreal mammals are threatened of extinction, and an 

understanding of their behaviour is a key component for the success of the conservation initiatives. However, 

quantifying the behaviour of wild animals represents significant challenges, especially for rare or elusive species 

in remote or dense forest habitats. Remote sensing camera-traps are increasingly applied in wildlife research, 

expanding the borders of traditional behavior ecological inference and conservation strategies, and allowing 

sampling of wild population at large temporal and spatial scales [3]. Although camera trap has been widely applied 

for terrestrial mammals monitoring, the technique has rarely been used for arboreal species [4,5]. The aim of this 

study is to present data on the methodology and effectiveness of canopy camera trapping for arboreal mammal’s 

conservation behaviour research.  

 

Methods 

The study site was the Caparaó National Park, one of the most important remnants of Atlantic Forest, in 

southeastern Brazil (20°37’ and 20°19’ S; 41°43’ and 41°55’ W). At a potential aerial route (i.e., tree branches) 

through the canopy, we placed Bushnell 119774C camera traps with infrared LED and triggered by a motion sensor 

in 17 sampling locations at a mean height of 11m. We used rapid ascent/descent (RAD) and single rope (SRT) 

techniques to climb the trees [6], and to maximize detection probability, positioned the cameras to monitor the 

potential crossing points to capture animals. We set the cameras to work continuously, 24 hours a day, and to take 

two pictures followed by a 30-second video per trigger, with less than one second between photographs, five 

seconds between photographs and video, and an interval of one second between triggers. The photograph size was 

8MP, and the HD video size of 1280 x 720 pixels per frame. 

 

Results 

After six months of data collection, we obtained over 32,000 records including photos and 30-second videos. Ten 

species of medium and large-sized mammals were recorded including the critically endangered primate Northern 

Muriqui (Brachyteles hypoxanthus). Other species of small-sized mammals, and reptile and bird species were also 

recorded. Analysis based on time-stamped camera data are useful to describe the temporal patterns of the species, 

including species’ activity patterns and niche partitioning. The requirement for specialized climbing techniques is 

one of the logistic limitations of the canopy camera trapping, as well as the large potential for false triggers due 

the wind and non-target stimulus (e.g. leaves).   

 

Conclusions 

Our results suggest that canopy camera trapping can provide reliable data of behavioural indicators such activity 

repertories and daily activity patterns of a diversity of arboreal mammals’ species. Animals do not change their 

activity patterns to avoid the cameras, indicating that canopy cameras are relatively non-invasive research method 

and have high applicability for conservation behavior research of arboreal animals in dense rainforest 

environments.  

 

Ethical statement 

This research adhered to the Brazilian legal requirements and to the American Society of Mammalogists (ASM). 
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Gene x environment interactions are at the core of both developmental processes and plasticity across the 

lifespan. Historically, the experimental paradigm of environmental enrichment / enriched environments (ENR) 

has been used, primarily in rodents but by extension also in other species, to experimentally capture this 

interaction. The key principle is that inbred mice or rats are exposed to an laboratory environment that is richer 

in social and inanimate stimuli than the normal laboratory housing.  

This research has mostly been concerned with assessing group differences in ENR conditions in comparison to 

standard laboratory housing. By and large, ENR exerts strong effects on a large variety of variables, especially the 

brain. But ENR induces also in increase in variance, so that the animals in the ENR become more diverse and 

different from each other than in the control conditions [1,2]. This means that individuality emerges, even if genes 

and environment are held constant. In addition, the correlation patterns among the variables fundamentally change. 

This effect is particularly prominent in the brain and seems essentially absent for example for metabolic 

parameters. The individualization of brain plasticity can to some extent be explained by variance in behavioral 

trajectories. 

Neurobiological research on the emergence of individuality thus calls for a novel type of enriched environment, 

which allows the longitudinal assessment of behavioral parameters of large number of mice in one cage system as 

well as multivariate analysis tools. A technical solution to this challenge, which is presented here, is the 

INDIVIDUALITY cage, a system of 70 standard cages in one rack that are linked by connector tubes to allow free 

roaming across all cages for the entire population of mice held in this system (see Figure 1). Each connector tube 

is equipped with a ring antenna. The mice are tagged with RFID transponders, so that a longitudinal assessment 

of motility is possible. The data can be analyzed in various ways. A parameter that has proven to be extremely 

useful in this context, is roaming entropy (RE), which is essentially the probability that a mouse can be found at a 

given place at a given time and thus a measure of territorial coverage and exploration. The system allows also 

some indirect conclusions about social structure and its dynamics. Combined with a large set of cross-sectional 

mid- and endpoints measurements, this system allows a unique and unprecedented assessment of emerging 

variance and individualization in the ENR paradigm.  

 

Figure 1. Schematic rendering of the INDIVIDUALITY cage system, in which up to 70 standard cages are connected by tubes 

(blue) that are quipped with RFID ring antennas (orange rings) that allow tracking the mice via the RFID transponders 

implanted under their neck felt. 
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RFID antennas in 
floor plate

≈ 3.2 m2
·  modular design with conditional
   access control to defined modules

·  based on standard cages for
   improved handling and cleaning
·  greater RFID antenna density (384)

·  RFID tracking supported by infrared 
   video
·  integrated behavioral testing cages
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The Effect Of Wing Tears On The Flight Behaviour Of Common Pipistrelle Bats (Pipistrellus Pipistrellus) 
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Bats are in the order Chiroptera and are the only mammals capable of flight, due to them having large flapping 

wings [1]. However, these wings are also thin, which causes them to be very prone to tearing [2]. This study 

developed a method to investigate the effect of these tears on the flight behaviour of common pipistrelle Bats 

(Pipistrellus pipistrellus). Bats, both injured and healthy, were filmed using a high-speed camera (phantom camera, 

MIRO_M110) and the video recordings were used to track bat wing movements [Figure 1] using the Manual 

Whisker Annotator software (MWA) [3]. The data gathered from the MWA software included the following 

variables for both the left and right wings:  maximum angle, minimum angle, mean angle, amplitude-RMS (Root 

Mean Square Amplitude) and frequency, as well as the body orientation. Tears significantly affected wing 

movement during flight, however the body orientation was affected even more. Future methods to measure the 

effect of wing tears will focus on measuring aspects of the body, rather than tracking the wing movements. This 

study had ethical approval from the local committee at Manchester Metropolitan University.  

 

Figure 4. The tracking points for the bat movements.  The two points at the middle of the bat (a and b) are for the 

body orientation. The three points on each wing are for tracking the wing movement. 
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Introduction 

The rat is a social animal and should therefore be housed in groups as often as possible to promote the expression 

of natural behaviors for increased animal welfare. Social isolation (SI) is a known stressor for rats, but different 

lengths of SI are used in scientific studies for a variety of reasons, from being an integrated part of the research 

question to a necessary mean for certain methods. The effect of SI is often overlooked and it is not clear how 

different lengths of isolation affect behavior in the adult rat. This study uses the Multivariate concentric square 

field (MCSF) test, a multi-domain behavioral test developed to study rodents under semi-naturalistic conditions, 

to investigate the effect of acute and prolonged SI in adult male and female rats.  

Methods   

Wistar rats (RccHan:WI, Envigo, Horst, the Netherlands) were subjected to acute (30 minutes, n=12/sex) or 

prolonged (approximately 3 weeks, n=12/sex) SI before testing in the MCSF test. As control condition (n=12/sex), 

and before the acute isolation, animals were group-housed in groups of three. All experimental procedures were 

performed during the dark period and animals had ad libitum access to food and water in the home cage. The 

experimental protocol was approved by the Uppsala Animal Ethical Committee and was consistent with Swedish 

and European legislations. 

The MCSF (see Figure 1) [1] is a 100×100 cm arena, divided by inner walls to a Center (70×70 cm) and 

surrounding Corridors on three sides and an elevated and illuminated stainless-steel construction on the fourth. 

One corner contains an enclosed shelter and in the next corner is the raised Hurdle with a hole-board mounted with 

photocells to detect nose pokes. The stainless-steel construction is subdivided into three separate zones; the Slope, 

which is the access-way from the Corridor; the Bridge Entrance, the first body length of the level portion; and the 

Bridge. In the middle of the Center, a Central Circle (CTRCI, 25 cm in diameter) is added during analysis. 

When starting the test, an animal is placed in the Center, facing 

the wall separating the Center and Bridge. The animal is then 

allowed to freely explore the arena for 20 minutes. The test is 

videotaped and analyzed with EthoVision XT 12.0 (Noldus Inc., 

Wageningen, the Netherlands). Automatic tracking is used to 

obtain latency (s), frequency and duration (s) to all zones except 

the Slope, Bridge Entrance and Bridge, as well as distance (cm) 

and mean velocity (cm/s) for the whole arena and by Center, 

CTRCI and total Corridors. Manual scoring is used to score 

latency, frequency and duration in the zones excepted from 

automatic tracking, as well as frequency of rearing, grooming 

and stretched attend posture. Automatic tracking and manual 

scoring is used in combination for the zone parameters due to the 

high illumination on the bridge compared to the rest of the arena. 

The number of urinations, defecations and nose pokes in the 

Hurdle is noted after completion of each trial. 

The parameters from the MCSF test is analyzed directly as 

obtained and in the form of the trend analysis [2], a rank-order procedure that groups parameters into functional 

behavioral categories (general activity, exploratory activity, risk assessment, risk taking and shelter seeking). The 

trend analysis enables interpretation of the performance in the MCSF with an ethological and functional 

perspective giving rise to the behavioral profile. 

 

Figure 5. The MCSF arena with defined zones:  

1) center, 2) central circle, 3a-c) corridors, 4) dark 

corner room (shelter), 5) hurdle with hole-board,  

6) slope, 7) bridge entrance, 8) bridge. 
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Results and conclusions 

As seen in Figure 2, acute SI did not lead to any differences in the behavioral profile compared to the controls in 

either sex. However, prolonged SI caused more pronounced differences, especially in risk-taking behavior which 

was decreased compared to controls in both sexes and relative acute SI in females. Female rats exhibited fewer SI-

dependent differences than males and had higher general and exploratory activities than males in general.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In preclinical animal research, it is important to consider the impact of all experimental procedures, not just on the 

posed research question, but on the animals’ general welfare. Increased attention to animal welfare and added 

ethological perspectives in research influence study design and result interpretation and leads to improved validity 

of the research performed. 
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Figure 6. Box plot of the functional 

behavioral categories of the trend 

analysis used for behavioral profiling 

in the MCSF test in male and female 

adult rats subjected to acute or 

prolonged SI or group-housing as 

control condition.  

** p<0.01 relative to controls; # <0.05 

relative to acute SI; ++<0.01, 

+++<0.001 relative to males, post hoc 

Mann-Whitney U-test. 
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Different experimental models are applied by researchers to study cooperation in animals. In the present study we 

designed a model of cooperation in which both animals in a pair had to touch a stimulus light (conditioned signal) 

within a short period of time. The model was implemented by using the Rat Touch Screen Chamber (Lafayette 

Instrument, USA) that is controlled through Lafayette Instrument's versatile ABET II hardware and Whisker's 

Control system (https://lafayetteneuroscience.com/products/rat-touch-screen-chamber). On this platform, we 

created our own applications (Schedule Designer) that allowed to display a stimulus, to detect the behavioral acts 

(response to the stimulus), and to analyze the data obtained.  

Introduction 

The study of behavioral and neurophysiological mechanisms that underlie social relationships in animals is an 

issue of current importance in the physiology of higher nervous activity of mammals and birds, especially in the 

populations of social animals. One of the most complex forms of social behavior is cooperative interaction. 

Ethologists usually study animal cooperative behavior by observing the processes of cooperative hunting [13, 9], 

cooperative brood care [18], and cooperation in defense against predators [5]; for example, cooperative rearing 

was found in Slender–tailed Meerkats [3]. Thus, the ability of animals within the population to cooperate may 

strengthen the relations among the subjects and increase their chances of survival. To study cooperative behavior, 

researchers developed different instrumental models where animals in pairs have to cooperate in order to receive 

positive reinforcement. These models were applied to chimpanzees [1, 4, 12], elephants [17], dogs and wolves [14, 

16], dolphins [3], and birds [11]. Since cooperation is a complex behavioral action, different neurophysiological 

and social parameters such as the cognitive abilities of these animals [15] and their hierarchical status [10] 

contribute to the effectiveness of cooperation.  

Cooperation in rats and the role of ultrasound communication in this process were studied in the experiments of 

Gavrilov V.V. [6]. He used the model of operant foraging behavior where rats in pairs, after a set of individual 

learning sessions, learnt to press a lever simultaneously for a food reward. The results of the experiment 

demonstrate different patterns of electrical activity of the brain when animals perform individual actions and when 

they exhibit cooperative behaviors. What is more, specific electric potentials in the brain arose during ultrasound 

communications. These data indicate that rats are capable of learning and performing cooperative actions and that 

ultrasound may mediate communication when rats exhibit cooperative behavior [7,8].  

The aim of this study was to develop and to test the model of learning cooperative behavior in rats and to reveal 

the factors that may affect the learning process and its effectiveness.  

 

Materials and methods  

Experimental animals 

Male Wistar rats (190 ± 10 g body weight at the start of the study), two months of age, were used in the study. 

Animals were housed in the groups (5-6 per cage) under standard laboratory conditions of a 12:12-hour light/dark 

cycle with room temperature maintained between 20°C and 22°C. The animals had ad libitum access to food and 

water. All the procedures used in this study were performed in strict accordance with the Directive 2010/63/EU 

on the protection of animals used for scientific purposes and approved by the official Ethical Committee in 

Biomedical Research appointed by the P. K. Anokhin Research Institute of Normal Physiology.  
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Apparatus  

The Rat Touch Screen Chamber (Lafayette Instrument, USA) 

was used in the study to design the experimental model of 

cooperation in rats (Fig. 1). The chamber is equipped with a 

modular panel with two troughs for food or/and water (pellet 

feeders) on one side and a touch sensitive display (touch screen) 

for stimulus presentation (stimulus lights) on the other side. This 

interactive environment provides an opportunity for cognitive 

assessment in animals by enabling the researchers to display a 

prearranged signal on the screen and, at the same time, allowing 

the animals to execute operant feeding or drinking behavior in 

order to achieve food or/and water reward. The size of the 

chamber where animal can explore the territory (animal work 

space) is 30.5×26.0 ×20.0 cm with the monitor viewing area 

(effective display area) of 10.25” W × 7.9” H where the stimulus 

light is displayed.  

Based on the ABET II hardware (Lafayette Instrument's versatile 

ABET II and Whisker's Control system) platform that controls the chamber, we developed and launched the 

software application that allows to set the time for operations, run automated food and water supply, detect 

different types of actions that animals perform, such as touching the screen within the stimulus light area, opening 

the door of the food trough, and so on. Automated pellet and water dispensers outside the chamber provide water 

and food supply (water, 0.5 ml, and one food pellet, 45 mg) into the food trough that are on the side opposite to 

the monitor (thirty centimeters apart to observe and record the rats` behavior, a video camera (Logitech C270 WER 

HD 960-000635) was placed above the cage. 

For the sessions of learning cooperation by two rats for earning food reward, the chamber was divided into two 

equal parts by a metal mesh, so that each part of the space contained a food trough and a half of the sensory display. 

The metal mesh did not impede communication between two animals through the visual, tactile, olfactory, and 

sound afferentations. 

 

Procedure 

The experimental procedure was comprised of three parts:  

 Determination of the hierarchical status of each animal (once in two weeks). 

 Individual learning of rats to earn food and water reward (20 sessions, twice a week). 

 Cooperation learning in pairs of animals (14 sessions, twice a week). 

 

1. Determination of the hierarchical status 

Before and throughout the sessions of individual and cooperative learning we evaluated the ranks of the animals 

in each group (hierarchical status) according to the dominancy that was based on the competition for access to 

water in the drinking vessel after 24 hours of water deprivation. After water deprivation, rats of one group were 

placed into the empty cage surrounded by the transparent plastic walls for 30 minutes. A drinking vessel with 

water was attached to the plastic wall and was fixed at some distance from the floor of the cage so that a rat had to 

climb on the platform (plastic cube, 10×10 ×10 cm) to reach the bottle. Since only one rat could fit the space of 

the platform, animals had to compete with each other, thereby demonstrating dominance over other animals in the 

group. We recorded animals` behavior during each of the 30-minute sessions and then calculated the total number 

of behavioral acts when a rat was drinking while standing on the platform and total duration of drinking for each 

animal. To determine the hierarchical status of animals we compelled the sociometric matrices in which the ranks 

were calculated as the sum of the victories divided by the sum of the defeats for each rat. The victory/defeat ratio 

reflected the dominance of individual animal relative to the other animals of the same group. 

  

2. Individual learning  

Before learning cooperation, rats were trained individually to acquire the instrumental skill of earning a food 

reward after applying a light touch to the conditioned signal (stimulus light) on the certain area of the sensitive 

Figure 1. Interactive Rat Touch Screen Chamber 

(30.5×26.0 ×20.0) divided into two equal parts by 

the metal mesh. Each part of the chamber is adjusted 

for one animal and equipped with a pellet feeder and 

interactive sensory monitor.  
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screen. Rats were deprived of food for 24 hours prior to the individual learning session. Light, sound, and other 

stimuli in the environment were minimized during the experiments. When a rat touched one of the stimulus lights 

on the screen (green cross on one side and blue circle on the other side), control software ran automated dispensers 

for food supply (food pellet, 45 mg) to the opposite feeding window that is on the same side of the chamber as the 

stimulus light is. When pellet dispenser was activated, a short sound from the side of the automated food dispenser 

signified pellet entry into a food trough; thus, a rat could recognize the moment when the food pellet was delivered. 

Duration of the first learning session was 1 hour, of the second session – 40 minutes, of the third one – 30 minutes, 

and then 20 minutes for each of the remaining sessions.  

ABET II hardware system contains a set of programs for planning, collection, and analysis of the experimental 

data. There programs allow to provide a chronological sequence of output signals (displaying of the stimulus lights 

on the screen, running automated food and water supply) and input signals, such as quantitative measure of 

behavioral acts (touching the image of the stimulus, feeding and drinking, opening and closing the doors of the 

food trough). For the sessions of individual training we performed quantitative measure of the time parameters of 

behavioral acts and calculated latent periods between them. Cognitive abilities of the animals were evaluated 

according to the learning rate throughout the sessions and the total number of effective eating and drinking patterns 

during each session. 

  

3. Cooperation 

After the sessions of individual training, rats of one group were placed 

in pairs into two separate parts of the experimental Rat Touch Screen 

Chamber for acquisition of a skill of cooperation for earning the food 

reward. The chamber was the same as the one used in the experiment 

on individual learning and was modified and adjusted according to the 

conditions required for cooperation: the metal mesh divided the 

chamber into two parts; each part contained a half of the screen and 

one feeder (Fig. 1). Animals were paired randomly; once formed, 

pairs remained unchanged throughout the experiment. Since 

cooperation implies behavioral synchronization in touching the 

stimulus light and consequent earning food reward by two rats, two 

types of events were detected during the session (Fig. 2): 1) effective 

cooperation achieved by the coordinate touch to the stimulus light on 

each part of the screen by two rats within the period of 5 seconds 

(latent period) followed by delivering two food pellets; 2) no 

cooperation detected when the second rat touched the image of the 

conditioned signal with delay (incoordinate behavior), i.e. with the 

latent period of more than 5 seconds («delay») or when the second rat 

did not make operant response by touching the stimulus light within 

the 10-second period after the first rat («no response»).  

For each experimental trial we recorded the temporal dynamics 

of the events: time of the stimulus light display, time when a rat 

touched the conditioned signal and looked inside the food 

trough, and time when the food pellets were delivered. 

Characteristics of the behavioral patterns were calculated and 

analyzed for each pair of animals and included the total 

numbers of effective coordinated acts of cooperation, 

incoordinate acts, and failures of cooperation. The following 

parameters were calculated individually for each rat: the 

number (N1) and latent periods (LP1) of events when a rat 

touched the stimulus light first; the number of events when 

a rat touched the stimulus light after the first rat (N2, 

«cooperation») with the latent period of up to 5 seconds 

(LP2 ≤ 5 s, «delayed response»); the number of touches 

with the latent period of more than 5 seconds (LP3 > 5 s); 

Figure 2. Time scheme of the experiment on 

cooperation between two rats in a pair for 

earning food reward. A – effective 

cooperation; B - no cooperation.  

A 

B 

Figure 3. Proportion between different behavioral 

responses of animals during cooperation: red sector – rat 

touched the stimulus light first; green sector – cooperation 

(t < 5 s); blue sector – delayed response (5 s < t <10 s); 

black sector – no response. 
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the number of events when the second rat did not touch the conditioned signal after the first rat`s touch (N4, «no 

response») (Fig. 3). 

Analysis of the proportions between different behavioral patterns for animals in each experimental pair during the 

trials of cooperation allowed to identify the leaders and the followers within a pair and to reflect on the general 

effectiveness of cooperation among animals of one group. In most cases, leadership (dominance) detected when 

an animal touched the stimulus light first, was characteristic for a rat with the higher rank determined by the 

victory/defeat ratios in the competitions for access to water. Nevertheless, effectiveness of cooperation also 

depended on the response of the second animal: cooperation was effective when the second animal recognized the 

action of the first one and responded by touching the stimulus light within 5 seconds. The average latent period of 

the coordinate response (touching the image of the conditioned signal after the first animal) was 3,7±0,4 seconds.  

 

Data analysis 

Data processing and analysis were performed using ABET II Analysis and MS Excel software.  

Conclusion 

The results of the experiment on implementation of the model of cooperation in rats shown that this model allows 

to effectively and precisely determine rats` individual abilities, including cognitive abilities, required for 

cooperation with other animals from the group and, together with additional analysis and observations, to reveal 

the factors that may affect cooperative abilities.  
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Measuring emotions objectively in human-computer interaction is complicated because it involves selecting the 

appropriate detection mechanism, developing the computational technique to analyse it, and evaluating the 

correctness of the technique. Existing solutions are either manual, multimodal (requiring multiple sensors), have 

latency in their response, or do not provide context to why the participant experiences certain emotions. Our 

approach is an algorithm that measures physiological arousal through analysis of pupillary response and relating 

it to participants’ focal attention. We built our algorithm through a data-driven approach by doing a secondary 

analysis of two independent datasets. The algorithm works by sensing an increase in arousal through peak detection 

of the pupil size and compounding the magnitude of this increase with the time spent on the corresponding area of 

interest. Our contribution to affect detection is that our detection mechanism is unimodal (eye-tracking) and 

unobtrusive, yet senses arousal with added information about participants’ focal attention when they experienced 

a certain measure of arousal. In its preliminary evaluation, we used Stroop’s effect to elicit multiple states of 

arousal on 19 participants. We found a moderate correlation, r(76)=.61, p<.01 between the induced states of arousal 

and our algorithm’s computed level of arousal. This result suggests that our algorithm could be used to complement 

existing research methods in usability, UX and studies of visual research behaviour. The committee for ethics at 

the University of Manchester approved this study. 

Introduction 

Affect detection is well researched, and several results in the literature report high accuracy in detection. The 

challenge lies in integrating these solutions to fit real-world applications. This challenge arises mainly due to the 

affect detection technique used. These techniques can be categorised into three: self-reported, behavioural/physical 

and physiological.  

Due to their simplicity, self-reported (diaries, questionnaires, surveys) methods are the most common techniques 

used to gain emotional feedback from subjects. The major problem with self-reported techniques is its 

susceptibility to response biases including acquiescence [1], demand characteristics [2], extreme responding [3] 

and social desirability [4]. This method of data collection is labouring to the subjects, which means the information 

that can be extracted is limited and may not be in real-time with the emotional experience. Another category of 

affect detection is by observing behavioural and physical features. These include direct approaches such as facial 

expressions, body gestures, voice prosody and less direct methods such as, through natural language processing, 

text mining, keyboard, and mouse dynamics. These approaches are more similar to the way human beings observe 

each other to detect emotions. The problem with transforming this system of emotion detection onto computational 

techniques is that it may not always be applicable because it depends majorly on the type of interaction. For 

instance, researchers do not always have the opportunity to capture text, voice or gestures. If this method is 

introduced into an experimental procedure where it would otherwise be unnatural, it will be disruptive to the 

participant’s normal behaviour thereby introducing a confounding emotion. The third one, physiological means 

of affect detection makes use of changes in the autonomic activities of the body. Physiological means include the 

skin’s electrical properties (electro-dermal activities - EDA) [5], brain activity monitoring (electroencephalogram 

- EEG) [6], [7], measuring the muscle’s electrical activities (electromyography - EMG) [8]. Several factors limit 

the applicability of these mechanisms like the cost of purchasing the sensors, the skills to set them up, latency and 

sensitivity of their response [9], [10], and their obtrusiveness to natural behaviour. Contrary to the challenges of 

the aforementioned techniques, pupillary responses are physiological responses that can be detected by observing 

the changes in the size of the pupil (contraction and dilation) [11], [12]. Pupillary responses are known indicators 

of the autonomic activities in the nervous system, especially physiological arousal [13]. The sympathetic nervous 

system, which enables the body to respond to perceived danger is activated upon an increase in arousal. On the 

Pleasure-Arousal-Dominance (PAD) emotional scale, arousal represents the intensity of the emotion [14]. 

Amongst other physiological changes such as increased heart rate, pulse rate, arousal also causes the pupils to 
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dilate. Because there is a direct correlation between pupillary response and arousal, the pupil sizes can be measured 

through eye trackers and analysed appropriately to sense arousal [15].  In visual researches, eye trackers can be 

used to capture the size of the pupil upwards of 50 times per second (50Hz). Eye trackers also detect fixations, 

which are prolonged visual gaze on a single location. Contrary to self-reported emotions, pupil dilation is not easily 

prone to bias because it is a measure of autonomic activities, which are non-deliberate. It is unobtrusive and adds 

further context to understand the participant’s behaviour because we can use the same device that captures pupil 

dilation to capture the user’s focal attention. Capturing gaze behaviour makes our approach unique because if we 

know where they are looking at on the screen, and the temporal aspects of this (i.e., how long they looked at it), 

we would have contextual information that can be used to understand people’s behaviour. 

Proposed solution 

Our proposed approach is an algorithm that analyses pupillary response to extract levels of arousal and relate these 

measures to the area of their visual context, i.e. what they are looking at. This algorithm was built using a data-

driven approach through the secondary analysis of two independent datasets from studies in different domains to 

ensure that it is not over-fitted to a specific application. Furthermore, we used expert knowledge from the 

conductors of the original experiments and self-reported feedback from the participants as our ground truth for the 

formative phase in developing the algorithm. 

Methodology 

The algorithm was formed with two different sets of eye tracking data; hereafter named, Study 1 and Study 2. 

Study 1 contained static images of ECG scans while Study 2 was collected during participants' interaction with a 

knowledge engineering tool called Protégé [16]. 

Study 1 

The original aim of this experiment was to study the visual behaviours of medical experts as they interpret ECG 

scans to improve the accuracy of ECG interpretation. 

There were 31 participants - 23 (74%) female and 8 (26%) male. Majority of these participants (74.2%) were 

cardiac physiologists/technicians and students of cardiac physiology while the remaining 25.8% were of other 

professions including nurses, doctors, and students. Students make up 12.9% of participants. All participants had 

some training on ECG interpretation, although varying in level and experience. The stimuli presented to the 

participants were ECG scans (18 of them) in random order, without time limit. Further details about the initial 

study can be found elsewhere [17].  

For our analysis, we selected two ECG stimuli, both having 12 leads. Those two stimuli were selected because 

they had the closest number of correct as incorrect interpretations so that the analysis is balanced between these 

groups for statistical validity. Each stimulus was split into different AOIs that correspond to each of the 12 ECG 

leads, using the eye tracking software see Figure 2. 

 
Figure 2: Areas of interest overlaid on a 12-lead ECG 

This makes it possible to relate areas where participants gazed at, with a specific lead on the ECG. At the end of 

the eye tracking session with subjects, they were asked to report their level of arousal in simpler terms such as 

stress, fear, anxiety, pressure. 

Eye trackers capture data at a frequency of 50Hz, i.e. 50 records per second. The dataset for a participant viewing 

a single stimulus over a 30 second dwell time will contain thousands of record which is much more than the 
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anticipated frequency of change in arousal. The relevance of analyzing this data for our algorithm was to use data-

driven techniques to find out the optimal data aggregation size and technique that most accurately detects when 

the participants felt an increase in arousal. The ground truth (quasi) we used here was the participant’s self-reported 

arousal, and the medical expert’s annotation of their thought process regarding where they looked at that informed 

their decision making for interpreting the ECG scan. 

We explored two different fixed-size windowing techniques: simple moving averages and non-overlapping 

windows). We aggregated both using three aggregate sizes of 5, 50 and 100 records. Recall, data was collected at 

50Hz, so these are equivalent to 0.1ms, 1ms and 2ms respectively. Our hypothesis was that: Participants will 

experience an increase in arousal when they gaze at salient leads of the ECG (for instance, H, I and J represented 

salient AOIs in one of the ECG stimuli). To determine the optimal setting (windowing technique and aggregate 

size), we randomly extracted participant’s data and applied the algorithm under different settings. We used 

statistical specificity (recall) to select the best setting. The specificity was computed by:  

 

Specificity =
Correctly detected peaks (True Positive) 

correctly detected peaks (True Positive) +  incorrectly rejected peaks (False Negative) 
 

 

This was a suitable approach because our ground truth only stipulates some instances (not all instances) where we 

expect increased arousal. Also, we are not interested in using the algorithm to detect the true negative rate (i.e. 

when there should not be a peak). However, to reduce false positives, we selected the setting with the highest 

accuracy but fewest peaks. We selected the fixed point aggregate over moving average for the reason that moving 

averages return the same number of records as the input. These high-frequency data will return high values in 

specificity, but there will be many false positives. Also, it will be difficult to identify what the cause of the peak is 

because the aggregation is too fine. We selected 50 records (1s) because the specificity was 100% compared to 

83% by five records (0.5s). Although 100 records (2s) also returned 100% specificity, it was difficult to identify 

the most fixated AOI during a particular window because there were many ties and the likelihood to miss out an 

event will be higher in larger groupings. 

Study 2 

The original aim of this experiment was to evaluate the impact of a plug-in that was built to support the users in 

authoring and managing ontology.  

Participants in this study were required to have expertise in natural language processing and ontologies. From the 

data, nineteen (19) participants' eye tracking data were captured; fourteen (14) male, fifteen (15) female, between 

twenty-two (22) and fifty-seven (57) years of age (mean 33.28). Participants interacted with Protege, version 5.0 

which is an open source ontology engineering tool developed by University of Manchester and Stanford 

University. Protégé was pre-configured with the inference inspector and a custom developed plugin – Protégé 

Survey Tool (PST). For this study, the user interface was segmented into 5 AOI's - view, progress, scenario, 

question and action; Figure 3 shows this.  

 
Figure 3: Protégé user interface with Areas of Interest overlaid. 

See [16] for more information about the study. 
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This dataset poses a unique challenge in that it contains user interaction and the data spans for a longer time 

compared to study 1.  

The relevance of analysing this dataset to developing our algorithm was first to decide on a technique to split the 

data into chunks (respecting temporal order) and secondly, to relate areas on the screen with arousal levels during 

user interaction. We explored several techniques including fixed-size quantisation, clustering and changepoint 

detection. Changepoint detection is implementable in non-real time and real-time data. It works by detecting the 

likelihood of change in the statistical properties of a dataset and the likelihood that the change takes place at a 

certain record in the dataset. By specifying a certain property of the interaction such as interaction event, or several 

other properties if desired as input, we can deploy the univariate or multivariate implementation of the Bayesian 

changepoint algorithm. The flexibility and robustness of this technique informed our decision to use this algorithm 

to split the data wherever the average dwell time per stimulus exceeds 5 minutes.  

Analysis

 
Figure 4: Execution flow 

The execution as illustrated in Figure 4, starts with preprocessing - extracting the desired variables (Participant, 

Recording Timestamp, Fixated AOI, Right Pupil, Left Pupil, and Interaction Event) from the eye tracker. The data 

is cleaned using linear interpolation to replace missing pupil values and values not within pupil range (2-8mm). 

Next, we transform the data. If the data for a participant for a stimulus spans more than 300 seconds, we split it 

into chunks by passing the interaction timing as a parameter into the splitting algorithm (Bayesian Changepoint) 

by Johannes Kulick (MIT 2014).  The Bayesian Changepoint algorithm computes the probability that there is a 

change and the probability that the change occurs at a particular record/data point. We then set a filter so that if 

the likelihood of change is greater than our desired threshold, we split the data at that point. The algorithm was 

implemented on stored data, but solutions exist for real-time change detection, albeit less accurate. After 

transformation, we select each chunk and perform aggregation using fixed non-overlapping windows also known 

as tumbling windows. For each window, we also compute the most fixated AOI. The next stage is modelling each 

window to detect an increase in pupil dilation. Firstly, we transform the pupil diameters to discrete levels. The 

steps for doing this are listed below.  

Get the average pupil size (xw) for each window (w) 

xw =
∑ xi
n
i=1

n
 

Get the ‘pupil span’ by subtracting the minimum from the maximum average pupil size for each window. 

Span =  xmax‐xmin ; where xmax = max(x1, … xw) and xmax = max(x1, … xw)  

To compute the unit of increment (δ) for a participant, divide the span in step 2 by the degree of freedom 

(desired number of levels subtracted by 1). 

δ =
Span

df
;  where d f =  No. Of ArousalLevels ‐ 1 

This value (δ) is the magnitude of arousal to change from one level of arousal to another. 

Get the median (μ) of pupil dilations for the participant under this stimulus. Median is preferred here to reduce 

the influence of outliers. 

For each window, subtract the median (μ) in step 4 from its mean (xw) from to get the change in arousal for 

that window (δw). 

•Extraction

•Cleaning

Preprocessing

•Splitting

•Aggregation

Transformation
•Converting to 

levels

•Identifying 
proxies

Modelling

•Cumulating the 
proxies

•Comparing
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δw = xw‐ μ 

The arousal level for each window (lw) is gotten by dividing the change in arousal for each window (δw) from 

step 5 by the unit of change computed in step 3 (δ). 

lw =
δw
δ

 

Finally, the most frequently fixated Area of Interest (AOI) for each window is selected. If there is more than 

one most frequently fixated AOI, the most recent one is selected, and if there is no fixated AOI within 

the window, the most frequently fixated AOI from the preceding window is selected. If there is none from 

the preceding window (s), null value is returned. 

 

Our new vector contains a representative arousal level for each widnow (lw). Next, we detect peak (p), similar to 

the local maxima in signal processing. In our peak detection function, we defined a peak to be a window where 

the preceding window has a lower aggregated level, but the immediate window after it has either equal or greater 

aggregated pupil level. Next, we identify other interesting indices relative to the peak, illustrated in Figure 5.  

 
Figure 5: Graph of arousal level against time. 

We hypothesize that these proxies will indicate the magnitude of change in pupil dilation, the user’s visual focus 

(fixated AOI) during and before experiencing such magnitude of change, and what the total duration of the user 

on that particular area is. These measures are defined thus: 

9. The immediate window before the peak (Foot - f): The user’s visual context at this point may contribute to 

why there was an increase in arousal in the next window.  

10. The change in level between the peak and f (Foot delta - F): The magnitude of change in pupil dilation between 

the foot and the peak is indicative of how intense the increase in arousal is. 

11. The most fixated AOI at this point (Foot AOI – a(f)): The particular area on the screen the user mostly fixated 

on may be the cause of the increase. 

12. The lowest level before a peak (Valley - v): The user was normal before this point. At this point, the user 

started to experience an increase in arousal. 

13. The most frequently fixated AOI at the valley (Valley AOI – a(v)): The particular area on the screen the user 

mostly fixated on. This may be the reason that the user started experiencing a steady increase in arousal before 

the peak. 

14. The change in level between the peak and v (Valley delta - V): This is the absolute magnitude of change the 

user experienced between the valley and the peak. 

15. Total fixation duration for each area of interest, t (a): This is the total duration spent on a particular area of 

interest. Fixation duration is often associated with attention. The longer they spend on a particular area, the 
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more they are exposed to the effect caused by that area, therefore the more they are likely to be impacted by 

the arousal intensity of that area until they are habituated (reduced sensitivity to the stimulus) then, the impact 

begins to reduce. 

To make inferences, the first step is to compute a cumulative score of arousal for each area of interest, for each 

stimulus, for each participant. The cumulative arousal level experienced by a participant due to an area of interest 

on a stimulus is given by:  

A (a) = (∑F + ∑V) t(a). 

All values are linearly normalised between 1 and 2, per participant. 

We hypothesise that this score gives a cumulative value for the level of arousal experienced by a user, after fixating 

on an area of interest (a) for a particular duration (t(a)).  

Preliminary evaluation & discussion 

We evaluated the accuracy of the algorithm using Stroop's effect to induce two levels of arousal (normal and high). 

Stroop's effect is a psychological effect where participants experience a decrease in cognitive efficiency measured 

by accuracy and response time when they are distracted by incorrectly named objects [18]. This study was 

approved by the University of Manchester, school of computer science committee on ethics. 

 
Figure 6: Stimuli for stroops effect. 

Participants (19) were tasked to name congruent (correctly labelled) and incongruent (wrongly labelled) objects 

(animals and colours) displayed on the screen, see Figure 6. Our ground truth enables us to have two levels of 

arousal as seen in Table 1. The aim is to compare the output of our algorithm with these levels. 

 

Stimuli Expected Arousal level 

Animals 
Congruent High 

Incongruent Low 

Colours 
Congruent High 

Incongruent Low 

Table 1: Stimuli and expected levels of arousal 

 

Using point biserial correlation, we found that there was a moderate correlation, r(76)=.61, p<.01 between the 

expected arousal level and our algorithm’s arousal level, A(a).  

Breaking this down by stimuli, we found there to be a low correlation, r(76)=.35, p<.01 for animal naming between 

the expected arousal level and our algorithm’s arousal level, A(a) while there was a high correlation, r(76)=.82, 

p<.01 for colour naming.  
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    a)     All             b)    Animal naming                c)    Colour naming 

Figure 7: Boxplot of the expected arousal level against the algorithm’s Arousal level comparing congruent (1) 

and incongruent (2) states 

 

As seen from Figure 7, the algorithm was able to discriminate between high arousal and low arousal induced by 

colour naming compared to animal naming. Some participants verbally said they were able to look at the animals 

without seeing the text which made it less confusing than the coloured text. Overall, this result shows promise. 

Future work 

A more comprehensive evaluation is being planned to examine the accuracy of the algorithm. The next phase is to 

perform a more robust evaluation using stimuli that are rated and elicit a more varied emotional response.  While 

Stroop’s effect elicits two states of arousal: normal and high, the next study is designed to induce multiple levels 

of arousal unto subjects. The visual stimulus is from the International Affective Picture System’s (IAPS) database 

[19], [20]. This database contains pictures of different affective ratings classified using the PAD (Pleasure-

Arousal-Dominance) scale [21], [22]. We will select pictures that do not show violence or erotic behaviours in 

order not to violate the ethical comfort of the subjects. Nevertheless, we will select pictures of varying arousal 

ratings to test the ability of our arousal in recognising this. Stroop’s test is purely cognitive hence, the valence 

level (pleasantness or unpleasantness of the stimuli) is kept constant. The next study will test our algorithm when 

users are presented with stimuli that have varied valence rating. It will be interesting to find out the impact of 

valence on fixation duration and how this impacts the accuracy of the algorithm. 

Conclusion  

In our quest to develop a solution that relates visual contents with how users feel while they view them, we have 

analysed independent datasets from two different domains and used our findings to model this in the form of an 

algorithm. We tested the accuracy of the algorithm in detecting two states of arousal induced by Stroop’s effect 

and found a moderate correlation, r(76)=.61, p<.01 between the induced arousal and the output of our algorithm.  

So far, our solution shows promise, and upon further evaluation, we anticipate that our algorithm will complement 

existing research method to study visual behaviour. Furthermore, our solution is lightweight, non-intrusive 

therefore when cameras with adequate fidelity for pupillometry become more accessible (e.g., eye-tracking web 

cameras), the algorithm can be deployed in naturalistic settings to sense physiological arousal for adaptive and 

recommender systems. 
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A Novel Behavioural Test For Detecting Concealed Face Recognition 
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Psychology, University of Stirling, Stirling, UK. ailsa.millen@stir.ac.uk 

Introduction 

Imagine you are being interviewed by police in connection with a serious crime. They wish to connect you with 

other suspects and show you a picture of one of your accomplices. You deny knowing them but can you avoid 

giving the game away? The aim of our research is to use a novel behavioural test to detect such concealed 

recognition using blurred faces. Our approach is based on knowledge that humans are experts in familiar face 

recognition, thus are less dependent on image quality for familiar faces than genuinely unfamiliar faces [1, 2]. 

We present images for recognition in a sequence, gradually making them less blurred. Figure 1 shows two example 

sequences. Working from left to right, it should be easier to decide that you do know the first face, than to decide 

that you (probably) do not know the second one. The idea, then, is that when presented with such a sequence a 

suspect will recognize, and then deny knowing, a familiar face more quickly than they should, had the face been 

genuinely unfamiliar. 

 

      

      
Figure 1. Photographs of faces are systematically de-blurred from very blurred (Gaussian blur level 30 on the 

left) to clearer resolutions (blur level 20 on the far right). To illustrate the effect, here we show differences in 2 

levels of blur between each image. In the experiment, the difference between each subsequent blur level was 1. 

Each blur level remained on the screen for 500ms ±500. Photo credits: (Top) President Donald J Trump by 

White House is licensed under CC BY 2.0. (Bottom) Unfamiliar face image sourced from Psychological Image 

Collection at Stirling (PICS: http://pics.stir.ac.uk/) with full permission for research purposes, reports, journals 

and conferences. 

 

Method 

In a concealed recognition test, 26 participants responded to photographs of familiar and unfamiliar faces 

according to three task instructions: deny knowledge of one familiar face, honestly identify a second person, and 

correctly reject genuinely unknown faces (known as the Concealed Information Test 3-Stimulus Protocol [3]) 

while we systematically reduced the blur level of each face from extremely blurred to full quality until a yes/no 

response was made. Button presses marked the degree of image blur at response. All participants completed two 

test blocks in a fixed order: 1) with simple test instructions to conceal knowledge, 2) with instructions to ‘beat the 

test’ after an explanation of how the test worked.  

For analyses, we compared the blur level at which no responses were made to familiar faces (lies), compared to 

no responses to genuinely unfamiliar faces (truths) using a 2 (familiar, unfamiliar) x 2 (test 1, test 2) repeated 

measures analysis of variance. Interactions were investigated with paired sample t-tests. 

 

http://pics.stir.ac.uk/
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Results and Conclusion 

Results revealed that familiar faces were recognised and responded to earlier in the blur sequence than genuinely 

unknown faces, despite explicit denial of knowledge. The data confirm that superior recognition of familiar faces 

caused participants to reject them sooner than they would had they been truly unknown. This recognition advantage 

was significant in both conditions, demonstrating a robustness to both test experience and strategies to evade 

detection. This finding shows how we can exploit knowledge of differences in familiar and unfamiliar face 

processing to develop practical tools to expose concealed recognition. We plan to further develop this method to 

optimise robustness to countermeasure strategies and establish a rigorous test methodology for potential field use. 

Our novel approach presents a practical tool that might be useful for police officers seeking to gather intelligence 

on criminal associations.  

 

Ethical Statement 

The research was approved by Stirling University General University Ethics Panel (GUEP 219). 
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How do Sea lions detect texture using their whiskers? 

Alyx Milne, Mollie Taylor, Robyn A Grant 

Division of Biology & Conservation Ecology, Manchester Metropolitan University, robyn.grant@mmu.ac.uk 

Pinnipeds (seals, sea lions and walruses) have the most sensitive whiskers of all mammals. Sea lions, specifically, 

have the longest whiskers and have been shown to control them during active sensorimotor tasks, such as ball-

balancing [1]. Sea lions are able to use their whiskers to discriminate between different textures, shapes and sizes 

of objects, as precisely as a human fingertips, but how they can do this is still not understood. Humans engage in 

active touch sensing and make task specific movements to maximize sensory information; for example, lateral 

movements are associated with texture discrimination [2]. This presentation introduces a novel training and filming 

set-up that has been built in order to measure whisker touch sensing behaviours in California sea lions, to assess 

how sea lions can discriminate between different textures using only their whiskers.  

All procedures were approved by local ethics committees at Blackpool Zoo and Manchester Metropolitan 

University. Sea lions were trained to discriminate between different textured rubber fish stimuli, with and without 

a blindfold. They were filmed using an underwater Go Pro (Hero 5) camera. The video was then analysed using 

custom behavioural software, the Manual Whisker Annotator (MWA) [3], which manually tracks head and whisker 

movements during stimulus exploration. This method gives highly quantitative and precise movement 

measurements of whisker amplitude, asymmetry and angular position, as well as head orientation. We present here 

the process of training and the set-up design, which was built to optimize whisker and head measurements. We 

present our first data on how sea lions use their whiskers and head movements to judge texture. 

 

Figure 1: Example video footage from the test set-up. The sea lion is exploring the stimuli with its whiskers to 

find the correctly textured fish. 
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Introduction & Methods 

The Hexagon is a new tool for multiple simultaneous demonstrations in behavioural experiments of social learning. 

We are studying mate-copying, a special form of social learning, in which individuals use the mate choice of 

conspecifics as source of information revealing potential partners' quality or compatibility. It leads females to 

either mate preferentially with the specific male they saw being chosen by another female (individual-based 

copying), or with a male showing similar characteristics as the male they saw being chosen by another female 

(trait-based copying) [1]. This behavioural pattern was documented in many vertebrate species, and in one 

invertebrate species: Drosophila melanogaster [2-4]. 

The experimental design to test mate-copying in D. melanogaster involves a demonstration during which one 

demonstrator female copulates with one of two males, one dusted in green, the other in pink powders, followed by 

a mate-choice test during which the observer female encounters two virgin males, one pink and one green, and can 

choose to mate with one of them. Several studies [3, 4] showed that females can perform trait-based mate-copying 

of artificially-coloured male phenotypes (green versus pink), after watching only a single live demonstration.  

However, in the wild, drosophila often live in dense populations and aggregate on rotting pieces of fruits. Females 

can thus witness multiple and simultaneous mate choice demonstrations and can also be affected by the population 

sex-ratio [5], which determines the availability of a mating partner. We can expect females to adapt their 

choosiness to the population sex-ratio, and possibly, to mate-copy more or less often depending on the context. In 

order to address these questions and measure mate-copying in a more natural situation of multiple simultaneous 

demonstrations, we created a hexagonal device, called the Hexagon. 

The Hexagon is composed of a central arena devoted to the observers, and six peripheral compartments devoted 

to the demonstrators. Each peripheral compartment can be seen from the central arena, as they are separated by a 

glass partition. Each peripheral chamber can host a copulating couple and a single male of the opposite colour, 

providing a demonstration to the observers placed on the central arena (see figure). 

 

 

 

Figure: The Hexagon device allows observer females 

placed in the central arena to witness up to six 

simultaneous mate-choice demonstrations, occurring 

in the peripheral compartments [4]. The device 

“Hexagon” can be purchased from Toulouse Tech 

Transfer and Paul Sabatier University through a 

Material Transfer Agreement. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As the hexagon allows us to choose the number of observer females and demonstrator trios (and thus group size 

and sex-ratio), we created a gradient of sex-ratio during demonstrations of mate-copying experiments by changing 

the number of females observing from the central arena six simultaneous demonstrations unfolding in the six 

peripheral compartments of our hexagonal device.   
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Results & Discussion 

We found that experimental male:female sex-ratio during demonstrations did not affect mate-copying indices, but 

positively affected the proportion of both males courting the female during mate-choice tests, as well as male 

courtship duration. Thus, as predicted, the sex-ratio affected female choosiness positively, and drosophila females 

seem to have evolved a mate-copying ability independently of sex-ratio, and a capacity to adapt their choosiness 

to male availability. 

Conclusion & Outlook 

Addressing the effect of sex-ratio and group size on mate-copying is only one example for the range of application 

of the Hexagon. Our device can be used to study many questions related to mate-copying or more generally visual-

based social learning in fruit flies. For instance, it has been used in a mate-copying context to demonstrate 

conformism, i.e., that flies show an exaggerated tendency to copy the majority [6]. We were able to show that flies 

can detect majorities as subtle as 60% and learned to prefer males of the most commonly chosen colour as 

efficiently whatever the majority during the demonstrations (range from 100% down to only 60%). The Hexagon 

can also be used to detect the ability to count (or to estimate numeric values), to study the behavioural response to 

the commonness of a phenotype (by using two male phenotypes which proportions differ from 50% each) or of a 

specific situation such as the presence of stressors, in a mate-copying context. Finally, this device can be used for 

a diversity of behavioural experiments involving observers and demonstrators (i.e. situations of social learning) as 

long as vision only is needed, like mate choice or laying site preference. 

With its multiple usage options the Hexagon can greatly help in gaining insight into cognition and social learning. 

Ethical statement 

Our study involved a population of Drosophila melanogaster that have been maintained exclusively under 

laboratory conditions for hundreds of generations. The experiments contained behavioural observations of D. 

melanogaster, which required no ethical approval and complied with French laws regarding animal welfare. We 

kept the number of flies used in this study as small as possible. We handled flies by gentle aspiration without 

anaesthesia to minimize damage and discomfort. After the experiments individuals were euthanized in a freezer. 
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In our research, we used and developed methods, a survey protocol, and computer models of individual and joint 

activities of two subjects on the basis of physiological feedback from their electromyographic (EMG) signals. The 

model of competitive activity is based on the rivalry of participants to maintain the height of the column displayed 

on the screen (training "Columns") in the target range as long as it possible by changing the muscular tension of 

the flexors of the hand. The telemetric recordings were performed by using the "Kolibri" sensors (Neurotech, 

Taganrog, Russia). The coordinated cooperative activity was modeled on the basis of the same training "Column". 

The subjects had to keep the height of one column in the target range while looking at the integral indicator which 

was set in accordance with the EMG signals from both subjects in the pair. The developed protocol allows to carry 

out a comparative psychophysiological analysis of individual and joint activities in the various social contexts. 

During the processes of both individual tasks and trainings in dyads, we performed synchronous recordings of the 

heart rate variability of two participants, and also conducted synchronous telemetry 16 (2x8) - channel EEG 

recording (EEG-hyperscanning). 

Introduction 

The studies of psychophysiological features and neurophysiological mechanisms of social relationships between 

people in the family, cultural, educational, and professional activities in the human community are the issues of 

importance for many scientists. Different researches and surveys have been launched to study the relationships 

between a mother and a child [10, 12, 15], singers and musicians [16, 18], performers and the audience [1], circus 

jugglers [9]. Some authors have also studied the psychophysiological mechanisms which underlie interaction 

between a doctor and a patient [7]. The neurobiological basis of the cooperative social behavior has been 

investigated by using economic games which allowed to reveal the direct, indirect, and generalized reciprocity and 

altruism in individuals [17]. 

Nowadays, the researchers use wide variety of sensorimotor tests in which two or more subjects have to 

simultaneously perform different tasks in different contexts: individual, competitive or cooperative ones [13, 19]. 

As an example, there are the studies on the role of negative and positive feedback in the effectiveness of 

cooperation between the individuals [5, 6]. The hyperscanning technique is also frequently used to reveal and to 

analyze the correlation between the activities of different brain structures in two people during their intersubjective 

social interaction [3, 4, 8, 18]. For the present, the coherent activity of the brain structures is shown in civil aviation 

pilots during their joined activity on the training vehicles [21]. It may be also assumed that the method of 

hyperscanning may help study the emotional component of interaction between some individuals when they listen 

to the music [1]. In other studies, the researchers using the method of magnetoencephalogram hyperscaning have 

found that the synchronous activation and correlation between the brain activities in two subjects in kinematic 

tasks depend on the role of individuals during the interaction: leadership or fellowship [11, 20]. It is believed that 

that determination of the neural mechanisms of intersubjective coherence of the brain activity would allow to use 

these mechanisms as the neuromarkers of the quality of the social interaction in daily life and professional activities 

[14]. However, in many studies, the researches use different and often disparate models of individual and joint 

activities. Taking into account the abovementioned, the aim of this study was to develop and approbate the 

computer–based models of competitive and cooperative interactions between two subjects and to perform a 

comparative study of the psychological and neurophysiological mechanisms of competition and effective 

cooperation. 

The biofeedback systems are used for the psychophysiological training and correction of various functional 

problems for the patients with wide spectrum of diseases affecting the neural, locomotor and cardiovascular 

systems of the body, as well as in case of psychoemotional problems. BFB training is used for correction, 

treatment, and training of various conditions. It can be used in the field of psychology to treat insomnia, to improve 

attention concentration, relaxation and rest. In the field of neurology and in rehabilitation, it can be used for the 

patients with ICP, heavy head traumas, as well as for those suffering from brain attacks, and injuries of the 
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peripheral nervous system. It can also be used in the field of cardiology to regulate the blood pressure, especially 

when its elevation is caused by the high stress level. 

Methods 

The complex developed included the synchronous recording of electrocardiograms in the standard lead in two 

subjects by using the hardware-software "Varikard" system (LLC "Ramena", Ryazan, Russia). The standard values 

of the heart rate variability (HRV) were calculated in accordance with the "International Standard for Registration, 

Physiological Interpretation and Clinical Use of Cardiac Variability, 1996". The analysis of the HRV parameters 

was carried out at all the stages of the survey, starting from the background state of operative rest, then with 

individual and joint activities for each subject separately. In addition, a cross-correlation analysis was performed 

to compare the dynamic of changes in the HRV parameters of the two subjects. 

The complex also included synchronous 8-channel telemetry electroencephalogram registration in two subjects by 

using the MP150 + BioNomadix system (BIOPAC Systems, United States) in the following areas of the cerebral 

cortex of both hemispheres: frontal, central, parietal, and visual. EEG hyperscanning provided subsequent cross-

correlation analysis of the changes in spectral-coherent characteristics between brain activities in two subjects. 

Coherence and spectral capacities in the cerebral cortex regions were calculated and then compared in the 

following EEG frequency ranges: theta, alpha 1 and 2, beta 1 and 2 rhythms. Synchronous ECG and EEG 

registrations allowed to perform the cross-correlation analysis of the characteristics of HRV and EEG in both of 

the subjects (Fig. 1).  

 

 
Figure 1. Illustration of the telemetry encephalograms and electrocardiograms recording in two participants. 

Models  

The modelling of the individual learning and competitive and cooperative behavior in the dyads were performed 

by using the "BOS–Kinesis" program (Neurotech, Taganrog, Russia). This software and hardware complex is 

based on the telemetric recording of the physiological signals and consequent appliance of the characteristics of 

these signals as a biofeedback (BF) in a variety of trainings. Registration of the electromyographic signals (EMG) 

was performed with the "Kolibri" sensors that were attached onto the skin of the hands in the area above the flexor 

muscles of the leading hand of a participant (Fig. 2). This device offers the wireless data transmission 

technology and incredibly versatile Kolibri sensors. The main advantage of the wireless registration is the 

minimum level of motion artifacts which allow to be applied to any position of the patient's body, including free 

movement around the premise. The basic version of the device supports up to four simultaneously working 

sensors. Thus, the complex can be used for the BFB training with four parallel channels. Technical characteristics 

are as follows: potential registration type – bipolar, working frequency of the wireless interface - 2,4 GHz, voltage 

range - from 0 to 200 mV. All the sensors have independent controls and the user is able to change the modality, 

the frequency range, and the amplitude range for each of the using the application. There are several ways of sensor 

fixation for various BFB modalities: for EMG, ECG, and breathing - disposable adhesive electrodes with a special 

multi-
media 

recording 

Subject 1 
EEG 

Subject 2 
EEG 

Subject 1  
Heart rate 

Subject 2  
Heart rate 
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band; for EEG - a special band (in a form of a headband) with a system of electrodes. The wireless complex is 

used in conjunction with the software for BFB Kinesis system.  

The "BOS–Kinesis" program provides an apparatus for the online mathematical data processing of the EMG signal 

which is converted into the dynamic of changes in the total spectral power of the EMG. In our study, the values of 

the spectrum power were determined by the changing height of the column displayed on the screen so that the 

participant can see the result of his actions. Five–second calibration of the EMG signal was performed at the 

beginning of each training session during which the participant was instructed to make the maximum wrist flexion 

with the sensor installed on it. 

 

 
Figure 2. Illustration of the initial stage of the examination: telemetry recording of the electromyograms of two 

participants (EMG 1 and EMG2) by using the "Kolibri" sensors for calibration and calculation of the averages 

spectral power. 

 

The average level of the EMG spectral power signal obtained during the calibration determined the average level 

of the column, as well as the upper and lower thresholds, and the ranges according to which the effectiveness of 

the BF EMG training is calculated: "Fail, below the line" – [0%; 20%]; "Good, below the line" – [20%; 40%]; 

"Excellent" – [50%; 10%]; "Good, above the line" – [60%; 80%]; "Fail, above the line" – [80%; 100%].The 

experimenter had the opportunity to change the thresholds and the ranges of evaluation of the BF EMG training 

effectiveness. The participants had to maintain 

the height of the column within the middle 

range which had green color by changing the 

contractile force of the flexors. The green color 

of the column signified high effectiveness of 

the action («Excellent»). When the height of 

the column approached the threshold values, 

the bar`s color turned to yellow (the result is 

"Good"); when the column height deviated 

significantly from the target range and was 

higher or lower of this range (the result is 

"Fail"), the bar`s color turned into red 

(Fig.3.A). After an automated processing of the 

primary data of the BF EMG training, the 

program calculated the percentages of the 

durations of the periods during which the 

height of the column fell into the "Excellent", 

"Good, above the line", "Fail, above the line", 

Figure 3.The stage of individual examination (A) and the ratio diagram 

of the periods in which the height of the column falls within the 

specified ranges (B). 
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"Good, below the line", and "Fail, below the line" ranges and then calculated their maximum and average durations 

(Fig.3.B.). 

At the first stage of the examinations, two subjects were trained individually (3 sessions, 3 min each). After that, 

the participants had to perform a BF EMG training together in a pair in the competitive context. Before the session 

began, they were instructed to follow a competitive type of the test. A person who acquired a higher score of 

effectiveness was considered as the winner. During the training session, the participants were sitting in front of 

one monitor which showed two bars each of which reflected the effectiveness of the corresponding person. Similar 

to the stage of the individual training, the parameters of performance were obtained for each participant in a pair 

during competition. 

At the next stage of the testing procedure, we studied the psychophysiological processes during the cooperative 

activity of two subjects by using the same BF EMG training methodology. The same as in a previously described 

stage, the subjects sat next to each other in front of one monitor. However, unlike the previous stages, the subjects 

were instructed to cooperate their actions in order to regulate the height of one common column by changing the 

muscle tension. The height of the column was determined by the dynamic pattern of the resultant calculated by the 

individual parameters of the participants (Fig. 3). Before conducting the test on cooperation, the procedure of 

calibration of the EMG signal was performed for both subjects in order to correctly evaluate the contribution of 

each subject to the result.  

 

 
Figure 4. A stage of the joint activity: trends of individual (A, B) and resulting dyadic (C) spectrum power; D – 

window of the common column. 

 

The evaluation of the cooperative activity was performed under two conditions: 1) when the subjects saw the 

changes in both common and individual columns; 2) when they could only see the common column without 

feedback about the success of maintaining the height of the individual columns; this situation was considered as 

so-called blind cooperation based on integrated joint performance. After the sessions of cooperative activity, 

individual performance indicators, as well as integral indicators of the dynamics of changes in the resulting height 

of the common column were calculated and analyzed. 

In this study models were tested on healthy male and female volunteers (20–35 years old) who were paired up and 

knew each other. No material reward was implied for individuals for the participation in the experiment since it 

was supported by their own interest. The tests were performed after informing the subjects about the purposes of 

the research. The participants were introduced to the principles of Biomedical and Neuro Ethics and gave their 

voluntary consent to be examined and to take part in the surveys [2]. 

The results of the preliminary examinations of eight pairs of subjects shown that the characteristics of the BF EMG 

training in the social context significantly differ from an individual activity. The ratios of the periods of the 

muscular overload to the periods of insufficient tension reflect the levels of competitive and cooperative 
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motivation. Thus, the model of cooperation allowed to determine the leader and the follower within the dyads, as 

well as to identify some pairs that were incapable of effective cooperation. 

Ethical statement 

All the experimental procedures were performed in accordance with the Additional Protocol to the Convention on 

Human Rights and Biomedicine, concerning Biomedical Research [2] and approved by the official Ethical 

Committee in Biomedical Research of the P. K. Anokhin Research Institute of Normal Physiology. 
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The uptake of animal welfare research in commercial practice is highly dependent upon whether the farmer 

perceives it as a problem that needs to be addressed. Our objective is to assess farmer perceptions of the 

longstanging animal welfare issue of aggression between pigs. Mixing unfamiliar pigs is common practice in pig 

husbandry creating high levels of aggression as dominance relationships are established. Aggression threatens pig 

welfare through exhaustion, injury and stress. These physical costs can also threaten farm productivity. A large 

body of literature exists and a number of management strategies to reduce aggression in intensive farming systems 

have been identified, however, few have been adopted in practice (1). A recent survey of 167 UK pig farmers 

revealed that the majority did not perceive aggression as a problem (2). We employ a novel method to investigate 

whether farmers underestimate the physical impact of the issue; specifically, farmers were asked for their 

perception of aggression seen in video clips and their response is compared to actual measures of severity.  

92 UK pig farmers were recruited at six seperate farmers’ group meetings. They viewed four 20 s video clips of 

pigs either during (clip 1) or immediately after (clips 2-3) a fight and answered a paper based survey employing 

visual analogue scales (VAS). Control groups of non-farmers with variable experience of working with pigs 

completed an amended version of the survey (35 agricultural and 26 animal science students and 10 veterinarians). 

Video footage was obtained from a seperate research project whereby 168 growing pigs were video recorded in 

aggressive dyadic encounters. For each pig measures of skin lesions and blood lactate were taken pre- and post-

fight to indicate relative change as a result of aggression. Skin lesions indicate the severity of aggression and blood 

lactate gives a measure of physical fatigue. A stepwise selection process was adopted to choose each video clip. 

Based on the severity of skin lesions and blood lactate we identified from the entire dataset the encounters whereby 

both pigs obtained high (upper quartile), medium (interquartile range) or low (lower quartile) severity measures. 

In each meeting the clips were displayed in a different order. Clip 1 was always first and acted as a practice and a 

common start point, but was not for analysis. Following each clip, farmers were asked to place a downward line 

through each of the 100mm VAS at a point they felt best represented: i) how much of a negative emotional reaction 

they had; ii) how exhausting they believe the fight was; and iii) how severe they believed the fight was. Results 

are curently under analysis and will be presented at the conference. Farmers’ scores will be compared against the 

scores of the control groups and the scores of all groups will be compared against the objective measures. Analysis 

will focus on whether farmers underestimate the physical impact of aggression. We will highlight the importance 

of understanding human behaviour in resolving animal welfare problems. This study received internal ethical 

approval from the Human Ethical Review Committee at the University of Edinburgh. Animal experimentation was 

approved by SRUC's Animal Ethics Committee and the U.K. Government Home Office ensuring compliance with 

EC Directive 86/609/EEC. 
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Introduction  

Recent advances in automatic image-based tracking of individually behaving animals have enabled the collection 

of rich datasets underpinning breakthroughs in biological and medical research [1]. Driven by parallel advances in  

imaging technology, computational power and computer vision algorithms, tracking systems have been 

implemented for behaviour analysis of organisms ranging from tiny insects (e.g. Drosophila melanogaster) to 

larger vertebrates (e.g. mice) [2]. Yet, such systems have been largely developed for controlled laboratory 

conditions and struggle to generalise to real-world situations [3] preventing tracking of animals in their natural 

environments [1]. The importance of in-field behavioural analysis has been highlighted by a variety of studies, 

ranging from the influence of fertilisers on navigation capabilities [4] over the impact of factorised farming on 

animals regulating greenhouse gas emissions [5] to the threats of light pollution on biodiversity in general [6]. 

Most behavioural quantifications for these animals are still done manually so that the need for novel automatic 

methodologies is emphasised in multiple publications [1], [7]-[9].  

Challenges of in-field tracking include but are not limited to potentially small and varying animal sizes; changing 

animal appearances; clutter and occlusions; limited number of recordings; varying illumination and shadows; and 

an unknown and theoretically huge region of interest [1]. To account for this challenges a robust detection and 

tracking algorithm is required which relies on as few constraints as possible. For example, a freely moving camera 

is required to capture animal paths in arbitrarily sized environments. Also machine learning-based detection 

mechanisms limit the applicability since they require a significant amount of training data and the animal has to 

feature a reasonable resolution to allow discriminative correlation [11]. Generating training data is however very 

time consuming and might be unavailable given a limited number of recordings. Finally, long trajectories extracted 

from a moving camera will inevitably suffer from drift and thus error accumulation [12].  

An ideal image-based tracking system for biologists should be applicable to a diversity of unmarked species, 

function within diverse complex environments and experimental conditions. Furthermore, it should be mostly 

automated, simple to use, and inexpensive [1]. From an end-users point of view it would be desirable if only a 

monocular freely moving hand-held or done-operated camera would be required to record the movement of the 

animal. Based on the resultant recordings the tracking system should output behavioural features without the need 

of any other information like inertial measurement unit readings (e.g. accelerometers). Moreover, camera 

calibration should not be a requirement to enable processing of already existing videos.  

In this work we will discuss some of our steps towards such a desired visual tracking system for animals in natural 

environments. For our real world experiments we chose ants (Cataglyphis velox) as a model organism for mainly 

three reasons: (1) These desert ants are highly researched to understand navigational capabilities of insects; (2) a 

freely moving camera is required to cope for their potentially huge foraging distances; and (3) this scenario cannot 

be solved using state-of-the-art methods (mainly due to the small and rapidly changing appearance of the target in 

combination with the cluttered background [10]). 

Methods  

We addressed the above listed challenges using a novel tracking strategy posing only four constraints: (1) The 

animal has to move in more than 50% of the frames and the motion has to be roughly equally distributed over the 

video sequence; (2) the frame rate has to be fast enough to ensure relatively small displacements between 

consecutive frames; (3) the background has to have enough distinctive texture to allow feature-based image 

warping; and (4) the imaging plane of the camera should be roughly parallel to the ground (i.e. birds eye view) 

and the distance to the ground should not vary strongly. Note constraint (3) and (4) are only required given a 

moving camera. Furthermore, a violation of the last constrain will not prevent our algorithm from tracking but will 
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result in scaling issues in the final trajectory (see bellow). More importantly these constraints are independent from 

the animals’ size and appearance as well as the appearance of the environment and do not not require any labelling 

or learning. The resultant system is robust against varying illumination, shadows, clutter and occlusions, and can 

be directly applied to already existing videos recorded using a stationary or moving camera (e.g. hand-held, drone 

operated). 

In general, our animal tracking algorithm consists of two major processing steps called detection and tracking 

which can both operate in two modes to account for a stationary or moving camera. Since the stationary mode is 

a special case of the moving camera mode we will explain the entire moving camera algorithm first.  

As illustrated in Figure 1 the detection process can be split into three processes: We first extract the camera motion 

between consecutive frames (in the moving camera mode only) using ORB features [13] in combination with a 

robust estimator (i.e. RANSAC) to calculate the homography (i.e. full perspective transformation) between frames 

at 𝑡 + 1 and 𝑡 (called 𝑓(𝑡 + 1) and 𝑓(𝑡); cf. constraint 3). Subsequently, we can warp the camera position at 𝑓(𝑡 +

1) on the position at 𝑓(𝑡) by using the homography resulting in a new virtual frame 𝑓(𝑡 + 1). The virtual frame 

at time 𝑡 + 1 appears to be at the same location as its reference frame 𝑓(𝑡) given the impression that the camera 

is stationary between these images. Therefore, frame differencing between 𝑓(𝑡) and 𝑓(𝑡 + 1) can be used to extract 

the remaining motion which consists of the animal motion and noise (cf. constraint 1). The difference image is a 

2D heat map where bright pixel indicate the remaining motion. These cues are treated as observed variables which 

are combined with a smooth motion model (cf. constraint 2) to formulate an inference problem. Smooth motion is 

implemented by using small (i.e. low variance) 2D Gaussian distributions centred at the hypothetical position at 

time 𝑡 and are called pairwise potentials. Both, the unaries and the pairwise potentials are combined in a so-called 

factor graph which is a graphical representation of the underlying inference problem. Animal detections are then 

calculated by extracting the maximum value over all unaries whereas consecutive unaries are smoothly connected 

by the pairwise potentials. This is done globally optimal by using the max sum algorithm (for details of the 

detection algorithm see [14]). 

 
Figure 1: Overview of the imaging and tracking system. From left to right: Recordings are extracted using a hand-held 

camera. The algorithm determines the camera motion and extracts the remaining animal motion (i.e. unaries). Detections are 

calculated using global optimisation [14]. Subsequently, these detections are used to generate tracklets which are finally 

stitched to generate overall trajectories (red arrow between “Extract tracklets” and “Extract track”; blue tracklet is the first 

segment of the extracted track). Dashed boxes indicate processing steps necessary in the moving camera mode only. 

 

Note that the resultant detections only specify 2D animal positions in the respective frame coordinate system. In 

order to extract movement trajectories, the detections have to be warped relative to a given reference frame (i.e. 

fixed camera position) using the homographies again. However, the concatenated use of consecutive homographies 

over long sequences will inevitably accumulate an error and result in tracks with a decreasing accuracy over time 

[12]. Therefore, we separate the global track into multiple overlapping tracklets: each tracklet only warps a fixed 

number of points (e.g. 200 detections) relative to the first tracklet position (instead of warping all detection relative 

to the first observation). Each tracklet overlaps by 50% with the subsequent tracklet. The overlap is used to identify 

the Euclidean transformation which has only 3 degrees of freedom: 2 for translation and 1 for rotation (see Figure 

1 right: individual tracklets are colour coded). As a result, error accumulation within this fragment is limited to the 

user-specified tracklet length.  

The tracklet stitching algorithm utilises projective geometry and makes use of constraint 4: Assuming continuous 

birds eye recordings, the overlaps of the two tracklets can only differ by rotation, translation and scaling (i.e. by a 
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similarity transformation). Therefore, we estimate the similarity transformation between the overlaps using the 

RANSAC paradigm. Subsequently scaling is removed from the resultant transformation to get rotation and 

translation only. This results in a Euclidean transformation and is necessary to prevent collapsing trajectories: 

visual camera tracking and the resultant perspective warping with scaling will inevitably result in a scale drift over 

longer periods [12]. By removing the scaling each tracklet is scaled relative to its respective reference frame and 

not influenced by possible inaccuracies of distant homographies. Thus, scaling errors can be roughly controlled 

during recording by ensuring a constant distance between the camera and the ground (cf. constraint 4). 

In the stationary camera mode neither the camera motion extraction (and removal) nor the tracklet stitching is 

necessary. Instead, we directly estimate the remaining motion between consecutive frames 𝑓(𝑡) and 𝑓(𝑡 + 1) to 

extract the detections [14] and use these detections in the fixed camera coordinate system as the final trajectory. 

Steps necessary in the moving camera mode are indicated as dashed boxes in Figure 1. 

Tracking System Prototype & Preliminary Results 

To collect data, allow manual interactions and to get first insights into the tracking performance in natural 

environments, we implemented a rudimentary graphical user interface (GUI) shown in Figure 2. The GUI is used 

to initialise all necessary parameters and to inspect the video. It is also used to visualise the tracking results: 

Potential detections are indicated by a red circle and temporally warped trajectories are projected onto the image 

plane (yellow line in Figure 2). The GUI also allows manual user interaction to correct wrong detections and 

integrate this information into the optimisation framework [14]. To evaluate the influence of tracking and post-

processing parameters a preference panels can be unfolded if necessary (Figure 2 right). An exemplary movie 

illustrating the overlays generated by the GUI can be found here [16].  

To identify the minimal set of constraints specified and to perform a first test we used a hand-held camera 

(Samsung HDC-SD900; resolution: 1920x1080 pixel @ 60 fps) to record desert ants in their natural environment. 

Extracting ground truth data is very complicated for small and freely behaving animals in the wild since direct 

positional measurements cannot be done [8]. Furthermore, most existing tracking approaches identify targets on 

visual appearance features (e.g. using correlation filters) and do not extract camera-motion compensated 

trajectories so that a direct comparison is not feasible [10]. To get a first qualitative impression we attached a 

differential GPS sensor (DGPS; Leica System 1200) to the camera. The DGPS system has centimetre accuracy 

but can only operate with a low temporal resolution (2 Hz in our case). Since the camera is hovering approximately 

over the ant DGPS does not exactly specify the animals’ position. However, we ensured that the camera is always 

roughly above the animal by attaching a laser targeting device next to the lens to enable centred recordings (cf. 

four red laser pointers visible in Figure 2 left). 

 
Figure 2: Interactive GUI to collect tracking data. Left: Main window to inspect meta information, initialise tracking, review 

the video and plot / interact with the results. A close up of the tracked animal is given in the bottom right (white box). Right: 

Preference panel to control all relevant parameters and additional post processing steps. 
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We used the DGPS track and the calculated animal track to identify major flaws and to evaluate the temporal 

warping accuracy. In Figure 3 left three trajectories are given: in the top the DGPS track of the camera is shown 

in blue (unit: meters). The middle trajectory (red) shows the animal trajectory generated by warping all positions 

relative to the first camera position (i.e. first frame used). The bottom-most trajectory is generated by stitching 

shorter tracklets as described above. The tracklets are colour coded (200 frames per tracklet). Note that both, the 

non-stitched and stitched animal trajectory is given in pixels and that the GPS and video tracks are not spatially or 

temporally registered. For comparison we manually rotated the the GPS track by 30°.   

Obviously the stitched trajectory shares more similarity with the DGPS path than the non-stitched track. The 

difference in appearance is mainly caused by the spatial collapsing. As indicated by the axes scaling the non-

stitched animal track is one order of magnitude shorter than stitched track. The first 200 positions in the non-

stitched track are however identical to the stitched positional estimates since exactly the same transformations are 

applied to these points in both cases (highlighted in yellow in Figure 3 left). However, in the subsequent frames 

scaling drift results in constantly decreasing distances between consecutive position estimates. Therefore, the 

entire trajectory collapses into an x-axis length of approximately 1200 pixel (from x-axis coordinates 2500 to 3700 

in Figure 3 mid; highlighted in violet). In contrast, Euclidean transformations of short tracklets does not change 

the scaling so that the stitched trajectory does not collapse: Each of the 200 frames tracklets have a comparable 

length (cf. coloured tracklets in Figure 3 bottom).  

To compare the DGPS and the stitched trajectory directly, we scaled the dimensions of the animal track according 

to the camera trajectory. As shown in Figure 3 right the blue DGPS camera path and the stitched animal path are 

oriented in the same direction throughout the entire sequence indicating no rotational stitching errors. Furthermore, 

the overall shape appears meaningful and reflects the difference between camera and animal motion. However, 

the DGPS track appears smother which is partially caused by the lower sampling rate (2Hz vs. 60 fps) but also due 

to jitter within the animal detections. We note that no spatial or temporal calibration / synchronisation was used so 

that the results shown here can only reveal a correct tendency and cannot be used for in-depth quantitative 

evaluations.  

 

 
Figure 3: Preliminary trajectory evaluation. Left: The DGPS track of the camera (top) compared to the non-stitched animal 

trajectory (mid) and the stitched animal trajectory (bottom; 200 frame tracklets coloured). Corresponding segments of the 

non-stitched and stitched trajectory are highlighted in yellow and the collapsed segment in the non-stitched track is indicated 

in violet. Note that DGPS measurements are given in meters whereas the animal trajectories are given in pixel. Right: Direct 

comparison of the DGPS camera trajectory (blue) and the scaled stitched animal trajectory (green). 

Discussion 

Image-based tracking of animals in their natural environment is a challenging and as yet unsolved problem [1]. In 

particular, the complex appearance of the fore- and background as well as frequent disturbances prevent the usage 

of classical techniques developed for pre-defined laboratory situations. In order to gain insights into almost 

unconstrained and thus flexible in-field animal tracking we designed a tracking prototype capable of extraction 

positional quantities given moving or stationary camera. Our algorithm utilises only four basic constraints, is not 

limited by the appearance or resolution of the target and does not require any training. As a consequence, the 
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algorithm is not limited to animals or natural environments and can be applied to all kinds of moving objects and 

scenes (an examples of correctly detected artificial objects in urban environments is given in [14]).  

Since tracking results are difficult to interpret (especially in situations in which a moving camera is used) we 

implemented a rudimentary GUI to generate and inspect trajectories manually (c.f. [16]). Whereas a reliable 

detection of in-frame positions is possible in many different situations [14] a reliable camera-motion compensated 

trajectory extraction is still an open challenge: A comparison with differential GPS reveals that advanced trajectory 

generation is required to cope for the drift which will inevitably occur in case of visual camera tracking [12]. 

Furthermore, our preliminary study does not claim to produce reliable animal tracks in real-world coordinates. For 

example, failed tracklet stitching can result in incorrect heading directions and thus wrong trajectories after this 

mistake. Moreover, the resultant trajectory is in camera coordinates and only relative to the reference frames so 

that additional scaling routines are required for meaningful interpretations.  

Despite the remaining challenges described, our study indicates that tracking of even tiny animals like ants in 

complex environments is possible using only one uncalibrated camera. Such a straight-forward system can be 

generalised for tracking all kinds of species without the need of adding additional sensors. This is particularly 

important for the insect community since it has been shown that state of the art approaches using telemetry have 

an impact on behaviour [15] and can only be used to study 0.3% of all terrestrial animal species [8]. Therefore, 

additional studies and efforts are necessary to enable flexible and easy-to-use tracking of animals in their natural 

environments.  
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The presentation aims to give an overview of using indicators collected through mobile-phone tracking for research 

into human behaviour. I will introduce two types of data. Firstly, passive mobile-phone tracking data collected 

from the log files of mobile network operators, which give a good overview of the phone use and spatio-temporal 

movement of large populations [1]. The most wide-spread passive data sets are Call Detail Record (CDR) data, 

collected from phone use logs. Mobile network operators’ logs also collect data communication (DDR), Location 

Update (LU), antenna connection (signalling, bulk data) and other data. Different studies have used different types 

of data, depending on the system and practice of the mobile operator. The advantages of passive mobile-phone 

tracking data include large populations and long periods, which enable receiving detailed information on 

movement. The disadvantage of such data, however, is complicated access to data due to privacy and business 

secret requirements. Another issue is the unspecific geographical location: data carry antenna coordinates, which 

hinders exact downscaling on the house or street canyon level. Using CDR-type data in behavioural studies 

presumes generation of indicators based on these data. These indicators may be generated for spatial behaviour, 

temporal behaviour and interaction. In the presentation, I will introduce the options for generating the indicators 

and give examples of studies on social segregation and time use [2]. 

The second dataset described is active mobile-phone tracking, which is carried out along with active phone location 

inquiries [3]. Currently, most inquiries from smart-phones are made with special software; these may be initiated 

by the owner without the need to seek approval from the operator or any third party for the collection of data. The 

advantage of tracking smart-phones is high geographical precision (due to GPS), exact temporal resolution, and 

the possibility to collect additional information on movement, phone logs and Internet use records. Most 

importantly, however, it allows sending inquiries to the respondent via special software or messages and making 

location-specific inquiries. Smart-phones collect longitudinal data, i.e., research periods with contractual 

customers are normally extensive. These data are also used in various panel studies. The disadvantage of that 

method is the relatively small number of respondents, because their involvement is expensive and complicated 

[4,5]. At the same time, the received information is of very high quality, which places the privacy and data 

protection issues first. In case of data collection based on smart-phones, it is also necessary to generate indicators 

descriptive of the respondent’s behaviour from raw data, which is often a complicated task. These may be 

generated based on spatial behaviour, temporal behaviour and interactions; additional information on these 

indicators may be collected with questionnaires or interviews. In my presentation, I will introduce these indicators 

and their use in urban geography studies and individual behaviour studies [6]. In cooperation with Estonian 

Genome Centre, we are studying the behaviour of 500 respondents by employing, in addition to mobile-phone 

data, a genetic dataset and a personality test.  
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Use of wearable device to reduce musculoskeletal risk behaviours 
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Back injuries account for 38% of all work-related musculoskeletal disorders reported to the Health and Safety 

Executive in 2016/17, representing 194,000 workers [1]. Reducing these injuries would have a significant positive 

effect on the demands on employers and National Health Service. It is proposed that most health and safety 

attention needs to be focused on the effects of sustained and repetitive movements, and impact of the physical 

requirements of the roles [1]. Most musculoskeletal injuries do not occur due to a single event, in the majority of 

cases repeated or sustained positions and activities over many hours, day after day, make the musculoskeletal 

system more prone to injury [2]. A number of injuries might be prevented if the ‘dangerous’ moving pattern is 

noticed and changed in time. 

Soter Analytic’s SoterSpine sensor uses accelerometers and gyroscopes to continuously capture human movement 

data (including movement and force on the body), identify at-risk movements and notify the worker. Workers 

received immediate feedback through the colour of light shown on the sensor, as well as daily reports via 

smartphone on their movements during the day. An app, Anna, has been designed and is being tested alongside 

the sensor feedback alone. This app will provide wearers with information and guidance aimed at reducing risky 

postures and behaviours. 

The current project is investigating the effectiveness of the SoterSpine sensor with and without the Anna app, to 

see if behaviour can be changed during a 6 month time period. The study is being conducted by Soter Analytics 

and the University of Derby, with funding from Innovate UK. Ethical approval from University of Derby Human 

Sciences Research Ethics Committee will be granted before data collection starts. 

Participants will be assigned to three groups: Device+app (participants can see the light on the sensor and also 

have access to the Anna app), Device-only (participants can see the light on the sensor), and Control (participants 

wear the sensor but receive no feedback).  A total of 150 participants (workers from the same company, aged 18-

65yrs) will be recruited across the three groups, and all will complete a questionnaire about current pain locations 

and intensities, and current work risks (bend, lift, reach, twist). Participants will then wear the sensors for 4 

workings weeks, with data being collected continually during the working day on their postures and movements. 

After 4 weeks participants will again be asked to answer questions about current pain locations and intensities and 

current work risks, and the same questions will be asked 3 months after the sensor-wearing period has ended. 

Participant reports of movements and pain will be compared with the data from the sensors to verify whether the 

risks identified by the sensors correlate with the perceived risks and experienced pain (or not) of participants. It is 

of interest to see whether reported behaviours match those detected by the sensors, and if any change in behaviour 

is sustained to three-months after the sensor was worn. Validation of the device from earlier studies and findings 

of this project to date, and any issues arising will be presented. 
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The study of human behavior is inherently complex. A wide range of social-psychological behavior models 

identify external elements as one of the factors influencing human behavior. Consequently, researchers require 

methods to study behavior within its real-life environment, capturing external factors that influence the behavior. 

Today’s new technologies and their large-scale deployment offer new opportunities to implement these methods. 

In this paper, context-aware experience sampling is presented as a method to study human behavior in its context 

and capture the influence of external factors. This method, part of a behavior change research methodology, is first 

explained and consequently demonstrated by means of a case study in a large-scale IoT living lab for smart city 

services in Antwerp (Belgium).  

Introduction 

Human behaviors are inherently complex and understanding them is one of the hardest challenges in social 

sciences. Numerous research disciplines study human behavior and from a social-psychological perspective 

different behavior models have been put forward identifying the underlying factors that influence human behavior 

[2]. We can distinguish internal, merely psychological and individual determinants and external determinants [6]. 

The latter could be for example social situations, institutional contexts or cultural norms [20, 22]. Conducting 

behavior research is challenged by the influence of external determinants such as time, location and social settings 

(other influences, see [20]). When studying human behavior, it is therefore necessary to take these external factors 

into account. The term context can be used as an overarching term to describe the external factors influencing 

behavior. Despite its acknowledged importance in the study of behavior, there are only a limited amount of 

methods that aim to understand human behavior on a large scale while incorporating the context. These methods 

either rely on objective measures of behavior (e.g. web log analysis) and thereby neglect the dimension of human 

experience and motivations; or they use self-reporting methods (e.g. diary-studies) that are context-independent 

and therefore more susceptible to biases (e.g. recall bias).  

In this paper, we aim to contribute to the study of behavior by illustrating the potential of smart cities in behavioral 

research and more specifically in capturing the context of behavior. According to Townsend [25], “smart cities are 

places where information technology is combined with infrastructure, architecture, everyday objects and even our 

bodies to address social, economic and environmental problems”. This increased digitalization could enable 

behavioral research by surpassing some boundaries of current methods such as limited resources and time. As 

argued in Spagnoli et al. [23], digital technologies make it possible to (1) capture data in real-life settings, (2) 

regain control over data by capturing the context of behavior, and (3) analyze large sets of information through 

continuous measurement. Moreover, the study of behavior is highly relevant in smart cities. Human behaviors play 

an important role in dealing with urban challenges [18, 19] and their interaction with technologies highly affects 

the smart city. Therefore, understanding human behavior is crucial in designing and implementing smart city 

services. In this paper, we present an explorative research design for behavior understanding that incorporates the 

context of behavior. More specifically, we describe a method, mainly relying on context-aware experience 

sampling, whose implementation can be improved and facilitated through the characteristics of a smart city. By 

describing a use case that applies this method to study human behavior in a smart city, we highlight the expansion 

of research opportunities that arise through smart cities. This results in a research design that extents current 

practices by (1) validating behavioral assumptions in a real-life context and (2) providing feedback loops to the 

user using their real-life data. In the remainder of this paper, we first present existing behavioral models and explain 

the concept of behavior understanding. Subsequently, we discuss the weakness of existing behavior understanding 

methods to capture context and position context-aware experience sampling as a viable solution. Finally, we 

illustrate this method by describing a case study within City of Things in Antwerp (Belgium), a large-scale Internet 

of Things (IoT) living lab and testbed for smart city services. In describing the case study, we mainly focus on the 
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methodology and how we put it into practice. The paper ends with our main learnings and some recommendations 

for future research.  

Context in measuring behavior 

Studying human behavior and its interaction within an urban environment requires a tailored approach that takes 

into account different contextual factors due to the many influences in a city. Hence, a framework for behavior 

analysis in a city context should capture a range of internal mechanisms (psychological and physical) and the 

external environment (physical and social environment). To this end, the Modular Behavioral Analysis Approach 

(MBAA), allows to conceptualize, implement and evaluate behavior change interventions in a smart city (see 

Figure 1) [7, 23]. Michie et al. [16] mention insufficient attention is generally given to the analysis and the 

understanding of behavior as a starting point of behavior change interventions. The MBAA, however, recognizes 

the importance of understanding (current) behavior in the broader context and foresees a specific step for mapping 

the current behavior and an identification of behavioral determinants, i.e. factors that influence the behavior. In 

this paper, we will focus on this activity of understanding behavior. 

Figure 1. Modular Behavioral Analysis Approach (adapted from [23]). 

 

The importance of context 

To understand current practices of behavior understanding, we conducted a literature review consisting of 17 

scientific studies published between 2014 and 2017. We observed that the majority of these studies rely on  

(semi-)structured interviews, which almost never took place during, or in the context of, the studied behavior. The 

latter might be a potential drawback of these studies because concerns have been raised which call into question 

the validity of this kind of self-reporting outside the context [27]. Research suggests that people are unable to 

accurately reconstruct their behavior and experiences [10]. Li [12] argues that there are two main sources for this 

inability: incomplete knowledge and biases. Additionally, contextual information supports people to become aware 

of factors that influence their behavior [13]. This insight is frequently being used in health research on physical 

activity or eating behaviors [4, 13, 24]. To achieve this contextual enrichment, these studies make use of different 

sensors capturing physiological parameters, often combined into a wearable. The use of these new technologies 

also provides the opportunity to accurately capture the actual behavior and therefore overcome recall bias. This 

approach is supported by literature on design for reflection, which describes different ways technology can support 

people to reflect on their own behavior [3]. First, technology can be used to record the behavior or experience itself 

in order to provide a record of events that can be looked at again. Second, it can augment this information by 

capturing data that otherwise might not be consciously observed. For example, exposing people to their physical 

activity (i.e. step count) helps them to reconstruct their daily activities [13]. Considered the importance of behavior 

to cities, the authors investigated other methodologies, facilitated by technologies in a smart city, that aim to 

improve current behavior understanding methodologies by including context. 

 

Context-aware experience sampling method 

A method that is often used to overcome the lack of context, is contextual inquiry. This is a user-centered design 

method that focuses on observing and interviewing people while they are carrying out a particular task in the 

appropriate context [5]. Due to its design, contextual inquiries are highly reliable and result in more detailed 

information compared to surveys [26]. However, in contrast to the advantage of surveys being scalable and 

relatively cheap, contextual inquiries are highly resource-intensive. A combination of the scalability of surveys 

and the contextual richness of contextual inquiries would provide researchers a method to obtain data with a higher 

external validity [21]. The experience sampling method (ESM) is an established method that combines these two 

advantages. The essence of ESM is studying experiences in the moment and thereby capture the experience in the 

context [29]. Originally, the method was designed to question people about their experience in random occasions 

and has been primarily used for time-use research [8, 10]. This has been implemented by the use of beepers and 

paper diaries, although more recently, technological advancements have made researchers use more often mobile 

devices as they have become a part of daily life [21]. Numerous studies using ESM throughout different domains 
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acknowledge its value by being less susceptible to recall errors than other self-report methods [1, 10, 29]. Despite 

its strength to capture experiences in the context, ESM still lacks the ability to capture the context itself. To this 

end, the concept of a context-aware experience sampling method (CA-ESM) has emerged [8]. It improves ESM 

“by using sensing technologies to automatically detect events that can trigger sampling and thereby data collection” 

[17]. Intrinsically smart cities provide an optimal infrastructure to deploy CA-ESM since urban IoT platforms 

enable integrating a large number of heterogeneous context data streams originating from different end systems 

[28], such as weather data and traffic information. These data streams can be used to map and understand the 

context of behavior in a more thorough way, thereby reducing the recall basis and self-reporting weaknesses of 

current methodologies within behavioral understanding research. To include context when studying behavior in a 

city, we propose a research design that complements current practices by adding two additional research steps: (1) 

validate behavioral assumptions in a real-life context and (2) feedback loops to the users using their real-life data. 

 
Figure 2. Proposed process to understand behavior. 

 

The proposed research design consists of three steps (see Figure 2). First, we conduct individual interviews to elicit 

users’ thoughts. In contrast to other studies, we use the interviews to discover assumptions about behavioral 

determinants.  In the second step, we validate these assumptions (i.e. self-reported determinants) in a real-life 

context using CA-ESM. This consists of mapping people’s actual behavior and studying the contextual influences. 

We focus on both the status of the determinant (e.g. “How is the weather?”) and the influence of the determinant 

(e.g. “Did the weather influence your decision?”). The final step focuses on gathering a deep understanding of the 

determinants. This is accomplished during a group workshop where the participants are being confronted with 

their actual behavioral data, enriched with contextual information. According to the literature on context, providing 

this data would support the reflection on one’s own behavior [12, 13].  

Case study: understanding commuting behavior  

To test and validate this use of CA-ESM, a pilot study was conducted. The scope of this pilot was to investigate 

how the method could be used to understand the behavioral determinants of people commuting to work. The pilot 

was conducted in October 2017 with five citizens from the city of Antwerp (Belgium). The researchers chose a 

small group because the goal was to get insights in the behavior understanding process, not to obtain an 

understanding of the behavior with statistical significance levels. During the next two months, the research steps 

as illustrated in Figure 2 were executed. Every participant signed an informed consent form by which they allowed 

the researchers to capture and use their personal data for the research purposes. Throughout the experiment, the 

participants could also contact a team of experts, in case they had any questions related to their participation. This 

project has been part of City of Things, a smart city living lab and testbed located in Antwerp (Belgium) [11]. 

Step 1: Self-reported determinants 

The first step was conducted similarly to most of the research in behavior understanding: by means of individual 

semi-structured interviews. This initial interview was necessary to elicit the participants’ assumptions about their 

current behavior that would be validated in the next step. The structure of the interview was based on the COM-B 

model, which is an existing model that is used to identify behavioral determinants [15,16]. The participants 

received a number of cards, each containing one abstract keyword representing a determinant from the COM-B 

model. Some examples: physical strength, self-confidence, time, location, money, identity, culture and belief. 

During the interview, the participants structurally went through the cards, explaining which cards had an impact 

on their commuting behavior. Specific attention was given to describing the meaning of the determinants. For 
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example, when the participant indicated that weather influenced his behavior, the researchers tried to clarify 

whether this meant either light rain, a thunderstorm or snow.  

Finally, the participants were asked to rank their selected determinants (i.e. cards) from most important to less 

important. It was clear that this exercise was easy for external determinants (such as environmental and social 

factors). The participants considered those as rational determinants. The internal, more psychological determinants 

(e.g. self-confidence, beliefs) were perceived as more difficult to grasp. Some of the participants spontaneously 

placed these cards along the side to indicate that these determinants are always influencing their behavior in a 

slumbering way. 

Step 2: Behavioral data in context 

Following the individual interviews, a two-week during test was launched to validate the participants’ assumptions, 

by means of CA-ESM. However, at the time of the pilot not all technological components were in place and 

therefore we used the Wizard of Oz method [9] to simulate the CA-ESM. To this end, the participants were asked 

to install an application (Life360 [14]) on their smartphone that allowed the researchers to track the location of the 

users in real-time during their commute and communicate with the participants. This research set-up allowed us 

to capture three types of data (see Figure 3): an objective measurement of (a) the participants’ actual (commuting) 

behaviors and (b) the context in which these occurred. By means of the messaging function within the application, 

the researchers could obtain (c) additional feedback from the participants about what influenced their commuting 

behavior. 

 
Figure 3. Data captured during in-situ validation of determinants. 

 

(a) Commuting behavior: the participants’ commuting behavior resulted in information about their departure and 

arrival time and the route they chose, as described in Figure 3(a). Ideally, the CA-ESM application would 

automatically track the transportation mode (bike, car, public transport, ...), but this was not possible with the given 

application* and the researchers had to collect this information through the participants. The application warned 

the researchers when one of the participants arrived at work. This event triggered the researchers to question this 

participant about his/her commute. In this way, the participants were questioned about their commute right after it 

happened in order to prevent recall bias. The set of questions the participants received upon arrival at work was 

based on the individual interviews, for example statements like “when it rains, I take the car”. We wanted to 

investigate how contextual data can be captured and how behavioral determinants can be validated with CA-ESM. 

Therefore, two different types of questions were asked in week 1 and week 2.  

(b) Contextual data: during the first week, we wanted to identify the added value of including contextual 

information (see Figure 3(b)). Ideally, the researchers would possess contextual information (e.g. weather, traffic, 

etc.) captured by sensors throughout the city. However, in this case, we were not able to access such data directly 

and consequently had to gather this information ourselves. Accordingly, upon arrival at work, each participant 

received a customized questionnaire containing questions related to the status of the determinants that were 

identified during the interview (e.g. “Did it rain when you left for work?”).  

(c) Behavioral determinants: the second week focused on the influence of the context on the behavior. Each 

participant received the same questionnaire which no longer questioned the status of the determinant, but the 

influence of the determinant on the behavior (e.g. “Did the weather influence your transport choice?”). In this 

second week, we used identical questionnaires because we wanted to investigate if it was possible to use a unified 

approach for all participants. Based upon the observations during the first interviews, the researchers decided not 

to include some of the underlying, more psychological determinants in the daily questionnaires. The assumption 

is that these determinants are less subject to change and do not determine behavior at a specific moment, but are 
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rather explanatory determinants, which promote a certain habit or a default behavior. For example, if a person 

beliefs biking is better for the environment, he will try to take the bike most of the time except if a contextual 

factor prevents him to perform the preferred behavior, e.g. if it rains. The CA-ESM approach is especially suited 

to provide insights on this kind of contextual influences.  

 

Step 3: Deep understanding 

After the two-week trial, a workshop with all the participants was organized. The goal of this workshop was to 

gain a better understanding of the captured data and how the context influenced the behavior. To this end, the 

participants were confronted with their actual behavior during the two-week test period. More specifically, they 

received an overview of their transport mode complemented with the contextual information they had provided 

through the daily questions. Based on this information, the participants got the opportunity to discuss their behavior 

and comment on how they had experienced the experiment. During the workshop, three out of the five participants 

concluded that their actual behavior deviates from their assumptions raised during the first interview. The behavior 

of these participants was influenced by a larger set of determinants compared to the remaining two participants. 

This demonstrates the difficulty of assessing the influence of a complex set of determinants. Being provided with 

information about their behavior and the context, clearly helped them to better understand and explain the influence 

of the determinants. 

Lessons learned 

The ESM-CA pilot study allows us to draw some learnings concerning the in-situ validation of the determinants. 

First of all, due to the short term of the study, the type of data from week 1 (the status of the determinant) was 

insufficient to discover patterns in the data (e.g. someone only cycles when it does not rain). It was therefore 

necessary to also question the influence of the determinant on the transport choice. However, solely questioning 

the influence of the determinant without knowing the status of the determinant turned out to result in incomplete 

knowledge as well. It is therefore recommended to combine data about the influence of a determinant with a 

continuous data stream of contextual parameters obtained from a smart city platform (such as weather conditions). 

By combining these data types, the method becomes more robust with regard to self-reporting biases, because the 

researcher can cross-check the answers from the participants with the objective contextual data. Secondly, the 

study showed that a uniform questionnaire was not sufficient to get a good understanding of people’s behavior; 

working with personalized questionnaires or providing a field for free-text input is required. Finally, this trial also 

led to some practical concerns related to the CA-ESM tool. More specifically, when choosing the CA-ESM tool, 

one should pay specific attention to the following requirements: real-time accessible data, integration with 

contextual data, user-friendly content management system, pre-scripted triggering rules and question sets that can 

be send automatically and to each participant individually. 

Conclusion and further research 

Behavior studies often use various ways of self-reporting methods to acquire an understanding of factors 

influencing one’s behavior. However, these methods raise some challenges as they are susceptible to biases and 

often inadequately capture the context of the behavior, resulting in incomplete information. Especially within an 

urban context, this challenge becomes even bigger as the set of influencing factors is not only much larger, but 

also more complex. In our pilot, we observed a difference between the initial self-reported behavior and the actual 

measured behavior of participants. When confronting them with this difference we were able to gather a set of new 

insights, which we would not have discovered by only relying on the (traditional) interview.  

In order to understand human behavior within this urban context, it is necessary to able to capture the contextual 

elements throughout the research activities. In this paper, we presented a research design relying on the  

context-aware experience sampling method (CA-ESM) to deal with this challenge. The CA-ESM augments current 

practices of understanding behavior by validating behavioral assumptions in a real-life setting. Moreover, the  

CA-ESM provides additional value by combining the strengths of qualitative and quantitative research: a large 

number of participants can be questioned in real-life, while capturing additional contextual information to enrich 

the data. Today’s technological possibilities make it easier to collect, integrate and analyze these different datasets. 

Additionally, they allow the CA-ESM to be implemented on a large scale by automatically asking the right 
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questions to the right people based on contextual cues. In our pilot, we were able to interact with our different 

participants in a direct and individual way, based on the simulated CA-ESM tool.  

According to the proposed research design, the CA-ESM has to be preceded by a process to elicit the behavioral 

assumptions. In our pilot, we used the COM-B model as a guidance to identify the behavioral determinants. This 

model has been very useful throughout the research. Nevertheless, we needed to grasp the proper meaning of the 

determinants as they were interpreted differently by each of the participants. Although these individual interviews 

are necessary, they limit the scalability of the research design and a purposeful sampling of the initial panel is 

required. However, in contrast to our pilot that had a small number of participants throughout the entire study, the 

second step of the research design could be easily up scaled by applying the CA-ESM to a large group of people. 

When applied to a larger sample, it is possible to assess the relevance of each of the determinants throughout the 

whole panel, enabling the development of user segments related to behavioral profiles. 

Overall, the pilot demonstrates that the proposed approach offers a good framework to build an understanding of 

(current) human behaviors by capturing several contextual determinants. Since it is difficult for people to elicit 

these determinants adequately, the interaction with contextual data provides a more complete result that is less 

susceptible to biases compared to other approaches. Based on our experiences, we consider the CA-ESM as an 

instrument to collect data on behaviors and their context and should be applied within a broader research approach 

on measuring human behavior or behavior intervention design. Our approach can not only provide behavioral 

profiles, but also identify building blocks on which behavior interventions can be built on. Additionally, our 

approach would be suited to contribute to the validation of behavior interventions. Therefore, we argue for the use 

of CA-ESM during various phases of behavior research and especially in those steps where in-depth insights in 

the motivation and the context of the behavior is required.  
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New tools to study nectar consumption in honey bees: testing demand law in 

honey bees 

Michel B.C. Sokolowski1  

Department of Psychology, INSERM 24 (ERI 24), Université de Picardie 

When the price of a good is increased, the economic demand law predicts that the consumption of the good should 

decrease [1]. To test such predictions with animals, researchers have suggested using Skinner boxes that allows to 

control the price of the good and to measure the consumption at the same time [2]. With a new design of lab 

operant conditioning chambers following Sokolowski and Abramson [3, 4], we tested the demand law with honey 

bees in closed economies (that is when the animals are consuming all their daily food in the conditioning 

chambers). The price has been defined as the amount of syrup a bee received following a response. In our protocol, 

the price increased from 0.5 responses/μl to 4 responses/μl. According to the demand law, we observed decreasing 

daily syrup consumption. At the same time, the behavioral output (that is the number of responses emitted by the 

animal to get the consumption level) increased with price (inelastic demand). To our knowledge, it is the first time 

the demand law has been successfully tested in an invertebrate.  

Our study illustrates the usefulness of using Skinner boxes with invertebrates. 
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Behaviour Monitoring in Context: a Methodology for Measuring the Impact of 

the Human Factor on Smart Cities Big Data and Technologies  
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This paper proposes a methodology to design large scale user experiments within the context of smart cities, 

supporting the measurement of objectively, contextualised and thus realistic user behaviour in real-time. There is 

a long tradition of studying human behaviour in many academic disciplines, including economics, sociology, 

clinical and social psychology; understanding what motivates humans and triggers them to perform certain 

activities, and what are the determinants of (changing) behaviour is central both for researchers and companies, as 

well as for policy makers to implement efficient public policies. While numerous theoretical approaches for diverse 

domains such as health, retail and environment have been developed, the methodological models guiding the 

evaluation of such studies are said to have started showing their limitations in the contemporary everyday context. 

More specifically, digitisation, the Information and Communication Technologies (ICT), the Internet of Things 

(IoT) connecting networks of devices, and new possibilities to collect and analyse massive amounts of data have 

made it possible to study behaviour from a realistic perspective, as never before. Digital technologies enable to (1) 

capture data in real-life settings, (2) regain control over information by capturing the context of behaviour, and (3) 

analyse huge sets of information through continuous measurement. Within this context, by exploiting the proposed 

framework, behavioural research can be conducted to address the issues of different domains, such as mobility, 

environment, health or energy, as it has especially been designed for a smart city context.  

 

To this end, our paper, therefore, affords a model linking technologies and the so-called ‘human factor’ which 

strongly relies on defining a methodology for shaping behavioural profiles – referred to as ‘urban citizenship’ 

profiles - and related interventions, as well as the evaluation of side-effects on the creation of new business models 

and sustainability plans. This methodology will be particularly developed to support city governments and public 

institutions to effectively use large data sets generated in urban environments. Moreover, this integrated framework 

represents the need of considering both the personal determinants as well as the contextual ones as the latter are 

often recognized as important, yet, sufficient insights into how context can be taken into account are overall 

lacking. Thus, within the complex environment of a smart city, technology is generally seen as a facilitator for, 

particularly, behaviour change, even if often there is a de-synchronisation between tech development and context 

of use.  

 

It is estimated that by 2050, 70% of the world population will live in cities [1]. Urban big data can develop relevant 

benefits for the smart cities [2]. Indeed, ICT has always played a primary role in mobilising urban innovation and 

supporting the creation of the “Smart Citizenship” concept [3]. Traditionally, smart cities use the IoT technologies 

and big data to improve its services and products, by taking advantage of co-creation processes, methodologies 

and tools [4]. It has been demonstrated that the use of urban big data is a fair tool for creating new business 

opportunities and markets in smart cities, especially in terms of service innovation and creation of new business 

models [5, 6].  

 

What is the rationale behind so-called ‘smart cities’ then? The concept has been variously defined within the 

literature, on the one hand as urban places composed of “Everyware”, a context pervaded from ubiquitous 

computing to monitor urban data flows with the final scope of engaging with its citizens [7]; on the other hand, 

the term has been related to the ability to enact the development of knowledge economies, where the governance 

of an urban environment is triggered by the innovation and creativity of its smart citizens [8]. It is clear that smart 

cities can play an active role for enabling socio-economic progress for increasing the sustainability of urban 

contexts [8, 9]. Indeed, they have produced a relevant impact in different sectors, especially in mobility, health, 

energy and education. These social and economic transformations are even more enacted by the implementation 

of big data applications to improve the living standards of citizens [10]. According to Batty, big data in a smart 

city context have the potential to activate a change in every sector of the society and to generate a positive impact 

on the economy of all nations [11]. The fact that the current volume of big data is approximately 2.5 quintillion 

bytes [12] demonstrates that the potential is enormous. In cities, data analysis (and integration) is increasingly seen 

as the main source of promoting growth and wellbeing, thus improving the quality of life of citizens and the 

sustainability of cities. 

 

In this view, smart cities are likely to be able to achieve a full urban sustainability, but only if they succeed to 

trigger or support a sustainable behaviour of their citizens, as well as drafting a sustainability plan, but only if they 
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work collectively, involving all actors and citizens, who ultimately are also needed to be incentivised to change 

their current behaviour to reach smart city goals. This includes the human factor as a required element for changing 

behaviour. Urban sustainability means that both social, economic and environmental impacts are exploited, and 

this is only possible by considering the whole complex system of a smart city, as well as applying a participatory 

governance model including the “human factor” within this process.  

 

The proposed methodology has been drafted by taking into account these projections in the near future and by 

collecting directly the challenges arising in smart cities. The methodology builds on an extensive literature review 

from psychology, health and behavioural economics, and provides a comprehensive approach, enabling a reduction 

in weaknesses apparent in current available theories used in research within the smart cities context [13]. As 

behaviour is intrinsic context-dependent, the main scope of this methodology is to map therefore behaviours into 

specific profiles, determine the value of behaviour, and collect a set of data derived from behaviour change 

interventions, which can be used for predicting the effects of behaviour. The final expected results to implement 

such methodology are to: 

 Steer tailored interventions. 

 Provide requirements for technological development stages.  

 Make informed decisions for several points of interventions (value trade off). 

 Deploy data-streams and real-time randomized trials in a cost-effective way through an enriched city 

dashboard 

 Identify path dependencies influencing business modeling. 

 Provide policy recommendations to municipalities, service and utility providers.  

 Increase technological take-up and minimize adoption risks. 

 Improve the sustainability of technological solutions. 

 

The proposed model will be first applied to the “City of Things” within the city of Antwerp in Belgium, to be 

further refined and validated. 

 

Ethics 

Research protocol and procedure will be submitted for ethical review to the VUB Ethics Committee that includes 

a multidisciplinary panel of experts for ethical review of research in the humanities and the behavioral or social 

science research traditions.  
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Introduction  

Behavioural variant frontotemporal dementia (bvFTD) is an early-onset neurodegenerative disease (the second 

most common form of dementia after Alzheimer’s disease) associated with behavioural disturbances. These 

troubles result from a frontotemporal lobar neurodegeneration [1]. This behavioural variant of FTD is characterized 

by a progressive deterioration of personality, social conduct and cognition. In particular, cognitive and behavioural 

disinhibition is systematically reported in bvFTD patients and represents the core of current clinical criteria [2]. 

Disinhibition has been identified as one of the major cause for caregiver distress [3]. However, its assessment, 

characterization and neural correlates are poorly known. The aim of our study is two-folded:  first, to identify a 

signature of disinhibition on a behavioural and cognitive plan in order to generate new clinical tools to assess this 

symptom, and second, to study the neuronal networks associated with disinhibition in bvFTD patients. 

 

Project/method 

We are studying cognitive and behavioural inhibition troubles in bvFTD using a population of eleven patients 

(Mini Mental State Evaluation >20 for a correct cognition) and nine control subjects, following two approaches: 

A behavioural approach with an investigation in “real-life” situation (ecological task)  

ECOCAPTURE (http://clinicaltrials.gov/NCT02496312) is a tool developed by the laboratory, used here to assess 

in a quantitative way the disinhibition behaviour, in a “real-life” situation. The subject is in a waiting room during 

45 minutes, instructions are to get comfortable and to enjoy the room. A questionnaire has to be filled, making the 

subject interacting with the environment. A video recording system allows us to encode and analyse some 

disinhibition behaviours (social inappropriate behaviour, loss of manner or decorum and impulsive, rash or careless 

actions). With all these data, the aim is to retain some metrics leading to a differentiation in disinhibition between 

patients and control subjects. In 2015, six bvFTD and six controls were explored by this tool, and results were 

already discussed in a few congresses. A multivariate power analysis showed that nine subjects per group were 

necessary and sufficient to get valid significant results. 

 

A cognitive approach via a neuropsychological evaluation (cognitive task) 

The Hayling test is a classical tool evaluating cognitive disinhibition with completion of sentences. Three scores 

will be available: completion time in part A (automatic condition), completion time in part B (inhibition condition) 

and errors number. An augmentation of completion time in part B and an augmentation of errors number are 

expected with patients.  

These two approaches are complementary and provide a cognitive and behavioural signature (composite score) of 

inhibition troubles, leading to a new and objective diagnostic tool. This double assessment will allow us to define 

the whole profile of disinhibition. Furthermore, a validation study will be necessary for a clinical utilisation.  

 

Results 

At the time of this submission, five patients and three controls performed the Hayling test and no significant 

differences were found. However, a tendency appears for errors number (p=0.059, patients > controls). Regarding 

the behavioural task, including 11 patients and nine controls, the metrics of inappropriate behaviour show a 

significant difference (p = 0.044, patients > controls). Inclusion is still in progress for these two tasks, for a total 

of 30 patients and 30 healthy controls, by the end of June 2019. 
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Causal factors affecting behaviour fall into two categories. Ultimate causes, studied for example in 

behavioural ecology and evolutionary biology, involve the fitness of genotypes; they help explain why natural 

selection has favoured some behavioural strategies over others. Proximate causes, studied in the fields of 

cognition, motivation and emotion, involve individual-level perception, decision-making, value judgments 

and learning processes; they help explain why an individual is motivated to carry out particular behaviours at 

particular times. In furthering our understanding of proximate causes of behaviour, one way forward is the 

development of new methods to measure these internal processes of individuals, whether conscious or non-

conscious. Subjective states cannot be measured directly, but substantial information can be gleaned about the 

processes of behavioural decision-making through measuring physiological processes linked to them. Ideally, 

such measures should be non-invasive and remote, in order not to affect the processes being measured. 

One of the technologies increasingly utilised to this end is thermal imaging, also known as infrared 

thermography. It is considered to hold substantial promise as a research tool for the future, including 

automated monitoring of animals in laboratories, zoos and veterinary clinics, on farms and in the wild. 

Thermal imaging of individual animals allows for remote measurement of the distribution of temperatures 

across a surface, such as an animal’s face or body, by an array of sensors detecting infrared radiation. These 

measurements are then converted to numerical temperature data, which often are visualised as heat map 

images (see Fig. 1 for an example). There is a wide range of different types of thermal cameras for different 

purposes and with different levels of image resolution. In most cameras used for scientific research, spatial 

resolution varies from 240 x 360 pixels to 768 x 1024 pixels, and temporal resolution varies from 8 to 200 

images per second. The higher end of these allows for detailed measurements of free-moving animals at 

distances of a few metres to several tens of metres, depending on the size of the animal and the resolution 

required. Prices of thermal cameras have decreased substantially over the years and are expected to continue 

to do so, which has added to the interest in developing methods to use them in a variety of settings.  

In the context of studying proximate causation of behaviour, the most common use of thermal imaging so far 

has been the study of the relationships between thermal physiology, ambient temperatures and behaviour (e.g. 

in laboratory rodents; farm animals such as cattle, pigs and poultry, and wild animals including both 

endothermic and ectothermic species). Recent years have also seen a rapid increase in research to develop 

thermal imaging methods to measure physiological processes that are directly linked to emotional states, such 

as activation of the sympathetic nervous system during emotional arousal, which causes peripheral 

vasoconstriction and therefore a measurable reduction in peripheral temperature. Research by several groups 

including ours has demonstrated substantial potential to utilise such findings in the development of new 

methods to measure perception, emotion and motivation in a wide range of species. However, the increased 

availability of thermal cameras and the aesthetically appealing nature of thermal images is a double-edged 

sword. While thermal imaging is a mature technology, its use in the development of new research 

methodology to measure physiological changes linked to causal processes is still at an early stage. 

One of the essential requirements for successful further development is an increase in interdisciplinary 

collaboration between researchers with backgrounds in ethology, physiology and cognition as well as thermal 

physics. Among the methodological research needs, one of the most important involves quantifying how other 

physiological processes, such as digestion of recently eaten food, exercise and diurnal rhythm, affect surface 

temperature distribution in those parts of the face and body that are typically of interest in emotion studies. 

As an example, the ear pinna, in which peripheral vasoconstriction and the resulting temperature drop during 

emotional arousal have been found (e.g. in the dog and rabbit), also acts as part of the thermoregulatory 

vasoconstriction/vasodilation system in several species, leading to the prediction that there are species-specific 
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threshold values for low and high ambient temperatures that would mask emotion-related effects in ear pinna 

temperature. Another major area in which methodological research is still needed concerns the effects of the 

environment can have on the temperature parameters of interest. Air currents, radiated heat from nearby 

animals, reflected heat from nearby surfaces as well as residual heat from recent touch by other animals or 

recent direct sunlight, are all examples of external factors that often have substantial confounding effects in 

temperature readings recorded by the thermal camera. Systematic, interdisciplinary studies of these effects is 

therefore one of the essential components of developing reliable thermal imaging methods for measuring 

motivation for behaviour. 

 

 

Fig. 1. An example of extracting temperature data from a thermal image. Data on the left includes the minimum, maximum 

and average temperatures in the regions of interest, and the temperature bar on the right shows which colours correspond to 

which surface temperatures in this visualisation. The compass reading in the lower right-hand corner records the orientation 

of the camera as the deviation from pointing north. From Telkanranta et al., in prep. 
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Introduction 

Extensive livestock production systems rely largely on forage availability as feed source. Under free ranging 

conditions, grazing behavior develops circadian rhythmicity. Grazing activity occurs mainly during the day, 

normally with two important periods around sunrise and sunset [1]. Nevertheless, grazing patterns and herbage 

intake are constantly affected by environmental factors. In dry climates, such as Mediterranean, precipitation is 

typically scarce during the hot season. In addition, native vegetation in these areas is dominated by annual species. 

As a result, pasture becomes poor in quality along the growth cycle, which leads animals to graze for longer 

periods, including at night, to cover their nutritional needs [2]. Nocturnal grazing may also increase when air 

temperature during the day is high. In this case, ruminants tend to avoid foraging in the hottest part of the day [3]. 

For those reasons,  the study of sheep grazing patterns and behavioral responses to environmental limitations is 

essential to achieve successful management practices while improving animal welfare. 

The study of livestock foraging behavior is a multidisciplinary field that involves many levels of evaluation, from 

grazing patterns to forage selection. During the day, behavior recording is relatively simple through live 

observation. However, observations at night are restricted by limited sight in the dark. Besides, it is difficult to 

predict whether the presence of an observer may alter the normal behavior, unless we use recording equipment, 

such as accelerometers that measure grazing by detecting movements of the head [4]. Despite conveiyng 

information on grazing patterns, accelerometers cannot provide information on forage selection. 

In the present study, we evaluate sheep grazing behavior through animal-borne cameras. Animal-borne video and 

environmental collection systems (AVED) have been used for studies on wild animals habitat and behavior for 

three decades [5]. Since then, technological development has made the equipment smaller and lighter, allowing 

the use on smaller species. Depending on the anatomy of the species and the aim of the study, the camera may be 

attached using different techniques (e.g. epoxy glue, harness or neck collar).  

Besides, the weight of commercial cameras is not expected to interfere in the normal behavior. A study on sheep 

circadian rythm using GPS neck collars representing approximately 2.2% of their body weight found no significant 

differences between collared and no-collared (control) groups [6]. Finally, another advantage of this method 

against fixed cameras is the possibility of measuring behavior in large paddocks, since it is attached to the animal. 

Animal-borne video has already been used by our team for studies in sheep grazing behavior, and the results were 

positively correlated with observations of flock behavior [7]. However, despite the accuracy of this method, the 

nocturnal camera has recorded only five hours of video footage. Thus, it was not possible to evaluate grazing 

behavior from dusk to dawn. 

The aim of this preliminary study was to test a filming equipment to record grazing behavior from the sheep’s 

point of view all through the night.  
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Materials and methods 

The study was conducted in the region of Alentejo, Portugal, 12 km south-west of Évora, within the University of 

Évora’s Mitra Experimental Station (38º31’44”N, 8º01’00”W). The climate is typically Mediterranean, with long 

dry summers and mild winters.  

One black merino from a flock of 37 adult non-lactating ewes was selected to bear a camera. The flock was kept 

under continuous grazing in a 2.3 ha paddock of permanent native sward without any other feed supplement 

distribution.   

We used one infrared night vision PatrolEyes® (PatrolEyes. Ada Township, Michigan USA; Figure 1B) attached 

to a neck collar to record from the animal’s point of view. A protective case was manufactured with a transparent 

plastic soapbox and water-resistant with tape (see Figure 1A). In order to extend the recording, a portable power 

bank was plugged into the camera. In total, the filming equipment weighted 400.2 g, representing approximately 

0.6 % of the sheep’s body weight. 

The recording was made in the night of May 18th to 19th, starting at 9:00 pm. Sunset was at 8:39 pm and sunrise 

at 6:17 am. Weather was clear with wind speed from 4.5 to 6 m/s. Lowest temperature was 8.2 ºC and highest was 

22.6ºC on the 18th during the day. 

 

   

Figure 1. (A) Photograph of a sheep fitted filming equipment; (B) Photograph of PatrolEyes® infrared night 

vision camera. 

The video footages were analyzed through the software Behavioral Observation Research Interactive Software 

(BORIS®; www.boris.unito.it). Screen captures are shown in Figure 2. Grazing duration and number of bouts 

were analyzed. 

All the procedures used on animals were approved by the ICAAM board under a license from DGAV (Direcção 

Geral de Alimentação e Veterinária). 

A B 
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Figure 2. Screenshots of the video footage. 

 

Results 

The length of the video footage was of ten hours, from 9pm to 7pm. Total grazing and number of bouts are 

presented in Figure 3. The first hour, which corresponds from 9pm to 10pm, had the longest grazing duration (49 

minutes and 54 seconds). Subsequently, grazing duration dropped to 11 minutes and 28 seconds in the second hour 

and zero in the third hour. There was a small peak of 14 minutes 39 seconds of grazing from midnight to 1am, 

followed by 3 minutes of grazing in the next hour. There was not any grazing from 2am to 5am, and a new peak 

of 12 minutes 36 seconds is observed from 6am to 7am, in the hour when the sun rose. Number of bouts followed 

the same pattern as grazing duration, the highest peak being at the first hour.  

 

   

Figure 3. (A) Grazing duration per hour; (B) Number of bouts per hour 
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Discussion 

Our filming equipment was able to record from the animal’s point of view from dusk to dawn, permitting access 

to grazing, among other behaviors. Behavior studies through video footage allow a deep and concentrated analysis 

of the material. Furthermore, it spares researchers from long hours of behavior observation in the field and 

eliminates the observer effect. 

In our preliminary study, we observed a grazing pattern that was very similar to previous results [8]. Although 

grazing was intense after sunset, most of the night it did not occur at all, except for midnight to 1am, when there 

was a small peak. Then, our ewe resumed grazing around dawn. Air temperature was mild in the day that preceded 

the evaluation, suggesting that this grazing activity is a regular pattern and not a response to heat stress during the 

day. 

When the footage is in high definition, as it was in our trial, animal-borne video could also serve as a tool for 

studies on feed selection. A previous study on white-tailed deer evaluated grazing selection continuously using 

neck collar infrared cameras and were able to identify the plant species 84% of time [9]. Therefore, this method is 

an accurate and practical tool for studies on livestock grazing species, such as cattle, sheep, goats and horses. It is 

particularly useful in native swards where biodiversity is high. 

Battery duration is still the main limitation for using animal borne cameras. This leads to frequent manipulation of 

the animals, apart from a need to have multiple devices since the batteries need to be charged. External power 

banks may therefore be a good solution to minimize human interference and to obtain longer footages, but they 

require manufacturing protective cases. There are many advantages of the animal-borne video method. However, 

further studies are necessary to reinforce its validity, reliability and feasibility. 
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Introduction 

In recent years, occupancy sensing in indoor environments has been used in a wide field of applications, such as 

smart control of HVAC-systems, detection of humans in emergency interventions [1], assisted living [2], searching 

for lost people or objects, shopping behaviour, industrial applications [3], player tracking in sports, games, etc.. 

Three different levels of occupancy sensing can be distinguished: occupancy detection, occupancy counting and 

occupancy tracking [4]. Occupancy detection provides information about whether someone is present in a specific 

room or not, but not about the number of occupants or the spatial use within a room. It can be done by several 

techniques, such as infrared-detection [5] and sound-detection. . Occupancy counting, e.g. by CO2-measurements, 

gives more information about the number of occupants in a room [6, 7]. The highest level of occupancy information 

is obtained by occupancy tracking, which gives, besides the presence and number of occupants, the exact location 

of occupants within a room and can be measured by indoor localisation techniques based on e.g. Bluetooth, Wi-Fi 

[4] and ultra-wideband (UWB) [1, 8]. Indoor localisation techniques are in general more intrusive for residents 

because they need to wear a tag [4], although some of them can be build-in in residents’ smartphones (Bluetooth, 

Wi-Fi).  

Nowadays, indoor localisation systems are mostly applied in large buildings with large spaces, such as office 

spaces, airports, etc.. For monitoring spatial use patterns in dwellings [9], a very precise indoor localisation system 

is needed which is able to track the position of residents in small rooms with a lot of obstacles. In this paper, system 

requirements for indoor tracking in dwellings are derived and an overview and evaluation of commonly used 

techniques for occupancy sensing in buildings are provided.. Four commercially available, ultra-wideband based 

localisation systems are compared. In a case study analysis, one commercially available system, Pozyx™, which 

provides accurate positioning and motion information, is used for monitoring spatial use patterns of residents in 

their dwelling. 

Requirements for accurate indoor tracking techniques in dwellings 

System requirements are crucial when selecting a sensing technology that is able to monitor the moving position 

of multiple residents over time separately. Mautz [10] defined several criteria which can be used for the assessment 

and comparison of different occupancy sensing techniques. In order to obtain the most fitting technique, the 

specifications of the system need to match the predetermined requirements which depend on the application. When 

searching the most suitable system, the different requirements have to be weighed against each other which is not 

a straightforward method [10].  

When monitoring the exact location of residents in dwellings, some boundary conditions and difficulties have to 

be taken into account. First of all, the monitoring system has to deal with a small, but very complex environment 

with lots of obstacles, e.g. indoor walls and furniture that can disturb the location signal. Furthermore, the system 

has to be accurate enough (min. horizontal accuracy 1 m, min. vertical accuracy 2m), because, due to the small 

size of dwellings, small errors in accuracy can lead to large errors in the results, such as locating a person 

incorrectly in an adjacent room. Privacy is another critical issue when tracking residents in their own dwelling. 

The monitoring is rather intensive for the residents and can be perceived as intrusive, which can lead to drop-out 

or changes in their normal behaviour. Therefore, the monitoring system has to be as compact as posssible and may 

not restrict their normal living patterns. Additionally, some extra practical requirements are added, such as the 

possibility to set up the whole system in a relative simple and quick way (around 2,5 hours) and the need for 

limited infrastructure/devices. Lastly, the cost of the detection system has also to be taken into account. Table 1 

shows a summary of the requirements which are derived for occupant tracking within rooms of dwellings. 
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Table 1: Requirements for occupant tracking within rooms in dwellings.  

 

Evaluation of occupancy sensing techniques 

Occupancy sensing in indoor environments can be achieved by using different sensors such as infrared-detection, 

CO2-concentration measurements, cameras, indoor localisation systems (based on radio signals), although not all 

of them provide complete information about the location within a room. In Table 2, commonly used systems for 

occupant sensing and indoor localisation are showed, including the evaluation of their specifications according to 

the predetermined requirements. 
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Category Techniques 

Sound 
Ultrasonic Detection mm mm Scalable Distances NA High Low NA High High High [10, 11] 

Audible sound Detection Room Room Scalable Presence NA Med Low NA Med Med Low [10, 11] 

Concentration 
CO2-

concentration 
Counting Room Room Scalable Presence NA High Low NA Med Low Med [6, 7, 12] 

Infrastructure 

Pressure-

sensors/computer 
activity 

Detection Zone Zone Scalable Location NA High Low NA High High High [11, 13] 

Image 

detection 

Visual Tracking 
dm-

mm 
dm Scalable movie High Low Low NA High Med High 

[2, 10, 11, 

14, 15] 

Infrared-
detection 

Detection Zone Zone Scalable Presence NA High Low NA Med Med Low [2, 10, 11] 

Radio 

frequency 

signals 

GPS Tracking 25m X NA Coordinates High Med Med Small Low Low Low [16] 

Wi-Fi Tracking 
3-

10m 
Floor Scalable Coordinates High Med Med Small Med Med Low 

[4, 10, 17, 

18] 

Bluetooth Tracking 1-3m Floor Scalable Coordinates High Med Med Small Med Med Med/high 
[10, 19, 

20] 

Ultra-wideband Tracking dm dm Scalable Coordinates Med Med High Med Med/high Med Med/high 
[1, 3, 8, 

10] 

RFID Tracking 1-3m Floor Scalable Coordinates High Med Med Small Med Med Low [10] 

Table 2: Commonly used techniques for occupant sensing 

If the aim is to investigate spatial use within rooms, the exact location of residents needs to be monitored and, 

therefore, some of the techniques of Table 2 need to be excluded. Ultrasonic sound-detection, audible sound-

detection, infrared-detection and CO2-concentration measurements only provide information on the level of 

occupancy detection or occupancy counting [3, 10]. These techniques can be valuable for other studies in which - 

the exact location of residents within a room is not needed, as they are in general cheaper and less intrusive to the 

residents. Infrastructure-based techniques, such as pressure tiles, can deliver fine-graded information about the 

location, depending on the number of sensors [13]. These techniques are most suitable to situations where occupant 

information is needed for a specific place such as a desk or a conference room [11]. Visual camera-detection can 

CRITERIA REQUIREMENTS 

COVERAGE AREA (MEASUREMENT AREA/VOLUME)  Semi-large dwelling (2-3 floors) 

HORIZONTAL ACCURACY (POSITION IN A ROOM) <1m 

VERTICAL ACCURACY (INDICATION OF THE FLOOR 

LEVEL) 

<2m 

LEVEL OF OCCUPANCY SENSING (DETECTION, 

COUNTING, TRACKING) 

Tracking 

OUTPUT DATA (SPATIO-TEMPORAL DATA) Coordinates with timestamp 

NUMBER OF USERS (NUMBER OF TAGS) One family (1-5 tags) 

PRIVACY (NATURE OF GATHERED DATA) According to ethical regulations 

INTRUSIVENESS (DISTURBING DAILY ACTIVITIES) Low/Moderate 

SIZE/WEIGHT (SIZE/WEIGHT OF MEASUREMENT UNIT) Handheld 

INSTALLATION COMPLEXITY (MAN-HOURS TO INSTALL 

THE SYSTEM) 

<2,5hours 

REQUIRED INFRASTRUCTURE (DEVICES/CABLES)  Moderate 

COST (PRICE OF THE COMPLETE SYSTEM) Moderate 
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offer very detailed information about the location of occupants and even their activities and actions, but privacy 

concerns related to camera detection will be very high. Additionally, the image processing and required 

infrastructure will lead to a large cost [11].  

Most techniques that can determine the exact location of residents are radio-frequency based, but there is a large 

difference in accuracy between those techniques. Most techniques require the resident to wear a tag (or 

smartphone) [4]. The most well-known localisation technique is GPS (global positioning system), which can reach 

an outdoor accuracy up to a few meter by using satellites. Once indoor, GPS cannot be used anymore because 

GPS-signals cannot penetrate solid walls and it will lead to inaccurate results [3]. Therefore, other radio-frequency 

based signals are commonly used which can work in an indoor environment, such as Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, Ultra-

Wideband and RFID (Radio-frequency identification). 

Two most commonly used measuring principles for positioning techniques are (multi)lateration and 

(multi)angulation. Lateration, trilateration and multilateration rely on measuring distances to calculate the position 

(Figure 1a). For two-dimensional environments, minimum three distances are needed, while, for three-dimensional 

environments, minimum four distances are needed. Lateration can be used in combination with algorithms to 

calculate the distance between the transmitter and receiver, such as:  

 Received Signal Strength: RSS-based algorithms measure the signal strength of the received signals 

to estimate the distance between the transmitters and receivers. RSS is sensitive to NLOS-situations 

(not-line of sight) and multipath environments which leads to less accurate results in these 

environments and makes them less attractive for accurate indoor localisation [3, 10].  

 Time Of Arrival: TOA-based algorithms estimate the distance by calculating the traveling time 

between the transmitters and receivers and divide them by the wave speed. Therefore, the clock 

between the transmitters and receivers has to be precisely synchronized [3, 10].  

 Time Difference Of Arrival: TDOA-based algorithms measure the difference between the time of 

arrival measurements and has as advantage that only the transmitters have to be synchronized [3, 10].  

 Two Way Ranging: TWR-based algorithms are measuring the traveling time from a transmitter to a 

receiver and back. In this way no time synchronisation is needed between the devices, which leads 

to lower complexity and lower cost. As drawback of TWR, measurements of different devices need 

to be managed sequentially to avoid interference [10].   

Multi-angulation (Figure 1b) calculates the position by forming triangles from receivers wherefrom the location is 

known. Angulation can be used in combination with Angle Of Arrival (AOA) algorithms [1, 3, 10]. 

 AOA-based algorithms measure the angles to the reference points which leads to higher complexity compared 

to other algorithms and they are more sensitive for errors which can lead to inaccurate results [3, 10].  

  

Figure 1a: Positioning by trilateration  Figure 2b: Positioning by triangulation 

Bluetooth-, Wi-Fi-, RFID-based localisation mostly rely on the RSS-algorithm which is more sensitive for 

obstructions such as internal walls [10] which leads to lower accuracy and is not high enough to get insights into 

the circulation within a room. Bluetooth-based systems mostly have very small and low-power tags or can be 

integrated into a smartphone [10, 20]. Wi-Fi-based systems has a wide coverage range between 50 and 100m and 

can use the existing network. RFID can also be used for proximity positioning where the position is equated to the 

Anchor (fixed position) 

Tag (location person) 
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anchor point with the strongest signal strength. Hereby the accuracy depends on the density of the anchors and 

signal range. They can all localize a large number of occupants because no time management is needed. 

Nevertheless, RSS is less reliable for high accurate measurements in an indoor environment [3, 10].  

Ultra-wideband (UWB) is a radio frequency technology for short range and high-bandwidth (larger than 500MHz) 

communication with less multipath interference and a signal that passes through walls and objects [3, 10]. UWB 

can be used for accurate indoor positioning by using different positioning methods, such as TOA, TDOA, TWR 

and RSS. The first three methods are more reliable for measuring distances in indoor environments because they 

measure time instead of signal strengths. UWB-based systems have also some drawbacks: They operate outside 

the licenced radio frequencies, causing that the power has to remain below 12dB (Europe) [3]. The cost of UWB 

system is mostly higher than similar systems which are using Bluetooth or Wi-Fi. However, UWB is a good 

technique for high accurate indoor localisation and has been used for this research to gain insights into the spatial 

use of residents within a room in a dwelling. 

Comparison of commercially available ultra-wideband indoor positioning systems 

 

Table 3: Commercially available ultra-wideband positioning systems 

Table 3 shows an overview of four different commercially available ultra-wideband based positioning systems 

which are compared according to the requirements which are discussed earlier. All four listed indoor localisation 

systems achieve the requirements, although they use different algorithms which have an influence on the number 

of tags and the required infrastructure.  

Ubisense™ offers an indoor localisation system based on a combination of AOA and TDOA to calculate the 

position of a tag [21]. Therefore, the time between the different anchors has to be configured, which can be done 

by a timing cable between the anchors [22]. The system is able to cover a large area and can locate many tags 

because they can be measured individually and do not interfere with one another. The compact tag of Ubisense™ 

is the smallest compared to the other systems and has a long life battery, which has a positive effect on the 

intrusiveness for the residents. Eliko™ offers an indoor localisation system which is based on TWR, with the 

advantage that no time synchronisation is needed. Hence, multiple tags have to be located sequentially to prevent 

interference between the different tags. The tags of Eliko™ are larger with a rechargeable battery, but are still 

portable for users [23]. Open RTLS provides real-time location and can be synchronized for TDOA or TWR, in 

case of TDOA there is a wireless synchronisation. The tags of open RTLS™ are comparable with those from 

Eliko™. Pozyx™ is a commercially available system which offers an indoor localisation and motion sensing 

system (accelerometer, gyroscope, magnetometer, pressure sensor) which works according to TWR. Tags have to 

be managed by a master which also gathers and saves all the collected data. These tags are compatible with the 
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System 

Ubisense™ Tracking 15cm 15cm Unlimited Coordinates >1000 Location 

38x39mm, 

25g (incl. 

battery) 

Tags, 

anchors, 

timing 

cable  

10’ High  
AOA + 

TDOA 

Eliko™ Tracking 30cm 30cm scalable Coordinates 
10 (4Hz), 40 

(1Hz) 
Location 

85x55x18mm, 

54g  (incl. 

battery) 

Tags, 

anchors, 

master 

30’ 
Medium 

(±€1800) 
TWR 

Open 

Rtls™ 
Tracking 30cm 30cm Scalable Coordinates >1000 Location 

75x50x17mm 

(incl. battery) 

Tags, 

anchors 
/ Medium 

TDOA, 

TWR 

Pozyx™ Tracking 10cm 30cm 
Max 16 

anchors 

Coordinates, 

Free 

platform 

Frequency/tags Location 

60x53 mm, 

14g (excl. 

battery) 

58x70x33mm 

(incl. battery, 

self-made) 

Tags, 

anchors, 

master 

tag 

30’ 
Low 

(±€600) 
TWR 
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open Arduino platform which make it able to collect raw data [24]. Pozyx™ offers a development kit without a 

case or battery and the kit cannot be handed over to the residents directly. The Pozyx™ system is used in the 

research project to monitor the circulation patterns of residents throughout the dwelling because of its open 

platform, development possibilities and its low cost. Practical implications and some preliminary results are shown 

in the next paragraph.  

Spatial use monitoring in a dwelling using Pozyx™  

To gain insights into the spatial use within rooms in Flemish dwellings and their seasonal variations, spatial use 

patterns, actions of residents and the indoor climate in the dwelling are monitored for nine consecutive days in 

each season. Pozyx™ is used as indoor localisation system. It consists of minimum four anchors (Figure 2left) for 

three-dimensional positioning (lateration), one tag (Figure 2middle) for each resident and one master (Figure 2right) 

to control and readout the data of the tags carried by the residents. The master will send a signal sequentially to 

one of the tags carried by the residents. Where after, the resident’s tag sends a signal with a time stamp to the 

anchors that send the signal back to the resident’s tag (principle of two-way ranging). The resident’s tag calculates 

its position and sends it to the master tag [24] which saves it on an SD-card. After this cycle, the master sends a 

signal to the next resident’s tag, and this process is repeated continuously during the whole monitoring period 

when the residents are at home and awake. The number of anchors depends on the design and structure of the 

dwelling. Therefore, the accuracy has to be tested during each set up. Generally, four anchors are needed for each 

floor level but the presence of obstacles (walls) can result in the need for more anchors to obtain the same accuracy. 

The location of the anchors can be gathered by the anchors themselves or need to be measured manually and loaded 

into the program. Pozyx™ offers a development kit without standard battery, on-off switch or case. For carrying 

the tags, a case has been designed with the Pozyx tag, a 3700 mAh battery and a charger to charge the battery and 

to switch the tag on and off. According to the technical description, the tags should use 200mA which leads to a 

theoretical autonomy of 18,5 hours. Due to the conversion of 3.7V to 5V, a reduced autonomy of 12-14 hours is 

mostly obtained. 

 

Figure 2: modules to locate multiple persons: anchor (left), tag (middle), mastertag (right) 

One way to present the gathered data of the localisation system is as a heat map (Figure 3), which visualises the 

use intensity of places by a resident during the monitoring period. The figure shows that some areas are only 

partially used while others are not used at all. This heat map does not make a distinction between use patterns 

where the residents have been staying on one place or when they are just passing multiple times at a certain spot. 

To discover the difference between those, more research on ‘stops’, i.e. places where residents stay for a longer 

time, has to be done. Additionally, circulation patterns which visualize the effective walking line can be derived. 

Figure 4 shows the circulation pattern of one resident during a time frame of 23 minutes while coming home. The 

resident starts his tag at the door, passes the dining table, where after he goes to the kitchen, stay for a relatively 

long time at the extra work table and then goes upstairs for a couple of minutes. This figure shows where the 

residents has walked as well as where the resident has stayed for some minutes e.g. the work table and kitchen 

table.  
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Figure 3: heat map of spatial use of one resident    Figure 4:Circulation pattern of one resident during 23’ 

Conclusion 

Many techniques can be used for occupancy sensing and can be used in a lot of research areas. However, for 

monitoring detailed spatial use patterns within rooms in dwellings, a more advanced monitoring technique is 

needed because most detection systems give only insights in the occupancy of a room as a whole. A literature 

review has shown that ultra-wideband has the most potential for accurate indoor positioning in dwellings. 

Characteristics of UWB, such as large bandwidth and short pulses, makes it able to penetrate obstructions, such as 

walls, more easily and therefore UWB is more suitable for complex indoor environments. UWB-based systems 

mostly use time measurements to calculate the location of a tag. When Two-Way Ranging is used, no time 

synchronisation is needed. Comparison of four ultra-wideband indoor positioning systems showed that they all 

meet the requirements and they all are highly accurate. For a research project on spatial use patterns in dwellings, 

the indoor localisation system Pozyx™ is used and some preliminary results are presented as a heat map and as a 

circulation pattern. In further research, a distinction between movements and stops will be made to get better 

insights into the areas where the residents are staying for a longer time instead of areas where residents pass 

multiple times.  

Ethical statement 

The case study has been submitted to the ethical committee of Hasselt University. Before the residents take part 

in the research, they are informed about the complete research process and about their right to stop their 

participation at any time. Each resident signs a document which guarantees that all the data will be processed 

confidentially and gives permission to use floorplans and pictures for the analysis and to publish results of the 

analysis.  
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With the explosion of technology platforms that track behavior, there is a growing emphasis on those platforms 

that feed-back to the ‘user’ (either immediately or after a delay) traces of their own activity. Confronting someone 

with video presentations of their own activity [1] emerged as an explicit autoconfrontation methodology in the 

ethnographic toolkit in the 1990s and continues to evolve [2]. Based on literature review and ongoing research and 

innovation projects, this oral presentation addresses two recent issues related to the application of self-

confrontation methods: firstly, use of novel sensor networks, which are able to capture multiple modalities, and, 

secondly, the development of autonomous transportation systems through the use of this data that has been 

considered and used in self-confrontation sessions. 

Based on the existing literature, two distinctive opportunities describe self-confrontation in contrast to usual recall-

based data-collection methods: Firstly, the user is to be confronted with aspects of the activity that they do not 

remember or did not attend to at the time. The other opportunity is the so-called ‘hyper recall’ that sometimes 

ensues when aspects of activity are presented - users are able to recall and reflect on more than is recorded in the 

data. Third possibility, emphasized and discussed by us, is in presentation and dialogue regarding data on sensor-

based modalities and regarding initial research findings made by the researchers. Self-confrontation facilities the 

reduction of the boundary between the study subject and researcher, that is, hypotheses on the metrics on the study 

subject’s behavior can be generated and considered collaboratively. 

Our past and current use cases come from two domains: surgical robotics [e.g, 4] as well as development of 

intelligent driver support [e.g., 3] and vehicle autonomy systems. We demonstrate this methodology in (1) the 

‘pre-design’ phase, where it supports task analysis and the discovery phase of user-experience research, and (2) 

the ‘validation / calibration of behavioral metrics’ phase in simulated or prototype-testing environments - exposing 

mismatches between user-experience and automated or autonomous technology behavior. Recent work on 

autonomous vehicles (cars and ships) points to the value of this method in (3) the ‘training/coaching and behavior 

change’ phase that current ADAS (Advanced Driver Assistance Systems) design aspires to. 
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Introduction  

There has been limited research on the workload of maritime operators, although the concept of mental workload 

(MW) is one of most widely used concepts in human factors. Understanding how MW influences performance is 

vital for system and maritime operation design, especially during the introduction of new technologies on board 

ships that potentially change the cognitive demands of operators. 

The aim of this study was to investigate the applicability, sensitivity and selectivity of mental workload indices in 

a maritime simulator environment. This study focuses on measurement of mental workload of tugboat captains. 

Tugboat captains experience varying levels of mental workload, because of diversity in manoeuvres as well as 

changing environmental circumstances. Therefore, tugboat captains are an interesting group for studies on mental 

workload. 

Study design  

To assess the tug captain’s mental workload two scenarios were designed. The first scenario is a racecourse, see 

Table 1, and the second scenario a hoisting operation, see Table 2. The racecourse consists of six common 

manoeuvres, which the tug captain had to complete under time pressure. Each tug captain performed the 

manoeuvres in the same order and had to sail to the next manoeuvre after finishing one. The racecourse was 

developed to induce low (sailing between the manoeuvres), medium and high mental workload (the manoeuvres) 

by changing the task load. These form three difficulty levels. For the development and classification of the 

manoeuvres, tugboat experts underwent and assessed the manoeuvres in a preliminary study. The second scenario 

is a maritime hoisting operation where the tugboat captain has to pick up personnel in a basket that was being 

lowered from a crane on an offshore platform. Two environmental conditions were created, the first condition 

without waves and wind (medium task load) and the second condition with increased waves and wind (high task 

load). The tug captains had to keep position in order to receive the basket with personnel. Sailing to and from the 

crane were seen as phases with low task load. The two environmental conditions were performed one after each 

other, including sailing back and forth to the starting point with and without waves and wind. 

The scenarios were performed by the tugboat captains in a tug simulator at the Maritime Research Institute 

Netherlands (MARIN). MARIN is the largest independent maritime research institute in the world, with several 

advanced test facilities and simulators. The tug simulator included all relevant instruments, displays and controls 

to simulate a tug bridge. To this extent, a database was prepared including visual guidance for the human operator. 
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Participants  

Twenty tugboat captains participated in this study. Two groups were created, a low experience group (about 5 

years of experience) containing eight tugboat captains (µ = 37, SD = 9), and a high experience group (about 36 

years of experience) with twelve tugboat captains (µ = 58, SD = 6). They all filled in an informed consent (IC) 

document. The research was approved by the ethical commission of the University of Twente in the Netherlands. 

All tug captains received financial compensation for their participation.  

Materials and methods  

Mental workload was measured using three categories of measurement instruments. Task performance (primary 

& secondary), subjective reports (e.g., surveys), and physiological measures.  

Primary performance. The primary tasks performance criteria are unique in this study. Several parameters were 

selected for primary performance for specific manoeuvres. In the racecourse scenario zigzag manoeuvres in 

between buoys were conducted and an ideal line was calculated. This ideal racing line was calculated based on the 

derived track of the five fastest captains (without hitting the buoys). The cross track error (difference between ideal 

and realized track) served as primary task performance parameter. A lower standard deviation indicated a higher 

performance. For the hoisting scenario the mean distance to the basket with the personnel was calculated and 

served as primary task performance parameter.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

Table 1. Manoeuvre description of the racecourse scenario 

Manoeuvre Description Expected task load 

AB Sailing A to B Low 

B Zigzag Medium 

BC Sailing B to C  Low 

C Moor at the quay frontally, depart backwards. Medium 

CD Sailing C to D Low 

D Pivot around the buoy. Medium 

DE Sailing D to E Low 

E Zigzag backwards High 

EF Sailing E to F Low 

F Zigzag backwards, smaller distance between buoys. High 

FG Sailing F to G Low 

G Navigate backwards into starting position, after the 

notification that starboard engine has failed. 

High 

Table 2. Chronological order of the hoisting scenario 

Manoeuvre Description Expected task load 

 From starting point towards the 

easy manoeuvre  
Low 

Hoisting in calm weather Picking up personnel from the 

basket without any sea or swell 

Medium 

 Navigating back to starting 

position 

Low 

Hoisting in heavy weather Picking up personnel from the 

basket with increased sea and swell 

Hard 

 Navigating back to starting 

position 

Low 
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Secondary task. The peripheral detection task (PDT) was used as secondary task in order to measure mental spare 

capacity as indication for the mental workload. The PDT device consists of a head mounted LED that emit a signal 

every 3-5 seconds to which the operator has to respond. The operator has to press the switch as quickly as possible, 

a reaction time of more than two seconds is deemed as a miss. The data was processed with R Studio, and averaged 

per manoeuvre for hit rate (%) and reaction time (ms). If visual demands of the primary task are high, PDT has 

proved to be a sensitive indicator of mental workload for car drivers and cyclists [1,2]. A more demanding primary 

task results in increased reaction time and more missed cues. The visual demands of a tugboat captain while 

manoeuvring in and near a port or while he is navigating close to an offshore platform are taxed heavily. The PDT 

(equipment shown in Figure 1) was therefore seen as a fitting measure of secondary performance.  

The NASA-TLX and the Rating Scale Mental Effort (RSME) were selected as subjective self-assessment surveys. 

The NASA-TLX is a multidimensional self-assessment scale, which is used and has been validated in various 

domains, including the maritime industry [3,4]. An average of the subscales (mental demand, physical demand, 

temporal demand, performance, effort, and frustration) reflects an integrated measure of overall workload. The 

RSME is a unidimensional self-assessment survey recorded with by pen and paper during the run. The RSME 

contains a fifteen centimetre vertical line, is scored from 0 to 150, and has descriptions on non-equidistant intervals 

(i.e . Zijlstra [5]). The NASA-TLX was recorded after every run with pen and paper. An unweighted score was 

calculated. The RSME was administered in both scenarios.  

Four physiological indices of mental workload were selected for this study: 

1. Pupil dilation 

2. Functional near infrared spectroscopy (FNIRS) 

3. Electrodermal activity (EDA) 

4. Electrocardiography (ECG). 

 

Pupil dilation When the lighting of the environment stays constant, pupil size varies in a systematic manner with 

respect to physiological and psychological parameters [6]. This variation can be attributed to a change in cognitive 

demands [6]. A mobile eye tracker from SMI was used to measure pupil dilation. The glasses of the mobile eye 

tracking system had two small cameras mounted on the inside of the frame. These cameras recorded the pupil size. 

The collected data was post-processed using SMI’s BeGaze software. From BeGaze, a text file was extracted that 

included a list of the pupil size as a function of time. The pupil dilation was collected with a frequency of 60 Hz. 

The pupil dilation data was averaged per manoeuvre. 

Functional near-infrared spectroscopy (FNIRS). FNIRS utilizes certain wavelengths of light to measure the 

oxygenated and deoxygenated haemoglobin in the prefrontal cortex (PFC), which is related to the blood oxygen 

level dependent contrast, which is also applied in functional magnetic resolution imaging [7]. An increase in blood 

oxygen levels in the prefrontal cortex can be related to activation of the working memory and mental workload 

[6]. FNIRS is safe to use for an operator, relatively cheap, and simple to administer [8].  

The FNIRS 100A-W hardware from Biopac was selected for this study. The data was collected using four light 

sensors. In between the sensors, a LED emitted light to assist the sensors while recording the signal. The sensors 

were attached just above the eyes of the operator. The wires that originate from the sensors led back to a recording 

network device which, in turn, had a wireless connection with a dedicated server.  

Before the collection of the data started, a baseline was established, which took no more than five seconds. After 
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collecting the data it was post-processed. Three filters were applied to minimize the noise in the signal. The first 

filter minimized ambient noise that was left in the signal. The second filter was a finite impulse response (FIR) 

filter which minimized undesirable frequencies in the signal. The last filter minimized the amount of artefacts (e.g., 

unwanted movement of the sensor). After filtering, the average oxygenation could be calculated (de-oxygenated 

haemoglobin subtracted from oxygenated haemoglobin). 

Electrodermal activity (EDA), which indicates the level of transpiration. The sweat glands are under control of 

the sympathetic autonomic nervous system (SANS). The electrodermal activity gives an indication of arousal and 

stress [9]. Mental workload is related to a decline in parasympathetic autonomic nervous system (PANS), and an 

activation of the (SANS) [10]. The EDA was measured with the Biopac EDA100C. This wireless device can be 

attached to a subject’s wrist. Two electrodes are connected to the palm of the tugboat captain. The wireless 

transmitter sends the data to a dedicated server. The device was calibrated before the data collection started. The 

mean amplitude  of the skin conductance response (SCR) prior the manoeuvre, was subtracted from the mean 

amplitude of the SCR measured during the manoeuvre. 

Electrocardiography (ECG). Mental workload is related to arousal, and neural activity is preceded by an increase 

in metabolic demand, which might be the cause of an increased heart rate [11]. Heart rate variability (HRV) 

decreases with an increase of mental workload [11]. Heart activity with low frequencies (LF=0.05-0.15 Hz) reflects 

sympathetic activity with vagal modulation, whereas higher frequencies (HF=0.16-0.40 Hz) reflects 

parasympathetic activity [14]. An increase in the LF/HF ratio therefore might indicate an increase in workload of 

the tugboat captain [11]. The ECG data was collected using the Biopac ECG100C. A wireless device was attached 

to the abdomen of the tugboat captain with a Velcro band, this device administers the ECG and sends the data to 

a dedicated server. Three electrodes were placed on the tugboat captain. The first electrode on the right collarbone, 

the second electrode beneath the lowest rib on the right side, and the third electrode on the lowest rib on the left 

side. The electrodes were taped off to minimize the noise in the signal. The data was post processed with Biopac’s 

AcqKnowledge software. Three parameters from the ECG were used for further analysis, namely the R-R peak 

interval (RRI), the ratio of LF HRV to HF HRV, and the root of the mean square difference of successive R-R 

intervals (RMSSD). 

Procedure 

Before the experiments, the participants filled in a demographic form. The experiments were explained to the 

tugboat captains. The physiological sensors were attached and subsequently the recording quality was checked. 

Tugboat captains were reminded of the objectives of the scenario. They familiarized themselves with the simulator, 

before performing the racecourse scenario. During each manoeuvre the RSME was conducted. Performance and 

physiological data were collected continuously during the run of the scenarios. At the end of the run the NASA-

TLX was conducted. After completing the racecourse scenario the tugboat captains had a break. After the break 

the tugboat captains were interviewed about their experience with the simulator and the workload indices that were 

used. After the racecourse scenario the hoisting scenario was conducted according to the same procedure. Each 

experiment lasted approximately four hours for each tugboat captain. 
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Data analysis  

Sensitivity of the workload indices was investigated with a repeated measures analysis of variance. The difficulty 

level functioned as within-subject factor, and tugboat experience (low and high) was the between-subjects factor. 

Simple contrasts were used. Post hoc tests were performed with the Bonferonni correction.  

The inter-correlations were calculated with Pearson’s correlation coefficient.  

 

Results 

The instruments were tested for sensitivity with analysis of variance and selectivity by calculating the inter-

correlations. Sensitivity testing for the primary performance parameters are described for their respective 

manoeuvres. The rest of the instruments were tested between the three difficulty levels (low, medium and high). 

Additionally, each specific manoeuvre (medium or high task load) was compared to low task load (set as baseline). 

A difficulty level is a grouping of manoeuvres with supposedly the same difficulty level. If the task load changes 

induced by the design of the scenario the indices should respond accordingly. Secondly, for the selectivity the 

inter-correlations were calculated with the data of the entire scenario (e.g., hoisting or racecourse), and per 

difficulty level within a scenario (e.g., low, medium, and hard difficulty) and per manoeuvre (B, C, D, E, F, & G). 

If there is a general mental workload response, the indices should correlate. 

Data was missing because of malfunctioning or cumbersome software and hardware. One third of the data from 

the FNIRS, eye tracker, EDA, and ECG could not be retrieved. The collection of the data from the eye tracker 

could not be checked if it was functioning correctly during an experiment, which caused some of the missing data. 

The FNIRS, EDA, and ECG electrodes sometimes let loose, which caused additional loss of data. 

Sensitivity results:  

Primary performance. The frequency of the propeller use increased significantly from manoeuvre B to E, no 

other differences were found. Results for the hoisting scenario revealed no statistical significant difference for the 

used parameter: between the distance to the basket of the easy and hard phase in the hoisting operation.  

Secondary performance. For the PDT hit rate significant results were found between each difficulty level in the 

racecourse scenario, where the higher difficulty level generates a lower hit rate. No significant differences were 

found for the PDT reaction time, or between-subjects and interaction effects. The PDT hit rate showed significant 

differences between the low task load and each manoeuvre , except for manoeuvre B. There were no statistically 

significant results for the PDT measurement in the hoisting operation. 

Subjective reports. No statistically significant results were found for the NASA-TLX, for both scenarios. For the 

RSME statistical significant results were found between each difficulty level in the racecourse scenario, with a 

positive correlation between difficulty level and RMSE score. No between-subjects or interaction effects were 

found. Same results were found for manoeuvre level, except for the mean of manoeuvre C, which did not 

significantly differ from the low task load. Statistical significant results for the RSME in the hoisting operation 

were found, where a higher difficulty resulted in a higher score. 

Physiological measures: 

 No statistically significant results were found for the pupil dilation between each difficulty or 

manoeuvre and the low task load within the racecourse scenario. There were also no statistically 

significant results for each difficulty level in the hoisting scenario. 

 For FNIRS measurements during the racecourse, the mean oxygen level of hard difficulty level 

significantly increased compared with medium difficulty level. No significant effects were found on 

the manoeuvre level. In the hoisting scenario a significant effect was found between the means of the 

low phase and medium phase, where the low phase showed more oxygenation. A significant reverse 

effect was found between the medium and hard phase of the hoisting scenario. 

 The EDA measure did not show any significant results on difficulty level during the racecourse 

scenario, however the low task load showed significantly lower EDA compared to manoeuvre B and 

C. No significant results were found for the hoisting scenario. 

 The RRI of the ECG showed significant results between the difficulty levels of the racecourse 

scenario, where an increase in difficulty resulted in an increase in RRI. Furthermore, manoeuvre E, 
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F, and G showed a higher RRI than B, C, and D, as expected. No significant results were found for 

the hoisting scenario. 

 For RMSSD of the ECG no significant results were found on difficulty level for the racetrack 

scenario. On manoeuvre level, the RMSSD was significant lower for manoeuvre D compared to the 

baseline. No significant results were found for the hoisting operation. 

 No significant results on difficulty and manoeuvre level were found for the LF/HF ratio of HRV for 

the racecourse and hoisting scenario. 

Inter-correlations of mental workload indices: Tables for both scenarios of the inter-correlations for mental 

workload indices can be found in Appendix A. The top half of the tables are the correlations over the entire 

scenario, while the bottom half of the tables represents the three difficulty levels (low task load first, then medium 

and hard). A brief overview of the inter-correlations is described. Some indices are correlated, but the results are 

fractured.  

For the racecourse scenario, PDT hit rate and PDT reaction time significant correlate during the whole racecourse 

scenario, between the difficulty levels and between four manoeuvres (low task load, B, D, G). The results show 

that an increase in reaction time relates to a decrease in hit rate. Of all the correlated indices, the PDT is often the 

common denominator. The PDT reaction time and hit rate correlates with oxygenation (on medium difficultly 

level and manoeuvre B). When oxygenation decreases, reaction times increase. The reaction time also correlates 

with RRI and RMSSD, both on the low (baseline) and medium difficulty level. Both indices have a negative 

correlation with reaction time, when RRI or RMSSD decreases, the reaction time increases. The PDT reaction time 

also has a positive correlation with EDA. Other indices such as EDA show a high negative correlation with pupil 

diameter (manoeuvre F). EDA also correlates negatively with RRI and RMSSD exclusive for high difficulty level. 

The LF/HF correlates negatively with RMSSD for all difficulty levels, but not for the individual manoeuvres. For 

the hoisting scenario, the PDT reaction time correlates negatively with pupil diameter, contrary to expectations. 

The PDT hit rate correlates negatively with RRI and RMSSD. The correlation between the hit rate and the RRI 

was according to expectations, the correlation between the hit rate and RMSSD contrary to expectations. All the 

significant correlations in the hoisting operation were found in the low task load level, the expected low task load.  

 Discussion 

In this study several mental workload instruments were applied and combined with primary task performance 

criteria for specific scenarios. The instruments were tested for sensitivity, selectivity, and practicality. For the 

racecourse scenario, sensitivity was tested by comparing the means of three task difficulties (low, medium and 

high) within groups and between groups (two groups of experience, low and high). The same procedure was 

performed for the hoisting operation, for a high and medium task load condition (with and without wind and wave 

excitation on the tug). The selectivity was tested with analyses of the inter-correlations of the used workload 

indices. Finally, the practicality of the instruments were evaluated based on the entire procedure. 

 

Sensitivity: Most workload indices proved not to be sensitive to the maritime scenarios as set-up in this study. 

Small effect sizes were found for all primary task performance parameters indicating that the task load differed 

are in line of the expected task load. The RSME was sensitive to the different difficulty levels, for both the 

racecourse and the hoisting scenario. The physiological instruments showed little sensitivity to the three 

manoeuvre difficulty levels of the racecourse scenario. The RRI of the ECG showed significant results between 

the difficulty levels of the racecourse scenario, where an increase in difficulty resulted in an increase in RRI, which 

can be explained by tugboat captains standing instead of sitting in a chair in the higher difficulty levels manoeuvres. 

Additionally, RMSSD was only significantly lower for manoeuvre D (Pivot around the buoy) compared to low 

difficulty level, indicating a higher mental workload. A higher HRV (indexed with RMSSD), is an indicator for 

lower mental workload. The oxygenation, pupil dilation, EDA & ECG lacked statistical power due to missing data 

and due a low number of participants in this study. In total 20 tugboat captains participated and were divided in 

two groups, 8 novices and 12 experts. The variance between and within the groups due to experience or 

physiological differences could have masked the effects on the used measurements. The racecourse manoeuvres 

all differed in design and therefore resulting in a high amount of factors that increased the variability. The higher 
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variability could have induced more diversity in the output of the used measurements and therefore missing the 

intended contrast of the manoeuvres.  

Selectivity: Only the PDT and the ECG – heart rate showed significant results between the means of the three 

manoeuvre difficulty levels, which is in line with expectations. The selectivity of the workload indices were mixed 

with a low number of significant correlations. The lack of significant results on and inter-correlations may be 

partly explained by missing data or lack of contrast induced by the manoeuvre difficulty levels.  

Practical points: The simulator data was logged using a dedicated server and the output files were analyzed using 

Matlab. The PDT was easy to use, but required significant post-processing in order to derive the actual hit rates 

and reaction times per manoeuvre. The switch of the PDT that had to be pressed to confirm that the tug captain 

observed the signal was operated with a switch on the tug captains left or right hand. This was sometimes hard to 

use, because the controls of the tugboat required both hands intensively.  

The RSME was easy to administer. We conducted the RSME with pen and paper, but an app could enhance the 

practicality of administration. We choose to not create a weighted NASA-TLX, in order to save time during the 

evaluation procedure after the manoeuvres. In hindsight, it might have been better to use a weighted NASA-TLX, 

because of the differences in the scenarios. The racecourse scenario came with the instruction to complete the 

course as quickly as possible, while the hoisting scenario did not. The ECG & EDA apparatus was easy to use and 

analyze, but a disadvantage of the EDA was that it had to be measured on the palm of the hand, which 

coincidentally just like the PDT, could become cumbersome for the operator. A point of concern with the ECG 

was that the signal was noisy (with artefacts) for tugboat captains with a higher body mass when they moved. The 

artefacts were minimized by taping off the electrodes, in order to prevent movement of the wiring. The setup of 

the fNIRS apparatus took approximately five minutes. This is short compared to setting up an 

electroencephalography, which can take up to an hour to set up. There were some problems with environmental 

light causing noise in the signal. The software that was used to log the data (CobiSTUDIO) did not give any 

warnings if the data collection did not start properly.  

The software for the post processing part (Fnirsoft) worked satisfactory. The eye-tracker system did not allow to 

continuously check if the data was collected. The mobile phone on which the software for the data collection ran, 

became increasingly hot after prolonged use in time. Batteries of the mobile phone had to be changed about every 

hour, which was impractical because some of the experiments lasted longer than an hour. The post-processing of 

the data required significant processing power, and took over 48 hours of continuous processing. Aside from those 

points, the software worked in accordance with expectations. 

 

Conclusions:  

Most importantly, the lack of results on sensitivity and selectivity could be the result of analysing data on 

manoeuvre level and not within a manoeuvre on a continuous timescale. By using means of all the indices on 

manoeuvre level, valuable data could have been missed. The results suggest that the used manoeuvres are not 

providing sufficient contrast. However the results of the RSME did reflect the predicted contrast, namely a higher 

RMSE score for the higher task load manoeuvres. The hoisting procedures did not provide the intended contrast 

of the two conditions (medium and high difficulty), which could be attributed to an inadequate procedure. The 

time for keeping the tugboat in position differed and therefore changing the conditions for each tugboat captain 

and in consequence changing the difficulty. The lack of significant outcomes could also result from a low number 

of participants. The PDT and RSME proved to be most valuable in this study, these instruments are reliable and 

relatively easy to use and analyse. The ECG – RMSSD could be useful to measure suppression of the PANS and 

therefore indicating a higher mental workload. Other measurements methods proved not to be useful to measure 

mental workload in this study. For this study the data was analysed with parameter means over manoeuvres, 

however for an inspection of effects within manoeuvres it is advised to analyse the data on a continuous time scale. 
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Analysis of monkey group behavior reveals “cheating” 
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The law of the jungle plays a crucial role for subject survival. Food-taking sequences are dominated by 

social hierarchies based on relativly stable social relationships in a monkey colony. Shively reported that the 

social hierarchy is linearly in non-human primate communities. Namely, the stronger individuals, who can 

protect the group members, infants and weak ones, will enjoy the priority to take the food. Therefore, the food 

taking sequence is a good indicator to reflect the subject’s social rank in a house feeding community.  However, 

with traditional observation methodology, it is hard to record the food taking sequence in a group. 

Objective: Identification and quantification of “cheating” behavior in macaque social hierarchy 

 

Methods: We employed the focal observation method in a monkey group and recorded the video of group 

behaviors via high solution SONY DV in the Sichuan Meishan Monkey Base (License: SC 2012-0038) from 

Nov 2016 to May 2017.With these recordings, we then used the Noldus 10.0 XT to analyze the behaviors of 

individual monkeys in the group.  Specifically, we marked the food take sequence of each subject manually.   

 

Results: Food taking sequences are stable in a population. An interesting finding was that the subject adopts 

smart strategies to jump to the previously stable feeding sequence via a sexual exchange with the dominant 

monkey. As a result, the individual takes food as higher-class members do. Smart “cheating” helps the weaker 

subjects to survive, thus circumventing the “law of the jungle”.  

To understand the social roles played by individual subjects in the social hierarchy, it is necessary to 

distinguish their rank, specifically during the feeding period, i.e., which animal presented more submission and 

more aggressive behaviors respectively, as we have described in our previously research.  

 
      The dominant male monkey and higher ranking ones were had priority in taking the season fruit melon (see 

Fig A, upper left) with red and blue cycle marker. During this sequence, the target subject climbed down from 

the window and walked around the food disk (see Fig B with green cycle marker). This target subject seems to 

make eye contact with the dominant male monkey. As an agreement was approached, the dominant male 

monkey walked to the target subject and copulated with her (see Fig C red and green cycle marker). The target 

subject made a sharp call, as if she were saying “It’s my turn” when copulation terminated (see Fig D). After this 

occurred, the target subject walked to the food disk and enjoy the food with higher rank ones peacefully. 
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The Movement Ecology of Seabirds revealed with Unsupervised Behavioural 

Clustering 
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Movement and behaviour of wild animals is attracting an increasing attention, from ecology and evolution to 

conservation and management fields. Technological advances in the field of biologging have led to an increase in 

types of devices to remotely monitor movement and behaviour of wild animals (e.g. GPS loggers, accelerometers, 

depth recorders, etc.) [1]. These devices can automatically record huge amounts of data over long periods and 

provide essential data to understand how the underlying motor system organization relates to the environment, a 

major goal in movement ecology. However, subsequent behavioural annotation of time-series usually requires an 

expert supervision, which is often overwhelming and may also bring some subjectivity to the analysis. To 

overcome these limitations, we can currently apply different automated machine learning algorithms on single- or 

multi-sensor data [2]. Automated approaches to behavioural annotation are particularly useful in organisms such 

as pelagic seabirds, which are highly mobile marine top-predators out of the human’s sight for most of their live. 

To study their movement ecology and behaviour, geolocation-immersion loggers have been widely used. After 20 

years since its advent, these loggers still remain as the most cost-effective tracking method and the unique sensors 

capable to record annual movements of pelagic seabirds while ensuring the welfare of tagged individuals. In 

addition to the positional data (2 low-resolution spatial locations per day), geolocation-immersion loggers also 

provide high-resolution (3s) wet-dry conductivity data, from which we can potentially infer year-round behaviour 

of seabirds at sea. However, this data has been typically used by calculating aggregated activity budgets (i.e. 

through averaging per unit of time -hour, day, month, etc.-), disregarding potentially valuable information 

contained within its inherent temporal structure that can be used for behavioural annotation. Either alone or 

combined with GPS devices, the structure of wet-dry temporal correlations (i.e. landings, take-offs, sit-and-wait 

foraging, drifting on water) of the immersion data can be directly used for behavioural annotation or to improve 

GPS-driven behavioural annotation. Here we present a new methodological approach where high-resolution wet-

dry data is used as the key segmentation variable to identify behaviours. The approach is grounded on the t-

Distributed Stochastic Neighbour Embedding (t-SNE) [3], a machine learning algorithm recently used for 

unsupervised behavioural clustering [4][5][6], but adapted to a new big data protocol (Garriga et al. in prep). As a 

proof of concept, we applied our approach on a small dataset, composed of 20 long foraging trips (duration ranged 

from 7 to 17 days) of a highly mobile pelagic seabird species, the Cory’s shearwater, tracked simultaneously with 

5 min resolution GPS loggers and high-resolution geolocation-immersion loggers. We applied a breakpoint 

algorithm on a cumulative sum of binary wet-dry (immersion) data series (wet 1, dry -1) to segment the trajectory 

and obtained various activity metrics, together with average velocities, turns and directional persistence at the 

segment level from GPS data. We ended up with high dimensional dataset involving 11 variables and 1953 data 

points. This analysis allowed us to identify elementary behavioural modes (movement clusters) (Fig. 1). We 

explored the sequences and structure of the behavioural clusters under different contexts, and related them to 

changes in environmental conditions in order to validate and interpret each cluster. Our classification can be used 

to dissect changes in movement patterns underlying different environmental contexts. We also show that 

geolocation-immersion loggers alone (without any GPS data association) collect relevant enough information to 

depict most of the behavioural landscape and clustering. This result may provide the required step for extending 

segmentation analyses and unsupervised clustering to year-round trips, opening new avenues to understand 

behavioural patterns over the entire annual cycle of marine species spending most of their lives out of the human’s 

sight. 

mailto:jgsolis@ub.edu
mailto:fbartu@ceab.csic.es
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Figure 1:  Movement behavioural landscape of Cory’s Shearwater. A multi-dimensional dataset which consisted 

of 11 wet-dry derived metrics and 1953 data segments extracted from 20 foraging trips was used as an input to an 

adapted t-SNE algorithm. The bottom layer represents the estimated probability density function of all segments 

reduced to two dimensions (x, y) through t-SNE. The top layer shows behavioural clusters resulting  from 

unsupervised clustering method (each point represents one segment and behavioural clusters are represented by a 

different colours).  

Ethical statement 

Model species for this study was Cory’s Shearwater Calonectris borealis. All fieldwork was conducted in the 

Southwest of Gran Canaria, Canary Islands, Spain (27° 50’ 29” N, 15° 47’ 29” W) during July 2011 under licence 

to carry out research with this species approved by the regional committee for scientific capture (Consejería de 

Medio Ambiente del Cabildo de Gran Canaria, Canary Is.) and appropriate ringing license from Oficina de 

Especies Migratorias (Ministry for Agriculture, Fishing and the Environment, Spain). All animals were handled 

in strict accordance with guidelines for ethical research and good animal practices as defined by the current 

European legislation and the University of Barcelona Local Ethical Review Procedures. We selected 40 potential 

nests in the incubating period, from which we used 20 for deployment of loggers on parental adults. We equipped 

incubating birds with a GPS logger (Perthold Engineering, Germany) weighting ~ 20 g, previously adapted for 

waterproof with heatshrink tube. These loggers were attached on the birds back with Tesa© tape as commonly 

done in seabird at-sea tracking research projects (i.e. [7]). We also used a 2.4 g light logger geolocator (Biotrack 

Ltd © ) attached with a cable tie to a PVC ring which was deployed on the tarsus of the bird. Body mass of tagged 

birds ranged from 600 to 900 g so both devices amounted to 2.5 - 3.7 % of the birds’ weight (below the deleterious 

recommended threshold of 3-5%; [8][9][10]). Birds were caught during changeover of the incubation bout to avoid 

time the egg being unattended. The data stored in both GPS and geolocator loggers cannot be broadcast, and thus 

the unit must be recovered to retrieve the data. The handling process took less than 15 min for each 

deployment/retrieval to minimize disturbance, and birds were immediately released to the entrance of their nest. 

Any bird was tagged for no more than 17 days and no more than two foraging trips. We measured hatching success 

and adult weight after recovery from nests where devices were deployed (N=25) and compared to other nests not 

used for tracking (N=15), and no differences were found, suggesting there was no significant short-term effects 

on tagged birds. 
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Breed differences and heritability of cat behavior in a large questionnaire sample 
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The large variance in appearance in domestic cats (Felis catus) seen today is the result of thousands of years of 

domestication and dozens of years of intensive breeding [1]. This breeding has led to nearly a hundred recognized 

breeds, each having different characteristics distinguishing them from the other breeds [2]. Besides morphological 

differences, cat owners and breeders also report differences in behavior between the breeds. However, breed 

differences of behavior have been little studied [but see 3-6] and the heritability of feline behavioral traits remains 

unknown. 

To examine the behavioral differences between cat breeds, we used an online feline health and behavior 

questionnaire directed to Finnish cat owners and collected a large (N=5726) survey data of home-living cats. The 

questionnaire was advertized on our web page (www.kissangeenit.fi) and on our Facebook page, and the 

questionnaire was also advertized by breed clubs and breeders. Our questionnaire measured nine different 

behavioral traits: shyness towards strangers; shyness towards novel objects; activity level; contact with people; 

aggressiveness towards strangers; aggressiveness towards family members; aggressiveness towards other cats; 

stereotypic wool-sucking; and stereotypic excessive grooming. Owners could evaluate their cat’s behavior with a 

5-point Likert-type scale, ranging from ‘not at all’ to ‘very much’, except for wool-sucking in which the answering 

options were ‘never’, ‘1-3 times in the cat’s lifetime’, ‘1-12 times per year’, ‘1-4 times per month’, ‘1-3 times per 

week’, ‘daily’, ‘many times per day’, and ‘most of the day’.  Furthermore, we asked whether the owners think 

that their cat has a behavior problem. The owners could answer ‘I don’t know’, ‘no’, ‘yes, self-diagnosed’, or 

‘yes, diagnosed by a veterinarian’. These behavioral traits have been studied before [3-7] and thus were of interest 

to this present study. Furthermore, wool-sucking has been suggested to be more common in Siamese cats [8] but 

this has been little studied. The questionnaire also included several background questions, such as breed, sex, age, 

and weaning age of the cat. 

We analyzed the behavioral differences between cat breeds with multivariate logistic regression models. The best 

models that would include all the important environmental explanatory variables were selected using forward 

stepwise AIC model selection approach. By using this, we could control the effect of environment (e.g. weaning 

age) on behavior. We adjusted all P-values using false discovery rate. In each trait, we grouped cat breeds into 

clusters in which breeds are very similar to each other (P-value > 0.5) but differ from breeds in other clusters (P-

value < 0.05). We calculated the heritability of behavior for two common cat breeds with an animal model based 

on a Markov chain Monte Carlo for generalized mixed models (MCMCglmm in R). We also included sex and 

owner of the cat in the analyses when they were significant predictors of behavior. 

Our results showed that cat breeds differ in all studied behavioral traits. The magnitude of difference between 

breeds differed between the studied behavioral traits, with the highest differences seen in activity level and lowest 

in stereotypic behavior traits. As we controlled for the environmental effects in the analyses, these results indicated 

that behavior is partially genetically inherited. The heritability analyses agreed with this suggestion, as behavioral 

traits showed low to moderate heritabilities. However, due to the small sample size in heritability analyses, the 

confidence intervals are large and thus this requires further research. Our study indicates that cat behavior is 

heritable and genetic inheritance is the cause of breed differences of behavior. These results could hence be used 

as a tool for cat breeding. 
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Rheotaxis is an innate behavior in which animal orients to the direction of water current. Although visual signals 

are the most salient sensory cues, Zebrafish larvae is able to perform this behavior in the absence of visual 

information. We used behavioral data from controlled environment to reveal mechanosensory control of rheotaxis 

in larval zebrafish. Our data suggests that larval zebrafish performs rheotaxis by exploiting inhomogeneities in 

the flow, the most salient of which is radial differences in flow velocity. However, we note that radial velocity 

gradients are insufficient to identify flow direction because the lateral line in the zebrafish larva is a linear sensor-

array that is bilateral-symmetric and whose axis of sensitivity is bidirectional. Our data reveal that during rheotaxis 

larval zebrafish use iterative patterns of yaw movements and discrete swim bouts, during which they capture low-

dimensional snapshots of mechanical cues across the horizontal plane. 
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Eco-HAB is an open source, RFID-based (radio-frequency identification) system for automated measurement and 

analysis of social preference and in-cohort sociability in mice. It was designed to overcome two major problems 

with social tests in rodents - irreproducibility (poor within- and cross-laboratory standardization and 

reproducibility) and high manpower costs of manual testing.  Irreproducibility of conventional behavioral tests 

has been identified as one of the most important threats to science and its public understanding. I case of social 

behavior, even small changes in experimental conditions can produce significant modifications of the behavioral 

outcome. In Eco-HAB, animals live in ethologically relevant mouse group sizes in a spacious apparatus with 

shadowed areas and narrow tunnels, resembling natural burrows.  

The Eco-HAB consists of four housing compartments, occupying four corners of a larger square, bridged by tube-

shaped corridors. These corridors enable mice (cohorts of up to 12 subjects) to travel freely and select preferred 

areas within the available territory. Two chambers on opposite corners of the square offer access to food and water 

(ad libitum), and provide shelter and secluded places where mice can sleep and rest. The two other compartments 

have similar designs, except that they contain no food or water and one of the corners is equipped with an 

impassable, transparent, and perforated partition behind which an olfactory stimulus may be presented. Animals 

are tracked individually by subcutaneously injected microtransponders (125kHz MILFARE glass-covered 

transponders 9.5 mm length, 2.2 mm diameter, RFIP Ltd) that emit a unique 14 digits identification code when 

mice pass under RFID antennas placed on both ends of each corridor. Eco-HAB.rfid software is able to 

simultaneously receive and process transponder codes from up to eight RFID antennas. It is written in Delphi 

programming language and compiled with Borland Delphi 7.0 (Embarcadero Technologies) using ComPort 

Library ver. 4.11. Along with the behavioral assessment system, we designed and created a software package for 

analyzing data collected by Eco-HAB.rfid software written in the Python programming language (Python 2.7 with 

NumPy and SciPy libraries). It consists of functions for loading and merging raw data previously stored on the 

hard drive as well as for converting this data into a series of visits (referred to here as sessions) of each mouse to 

each of the four Eco-HAB compartments. 

As the Eco-HAB is a computer-controlled system, it eliminates human handling and allows for continuous data 

collection lasting for days or even weeks with minimal presence of human observers. Since the position of each 

mouse in an Eco-HAB system can be tracked, a novel in-cohort measure of sociability, based on the tendency of 

mice for spending time together, can be assessed. Compared to manual tests of sociability, our system provides 

more reliable data, faster, and with less manpower for several key behavioral measures [1]. 

Key benefits: 

 The system closely follows murine ethology and natural social behavior. 

 Experimental apparatus closely resembles natural burrows. 

 Requires no contact between a human experimenter and tested animals. 

 Results are obtained faster, with less manpower, and without confounding factors.  

 The developed protocols and standardized behavioral measures demonstrate high reproducibility. 

 The Eco-HAB design is easily scalable, flexible and adaptable for species other than mice. 

 It is a low-cost, open system where design and software is freely available  www.eco-hab.com 

http://www.eco-hab.com/
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Figure 1.  A schematic representation of Eco-HAB system and data processing. Eco-HAB consists of four housing 

compartments (a), tube-shaped inter-territorial passages (b), radio-frequency identification antennas (c), and impassable, 

perforated partitions behind which social and non-social (control) provenance stimuli may be presented (d, red/green dots). 

Food and water is available in housing compartments adjacent to those containing partitions. Eco-HAB is equipped with 

customized electronics and two software packages: Eco-HAB.rfid (for data acquisition and collection) and Eco-HAB.py (for 

filtering corrupted data segments and performing tailored analysis). 
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Introduction 
In recent years, computer-supported gait analysis has proven to be effective for the comprehensive assessment of 

gait changes in rodent models for a range of neurodegenerative and neurological disorders [1], [2].  However, 

proper validation and characterization of individual gait parameters is required for each specific neurological or 

neurodegenerative disorder. Parkinson’s disease (PD) is a neurodegenerative disorder with progressive loss of 

dopaminergic (DA) neurons in the substantia nigra pars compacts (SNc) [3]. The degeneration of nigrostriatal 

innervation of the striatum and the subsequent reduced levels of DA in this area are responsible for the 

manifestation of the characteristic motor symptoms of PD [4]. The 6-hydroxydopamine (6-OHDA) PD model, is 

produced by a unilateral intracerebral injection of the neurotoxin 6-OHDA and therefore dopaminergic cell death 

occurs in the midbrain on one side of the brain only and asymmetric motor symptoms can be elicited [5]. The 

severity of symptoms in the 6-OHDA model depends on the site of injection and the dose of 6-OHDA used. In 

the ‘full lesion’ model or medial forebrain bundle (MFB) model, injections of the toxin into the MFB cause an 

acute and near complete loss of DA neurons in the SNc with significant loss of striatal DA content [6]. However, 

if the toxin is injected into the striatum, it reaches the SNc via retrograde transport along dopaminergic fibres and 

progressive degeneration of dopaminergic neurons can be observed with an overall milder pathology, known as 

the ‘partial lesion’ or ‘striatal lesion’ model [7]. With these established methods, it is often necessary to wait until 

the full extent of DA loss has occurred to observe a functional impairment. It is therefore advantageous to be able 

to identify reliable signs of functional impairment as early after lesioning as possible to allow for the assessment 

of potential therapeutic agents. Notably, gait disturbances have been reported to be the most common motor 

problems in PD patients and present themselves as the most constraining set of symptoms experienced by patients, 

finally depriving patients from most activities of normal daily living [8]. The aim of the present study therefore is 

to describe a proper methodological system to clearly identify which of the numerous gait analysis parameters are 

applicable to the characterization of gait disturbances in early stages of the 6-OHDA lesion rat models of PD. 

 

Material and methods 
Subjects  

Forty-seven adult male Wistar rats (starting weight 250-300 g, 8-11 weeks old; University of Auckland Vernon 

Jansen Animal Resources Unit, Auckland, New Zealand) were used for this experiment. All the experimental 

procedures were in compliance with the NZ Animal Welfare Act (1999) and in accordance with the University of 

Auckland animal ethics approval. Ethical number R001513 and SOP 001344/6. 

Surgical procedure 

Animals were randomly allocated to one of four study groups either receiving a 6-OHDA injection into the 

striatum (Striatal cohort; n = 17), a 6-OHDA injection into the MFB (MFB cohort; n = 15) or a sham treatment 

(Sham striatum cohort; n = 6 and Sham MFB cohort; n= 9).  

CatWalk™ XT gait analysis 

The gait of unforced moving rats was analysed with the CatWalk™ XT system (Noldus Information Technology, 

Wageningen, The Netherlands) as described previously [1]. In an initial training period prior to 6-OHDA 

lesioning, rats were allowed to walk across the 70 cm long glass walkway for as many times as needed, but for a 

minimum of nine runs, in order to learn to walk in a straight line to the goal box positioned at the end of the 

walkway. Once trained, baseline testing followed prior to 6-OHDA lesioning and subsequent, weekly testing 

started 8 days after 6-OHDA lesioning and consisted of a minimum of three uninterrupted crossings (three runs). 

The CatWalk™ XT software was used to analyse runs that had at least three complete step cycles.  
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Gait parameters 

All gait parameters examined in this study with the CatWalk™ XT system and showing significant differences 

are described below. Step cycle, swing phase, stand phase, stride length, print position and cadence have all been 

reported previously to correlate with speed and have thus been normalized before being statistically analysed. 

These parameters were normalized against the average speed of all animals by multiplication of each individual 

value with a normalization factor. The normalization factor F was calculated as follows:  

Fn1,n2,…𝑚1… =
Vn1,n2,…𝑚1…

𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 V
𝑚,𝑛,…

 

 𝐹𝑛1,𝑛2,…𝑚1,…  representing the normalization factor for each test animal at a certain time point n, m, ,…etc. 

𝑉𝑛1,𝑛2,…𝑚1,…  representing the individual speed at which each animal crossed the walkway at a certain time point n, 

m,,…etc. 

𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑉
𝑚,𝑛,…

 representing the average speed calculated for each time point 

By normalizing the above mentioned parameters, we can confirm that reported significant differences are 

independent of the speed of each individual animal.  

General parameters 

For all the analysed parameters, faulty or incomplete step cycles at the start or end of runs were deleted and the 

classification of runs was performed on at least three uninterrupted step cycles. 

Average speed: speed displayed during a recorded run from entering until leaving the walkway  

Proportion of slow moving rats: the percentage of slow moving animals were plotted for each time point and 

treatment group. As discussed by Vlamings and co-workers [1] velocities between 20 and 50 cm/s are considered 

as slow walking. The speed at which an animal walks is very likely an indication of impaired motor abilities. 

Velocities below 20 cm/s are more attributable to explorative behavior, characterized by frequent pauses and 

accompanied by sniffing, thus all animals walking at less than 20cm/sec were excluded from the analysis of 

‘average speed’ and all other speed associated variables [1]. 

Dynamic paw parameters  

Step cycle: describes the time in seconds between two consecutive initial contacts of the same paw with the glass 

floor of the walkway and consists of the stand phase and swing phase:  

1. Stand phase: reflects the duration in seconds of contact of a paw with the glass floor.  

2. Swing phase: expresses the duration in seconds of no contact of a paw with the glass plate. 

Cadence: describes how many steps are taken within one minute. 

Coordination 

Stand index: this is a measure for the speed at which a paw loses contact with the glass plate at the initiation of 

the swing phase.  

Print position: this is the distance in cm between the position of the hind paw and the position of the previously 

placed front paw on the same side of the body (ipsilateral) and in the same step cycle. A positive value of the print 

position indicates that the hind paw is placed behind the front paw. A negative value of the print position indicates 

that the hind paw is placed in front of the front paw.  

Initial dual stance: this is the first time in a step cycle of a front or hind paw that the contralateral front or hind 

paw also makes contact with the glass plate.  

Phase Dispersion: this is a measure of inter-limb coordination and describes the temporal relationship between 

placement of two paws within a step cycle as described by the CatWalk™ XT software. Phase Dispersion is the 

moment of initial contact of a target paw expressed as a percentage of the step cycle time of an anchor paw, and 

is calculated as follows: 

Phase Dispersion [%] =
ICtarget[s] − ICanchor[s]

step cycleanchor[s]
× 100% 

IC describes the initial contact in seconds for either the target or the anchor paw. The anchor paw is always the 

front paw for diagonal phase dispersion (RF-LH or LF-RH).  

Data was analysed with a paired samples t-test within treatment groups for each time point. Before statistical 

analysis was conducted, a Pearson’s correlation analysis was conducted to investigate a possible association of 

the various phase dispersion variables with the average body speed. 

Static parameters 
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Stride length: this is the distance between successive placements of the same paw.  

Print length: this is the length in cm (horizontal direction) of the complete print. The complete print is the sum of 

all contacts with the glass plate.   

Print area: this describes the surface area in cm2 of the complete print.  

Spontaneous forelimb asymmetry test (cylinder test) and drug induced rotations 

The cylinder test and the rotational testing were used to confirm DA cell loss in the SNc.  

Tissue processing and immunohistochemistry 

Once behaviour testing have finished, animals were culled and brain tissue was prepared for 

immunohistochemistry.  

Statistical analysis 

All gait parameters were analysed using CatWalk™ XT software and expressed as mean ± s.e.m. The proportion 

of slow moving rats is expressed as a percentage of the total number of rats in a cohort. Two-way repeated measure 

ANOVA was used for the statistical evaluation of gait changes in the CatWalk™ XT. Influence of time, treatment 

(sham MFB, sham striatal, MFB lesion, and striatal lesion) or time × treatment on the different CatWalk™ XT 

parameters or on the proportional use of the left forelimb was evaluated. For multiple comparisons test, depending 

on whether the Levene’s test was significant (assumption of homogeneity violated) or not significant, the 

Dunnett’s post hoc or Tukey’s post hoc tests were used, respectively for cases where the interaction time × 

treatment effect was significant.  When the interaction was not significant, influence of the treatment factor was 

independently analysed. For the parameter Phase Dispersion a paired-samples t-test was used to analyse pairwise 

differences of diagonal or ipsilateral phase dispersion within each treatment group over time. Statistical 

significance for rotation testing was analysed using one-way ANOVA and group differences were determined by 

the Tukey’s post-hoc test or Dunnett’s post hoc.  

The correlations of the number of neurons with positive immuno-staining for TH with gait parameters in the 

CatWalk™ XT test were evaluated by the Pearson’s product correlation coefficient. Differences in the number 

of TH positive neurons in the substantia nigra for the different treatment groups were analysed using one-way 

ANOVA and Tukey’s pots-hoc test, respectively.  

All statistical tests were performed with SPSS 23.0 statistical software (IBM, Armonk, NY, USA). A p value of 

0.05 or lower was considered statistically significant. No difference was observed for any of the gait parameter 

or behavioral test measures when the MFB and striatal sham lesion animals were compared.  

 

Results 
The gait of rats was evaluated with the CatWalk™ XT system prior to 6-OHDA lesioning (baseline testing) and 

then weekly after administration of either 6-OHDA or saline. Twenty-six variables showed significant differences 

at one or more-time points for the MFB lesion cohort compared to the sham cohort.  Independency of results from 

interplay with velocity was achieved through normalization of previously reported speed-associated parameters 

step cycle, swing phase, stand phase, stride length, print position and cadence, against average speed. This ensured 

that any significant change observed was not due to the difference in walking speed, as reduced motivation in the 

MFB lesion cohort was observed frequently, but rather due to the impact of the manipulation on an animal’s motor 

ability.  

Our data demonstrated a significant reduction  on the average speed in the MFB lesion group when compared 

with the sham MFB  group starting at week 1 post lesion until the end of the experiment, as well as a significant 

difference when compared to striatal lesion cohort starting from week 1. 

Cadence is a parameter that describe the number of steps per minute. The MFB lesion cohort showed a significant 

decrease in cadence in the MFB lesion group when compared with the sham MFB group starting 1 week post-

lesion until the end of the experiment as well as a significant difference when compared to the striatal lesion group 

starting from week 1   [F (18, 284) = 2.136, p = 0.02]. We also observed that the percentage of slow moving rats 

declined steadily in the sham and striatal lesion groups over the study period with both sham lesion groups 

reaching zero by 6 weeks post lesion,  the MFB lesion cohort, however, showed an increasing number of slow-

moving individuals during the first two weeks. 

In order to further analyse the changes on the dynamic paw parameters observed in the MFB lesion animals, we 

studied the stride length parameter that describes the distance between successive placements of the same paw. 

Our data show that the normalized parameter stride length was significantly reduced for all paws (the left front [F 
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(18, 284) = 2.194, p =0.05], the right front [F (18, 284) = 2.126, p =0.05], the left hind [F (18, 284) = 2.114, p =0.07], and 

the right hind [F (18, 284) = 2.161, p =0.005]) in the MFB lesioned rats starting 1 week post-lesion until the end of 

the experiment. 

The initial dual stance refers to the period of time during a step cycle when both the contralateral front and hind 

paws are in contact with the walkway and support the animals body weight. It is a regularity measure and 

variability gives the appearance of limping and postural instability. A significant increase in the length of contact 

of the left front [F (18, 284) = 2.483, p =0.001] starting 1 week post-lesion until the end of the experiment.  For the 

other paws no significant interaction of time x treatment was detected, but a significant effect of treatment was 

independently observed for the right front [F (3, 40) = 20.321, p<0.001]; the left hind [F (3, 40) = 4.481, p=0.011] 

and the right hind [F (3, 40) = 4.843, p=0.008]. 

The normalized parameter print position, a further regularity measure, showed an increase in paw position in the 

MFB lesion cohort when compared to other treatments. We observed  a significant effect of treatment for both the 

left paws [F (3, 40) = 4.644, p =0.008] and the right paw [F (3, 40) = 2.894, p =0.049]. 

Step cycle describes the time between two consecutive initial contacts of the same paw with the glass floor of the 

walkway. Our data showed no significant effect of time × treatment for any of the paw for the step cycle parameter 

but a significant effect was observed when treatment was studied independently for the left front [F (3, 40) = 4.843, 

p=0.006], the right front  [F (3, 40) = 2.801, p=0.044] the left hind paw [F (3, 40) = 3.801, p=0.017] and the right 

hind paws [F (3, 40) = 7.239, p=0.01]. 

The step cycle is made up of two stages, the stand phase, which describes the time of contact of a limb with the 

floor of the walkway, and the swing phase, which describes the time of no contact of a limb with the floor. We 

found no effect of lesion over time for the stand parameter for any paw. When we examined the swing phases we 

found, however, a significant effect of treatment for the left front [F (3, 40) = 3.906, p=0.017], the right front [F (3,  

40) = 2.632, p=0.046] and the left hind. 

The speed at which a paw loses contact with the walkway is represented in the parameter stand index. Our data 

showed a significant difference for the left front paw in the MFB lesion group compared to the MFB sham group 

from 1 week post-lesion [F (18, 284)= 2.647, p <0.001]. The right front stand index parameter also showed a 

significant difference in the MFB lesion group compared with the sham MFB group from week 1 post-lesion 

interaction of time × treatment [F (18, 284) = 2.780), p <0.001]. A similar observation was made for the hind paws 

Left hind stand index parameter showed a significant difference in the MFB lesion group compared with the sham 

MFB group from 2 to 5 weeks post lesion [F (18, 284)= 5.108, p =0.035]. The right hind stand index parameter also 

showed a significant difference in the MFB lesion group compared with the sham MFB  group from 3 to 5 weeks 

post lesion [F (18, 284) = 3.257, p =0.001). For all paws, the striatal lesion cohort did not show any significant 

difference when compared to the striatal sham group.  

In order to identify the effect of 6-OHDA lesioning on inter-limb coordination, diagonal phase dispersion as well 

as ipsilateral phase dispersion were compared within treatment groups over time. In a perfectly balanced walking 

pattern it is not expected to find any differences when one side of the body or body axis is compared with the 

opposite side or axis. Any deviation from a coordinated walking pattern should be reflected by changes in one or 

both of these measures. Our data show a significant reduction in the , Left Front-Right Hind axis  when compared 

to the Right Front- Left Hind axis starting at week 1 post lesion in both  the striatal and the MFB  lesion groups 

indicating a deviation on the coordinated walking pattern.  

Finally, the print length and print area parameters were calculated on the base of the sum of all contacts of a paw 

with the glass floor. The more weight an animal puts onto a limb, the greater the contact area or print length value. 

Our data showed a significant increase in the right hind print length of the MFB lesion group when compared with 

the MFB sham group for weeks 2, 3, 4 and 6 post lesion as well as a significant difference when compared to the 

striatal lesion group starting from 2 weeks post lesion of animals in the MFB cohort [F (18, 284) = 1,824), p =0.024]. 

No significant differences were observed for the other paws. 

 

Spontaneous forelimb asymmetry test (cylinder test) and drug induced rotations 

The cylinder test is a measure of sensorimotor forelimb function and was used as a reference to quantify the 

asymmetry of forelimb use in 6-OHDA lesioned animals compared to the sham-operated animals.  Our results 

showed a significant reduction in contralateral forelimb use in the MFB and the striatal group. Drug-induced 

rotational behavior is a robust indicator of unilateral dopaminergic 6-OHDA lesioning. As expected, four weeks 
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after 6-OHDA, highly significant rotational behavior was observed in the MFB lesion cohort when compared to 

sham MFB group (7.99 rotations/min and 0.10 rotations/min, respectively; P < 0.001). The striatal cohort also 

showed a significant increase in the rotation response after been challenged with Apomorphine when compared 

to its control (3.10 rotations/min, and 0.03 rotations/min; P < 0.04). 

  

Quantification of dopaminergic neuronal degeneration following 6-OHDA lesioning 

Stereological quantification revealed a significant reduction in the total number of tyrosine hydroxylase (TH) -

positive neurons in the SNc of either the MFB or the striatal lesion cohorts (MFB: 2,199 ± 457 TH-positive cells, 

P < 0.001; Striatal: 11,803 ± 1,438 TH-positive cells, P < 0.001) when compared to sham groups (19,654 ± 2,246 

and 20,015 ± 1,785, respectively) 6 weeks post lesion. No significant differences in the number of TH-positive 

neurons was observed between the two sham groups.  

We also observed a significant reduction in the level of TH immunoreactivity in the striatum of animals in both 

the MFB lesion (1.41 ± 1.55 mm3, P < 0.001) and the striatal lesion cohorts (9.66 ± 1.19 mm3, P < 0.001) when 

compared to MFB sham (18.27 ± 0.2 mm3) and striatal sham (18.52 ± 0.63 mm3) groups 6 weeks after 6-OHDA 

lesioning. No difference in the level of TH immunoreactivity was observed in the striatum between the two sham 

groups. 

 

Correlation of gait parameters with TH-positive neuronal cell loss 

As we described on the results, the MFB lesion cohort present alterations in different gait parameters analyzed. 

In order to further analyzed this point, a correlation study was conducted to confirm the relationship between TH 

neuronal cell loss of the SNc and gait dysfunction in the MFB cohort and its control. A Pearson’s correlation 

coefficient (R) was calculated for the average value of   27 significant gait parameters and the residual number of 

TH-positive neurons in the SNc of the MFB lesion cohort 6 weeks after lesioning.  

 

Discussion 

In this study, we identified twenty-one different and time-independent gait parameters that were significantly 

altered in the MFB 6-0HDA lesion rat model some as early as one week after the lesion.  This suggests that gait 

analysis can provide a clinically relevant, low impact method of testing functional impairment.  

Our data indicated that the overall walking speed and cadence of the MFB lesioned animals steadily declined 

when compared to the other groups. This data is reinforced with the percentage of slow moving rats’ greatest in 

the MFB lesion cohort. Slow movement was defined as an average speed of 20-50cm/s [1]. Diminution of walking 

speed in different PD rat models have been previously reported [1], [9]. Interestingly, the alteration on average 

speed, cadence and the percentage of slow moving animals in the MFB lesion group was observed from the first 

week after the 6-OHDA lesion until the end of the experiment.  

Our results also showed an alteration in the stride length parameter in the MFB lesion cohort. These animals 

demonstrated a significant reduction in stride length when compared to the MFB sham group and the striatal lesion 

cohort for all four limbs. This parameter indicates successive placement of the same paw and the reduction 

observed in the MFB lesion cohort is an indication of gait abnormalities similar to those observed in humans. 

Both initial dual stance and print positions, other measurement related with the initial step cycle, were significantly 

altered in the MFB lesion cohort further indicating gait abnormalities in this group. Interestingly, we observed a 

significant increase in the stand index parameter for all four limbs of the MFB lesion cohort when compared to 

the MFB sham groups and the striatal cohort. This parameter is a measure for the speed at which a paw loses 

contact with the glass plate during one-step cycle. As previously mentioned, the MFB lesion cohort showed a 

significant reduction of average speed but a higher value of paw speed thus indicating an alteration in the footfall 

pattern and abnormalities in gait. Our data also showed that MFB lesion animals had a significantly higher value 

of right hind print length and print area starting from 2 weeks post lesion when compared to the MFB sham group 

and the striatal cohort. This value indicates a compensatory effect on the gait patter of those animals.  

The effect of an MFB 6-OHDA lesion on inter-limb coordination was investigated by the parameter diagonal 

phase dispersion as well as ipsilateral phase within treatment groups over time. We observed a clear impact on 

diagonal phase dispersion. The most common footfall pattern for animals in this study was to alternate ‘Ab’ with 

the following sequence: left front – right hind – right front – left hind. Thus, any coordination deficit would 

naturally show up in the diagonal phase dispersion measure, which reflects exactly this footfall pattern, rather 
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than in a parameter that represents an alternating pattern ‘Aa’ with a paw sequence of right front - right hind – left 

front – left hind, such as ipsilateral phase dispersion. Interestingly, the impairment of coordination of the diagonal 

axis seemed to be more prominent in the striatal lesion cohort compared to the MFB lesion cohort. This 

observation is the more surprising when looking at the results from the step-cycle analysis. The Swing phase for 

the right front/left hind axis of the MFB lesion cohort was significantly altered compared to its control, which 

supports the findings of the parameter diagonal phase dispersion. Yet, there were no measurable changes to any 

aspect of the step cycle for the striatal lesion cohort despite the significant changes to the diagonal phase dispersion 

in this group. Similarly, other parameters of coordination such as initial dual stance, stand index and print position 

show no or only minor changes in the striatal lesion group when compared to sham.  

In the MFB lesion cohort mostly of the observed gait parameter disturbance paralleled symptoms of advanced 

human PD. Slower average speed in combination with reduced cadence and significantly altered swing phase for 

the right front/left hind body axis may reflect bradykinesia [2], [10], [11]. The altered stand index, stride length 

and print position also reflects the typical small, shuffling steps observed in patients. At the same time, the results 

reported are in accordance with those previously reported by Hsieh and co-workers [9]. Increased initial dual 

stance times reflect postural instability and prolonged double support duration in humans. While a significantly 

larger print area and print length was observed in the rat model, representing flat foot strikes in human patients, 

both of these parameters was increased only in the right-hind limb in our model, which was actually the non-

impaired body side. Thus, this finding might be a compensatory measure rather than a true symptom.  

In contrast to the MFB lesion cohort, we observed limited alteration of gait function in the striatal lesion cohort. 

Although we observed a minimal gait disturbance in this group with increased initial dual stance on the left front 

paw at 4 weeks post lesion and phase dispersion alterations from week 1 to week 6, these observations did not 

correlate with the functional alterations observed in the cylinder test and with rotational analysis. The limited gait 

dysfunction observed in the striatal lesion cohort may be due to the lower level of DA cell loss (39.83%) observed 

in the striatal lesion cohort  compared to the MFB lesion cohort (88.79%) at 6 weeks post lesion.  

Further supporting this, we observed a significant correlation between TH neuronal cell loss in the SNc and gait 

dysfunction measured over 27 parameters. The MFB lesioned cohort showed an average cell loss of >90% when 

compared to MFB sham with these animals showing a higher disturbance on gait parameters. Overall, we observed 

4 of 27 gait analysis parameters with a strong correlation, and 18 parameters showing a moderate correlation with 

the number of TH positive neurons in animals with MFB lesioned animals at 6 weeks post lesion. As expected, 

our correlation data indicates a clear interdependency between cell loss and gait disturbances, with higher cell loss 

resulting in greater disturbance. This indicates that gait analysis is a reliable tool to identify the severity of the DA 

depletion in a 6-OHDA rat model. While a correlation between TH cell loss and gait disturbance has already been 

described rats [1], [9] to the best of our knowledge, our data provides a more extensive and definitive correlation 

between DA depletion and alterations in the different stages of gait.  

In conclusion, we have demonstrated that gait analysis is a reliable method for early detection of motor 

deficiencies in a MFB lesion model of PD potentially allowing the detection of motor function impairment earlier 

than with rotational analysis. The gait deficiencies observed in the MFB 6-OHDA lesion resemble those 

experience by PD patients and the use of gait may provide a valuable tool for the evaluation of future therapeutic 

strategies for PD. 

 

Ethical statement 

All the experimental procedures were in compliance with the NZ Animal Welfare Act (1999) and in accordance 

with the University of Auckland animal ethics approval. Ethical number R001513 and SOP 001344/6. 
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Background 

Pro-inflammatory cytokines are known to play a role in the bidirectional communication between brain and 

immune system[1].  Recently, anti-inflammatory cytokines have been shown to also be expressed in the central 

nervous system (CNS), and to be essential for cognitive function [2, 3]. We recently showed that IL-13—possibly 

from immune cells—plays a role in the regulation of cognitive functions by stimulating astrocytes to produce 

brain derived neurotrophic factor that is known to play a significant role in memory formation [3].  

In this study we aim to address the role of type 2 cytokine signaling via IL-4Rα on cognitive functions, in order 

to define IL-13 target cells involved, as well as the underlying molecular mechanism. We further address the 

consequence of inhibited signaling of IL-13 via IL-4Rα, leading to impairment of reference memory, but not 

learning. 

 

Materials and Methods 

To investigate immunological-relevant genes influencing cognitive function, mouse models deficient of IL-4Rα, 

IL-4/IL-13, and IL-4Rα/IL-13 were analyzed for their influence on learning and memory using the Morris water 

maze (MWM) as described by Brombacher et al.[3]. Briefly, during the acquisition phase, mice were given four 

5-min trials a day for 4 consecutive days to locate a submerged circular platform placed ∼0.5 cm below water 

level in an open circular pool. A probe trial was performed on day 5 with the platform removed to test reference 

memory. Data were recorded using the EthoVision XT 8 automated tracking system (Noldus Information 

Technology, Leesburg, VA). Statistical analysis was performed using ANOVA and Bonferroni post hoc test or 

Student t test. Groups were run in alternating order on successive training days, and animal protocols were 

approved by the independent Animal Ethics Research Committee at the University of Cape Town (approval no. 

050/015). To gain insight into cellular infiltrates various techniques were used. 

 

Results 

We show that IL4Rα or IL4Rα/13 deficiency does not impair learning in comparison to wild type control mice—

whether simple or complex—however, reference memory is impaired. From loss of function approach, using the 

MWM, we demonstrate that IL-13 signaling via IL-13RαII is not the cause for observed impairment of memory 

formation.  

 

Conclusions 

While both IL-4 and IL-13 are known to be required for learning and memory, failure to signal via the common 

receptor IL-4Rα, impairs only reference memory, but not learning. This suggests that possible compensatory 

mechanisms and pathways employed in the absence of IL-4Rα are effective to uphold the processes of learning, 

but not sufficient to support reference memory, indirectly suggesting that IL-13 is critical for the process of 

memory formation.  
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Introduction  

Prosocial behaviors are found throughout different animal species and are thought to be promoted by empathy, 

i.e. the ability to share another individual’s feelings. Although human studies are revealing the neural correlates 

of empathy [1,2], what is needed are findings showing causality between these neural networks and behavioral 

responses to empathy. Animal models of social behaviors are a promising avenue for this endeavor. For 

example, it has been shown that a rat’s reaction to another rat’s distress is quantifiable throughout vicarious 

freezing [3]. Other studies have used distressed demonstrators to show that rats helped trapped [4] and soaked 

conspecifics [5] proving pro social behavior in rats. However, in order to link neural activity to prosocial 

behaviors, it is crucial to work with stressors that can be precisely timed, and linked to neural activity. Here, we 

propose a prosocial paradigm that uses shocks as a stressor, where observer rats choose between liberating either 

a cagemate receiving shocks or a cagemate receiving no shocks.  

Methods 

The goal of this experiment is to measure prosocial behaviour in Long Evans rats. Rats are housed in groups of 

three and are assigned either the role of observer (Obs), demonstrator 1 (Dem1) or demonstrator 2 (Dem2). 

Experiments are carried out in a custom-made experimental setup, which consists of three platforms equipped 

with an electric grid floor and placed adjacent to each other. The middle platform is separated by the two adjacent 

platforms by doors made of Plexiglas with perforated small holes. These doors can either be closed – no crossing 

between platforms possible – or open – animals can cross between platforms. The middle platform is equipped 

with two levers: L1 and L2. Pressing L1 or L2 will cause Door1 or Door2 to open, respectively. Observer animals 

are first trained to press only one lever. Once door opening is consistent, the second lever is added to the design. 

As a proof of principle that rats can distinguish between each lever granting access to a different platform, 

observers first perform a sucrose test. Here, sucrose is placed on one of the adjacent platform together with a light 

cue, while the other platform remains empty. Observer rats can use the light cue to choose which lever to press to 

access the sucrose platform. Once a given observer has reached the 70% preference cutoff measure for the sucrose 

platform, each demonstrator is placed on the adjacent platforms for a second test, which aims at testing for any 

side or cagemate preference. Here, the observer has to choose to enter the platform with Dem1 or Dem2. Once 

baseline preferences for either cagemate has been assessed, the observer is promoted to the prosocial testing, 

where one of the demonstrators receives footshocks (0.2 mA, 1 second, every 5 seconds for a total of 72 shocks). 

The observer is now faced with the decision to save the animal receiving footshocks or to open the door towards 

the non-shocked demonstrator. All experimental procedures were preapproved by The Institutional Animal Care 

and Use Committee of the Netherlands Institute for Neuroscience (IACUC-NIN-181102).  
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The Neural Activity Tracker (NAT-1) is a newly developed wireless electroencephalograpy (EEG) data-logger, 

specifically engineered for rodent experimental and preclinical research applications. Four individually 

programmable recording channels, amplification, digitization and on-board data storage are combined with a 3-

axis accelerometer in a single, lightweight, small form factor device (<4cm2, 2.2g with battery). Powered by a 

single PR48 battery the NAT-1 allows for up to 48 hours of un-interrupted EEG recording and motion detection 

at sampling rates of up to 2 kHz. Wireless design also enables recording under freely moving conditions without 

the animal welfare concerns associated with tethered systems. EEG recording can be performed in a range of pre-

existing settings, such as the animal’s home cage and in various mazes and running wheels without modification. 

The NAT-1 is therefore ideally suited for sustained phenotypic characterisation of disease models, pharmaco-

EEG applications and comprehensive studies of sleep and circadian activity. 

 

Here we showcase the NAT-1’s applications in pharmaco-EEG research through an investigation of the effects of 

pharmacological agents on NREM sleep EEG recorded while inside a Phenotyper (Noldus IT) home cage 

observation system as recently reported in [1] 

 

The NAT-1’s functions can also be optionally augmented with additional sensors through an on-board expansion 

socket. An infra-red (IR) receiver add-on enables intelligent epoch selection and analysis through precise time-

stamping and synchronization of EEG with behavioural tracking data. EEG corresponding to specific behavioural 

events such as a lever press, proximity to an object / interaction partner, decision making, etc can therefore be 

identified and extracted with confidence. 

 

Here we shall present a demonstration of temporal synchronization of EEG with positional tracking data obtained 

from the AnyMaze (Ugo Basile) video tracking package, using the IR add-on module. First, in a basic research 

application in which intelligent epoch selection has been utilized to study interactions among large scale brain 

networks during spatial decision making in wild type mice. Finally, we shall present a demonstration of how 

synchronization of EEG with tracking data enables high throughput automated EEG phenotyping of transgenic 

models of Alzheimer’s disease (PLB2APP). Briefly, behavioural data based characterization and sorting of EEG 

epochs prior to spectral analysis is used to create a detailed profile of how EEG band power is regulated by 

locomotor, navigational and cognitive factors during a single 10 minute Y-maze spontaneous alternation task. 

Data may then be analysed at the level of individual subjects or at the group level using similar means. 

 
 

Figure 1. NAT-1 device + IR module (without battery), A UK £1 coin is presented for scale. 
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Ethical statement 

EEG recordings were obtained using surgically implanted gold skull electrodes. The NAT-1 was evaluated 

through incorporation into ongoing medical research studies. All procedures to be presented were approved by 

the University of Aberdeen’s Ethics Board and carried out with strict adherence to the Animal (Scientific 

Procedures) Act 1986, European (FELASA) legislation, UK Home Office regulations and best practice 

regarding post-operative care. Full details of procedures are described in [1] & [2]. 
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Rotarod is one of the most often used techniques in assessing motor behavior in mice. Mice are placed on a 

rotating rod and the time to fall is registered. Having an appropriate apparatus at hand, this assay is easy to perform 

and is considered to have a reasonable high sensitivity [1]. However, when applying certain drugs to mice Rotarod 

revealed a yes or no answer rather than a dose response curve. The balanced beam test, in contrary, allowed for a 

graded measurement of motor behavior [2]. The balanced beam test in our lab consists of a 1 m long and 12 mm 

wide bar on which mice run from a starting point to a familiar box at the far end of the bar. Mice are videotaped 

from their back to follow their hind legs and their positioning on the stick. This allows one to measure the speed 

of walking but also the amount of slips and the capability of setting back slipped legs onto the bar. Other 

parameters to be measured are number of jumps or falls from the bar. The aim of this study was to compare both 

techniques in order to reveal differences in motor performance in transgenic mice which otherwise didn’t show 

obvious ataxic behavior or muscle degeneration. In addition, we asked whether both techniques are suitable for 

analyzing motor learning, or forgetting previously learnt motor activities.  

We compared two transgenic mice which showed either a cell type specific overexpression of a transcription 

factor called Engrailed-2 (En2). This mouse only shows an overexpression of En2 in Purkinje cells within the 

cerebellum (L7En2, [3]). In addition, we analyzed an En2 deficient mouse line (En2-/-) which display En2 loss in 

all cells [4]. These mice were used as model mice to investigate motor performance since both mice didn’t show 

ataxia or obvious motor disabilities. 

Interestingly, both mice performed differently on the accelerating Rotarod test. At the first day of testing, we could 

not monitor significant differences in the time to fall off the rod between En2 overexpressing, En2 deficient and 

their corresponding wildtype mice. All mice fell off after about 100 seconds. While male L7En2 mice showed 

reduced motor learning during an initial five-day training period and a comparable memory consolidation as 

compared to wildtype mice, En2-/- mice learnt less than their wildtype littermates during the initial five-day period, 

but they forgot about what they learned within 30 days. This slight difference in motor performance was 

significantly more emphasized in the balanced beam test. When setting mice on the beam, slipping happened 20 

times more often in L7En2 mice and ten times more often in En2 deficient mice as compared to wildtype mice. 

Correspondingly, walking speed was much increased in wildtype as compared to transgenic mice. In addition, 

resetting rear legs onto the bar happened significantly more often in wildtype as compared to transgenic mice. 

Variances in between experiments and mice were less in balanced beam tests as compared to Rotarod assays. It 

is however important to note, that the reliability of the experiments indeed depends on the age of the animals. 

Younger mice (postnatal day 15) tend to leave the bar although they are walking at a height of about 50 cm. Older 

mice, in contrary, tend to slide on their belly along the bar. This sliding, however, can be avoided by using thicker 

bars. In summary, the sensitivity and the reliability of the beam walking assay as well as the possibility to adapt 

the system makes the balanced beam test superior to the Rotarod analysis. Using both assays over a longer time 

period allows one to not only follow a temporary motor pattern, but enables to look at memory consolidation over 

time. Together with other motor behavior assays such as the single frame motion analysis, grip tests, or foot print 

analysis it is thus possible to dissect out differences in motor performance, in learning abilities and in pure muscle 

coordination problems. 

The study was approved by Landesamt für  Natur, Umwelt und Verbraucherschutz Nordrhein-Westfalen under 

the reference number: AZ-84-02.04.2016.A359. 
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The covariation hypothesis states that, in species of the genus Macaca, the differential handling of intra-group 

conflicts allows to classify these species in four social styles: grade 1, or “despotic”; grade 2, or “tolerant”; grade 

3, or “relaxed”; and grade 4, or “egalitarian” [1]. Grade-1 and grade-4 species show different social style patterns. 

Grade-1 species display fierce agonistic behaviours resulting in steep hierarchies and asymmetric agonistic 

interactions, kinship determining the direction and outcome of both agonistic and affiliative interactions. 

Conversely, grade-4 species display a mild intensity of aggression, subordinates often responding to attacks with 

counter-attacks and, consequently, the amount of agonistic interactions increases resulting in weak and unstable 

hierarchies. Grades 2 and 3 are defined as intermediate patterns [1], combining behaviours associated with grade-

1 and/or grade-4 species. However, the lack of consistent behavioural patterns exhibited by grade-2 and grade-3 

species make it difficult to assign them to a particular grade [2], and could explain why some authors assign 

different groups of the same species to different grades [3,4]. In these cases, quantitative criteria based on social 

structure measurements could facilitate the process of assigning groups to a defined grade in macaque societies.  

According to results from simulation studies using agent-based models [5], Hemelrijk [6] suggested an 

explanation about how different social styles in macaque societies could emerge as a result of the intensity of 

aggression, which ranges from high to mild, influences the gradient of hierarchy, and characterizes the different 

agonistic patterns referred to in the covariation hypothesis [1]. 

 We have developed an agent-based model implemented in NetLogo to explore the four social styles in macaque 

societies and determine quantitative criteria to differentiate intermediate grades. Social interactions between 

virtual primates include agonistic and affiliative behaviours modulated by kin relationships. Agents interact 

according to the aggression rules proposed by Puga-González et al. [7], depending on the intensity of aggression 

(stepdom parameter). When the risk of losing an agonistic interaction is high, the virtual primates can perform 

affiliative interactions depending on an anxiety parameter (which ranges from calm to tense), a kinfactor parameter 

(the coefficient of relatedness between two given virtual primates) and a stepsoc parameter (the social style in 

macaque societies) according to the covariation hypothesis [1]. 

We ran a simulation study to obtain a set of 20 measurements of social structure defining aggression, affiliative 

and kinship patterns per each grade or social style. Following Hemelrijk [6], we progressively increased the 

intensity of aggression which in turn drove the emergence of the four patterns of aggression and provoked a set 

of correlated changes in the rest of  social structure patterns (affiliative and kinship patterns). Preliminary results 

showed significant differences in 18 out of 20 social structure measurements between the four social styles. 

Results of a multiple pairwise comparison test allowed us to group the four grades into two clusters: grades 1 and 

2 vs. grades 3 and 4. In accordance with the phylogenetic lineages of the Macaca genus [2], only high values of 

the intensity of aggression allowed us to define significant differences between the values of the social 

measurements obtained in intermediate grades (i.e., grades 2 and 3). These preliminary results provide quantitative 

criteria suitable to compare with naturalistic observations of Macaca species both in captivity and in the wild,  

and help defining their social styles. Although this research is focused on Macaca societies, agent-based models 

could be used to explore the social behaviour of others primate species with complex social systems. 
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Comparison of mouse motor performance on different RotaRod systems 
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Introduction 

Drugs, brain damage and diseases as well as genetic modifications can have an effect on motor coordination and 

motor learning. It is important that this behaviour is measured during the development of new therapeutics or 

transgenic animals. Measurement in rodents is most commonly performed on the RotaRod because of its 

automated features [1]. Animals need to balance on a rotating rod and latency to fall is the analysed parameter. A 

longer latency is taken to index better coordination while a shorter latency can imply a possible impairment. The 

most frequently used protocols are the fixed speed paradigm for studying motor coordination and fatigue, and the 

accelerating paradigm for motor coordination and learning [2]. One problem that can have a significant impact on 

results is the wide variety of RotaRods currently on the market. Different systems can vary with respect to rod 

diameters, surface texture, minimum/maximum speed, and even the possibility to administer shocks when animals 

fall onto a grid floor. This will influence the reproducibility of results and thus both within as well as between 

laboratory reliability. 

In the present study the motor performance of mice was tested on two RotaRod systems. The main aim was to 

determine the effect of small differences on the behavioural readout.  

Methods 

Female NMRI mice from our own breeding programme (Charles River, UK) aged 3 (n=35) and 5-6 (n=24) months 

(mo) were used. Each age cohort was randomly divided into two groups, one for each RotaRod system (see details 

below). The running order for each system was randomised and each day the animals were tested on a different 

lane based on a Latin square design. All animals were group housed with food and water available ad libitum 

under a 12/12 hour dark-light cycle (light on at 07:00 h). Both temperature (20°C± 1°C) and humidity (60−65%) 

of the holding room were regulated. Experiments were carried out in accordance with the European Communities 

Council Directive (63/2010/EU) and a project license with local ethical approval under the UK Animals (Scientific 

Procedures) Act (1986). 

The animals were tested for motor coordination and motor learning on either a custom-made automated 4-lane 

accelerating Ugo Basile SRL (Italy) rat RotaRod NG (n 3 mo = 20, n 5-6 mo =12) as well as on a 4-lane accelerating 

TSE Systems (Germany) Rat RotaRod (n 3 mo = 15, n 5-6 mo = 12), shown in Figure 1. The only differences between 

both systems consisted of slightly wider grooves (2 mm compared to 1 mm) on the surface of the Ugo Basile SRL 

rod, more noise accompanying the rotating rod on the TSE system and rotating (Ugo Basile SRL) compared to 

fixed (TSE Systems) divisions between the lanes. The same accelerating protocol was used for both RotaRods 

and all tests were performed by the same experimenter, at the same time of day (morning) and in the same 

experimental room.  

Mice were placed on the slowly rotating rod [5 rotations per minute (rpm)] against the direction of the rotation. 

The rod then progressively accelerated up to a speed of 45 rpm over a duration of 5 minutes. Four trials a day 

were performed for three consecutive days with a trial ending when either an animal fell off or the maximum trial 

time of five minutes had elapsed. Inter-trial intervals of 3 to 5 minutes were employed between trials. Latency to 

fall was automatically recorded and group differences between RotaRods for this parameter were analysed using 

two-way ANOVA (alpha = 0.05) and Bonferroni post hoc test in GraphPad Prism version 5.04.  

Results 

While testing on either system, certain animals’ behaviour influenced their performance. Instead of focussing on 

staying on the rod they tried to stand up, touched the sides, turned around or moved move backwards, which 

caused them to fall off considerably faster than expected, skewing the results. Because of this behaviour these 
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animals were excluded from analysis. They were identified on both RotaRod apparatuses and there was no 

manufacturer bias. 

Figure 2 displays the results of the RotaRod system comparison for each age group. On the left the motor 

performance for 3 month old mice shows a significant effect of group (p=0.0013). Animals tested on the Ugo 

Basile apparatus show a longer latency to fall compared to mice tested on the TSE system, meaning the former 

stayed on the rod for a longer period of time and thus show seemingly better motor coordination. There is also a 

significant effect of trial (p<0.0001), but no interaction effect (p=0.3761). Both groups thus exhibit motor learning. 

The same conclusions can be made for the older animals (5-6 mo) whose results are shown on the right. A 

significant difference is found between the groups (p=0.0002) with animals tested on the Ugo Basile system again 

performing better. Both groups demonstrate motor learning (p <0.0001) without interaction effects (p=0.8352).  

 
Figure 1: Pictures of the TSE RotaRod system (left) and the Ugo Basile (right) used in this study. 

Figure 2. Comparison of motor performance on the Ugo Basile and TSE RotaRod in 3 month old (left) and 5 to 

6 month old (right) NMRI mice. There is a clear significant main effect of group at both ages, with the animals 

performing the test on the Ugo Basile RotaRod having a longer latency to fall than the animals on the TSE 

RotaRod. 

Discussion 

Based on these results it seems that animals who have no apparent impairment perform worse on the TSE Systems 

RotaRod than on the Ugo Basile SRL RotaRod at 3 as well as 5-6 months old.  As mentioned above, every effort 

was made to keep as many variables as possible consistent between tests. It appears that independent of age, 

NMRI mice find the TSE RotaRod more challenging. At present, our results can be linked to the three differences, 

namely the width of the grooves, the difference in noise and the divisions.  

In conclusion, motor coordination may be strongly affected by small differences in RotaRod hardware. This will 

have considerable effects on studies looking into possible motor impairments of new transgenic models as 
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phenotypes may be overlooked when tasks are too simple. The opposite would apply to the development of new 

therapeutic treatments, which may not show efficacy if the task is too difficult and impairments cannot be 

overcome. Since manufacturers are under considerable pressure to improve handling and hardware components 

by developing new versions of the RotaRod apparatus all the time, the effect of different hardware use on the 

reproducibility of earlier findings should not be overlooked. 
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Behavioural Probability Matrix: A Computational Interface for Human 

Behaviour Prediction in Smart Environments 
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There is a rapidly growing interest in smart home and assistive living technology, and predicting human 

behaviour in these smart environments is a key component of moving from purely reactive to pre-emptive 

systems. 

This project proposes a real time behavioural probability matrix (BPM) that can be used as an interface for 

applications to pre-empt user needs in smart home, ambient intelligence, or assistive living environments. The 

BPM provides a data structure for applications to access that will be updated in real time, as occupant sensor 

data is analysed, using the latest research developments in human behaviour prediction [3][2], particularly 

systems using deep learning [4][1] which currently produce the best results for human behaviour prediction. 

The BPM contains for its first row a finite set of possible behavioural actions. Subsequent rows contain 

corresponding sets of probability distributions (that sum to one) that are stacked sequentially, in time series - 

giving an application the ability to take action based on the probability of an occupant’s predicted next action, or 

several actions ahead. 

Figure 1. Behavioural Probability Matrix (BPM) 

 
In the BPM the set of behaviours B = {b1, b2, b3, ..., bn} can be derived from existing behavioural ontologies [5]. 

Or created bespoke to suit the needs of the system. 

Prediction probability values can be looked up in the BPM by accessing the corresponding element in the matrix. 

So for behaviour b1, the probability value for it occurring next would be at BPM1,1 or P(b1)1. For the probability 

value of it occurring as the second step of the occupant’s currently observed activity, it would be BPM2,1 or 

P(b1)2, and so on. 

Further work will need to be done on calculating the efficiency of looking up data to find the highest probability 

for each step, for different size matrices, where the BPM is of size |A|x|B|, where A = {b1, P (b1)1, ..., P (b1)n}, 

and B is the set of behaviours. A binary search algorithm for each matrix row could give a run time of O(log n) 

which may impact on real time lookups - this is identified as an area for continued research. 

In summary, the BPM outlined here provides a bridge between the current work in deep learning human behaviour 

prediction, and applications in smart environments that will be able to pre-empt user needs. 
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Introduction 

The work presented is part of a German Research Foundation (DFG) funded project on severity assessment in 

laboratory animals. Several methods to detect and grade pain, suffering and distress are tested for their feasibility, 

robustness and standardization. The involved working groups evaluate these methods in five animal species, 

different animal models e.g. pancreatitis, hepatectomy and laparotomy, and several laboratories. Our group at the 

University of Zurich aims to identify robust indicators to assess burden in laboratory mice and to analyze factors 

modulating pain and other negative states. Our goal is also to change from subjective parameters to more objective 

and automatic measurements. The gained expertise should later be used to refine experimental conditions. 

Methods 

On the one hand, we used a manually assessed Pain Score to investigate pain or reduced wellbeing. The Pain 

Score is a composite score including clinical signs and behavioral pain indicators [1]. On the other hand, we 

assessed changes in an animal’s motivation that can occur with a reduced wellbeing resulting from pain. For this 

purpose, we tested the mice in tasks like nest building and burrowing behavior. Nest building was evaluated with 

a naturalistic nest complexity score [2]. A reduced nest complexity is associated with states of reduced wellbeing 

like pain. With the burrowing test we assessed the natural behavior of tunnel digging, another parameter that 

reflects the motivational state of an animal [3]. Here we measured the latency to start the motivational task of 

burrowing. An increased burrowing latency is seen in different models linked to pain and reduced wellbeing. 

Additionally, we automatically assessed the activity of the mice in their home cage over a period of 24h. The 

activity was measured via the moved distance and velocity of each mouse (Noldus EthoVision). 

We applied the previous mentioned methods to grade severity in a mouse model of acute pancreatitis. The 

inflammation was evoked by the injection of Cerulein, a peptide commonly used to induce pancreatitis in rodent 

models. Male C57BL/6 mice were injected with 12 injections of Cerulein over a period of two days. We used a 

control group of mice that were injected with NaCl at the same frequency. 

Results 

The Pain Score was slightly increased in Cerulein injected animals on day 1 and the evening of day 2. We did not 

see any differences in both groups in the nest building. Nest complexity scores increased over time. Burrowing 

latency was higher in NaCl than in Cerulein treated animals, especially on the second day. Mice injected with 

Cerulein showed a decreased activity at day 1 and 2 of injection compared to NaCl treated mice. On day 3 Cerulein 

treated mice had a higher activity than NaCl. NaCl injected mice had a reduced activity on day 2 and 3 compared 

to the first day. 

Conclusion 

With the used methods, we are able to detect an impact of Cerulein on the animal’s behavior in the pancreatitis 

model. The Pain Score and activity measurements indicate a negative influence, while the stable, equivalent nest 

building behavior does not confirm this. Cerulein injected animals perform better in the burrowing behavior test, 

which indicates that the NaCl treated mice, may have a more reduced wellbeing. Whether the behavioral changes 

in the current study are due to pain from the pancreatitis has to be clarified. Therefore, in the future we want to 

implement analgesia in this animal model to decide on whether the results indicate pain or are due to a different 

reason like the influence of Cerulein itself. The model’s severity has to be further investigated by methods that 

are more sensitive to assess negative affective states like pain in the animal. These are for example a cognitive 

bias test, assessing self-administration of analgesia or a sugar consumption test to assess anhedonia. Assessing 

and managing pain in laboratory animals is crucial for animal welfare and experimental quality. With this work, 

mailto:mattea.durst@usz.ch
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we are contributing to an evidence based severity assessment and do our part to promote the 3Rs in animal 

experiments. 

 

Ethical Statement 

The animal experiments were approved by the Cantonal Veterinary Office, Zurich, Switzerland, under license no. 

069/2014, and were in accordance with Swiss Animal Protection Law and conform to European Directive 

2010/63/EU of the European Parliament. 
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NRX1-KO rats as a model to study cognitive impairment? 
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Introduction 

Neurexins and neuroligins are synaptic cell-adhesion molecules that connect pre- and postsynaptic neurons at the 

synapses. They mediate signaling across the synapses. In humans, alterations in genes encoding neurexins or 

neuroligins have been implicated in autism and other cognitive diseases.  

In these experiments, we investigate the effects of deletion of the NRX1-α gene on a Sprague Dawley background 

compared to wild type littermates across a range of tasks to investigate the possible use of these animals for 

research in neurodegenerative diseases. 

Methods 

The animal testing facility is AAALAC accredited. Studies were performed in compliance with European 

Directive 86/609/EEC on Welfare and Treatment of Animals and Belgium law (Royal Decree dd. April 6, 2010). 

Test protocols were approved by the Institutional Ethical Committee on Animal Experimentation. 

We obtained homozygous NRX1 knock-out (KO) rats and wild type (WT) littermates from internal breeding.  The 

colony was originally sourced from Sage Labs (Cambridge, UK). They were group housed under standard housing 

conditions with 12/12 h light/dark cycle. Food and water were available ad libitum.  All studies were performed 

on 10 to 13 weeks old animals of either sex. 

A first cohort of animals (n= 20 WT, 16 KO) was evaluated in a battery of behavioural tests. The order of 

experiments was such that a test would have a minimal impact on the next and is as follows; first a V-maze 

experiment was performed to assess short term spatial memory. Next a pre-pulse inhibition (PPI) test was 

performed to evaluate whether neurexin may be involved in sensory motor gating. This was followed by 

assessment of spontaneous locomotor activity (LMA) in a novel environment. The fourth test was the Morris 

Water Maze (MWM) experiment, to investigate spatial learning and memory. Finally, the contextual fear 

conditioning test (FCT) was performed to evaluate formation of fear memory.  In all tests (except PPI) video 

tracking using Ethovision XT (Noldus, NL) was applied to quantify animal behaviour.  A naïve cohort was used 

to assess the moter function capacity in the rotarod test. Additionally, two naïve cohorts were tested in further 

experiments to investigate effects on spatial learning and memory in more detail in the water maze using an 

extended learning protocol and in a touch screen based spatial reversal test.  

Results 

In LMA and V-maze, NRX1-KO rats showed a significantly higher total distance travelled compared to WT rats 

(p<0.005), and this was more pronounced in female compared to male rats. In the rotarod NRX1-KO rats 

performed slightly better than WT’s, and females slightly better than males. PPI only revealed effect of sex, but 

not of genotype. In the contextual FCT, we found significant effect of genotype during the conditioning phase: 

the NRX1-KO rats did not respond with a freezing response to the electrical foot shock. However, when 

confronted again with the same context 24h later, both WT and KO rats showed the same degree of freezing. In 

the V-maze test NRX1-KO rats show a decrease in the discrimination index, a measure of short term memory 

function, vs. WT rats. This deficit in short term spatial memory was confirmed in the MWM test, were NRX1-

KO rats showed severely impaired spatial learning: after 3 sessions per day for 4 days, NRX1-KO rats were still 

not able to find the hidden platform, whereas WT rats did very well in this time frame. 
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Figure 1: Water maze latency to reach the hidden platform shows normal learning by WT rats while NRX1-KO’s 

(HO) fail to learn the platform location (meanSEM, n=7-10/group).  ANOVA shows no effect of sex (p=0.3091), 

significant overall effects of genotype are seen (* p<0.0001) 

We decided to further investigate the impairment in spatial learning and memory more in depth. Therefore, a new 

cohort of animals was evaluated in the water maze test using a more intense learning protocol to facilitate learning 

and memory formation: we increased the number of learning days to 8 and the number of trials per day to 4. This 

was followed by a reversal learning phase of 4 days where the platform was relocated to the opposite quadrant of 

the maze. Using this more intense learning protocol, NRX1-KO rats showed a slight improvement in learning, but 

still underperform vs. WT. In the subsequent reversal learning phase both groups show a learning curve, but 

NRX1-KO rats again perform worse compared to WT. 

A third cohort of rats was evaluated in a reversal learning spatial separation paradigm in a touch screen set-up.  

When trained up to maximal performance at medium separation, NRX1-KO rats make less reversals and 

conversely need more trials per sessions, while response and collection latencies are slightly but significantly 

impaired vs WT rats.  This difference is also found with minimal and maximal pattern separation. 

Conclusion 

The data from this study show that NRX1-KO rats show a modestly increased spontaneous explorative behavior 

compared to WT, and that this associated with slightly improved motor skills as observed in the rotarod. A 

surprising finding was that NRX1-KO rats did not show freezing behavior after having received a foot shock, but 

did so when exposed again to the same context 1 day later.  This suggests that NRX1-KO rats perceived the 

environment as aversive and thus appear to have consolidated this memory, but it remains unclear why they did 

not display innate freezing behavior when exposed to the foot shock. The observation that there was no effect of 

genotype in PPI suggests that neurexin may not be involved in sensorimotor gating response. 

The main finding in this study is that NRX1-KO rats display impaired memory function, both in terms of working 

memory as memory consolidation as revealed by the V-maze and water maze tests respectively.  The lower 

performance in the spatial reversal task suggests that NRX1-KO’s have impaired flexibility to adapt the responses 

to a changing rule. It is likely that deficient synapse formation and function because of NRX1-deficiency underlies 

these memory deficits. This provides an interesting model to evaluate pharmacological interventions to enhance 

cognitive function via modulation of synaptic plasticity. 
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Inspired by Luria’s research, this paper aims to underline the basic function of language in clinical 

neuropsychological rehabilitation when inserting this novel form of behavior and mental structure.  According to 

Luria (1959, 1966) through the word you can change the natural strength of stimuli, i.e. modify the well-known 

force of "Pavlov’s rule". Our experimental research aims to show that spontaneous progress in development may 

be modified when initiating this organizer which affects impulses and motor reactions. To illustrate the decisive 

influence of language in shaping and structuring perception, attention, memory, planning and action, a sample 

composed of three Asperger children were given tasks using the “Piano-Card” as instrument (Quintino Aires, 

2016), and employing different levels of difficulty with or without the support of language.   

We used the Observer Software Program to collect and analyze observational records of performance understood 

as data to be classified according to formerly specified codes. These codes were built in order to describe the states 

the children and adolescent observed were in (either planning their activity or verifying it after carrying it out, or 

evading the task), the mistakes made and their nature, the need for help by examiner, and the total duration for a 

specific task. In this way it is possible to assess the point of socio-emotional development, this is to say, if speech 

has already acquired a regulating function for the children’s and adolescent’s behavior. This, in turn, allows 

psychologists and other mental health professionals to establish personalized intervention plans, attending to the 

capacities, difficulties and possibilities of each individual.  
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Introduction 

Insistence on sameness, inflexible adherence to routines, as well as restricted and fixated interest on habits,  

are key diagnostic symptoms of some neurodevelopmental diseases, including autism spectrum disorders (ASD) 

[1]. Perseveration is characteristic for children with ASD and is more evident when engaging in complex reversal 

learning tasks and in the presence of social disabilities [2-4]. Modeling these symptoms in animals has become 

essential to understand etiology and to develop therapeutic strategies. A variety of high-throughput assays  

to investigate social deficits and lower order forms of repetitive behaviors have been developed in rodents during 

the last decades [5-8]. However, mice have scarce face validity in case of higher order forms of repetitive 

behaviors, including perseveration and inflexibility. Particularly challenging is modeling high order repetitive 

behaviors in the context of accompanying social and communicative disabilities. 

 

Aim 

In the present study, we propose the lamb as a valuable translational model for children perseverative behaviors 

and inflexibility. We examined the behavior of 40-60 days old lambs (Ovis aries) facing a left/right position habit 

acquisition training followed by a reversal learning task in the V-detour and the T-maze tests, using the mother as 

social motivation. The aims of the study were: (i) to understand how lambs are able to solve the mazes and to 

remember the accomplished tasks; (ii) to examine the ability of  lambs to change the acquired learned habit in 

response  

to new environmental conditions; and (iii) to detect the occurrence of perseverative behaviors under a defined 

social separation paradigm. 

 

Methods 

Twenty-six dam-lamb couples were housed in groups of 4-5 pairs, and then transferred to the testing arena  at the 

moment of the V-detour or T-maze tests (Figure 1). In both tests, each dam-lamb pair was first isolated from the 

flock mates into a 1m2 “waiting room”, for 5 min. Subsequently, the dam was transferred into one of the “target” 

zones, T1, T2 or T3, depending on the test/trial, and the lamb was left isolated for further 5 min, in order to 

increase motivation to reunite with the dam. Lambs were then introduced to the V- or T-maze arenas and let to 

freely reach the dam using a left or right path for a defined amount of trials. Subsequently, lambs were challenged 

with  

a reversal learning task in which the path previously chosen was not accessible (in the V-detour test), or the target 

position of the dam was switched to the opposite side (in the T-maze test). The subjects had to inhibit the initial 

learned response and readapt their spatial navigation pathways in order to reach the dam and obtain the social 

reward.  

 

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the testing arena. In both tests lambs were isolated into the waiting room 

and the dams were transferred into one of the target zones, depending on the test/trial (T1-T2 in T-maze, T3 in V-
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detour tests). Subsequently, the lamb was transferred to either the T-maze (in green) or the V-detour (in blue) 

testing arenas. Dotted lines represent semitransparent fences. 

V-Detour Test 

At the age of 40 days, lambs were subjected to the V-detour test. After isolation, the lamb was transferred into the 

center of a V-shaped semitransparent maze, which was located just in front of the target zone (T3), adjacent to the 

Proximity Zone (Figure 2a). In each trial of the day 1, the lamb was let to reach the dam by detouring from a freely 

chosen side of the V-shaped fence. After every trial, animals were rewarded with 1 min dam-reunion period. The 

test was considered successfully completed when the lamb has reached the dam moving along the same side for 

three consecutive trials. On day 2 (3 days later), for the first three trials lambs were exposed to the same situation 

as in day 1 in order to reinforce the learned habit. In three subsequent trials the side previously chosen was closed 

with a semitransparent gate and the lamb had to detour the maze using the opposite path.  

T-Maze Test 

At the age of 60 days, lambs were subjected to the T-maze test. After isolation, the dam was transferred to either 

the left or right target zone, on the extremity of one of the lateral arms (Figure 2b). On day 1, the lamb was 

transferred into the “start” arm, being free to reach the dam for five consecutive trials. Each trial ended with 1 min 

reunion with the dam. On day 2 of the test (next day), for the first five trials the position of the respective dam 

was maintained as in day 1, to reinforce the learned habit. In the subsequent five trials, the target position of the 

dam was switched to the opposite arm of the maze, and the lamb had to reunite with the dam using the opposite 

path.   

 

Outcome Measurements  

All trials were video-recorded and subsequently analyzed using the automatic video-tracking software Noldus 

EthoVision®  XT 11.5 (Figure 2). The total time spent by the lambs to complete the tasks, as well as the 

frequencies of entries into the different zones of the mazes were analyzed using Kruskal-Wallis test. 

 

Figure 2. Photographic representation of the V-detour and T-maze arenas and the zones setting for Ethovision® 

XT analysis. (A) For the V-detour test, four different zones were defined. In each trial, the software calculated 

the total time spent by the lamb to reach the Proximity zone, as well as the frequency of entries into either the 

Central, Left and Right zones. (B) For the T-maze test, five different zones were defined. In each trial, the 

software calculated the total time spent by the lamb to reach the Left/Right zones adjacent to the dam, as well as 

the frequency of entries into either the Start, Left or Right Arm. 

 

Preliminary Results 

Position habit acquisition 

All lambs were able to quickly learn how to reach the target zones in order to reunite with their dams. There was 

an effect of the trial on the time spent to reach the aim (P<0.001), with the maximum time spent on trial 1 of the 

day 1 in both tests, and a gradual tendency to solve the mazes within few seconds as further trials were performed. 

Subsequently, all lambs easily memorized how to solve the mazes within few seconds while subjected to similar 

trials on day 2, in both the V-detour and T-maze tests.  

Reversal learning 

All lambs showed worse performances when challenged in the reversal learning trials – i.e. when the previously 

chosen path was not accessible (in the V-detour test); or the target position of the dam was switched to the opposite 

side (in the T-maze test). The time spent to reach the aim in those trials was significantly higher compared  

A B 
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to previous trials in all lambs analyzed (P<0.01). Moreover, we observed a variable degree of perseveration in the 

first reversal learning trial, measured as the frequency of entries into the previously learned paths in both the  

V-detour and T-maze tests (P<0.001). 

 

Discussion and Conclusions 

Perseveration is a key problematic behavior found in autistic persons and those with other developmental 

disorders. We designed a high-throughput battery of behavioral tests to examine this particular form of repetitive 

behavior in lambs. Our assays can be useful to study learning abilities, working memory, social attachment,  

and behavioral inflexibility in sheep models of human neurodevelopmental disorders. The development of new 

animal models is an important issue for the study of ASD etiology, as well as the establishment of new therapeutic 

and preventive strategies. The lamb has a big potential to become an efficient translational model, being a good 

alternative to rodents and primates. 
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Fish schools need to reach a consensus about their travel directions, such as when searching for food or migrating. 

Decision-making in such systems can be studied by analyzing the effects of leadership on collective motion, where 

a leader is defined as an individual who initiates a movement towards a certain direction and is followed by the 

other group members [1]. Empirical studies have found that leadership in fish schools can emerge from individual 

differences in body size [2], hunger or food motivation [3], exploratory tendency or boldness [4] and knowledge 

or training experience [5]; all these factors can also interact with one another [3, 6]. However, some authors state 

that leadership in fish schools is temporary and can occur as a result of a self-organized process based on the 

interactions among the individuals [7-9].  

We conditioned a fish school of black neon tetra (Hyphessobrycon herbertaxelrodi) to find food in a container in 

an experimental tank, while another group was allowed to swim freely with no particular goal. The individuals 

were similar in body size, task knowledge and hunger level in order to minimize sources of individual variability 

that could determine leadership. In the conditioned group, fish were given 10 minutes to find the food container 

in the tank, and the trial ended when all the individuals were inside the container. This process was repeated six 

times a day for eight days. The unconditioned group also received habituation trials to ensure that its exposure to 

the experimental tank was comparable to that of the conditioned group. The length of the habituation trials for the 

unconditioned group was determined by the mean daily latency the conditioned group took to reach the food 

container. Fish were not marked or tagged, since this invasive procedure was not necessary to determine leadership 

within each trial. This study was conducted according to the institutional guidelines for the care and use of 

laboratory animals established by the Ethics Committee for Animal Experimentation of the Universitat de 

Barcelona. 

We used the video recordings made on the last two days of training (days 7 and 8) for both groups and obtained 

individual trajectories. Then, we compared their collective motion and used a method developed to measure 

leadership in pigeons to determine whether their motion was leaderless [10]. Nagy’s method provides momentary 

correlational delays (i.e., time intervals that maximize correlations between movement vectors) at every time step 

of a trial [10], but we observed that at some time steps the differences between individual leadership scores were 

very small. In those cases, there was no clear leadership. We therefore computed the standard deviation of 

individual leadership scores for every time step (SD) and the median of the standard deviations for the entire trial 

(MdnSD). We excluded the time steps that had a SD < MdnSD with the understanding that no clear momentary 

leader existed at those time steps (SD-filtered results). On the basis of momentany leadership scores, we computed 

the mean proportion of leadership duration (the average length of momentary leadership episodes divided by the 

total number of time steps taken into account) and the leadership persistence (the proportion of time steps in which 

a momentary leader is again the leader in the next time step). We also tested the relationship between the mean 

momentary leadership of each fish and its average distance from the school center and individual speed. 

Our findings suggest that black neon tetras schools are leaderless societies, since they displayed an unstable 

leadership consisting of brief episodes of individual fish leading the group motion, at least in groups made up of 

individuals of similar size, knowledge and hunger level. Momentary fish leaders tended to be at the front; however, 

the tendency to lead did not necessarily stem from faster swimming speeds, and further research is needed to 

clarify whether individuals have a positional preference for being at the front or the rear of the school. Training 

affected only some aspects of the collective motion of black neon tetra, goal-driven schools being faster and more 

cohesive than spontaneous, goalless ones, but directional information transmission flowed from front to rear in 

the group, regardless of the training they had received. 
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Background  

Sleep and nocturnal activity are rarely monitored in captive primates, despite accounting for half of their daily 

lives. Studies in humans and other species show that sleep disruption can be related to stress. Recent improvements 

in camera technology and reductions in price have made it easier to record nocturnal behavior, however it is very 

time-consuming to manually analyze video footage. It is essential to have automated methods of analyzing this 

footage for the monitoring of nocturnal activity to become standard. For this project we have developed and 

validated a simple method for measuring movement in group-housed Rhesus macaques, with a particular focus 

on monitoring welfare in laboratory macaques. 

Developing an Automated System 

We used high definition cameras and infra-red lighting at a breeding colony of Rhesus macaques to film the 

monkeys between 19:00 and 07:00 hours. The monkeys were housed in twenty different mixed sex groups in the 

colony (7-22 animal per group; age range 0-22 years). A total of 450 nights of footage was filmed from 20 different 

groups. For the automated analysis we took the absolute difference in pixel intensity between two frames (inter-

frame interval of 0.25s) and calculated the mean, variance, skewness and kurtosis across the image [1]. We then 

applied a baseline correction to the data to allow comparison between different cameras and smoothed the 

corrected data (with a moving average) to improve the signal to noise ratio.  

Validating the Automated System  

From the 450 nights of footage 31 one-hour periods of footage of eight different groups was selected to develop 

and validate the automated scoring method. We manually scored the footage for the start and end of each bout of 

movement. A bout was considered finished when there had been no movement for three seconds. Both manual 

and automated data was converted to 1s intervals. For the manual data each interval was scored either 0 (no 

movement) or 1 (movement). A K nearest neighbor classification model (K=10) was fitted to 5000 data points 

taken from eight of the one-hour periods. We used the other 23 one-hour periods to validate the model, achieving 

a classification accuracy of 94%. Figure 1A shows the correlation between the manual and automated scores; each 

score is presented as the % of the intervals with movement across the individual one-hour periods (the r-square 

value for this data is 0.989). We used a Bland-Altman plot to explore this correlation in more detail (Fig. 1B). 

Application 

To show a potential application of the model we investigated the seasonality of group sleep onset time. This was 

done by applying the model to footage from the 450 nights and calculating the group sleep onset as the first 3 

minute period with no movement. The mean group onset time varied from 20:30 in winter to 22:45 in summer, 

showing a very clear peak in summer corresponding to the later sunset at that time of year (Figure 1C).   

mailto:j.k.green1@ncl.ac.uk
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Figure 1: (A) Correlation between manual movement score and automated movement score. Solid line shows 

line of unity. (B) Bland-Altman plot for results in A. Solid line shows mean difference and dotted lines show 

mean ± 1.96 standard deviations. (C) Seasonal variation in group sleep onset. Error bars show mean sleep onset 

± standard error of mean, black bars show average time of sunset for each month. 

Conclusion 

Our proposed method is very simple to apply and gives a good approximation of the level of movement at group 

level. It could in principle be used to monitor any captive species where it is possible to film under infra-red light 

and where it is possible to get good coverage of the enclosure (it would be difficult in enclosures with a lot of 

solid barriers or large amount of foliage).  

Ethical statement 

The study was conducted at a Home Office licensed UK Rhesus macaque breeding center and involved non-

invasive techniques only. The project proposal was approved by the local Animal Welfare and Ethical Review 

Board. The housing and husbandry of the animals in the colony complies with both the Home Office Code of 

Practice and the ARRIVE guidelines [2]. 
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An evidence-based graded severity assessment is pivotal in laboratory animals during scientific procedures, not 

only regarding the legal obligations and the demand for standardized high-quality data, but also with regard to 

ethical justification. However, scales grading severity in laboratory animals that incorporate specific parameters 

of the respective experimental model and that are furthermore scientifically sound and routinely applicable are 

still scarce. Particularly, there is a lack of objective standardized severity assessment parameters that are non- or 

minimally-invasive and easily applicable. 

By inducing a graded intestinal inflammation via application of increasing doses of DSS (dextran sodium sulfate; 

1% and 1.5%) or water only (0% DSS) differentiated manifestations of colitis were analysed in terms of clinical 

signs (general appearence, general activity, body weight), histologies and by monitoring of voluntary wheel 

running (VWR) behaviour using a fully automated home cage based system. 10-13 week old, female C57BL/6J 

(B6) mice were single housed in home cages with free access to a running wheel (Revolyzer® 3TS system, 

software DASY Lab 11.0 preclinics GmbH, Germany) that allowed automatic and undisturbed 20 hour monitoring 

of wheel rotations (WR20) from 12 pm to 8 am daily, leaving a 4 hour interval for general maintenance and 

experimental manipulations. For determination of the steady state running performance an adaption phase of 14 

days was chosen before experiments. For subsequent analysis the mean of the last three days of the respective 

adaption phases was set as baseline to calculate the relative change in %.  

Clinical scoring indicated marginal signs of compromised welfare, whereas reduced running performance was 

directly related to the induced colitis grade. Additionally, VWR-behaviour was influenced by serial blood 

sampling. Moreover, in a mouse model of restraint stress (immobilization for 1 hour on 10 consecutive days) a 

reduction of VWR was observed in restraint-stressed mice and in corresponding control mice undergoing repeated 

faecal sample collection (sampling for 2 hours in a seperately cage). An unsupervised k-means algorithm based 

cluster analysis of body weight and wheel running data from the colitis model enabled the discrimination of cluster 

borders to define distinct levels of severity. Further testing of the cluster model with data from the restraint stress 

model enabled an unbiased individual severity assessment. The integration of VWR-behaviour in a k-means based 

cluster model provides a novel approach suitable for individual severity grading in laboratory mice. Particularily 

with regard to the 3R´s principle, this approach have to be evaluated under group housing conditions. 

 Ethical statement 

This study was conducted in accordance with the German law for animal protection and the European Directive, 

2010/63/EU. All experiments were approved and permitted by the Lower Saxony State Office for Consumer 

Protection and Food Safety (LAVES, license 15/1905). 
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Introduction 

Showing what is commonly referred to as prosocial behaviors is appreciated and rewarded in human society, 

whereas anti-social actions often lead to isolation and reclusion. How can we scrutinize the brain processes 

associated with behaviors resulting from the perception of other’s emotions? While neuroimaging can explore 

vicarious activations using correlational approaches, it cannot influence neuronal activity (hence limiting insights 

into causality), and have a limited spatial resolution. Here, we present a rodent model of empathy-driven prosocial 

behavior, suited for cutting-edge neuroscientific manipulations, which scrutinizes the response to other's distress 

in the form of prosocial (help) or anti-social behaviors (aggression).  

Methods 

We train rats to initiate a trial by performing a nosepoke which triggers the extension of two levers. In the training 

phase, pressing either lever delivers n = 1 sucrose pellets. Once behavior is acquired, one lever is modified so that 

it requires twice as much strength to be operated. Once preference for one of the lever (expected to be the easy 

lever) is developed, rats are promoted to the testing phase where pressing the preferred lever leads to an electric 

shock delivered to an adjacent partner. Accordingly, if other’s distress carries a negative value exceeding the cost 

of higher effort for some individuals (prosocial) but not for others (aggressors), the first group should switch 

preference while the second should stick with the lower effort option. Importantly, the second group of individuals 

provide means to study instrumental aggression, i.e., hurting others to obtain food. We tested several types of 

costs (magnitude, delays, effort), different strains of rats (Long Evans, Sprague Dawley) as well as different 

gender in the propensity to behave pro-socially to avoid the pain of others.  

 

Results 

We found that a subset of animals switched their previously acquired preference upon association of the preferred 

lever with a shock to a conspecific. Since most animals preferred the easy lever in no shock sessions, switching 

to the hard lever can be interpreted as a cost, and hence as pro-social behavior. Interestingly, a subset of animals 

kept their initial preferences, although these animals were able to switch levers in a subsequent control where the 

previously non preferred lever was associated with higher reward magnitude.  

 

Conclusion  

This behavioral paradigm provides means to scrutinize both pro- and anti-social behaviors. Indeed, while the first 

group allows examining how the perception of other’s distress promotes pro-social behavior, the second group 

enables the exploration what predisposes some individuals to disregard the distress of others.  
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Background 

Rheumatoid Arthritis causes inflammation of the joints. It is an autoimmune disease where your own immune 

system attacks your own body. Symptoms consist of joint pain, swelling, stiffness, tiredness, depression, 

irritability and flu like symptoms. Around 2 million people in the UK suffer from rheumatoid arthritis, and about 

75% of these are women. Onset commonly begins between the ages of 40-50, but can start at any age 

(Hertsmstherapy.org.uk, 2018). Experimental models of rheumatoid arthritis have contributed immensely to 

understanding the pathogenesis as well as the treatment of this debilitating disease. 

The rat Collagen Induced Arthritis (CIA) model can be used to unravel mechanisms involved in the development 

of arthritis and are an effective model to study the effect of new therapeutics. There are various treatment strategies 

from the use of conventional disease modifying anti-rheumatic drugs to biologicals. Unfortunately, not all patients 

respond to existing treatment and so there is still a strong need for new treatments. All animal studies were 

ethically reviewed and carried out in accordance with Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act 1986 and our internal 

Policy on the Care, Welfare and Treatment of Animals. The aim of this work is to optimize the animal model for 

CIA, and to minimise animal suffering. 

 

Method 

Sixteen female Lewis rats, from Charles River Laboratory, housed in groups of four per cage, were allocated to 

the behavior observation study. On arrival to the animal room the rats were checked carefully and acclimatised 

for seven days prior to the start of the study. CIA was induced in three groups and the fourth group acted as a 

control. (no CIA).  Rats were housed in clear Polysulphone plastic cage (see Figure 1) with a raised stainless steel 

bar lid measuring 58cm long, 38cm wide, 22cm high. The cage had 2cm depth of wood shavings, and an aspen 

wood chew block 2cm x 2cm x 10cm long (Datesand) with a handful of soft shredded tissue for nesting and 

suspended Maxi Fun Tunnels 15cm long, 8cm circumference (LBS), and a red shelf (Rosper Engineering).  

                                        
                                                      Figure 1; cage with enrichment devices. 

 

Rats were fed ad libitum with 5LF2 PMI Eurodent diet from PMI International Certified LabDiet®, and laboratory 

grade animal drinking water was available via water bottles attached to the cages. Cage bases and trays were 

replaced weekly, disposable enrichment replaced as required and the racks were swapped for new racks 

fortnightly. Throughout the facility there was piped radio tuned into a local commercial station during the light 

phase. The light cycle was on a 12:12 light/dark with light phase from 06.00h – 18.00h and a gradual increase or 

decrease of lighting over a ten-minute dawn; dusk period. Video recordings were made in conjunction with the 

welfare and study observations made during the working day.  
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Low level light CCTV cameras and web video CCTV video manager software equipment were supplied by 

Tracksys; the video software was from Noldus. The night vision camera had an infra-red light source; this allowed 

recording of rats’ movements during active period hours (lights off) without undue disturbance. The PC screen 

was only switched on when the camera views needed to be checked to ensure they had not been moved during 

any room duties (normally at 16.00h on test days for no more than 10 minutes); at all other times the screen was 

turned off. Each cage was videoed daily for six hours for the duration of the study for each group of rats (up to 21 

days). The first hour of footage from the start of the dark phase, was sampled, as an initial scan throughout the 

footage indicated this was the period the rats appeared to be the most active which has been observed in other 

studies of laboratory rats (e.g. 1Hurst et al, 1997).  

Behavioural data was collated from video records (see Figure 2) using fixed interval instantaneous focal sampling, 

with a note of activity, posture and location in the cage made at one minute intervals from 18.05h – 19.05h which 

equated to the first three hours of dark phase. This equates to a total of 36 scans per rat per recording session for 

location, position and activity. The behavioural observations included, rearing, social interactions, grooming and 

locomotion.  

 
           Figure 2; Screen shot of pre-arthritis and onset of arthritis. Top left cage are the control animals. 

 

The behavioural ethogram used was developed in part from the following published ethograms: 2Hurst et al 

(1997), 3Abou Ismail et al (2010), and cage side observations to define rat activity during scan sampling. For the 

purpose of instantaneous sampling, and to keep some consistency in the project, an activity was defined as what 

an animal was doing whilst it was mobile or stationary, posture was defined as the exact deportment of the body 

and, location of the rat in the cage, which included whether they were under the shelf or in the tunnel.  

In this study we evaluate the preliminary results comparing the difference in behaviour prior to and during the 

onset of arthritis. 
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While it is well known that exercise is generally beneficial, it is becoming increasingly important to understand 

the psychological and physiological consequences (both positive and negative) to individuals who engage in 

exercise. Exercise regimens tailored to the individual serve to provide optimal benefits while reducing the 

potentially stressful effects of exercise (ex: overtraining, burnout, or injury). Personalized, or precision, medicine 

tailors interventions, including exercise prescriptions, to the individual based on their predicted response or risk 

of disease. This idea of precision exercise training to alleviate stress and anxiety is especially important because 

the dose (duration, intensity) of exercise that provides benefits is very individualized. 

Zebrafish (Danio rerio) are becoming increasingly involved in experiments involving stress research as well as 

those studies investigating the benefits of exercise. This may partly be due to the zebrafish stress-integrating 

system: it is organized as a hypothalamic-pituitary-interrenal (HPI) axis compared to the mammalian 

hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis, and there are many homologies. Like mammals, zebrafish respond to 

a variety of stressors, such as handling, heavy metals, organic pollutants, rapid temperature changes, predator 

confrontations, confinement/restraint, overcrowding, and novel environments, through increased cortisol levels 

released through the gills into the water. Cortisol is also the main corticosteroid released in humans during times 

of stress. 

The protocol described here uses behavioral testing and physiological measurements to determine stressfulness 

of a given exercise regimen in an individual zebrafish. Adult, wild-type male and female zebrafish were 

individually housed and exercised at a moderate intensity (approximately 300 L/hr current) using a swim tunnel 

(see Figure 1). Prior to exercise training, each fish was evaluated for baseline anxiety-like behaviors using the 

novel tank test (NTT) and stress hormone levels by cortisol excretion. Fish were exercised at 10 minutes, then 20 

minutes, and finally 30 minutes, 3 times per week. NTT and cortisol levels were measured after 2-4 weeks at each 

exercise duration before it was increased. Control fish were placed in the swim tunnel for the corresponding 

amount of time but it was not running. After completion of all exercise training, fish were again measured for 

anxiety-like behaviors and cortisol concentrations to determine the stressfulness of the training regimen. Anxiety-

like behaviors were reported based on the percentage of time spent in the upper part of the novel tank during a 5-

minute protocol. Increased time spent in the upper half of the novel tank compared to baseline indicated reduced 

anxiety-like behaviors while decreased time spent in the upper section indicated increased anxiety-like behaviors. 

Free cortisol concentrations were collected from small holding water samples and analyzed using EIA (Cayman 

Chemical, USA). 

This combination of methodologies allows for evaluation of both behavioral and physiological responses to a 

given bout of exercise training. These behavioral and physiological measurements were analyzed to determine 

whether an individual fish responded positively or negatively to a given exercise protocol and training could then 

be adjusted to reach a beneficial level. 
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The study described here was approved by the Northeastern State University Institutional Animal Care and Use 

Committee and was conducted in conformity with ethical and humane principles of research. 

  

Figure 1. Individualized exercise training in a 

swim tunnel. 
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Introduction 

Human Action Recognition (HAR) as a computer vision subfield has seen impressive progress due to the growth 

of deep learning based methods. The field of egocentric vision has received significant attention from the activity 

recognition community as the amount of relevant work indicates ([1]–[8]). Recent detection methods rely on 

neural network structures to describe the content of video frames as well as the sequential relations in terms of 

objects [2], [7], activities [1], [3], [4], [6], locations [5], [7], interactions [8] or combinations of different scene 

aspects. In the domain of activities of daily living and specifically in that of older adult healthcare, egocentric 

vision is becoming acknowledged as a means of activity analysis and understanding [9]. A nice review for 

egocentric activity recognition can be found in [10].  

In this work, we focus on HAR from an egocentric video perspective for the analysis of indoor scenes and 

activities. We are using Long Short-term Memory (LSTM)[11] a deep learning method designed for sequential 

data that allows us to analyze videos in the temporal domain, efficiently making use of the inherent structure that 

exists in a sequence of video frames. First experiments for distinguishing between standing/sitting/no-action 

classes in the Activities of Daily Living (ADL) dataset [12] reveal promising results towards classification of the 

performed actions of the camera wearer. 

Methodology 

We are following the example of [5] to produce a dataset of objects that can be classified into activity groups for 

each video frame. We do this by applying a state-of-the-art object detector on the videos comprising the ADL 

dataset, saving the detections and using them to produce train and test splits for the LSTM training scheme.  

More specifically, we use the YOLO (You Only Look Once) object detector [13] trained to detect the ADL20 set 

of objects from [5] which consists of typical objects found in an indoor scene e.g. fridge, oven, television, door. 

To train the LSTM we process the object detections per frame, into a binary vector with length the number of 

available objects (20 in this case) with ones in the indices of detected objects for the current frame and zeros 

otherwise. Since the LSTM is able to model the temporal dynamics when having a sequence as input, we take 

advantage by using sets of five frames. Furthermore, we change the frame rate to a single frame per second (1 

fps) with the effect of enlarging the period covered from one training example from 33 milliseconds to 1000, 

without complicating the input by having a very long sequence. For our training scheme, a single LSTM layer is 

sufficient to model the three proposed action groups. The action groups are the result of mapping the action classes 

proposed in [12]. The activity mapping is shown in Table 3. 

Table 3: ADL action classes mapped to standing and sitting action groups with the addition of the background 

class for the frames that have been annotated as having no occuring activity. In the 3rd and 4th row the frames for 

each class in the train and test sets, respectively. 

Group No-action Standing Sitting 

Activity Background 

Combing hair, make up, brushing teeth, dental floss, 

washing hands/face, drying hands/face, enter/leave 

room, adjusting thermostat, laundry, washing dishes, 

moving dishes, making tea, making coffee, drinking 

water/bottle, drinking water/tap, making hot food, 

making cold food/snack, mopping in kitchen, 

vacuuming, taking pills, making bed, cleaning house, 

using mouth wash, grabbing water from tap 

Eating in kitchen, 

watching tv, using 

computer, using cell, 

reading book, writing, 

putting on shoes/socks, 

drinking coffee/tea 

Train 

frames 
1208 6701 3734 

Test 

frames 
2890 10338 7791 
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Experiments, Results and Discussion 

After experimenting with the training hyperparameters of the LSTM, we discovered the optimal values for the 

number of training iterations, learning rate, sequence size, mini-batch size and dropout as shown in Table 4. The 

network consists of one LSTM layer, followed by a fully connected layer without a non-linear activation so it can 

be used for inference. The loss function is weighted softmax cross entropy, with Adam [14] for optimization. The 

weighting of each class is an additional hyperparameter to account for the imbalance of the action groups in the 

train set.  

Table 4: LSTM hyperparameters and architecture 

Training steps (epochs) 1500 (~62) 

Learning rate 10−4 to 10−6 in 100 steps with polynomial decay 

Sequence size 5 

Mini-batch size 96 

Dropout 0.85 

LSTM layers 1 

Hidden units 20 

 

Our single best execution in terms of overall accuracy has 73.08% of the frames in the test set classified correctly. 

It is important to note the imbalance of the test set as shown at the 4th row of Table 3. Per class results are shown 

in Table 5. The low recall in the no-action case does not affect the overall accuracy significantly, because the 

number of test samples is low compared to the other two classes. 

 

Table 5: Per class recall and precision results, max is 1. 

 No-action Standing Sitting 

Recall 0.01 0.92 0.75 

Precision 0.11 0.71 0.77 

 

The preliminary results show that it is possible to classify the frames when a person is ‘standing’ versus when 

‘sitting’ successfully based on the underlying objects and activities; however, the ‘no-action’ frames are easily 

mistaken as one of the other groups, due to the aforementioned class imbalance. Another reason is the objects that 

signify each action group and the background. The background does not depend on specific objects to be detected, 

rather on random occurrences of objects, which are characteristic for other actions. A ‘fridge’ and an ‘oven’ found 

in a ‘no-action’ frame, would suggest a food related action at test time, which belongs in the ‘standing’ group 

because the number of training samples with this label is greater and as such, distinctive of the ‘standing’ action 

group.  

In future work we intend to study the objects that individually describe each activity and action group in order to 

identify which object classes (and lack thereof) represent specific actions. 
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Uppsala University Behavioral Facility (UUBF) Has The Capability And 

Competence To Conduct Behavioral Studies In mouse, Rat and Fish  

Asa Konradsson-Geuken, Klas Kullander, Erika Roman and Svante Winberg 

Uppsala University, Sweden; asa.konradsson-geuken@farmbio.uu.se 

Uppsala University Behavioral Facility (UUBF) is a non-profit core facility supported by the Faculty of Medicine 

and Pharmacy, Uppsala University, Sweden. UUBF’s main aims are to provide administration- and organization 

services of behavioral tests for internal and external research groups. We offer a large array of behavioral tasks 

for mouse, rat and fish, e.g. tasks for exploration, motor behaviors, sensorimotor processing, learning, memory 

and behavioral profiling. UUBF provides equipment together with protocols for behavioral experiments, and 

assists with data analysis, interpretation, and advanced statistical analyses. We also provide assistance with writing 

of ethical applications and training and guidance in experimental design. Further, UUBF offers biannual graduate 

courses on animal behavior e.g. “How to study behavior in vertebrates with focus on fish and rodents”. You are 

welcome to contact UUBF for discussing your future behavioral experiments.  

Ethical Statement: the researchers using our facility are holding their own approved ethical permits 
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Validation and psychometric properties of an adapted multitasking measuring 

tool 
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Interruptions are often unexpected breaks  in current activity, that can introduce a new task, thus forcing a person 

to move from one action to another in an unplanned manner [1]. This generates a multitasking situation in which 

more than one task in the same time period is performed. Multitasking refers to the ability to perform two or more 

tasks simultaneously and sequentially by switching from one task to another [2]. In our study, we validate Polish 

adaptation of the UNRAVEL task [3] as a tool to measure functioning during multitasking.  

The purpose of the original UNRAVEL procedure is to investigate the effect of interruptions on task performance. 

It engages executive processes in which the task is to focus attention on the correct element and to navigate to the 

next task-relevant element. In this sequential task steps have to be performed in a particular sequence, and correct 

performance depends on placekeeping in the sequence. The current study aims to adapt the UNRAVEL task into 

Polish and to verify whether the Polish adaptation can yield valid and reliable data about multitasking 

performance. Secondly, the study investigates the psychometric properties of an adapted version of the 

UNRAVEL task. Because the research in the area of multitask functioning suggests the existence of the age-

related differences [4,5], we decided to investigate the properties of the Polish version of the UNRAVEL task for 

groups of both younger and older adults (N=121). 

 

The Polish adaptation differs from the original in that we reduced the number of steps in the procedure from seven 

to five and used an acronym WINDA  (meaning “an elevator” in Polish). Shortening of the procedure is expected 

to lessen the difficulty of the task for older participants. Each step of the WINDA sequence requires a two-

alternative forced choice applied to one feature of a presented stimulus (a letter and a digit). For example, the W 

step involves choosing whether the letter on the screen is a capital or lowercase, the N step requires a choice about 

whether the digit in the stimulus is odd or even. For each step, the letter in the sequence mnemonically relates to 

one of the two candidate responses, which are unique for each step (e.g., “W” for “Wielka” (capital), “N” for 

“Nieparzysta” (odd); their opposites are “M” for “Mała” (lowercase), and “P” for “Parzysta” (even), respectively. 

In the original version three of the seven rules refer to visual attributes of the stimuli: a font style (underline or 

italic), a color (red or yellow) and localization on the screen (above or below the box), two of them refer to digits: 

the digit is even or odd and the digit is less than or more than 5, and two refer to letters: the letter is near to or far 

from the start of the alphabet and the letter is vowel or consonant. The five rules in the polish version of the 

UNRAVEL task were made analogically. Two rules refer to digits: the digit is other than 1 or 8 or equal to 1 or 8 

and the digit is odd or even, two refer to letters: the letter is capital or small and the letter is near to letter A or Z 

in alphabet, and one rule is perceptual: the character is below or above the box.  

 

In order to test the properties of the WINDA task and to compare it to the original UNRAVEL task, we re-enacted 

a set of analyses completed by original creators of UNRAVEL [3]. Our analyses for WINDA task paralleled 

Altmann’s results for UNRAVEL experiment in most instances but also revealed a moderating effect of age 

(younger vs. older adults). The main finding of the adapted WINDA study, mirroring Altmann’s UNRAVEL 

results, is that interruptions lead to an increased chance of resuming at the wrong step in a sequential task during 

a cognitively engaging activity and that the interruption effect differs in age groups. We examine the potential of 

the adapted procedure to produce individual differences and verify the reliability of sequence errors as a measure 

of individual differences in placekeeping operations. Similarly to the original task, reliability for sequence errors 

is high, both in the group of younger and older adults, suggesting that the WINDA task is a reliable tool, suitable 

for measuring individual differences in multitasking performance. Obtained effects suggest that the adaptation 

process that we employed for the creation of the WINDA task may be utilized to generate other language 

adaptations of this tool and the particular rules used in WINDA, as well as probably the acronym itself (defined 

as the set of rules), could be exchanged for another without compromising the procedure as a tool to measure 
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sequential control. This opens the possibilities for the creation of different versions of the task (characterized by 

different levels of difficulty) targeted at the specific subject groups.  
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All procedures were conducted in accordance with the research ethics guidelines at SWPS University of Social 

Sciences and Humanities in Warsaw.  
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In our facility, we provide behavioral assays to answer questions on disease models in mice. Beside other subjects, 

we address the field Learning and Memory as well as Anxiety and Depression. 

Symptoms of anxiety and depression or deficits in learning and memory can occur independently. However, 

anxiety and depression-like symptoms [1] can influence learning and memory function. 

We established pipelines to phenotype mouse lines, addressing questions on Learning and Memory as found in 

Alzheimer’s Disease [2] or Dementia, congenital mental deficits as well as several cognitive disorders. 

In another line of research, we combine the TSE PhenoMaster System [3], which is a highly flexible metabolic 

cage assemble, with well-known but also cutting-edge motoric assays. 

Thus, we established behavior pipelines addressing Parkinson’s Disease models, but also models for stroke or 

traumatic brain injuries [4]. 

By using also, the TSE PhenoMaster System, we developed another pipeline as well, which can be used for mouse 

models addressing metabolic questions like thermoregulation, respiration and/or calorie consumption. 

All the animal work was conducted according the Austrian and European laws and guidelines for animal research. 
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Due to the encouraging success achieved with therapeutic interventions aimed at treating the motor symptoms in 

Parkinson’s disease (PD), a greater appreciation of the non-motor aspects of the disease has emerged. One third 

of these patients suffer from cognitive impairment, sometimes preceding the classical motor symptoms, which 

has consequences for patient’s quality of life and mortality. Mainly frontal dysexecutive function but also memory 

and recognition are affected; these disease induced cognitive impairments are less/not sensitive to dopamine 

replacement therapy.  Progressive degeneration of nigrostriatal dopamine neurons and the pathological deposition 

of the protein alpha-synuclein in intraneuronal inclusions are the neurobiological basis for PD. A model of AAV-

mediated overexpression of alpha-synuclein in midbrain dopamine neurons have been developed and described 

in rats, showing a  progressive dopaminergic neurodegeneration associated to motor symptoms related to PD 

(Kirik et al, 2002; Decressac et al, 2012; Bourdenx et al, 2015). The present study aims to assess cognitive function 

of this model in order to determine whether behavior of AAV induced alpha-synuclein overexpression rats 

resembles those observed during early PD manifestations. 

Twenty four male adult Sprague Dawley rats were enrolled in the cognitive function test (French ethical comity 

authorization, APAFIS#6281-2016072517437766v3). AAV2/9 vectors carrying the human mutant p.A53T alpha-

synuclein were injected into both substantia nigra of fourteen rats and AAV-GFP marker in ten rats (as controls). 

A comprehensive behavioral battery of tests was performed every 4 weeks for motor skills, anxiety, working 

memory and object recognition ability until 16 weeks. In parallel, touchscreen based operant tasks were performed 

for visual discrimination and attention (5 choices serial reaction time).  

Behavioural parameters analysis revealed that motor skills impairment occur within the first 2 months after the 

AAV-hα-syn injections, as well as anxiety behavior in the elevated plus maze and working memory in 

spontaneous alternation test. Analysis of touchscreen based tasks and object recognition are still ongoing. 

Interpretation of the results in this study has to take into account the sensorimotor impairment induced by AAV-

hα-syn injections. Analysis of the different parameters of interest as measured in the adopted test battery have to 

be related to other subtle parameters such as activity of the animal or response latency in each test and correlation 

between tests is also required. Observing relevant cognitive impairment in a progressive synuclein - based PD 

model would offer relevant evidence to study underlying neurophysiological mechanisms and propose potential 

therapeutic target to improve patient’s quality of life. 
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Introduction 
In the emerging topic of Human-Data Interaction (HDI), immersive data visualization environments allow 

exploring the social interaction of groups of researchers with data, providing that their spatial movement may be 

captured and correlated with the data displayed. Imperial College’s Global Data Observatory (GDO) is a high 

resolution circular environment covering 313º where 15 people can simultaneously explore and interact with data 

through visual analytics. The space is equipped with multiple Microsoft Kinects, allowing crowd motion tracking 

and approximated eye gaze detection through a system presented as Holokinect [1]. As the largest in Europe, the 

GDO offers a unique scenario to develop research on human mobility patterns and data interaction. In this context, 

the aim of this paper is to describe the technologies involved in the GDO environment, discuss the research 

possibilities that they offer and most importantly to validate the space as human mobility analysis’ centre, 

promoting its use in multidisciplinary research projects while exploring potential collaboration synergies.   

Infrastructure and Usability 
The GDO, a Large High-Resolution Display (LHRD) assembles 64 monitors powered by 32 computers and five 

Microsoft Kinects v2 depth-cameras is able to track body movement and eye gaze of several subjects 

simultaneously. It allows the social interaction of 15 people with data, which has proven to decrease the difficulty 

of gaining insight into data [1]. The GDO has been used to explore dynamic Bitcoin transactions [2], fuzzy logic 

[3], and neuroimaging data [4]. However, it presents many possibilities, in particular to study human mobility 

patterns, both in small indoor and large outdoor scales (either using the Holokinect system or online satellite data, 

respectively). The former includes the study of human mobility in urban areas, which may contribute to the 

emerging subject of smart cities and how they operate. The Kinect devices have previously proven to be useful in 

game control [5], robot control [6,7], and to improve the tracking process and loss of sight in PET scan [8]. In the 

context of HDI, it allows the study of how groups interact and organize when given particular tasks, such as 

searching for anomalies in a large data display. Further the eye gaze detection system can provide detailed 

feedback on the efficacy of the data displays in attracting the attention of the participants. This feedback could be 

used to understand and detect particular anomalies in the data displayed which are apparent visually but not easily 

identified in the dataset itself. The use of eye gaze to control an adaptive visualization task is proven to increase 

cognitive abilities [9]. 

Validation Methodology 

To evaluate and validate the GDO with Holokinect (see Figure 1.a) as an immersive environment to measure 

human mobility behaviour, a comparative experiment involving a distinct motion capture system was carried out. 

In this experiment a subject wearing a mocap suit performed specific representative movements inside the GDO 

space, in different positions of the grid presented on Figure 1.b. By operating simultaneously, the Holokinect 

system recorded the same set of movements. In this way, data collected from both systems can be compared, and 

the accuracy of both systems evaluated, according to the position inside the GDO. This allows analysis of the 

impact of distinct configuration settings, such as considering weighted joints to better approximate the 

biomechanical hierarchy and constraints. The comparative equipment used in the experiment was the igs-180 

mocap suit, from Synertial, that incorporates 17 sensors each of which is a 9-axis inertial movement units (IMU), 

capturing the movement on a 60Hz rate. The data is saved as a BVH file, containing the rotation in XYZ axes for 

each joint in Euler angles (deg). The data recorded from the Holokinect system is stored on a different format in 

an online DataBase platform, containing the XYZ coordinates of the set of joints considered by the Holokinect 

system on a rate of 30 Hz. Thus, the first step of the comparing methodology involves converting BVH files to 

Kinect files and vise versa allowing assessment of the autoencoding error. The second stage assesses the difference 

between the measures of both systems, both in Euler angles, first considering all joint equals, and then considering 

the weighted joints. This data processing is performed for each recording in a different position on the grid, 

averaging the error across joints. Ultimately, it is possible to present the detected errors according to the position 

on the grid, varying from the centre to different radius circumferences, building a heat map of the accuracy of the 

movement capture inside the GDO. This variability may be, for example, due to sight lines and occlusion of 
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participants.  This is ongoing work, representing a fundamental basis for studying accurately human mobility 

patterns inside the GDO immersive environment. 

 

 
Figure 1. (a) GDO environment and Holokinect montage; (b) top view of the grid used for recordings, 1m 

distance between two consecutive crosses. 
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Introduction 
Understanding the relation between brain signals and body movements while driving in extreme scenarios brings 

us closer to assess human behaviour and the related neural processes. ETHOMICS (ethology+genomics) is the 

approach to measure comprehensively natural perceptual input (vision), motor output (eyes and limbs movements) 

and brain activity. This will allow to foster the development of specific in-vehicle and in-body technologies able 

to prevent critical conditions and improve driving safety. With this purpose, the problem of drivers’ fatigue is 

being widely explored, however, the neurological response under challenging driving conditions, where the skill 

of the driver comes in play, and his responses can save life, has not been carefully studied yet.  To this end, a 

Formula E champion drove a sports car in the Silverstone circuit under extreme conditions (high speed, low 

visibility and road slipperiness), while we recorded his brain activity (using EEG), his eyes movements and his 

hand/foot movements. Understanding how the brain and consequently the body operates under these conditions 

provides new insights in human reaction mechanisms and, ultimately, can be used to develop autonomous cars 

and their safety procedures. The data collected was analysed in respect to the GPS position on the driving circuit. 

The initial results obtained from the real experimental scenario suggest correlations between body and eye 

movements and concrete brain waves, in relation to the curvature of the track and the unexpected events caused 

by the extreme driving conditions. The test drive was prescheduled by the racing team, who race in these 

conditions frequently, for promotional purposes. It enabled us this unique scientific observation of motor expertise 

in the wild. Although unlikely needed, emergency response units were present. 

 

Related Work 

Most studies on driving have been focusing on understanding, measuring and evaluating drivers’ attention [1,2], 

fatigue [3], and drowsiness [4], which are major causes of road accidents. Some of those studies used these 

measurements to implement brain machine interfaces (BMI) to reverse these states [1,4]. The use of neurological 

data to determine and prevent these states is an emerging field. It was shown that drivers intention to perform an 

emergency braking task is detected in the brain and muscles previously to the behavioural response, in almost 

130ms [5]. That corroborates that drivers’ intentions can be detected in the brain before the initiation of the motor 

response. Here we try to characterize the responses of a top skill race driver under extreme driving conditions and 

unexpected events using his neural activity and eye movements.  

 

Method  

To explore the relation between brain, body and eye movement, in respect to the position on the track, an 

experienced professional race car driver (20+ years racing experience) drove an Audi R8+ (610 bhp) on the 

TopGear Race track, in wet weather conditions with 3-5ºC (contributing to the decrease of visibility and 

slipperiness of the road). Driver assistance systems on the car were turned off. The driver was equipped with: a 

32-channels wireless EEG system with dry electrodes (LiveAmp - BrainVision); an eye tracking system (ETG 

2W A - SMI); inertial measurement units (IMUs) on his hands and feets (MTw Awinda - Xsens); and an Apple 

watch to monitor his heart rate. The Audi R8 used on the experiment was equipped with a GPS system and a 

camera recording the inside of the car during the entire experience. The video recordings were used to annotate 

the data and detect events (drifts and loss of control). The data collected from the eye glasses allowed to determine 

eye gaze. As pupils’ movements are recorded, the glasses could also be used to determine the percentage of eyelid 

closure (PERCLOS), in order to incorporate the measurement of drowsiness in our study, as in [4].  For EEG data 

handling, MATLAB toolbox EEGLAB was used to perform pre-processing tasks (removing bad channels). The 

collected data was analysed in MATLAB in order to relate data both in space and time. Figure 1 presents the 

system architecture used on the experiment, regarding the equipments involved, the conditions in which the 

experiment occurred, and the data analysis process.  
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Figure 1. Architecture of the experiment and data processing analysis. 

 

 

Results   

Timestamp synchronization was performed across all data streams. The EEG alpha band and eye gaze were 

analysed together, as this band power is strongly connected to eyes’ activity and state of alertness [2,6]. The 

inertial data from the IMUs enable analysis of the abruptness of both hand and foot movements in respect to the 

position on the circuit track (driving straight requires less movement unless unexpected events such as drifting 

occur). Figure 2 illustrates some preliminary results of the first driving lap. In Figure 2.a, the colour of data 

represents the power of the alpha band whereas the size of the circle represents the magnitude of the eye 

movements. In Figure 2.b, each colour corresponds to one of the sensors, and the size of the circle represent the 

abruptness of movements. S indicates the starting point and the arrow the direction of the car movement. As 

shown, it is possible to identify measurable changes in brain and motor activity beyond circuit curves, resulting 

from moments of loss of control of the car, for instance, during drifts caused by the slipperiness of the road. It is 

also possible to identify longer periods of eye fixation when the driver starts a circuit straight line, and an increase 

on the alpha band in the second half of the curves.  

 
Figure 2. First round of data across the circuit track obtained by GPS data and (a) EEG data with a heat map for 

the alpha band and the eye gaze fixation times; (b) RMS of the gyroscopes data from the four sensors.  

Additional analysis will include further assessment on the brain waves and eye movement patterns during 

moments of drifts, where there is an increase on body movement (especially the hands), as well as an increase on 

the neural response mechanism. 
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Background: Abnormal Repetitive Behaviours (ARBs) displayed by dogs include behaviours such as tail 

chasing, shadow chasing, and repetitive licking. These behaviours have been variably described as stereotypic1,2 

or compulsive3 behaviours, however there is no consensus on how to classify ARBs into either category. 

According to common definitions, a stereotypy is an invariant and repetitive behaviour with no apparent function, 

whereas ‘compulsive’ behaviours relate to variable goal directed behaviours which are abnormally repeated, 

sustained or out of context. The expression of ARB can vary between individuals both in phenotype and in how 

variable the behaviour appears to be. Some individuals display highly repetitive and invariant ARB whereas others 

appear to be variable in presentation. In other species, the degree to which ARB is invariant is suggested to be 

important in indicating dysfunctional behaviour control mechanisms. Repeated ‘goal directed’ behaviours are 

suggested to reflect deficits in areas of the brain involved in planning and attaining goals (the prefrontal cortex) 

which may be classed as a ‘compulsive’ behaviour4, whereas ‘fixed’ and invariant ARBs are hypothesized to 

reflect dysfunction in areas of the brain responsible for motor control (the basal ganglia)5 and may be described 

as stereotypic.  

Aim: The aim of this study was to develop and compare measures of variability within and between ARB 

sequences from a sample of kennel housed dogs, in order to identify a suitable method of quantifying variability. 

Understanding the degree of variability within and between ARB sequences may enable classification of ARB in 

dogs as compulsive or stereotypic. 

Method: The subjects were 47 adult dogs which displayed any form of abnormal repetitive behaviour, housed in 

one of 13 Dogs Trust and RSPCA re-homing centres. All dogs were videoed in their kennels on a standard day 

for a period of five hours. Screening criteria for each case was based on whether the dog repeated the reported 

‘abnormal’ behaviour more than three times consecutively, or for more than 10 seconds continuously, repeated 

over more than three bouts of the behaviour. Noldus ObserverTM was used to analyse the sequences of behaviours 

within periods of ARB. Each type of ARB was analysed according to individual behaviour components which 

comprised the sequence (example sequence: spin right, spin right, spin right, spin left, spin left). 

There is no gold standard for measuring repetitiveness in ARB sequences, therefore measures of variability were 

either developed or adapted for the purpose of this study based on an understanding of the nature of ARBs or were 

based on measures used in other studies6–8. The measures included both within bout variability (how dependent 

the current behaviour is on the preceding behaviour) and between bout measures of variability (how similar 

separate bouts of ARB were to one another). The measures of variability were applied to the 47 dog’s sequences 

of ARB.  

Analysis and Results: The structure between measures were explored with Principle Components Analysis. The 

seven variability measures grouped onto three factors which highlighted different aspects of variability. One factor 

measured ‘between bout’ variability, another measured ‘within bout’ variability comparing the observed sequence 

of behaviours to random, and a third measured sequential dependency. All three factors are aspects of repetition 

in abnormal repetitive behaviour and may be useful when considering how they relate to behavioural control. The 

degree of variability in ARB may indicate the degree of dysfunction in control of behaviour, which can be tested 

for using behavioural tasks such as a two-choice gambling task, set shifting tasks, or a reversal learning task5.  

No distinct categories into which dogs could be classified based on the variability of ARB were identified in this 

study, since the majority of ARB displayed was on a continuum from variable to relatively repetitive. Nine of 

forty-seven dogs displayed ARB that was entirely a repetition of the same behaviour component, the remaining 

subjects ranged from almost entirely repetitive to very variable. The definition of stereotypy suggested by Mason9 
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is ‘a repetitive behaviour induced by frustration, repeated attempts to cope, and/or CNS dysfunction’. Based on 

the results of our data, few subjects displayed entirely repetitive behaviour, and the rest displayed ARB on a 

continuum which suggests that the majority of dogs showing ARBs in the study population cannot be described 

as stereotypic. Whether the majority of dogs therefore fall into the ‘compulsive’ behaviour category requires 

further research. 
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Measuring human running to inform mechanical ageing of running shoes 
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Almost a third of adults in England are obese, with an annual cost to the National Health Service of ~6 million 

[1]. The obesity issue is partly due to the UK population being less active today than in the 1960s, and the 

Government want people to exercise more [2]. Running is an accessible and social activity well suited to getting 

more people exercising regularly. A recent survey estimated the UK running population at ~10 million [3], Sport 

England predict ~2 million adults regularly participate in athletics [4] and ParkRun UK claim >1.5 million people 

have participated in their runs [5]. Benefits of regular exercise are clear, but poorly conditioned recreational 

athletes are more prone to injury [6]. 

An estimated 37 to 56% of runners sustain injuries, with ~50 to 70% of these classified as ‘overuse injuries’ [7]. 

Foot pronation and ground reaction forces are injury factors amongst runners [8], and running shoes degrade with 

use, reducing their ability to limit any harmful impact forces [6]. Running shoes also affect muscle activity, 

influencing fatigue, comfort, work and performance [9]. Mechanical ageing can be used to impose, and measure, 

degradation, repeatedly compressing the shoe to mimic running [10]. The aim of this work was to assess the 

feasability of measuring ground reaction forces to individualise mechanical ageing of running shoes. Ethical 

Approval was obtained from the local ethics committee. 

Mechanical ageing parameters came from a participant (22 year, 76 kg, 1.86 m & 21.8 BMI) running over a force 

plate (Z17068AA, Kistler, sampling at 2,000 Hz, with data collected and analysed using Bioware 5.1.1.0) while 

wearing shoes (Kalenji, EKIDEN, size 8.5). The shoes were naturally aged with the participant running outdoors 

(time and distance monitored, Strava GPS device), and an identical shoe was mechanical aged in a servo hydraulic 

device (Instron, fitted with 5 kN load cell), with compression applied via a rigid heel surrogate. The mechanically 

aged shoe was subjected to a dwell waveform [10], involving a loading cycle based on the participants foot-strike 

followed by a pause (0.5 s) to represent the time between strikes. Shoe degradation from natural and mechanical 

ageing was assessed at set running distances, by comparing the energy absorbed in a mechanical loading cycle. 

This research helps link mechanical ageing to specific runners, informing shoe design and guidance as to when 

they should be replaced. 
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Can fish-catching and sweeping tasks reproduce natural whisker movements in 

pinnipeds? 

Alyx Milne, Catherine Smith, Robyn A Grant 
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Pinnipeds (seals, sea lions and walruses) have the most sensitive whiskers of all mammals. All pinnipeds are able 

to use their whiskers to discriminate between different textures, shapes and sizes of objects.  Sea lions are thought 

to be able to move their whiskers actively, which can be demonstrated during a dynamic somatosensory task, such 

as ball-balancing [1]. However, the degree to which seals and walruses can move their whiskers has not yet been 

documented. 

This presentation documents a new method to easily encourage natural whisker movements in pinnipeds. All 

experiments were carried out with approval by local ethics committees at Blackpool Zoo, Rhyl Seaquarium and 

Hardjevik Dolfinarium. Sea lions, walruses and seals were filmed during fish catching, where the fish were thrown 

to the animal, and fish sweeping, where the fish was swept across the mystacial pad. The video was then analysed 

using custom behavioural software, the Manual Whisker Annotator (MWA) [2], which provided measurements 

of head orientation, whisker angles, whisker amplitudes and whisker asymmetry. Both fish sweeping and fish 

catching tasks caused protraction of the whiskers towards the food item. Sea lions had the largest whisker 

movements, however, these were not as strong as during the ball-balancing task (in [1]). We conclude, that moving 

food items can encourage natural whisker movements in pinnipeds; however, an even more dynamic task, such 

as ball-balancing, will encourage larger movements. Focusing on encouraging natural whisker sensing movements 

might provide important behavioural and sensory enrichment. Future work might focus on designing a swimming 

fish delivery system to encourage more natural sensing behaviors in pinnipeds in captivity. 

  

Figure 1: Example video stills showing whisker protractions and asymmetry during fish catching. Figure 6 in 

[1]. 
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Analysing facial expressions with the help of FaceReader – New methodological 

perspectives in moral developmental research 
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Recently, within moral developmental research moral emotions became increasingly centre of interest [9]. Moral 

emotions like shame and guilt play a key role in transforming social-moral norms into corresponding behaviour 

[1]. Moreover, these emotions show to what extent moral rules are assumed as personally binding [7]. 

A prominent approach to assess moral emotions and immoral behaviour is the so called happy victimizer paradigm 

[6]. Within this paradigm a half standardised interview is used in which moral emotion attributions can be 

indicated with the help of hypothetic moral conflict situations [8].  

Although this approach led to impressive empirical evidence for the happy victimizer phenomenon [6] describing 

that young children attribute positive emotions to a moral wrongdoer even though they know the moral rule, there 

are still some methodological limitations:  

Firstly, verbal abilites of children aged 3 to 4 are still limited [5]. Little is known whether they can not express 

different emotions or whether they do not experience them. Secondly, it remains unclear how far verbal 

attributions of moral emotions in the happy-vicitmizer-interview are influenced by cognitive control and terms of 

social desirability [3] – especially when working with older children with emerging (social) cognitive 

competences.  

To overcome these methodological limitations the present study aims at exploring an extended approach for the 

measurement of moral emotions by assessing affective behavioral responses. Thus the study wants to examine 

whether the emotions reported in the interview correspond with spontaneous affective behavioral responses. It is 

assumed that these affective behavioral responses would be related to those emotions mentioned in the interview 

in terms of valence. 

To test this hypothesis a pilot-study was conducted supplementing the happy victimizer interview with two 

different moral conflict situations by measuring facial emotional expressions (i.e. micro-expressions) [2]. Micro-

expressions are cognitively controlled less because they are immediate and unconscious. Therefore they can 

neither be manipulated nor hidden [4].  

Within the pilot-study 20 pupils (10 male/10 female), aged between 7 and 14 (M = 9.8; SD = 2.9), were 

interviewed and video-taped. In order to compare micro-expressions with reported emotions children were asked 

how the protagonist in the story would feel. The video-based data at the interval of 1/10 of a second after this 

stimulus was analysed afterwards with the help of FaceReader 7.0 [10] and ObserverXT 14.0. 

Point-biserial correlation analysis was used to test the hypothesis. Analyses revealed that in one moral conflict 

situation there is a positive correlation between negative reported emotions and scared facial expressions (r = .58, 

p < 0.05). Additional descriptive statistical analyses indicated a strong relation between negative reported 

emotions and negative micro-expressions in general (47.1%) whereas no relation was found with regard to positive 

emotions. 

Although findings, given the small sample size, should be interpreted with caution they emphasize the need of 

extended methodological approaches for measuring moral emotions and underline the potentials of FaceReader 

technology as innovative method in the field of moral developmental research. Furthermore FaceReader can be 

used to gain deeper insights in moral emotions, especially concerning mixed emotions. Advantages of the 

FaceReader and methodological implications for further research (e.g. selected intervals and testsetup) shall be 

discussed in detail.  
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Effect of conditioned pain modulation on somatosensory profile in surgical 

models of osteoarthritis pain in rats and dogs 
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Introduction  

The objective was to compare the effect of conditioning stimulus (CS) on somatosensory changes in animal 

models of osteoarthritis (OA) pain. 

 

Materials and Methods 

OA model was surgically-induced in right stifle at day (D) 0. Rats (n=48/Sprague-Dawley/female/ovariectomized 

(OVX)) were divided in 4 groups: OA-OVX negative control: placebo/ OA-OVX positive analgesic (PA): oral 

pregabalin 30mg/kg and subcutaneous carprofen 5mg/kg daily/ naïve-OVX/ naïve-normal. OA-dogs (n=6/ 

sterilized: female=4; male=2) received a placebo. Quantitative sensory testing (QST) included punctate tactile 

[rats; paw withdrawal threshold (PWT); BSL; D7; D14; D21; D35; D49: D56] and mechanical [dogs; BSL, week 

(W)4; W7; W9] allodynia evaluation, pre- and post-CS. The CS was mechanical pressure (ear) in rat, and ischemic 

(thoracic limb) in dog. Mixed model and Student tests were applied (α=0.05). 

 

Results 

Dynamic CS increased QST (at baseline, BSL) threshold in rats (p < 0.023), but not in dogs (p > 0.922). 

Paw (secondary) allodynia (ipsilateral) was noted in OA rats: punctual (D7; p < 0.004) for OA-OVX-PA group, 

and during the whole follow-up (D7-D56) for OA-OVX-placebo (p < 0.035). An increased PWT post-CS was 

observed in the OA-OVX-placebo group, corresponding to an efficient conditioned pain modulation –CPM– 

(D21; D35; p > 0.107).  

A central sensitization (contralateral PWT) was observed in OA-OVX-placebo rats compared to OA-OVX-PA (at 

D14; p = 0.004) and to all other groups (at D56; p < 0.004). The post-CS contralateral PWT increase counteracted 

the secondary allodynia present in pre-CS at both time-points (D14 and D56; p > 0.062) in OA-OVX-placebo. An 

efficient CPM effect was observed for all time-points in OA-OVX-PA and OA-OVX-placebo rats.  

Primary allodynia was present in OA dogs at W4 with a nadir at W7; p = 0.038 without detecting any CPM effect, 

but a high level of stress was present in all dogs. 

 

Discussion 

Animals with OA developped allodynia, supporting peripheral and central sensitization. Post-CS response was 

variable in rats  within time, supporting a possible fatigue in CPM (activation–alteration). In laboratory dogs, the 

stress-induced analgesia (manifested at BSL and for the whole follow-up) complexified the CPM manifestation. 
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WhiskerMan: A Suite of Tools for Model-Based Rodent Whisker Tracking and 

Touch Detection 
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Application of machine vision to behavioural research is making it possible to track the position and shape of 

objects or organisms across time with unprecedented precision. Nominally a simple task with markers and 

modern image processing libraries, tracking remains challenging when markers cannot be used. Further 

difficulties arise in the presence of occlusion, distractor objects, or if 3D information is required, necessitating 

the fusion of information from multiple cameras. 

Measuring rodent whisker movements is one such challenging tracking problem. Mice are the most widely used 

model organism in mammalian biomedicine and whisker-mediated actions are a crucial part of their behavioural 

repertoire.  There is therefore substantial interest in the problem of ‘whisker tracking’. During natural active 

exploration, rodents rhythmically move their whiskers against objects in their surroundings (‘whisking’). 

Accurate estimates of whisker shape are critical, as they can be used to estimate the mechanical forces and 

moments that drive mechanotransduction in the whisker follicle [1]. In the case of the whisker system, it is both 

difficult and undesirable to add markers to the whiskers as such a load may alter the animal’s whisking 

behaviour.  

Our approach was to image mouse whisking using a high speed camera (1000 frames per second; high-power 

infrared LED illumination) and to develop a parameterised model-based whisker tracker – WhiskerMan (see 

Figure 1 [2, 3]). Each whisker of interest is modeled as a quadratic Bezier curve. In a given video frame, the 

initial conditions of each Bezier curve were set by extrapolation from the solution of the previous frame. The 

Bezier curves were then fitted to the image using local gradient-based search with behaviourally appropriate 

regularisation.  

We have recently generalized WhiskerMan to 3D. Whisking is commonly studied by imaging of the whiskers in 

the horizontal plane defined by the two eyes and the nose. However, whisker movement actually has a 

substantial 3D component and whisker-object contact can involve mechanical forces with a vertical component.  

To estimate 3D whisker shape, the whiskers were imaged using one high-speed camera for the horizontal plane 

and a second for the coronal (‘face on’) plane. A calibrated mapping from 3D coordinates to horizontal and 

vertical camera projections was calculated by moving a small object of known dimensions (accurate to <0.1mm) 

within the field of view. The WhiskerMan tracking algorithm was extended to fit 3D quadratic Bezier curves 

based on their projections on the two image planes. 

Due to the combination of regularized fitting, use of temporal constraints and a parametric model with few (6-9) 

free parameters per whisker, WhiskerMan is robust to events such as whisker cross-overs that cause errors in 

previous trackers.  WhiskerMan also permits multiple whiskers to be individually tracked at once.  It was 

possible to image from a large proportion of the whisker array including Greek whiskers β-δ, and rows B-E 

within arcs 1-4.  Figure 1 illustrates successful tracking of three whiskers simultaneously.  Unlike with previous 

trackers, it was possible to obtain a 3D description of position and shape, including azimuthal and elevation 

angles and 3D curvature, for each whisker. 

A second challenge in whisker tracking is to identify periods when whiskers touch an object. These are 

behaviourally important events but may only occur sparsely amongst millions of video frames. To detect touch 

onset and offset time with millisecond accuracy, in large volumes of video data (thousands of behavioural trials, 

millions of video frames in a typical experiment), we developed a semi-automatic touch detection GUI. Machine 

vision was used to identify object locations (a metal pole) in each video frame. This information was combined 

with whisker tracking outputs to determine the distance to the pole from the tracked whisker in each frame. A 

distance threshold identified candidate touches, which could then be quickly verified and curated to millisecond 
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precision through visual inspection in a Matlab based GUI. In turn, human-classified touches were used to refine 

detection thresholds for subsequent videos. The location and direction of touch (an important cue for sensing) is 

also measured.  

In summary, WhiskerMan allows fast and accurate estimates of rodent whisker angle and curvature in 3D, and 

touch events with millisecond accuracy, with minimal human input. Whilst developed to describe mouse whisking 

behavior, the model-based approach outlined above may be useful to other tracking problems in behavioural 

research. 

All experimental procedures were approved by the United Kingdom Home Office authorities and the University 

of Manchester ethical review. 

 

Figure 1. Output of WhiskerMan 3D.. The horizontal (top) and coronal (bottom) camera views are shown on the left. 

Overlaid red, green and blue traces are Bezier curve fits to each of three whiskers tracked simultaneously. Estimated whisker 

angle (middle) and curvature (right) of each whisker for a 2 second trial (sampled at 1kHz). 
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Visual Capture of Gait in Redirected Walking 
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Introduction  

Virtual reality (VR) applications using head mounted displays (HMDs) allow users to deeply immerse in a virtual 

world. There is, however, one obstacle to a full-blown immersion, dubbed the “locomotion problem”. It concerns 

the user’s navigation through large virtual environments. While virtual worlds can easily be expanded infinitely, 

physical locomotion remains constrained by the size of the available room. Redirected walking is a technique that 

allows users of virtual reality applications to explore virtual environments larger than the available physical space 

[1]. This is made possible by manipulating the walking trajectory of users through visual rotation of the virtual 

surroundings, without the user noticing the interference. This causes the user to correct for the rotation by walking 

on a curved pathway (see Figure 1). At the extreme, a user could proceed infinitely far straight forward in the 

virtual environment while walking in full circle in reality. Apart from its value for designing VR-applications, the 

issue of redirection is of considerable interest for behavioral and psychological research. During walking, 

redirection causes a mismatch between visual and bodily feedback, the latter comprising vestibular, proprioceptive 

and somatosensory cues. Experimentally induced sensory mismatch situations have long been used in psychology 

to study various processes such as action monitoring [2] or feeling of agency [3]. In this study we focused on the 

important, yet unsolved question of how individual differences influence detection thresholds of redirected 

walking. Knowledge of these differences will not only help improve virtual reality applications, but also deepen 

our understanding of how humans process multisensory conflicts during locomotion. 

Methods  

In an explorative study with 60 healthy participants (age 18-35) we determined individual redirected walking 

detection thresholds (“redirection thresholds”), using a Bayesian adaptive method for threshold estimation. 

Participants also underwent comprehensive cognitive testing and an assessment of psycho-physical traits. Tests 

included visual-dependence measurements in various contexts (rod-and-frame task, assessment of the Romberg 

quotient, measurement of vection susceptibility), but also addressed non-visual body perception and control (blind 

veering, balance stability, interoception, somatosensory amplification). We used a linear mixed model procedure, 

accounting for participants as a random factor, to analyze the relation of test performances with individual 

redirection thresholds. 

Results  

When testing the assessed test performances univariately, a positive relation of individual redirection thresholds 

with the performance in the rod-and-frame test and with vection onset-time emerged. A negative relation with 

redirection thresholds was found for the Romberg quotient and blind sway. When combining the tested variables 

together in one model, only the effect of the rod-and-frame test performance remained significant.  

Discussion  

Our results allow to pinpoint the neuropsychological factors associated with an individual’s sensitivity to detect 

manipulations of gait while walking in a virtual reality environment. Of all tested variables, performance in the 

rod-and-frame test showed the most prominent association to redirection thresholds. Specifically, the more visual 

dependent a participant was in the rod-and-frame task, the worse he/she performed at detecting redirected walking 

manipulations. This result supports the view that visual dominance over body-related signals constitutes a “visual 

capture of gait”, which hampers the detection of any locomotor perturbation. The paradigm of redirected walking 

may be used for various further research questions regarding the processing of multisensory signals during active 
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walking. Such research-based implementations of redirected walking could also be applied to specific clinical 

populations suffering from impairments of action monitoring or sensory integration during locomotion (see [4]).  

 
Figure 1. Illustration of a walking trajectory manipulation through redirected walking (note: the unit of 

curvature gain corresponds to 1/radius of trajectory curvature). 

Ethical Statement 

All experimental procedures were approved by the “Kantonale Ethikkomission Zurich” (BASEC Nr. 2016-

01153). 
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Agora: a complex social recognition paradigm 

Sheila Sanchez Garcia, Gernot Riedel 

IMS, UoA 

Introduction: A variety of neuropsychiatric disorders are characterized by disruptions in social behaviour and 

social recognition, including depression, autism spectrum disorders, bipolar disorders, obsessive-compulsive 

disorders, and schizophrenia. Developing tools for the assessment of social skills in mouse models is essential to 

further advance in the understanding of these diseases. Social interaction in rodents and especially mice is highly 

dependent on smell (1). Our specific interest in smell related behaviours arose from our current work on 

understanding mechanisms of Parkinson’s disease (PD).  An early phenotype of PD is anosmia (2) and this may 

be translated to animals using a behavioural task that carries features of human social interactions. 

The Agora was the central place in ancient Greek cities (see Fig. 1).  In this new paradigm, we seek to imitate the 

agora as the central square for social activities within a community. This concept is still alive today in many cities, 

villages and communes in Europe, in which the central town square hosts restaurants, benches, shops, or museums 

and churches at the edges of the agora. Consequently, social encounters and active social exchanges are more 

likely at the perimeter and the central area is merely an open space.  

 

Figure 1. Village squares in southern France (left) and in Valbonne (right). 

Method: In the Agora for rodents (see Fig. 2), stranger mice are confined in cubicles around the perimeter of the 

square and thus can select between up to 5 partners for social interaction.  They are free to choose and in the 

discrimination phase are conflicted with a novel and 4 familiar interaction partners.  

 

Figure 2. AGORA maze with an inside decagon and peripherally attached cubicles (Ugo Basile). 

Animals and Protocol: The animals used in the experiments were all wildtype male mice 15-17 weeks old at the 

beginning of the experiment. The main principle of this test is based on the free choice by a subject mouse to 

spend time in any part of an open circular arena (Agora) to which 5 cubicles are attached housing an animal inside 

each. It consists of two experimental phases, the second of which includes a stranger animal never encountered 

before replacing one of the familiar interaction partners. To quantify social tendencies of the experimental mouse, 

the main task is to measure the time spent with the stranger mouse in comparison with the familiar conspecifics.  

This is achieved using video observation (AnyMaze) and data extraction from tracking of movement within the 
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Agora.  Thus, the experimental design of this test allows evaluation of preference for social novelty in contrast to 

the propensity of time spent with a previously encountered familiar mouse.  

First Results and Conclusion: Using this experimental set up, we validated that there was no bias for any cubicle 

during habituation (not shown) or during the initial encounter, when 5 stranger mice were placed into the cubicles. 

Upon re-exposure and inclusion of a novel stranger, the test protocol produced robust social recognition in 

wildtype mice. Male mice can readily identify a stranger mouse and spent significantly more time in a zone 

adjacent to its cubicle compared to the 4 recently encountered conspecifics (see Fig. 3). This paradigm therefore 

provides a more realistic behavioural scenario and offers the possibility of determination of more complex 

interaction paradigms, for example comparison between recent and remote memory of social partners.  

 

Ethical statement: Mice were housed and tested in accordance with UK Home Office regulations. All 

experimental procedures were subject to the University of Aberdeen's Ethics Board and conducted in accordance 

with the European Directive on the Protection of Animals used for Scientific Purposes (2010/63/EU) and the 

Animal (Scientific Procedures) Act 1986. 
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Using Whisker Movements And Locomotion To Measure Neurodegenerative 

Disease In Rodent Models 
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As the lifespan of the world population is extending, the incidence of neurodegenerative disease is growing. 

Millions of people are affected every year by the loss of function and/or structure of neurons in the central nervous 

system. Many researchers have been looking at animal models to further understand neurodegenerative diseases 

and possible treatment types. Although rodents are not the best models for human neurodegenerative diseases, 

they still remain one of the cheapest and quickest mammals to show results [1]. Most studies on rodents involve 

either intrusive techniques or extensive training for traditional motor coordination tasks; however, developments 

in behavioural task designs have suggested that whisking and locomotion might be a highly quantitative way to 

measure neurodegeneration.  It has been shown that tracking natural whisking behaviour can show significant 

differences between wild-type and transgenic models of Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis [3] and Huntington’s 

Disease [2]; indeed, in some cases, whisking was found to be an even more sensitive test of motor dysfunction 

than any previous behavior tests [2]. This study aims to characterise how whisking, locomotion and measures of 

exploratory behaviour can help us to understand neurodegenerative disease in nine mouse models of Alzheimer’s 

disease, Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis, Cerebellar Ataxia, Cortical Development Disorders, Parkinson’s disease 

and Huntington’s disease. All animals were filmed using the same methods and analysed using the same software, 

so that they could be reliably compared. Whisker movements of many of these mouse models have never been 

described before. 

This study uses state-of-the-art behavioural set-ups, to collect high-speed video data quickly and non-invasively 

from rodents. The video was then analysed using previously developed custom behavioural software, including 

the Automated Rodent Tracker (ART) [4] and the Automated Rodent Whisker Tracker (ARWT) [5]. This gives 

highly quantitative and precise movement measurements of whisker frequency, amplitude and angular position, 

as well as locomotion speed. We present here data to show that mouse whisking, locomotion and exploratory 

behaviours are affected in mouse models of neurodegeneration. As tracking whisker and locomotion behaviour is 

non-invasive, highly quantitative and automated, it allows easy collection of large amounts of precise data. In 

addition, whisking and locomotion can be collected from freely moving animals and eliminates the need for animal 

training. We recommend that whisking and locomotion be incorporated in to behavioural test batteries of rodent 

models. 

 

Figure 1. Left: a single video tracking from ART from an example clip of a transgenic mouse with Cerebellar 

Ataxia. Middle: a single video tracking from ARWT from the same example video. Right: overlaid nose tip 
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(blue) and body (yellow) tracking seen in the batch processing review window from ART from the same 

example clip. 
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Measuring Anxiety-Like Behavior in Pet Dogs 
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Background: 

Anxiety disorders are among the most common disorders in humans affecting almost one sixth of people at some 

point in life [1] and are part of behavioral problems observed in domestic dogs [2, 3]. Dogs suffer from various 

breed-specific phobias, compulsions and other traits, including fear towards strangers or new situations, noise 

phobia, separation anxiety, impulsivity and hyperactivity, and stereotypic behaviors, that respond to human 

anxiety disorders and can be measured. In this project, we utilize the presence of natural neuropsychiatric 

phenotypes in dogs. There is a large dog population potentially available for studying anxieties. Due to similarities 

in anxiety-like behaviors between dogs and humans, dogs appear as excellent natural animal models in human 

anxiety research. In this study, we defined the following specific aims: 

 To collect the largest existing behavioral data from dogs using our online behavioral questionnaire 

targeted to dog owners and breeders. 

 To analyze the behavioral questionnaire data across anxieties to identify the low- and high-anxiety dogs 

and the extend of anxiety comorbidity. 

 To invite selected dogs from the low- and high-anxiety categories for behavioral tests to confirm the 

anxiety traits and the validity of the questionnaire data. 

 

Methods: 

Because our aim is to reach a great number of dogs from different breeds, we developed an owner-completed 

online anxiety questionnaire (www.koirangeenit.fi/questionnaires/behavior/) to study anxieties in dogs. The 

behavioral questionnaire includes background questions which cover various demographic, environmental and 

behavioral features related to each dog’s life history, and questions about various anxiety-like behaviors such as 

fear, noise phobia, separation anxiety, ADHD-like behavior, compulsion, aggression and fear of high places or 

surfaces. We have already collected over 13 500 questionnaire responses from over 200 breeds of dogs. To analyze 

the massive data from questionnaires, we developed a script that automatically categorizes dogs according to the 

responses in different anxiety traits. We defined three groups for each anxiety trait: low, moderate and high. Dogs 

in the “low” group were reported no or rare history of the trait and its frequency. In the “high” group dogs showed 

the trait “often” or “always” with high frequency so that it disturbs dog’s daily routines. Our preliminary results 

show that noise phobia and fear are the most common anxieties in dogs, and separation anxiety and aggressiveness 

the most uncommon anxiety traits. Furthermore, dog breeds show remarkable differences in prevalence of all 

anxiety traits. 

 

Although the behavioral questionnaire has been shown to accurately phenotype canine behavior [4], as a 

secondary objective of our study is to develop lab-based measures for dogs, which parallel the neurocognitive 

tasks that have been used in humans. We will test a subsample of dogs from various breeds with behavioral tests 

in order to validate the questionnaire within our study population. Validity is assessed by comparing owner's 

ratings in the behavioral questionnaire against the behavioral test codings of the dogs in standardized situations. 

We will develop behavioral tests to measure as many anxiety traits as possible. We already developed a behavioral 

test to measure fearfulness and piloted a test for impulsive/hyperactive behavior. The behavioral test for 

fearfulness included the following three parts: (1) a stranger approaching and trying to pet the dog, (2) a free 2-

minute exploration in a novel space while the owner remained passive and (3) a reaction to a novel human-like 

moving object. In the first part, the owner stayed passive with loose leash while the test leader approached the 

dog from the front. Test leader stopped in front of the dog, bent over the dog and tried to pet the dog on the head. 

In the second part, the owner stood passive in the corner inside a marked area (1 m × 1 m) while the dog was 

allowed to freely explore the novel place for 2 min. The floor of the room was marked with crossing lines to 

measure the activity and movement of the dogs using the number of crossed lines. The dog's activity (=lines 

crossed) and time spent within the close vicinity of the owner were measured. In the third part the novel object 

resembling a human figure was built on top of the remote controlled toy car, moving sideways in relation to the 

dog before stopping (distance to the dog was 15 m). The dog was unleashed when the novel object had stopped 

and the owner was advised to follow instructions of the test leader. With each dog, we waited as long as the dog 

felt safe to sniff the object, and some dogs were also fed with treats insuring that no fear towards the object was 

left. The delay of inspecting and the degree of independence of approaching (before, together or after the owner) 
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the object were measured. All test parts were video recorded and behavioral data was later analyzed from the 

videos. For hyperactive behavior, we intend to test a subsample of dogs using accelerometry-based activity 

monitors to measure their motor activity levels. We will monitor 30 hyperactive dogs and 30 dogs with low activity 

levels non-stop for one week period to figure out whether owner’s questionnaire ratings and activity levels 

measured with activity monitors correlate with each other. To measure cognitive impulsion in dogs we piloted the 

touch screen-based Stop Signal Task (SST) which measures response inhibition and impulsive action, and which 

have earlier been used for cognition tasks in dogs and rhesus monkeys successfully [5, 6]. We assume that for the 

most impulsive and hyperactive dogs, inhibiting their responses is more difficult, they cannot wait and they make 

more mistakes. The final test for impulsion is still in the process of being planned because we would like to 

develop a test which requires less training of dogs. To measure fear of high places or surfaces we will introduce 

different surfaces, stairs and high places for a few dozens of dogs and video record the test for later analyses. 

 

Measuring some anxiety-like behaviors such as noise phobia in dogs is ethically dubious because tests may cause 

discomfort for dogs. However, in Finland we have the Finnish mental test and one part of the test measures dog’s 

reactions towards gunshots. We have the behavioral questionnaire responses of many dogs which have performed 

the Finnish mental test as well. Thus we can compare noise phobia scores from our questionnaire and the score 

from the gunshot part of the Finnish mental test without causing any additional discomfort for the dogs. For 

separation anxiety and compulsions we can use video data recorded by owners to confirm the severity of the 

anxiety trait and to compare behavior and our behavioral questionnaire data. 

 

This study has potential to gain novel insights about anxiety-like behaviors in dogs with the largest existing 

validated behavioral data of pet dogs. Accelerometers provide us a new tool for measuring activity levels of dogs 

and catch the hyperactive behavior. 
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What Makes Fido an Elite Competitor? 
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Tri-axial accelerometers have been used extensively with the aim of activity recognition in humans and, less so, 

in animals.  At each sampling point the accelerometer data is labelled with the behaviour being displayed at that 

instant. The raw data is then windowed and new derived features are calculated for each window of data. These 

new features, such as mean and variance of the data, are then applied to a labelled training subset of the data by a 

machine learning or classification technique to build an algorithm to see how well the behavioural category is 

correctly assigned. The most successful algorithm is then applied to the unlabelled test dataset. Much of the 

literature is motivated by the potential for rehabilitation and therapy of movement disease and disorders such as 

in stroke and Parkinson’s disease. This involves seeing where, for example, patterns of gait vary between patient 

and control subjects.  

A few domesticated animal species have been selected for their abilities in competitive arenas, such as horses and 

working dog breeds. Canine agility competitions test speed and manoeuvrability. There is in the UK a national 

league and championship structure and it is not unreasonable to describe the most successful dogs as elite canine 

athletes. This paper introduces an ongoing project looking at accelerometer signatures of elite dogs and their 

ordinary domestic pet counterparts when performing particular behaviours. The aim of this work is to be able to 

identify components of actions such as jumps in order to better understand the strengths of particular dogs. The 

focus will be on methods development including data processing, videography and, uniquely, qualitative data 

from dog owners and breeders, and other stakeholders.  
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Optogenetics and stem cell based treatments provide new opportunities for treating retinal dystrophies [1, 2]. The 

development of these treatments largely relies on preclinical studies performed in mice. An important step in 

evaluating treatment effectiveness is represented by behavioural assays of mouse vision. Many commonly used 

tests are based on sub-conscious, reflex responses [3, 4] whose activity is only indirectly related to perceptual 

vision. More relevant tests largely rely upon learned associations between visual stimuli and either positive or 

negative conditioned stimuli [5] and are inherently throughput because they require long training periods and only 

allow association with single visual stimuli. An alternative and more humane approach to assess vision relies on 

measurements of mouse spontaneous behaviour. These tests rely on the hypothesis that when mice detect a change 

in their visual environment they naturally change their behaviour. These tests are currently low throughput as they 

rely on very simplified measures of behaviour such as distance moved within an open arena [1] or the time required 

to move from a light to a dark area [6]. Here we show that, by combining a better experimental design with more 

sophisticated behavioural measures based on changepoint analysis, we can obtain reliable high throughput 

readouts of mouse vision. We designed an open field apparatus to capture mouse behaviour simultaneously with 

multiple cameras while stimulating from the top (Figure1A&B) and to perform reliable tracking by using animal 

silhouette and body markers (Figure 1C-F). We then performed three series of experiments designed to capture a 

large repertoire of innate behavioural responses to different visual stimuli (Figure 2) and we measured contrast 

sensitivity (Figure 2A) as well as visual acuity (Figure 2C). We then analysed behavioural time series by extracting 

the time at which changes in behaviour were detected and by classifying these changes (Figure 3A&B; 

changepoint detection was based on mean changes and performed with PELT algorithm [7]).  Our method, fully 

automated, allows us to detect reliable behavioural responses on a single trial basis and to collect multiple trials 

within a single experimental session (Figure 3C&D).  

Ethical Statement:  

Experiments were conducted in accordance with the Animals, Scientific Procedures Act of 1986 (United 

Kingdom) and approved by the University of Manchester ethical review committee. The work is funded by a 

David Sainsbury Fellowship (NC/P001505/1) from National Centre for Replacement Refinement and Reduction 

of Animals in Research (NC3Rs).  
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Introduction 

Preclinical researchers are faced with the challenge of selecting the optimal model organism based on the research 

question addressed. Few comparisons between different rat strains are available [1]. Sometimes anecdotal reports 

and laboratory traditions guide the choice. Therefore, studies comparing different rat strains may refine preclinical 

research. 

The multivariate concentric square field™ (MCSF) test is based on forced exploration, but the animal can freely 

choose between different environments aiming at provoking behaviors associated with activity, risk taking and 

shelter seeking [2, 3]. In the final interpretation, the descriptive parameters are brought together into the functional 

categories general activity, exploratory activity, risk assessment, risk taking and shelter seeking [2]. 

When comparing Wistar rats from different vendors, pronounced differences in voluntary alcohol intake have 

been demonstrated [4, 5]. However, with the aim of using Lister hooded rats in future experiments, little 

information about voluntary alcohol intake in this strain was available. 

This study aimed to evaluate behavioral profiles and voluntary alcohol intake in Wistar rats after an interruption 

of breeding at the vendor, and to compare Wistar rats with Lister hooded rats. 

Material and methods 

Animals 

Male rats of two different strains, Lister hooded (HsdOla:LH) and Wistar (RccHan:WI) rats (Envigo, Horst, the 

Netherlands) were delivered at 6 weeks of age (n=21 of each strain). The animals were housed 3 per cage in 

transparent type IV cages with raised lids, wood-chip bedding and two pieces of paper as enrichment. The cages 

were kept in an animal room on reversed light/dark cycle (lights off at 6:00 am) with a masking background noise. 

Once the alcohol intake studies began the rats were single housed in high type III cages with wood-chip bedding 

and two pieces of paper until the end of the study. The experimental protocol and use of animals in this study was 

approved by the Uppsala Animal Ethical Committee, and was consistent with the Swedish Legislation on Animal 

Experimentation (Animal Welfare Act SFS1998:56) and the European Union Directive on the Protection of 

Animals Used for Scientific Purposes (2010/63/EU). 

 
Figure 1. Schematic layout of the MCSF arena. The shading of the zones represents illumination levels in the 

arena. The arena is divided into zones: 1, the central circle; 2, the central field; 3a-c, corridors; 4, the dark corner 

room; 5, the hurdle with hole board; 6, the slope; and 7, the bridge [6]. 
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The multivariate concentric square field™  

Before the alcohol intake studies began the animals underwent testing in the multivariate concentric square field™ 

test (MCSF) (Figure 1). The MCSF is used for behavioral profiling of rodents [2, 3].The animal is placed in an 

arena and able to explore and freely choose between different environments during 20 minutes. The MCSF 

contains a dark corner room (DCR) which represents a safe area were the animal can seek shelter. It also has two 

risky areas, a brightly illuminated bridge and a central circle. Lastly the animal can explore an elevated hole board 

in the hurdle.  The different areas are connected with corridors which also provide areas for the animal to explore. 

At the start of the trial the animal is placed in the central field facing the wall without any openings.  

The room that the MCSF is placed in has the same background noise as the animal room and the experimenter 

leaves the room during the trial, to make sure not to influence the animal’s behavior. The trials are recorded using 

a camera mounted in the ceiling above. Noldus Ethovision® XT 12.0 (Noldus Information Technology, 

Wageningen, The Netherlands) is used to track the animal’s movements during the trial. Behaviors that can’t be 

tracked automatically is manually scored by the experimenter. These behaviors are rearing, grooming, stretch 

attend posture (SAP), boli and urine left in the arena after the trial. 

Voluntary alcohol intake 

A modified intermittent two-bottle free-choice paradigm was used, with three consecutive 24-hour sessions per 

week for six weeks [7]. Each rat had access to two bottles, one with tap water and the other with a 20% (v/v) 

alcohol solution. Bottle positions were changed for each session to avoid position preference. After each 24-hour 

session the bottles were weighed to measure intake of water and alcohol. Alcohol preference was calculated as 

alcohol intake (g) divided by total fluid intake (g). Drinking sessions took place on Tuesdays, Wednesdays and 

Thursdays. Changing of cages was done on Fridays to make sure not to disturb the animals during alcohol intake 

sessions. 

Statistical analyses 

One Lister hooded animal was excluded due to health reasons. Statistical analyses were carried out using Statistica 

13.2 (Dell Inc., Tulsa, OK, USA). Differences were considered statistically significant at p<0.05. Most of the data 

did not show normal distribution according to the Shapiro-Wilk's W test, hence nonparametric tests were used. 

Between group differences were analyzed with Mann-Whitney U-test. Intragroup differences over time was 

analyzed with Friedman ANOVA followed by Wilcoxon Matched Pairs Tests where appropriate. Behavioral 

profiles in the MCSF test were presented using the trend analysis, which is based on grouping behaviors within 

the same context and then ranking the individuals against each other. The rank values are then summed into a sum 

rank for the functional categories general activity, exploratory activity, risk assessment, risk taking and shelter 

seeking [2].  

Results 

MCSF 

The result from the trend analysis is shown in Figure 2. The only functional behavior category that differed 

between the strains was risk taking, where Lister hooded rats exhibited higher level of risk taking behavior. 
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Figure 2. Rankings of the functional behavioral categories in the MCSF trend analysis. Data are shown as 

median with upper and lower quartiles, min and max. * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001 comparing Lister 

hooded and Wistar rats (Mann-Whitney U-test). 

Voluntary alcohol intake 

Alcohol intake (g/kg) and preference (%) for the two strains are shown in Figure 3. All 18 sessions are represented 

in the figure. No significant differences in voluntary alcohol intake was found during the six weeks of access. 

Lister hooded rats displayed a significantly higher preference during six of the sessions. The variance within the 

group was larger for Lister hooded rats, most obvious in alcohol preference on the first drinking sessions of each 

week.  
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Figure 3. Alcohol intake (g/kg) and preference (%) in Lister hooded and Wistar rats during the 18 sessions of 

voluntary alcohol intake during a period of 6 weeks. Data are shown as median with interquartile range. * p < 

0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001 comparing Lister hooded and Wistar rats (Mann-Whitney U-test). 

 

Data representing the average intake and preference on the first, second and third day of access is shown in Figure 

4. No significant difference between the strains was found when considering the alcohol intake. Lister hooded had 

significantly higher preference than Wistar rats on the second and third alcohol session of the week. When 

comparing the difference between alcohol sessions within the respective strains, significant differences were 

found between all alcohol sessions for both strains with significantly higher intake and preference on the first day 

of access. 
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Figure 4. Average alcohol intake (g/kg) and preference (%) in Lister hooded and Wistar rats during the three 

weekly drinking sessions. Data are shown as scatter dot plots with the line at median. *p<0.05, **p<0.01, 

***p<0.001 comparing Lister hooded and Wistar rats (Mann-Whitney U-test), 1p<0.05, 11p<0.01, 111p<0,001 

compared to the intake on the first day of access within the respective strain (Wilcoxon’s matched pairs test), 
2p<0.05, 22p<0.01, 222p<0.001compared to the intake on the second day of access within the respective strain 

(Wilcoxon’s matched pairs test). 

Discussion 

The results from this study revealed smaller differences between Wistar and Lister hooded rats, than previously 

have been demonstrated when comparing Wistar rats from different vendors [4, 5, 8]. The behavioral difference 

that could be seen in the trend analysis was that the Lister hooded rats displayed a higher level of risk taking 

behavior relative to Wistar rats. The parameters that make up risk taking behavior are related to the illuminated 

bridge and the central circle. The behavior of Lister hooded and Wistar rats in the MCSF has been evaluated 

previously [3]. The study found that Wistar rats spent more time in the DCR and took longer to enter the central 

circle. The trend analysis was not used at that time but these behaviors are related to shelter seeking and low risk 

taking behavior, which thus are in agreement with the findings in this study. In a previous comparison, Wistar rats 

had high thigmotaxis in the open field test [9]. On the other hand, with large enough sample size individual 

differences have been demonstrated, and both high and low risk taking individuals, respectively, among outbred 

Wistar rats [10]. The Lister hooded rats’ behavior are not as well characterized as for example Wistar rats. They 

are commonly used in operant techniques that require high attentional function [11]. A more risk taking behavior 

is also beneficial when faced with such a task. The operant chamber is an unfamiliar environment and to learn the 

requirements of the task they need to be active and nose poke the illuminated holes to eventually succeed and get 

the reward.  

When it comes to voluntary alcohol intake no difference between Wistar and Lister hooded rats were found during 

the 18 sessions. However, Lister hooded rats had a higher alcohol preference towards the end of the study. 

Moreover, pronounced individual differences within the Lister hooded rats were noted. The alcohol intake of 

Wistar rats in this study as well as in a parallel, unpublished study, indicates a lower median intake as well as a 

lower variance within the group compared to previous studies [7, 12]. Based on these results the Lister hooded 

rats would be more suitable for phenotypic division into high- and low-drinking subgroups, which previously has 

been useful in studies using the Wistar strain [7, 12]. The reason for this change in drinking behavior seen in the 

Wistar rats is not known, but it could be due to an interruption in breeding caused by an outbreak of parvo virus 

at the vendor, or a change in breeding material. However, despite several previous studies utilizing the large 

individual differences in voluntary alcohol intake among the Wistar rats [4, 7, 12], a batch-dependent effect cannot 

be excluded.  

In conclusion, comparisons between laboratory animal strains, as here when comparing behavioral profiles and 

voluntary alcohol intake are important and may facilitate the choice of animal strain used in preclinical research.  
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Introduction 

Zebrafish are still gaining momentum in many areas of biomedical research. Many strains of zebrafish exist, 

such as AB, TL and TU. As these strains are not genetically homogeneous, differ in genetic make-up and 

appearance due to mutations (TL versus AB/TU), and laboratories are rearing their own offspring in as yet not 

standardized conditions, results of studies may vary between institutes - and even within institutes.  

For instance, we [1,2,3; in preparation] and others [e.g. 4,5] have shown that adults and larvae of the 

AB and TL strain differ in physiology (AB higher levels of cortisol than TL), mRNA expression levels (among 

others of those of the stress-axis) and behaviour (inhibitory avoidance, swimming patterns, shoaling behaviour, 

motor activity and startle habituation). TL has two mutations compared to AB giving it a different physical 

appearance: long fins versus short fins and spots versus stripes. These spots are caused by a mutation in 

connexin 41.8 [6]. Yet, this connexin 41.8 gene is also present in other organs than skin, i.e. eye, heart and brain, 

and may thus potentially affect (many aspects of) behaviour.  

In a previous study [1], we showed that larvae of AB strain habituated faster than larvae of the TL 

strain to a series of acoustic/vibrational stimuli. To assess whether the mutation in connexion 41.8 has an effect 

on startle habituation, we compared startle behaviour of larvae of the AB and TL strain to larvae of the leopard 

strain, which also has spots due to a mutation in the connexin 41.8 gene, yet does not carry the long fin 

mutation. In addition, we compared startle habituation of larvae of the AB strain with those of the TU strain, 

which is also a wild-type (striped) zebrafish, and of which differences in mRNA expression profiles and 

behavioural have been reported [7,8].  

Materials and Methods 

Five day old larvae of the AB, TL, leopard (LEO) and TU strains (reared under 28.5 degrees Celsius and 

14L/10D in Petridishes with E3 medium from day 0 onwards), were exposed to a protocol in Daniovision 

(Noldus Information Technology, Wageningen, the Netherlands) consisting of 10 min habituation, followed by 

10 acoustic/vibrational stimuli with a 20 second inter-stimulus interval (ISI), a period of 10 minutes rest, 

followed by 30 stimuli with a 1 second ISI [1]. Habituation to repeated stimuli occurs normally more strongly in 

the second series than the first series. Experiments were done in 2-3 biological replicates to eliminate batch 

differences and statistical analysis was used to assess consistency of responses. The dependent variable was: 

maximum velocity following a stimulus (Vmax (mm/s)) in 1-second intervals. Subjects showing a response less 

than 15 mm/s on the first stimulus were discarded from further analysis [1; AB, TL and LEO: <12%; TU 

~25%]. Statistical analysis was done using repeated measures Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) followed by 

post-hoc testing where appropriate using IBM SPSS version 23 for Windows (IBM, Armonk, NY, USA). P-

values smaller than or equal to 0.05 (two-tailed) were considered significant. 

Ethical statement: All experiments were carried out in accordance with the Dutch Animals Act 

(http://wetten.overheid.nl/BWBR0003081/2014-12-18), the European guidelines for animal experiments 

(Directive 2010/63/EU; http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/NL/TXT/HTML/?uri=CELEX:32010L0063 and 

institutional regulations. Larvae were euthanized by exposure to ice slurry for at least 20 minutes. 

Results 

Figure 1 (panels A-D) shows the maximum velocity (mm/s) across the time period when 10 stimuli with a 20s 

interval were presented. The profiles clearly show an increase in maximum velocity when a stimulus is 

presented, underlining its validity for measuring acoustic/vibrational startle responses. In addition the profiles 

show differences in baseline values as well as their variation between strains, with AB having a low baseline 

value with little variation as we have observed earlier [1].   

mailto:ruudvdbos@science.ru.nl
mailto:ruudvandenbos1@gmail.com
http://wetten.overheid.nl/BWBR0003081/2014-12-18
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/NL/TXT/HTML/?uri=CELEX:32010L0063
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Figure1, Panels A-D: Startle response (means; maximum velocity (mm/s)) to 10 stimuli with 20s ISI of AB, TL, 

leopard (LEO) and TU 5dpf larvae. Values in panels indicate mean (+standard devation) of baseline (intervals 

between stimuli). 

 

No differences were observed between larvae of the AB, TL and LEO strain in the startle response to the first 

stimulus (Figure 2, panels A and C). Like in our earlier experiments larvae of the AB strain showed a stronger 

habituation than larvae of the TL strain, both when exposed to 10 stimuli with 20s ISI (Figure 2, panel A) and 

30 stimuli with 1s ISI (Figure 2, panel C). In both cases larvae of the leopard strain showed startle values in 

between those of AB and TL (Figure 2, panel A: strain * stimulus: F(18,2781)=2.724, p<0.001; panel C: 

F(58,8642)=2.756, p<0.001). Defining habituation more precisely as the ratio of the startle response to the 4 th, 

8th, 12th, 16th and 20th stimulus to the 1st stimulus revealed a highly significant strain effect (F(2,299)=8.009, 

p<0.001) with ratio’s from AB larvae differing from those of TL/LEO (Tukey HSD). Parcelling this out 

revealed that ratio’s of AB larvae differed from those of TL/LEO larvae at the 4th stimulus, while at the 8th 

stimulus and 12th stimulus ratio’s of AB/LEO larvae differed from those of LEO/TL larvae. No differences were 

found at the 16th and 20th stimulus.     

Larvae of the TU strain showed lower startle values than larvae of the AB strain at the first stimulus (Figure 2, 

panels B and D). Also thereafter the startle response of larvae of the AB and TU strain differed, especially when 

considering the first series of stimuli (Figure 2, panel B: strain * stimulus: F(9,1548)=2.893, p≤0.002; panel D: 

F(29,4959)=2.399, p<0.001). As to the habituation at the 4th, 8th, 12th, 16th and 20th stimulus, larvae of the TU 

larvae habituated slower than larvae of the AB strain (strain: F(1,171)=8.585, p<0.004; p-values <0.05 at 4th, 

12th, 16th and 20th stimulus). 
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Figure2: Panel A: Startle response (mean+SEM) to 10 stimuli with 20s ISI of AB, TL and leopard (LEO) 5dpf 

larvae. Following a significant interaction term, one-way ANOVA’s for different stimuli showed significant 

effects for stimulus 2 and stimuli 6-10; post hoc testing (Tukey HSD) showed that for stimulus 2: 

[AB=TL]=/=[LEO], for stimulus 6: [AB=LEO]=/=[TL], for stimulus 7-9: [AB=LEO]=/=[LEO=TL] and for 

stimulus 10: [AB]=/=[TL=LEO]. Panel B: Startle response (mean+SEM) to 10 stimuli with 20s ISI of AB and 

TU 5dpf larvae. Following a significant interaction term, Student t-tests showed significant differences for 

stimulus 1-6 and stimulus 8. Panel C: Startle response (means only for sake of clarity) to 30 stimuli with 1s ISI 

of AB, TL and leopard (LEO) 5dpf larvae. Following a significant interaction term, one-way ANOVA’s for 

different stimuli showed significant effects for stimulus 2-21 and stimulus 23-30; post-hoc testing (Tukey HSD) 

showed that for stimulus 2,3,6-11,14,15: [AB=LEO]=/=[TL], for stimulus 4,5,13,16,17,19,23,26,27,29,30: 

[AB]=/=[LEO=TL], for stimulus 12,20,21,25,28: [AB=LEO]=/=[LEO=TL], for stimulus 18: 

[AB]=/=[LEO]=/=[TL] and for stimulus 24: [AB=TL]=/=[TL=LEO]. Panel D: Startle response (means only for 

sake of clarity) to 30 stimuli with 1s ISI of AB and TU 5dpf larvae. Following a significant interaction term, 

Student t-tests showed significant differences for stimulus 1,3,11,15,17 and 18. 

Discussion 

The data of this study show that differences in startle response habituation between AB and TL may be partly 

caused by the connexin 41.8 mutation as larvae of the leopard strain showed values in between those of AB and 

TL. This suggests that this mutation is not ‘an innocent and cosmetic’ mutation but may affect many 

(behavioural) paradigms.  Future studies should unravel its underlying mechanism and its consequences for 

using TL as strain in (behavioural) experiments. Currently we are testing whether differences in cortisol levels 

may also explain differences in startle behaviour. In addition, the data show that AB and TU show differences in 

startle behaviour, while both are wild-type fish. Recent studies [7,8] have also showed differences between AB 

and TU regarding behaviour and mRNA expression.  
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The data of this study emphasize that strain differences may affect (habitation to) startle responses and hence 

may have an effect on results (within and) between laboratories as well as on the choice for the optimal strain 

for (behavioural) research. 
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Observation, measurement and analysis of rodent behavior is an essential ingredient of behavioral neuroscience 

studies and objective quantitative behavioral data are a prerequisite for reliable research results. Because manual 

recording of behavior by human observers is time-consuming, tedious and subjective, there has been an ongoing 

effort to develop techniques for automated measurement. Since the 1990s, we have seen automated behavioral 

observation tools evolve from simple video tracking systems able to record the movement of a laboratory rat in a 

test arena, with behavioral classification limited to “moving” vs. “not moving” [1][2], to software able to recognize 

ten different categories of behavior in a rodent from overhead video [3]. However, in experiments that deviate 

from the pre-defined research setups or in situations where behaviors are performed differently due to drug 

treatment, genetic variance or disease progress (such as excessive grooming or stereotypic behavior), researchers 

are left with the laborious and error-prone method of manually scoring their data.  

One solution for this has been introduced with the Janelia Automatic Animal Behavior Annotator (JAABA) [4]. 

With this interactive labeling tool the user presents a small set of hand labeled video segments to the system, 

which uses Active Learning to incrementally train a classifier. Subsequently, the classification results are shown 

back to the user who can then correct the labels and retrain the system. The usefulness of this tool was shown by 

Van den Boom et al. [5], who reached an accuracy of 94% (F-score) for the labeling of fast excessive self-

grooming in SAPAP3 knock-out mice, that was not recognized by the generic automated recognition system. The 

classifier needed ~12 minutes of annotated video to reach reliable performance and it took the authors less than a 

few days to set up a trained system. 

To improve on this concept further, Lorbach et al. [6] recently proposed a Clustering-based Active Learning 

framework for labeling social rodent behavior. They make the interactive labeling more efficient by querying the 

user to label specific automatically selected segments of the video that the system can learn from most. In [6] the 

segments are selected based on a combination of a data-driven Active Learning approach [7] and the properties 

of the Dirichlet Process that facilitate the discovery of rare classes [8]. Another way of selecting segments is to 

use a discriminative approach described in [9]. Here the criteria for the usefulness are based on the uncertainty of 

the classifier. The participants of a user study had to label only 300 1-s video clips selected from 9 videos of 15 

min each to achieve the same accuracy as with training with the fully labeled dataset. With this interactive 

approach the manual labeling time was reduced from ~7 hours for the entire dataset to 18.7 minutes, which 

illustrates the potential of active learning for reducing manual labeling effort. 

In this research we are extending the querying framework from Lorbach by experimenting with more informative 

feature sets and targeted initialization of the underlying classifiers. The above-mentioned frameworks classify 

behavior only on tracked locations and derived features, such as relative body points per frame and sliding window 

statistics, and require those trajectory features to be calculated prior to the learning stage. The feature set used by 

Van Dam et al. (2013) for the generic recognition of specific rodent behaviors adds body shape and optical flow 

features to the trajectory features, yielding a richer dataset with better classification capabilities. Furthermore, we 

experiment with initializing the active learner with pre-trained, generic behavior classifiers. Finally, we present 

the results in a user-friendly prototype with integrated feature acquisition. 

For this research we use the rodent behavior datasets described in [3] and [9]. These datasets were recorded with 

approval of authorized ethical committees. For detailed descriptions we refer to [3] and [9].  
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Exhibiting natural lying behaviour is an important indicator for the health and welfare of dairy cows [1-5]. 

Cubicles for dairy cows are often too narrow and too short,  causing difficulties lying down or standing up. In too 

short or narrow cubicles, cows cannot display all their natural lying postures. Bedding material and divider type 

also influence and possibly hinder lying behaviour [6,7]. Furthermore, in a cubicle barn cows cannot choose in 

which direction they lie, which might be important because cows seem to prefer a North-South position [8]. In 

this study we compared lying postures of 574 dairy cows on pasture in Uruguay and the Netherlands and 506 

cows in cubicle barns in the Netherlands. Lying postures were recorded by taking photographs of cows lying 

down using ordinary handheld cameras and determining lying position using the illustrations, see Figure 1. Cows 

were photographed while lying down in the cubicles or in the pasture, approaching them carefully and without 

handling or disturbing them. Therefore, no ethical review of the study was necessary. Students were trained by 

the authors to compare the photographs with the pictures, and the first 100 photographs were double-checked by 

the authors. Indoors we also recorded cubicle bedding and divider type, while outdoors in Uruguay orientation of 

the lying cows was recorded as well. Our aim was to determine whether lying postures differed between cows in 

cubicles and on pasture. If cubicles restrict cows in their lying posture, this could suggest a decreased welfare.  

 

Figure 1. Lying postures of dairy cows: long (1), short (2), wide (3) and narrow (4). 

Lying postures were determined by studying photographs of the cows and comparing results. Photographing each 

cow and comparing the pictures required much handiwork, automation of this process would be welcome. Using 

automatic cameras and vision techniques such as image recognition could reduce the amount of labour and 

standardize results. Our results showed significantly more long and wide postures for cows on pasture and more 

short and narrow postures in cubicles. 55,5% of cows on pasture prefer lying in a North-South direction. Cows in 

cubicles showed significantly more long and wide postures and less short and narrow postures on soft bedding 

compared to hard bedding (P<0,01). Cows in cubicles with English type dividers showed more long and wide 

postures than cows in cubicles with R-shaped or U-shaped dividers. We conclude that cubicles and dividers restrict 

cows in their lying behavior, since lying postures differed significantly from that on pasture, implying a decreased 

welfare. Certain types of bedding and dividers restricted cows less than others, so housing systems can be 

improved. For cattle welfare, we advise to stimulate housing systems where cows can lie unrestricted and choose 

their lying position as well as their orientation. In future research, automatic recording of lying behaviour and 

lying posture of cows, using vision techniques, would improve efficiency as well as accuracy of results in this 

field of research.    
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